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PREFACE.

After an anxious and unceasing labour of more

than eighteen months, the Editors of the collected

Works of Jeremy Taylor have completed their

engagement with the public. It only remains, that

they should express their gratitude to the many
distinguished individuals, whose patronage has ena-

bled them to bring their undertaking to a close;

that they should shortly state the considerations,

by which their plan has been regulated ;
and request

indulgence for those defects of plan or execution,

to which every undertaking of a similar magnitude
is liable.

To comprise in a uniform shape, and within

a reasonable compass, those productions of Taylor's

genius, of which some were hardly to be obtained

at all, and the rest at high prices and in volumes

of many different types and dimensions,—was an

object, the importance of which has been fully and

generally recognised. The want of such an edition

as the present was felt, both in this country and in

America, not by the theological student alone,

but by all the cultivators of ancient English lite^

VOL. r. b
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rature
;

all who hold in reverence the great prin-

ciples of Christian piety and religious freedom;

who love our language in its purest and richest

melody ;
and value that essential spirit of eloquence

and poetry, which would alone suffice to render a

language immortal.

Nor had this want been, in any competent

degree, supplied by the selections from his writings

which have, from time to time, enjoyed no incon-

siderable share of public favour. Those republications

were confined to his Sermons, his Holy Living and '

Dying, and some others of his devotional tracts.

His Liberty of Prophesying, the first public defence

of the principles of religious toleration
;
his Ductor

Dubitantium, on which he himself expected his

renown in after ages to be founded; his Life of

Christ, the earliest, and, in its day, the most popular
of his practical works

;
and his polemical writings,

which display, in addition to their other excel-

lencies, a terseness of argument and poignancy of

satire, from which he was, in other instances, pre-

cluded, remained in detached tracts or scarce and

unwieldy folios. And it may be said with truth,

that a great proportion of his admirers had the means

of becoming acquainted with a very small part only

of the peculiar merits of their favourite.

It was under these circumstances, and with the

reasonable hope that such an undertaking would

receive its due share of national encouragement, that

the writer of the following Memoirs was applied
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to by the proprietors to superintend their medi-

tated edition of Taylor's Works. His distance,

however, from the metropolis, rendered it impos-
sible for him to discharge many of the essential

duties of an editor
; and, as the expense of such a

measure rendered the addition of notes impossible,
little more remained in his power than to exercise

his judgment in the arrangement of the different

pieces, and in the admission or exclusion of those,

of which the genuineness has been questioned.

The correction of the press, the verification

of the numerous quotations and references, and, in

some instances, the rectification ofthe previous read-

ings, was fortunately undertaken by the Reverend

J. R. Pitman, the alternate preacher of the Found-

ling and Magdalen Hospitals ; who, by his clas-

sical learning, his knowledge of English literature,

and a deep admiration of his author's merits, was

eminently qualified for such a task
;
and who has

afforded a fresh proof, if proof were wanting, of

the compatibility of distinguished talent and elo-

quence with unwearied patience, and minute and

laborious accuracy.

On the arrangement, which has been adopted, a

few observations may, perhaps, be necessary. The

natural, and what would have been, in some re-

spects, the most desirable order, was that of the

date, at which each tract was originally published.

Yet, as there are several of Taylor's compositions,

which, at different periods of his life, received
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successive additions and improvements, it was not

very easy to determine, w^hether such should be

referred to the year, in which the first and less

perfect sketch appeared, or that in which it received

the latest polish of the author's taste and judgment:
and it was desirable for the publishers, in an

undertaking of so great extent and hazard, that

their volumes should be so arranged as to enable

them to sell some of the more popular treatises

separately. For such a classification there was,

indeed, a sanction in the author's own practice, in

the instance of the HuimQokov GeoxoyiKov, and there ap-

peared a certain degree of fitness in printing those

tracts in consecutive order, which relate to the

same duties, or are opposed to similar errors. The
works have been accordingly divided under the

several heads of Practical, Polemical, Casuistic,

and Devotional;— but, subject to this division, they
have been arranged, as nearly as possible, accord-

ing to the dates of their respective publication.

The task of separating the genuine from the

spurious compositions involved a greater respon-

sibility, and was not to be attempted without con-

siderable self-distrust and anxiety. Of the two

posthumous treatises,
— both extremely rare, and the

former of which it was necessary to transcribe, for

the printer's use, from the single copy extant in the

Bodleian Library,
— the sentiments and piety appear

in perfect unison with Bishop Taylor's known opi-

nions ;
the style partakes of his characteristic merits

and defects, and the weight of external evidence is
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such as can leave no reasonable doubt on the pro-

priety of admittinj^ them into the present collection.

t It is otherwise with the Dialogue on Artificial

Handsomeness. The reasons which, after much

patient and unprejudiced inquiry, at length con-

ducted to its exclusion, will be found at some leno-th

in the following Life and Notes; and the writer of

those animadversions will here only observe, that

his opinion, adopted in the first instance with dif-

fidence and reluctance, has acquired additional

strength from every repeated comparison of that

Essay with the Bishop's undoubted compositions.

The Life of Taylor had been long only known

through the meagre accounts of Wood and Sir

James Ware, and the few particulars recorded by

Bishop Rust in his Funeral Eulogium. As con-

nected with the most interesting period of English

history, and with the genius and writings of one

whom English literature ranks among its noblest

ornaments, several eminent scholars and divines of

the latter part of the last century appear to have

contemplated the publication of memoirs on a larger

scale, and one more worthy of their subject. Bishop
Home and Archdeacon Zouch are said to have

cherished this design ;
and a few documents pre-

paratory to such a work were collected by the

reverend and learned Mr. Nicholson, perpetual

curate of St. James's, Liverpool, and rector of

Dudcote, Berkshire. But the two former appear

to have made no progress whatever in their under-
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taking; and the papers which Mr. Nicholson left

at his death, and which, in themselves, do not

appear to have been either numerous or important,

have eluded all the inquiries of the present writer,

as well as of his learned and amiable friend. Arch-

deacon Bonnet.

Of the Life which the Archdeacon has himself

given to the world, it is sufficient to say, that it

would have precluded the necessity of all succeeding

labourers in the cause, had not a more detailed

and critical examination of Taylor's writings been

contemplated than fell within the scope of his plan ;

and had not a hope been' excited of obtaining

additional information from traditions and docu-

ments, which were previously not accessible.

A critical examination of the author's genius and

writings was rendered expedient by the oppor-

tunity which it afforded of discussing, in a connected

view, the merits and peculiarities of a writer so

voluminous
; by the propriety of discriminating be-

tween his many beauties, and his occasional, though

unfrequent, aberrations from a correct taste and

judgment ;
and sometimes, also, though still less fre-

quently, of detecting and obviating his departure
from the usual and orthodox faith of Christians. Of

the manner in which this task has been performed,

it is for the public to decide. The writer cannot

plead want of time; he is not conscious of any
want of diligence ;

and he has had abundant oppor-

tunity to examine such of Taylor's works, as
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were not previously familiar to him. The warmer

admirers of his author will, perhaps, sometimes

condemn him as unjust and captious in his criti-

cisms ; while others may accuse him of a too indis-

criminate praise, and of blindness to the imperfec-

tions with which these beautiful compositions are

impaired and spotted. If these charges are both

brought against him, he will seek no better defence

than the balance of conflicting censures. But he

will admit, that, of the two, he has most dreaded

the latter danger, as the one most injurious to the

interests of literature and religion, and that to

which an ardent admirer of Taylor's excellencies

is, naturally, most liable.

From the works thus censured or extolled, it was

obviously necessary to select particular passages in

illustration of the principles laid down, or in justi-

fication of the criticisms hazarded. If those quota-

tions should be thought too long or too frequent,

let it be remembered that many may, perhaps, be

tempted to read them in a compendious form, who

would, without some previous introduction to the

author's beauties, have been little inclined to search

for them through fourteen closely printed volumes.

And let it be observed that, though some of the

passages in question may have been extracted to

make good a censure, or on account of their elo-

quence or their singularity,
— a still greater anxiety

has been felt to bring forward those, which contain

the most useful precepts of sound sense and prac-

tical holiness.
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That the wise, and moderate, and eminently

Christian spirit
of Jeremy Taylor ;

his unshaken

fidelity to the civil and religious institutions of his

country; his unwearied industry ;
his inexhaustible

learning ;
his zeal for the essentials of the Catholic

faith ;
his abhorrence of unprofitable and vexatious

grounds of difference ;
his piety, his toleration, and

his humility, may ever find imitators and rivals in

that Church which he loved and adorned; whose

deep depression did not subdue, and whose triumph

did not too far elate him,— is the hope and earnest

prayer of one, who has been accustomed to find,

in his Avritings, a source of the purest gratification

here, and a guide to brighter hopes hereafter.

R. H.



THE

LIFE
OF

JEREMY TAYLOR, D.D.

The life of a student is passed within a narrow circle
;
and

of the men whose writings are most widely read and admired,
the personal history is often enveloped in the deepest ob-

scurity. 'Nor, even of those individuals, whom the zeal of

their friends or the malice of their enemies have enabled or

compelled to act a more conspicuous part on the theatre

of contemporary distinction, have the lives been often

diversified with many singular events, with great deliver-

ances, or surprising- vicissitudes. Their days have been

quietly busied in producing those effects which only have
made their histories worth inquiring after, — effects for

jvhich it was Accessary that their habits should be retired

aod uniform. Nor can we wonder, therefore, that whoever
undertakes the biography of a scholar or a theologian, has

ordinarily but little to relate which is certain, and less which
is interesting or extraordinary.

In some respects, indeed, the fate of Jeremy Taylor
was distinguished from the general lot of men of letters.

So far from his life being retired or monotonous, he seems
to have passed much of it in a crowd

;
and it is one of the

circumstances which lead us most to wonder at the fertility

and force of his genius, not only that, in so few years, he

wrote so many books, but that these books were, many of

them, composed under circumstances the least favourable to

research or abstraction.

VOL. 1. b
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It was his fortune, at an early age, to attract the notice

of those whose patronage, however favourable to his interests

or his renown, had a natural tendency to withdraw him from

the usual scenes of literary or parochial labour. He was

favoured by Laud in the zenith of his power, and trusted

by king Charles, when he had become the more venerable

from adversity. During the Usurpation, though esteemed

and pitied even by his enemies, he was destined to encounter

a more than usual share of confiscation and imprisonment ;

and, at the restoration of the royal family, and while yet in

the full vigour of his years and his abilities, he was raised

to the highest honours which lie within the compass of his

profession. But, during the calamities which agitated an

empire, the escapes and sufferings of a private individual

were too insignificant to attract much contemporary fame
;

and Taylor's sufferings were of the kind which, by impo-

verishing their victim, removes him still more from the

notice and knowledge of the world. His subsequent pro-

motion, though it fixed him in the country where he had

found his best asylum, was, in itself, a banishment from the

society of public men and the theatre of national politics ;

and his latter days were spent in the alternate and unob-

trusive labours of the pulpit and the closet, in preparing
himself and others for that heaven, whither his desires had

been from his earliest years directed.

It will not, then, be expected, that, after the lapse of

almost two centuries, I shall have been able to supply many
interesting details of a life thus spent and thus concluded, or

that many important gleanings remain which had escaped
the almost contemporary inquiries of Wood, or the accurate

industry and zealous researches of Mr. Bonney. Yet the

time is not long passed since unusually abundant stores of

information existed, and since those stores were in the pos-
session of a person eminently qualified to employ them to the

best advantage. The late William Todd Jones, of Homra, in

the county of Down, esquire, Taylor's lineal descendant in

the fifth degree, and who inherited no small portion of his

talents and characteristic eloquence, was employed, at one

period of his life, in collecting and arranging materials for

the biography of his distinguished ancestor. Mr. Jones

possessed, among many other interesting documents, a
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series of autograph letters to and from the bishop ; and
a **

family-book," also in his own handwriting, giving an

account of his parentage and the principal events of his

life, with comments on many of the public transactions in

which he himself, or those connected with him, had borne

a share.

But, in the ardour of Mr. Jones's political pursuits, and

the frequent pecuniary embarrassments to which those pur-
suits exposed him, his biographical labours appear to have

been often interrupted ;
and his sudden death, by the over^

turn of a carriage in the year 1818, cut short all the hopes
which his talents and his materials justified. The greater

part of his family papers he had, on the sale of Homra to

the marquess of Downshire, deposited at Montalto, under

the care of the late John, earl of Moira. Their subsequent
fate has, unfortunately, not been ascertained. At Donning-
ton, whither all the papers found at Montalto are said to

have been transferred, no traces of them remain ;
and there

appears but too much reason to apprehend that they were

consumed, together with some other packages belonging to

the marquess of Hastings, in the fire which destroyed the

London Custom-house. All which the family yet retain

consists of some extracts made by Mr. Jones from these

documents with a view to his intended work ;
the mar-

riage settlement of Taylor's youngest daughter; and some

traditions respecting himself and his descendants, which

have been liberally communicated to me by Mr. Jones's

sisters, Mrs. Wray, and Mrs. Mary Jones.

Small as these remains are, the few facts which they
disclose are, perhaps, among the most interesting hitherto

recovered concerning bishop Taylor's private concerns.

From other quarters, indeed, very little was to be gathered
which was new, but I have not knowingly neglected any.
The Rev. Mr. Bonney, with a kindness to which I am deeply

indebted, and which I had the less reason to expect as I was

personally unknown to him, has permitted me to make use

of an interleaved copy of his able and interesting Life of

Taylor, enriched with many valuable manuscript notes and

references. To the active and judicious friendship of the

Honourable and Reverend J. C. Talbot, I am indebted, not

only for ray introduction to bishop Taylor's descendants in
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Ireland, but for whatever other gleanings of information or

tradition respecting him remained in that kingdom. The
archives of All Souls were examined by the kindness of the

bishop of Oxford, and my friend, Clement Cartwright, Esq. ;

and the publishers of this edition have been enabled to

procure for me, from the Evelyn Papers, the British Museum,
and other sources, seventeen manuscript letters of Taylor,

fourteen of which are now first printed. But it cannot be

concealed, that, notwithstanding these advantages, I have

still to lament the scantiness and imperfection of my mate-

rials ;
and that in this, as in most other instances, the

biography of an author must consist in the account of his

writings rather than his actions or adventures.

Jeremy, third son of Nathaniel and Mary Taylor % was
born in Trinity parish, Cambridge, and baptized on the

15th of August, 1613. His father v>'as a barber; an occu-

pation which, united, as it generally was, with the practice
of surgery and pharmacy, was, in the days of our ancestoi-s,.

somewhat less humble than at present, but which was at no

time likely to raise its professor or his childreii to wealth or

eminence. The family, however, had originally held a re-

spectable rank among the smaller gentry of Gloucestershire,

where they had possessed, for many generations, an estate

in the parish of Frampton on Severn
;
and Nathaniel was

the lineal descendant of Dr. Rowland Taylor, rector of Had-

leigh, in the county of Suffolk, and chaplain to archbishop
Cranmer ^.

Of Rowland Taylor, neither the name nor the misfortunes

are obscure. He was distinguished among the divines of the

Reformation for his abiUties, his learning, and piety ;
and he

suffered death at the stake on Aldham Common, near Had-

leigh, in the third year of queen Mary, amid the blessings
and lamentations of his parishioners, and with a courageous
and kindly cheerfulness which has scarcely its parallel, even

in those days of religious heroism.

Dr. Taylor was of sufficient consequence, as an advocate

of the new religion, to have excited against himself, without

any additional or private motives, the fiercest hostility of the

" See Note (A.)
•' Letter from Lady Wray to William Todd, Esq. of Castlemartin, dated

May 31, 1732, quoted in the Mo. of Mr. Todd Jones.
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Romish prelates. We are told, however, that Gardiner, by
whose warrant as lord chancellor he was first apprehended,
was stimulated in this instance by feelings of avarice, as

well as bigotry; that he was desirous of appropriating to

himself the family estate at Frampton ; that, I know not on

what pretence, he succeeded in his object after Dr. Taylor's

death, and that he had begun to build a mansion on the

property, which, at his own decease, he left vnifinished.

The family of the martyr were thus reduced to poverty,
from which they had the less prospect of emerging by any

help or favour of government, inasmuch as, in common with

many of those who had most severely felt the iron hand of

the Romish hierarchy, they were suspected, during the reigns
of Elizabeth and James the First, of an inclination to the

rising sect of the Puritans. Yet their poverty cannot have
been excessive, since we find Nathaniel Taylor serving as

churchwarden; an office which, in most parishes, is filled

by the wealthiest and most respectable in the middle ranks

of life. And it may be mentioned to their honour, that,

after two generations of comparative distress, the father of

Jeremy Taylor was spoken of by his son, in a letter to his

old tutor, Bachcroft, as "
reasonably learned," and as having

himself *'

solely grounded his children in grammar and the

mathematics '^."

I have already taken notice of the unfortunate loss of

the documents on which this account chiefly depends. For

the fact of their having once existed, the authority of Mr.

Jones is sufficient
;
and though the testimony of lady Wray

is exposed to that degree of doubt which almost always
attaches to family tradition, it is as satisfactory a voucher

as could be looked for under similar circumstances, and

more than sufficient to obtain belief for an account which,

in itself, is far from improbable. That Jeremy Taylor had,

indeed, some pretensions to gentle blood, may be, to a

certain extent, inferred from the armorial bearings which,

in an age when such distinctions were less boldly assumed

than at present, and when the Heralds' College still retained

some vestiges of their ancient authority, were engraved on

his seal, still preserved by the Marsh family, and which

« Mr. JoiifVi MS.
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(with some degree of harmless ostentation) are almost vmi-

formly appended to his portraits ''. In his works nothing

occurs which can either confirm or disprove the traditions

of his descendants
; though he speaks of Rowland Taylor

with deserved commendation in one of his polemical writings",

and appeals to his authority in behalf of the Book of Common

Prayer with something like a filial fondness. I am aware,

indeed, that the question is, after all, of no great importance,

and that the character of bishop Taylor could derive no

additional lustre from a pedigree far more distinguished

than that which I have assigned him. But the natural

prejudices of mankind incline them to attach a certain

degree of weight to the inheritance of talents and virtues
;

and I was not sorry to discover that the author of the

Liberty of Prophesying was a descendant of one whose

character and sufferings I had long been accustomed to

contemplate with veneration.

There is nothing, indeed, more beautiful in the whole

beautiful Book of Martyrs, than the account which Fox
has given of Rowland Taylor, whether in the discharge of

his duty as a parish priest, or in the more arduous moments
when he was called on to bear his cross in the cause of

religion. His warmth of heart, his simplicity of manners,
the total absence of the false stimulants of enthusiasm or

pride, and the abundant overflow of better and holier feel-

ings, are delineated, no less than his courage in death, and
the buoyant cheerfulness with which he encountered it,

with a spirit only inferior to the eloquence and dignity of

the Phaedon. Something, indeed, must be allowed for the

manners of the age, before we can be reconciled to the

coarse vigour of his pleasantry, his jocose menace to Bonner,
and his jests with the sheriff" on his own stature and corpu-

lency. But nothing can be more delightfully told than his

refusal to fly from the lord chancellor's officers
;
his dignified,

yet modest determination to await death in the discharge of

his duty; and his affectionate and courageous parting with

his wife and children. His recollection, when led to the

stake, of " the blind man and woman," his pensioners, is

"» Note (B.)
« Preface to the Apology for Authorized and Set Forms of Liturgy,

vol. vii. p. 304, of this Edition.
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of the same delightful character; nor has Plato any thinsy

more touching than the lamentation of his parishioners over

his dishonoured head and long white beard, and his own
meek rebuke to the wretch who drew blood from that

venerable countenance. Let not my readers blame me for

this digression. They will have cause to thank me, if it

induces them to refer to a history, which few men have

ever read without its making them " sadder and better ^"

At three years of age, Jeremy Taylor is said to have

been sent to the grammar school then recently founded in

Cambridge under the will of Dr. Stephen Perse, and kept

by one Loverings. The profit, however, which he derived

from Lovering's instructions cannot have been great, if, as

Taylor himself wrote to the head of Caius, he was '*

solely

grounded in grammar and mathematics" by his father. And
it is so unusual a thing in his class of life, or, indeed, in

any class, to send an infant of three years old to a public

grammar school, that I am tempted exceedingly to doubt a

fact which rests on a single, and, as it appears in another

instance, an inaccurate memorandum in the admission book
of Caius. If, which is certainly not improbable, he attended

Lovering's school at all, he can hardly have remained at it

so long as he is there stated to have done ''.

When thirteen years old, on the 18th of August, 1626,
he was entered at Caius College as a sizar, or poor scholar

;

an order of students who then were what the " servitors"

still continue to be in some colleges in Oxford, and what the
"

lay brethren" are in the convents of the Romish church.

This was an institution which, however it may be now at

variance with the feelings and manners of the world, was, in

its original, very far from deserving the reprobation which

has been sometimes cast on it, and owed, indeed, its begin-

ning to a zeal for the education of the poor, as well directed

as it was humane and Christian. In the time of our ancestors,

the interval between the domestics and the other members

of a family was by no means so great, nor fenced with so

harsh and impenetrable a barrier, as in the present days of

luxury and excessive refinement. As the highest rank of

subjects was elevated then at a greater height than they

f Note (r.) E Jio<uiiy, Life, p. 3. ^ Note (D.)
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now are above the most considerablfe private gentry, so the'

latter constituted a far more efficiient link in the great chain

of society, and a far easier gradation existed between the

nobles and that class of men from whom their own domestics

were taken. There was, in those days, no supposed humilia^

tion in offices which are now accomited menial, but which the

peer then received as a matter of course from " the gentle-

men of his household ;" and which were paid to the knight
or gentleman by domestics chosen in the families of his own
most respectable tenants

; while, in the humbler ranks of

middle life, it was the uniform and recognized duty of the

wife to wait on her husband, the child on his parents, the

youngest of the family on his elder brothers or sisters'.

But while the subordination of service was thus perfect and

universal, this very universality softened its rigours. The

well-born and well-educated retainers of a noble family were

admitted by its head to that confidence and familiarity

which their rank and attainments justified. The servants

of the manor-house were usually the humble friends of the

master and mistress, whose playmates they had been during

childhood, and under whose protection they hoped to grow
old. We have been, most of us, impressed with the tone of

equality assumed by the valets of the old French comedy ;

and the jovial familiarity of Furnace, Amble, and Order, in

Massinger's
" New Way to pay Old Debts," is a well known,

and, probably, an accurate portrait, of that species of gra-

duated intercourse which once connected the aristocracy,

and the throne itself, with the humblest orders of society,

and in the abolition of which it may be reasonably doubted

whether all parties are not rather losers than gainers.

But it is evident, that, as with such habits and feelings

the mere fact of servitude did not in itself degrade, so there

was nothing to prevent well-educated youths from attending
their richer neighbours in a menial capacity to Oxford or

Cambridge ;
while there was every possible motive of wisdom

and humanity to induce the founders and governors of

colleges to admit young men thus situated to a share in

the instruction afforded by the place, and in the rewards

which were held out to the genius or diligence of oihex

? Note (E.)
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scholars. It is easy to declaim against the indecorum and

illiberality of depressing the poorer students into servants;
but it would be more candid, and more consistent with

truth, to say that onr ancestors elevated their servants to

the rank of students
; softening, as much as possible, every

invidious distinction, and rendering the convenience of the

wealthy a means of extending the benefits of education to

those whose poverty must otherwise have shut them out from

the springs of knowledge. And the very distinction of dress,

which has been so often complained of,
— the very nature

of those duties which have been esteemed degrading,
—

were of use in preventing the intrusion of the higher classes

into situations intended only for the benefit of the poor;
while, by separating these last from the familiar society of

the wealthier students, they prevented that dangerous emula-

tion of expense, which has, in more modern times, almost

excluded them from the university. The institution is now

fading fast away ; and, even where it exists, is altered from

its original character. But the difficulties are proportionably
increased which oppose the rise of such men as Taylor from

the lowest to the highest ranks of society; and the want of

such a frugal and humble order of students is already felt by
the church of England, as it eventually may be felt by the

nation at large.

At the time of Taylor's entrance at college, he had

already, as I have observed, been introduced by his father

to an elementary knowledge of the mathematics. Then,

as now, if Glanviile be believed, (who, with all his voracious

credulity, both Platonic, chymical, and spectral, was no

inconsiderable person among the scholars and philosophers
of the seventeenth century,) a knowledge of the exact

sciences was that by which Cambridge was chiefly dis-

tinguished, and the surest avenue through which her honoui's

and emoluments were accessible'^.

But no evidence remains that Taylor pursued the mathe-

matics to any considerable length, or that he made any

progress in that new method of philosophizing, to which the

world has since been so greatly indebted. Mr. Bonney,
indeed, apprehends tliat many of his peculiar merits as a

t* Wood's AUicuiC OjkOnicnsis, vol. iii. cul. ICll. Ed. Bliss.
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writer may be traced to an acquaintance with Bacon's illus-

trious treatise on " the Advancement of Knowledge." That

he had read Bacon 1 can well believe
;

for with what work

of contemporary genius was Jeremy Taylor likely to be

unacquainted ? But, though there are abundant proofs in

his writings of that familiarity with the Aristotelic logic

which Lloyd ascribes to him
',

I have not been able to

discover a single allusion to those principles which Bacon

first laid down, and on which alone the discovery of any
new truth is possible. The powers of Taylor's mind were

not devoted to the investigation of fresh fields of science,

or to enlarge the compass of the human intellect, by ascer-

taining its legitimate boundaries. He was busied through
life in defending truths already received, or in clearing away
errors by which those ancient truths had been disfigured.

His philosophy was almost entirely casuistical. They were

not falsehoods, but fallacious reasonings, against which he

had to contend
;
and for this species of dialectic warfare his

weapons were to be sought after, not in the new, but in the

ancient organon, and among the elder divines and school-

men. It is no disparagement to Bacon, nor is it inconsistent

with the admiration which Taylor may well have felt for

him, that he did not apply Bacon's discoveries to an use

for which Bacon himself did not intend them.

Whether he received any emolument or honorary dis-

tinction from Cambridge, is doubtful. Rust, his friend,

and, though not his contempoi'ary, educated at the same

university, asserts, that after taking his degree of bachelor

of arts in the year 1630-1, he was chosen fellow of Caius

College. But we learn from Mr. Bonney, that no evidence

of this fact exists (where, if true, it surely must have been

recorded,) in the archives of the college and the university.
And a further reason will be shortly given for supposing
that Rust was mistaken in this particular, or that he was
less anxious to discover the truth than to relate whatever

reports were likely to raise the character of his hero. The

period, however, was nov/ approaching which introduced

the talents and learning of Taylor to a patron well qualified
to appreciate and reward them.

'

Lloyd's Mciiioii's, j). 70^.
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Shortly after his becoming master of arts, in 1633,

having ah-eady been admitted into holy orders'", he was

employed by one Risden, who had been, according to the

academical habits of the time, his chamber-fellow, and who
was now lecturer in St. Paul's cathedral, to supply his place
for a short time in that pulpit, where his graceful person -

and elocution, together with the varied richness of his style
and argument, and, perhaps, the singularity of a theological
lecturer of twenty years of age, very soon obtained him
friends and admirers. He was spoken of in high terms

to Laud, who had then recently left the see of London for

that of Canterbury, and who, with all his faults of temper
and judgment, (exaggerated as those faults have been be-

yond all bounds by the bitterness of the party whom he

first persecuted, and who afterwards hunted him to death,)

must ever deserve the thanks of posterity as a liberal and

judicious patron of that learning and piety, which he himself

possessed in no ordinary degree. He sent for Taylor to

preach before him at Lambeth, commended his performance

highly, and only expressed an objection to the continuance

of so young a preacher in London. Taylor, with youthful

vivacity,
"
humbly begged his grace to pardon that fault,"

and promised, that,
"

if he lived, he would amend it"."

Laud, however, as Rust informs us,
"

thought it for the

advantage of the world that such mighty parts should be

afforded better opportunities of study and improveinent
than a course of constant preaching would allow of; and,

to that purpose, he placed him in his own college of All

Souls in Oxford."

Here again the eulogium of bishop Rust may be charged
with abundant inaccuracy and inconsistency. All Souls was

not Laud's own college, inasmuch as he had passed his

whole academical life at St, John's, the presidency of which

society he relinquished when raised to the bishopric of

St. David's. Nor had he any further control over, or any
closer connexion with All Souls, than that which subsists

between every college and its visitor. The reason, too,

which is given for Taylor's removal from Cambridge to

" Comber, Discourse on tlic Ofliccs of Ordination, <|iiotc'(] I>y Bonnoy,
Life, p. 6, Note.

"
Lloyd's ?.li;»ioiip, |>.

70.'.
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another seat of learning, is plainly at variance with Rust's

own previous assertion that he was already a felloW of Caius.

Had this been the case. Rust, himself a Cambridge man,
would hardly have denied that a residence in his own uni-

versity would have afforded him sufficient ''

opportunities of

study and improvement :" nor could Laud have reasonably

expected or counselled Taylor to abandon a maintenance

which he already possessed, in order to qualify himself for

another situation of the same sort, and little, if at all, more

lucrative. But if Taylor were then, as is most probable,
a mere scholar of fortune, and unable, through poverty, to

prolong his residence in his own university, it was only
natural that his patron should be anxious to remove him

to Oxford, where his rank as chancellor and visitor of

several colleges gave him abundant opportunities of pro-

viding for the object of his favour.

When it was that Laud adopted this plan of befriending

Taylor, or what became of the latter in the meantime, it

is now too late to discover. If the interviev/ which has

been related took place soon after his arrival in London,
it may seem that, however anxious Laud might be to remove

him from tlience, a considerable time elapsed before he took

any successful steps in his favour at Oxford. During this

time, perhaps, it was that he pursued his studies, according
to a tradition current in that neighbourhood, at Maidley
Hall, near Tamworth". But, be this as it may, it was not

till the 20th of October, 1635, that Taylor was admitted to

the same rank of master of arts in University College as

he had previously held at Cambridge ;
and three days after

that the archbishop wrote a strong letter in his favour to the

warden and fellows of All Souls. He there states, that a

Mr. Osborn, one of their number, being about to "
give over

his fellowship," had offered him the nomination of a scholar

to succeed him
;
that he "

being willing to recommend such

an one as they should thank him for," was " resolved to

pitch on Mr. Jeremiah Taylor ;" and that he "
heartily

prayed them to give him all furtherance at the next election,

not doubting that he would approve himself a worthy and

learned member of their society."

• Gtnllcmau's Magazine, a. u. 178o, \). 144.
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What authority Mr. Osborn can have liad to dispose
in this manner of the nomination to a fellowship which he
was himself about to resign, or how he could undertake

to influence an election in which he was to have no voice, is

not very easy to conjecture, unless we suppose him to have

spoken the sentiments of some others among his brethren

who may have desired to pay their visitor the unusual com-

pliment of asking his opinion in the choice of a new member
of the society. The recommendation, however, forcible as

it must have been, was not received with implicit deference,
inasmuch as a reasonable doubt existed whether Taylor was

strictly eligible. Wood, indeed, is wrong in saying that he

"was above the age at which he might be chosen
;
but the

statutes are express in requiring candidates to be of three

years standing in the university, whereas ten days had, at

the time of the election, barely elapsed since Taylor had

been incorporated into Oxford. It is true that Laud seems

to have supposed that his admission " ad eundem," as it

entitled him to all the privileges of a master of arts, entitled

him to whatever advantages were conferred by that standin.^
in the university, which he must have had in order to take

his degree there regularly. And a very great majority of the

fellows, either convinced by this argument, or desirous of

straining a point in favour of a candidate so deserving and

so powerfully recommended, appear to have espoused his

cause, and to have voted in the first instance for his ad-

mission. Sheldon, however, the warden, (afterwards himself

archbishop of Canterbury, and a munificent benefactor to

the university,) less pliant, or more scrupulous, refused to

concur in the election. Under these circumstances, the

fellows persisting in their choice, no election at all took

place, but the nomination devolved in due course to the

archbishop, as visitor of the college, who thus acquired
the right of appointing Taylor by his sole authority to the

vacant situation, on the 14th of January, 1636.

This appears to be the time statement of a transaction

which Wood has considerably misrepresented, as if Laud

had, by an irregular and unwarrantable exercise of authority,

intruded Taylor into a college, which was neither disposed,

nor statuteably able, to receive him. It is plain, however,

from documents of which W^ood had no knowledge, that
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(whatever may be thought of the propriety of Osborn's

conduct, or the vahdity of Sheldon's objection,) the arch-

bishop had at least a plausible excuse for his recommenda-

tion of a candidate ;
and a ground, whether tenable or not,

which might justify his recommendation of Taylor. It is

plain that a candidate whom the fellows almost unanimously

approved of was not personally disagreeable to them
;
while

(the fellows and warden being at variance on the interpreta-

tion of a statute) the decision must naturally and legally

have rested with the visitor only. The conduct of Sheldon

throughout the affair appears to have been at once spirited

and conscientious
;
but it may have been marked by some

degree of personal harshness towards Taylor, since we find

that, for some years after, a coolness subsisted between

them, till the generous conduct of the warden produced, as

will be seen, a sincere and lasting reconciliation p.

Taylor was now in possession of those advantages which

his patron had esteemed so necessary for his improvement ;

a dignified retirement, a decent maintenance, and a free

access to books and learned conversation. And we are told

by his biographer how much he profited by these opportu-

nities, and how much he was admired by the university for

his " excellent casuistical preaching^." Unfortunately, how-

ever, it appears by the college books, that, during the four

years of his remaining a fellow, he was by no means a

regular resident ; while, of his existing sermons, there are

few which can be reckoned casuistical, and only one, the

composition of which we have any reason to refer to the

time of his Oxford studies. I have not been able to learn

at what date he was made one of the archbishop's chaplains,
an office which would naturally draw him a good deal away
from the scene which he was so well adapted to ornament;
but he was, on the 23d of March, 1637-8, presented by
Juxon, bishop of London, (probably through the interest of

his steady friend, the archbishop,) to the rectory of Upping-
ham, in Rutlandshire, which, though tenable with his fellow-

ship, was a still better reason than his chaplaincy for making
his residence in All Souls occasional only ^

p Note (E,^ q Wood, iibi supra. Lloyd, nbi supra.
^ Bonney,pp. 14, 17.
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During this time he is said by Wood to have first become
the object of a suspicion, which, however undeserved, con-

tinued through life to haunt him, of a concealed attachment

to the Romish communion. Such a report was almost sure

to be raised at the expense of any man whom Laud esteemed
and promoted. And if Taylor had already adopted his ascetic

notions of piety, his profound veneration for antiquity, and
his attachment to the picturesque and poetical features of

religion, he would be only the more likely to incur a charge

which, in a more advanced period of his life, and while

contending against the errors of popery, he solemnly declared

to have been always unfounded and slanderous '. And if,

as Wood assures us, and as is, certainly, not improbable,
he lived at this time on terms of intimate intercourse with

a learned Franciscan friar, known by the name of Francis

a Sancta Clara, such a friendship, however innocent and

creditable to both parties, was, in those days of bitterness

and jealousy, sufficient to give confirmation to any rumours

of the kind which might be propagated or believed, not only

by the puritans, but by the same party among the papists

who tempted Laud with a cardinal's hat, and who seem to

have flattered themselves that all the more learned and

moderate protestants of the age were secretly
"

tending
towards Latium."

This Franciscan, whose real name was Christopher Da-

venport, but who was also known by the name of Hunt,

was, in his time, an extraordinary person. He was born

of protestant parents, and, with his brother John, entered

at an early age, in the year 1613, as battler, or poor scholar,

of Merton College. The brothers, as they grew up, fell

into almost opposite religious opinions. John became first

a violent puritan, and, at length, an independent. Chris-

topher, two years after his entrance at Merton, being then

only seventeen years old, fled to Douay with a Romish

priest, and took the vows of Francis of Assisi. He rambled

for some years through the universities of the Low Countries

and Spain; became reader of divinity at Douay, and ob-

tained the degree of doctor. At length he appeared as a

missionary in England, where he was appointed one of

» First Letter to one tempted to the Romish Church, vol. xi. p. 211.
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queen Henrietta's chaplains, and, during move than fifty

years, secretly laboured in the cause of his religion. An

intimacy with him was one of the charges brought against

Laud on his trial
;
when it appeared that, in fact, he had

been introduced to the archbishop by his chaplain, Dr.

Augustine Lindsell, as a person engaged in a work on the

Operation of God's Grace, and a Defence of Episcopacy'.
Laud seems to have paid him but little attention; but Wood
informs us that he was much esteemed "

by many great and

worthy persons ;" and he appears to have been a man of

sufficient learning and moderation to have given alarm to

many of the bigots of his own persuasion, and of sufficient

zeal and talent to have served the interests of that per-

suasion in the most effectual manner. His works, of which

a long list is given by Wood, are marked, on the whole, with

a conciliatory spirit ;
and he met with so much of the usual

fortune of conciliators as to have his book, eiititled
"
Deus,

Natura, Gratia," put into the Index Expurgationis in Spain,
and all but committed publicly to the flames in Italy. His

merits, however, towards his own church, were at length

acknowledged, by his being made principal chaplain to the

x^ueen of Charles the Second, and chosen, for many years
in succession, provincial of his own order in England. His

conversation is described by Wood as free and lively ;
and

he found many friends, and a frequent asylum, at Oxford,
where it was his desire to be buried in the church of St. Ebba,

formerly belonging to the Franciscans. He was, however,

interred in London, where he died, at a great age, in 1680".

The friendship of such a man as this could not disgrace

Taylor ;
but when Davenport, as Wood assures us, ascribed

to Taylor a regularly formed resolution of being reconciled

to the church of Rome, which only failed through the in-

;dignation of their party at certain expressions in a sermon

tpreached by him on the fifth of November, 1638, it- is most

flceasonable, as well as most charitable, to impute the assertion

to a failure of memory, not unnatural to one so far advanced
in years as he must have been when Wood conversed with

hira.

'Note (G.)
» Wood, Athcn. Oxon., vol. iii. col. 12';>3. Churcli History of England,

vol. iii. p. 103. Brussels, 1744.
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Thus he tells us, that Taylor being appointed to preach
before the university on the anniversary of the Gunpowder
Treason, the then vice-chancellor insisted on his inserting

many things so offensive to the Roman Catholics, that his

friendship was afterwards rejected by them with scorn, not-

withstanding his expressions of regret and penitence for the

sentiments which he had been constrained to utter ^.

If, however, as Mr. Bonney well observes,
" the vice-

chancellor had done what was reported, he must have com-

pletely remodelled the whole discourse;" which, instead of

bearing any marks of such interpolation, is nothing else,

from beginning to end, but a connected and consistent chain

of argument against the principles of the Roman Catholics,

as what must, in their nature, conduct to such effects as the

conspiracy of Digby and his associates. Of invective (which
a violent person, or one who desired the preacher to sacrifice

to the angry feehngs of the time, was most likely to intro-

duce into the discourse of another,) there is, absolutely, no

appearance. And as Taylor was not a likely man to com-

promise his high reputation, or his rank in the university

and in the church, by adopting, against his own opinion, the

sentiments or language of another; so, what he had once

said and published, he was still less likely to retract in the

manner which Wood, on the authority of Davenport, imputes
to him. I may add, that there is little in the sermon itself

which could have shocked or surprised the Roman Catholics,

as proceeding from a professed member of the Protestant

church, and master of arts in an English university. Nor
is it likely that they, who were not deterred by Laud's con-

troversy with Fisher from expecting the conversion of that

prelate, or from persecuting him through life with their fatal

friendship, would, on so much slighter an offence, have

given up whatever hold of intimacy or influence they had

acquired over such a mind as that of Jeremy Taylor.
It has been said that he was appointed to preach the

sermon in question by his patron, the archbishop. If this

were true, it would be still more improbable that, thus

appointed, he would submit his composition to the censure

of the vice-chancellor. But of this designation there is, in

" Wood, nbi siipia.

VOL, I. C
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truth, no appearance. The appointment of preachers on

such occasions is usually exercised by the vice-chancellor,

not the chancellor himself; and the author, in his dedi-

cation to Laud, plainly gives us to understand, that " the

superior," in obedience to whose commands he embarked in

the work, was not the same with him to whom he inscribed

it when published.
" It pleased some," he says,

" who had

the power to command me, to wish me to the publication of

these my short and sudden meditations, that, if it were

possible, even this way I might express my duty to God

and the king. Being thus far encouraged, I resolved to go
somewhat further, even to the boldness of a dedication to

your grace, that, since I had no merit of my own to move

me to the confidence of a public view, yet I might dare to

venture under the protection of your grace's favour." And
he goes on to allege several different reasons for the pro-

priety of inscribing such a work to the archbishop, without

once mentioning (what, if it were true, would have been the

best reason of all,) that it was by Laud's own command that

he had undertaken the discussion of the subject.

Of this earliest production of Taylor's genius, the defects

and merits may be the subject of future investigation. I will

here merely observe, that the former are those of the time at

which he lived, and are, themselves, chiefly defects as being
out of their place, and as less proper for a solemn discourse

than a popular harangue or a polemical pamphlet. The

latter are almost exclusively his own
;
and if we have less

of that splendid strain of eloquence which, in his later

works, has left him without a rival, it will not be denied that

in his earliest sermons are many blossoms of genuine power
and beauty, which continued meditation and longer practice

might be reasonably expected to ripen into fruits worthy of

Paradise.

Ascetic as Taylor was in many of his opinions, celibacy

appears to have formed no part of his plan of life
;
nor does

he seem to have attached so much value to the learned

leisure of an university, as to have been inclined to linger
there after a new and important scene of action and duty
was elsewhere opened to him. I have already observed,

that, from the date of his institution to Uppingham, he was

but little resident in All Souls
;
and he now, at an earlier
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age than is usual with htevaiy men, took a step which was
to separate him from his fellowship entirely.

On the 27th of May, 1639, being then in the twenty-
sixth year of his age, he married, at Uppingham, Phoebe

Landisdale, or Langsdale, of whose family little else is

know^n than that her brother was a physician, established

first at Gainsborough, and afterwards at Leeds, where he

was buried January the 7th, 1683 y. Of Phoebe's mother,

though not of her father, mention is made in one of Taylor's
letters

;
and from this circumstance, as well as the daughter's

being married at Uppingham, it is probable that she was a

widow residing in that parish.

By Phoebe Langsdale, Taylor had three sons, one of

whom, William, (so named, in all probability, after his great

patron. Laud,) was buried at Uppingham on the 28th of

May, 1642; nor did the mother long survive her infant^.

The other boys grew up to manhood, and their melancholy
deaths were among the last and most grievous trials of

Taylor's eventful pilgrimage.
This year, 1642, was marked, however, by many public

as well as private sorrows
; and, in the great struggle which

was now begun, he ably and courageously contended on the

side both of episcopacy and monarchy. He appears to have

been among the first to join the king at Oxford, where,

shortly after, he published,
"
by his majesty's command,"

his treatise of "
Episcopacy asserted against the Acephali

and A'erians, new and old ;"
"
encouraged," as Heylin tells

us,
"
by many petitions" to the same effect

"
to his majesty

and both houses of parliament^." But, though it was natural

that the outrageous proceedings of the presbyterian party
should have produced a considerable revulsion in the national

feeling, and though the work itself is well adapted to profit

by and strengthen such a disposition, it is probable that

men's minds were, by this time, too generally made up to

leave them inclination or leisure for the study of contro-

versy ;
and the fact that the treatise remained without an

attempt at reply from the other party, is a probable argu-

ment that it was less read than it well deserved to be.

To such rewards, however, as the king and church had

1 Boniif y's MS. Note. » Jones's MS. Bomiey, p. 18.

a
Heylin's Life of Laud, p. 465-
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to bestow, Taylor bad no common pretensions ;
and we find

bim admitted, on the first of November in this same year,
with many other eminent loyalists, by the royal mandate, to

the degree of doctor of divinity. The distinction, however,

was considerably lessened by the indiscriminate manner in

which similar honours were then bestowed
;
inasmuch as

the unfortunate monarch, having few other ways in his

power of rewarding the services of his adherents, created,

about the same time, his doctors and masters of arts with

so much profusion, as to call forth a remonstrance from the

heads of houses against a practice which threatened to

destroy the discipline, the dignity, and even the revenues

of the university''.

The Presbyterians had more power to hurt than Charles

to reward : and it was, probably, about this time that the

rectory of Uppingham was sequestered ;
a fact which is

certain from the joint authority of Walker and Lloyd, no

less than from all which is known of Tayloi''s subsequent

poverty. The date of his deprivation, however, or the name
of his intrusive successor, I am not able to supply. Neither

Walker, Calamy, nor Clarke, throw any light on the subject;
and though the bishop of Peterborough has, with much

kindness, examined for me the register's office of that

diocese, no information appears there, or in the parish books

of Uppingham, which can add any thing to the facts already
collected by Mr. Bonney. Of course neither Taylor, nor any
of the deprived clergy, relinquished their claim to the livings
of which they were despoiled ;

but as their places were, in

every instance, filled up without loss of time by the ruling

party, it is something remarkable that no record remains of

the institution of the intruder, his incumbency, or his ex-

pulsion on the return of monarchy and episcopacy. The
name of Daniel Swift only once occurs (on the 20th of

April, 1652,) as choosing a churchwarden, and signing him-

self
" Pastor de Uppingham ;" and there is not the smallest

appearance, during the following years of Taylor's life, that

he received any part of that pittance which the clergy,

presented to livings by the parliamentary commissioners,
were enjoined to pay to their expelled predecessors ^

•• Note (H.) '
Ronney, p. 31, Note.
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He had obtained, however, a wealthy and powerful
patron in Christopher Hatton, Esq., afterwards lord Hatton
of Kirby, who had been his neighbour at Uppingham, and
to whom his Defence of Episcopacy, as well as many other

of his earlier works, are dedicated
;

" a person," Clarendon
tells us,

"
who, when he was appointed controller of the

king's household, possessed a great reputation, which, in a

few years, he found a way to diminish ''."

It is always difficult to determine the real character of a

public man, between the widely varying statements of his

friends on one side, and his enemies or rivals on the other.

The same lord Hervey who was the Sporus of Pope's tre-

mendous satire, is extolled by Middleton, in all the exube-

rance of elegant flattery, as the last of the Romans, the

bravest, the best, and most eloquent of mankind. Nor is it

easy to find a more splendid character in history than is

ascribed by the hope or gratitude of Taylor to the nobleman
of whom the historian speaks thus slightingly. It was not,

indeed, till the present age that men of letters appear to

have completely broken through that debasing custom which

made excessive eulogium and affected humility essentials in

the addresses of authors to the great and wealthy. Yet

Hatton cannot have been destitute of learning or of talents,

since in him Taylor found opinions congenial to his own on

the subject of toleration, and since it was at his suggestion,
and with his assistance, that Dugdale undertook his Monas-
ticon ".

Of Taylor's history, during the remainder of the civil

war, we are very imperfectly informed. Wood speaks of

him as a frequent preacher before the court at Oxford, and

as following the royal army in the capacity of chaplain, till,

on the decline of the king's cause, he sought an asylum in

Carmarthenshire, The following letter, however, represents

him, at the close of the year 1643, living, for a time at least,

with his mother-in-law and children, and oppressed, as

should seem from some of his expressions, by those pecu-

niary difficulties which, during by far the greater part of

his life, continued to pursue and harass him. The silence

observed respecting his wife confirms lady Wray's statement,

^
Cliiiendou, Hi&t. Rebel), vol. ii. 156. Oxon. « Note (L)
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that he had buried her before he quitted Uppingham. For

the rest, it serves to show how constantly his attention was

directed to the spiritual welfare and improvement of those

with whom he was connected. The original letter is in the

British Museum.—
" Deare Brother,—Thy letter was most welcome to

me, bringing the happy news of thy recovery. I had notice

of thy danger, but watched for this happy relation, and had

layd wayte with Royston to enquire of Mr. Rumbould, I

hope I shall not neede to bid thee be carefull for the per-

fecting thy health, and to be fearful of a relapse. Though
I am very much, yet thou thyself art more concerned in it.

But this I will remind thee of, that thou be infinitely [careful]

to perform to God those holy promises which I suppose
thou didst make in thy sicknesse

;
and remember what

thoughts thou hadst then, and beare them along upon thy

spirit all thy life-time. For that which was true then is so

still, and the world is really as vain a thing as thou didst

then suppose it. I durst not tell thy mother of thy danger

(though I heard of it), till, at the same time, I told her of

thy recovery. Poore woman ! she was troubled and pleased
at the same time, but your letter did determine her. I take

it kindly that thou hast writt to Bowman, If I had been in

condition you should not have beene troubled with it
; but,

as it is, both thou and I must be content. Thy mother sends

her blessing to thee and her little Mally. So doe I, and my
prayers to God for you both. Your little cozens are your
servants

;
and I am

"
Thy most affectionate and endeared Brother,

" November 24, 1643." " JER. TAYLOR."

" To my very dear Brother, Dr. Langsdale, at his

Apothecary's House in Gainsborough."

This letter is without any mention of the place whence it

was written
;
but the notice which occurs of Royston, who

was a bookseller and printer in Ivy Lane, and who pubhshed
most of Taylor's later works, would naturally lead us to

suspect that its writer was then in London. This is, how-
ever, altogether at variance with Wood's statement, unless
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we suppose that, for some reason which cannot now be

discovered, he discontinued his attendance on the royal

person at a far earlier period than " the decline of the royal
cause." Next year, however, we find him in Wales, and

again attached to a portion of the army, since Whitelock
mentions a Dr. Taylor (and Jeremy Taylor is the only person
of that name and degree whom I have been able to discover

among the royalists) as a conspicuous prisoner, (the only
one, indeed, whose name he notices,) in the victory gained

by the parliamentary troops over colonel Charles Gerard,
before the castle of Cardigan, on the 4th of February, 1644^.

And I am inclined to suspect, that the cause which drew
him away from the royal array was love

;
that he had formed

an attachment to the lady who afterwards became his

second wife, during the first visit of king Charles to Wales
;

and that he married her, and retired to her property, soon

after the date of his letter to Dr. Langsdale, though the

evils of war, extending themselves into the most remote

and peaceful districts, again, in a very short space of time,

involved him in their vortex. Something of this kind is

plainly intimated in the dedication to his Liberty of Pro-

phesying ;
and the passage itself is worth transcribing, not

only for the spirit of poetry which it breathes, but as giving
us almost all the information which remains as to the troubles

of Jeremy Taylor.
In it, he tells his patron, lord Hatton, that,

" in the great
storm which dashed the vessel of the church all in pieces, he

had been cast on the coast of Wales
; and, in a little boat,

thought to have enjoyed that rest and quietness which, in

England, in a far greater, he could not hope for. Here," he

continvies,
"

I cast anchor
; and, thinking to ride safely, the

storm followed me with so impetuous violence, that it broke

a cable, and I lost my anchor. And here again I was exposed
to the mercy of the sea, and the gentleness of an element

that could neither distinguish things nor persons. And but

that He who stilleth the raging of the sea, and the noise of

bis waves, and the madness of his people, had provided a

plank for me, 1 had been lost to all the opportunities of

f
Whitelock, Mcnior. p. 130. For my knowledge of lliis cnrious passage,

I am indebted to a MS. Note of Mr. Bonney.
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content or study. But I know not whether I have been

more preserved by the courtesies of my friends, or the

gentleness and mercies of a noble enemy. 'Oi ya^ ^a.^<Sa^oi

TrpoasKaSovTo IIANTAS HMA2, Jja rov vetov rov l^so-Twra, hoi

S'la TO -^uxog."

That a voluntary retreat from the more busy scenes of

war and politics ;
that a subsequent exposure to the same

interruptions, with more than their usual share of attendant

misfortune
;
that the help of friends, and the forbearance of

enemies, are here spoken of, is sufficiently evident. But the

Greek quotation from the Acts of the Apostles (for which,

by the way, those generous enemies whom he praises, had

they understood it, would have scarcely thanked him,)

implies, at least, that he had many fellow-sufferers in that

particular danger to which he alludes. Nor can I find any
defeat of the loyalists in the neighbourhood of his Welch
retirement which so well tallies with these different circum-

stances as that which Whitelock has recorded. The Liberty
of Prophesying was, indeed, not published till 1647; but,

for the probable duration of his imprisonment, the time,

necessary to collect his books, and, in the midst of those

avocations on which his livelihood depended, to prepare for

the press such an essay as that to which he chiefly owes his

fame, v/ould account for a far longer interval between his

becoming a prisoner and the date of that work, than the

hypothesis on vi'hich I have ventured supposes.
Nor can I consider it as inconsistent with this opinion,

that, during this same year, 1644, there appeared at Oxford
his edition of the Psalter, with Collects affixed to each

Psalm
;
and that a Defence of the Liturgy, which he after-

wards improved into a larger works, was also published,
and honoured by the approbation of king Charles. On the

contrary, the supposition of his being, at this time, in the

enemy's hands, will account for that which is otherwise not

easy to explain, why, contrary to his usual practice, the latter

of these came out anonymously, and the former under the

name of Hatton. If this last measure were intended to

s See Dedication to an Apology for Authorized and Set Forms of Liturgy,
vol. vii. p. cclxxix.
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gratify his patron's vanity, it would be a trick discreditable

to both sides; though to Taylor, in his deep poverty and
burthened with a family, much might be forgiven. But,
while yet a prisoner, there might be some reason for his

abstaining from publishing any thing in his own name,
though even this would hardly justify Hatton in appro-

priating to himself the work of another''.

How long Taylor remained a prisoner, and on what

terms, and. by whose interest he was released, there are now
small hopes of discovering. I would gladly have recorded,
with some degree of certainty, the names of those generous
enemies from whom he received so much unexpected kind-

ness. All which is known on this subject is, that colonel

Laugharn, governor of Pembroke Castle, was the chief

parliamentary officer about this time in South Wales
;
and

that colonel Broughton, colonel Stephens, Mr. Catching of

Trelleck, and Mr. Jones of Uske, are named by Rushworth
as the committee for that district. It is to these gentlemen,
therefore, or to some among them, that the Christitin world
is indebted for their humanity to one of its brightest orna-

ments. Such instances of individual gentleness and forbear-

ance occur like bright and insulated spots in the gloomy
annals of most civil wars

;
but an Englishman may recollect

with gratitude, and some degree of honest pride in his own
nation and ancestors, that more such are, perhaps, to be

found in the records of our own troubles than in those of

any other contest of equal length, and embittered by so many
different circumstances of religious and popular hatred.

When Taylor was once in Wales, it was not likely he

would rejoin the royal army, even supposing him released

from his confinement or his parole before the success of that

army became desperate by the secession of the king, and his

surrender of himself to the Scottish forces. I am not, how-

ever, of opinion, that he had now taken a last leave of his

unfortunate master. In August, 1647, the chaplains of the

imprisoned monarch were again allowed, for a time, free

access to him
;
and it appears, that, at a late period of

Charles's misfortunes, Taylor had an interview with him,

and received from him, in token of his regard, his watch,

') Note (J.)
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and a few pearls and rubies which had ornamented the

ebony case in which he kept his Bible'.

Being now deprived of all church preferment, he sup-

ported himself by keeping a school, which he carried on

in partnership with William Nicholson, afterwards bishop of

Gloucester, and William Wyat, who subsequently obtained

the rank of prebendary of Lincoln. Their success, con-

sidering their remote situation and the distresses of the

times, appears to have been not inconsiderable. Newton

Hall, a house in the parish of Lanfihangel, which they jointly

rented, is dignified by Wyat, in his Latin epistle to lord

Hatton, which will be shortly noticed, with the title of
"
Collegium Newtoniense ;" and Wood tells us of " several

youths most loyally educated there, and afterwards sent to

the universities."

Of their scholars, however, none are now remembered
but Judge Powell, who bore a distinguished part on the trial

of the seven bishops ;
Richard Peers, an L'ishman of mean

extraction, but who is mentioned by Wood among the list

of Oxford writers
;
and a certain Griffin Lloyd, Esq. of

Cwmgwilly, who has thought it worth while, as Judge
Powell has also done, to record on his tomb that he was
educated under Taylor and Nicholson''. Nor have I been

able to ascertain how long their partnership continued,

though it certainly was dissolved long before the restoration

of the royal family, and even before Taylor's departure from

Wales.

Of this establishment, accordingly, the most remarkable

fruit v.ith which we are acquainted, is
" A New and Easy

Institution of Grammar," which appeared in 1647
;
to which

are prefixed two epistles dedicatory, the one by Wyat, in

Latin, which has been already noticed as addressed to lord

Hatton
;
the other in English, by Taylor himself, to Chris-

topher Hatton, his patron's eldest son, then a youth of

fifteen, afterwards raised by Charles the Second to the

dignity of a viscount, and made governor of Guernsey.
This address is in the usual style of his writings, devout,

affectionate, and eloquent. The work which it introduces

(though pompously panegyrized in a copy of Latin verses

' Mr. Jones's IMS. IMr. Bonuey's do. '' Note (K.)
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by a certain F. Gregory, who appears to have been an

under-master at Westminster,) was, probably, the work of

Wyat rather than of Taylor, and, though well adapted to

its purpose, is not of a nature to add materially to the

reputation of either.

It was followed, shortly after, by the most curious, and,

perhaps, the ablest of all his compositions,
—his admirable

" Liberty of Prophesying ;" composed, as he tells his patron,
lord Hatton, in the epistle dedicatory, under a host of

grievous disadvantages ;
in adversity and want

;
without

books or leisure
;
and with no other resources than those

which were supplied by a long familiarity with the sacred

volume, and a powerful mind, imbued with all the learning
of past ages.

Of the work thus produced, an account will be given
hereafter. Of its importance and value at the time of its

first appearance, some opinion may be formed by recollecting

that it is the first attempt on record to conciliate the minds

of Christians to the reception of a doctrine which, though
now the rule of action professed by all Christian sects, was

then, by every sect alike, regarded as a perilous and por-
tentous novelty.

There is abundant proof, indeed, in the history of the

times in which Taylor lived, and of those which immediately

preceded him, that (much as every religious party, in its

turn, had suffered from persecution, and loudly and bitterly

as each had, in its own particular instance, complained of

the severities exercised against its members,) no party had

yet been found to perceive the great wickedness of perse-
cution in the abstract, or the moral unfitness of temporal

punishment as an engine of religious controversy. Even
the sects who were themselves under oppression exclaimed

against their rulers, not as being persecutors at all, but as

persecuting those who professed the. truth ; and each sect, as

it obtained the power to wield the secular weapon, esteemed

it also a duty, as well as a privilege, not to bear the sword

in vain.

Under such circumstances, it was absolutely necessary
for Taylor to guard against misrepresentation or miscon-

ception; to admit, as he has done in his epistle to lord

Hatton, repeatedly and expressly, the expedience of sup-
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pressing, even by force, such religious opinions (if any such

there were) as taught sedition or irnmorahty, and to prove
that the exchision of the secular weapon from our Christian

warfare was not inconsistent with the employment of all

peaceable and charitable means of refuting error, and of

bringing back, by fair argument and good example, to the

sheepfold of our Divine Master, our deceived or deceiving
brethren.

But, notwithstanding this eloquent apology, the Liberty
of Prophesying inculcated a doctrine too entirely at variance

with the practice and prejudices of Taylor's age, to escape
the animadversions of his contemporaries. A copy of the

first edition, which now lies before me, has its margin almost

covered with manuscript notes expressive of doubt or disap-

probation ;
and the commentator, whoever he was, has sub-

joined at the end of the volume " Taceo metu," and " Vobis

dico non omnibus." His arguments, more particularly, in

behalf of the Anabaptists, were regarded as too strenuous

and unqualified ;
and the opinions of the author himself

having consequently fallen into suspicion, he, in a subse-

quent edition, added a powerful and satisfactory explanation
of his previous language, and an answer to the considera-

tions which he had himself advanced in apology for the

opinions of those sectaries.

That Taylor was most sincere in his belief of the pro-

priety and efficacy of infant baptism, he has shown in the

sixth and seventh discourses of his
" Great Exemplar,"

which he, in the first instance, published separately, in the

year 1655, as a corrective to the mischief which he was

supposed to have done by his previous admissions
;
accom-

panied by a preface, in which he refers the reader, for fuller

satisfaction, to the labours of his friend. Dr. Hammond, on

the same subject.

Hammond, indeed, had himself, though with much cour-

tesy and kindness of expression, undertaken to answer the

precise arguments employed by Taylor, in his
*' Letter of

Resolution to six Queres of present use with the Church

of England." He there, under the head of the Baptizing
of Infants, describes the collection of Presumptions against

Pseudo-baptism contained in the Liberty of Prophesying,
as '* the most diligent he had met with," and as " so impar-
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tiully enforcing the arguments of his adversaries, that he

knew not where to furnish himself with so exact a scheme,
and that therefore, on that one account, he should choose to

follow the path which his friend had traced before him '."

Hammond and Taylor well knew each other's worth.

They were, for a few years at least, fellow-students. They
together, in the worst of times, obtained, by unshaken

loyalty and piety unimpeached, the respect of their political

and religious opponents ;
and they were so perfectly trusted

by the loyalists, that they were made the joint channels for

dispensing those contributions which were privately raised,

to a large amount, for the persecuted clergy of the church

of England"".
How well Hammond, in his controversy with Tombes, as

well as in the work already noticed, performed his part as

advocate for Psedo-baptism, it is unnecessary here to notice.

Of Taylor's exertions in the same good cause, I can give no

better proof than the weight which is ascribed to his testi-

mony by a writer who has discussed those unfortunate con-

troversies which have recently arisen on baptismal regenera-

tion, with a wisdom, a discrimination, and a concihatory

temper, which can hardly be surpassed, and which have

been too little imitated".

Of those who, in Taylor's own day, attacked the leading

principle on which the Liberty of Prophesying was founded,

the most considerable, and the only one whose name has

descended to the present times, though rather as the mark

of one of Milton's satirical arrows, than for any of those

particulars which excited the respect and deference of his

Calvinistic contemporaries, was Samuel Rutherford, professor
of divinity in the university of St. Andrews. He produced,
in 1649,

" A Free Disputation against pretended Liberty of

Conscience," which Taylor never noticed so far as to answer,

but which appears to have been one, at least, of the causes

which led Milton, who is said to have always admired

Taylor, and whose zeal for toleration was as unlimited and

* Hammond's Works, vol. i. p. 451.
"' Life of Haiiimond. Wordsworth's Ecclcs. Biograpliy, vol. v. pp. 37.5,

376, and Note.
"
Quarterly Review, vol. xv. p. 491.
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as consistent as Taylor's" was, to insert the name of Ruther-

ford in the contemptuous diatribe to which I have alluded".

An attack of a different kind haSj in later times, been

made on the Liberty of Prophesying, arraigning not the

principles of the work, but the motives and sincerity of the

author in maintaining them. He has been represented as

arguing, not from his own personal conviction, but as an

advocate, and to serve the temporary ends of his party;

since, though a churchman, he was a dissenter when the

Liberty of Prophesying was written. " He was then," pro-
ceeds the writer from whose work this charge is taken,
"

pleading for toleration to episcopacy. He must either

have written what he did not himself fully believe, or, in

a few years, his opinion must have undergone a wonderful

change. With the return of monarchy, Taylor emerged
from obscurity ;

wrote no more on * the Liberty of Pro-

phesying ;'
and was a member of the privy council of Charles

iJie Second, from which all the persecuting edicts against the

poor non-conformists proceeded. It deserves to be viewed,

therefore, as the special pleading of a party counsellor, or

the production of Jeremy Taylor, deprived of his benefice

and the privileges of his profession, imploring relief; of

which bishop Taylor, enlightened by the elevation of his

episcopate, and enjoying, with the party, security and

abundance, became ashamed, and, in his own conduct,

published the most eft'ectual recantation of his former opi-

nions or sincerity p." And, on this supposed tergiversation

of Taylor, the writer proceeds to ground the sweeping-

censure, that "
it is vain to look for liberality or forbearance

from the members of an establishment."

With the logical accuracy of the vulgar maxim,
" ex

uno disce omnes ;" or with the degree of Christian candour

which the above application of it exhibits, I have, at present,

no concern ; though it is possible that Mr. Orme would be

displeased, and I am sure he would have sufficient right to

be so, if I had reasoned, like him, from the faults or incon-

sistency of any single individual, to the prejudice of all the

other members of the Independent persuasion. But I am

Note (L.)
P Ormc's Liff of Owen, London, 1B20. p. 102.
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only concerned with liis charges against Jeremy Taylor;
and am anxious, therefore, to inform him— what he might
have easily learned for himself, and what it was his duty
to have inquired into, before he brought such a charge as

persecution against the fair fame of any man,— that though

bishop Taylor was a nominal member of the Iiish privy

council, there is no reason whatever to suppose that he

took a part in the measures of any administration
;

that

the administration of Ireland did not, in fact, during the

reign of Charles the Second, persecute the dissenters
;
that

Taylor had not even an opportunity of concurring in the

severe measures of the English government ;
and that no

action of his life is known which can justly expose him to

the suspicion of having been a persecutor himself, or having

approved of persecution in others. That he did not write

any more about Liberty of Prophest/itig, while his former

work was in every body's hands, and while its principles

remained unanswered, is no very serious charge against a

man whose time was, in many other ways, abundantly occu-

pied. But, that he was not ashamed of his former treatise

on this subject, is apparent from the fact, that it appears
in a prominent situation in the successive editions of his

controversial tracts, of which one, the second, was published
when he was actually bishop, and amid the recent triumph
of his party. Nor, though there are, unquestionably, some

passages in the Liberty of Prophesying where Taylor speaks,

rather as urging what may be said in behalf of the more

obnoxious creeds, than as expressing his own opinion, can

I conceive that an intelligent and candid reader will find any

difficulty in distinguishing between such passages and those

where he pleads (with every appearance of the deepest and

most conscientious conviction) the common cause of all

Christian sects under persecution. That, in so doing, he

might be animated with the greater zeal by the circumstance

that his own sect was thus unhappily situated, I am neither

obliged nor inclined to deny. Nor do I conceive that this

circumstance alone would lead a candid mind to suspect his

sincere belief of those general principles on which he pro-

ceeds ;
or his anxiety, that not the church of England alone,

but all other Christian communions, should be partakers in

the benefit of his arguments. Had it been otherwise, indeed.
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he would rather, as an artful advocate, have apptied himself

to the palliation of the particular differences existing be-

tween the Episcopalians and the Presbyterians, than have

offended the prejudices of these last, in the pride of their

new-blown success, by advancing principles which they were

so little prepared to receive, and encumbering his cause

with the patronage of those sects who were the objects of

still greater abhorrence and alarm than his own persecuted
communion.

The truth is, however, that, if we consider the moment at

which the Liberty of Prophesying appeared, and consider

also, not only the spirit of mutual concession which it

breathes, but the principles on which it rests, and the natural

consequences which flow from them, we shall perceive that

the Presbyterians were not the only party for vv'hose instruc-

tion it was designed, and that its object was to induce not

only an abatement of the claims which they were then urging
on the king, but a disposition on the king's part, and on the

part of his advisers among the episcopal clergy, to concede

somewhat more to those demands than their principles had

as yet permitted them. The circumstances of the times, in

1647, were such, indeed, as to offer a greater probability
than at any former period of the war, that moderate counsels

would prevail, and that an arrangement of mutual toleration

might be adopted, which would preserve the kingly govern-

ment, and heal, in a certain degree, the religious feuds of

the nation. King Charles was removed from the custody of

the parliamentary commissioners to what were supposed the

more indulgent hands of Cromwell and the army. His person
was treated with far greater respect than formerly. His

chaplains were allowed to officiate in his presence according
to the English Service Book

;
and all parties were so situated,

that it seemed the interest of all to court him. The parlia-
ment and the army were at open variance; and the two

prevailing sects, the Presbyterians and Independents, were

scarcely less incensed with each other than with the episcopal

clergy. Even these last were not yet universally ejected
from their benefices

;
and the force of private character, the

fame of extensive learning, and, perhaps, the ties of blood
and friendship, were of sufficient weight, till this year, to

protect Hail in his episcopal palace at Norwich, and Sander-
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son and Hammond in their public situations at Oxford^.

All which seemed wanting to an accommodation, was to

convince the several parties that the points in question were

those on which they might conscientiously give way to the

opinions or prejudices of- their brethren; and that, so far

from being bound to destroy each other's persons, they

might meet in the same places of worship, and conform to

that government, and those rites (whichever of the contend-

ing parties should be most favoured in them), which might
be agreed on by the king and parliament.

That this was Taylor's own opinion, and that he desired

his arguments to take effect on all the different parties of

the nation, is apparent, I think, from the fact of his having

dedicated this work to so strenuous a high churchman as

Hatton, as well as from the anxiety which he expresses, not

only that persecution for religious opinions might cease, but

that contention about them might be suspended ;
that the

churches of Christ should be distinguished by no other

names than those of the nations in which they were esta-

blished
;
and that each church might receive to its bosom

men of various opinions, even as that Heaven of which the

Christian church ought to be the living image. And it is

evident, that, if his arguments had produced their due effect

on both sides, the main obstacle would have been removed

to a treaty between the king and his people ;
a grievous

dissension healed in the churches
;
and not only the Epis-

copalians reheved from their immediate oppressions, but the

opposite party preserved from those severities which, on the

restchration of kingly power, were most unwisely exercised

against them. Meanwhile (and the observation will be

found of some importance to justify Taylor's consistency),

it plainly followed from his principles, that, in points of

themselves indifferent, (even granting that it might be

tyranny to impose a rule,) it was causeless rebellion to

resist a rule already imposed ;
and it followed also, (which

was still more important under the peculiar circumstances

of the times,) that concession and moderation were to be

1 Hume, chap, lix., and Note (C.) Bishop Hall, Hard Measure. Words-

worth's Biography, vol. v. p. 316, et seq. Ibid. pp. 363, 439.

VOL. I. d
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expected at least as much from those who desired a change,

as from those who were content with the forms and institu-

tions of their ancestors.

Of Taylor's domestic concerns during this interval we

know very little. I have already expressed my suspicions

that a second marriage was the cause of his withdrawing
from the king's service

;
and it is certain that this event

must have taken place before the period of which I am

writing, since, of his three daughters, the youngest was

married (as appears by the settlement) in 1668.

This second wife was a Mrs. Joanna Bridges, who was

possessed of a competent estate at Mandinam, in the parish

of Llanguedor, and county of Carmarthen. Her mother's

family is unknown ;
but she was generally beheved to be

a natural daughter of Charles the First, when Prince of

Wales, and under the guidance of the dissipated and licen-

tious Buckingham. That the martyr's habits of life, at that

time, were extremely different from those which enabled

him, after a twenty years' marriage, to exult, while approach-

ing the scaffold, that, during all that time, he had never,

even in thought, swerved from the fidelity which he owed
to his beloved Henrietta Maria, there is abundant reason

to believe
;
nor are the facts, by any means, incompatible.

The former, indeed, rests chiefly on the authority of Mr.
Jones's papers ;

but the circumstances which he mentions

are in part corroborated by the marriage settlement of

bishop Taylor's third daughter, now lying before me, in

which Joanna Taylor the elder, described as his widow and

executrix, settles on her daughter the reversion of the

Mandinam property ;
while the existence of such a property

and mansion is confirmed to me by the testimony of my
kind and amiable friend, archdeacon Beynon. I regret to

state, however, that, from the mutilated condition of the

parish register at Llanguedor, and from the present circum-
stances of the Mandinam property, his exertions have failed

to procure me any further information as to Joanna Bridges,
or her maternal ancestors. She is said, in lady Wray's
letter, to have been brought up in much privacy by some
relations in Glamorganshire ;

to have possessed a very fine

person, (of which, indeed, her portrait, yet preserved by the
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family, is a sufficient evidence) ; and, both in countenance
and disposition, to have displayed a striking resemblance to

her unfortunate father.

But, notwithstanding the splendour of such an alliance,
there is no reason to believe that it added materially to

Taylor's income. We have seen him, after his first im-

prisonment, compelled to keep school for his subsistence.

From the manner in which, when writing both to Evelyn
and Hatton, he speaks of his "

shipwreck," it is probable
that he was not released from the consequences of his

enterprise at Cardigan without a heavy amercement of

his wife's estate; and, as his school seems to have been

broken up by his repeated imprisonments, his chief support
must have been his literary labours, and the kindness of his

numerous friends.

Of these, the most eminent in rank was Richard Vaughan,
earl of Carbery, whose seat at Golden Grove was in the

same parish where. Taylor's lot was thrown, and whose

bounty and hospitality, during several years, appear to have

been his chief dependence and comfort. Though now chiefly

remembered as Taylor's patron, Vaughan was a man of

abilities, and, in his day, of high reputation. He had served

with distinction in the Irish wars, for his conduct in which

he had received the Order of the Bath : he had been the

principal military commander on the king's side in South

Wales '^; and he received, after the Restoration, the English
title of lord Vaughan of Emlyn, together with the appoint-
ment of lord president of Wales and privy counsellor. His

character seems to have been mild and moderate ; and

though a loyahst, he had many friends among the opposite

party. In consequence, after the fatal battle of Marston

Moor, he was easily admitted to compound for his estates

by the parliamentary commissioners ;
and was thus in a

situation which enabled him to befriend more effectually

such persons of his side as had been less favourably dealt

with. He married twice. The first wife was Frances,

daughter of Sir John Altham of Orbey, a woman of whom

Taylor has drawn, in her funeral sermon, a picture which,

mak-ino- all allowance for the occasion on which it was

*^

Riishwortli, nbi supra, p. 303.
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preached and the gratitude of the preacher, belongs rather

to an angehc than a human character. The second was

Ahce, eleventh daughter of John Egerton, first earl of

Bridgewater, and remarkable as being both the subject of

much elegant eulogium from Taylor, and the original of the

"
Lady" in Milton's Comus\ In the friendship of this

family Taylor found a happy asylum ;
and it was within

their walls, and to their family and immediate neighbour-

hood, that, when the churches were closed against his

ministry, he delivered his yearly course of sermons.

The next in succession of his literary labours was the

"
Apology for Authorized and Set Forms of Liturgy against

the Pretence of the Spirit ;" the appearance of which, in its

first and imperfect state, has been already noticed, and which

was followed, in a very few months, by a work of greater

bulk, and far more extensive popularity, (the first, perhaps,

of his writings which was speedily and widely popular,)
" The Life of Christ

; or, the Great Exemplar."
Of the three parts into which this splendid work is

divided, each has a separate dedication
;
an engine of harm-

less flattery, which Taylor was too grateful, or too poor, to

omit any fair opportunity of employing. The first is in-

scribed to his friend, lord Hatton, and the second to Mary,
countess of Northampton ;

whose husband, Spencer Comp-
ton, earl of Northampton, had, as it appears from some of

Taylor's expressions, been engaged, at the time of his death,

(which took place in the battle at Hopton Heath, on the

royal side,) in a work of a similar character. The third, in

the first edition, was dedicated to Frances lady Carbery ;

and, after her death, another dedication was added, in the

third edition, to her successor, the lady Alice Egerton.
All these dedications are in Taylor's characteristic man-

ner. The last was, perhaps, the most difiicult to compose ;

and he has contrived in it, with great and singular felicity,

to offer, at the same time, his congratulations to the living

lady Carbery, and to express his regrets for her deceased

predecessor. While he compliments his present patroness

on her own personal advantages, he calls her attention, in

a solemn and affecting manner, to the duties of her new

• Note (M.)
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situation
; and he avows, with courteous frankness, that her

chief claim, thus early in their acquaintance, on his owu
affection and prayers, was her being

" in the affections of
her noblest lord, successor to a very dear and most excellent

person ; designed to fill those offices of piety to her dear

pledges, which the haste which God made to glorify and
secure her, would not permit her to finish ;" and "

to bring
new blessings to that family, which was so honourable in

itself, and, for so many reasons, dear to him."

In the dedication to Hatton, the duty of obedience to

the "
king" is mentioned in a manner which has led Mr.

Bonney to believe that the Great Exemplar must have been

written, though not published, before 1648, while Charles

the First was yet alive. He forgets that the king of England
never dies, and that a loyalist like Taylor regarded Charles

the Second as his sovereign, though, at the time, under

adversity and in exile.

There is, however, another expression in this dedication,

by which I am myself considerably perplexed. Taylor, at

the end, entreats lord Hatton to
" account him in the number

of his relatives." Does this mean merely his friends, or

dependents?
— or is it to be understood, in the usual sense

of the word, and as Taylor, in other places, employed it,

to denote an alliance by blood or marriage?
—An alliance

by blood we can hardly suppose ;
but one by marriage is

not impossible. But to ascertain the fact, it would be

previously necessary to ascertain the maternal relations of

Taylor's second wife, who, of the two, is most likely to have

been connected with the Hattons.

The extensive popularity of the Great Exemplar appears
to have co-operated with Taylor's natural averseness from

controversy, to determine the character of his next pub-
lications.

His works, during three successive years, were entirely
of a devotional or practical character ; consisting of a Sermon
on the Death of the excellent Lady Carbery ;

to which is

subjoined a long Latin inscription, probably not intended

for her monument, but to be affixed, as usual in those days,
to her coffin, while lying in state;

— a short Catechism for

Children;— his 27 Sermons for the summer half-year;
—

and his Holy Living and Dying;— the two last of which had
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been composed at the desire, and for the use of his late

patroness, and are inscribed to her afflicted husband.

Controversy, however, was not entirely to be avoided ;

and, in 1654, the insulting triumph of some Roman Catholics

over the fallen condition of the English church provoked him

to re-examine the leading points of difference between the

two communions, and produced the " Real Presence and

Spiritual of Christ in the Blessed Sacrament, proved against

the Doctrine of Transubstantiation ;" and dedicated to

Warner, bishop of Rochester, a worthy and a wise man,

who, even in the times of general distress, continued, from

his scanty means, to assist the still deeper poverty of Taylor,

and by whose counsels, as will hereafter appear, it had been

well, in one instance, if the latter had been more implicitly

guided.
The church of Rome might be offended with impunity;

but Taylor's zeal for episcopacy about this time involved

him with a more formidable adversary. He had, during
this year, expanded his " Catechism for Children," already

noticed, into the beautiful Manual which, in honour of the

hospitable mansion of lord Carbery, he has entitled " the

Golden Grove." This he now published, with a preface,

which, though ostensibly calculated (and perhaps intended)

to conciliate the Protector in favour of the persecuted church

of England, as friendly to established governments, and

more particularly to monarchj/, contained many expressions
which were likely to provoke, to the utmost extent, both

the Presbyterian and Independent clergy, and some which

Cromwell himself might reasonably conceive insidious or

insulting. He was accordingly committed to prison ;
in

what month, or at what place, I have not been able to

ascertain. Our whole knowledge of the fact is, indeed,
derived from a letter from the amiable John Evelyn, of

Says Court, dated February 9, 1654; in which, while the

writer expresses the anxiety which he had felt on the news
of his friend's calamity, he congratulates him on being again
at liberty '.

When, and under what circumstances, his acquaintance
with Evelyn had commenced, does not appear. The latter

• Note (M.)
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speaks of himself as one of his auditors, in a church in

the city, on the 15th of April, 1654, but with no indication

that he was at that time particularly interested in him.

During this spring, however, the acquaintance was improved
into a nearer and more confidential intimacy. Taylor havino-

visited London, we find Evelyn, on the 18th of March, one
of a congregation of Episcopalians, to whom he preached a

sermon on sins of infirmity and their remedy ; and, on the

31st of the same month, Evelyn paid him a visit,
"

to confer

with him about some spiritual matters, using him thencefor-

ward as his ghostly father"." His friendship, indeed, and
his liberality, were, from this time, among the chief sources

of Taylor's happiness ; since, besides the remarkable agree-
ment which Evelyn expressed with all Taylor's religious

sentiments, and the countenance and comfort which the

latter derived from the support of one so distinguished for

station, loyalty, and piety, his wealth appears to have been
administered with no sparing hand, for the support of his

confessor and his family.

Taylor's troubles, however, were not yet concluded. On
the 18th of May there is another letter from Evelyn, written

in great and evident distress of mind, and under the appre-
hension of an approaching persecution, in which he pretty

plainly intimates that the person whom he addresses was

again in custody, and in which he urges him to publish

something for the comfort and guidance of the devout laity,

who, by the loss of their faithful and orthodox teachers,
were deprived of all outward means of grace, not only in

the case of preaching and the common prayer, but of the

orderly administration of the sacraments". This letter did

not reach Taylor, to all appearance, for several months after

it was written. It certainly was not answered by him till

the January following ;
and had probably the same fate with

other letters which passed at the same time through Royston's
hands, being detained by him under the impression that a

captive would not be allowed to receive it.

Of this second confinement, the scene was, I apprehend,
in Chepstow Castle. Its cause does not appear. It can

hardly have arisen from the same publication which had

" Note (N.)
» Note (O.)
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already been visited on him with a similar sentence ;
and

Mr. Bonney's conjecture, that he was suspected of being

engaged in the unfortunate and ill-contrived insurrection

of Penruddock and Groves, in 1654, as it rests on no

authority, is rendered improbable by the fact that, subse-

quent to the suppression and punishment of those unfortu-

nate gentlemen, he was, as we have seen, at large, and

exercising his ministerial functions in London. To some

supposed connexion with their enterprise, the previous

imprisonment which I have noticed, and which, till the

publication of Evelyn's Memoirs, was unknown and unsus-

pected, might be, with greater likelihood, ascribed. And
it is certainly not improbable, that though the ground

alleged, and, perhaps, the immediate occasion of that

severity, might be the expressions in his Golden Grove,—
yet the usurping government may have been led to notice

such expressions, contrary to Cromwell's usual and cou-

rageous neglect of "
paper pellets," by the dangers of the

times, and the character of Taylor as an able and dis-

tinguished loyalist. It is, however, tolerably certain, that

either no connexion existed between him and the insurgents
at Salisbury, or that none such was discovered by the

government, since he would, in that case, hardly have

escaped so well as with a few months' confinement.

Even his second imprisonment at Chepstow was neither

severe nor long. In the letter to Warren, published with

his Deus Justificatus, he says,
"

I now have that liberty

that I can receive any letters, and send any ;
for the gentle-

men under whose custody I am, as they are careful of their

charges, so they are civil to my person y." His amiable

manners, no less than his high reputation for talents and

piety, seem, at all times, to have impressed and softened

those who were, from political and polemical considerations,

most opposed to him. And there is also room to suspect,
that the estate of his wife was again drawn on largely to

conciliate the ruling powers ;
and that these last were content

to grant some degree of freedom to a learned and holy man,
whom they had reduced to almost abject poverty.

Neither imprisonment nor poverty, however, had power

y Answer to a Letter touching Original Sin, vol. ix. p. 365.
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to cramp the fertility of Taylor's genius, or to deter him
from the expression of his sentiments, though at the risk

of offending those whose good opinion was most valuable

to him. Besides completing his Eviavrog, or Series of Ser-

mons for the whole year, by the addition of the twenty-five
discourses which, though last pubhshed, stand first in the

volume, he produced, at the beginning of the present year,
his " Unura Necessarium : or, the Doctrine and Practice of

Repentance ; describing the necessity and measures of a

strict, a holy, and a Christian life, and rescued from popular
errors."

In this work he had, as its title implies, expressed him-

self concerning the nature of original sin, and the extent of

man's corruption, in a manner, if not unprecedented and

unwarrantable, at least at variance with the opinion of

Christians in general, and more particularly of the Pro-

testant churches
;
and he appears to have felt, and not

without reason, considerable anxiety as to the manner in

which his work would be received by them. From the

Calvinists he neither expected nor wished for approbation ;

but, in order to conciliate the favour or soften the opposition
of the members of his own communion, a single dedication

did not appear sufficient. Besides an epistle to lord Carbery,
he has introduced his treatise with a preface inscribed to the

bishops of Salisbury and Rochester, and the rest of the

clergy of the church of England, in which he strenuously,

though with many expressions of humility and submission to

his spiritual superiors, exculpates himself from the charge of

heresy, or of holding language inconsistent with the liturgy

and articles of religion^.

The apology thus made was not, however, thought suffi-

cient. The letters from Evelyn, already referred to, though

they prove that Evelyn himself was a convert to his friend's

opinions, prove also that a considerable alarm was excited

among the orthodox clergy, not only by the supposed danger
of the doctrine thus advanced, but by the scandal to which

their persecuted church would be exposed, if the charge of

Pelagianism, so often brought against it, should receive

support from the writings of one of its most distinguished

» Preface to the Clergy of England, vol. vii. p. ccliv.
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champions. Warner addressed him in a private letter of

expostulation and argument, of which we now know nothing

except through the answer. The venerable Sanderson, too,

(who, though honoured and courted by the ruhng party, had

relinquished, for conscience sake, the chair of regius pro-

fessor of divinity in Oxford,) though he had by this time

abandoned the high Calvinistic interpretation of the articles

which in his earher life he had defended, is said to have

deplored, with much warmth, and even with tears, this

departure from the cautious and scriptural decision of the

church of England ;
and to have bewailed the misery of the

times, which did not admit of suppressing, by authority, so

perilous and unseasonable novelties.

The good old man had, perhaps, never read— it may be

thought, at least, that he had not greatly profited by the

perusal of— the "
Liberty of Prophesying." But it would

be putting too harsh a construction on his words to appre-
hend that, by the authority which he invoked, he meant the

civil sword
;
or that he desired to employ against Taylor any

other weapons than those spiritual censures which every

religious community has a right to exercise against its erring

members. Be this as it may, it was fortunate for Taylor
that persuasion and argument were the only engines in the

professor's power ;
and these he sought for in two letters to

Thomas Barlow, then fellow of Queen's College, Oxford,

and librarian of the Bodleian, afterwards Sanderson's own
successor in the see of Lincoln, whom he exhorted, with

much earnestness, though without success, to undertake the

refutation of Taylor's error \

Taylor, in the meantime, was not idle in his own defence.

While a prisoner at Chepstow, he produced the " Further

Explication of the Doctrine of Original Sin," which now
constitutes the seventh chapter of the " Unum Necessarium,"

but was at first published separately, with the dedication to

the bishop of Rochester, which still accompanies it.

This tract, indeed, he in the first instance submitted to

the inspection, correction, or suppression of the prelate to

whom it is inscribed, in a letter, hitherto unpublished, the

* Barlow's Letter to Walton. Life of Sanderson. Wordsworth, EccL

Biog. vol. V. p. 5i8. Kcnuet's Register, p. 633.
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autograph of which is now before me. Warner (as appears
from an almost illegible and very imperfect draught of his

answer on the back) expressed himself, perhaps with reason,

still unsatisfied; and refused to revise a work, which, in

fact, was a reinforcement of the previous offensive position.

The offer, however, is at least an evidence, that, if Taylor
were wrong, he was not unwilling to be instructed, and that

the error of his opinions was not rendered more offensive

by a self-confident and dogmatical temper. With such a

disposition, he might err, but he could hardly be an heretic.

The letter is as follows :
—

" RIGHT REVEREND FATHKR IN GOD,
" My very good Lord,— I wrote to your LorP. about

a fortnight or three weekes since, to w\ letter, although I

believe an answer is upon the road, yet I thought fitt to

prevent the arrival of by this addresse
; together with which

I send up to Royston a little tract, giving a further account

of that doctrine which some ofmy brethren were lesse pleased
with. And although I find, by the letters of my friends

from thence, that the storme is over, and many of the

contradictors professe themselves of my opinion, and pretend
that they were so before, but thought it not fit to owne it,

yet I have sent up these papers, by which (according to that

counsel which your Lor', in your prudence and charity was

pleased to give me) I doe intend, and I hope they will eflect

it, [to] give satisfaction to the church and to my jealous
brethren : besides, possibly, they may prevent a trouble to

me, if peradventure any man should be tarn otiose negotiosiis

as to v.'rite against me. For I am very desirous to be per-
mitted quietly to my studies, that I may seasonably publish
the first three books of my Cases of Conscience, which I am
now preparing to the presse, and by which, as I hope to

serve God and the church, so I doe designe to doe some

honour to your LorP., to whose charity and noblenesse I and

my relatives are so much obhged, I have given order to

Royston to consigne these papers into your Lorp.'s hands,

to peruse, censure, acquit, or condemne, as your LorP. pleases.

If the written copy be too troublesome to read, your LorP.

may receive them from the presse, and yet suppresse them

before the publication, 5/ minus probentur. But if, by your
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LorP.'s letters, which I suppose are commg to mee, I find

any permission or counsel from your Lor^. that may cause

me to alter or adde to what is sent up, I will obey it, and

give Royston order not to post so fast, but that I may
overtake him before these come abroad. But I was upon
any termes willing to be quit of these, that I might no

longer suffer or looke upon any thing that may retard my
more beloved intendment.

" My Lord, I humbly begge your blessing upon
*' Your LorP.'s most obliged and most aifectionate

and thankful Servant,

"
Mandinam, November IT, 1635." " JER. TAYLOR."

From this letter it appears that he was already released

from prison, and at his wife's house of Mandinam. And
since, from his published answer to Warner, annexed to

the " Deus Justificatus," it is certain that he was still in

Chepstow Castle about the middle of September, we may,
probably enough, state the duration of his confinement from

May to October inclusive. Nor is this the only interesting
fact which this letter gives us to understand. It represents
him as already considerably advanced in the composition of

his " Ductor Dubitantium ;" and proves to us, through how

many years of his life, and with what a devoted earnestness,
he was employed on the work to which he looked forward

as the surest pledge of his future celebrity. Nor, when we
recollect the far greater popularity enjoyed by his devotional

works over this favourite product of his genius and industry,
can we avoid some painful reflections on the short-sighted
estimate often formed by the best and wisest of mankind, as

to the celebrity and utility of their different labours.

The following letter to Evelyn, which has been published

by Dr. Bray, was, probably, also written from Mandinam.
The letters to which it is an answer do not appear.

" TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.
" Honqur'd and Deare S',

— Not long after my
coming from my prison, I met with your kind and friendly

letters, of which I was very glad, not onely because they
were a testimony of your kindnesse and affections to mee,
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but that they gave mee a most welcome account of your
health, and (which now-a-dayes is a great matter) of your

liberty, and of that progression in piety in which I doe

really rejoyce. But there could not be given to mee a

greater and more persuasive testimony of the reality of youv

piety and care, than that you passe to greater degrees of

caution and the love of God. It is the worke of your life,

and I perceive you betake yourselfe heartily to it. The

God of heaven and earth prosper you and accept you !

"
I am well pleased that you have reade over my last

booke : and give God thanks that I have reason to believe

that it is accepted by God and by some good men. As for

the censure of unconsenting persons, I expected it, and

hope that themselves will be their owne reproovers, and

truth will be assisted by God, and shall prevaile, when all

noises and prejudices shall be ashamed. My comfort is,

that I have the honour to be an advocate for God's justice
and goodnesse, and that y* consequent of my doctrine is

that men may speake honour of God, and meanely of them-

selves. But I have also this last weeke sent up some papers,
in which I make it appeare that the doctrine which I now
have published was taught by the fathers within the first

400 years ;
and have vindicated it both from novelty and

singularity. I have also prepared some other papers con-

cerning this question, which I once had some thoughts to

have published. But what I have already said, and now
further explicated and justified, I hope may be sufficient to

satisfy pious and prudent persons, who doe not love to goe
qua itur, but qua eundum est. S% you see how good a

husband I am of my paper and inke, that I make so short

returnes to your most friendly letters. I pray be confident,
that, if there be any defect here, I will make it up in my
prayers for you and my great esteerae of you, which shall

ever be expressed in my readinesse to serve you with all

the earnestnesse and powers of,

Deare S',

" Your most affectionate friend and servant,

" November 21, 1055." " JER. TAYLOR."
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This is a pious and eloquent letter ;
but there are some

parts of it which should serve as a caution to all religious

disputants. Whatever may be thought of his peculiar

opinions, there are few who will venture to assert that such

a man as Taylor either embraced them rashly, or professed
them without sincerity, or was negligent in his applications

to the throne of grace for celestial light and assistance.

The doctrines, however, are, it will be readily allowed by
most men in the present day, (as it was seen and deplored

by the wisest and most learned theologians of the age in

which Taylor lived,) irreconcilable with the articles of the

church which he loved and honoured, and contrary to the

plain sense of those Scriptures which were his consolation

and his guide. It is even probable that he would never

have entertained them, had it not been for the monstrous

and dangerous glosses with which the truth had been

obscured by Augustine and his followers; by which our

nature, instead of being
"

very far gone from original

righteousness," is represented as become utterly diabolical,

and the gracious remedy provided for the disease of all

mankind is confined to a few favoured individuals.

Yet these doctrines, which appear to most of us, as they
doubtless appeared to Taylor, so offensive to reason, and so

unworthy of the Deity, were maintained by men as wise,

perhaps, and certainly as holy, as Taylor himself, who, on

their parts, regarded with horror his denial of absolute pre-

destination, and of the doctrine that infants unbaptized were

immediate objects of God's anger. Such considerations

should not only lead us to think charitably of the persons
with whom we differ, but should warn us against a too

hasty condemnation of their opinions. They should warn

us against supposing the reverse of wrong to be right;

and should endear to us still more the moderation, the dis-

cretion, and the humility, with which, on these awful and

most mysterious subjects, our own excellent and apostolic

church has expressed herself. There is yet one caution

more. Taylor, as the reader will have seen, was confident

in the truth of his hypothesis, from the persuasion that it

manifested the goodness and justice of God, and taught men

to "
speake honour of God, and meanely of themselves."

It is probable that, on these very same grounds, the most
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vehement of his adversaries were prejudiced in favour of

Calvinism. The inference is plain, that, though it be suffi-

cient cause to reconsider most diligently and most jealously-

whatever opinion appears to us or to others to militate

against our natural notions of fitness and general analogy
of the Divine perfections,

—
yet, is it wise, in all such cases,

to suspect that our own perceptions may be erroneous, our

own reasoning inconsequent ;
and that it becomes us to

believe of God, not so much what we may think worthy
of him, as what he has himself revealed concerning his

nature and his actions.— As a commentator on Scripture,
as a guide to the interpretation of Scripture, our reason is

most useful and most necessary ; but Scripture, and Scrip-
ture only, is the rule of faith

;
and that is the perfection of

reason which leads us to adhere most closely to the only

guide which, in all necessary points of belief, is infallible.

It appears that Evelyn, during the early part of the

winter, renewed his application to Taylor, that he should

undertake some work adapted to the use of Christians when

deprived of a regular ministry, and the sacraments which a

regular ministry only can, ordinarily, dispense with efficacy.
It appears, indeed, that the former letter had been over-

looked by Taylor, in the pressure of his troubles and his

studies, till now a second time recalled to his mind, since
" the distich on the departed saint" is plainly that which is

given in Evelyn's letter of May, 1655.

Some other correspondence, besides that which has been

already noticed, and to which Taylor alludes, as containing
the *' vile distich on the departed saint," must, at all events,

have passed, since Taylor, in the following letter, speaks of

Evelyn's apologies for troubling him, and his offers of

pecxiniary assistance. The Birkenhead whose repartee he

mentions, was, probably, John Birkenhead, author of the
" Mercurius Aulicus." The letter is now first given to the

public.
—

" TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.
" St. Paul's Convers. 5].

" Deare S',— I perceive by your symptoms how the

spirits of pious men are affected in this sad catalysis : it is

an evil time, and we ought not to hold our peace ;
but now

the question is, who shall speake ? Yet I am highly per-
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suaded, that, to good men and wise, a persecution is nothing
but a changing the circumstances of" religion, and the manner

of the formes and appendages of divine worship. Publike

or private is all one : the first hath the advantage of society,

the second of love. There is a warmth and light in that;

there is heate and zeale in this; and, if every person that

can, will but consider concerning the essentials of religion,

and retaine them severely, and immure them as well as he

can with the same or equivalent ceremonies, I know no
difference in the thing, but that he shall have the exercise,

and, consequently, the reward of other graces, for which, if

he lives and dies in prosperous dayes, he shall never be

crowned. But the evills are, that some will be tempted to

quit their present religion, and some to take a worse, and

some to take none at all. It is a true and a sad story ;
but

oportet esse h&reses, for so they that are faithful shall be

knowne
;
and I am sure He that hath promised to bring

good out of evil, and that all things shall co-operate to the

good of them that feare God, will verify it concerning perse-
cution. But concerning a discourse upon the present state

of things in relation to soules and our present duty, I agree
with you that it is very fitt it were done, but yet by some-

body who is in London, and sees the personal necessities

and circumstances of pious people. Yet I was so far per-

suaded to doe it myselfe, that I had amassed together divers

of my papers useful to the worke; but my Cases of Con-

science call upon me so earnestly, that I found myselfe not

able to beare the cries of a clamorous conference. S% I

thank you for imparting to me that vile distich of the dear

departed saint. I value it as I doe the picture of deformity
or a devil

;
the art may be good, and the gift faire, though

the thing be intolerable ; but I remember, that when the

Jesuits, sneering and deriding our calamity, shewed this

sarcasme to my lord Lucas, Birkenhead, being present,

rephed as tartly,
'
It is true our church wants a head now

;

but if you have charity as you pretend, you can lend us one,

for your church has had two and three at a time.' S"", I

knowe not when I shall be able to come to London
;
for our

being stripped of the little reliques of our fortune remaining
after y" shipwrecke, leaves not cordage nor sailes sufficient

to beare me thither. But I hope to be able to commit to
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the presse my first hookes of Conscience by Easter time
;

and then, if I be able to get up, I shall be glad to wayte

upon you ; of whose good I am not more sollicitous than

I am joyful that you so carefully provide for it in your best

interest. I shall only give you the same prayer and blessing
that St. John gave to Gaius ;

'

Beloved, I wish that you may
be in health and prosper ;' and your soule prospers ; for so,

by the rules of the best rhetorike, the greatest affaire is put
into a parenthesis, and the biggest businesse into a post-

script. S', I thanke you for your kind expressions at the

latter end of your letter : you have never troubled raee,

neither can I pretend to any other returne from you but

that of your love and prayers. In all things else I doe

but my duty, and I hope God and you will accept it; and

that, by meanes of his own procurement, he will, some way
or other (but how I know not yet), make provisions for mee.

S"", I am, in all heartinesse of affection,

" Your most affectionate friend and

minister in the Lord Jesus,
« JER. TAYLOR''.''

Taylor's poverty, however, was either not so great as he,

at this moment, apprehended it would be, or the kindness

of his friends enabled him to enjoy, much sooner than he

had expected, the happiness of their society. His acknov/-

ledgments to Warner, in the letter already given, and the

letter which now follows, to Sheldon, are proofs that he had

other friends besides Evelyn, both anxious, and, in some

degree, able to render him pecuniary assistance. Sheldon,

it will be recollected, as warden of All Souls, had opposed

Taylor's election to a fellowship. It is pleasing to find them

now reconciled. The letter is without date
;
but the amount

of the progress wdiich the writer professes to have made ia

his Ductor Dubitantium forbids us to place it later*^.

" TO DR. SHELDON.

" Drau Sir,— I received yours, dated November 5, in

which I find a continued and enlarged expression of that

''

Evelyn Papers, ined.

« This letter was copied by Dr. Birch into his Collection of Letters.

Brit. Mils. MSS. Donat. 4162. art. 19.
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kindness with which you have always assisted my condition

and promoted my interest. Two debts you are pleased to

forgive me ;
one of money, the other of unkindness. I thank

you for both
;
but this latter debt was contracted when I

understood not you, and less understood myself; but I dare

say there was nothing in it but folly and imprudence. But

I will not do it so much favour as to excuse it. If it was

displeasing to you then, it is much more to mee now that

I know of it.

"
Sir, I will be sure, by the grace of God assisting me,

that Mr. Royston shall pay in ten pounds to your nephew,
Mr. Joseph Sheldon, before Candlemass. If you please in

the interim to send to him the bond, or any other power to

discharge me, you will much oblige me. But, Sir, I desire

that, by a letter from you to me, you will be pleased, on

•receipt of that money, to disoblige and free my duty and

conscience, for that is the favour and the peace I desire in

this particular. Sir, I am to thank you for the prudent and

friendly advice you were pleased to give me in your other

letter relating to my great undertaking in Cases of Conscience.

I have only finished the first part yet; the praecognita and

the generals. But in that and the remaining parts I will

strictly observe your caution. Sir, though it hath always
been my fortune to be an obliged person to you, and [I] now
have less hope than ever of being free from the great variety
of your endearments, yet I beg of you to add this favour,—
to think that I am all that to you which you can wish, save

only that I cannot express how much I love and how much
I honour you. Sir, I beg also your prayers, and the con-

tinuance of your kind affection to,

" Dear Sir,

" Your most affectionate and obliged friend and servant,

" JER. TAYLOR."

From whatever quarter he obtained the means of his

journey, it is certain, however, that Taylor visited London ;

for, on the 12th of April, he dined with Evelyn at Sayes
Court, in company with Berkeley, Boyle, and Wilkins, and

occupied with them in the discussion and examination of
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philosophical and mechanical subjects ^. Of this visit, he,
four days after, speaks with lively and natural delight in the

following letter; in which, however, as will be observed

while complimenting the taste of his friend, he does not

forget to mingle Christian caution and rebuke with his

felicitations.

« TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.

"
April 16, 1656.

" Honour'd and Deare S',
— I hope your servant

brought my apology with him, and that I already am par-

doned, or excused in your thoughts, that I did not returne an

answer yesterday to your friendly letter. S\ I did believe

myselfe so very much bounde to you for your so kind, so

friendly reception of mee in your Tuscidanum, that I had

some little wonder upon mee when I saw you making excuses

that it was no better. S', I came to see you and your lady,
and am highly pleased that I did so, and found all your
circumstances to be an heape and union of blessings. But
I have not either so great a fancy and opinion of the

prettinesse of your aboad, or so low an opinion of your

prudence and piety, as to thinke you can be any wayes

transported with them. I know the pleasure of them is

gone off from their height before one month's possession ;

and that strangers, and seldome seers, feele the beauty of

them more than you who dwell with them. I am pleased,

indeed, at the order and the cleannesse of all your outward

things ;
and look upon you not onely as a person, by way of

thankfulnesse to God for his mercies and goodnosse to you,

specially obliged to a greater measure of piety, but also as

one who, being freed in great degrees from secular cares

and impediments, can, without excuse and allay, wholly
intend what you so passionately desire, the service of God.

But, now I am considering yours, and enumerating my owne

pleasures, I cannot but adde that, though I could not choose

iDut be delighted by seeing all about you, yet my dehces

were really in seeing you severe and unconcerned in these

things, and now in finding your affections wholly a stranger

to them, and to communicate with them no portion of your

d See below, Note (P.)
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passion but such as is necessary to him that uses them or

receives their ministries. S', T long truly to converse with

you ;
for I doe not doubt but in those liberties we shall both

goe bettered from each other. For your Lucretius, I perceive

you have suffered the importunity of too kind friends to

prevaile with you. I will not say to you that your Lucretius

is as far distant from the severity of a Christian as the faire

Ethiopian was from the duty of Bp. Heliodorus
;

for indeede

it is nothing but what may become the labours of a Christian

gentleman, those things onely abated which our evil age
needes not

;
for which also I hope you either have by notes,

or will by preface prepare a sufficient antidote : But since

you are ingag'd in it, doe not neglect to adorne it, and take

what care of it it can require or neede
;

for that neglect
will be a reproofe of your own act, and looke as if you
did it with an unsatisfied mind, and then you may make
that to be wholly a sin, from which onely by prudence and

charity you could before be advised to abstain. But, S", if

you will give me leave, I will impose such a penance upon

you for your publication of Lucretius, as shall neither dis-

please God nor you ;
and since you are buisy in that which

may minister directly to learning, and indirectly to error or

the confidences of men, who of themselves are apt enough to

hide their vices in irreligion, I know you will be willing, and
will suffer your selfe to be intreated, to imploy the same pen
in the glorifications of God, and the ministeries of eucharist

and prayer. S'', if you have M^'" Si/hon fie I'Immoria/ite de

VAme, I desire you to lend it mee for a weeke
; and believe

that I am in great heartinesse and dearenesse of affection,

" Deake S^

" Your obliged and most affectionate friend and servant,

" JER. TAYLOR «."

On the sixth and seventh of the following month, we
find Evelyn bringing to Taylor a young Frenchman, a pro-

selyte to the English church and a candidate for orders, for

his examination and recommendation to a bishop. Taylor,

being well satisfied with him, did accordingly recommend

*
Evelyn Memoirs, vol. ii. p. 102.
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him to some Irish prelate whom Evelyn calls the bishop of

Meath, then living in abject distress in London, and to

whom the fees paid by Evelyn were a matter of charity.
" To that necessity," he naturally exclaims,

" were our

clergy reduced C"

Long after this Taylor does not appear to have remained

in London, His next letter is from Wales, and obviously in

answer to one now lost, in which the same friend to whose

regard he was so much indebted appears to have offered

him, on the part of Mr, Thurland, an asylum in the neigh-
bourhood of London, Mr., afterwards Sir Edward Thurland,
and one of the barons of the Exchequer, was an eminent

lawyer, and author of a work on Prayer ;
on which Evelyn

sent him a letter, published in the interesting collection to

which I have so often had occasion to refer. His offer,

whatever it were, seems to have been a liberal one, since

Taylor speaks of it as rendering a change of residence not

impossible to him. The letter is interesting in itself, as dis-

playing Taylor's character and sentiments under the pressure
of a heavy affliction

;
and it also seems to fix pretty accu-

rately the appearance of his " Deus Justificatus."

" TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.

«
July 19, 1656,

" Deare S"",
— I perceive the greatnesse of

y"^
affections

by your diligence to inquire after and to make use of any
opportunity [which] is offered whereby you may oblige mee.

Truly, S"", J. doe continue in my desires to settle about

London, and am only hindered by my Res ongusta domi ;

but hope in God's goodnesse that He will create to mee
such advantages as may make it possible ;

and when I am
there, I shall expect the daily issues of the Divine Pro-

vidence to make all things else well
;
because I am much

persuaded that, by my abode in y* voisinage of London,
I may receive advantages of society and bookes to enable

mee better to serve God and the interest of soules. I have

no other designe but it
;
and I hope God will second it with

his blessing. S"", I desire you to present my thankes and

f Note (P.)
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service to Mr. Thurland
;
his society were argument enougli

to make mee desire a dwelling thereabouts, but his other

kindnesses will also make it possible. I would not be

troublesome
;
serviceable I would faine be, usefull, and de-

sireable
;
and I will endeavour it if I come. S^ I shall,

besides what I have already said to you, at present make no

other returne to Mr. Thurland : till a little thing- of mine be

publike, which is now in Royston's hands, of Original Sin ;

the evils of which doctrine I have now laid especially at y^

Presbyterian doore, and discours'd it accordingly, in a mis-

sive to
y*'

countesse dowager of Devonshire. When that is

abroad, I meane to present one to Mr. Thurland
;
and send

a letter with it. I thanke you for your Lucretius. I wished

it with mee sooner; for, in my letter to
y*"

countesse of

Devonshire, I quote some things out of Lucretius, w** for

her sake I was forced to English in very bad verse, because

I had not your version by mee to make use of it. Royston
hath not yet sent it mee downe, but I have sent for it : and

though it be no kindness to you to reade it for its owne

sake, and for the worthinesse of the worke
;
because it

deserves more
; yet, when I tell you that I shall, besides

the worth of the thing, value it for the worthy author's

sake, I intend to represent to you, not onely the esteeme

I have of your worthinesse, but the love also I doe and ever

shall beare to
y"" person. Deare Sir, I am in some little

disorder by reason of the death of a little child of mine,
a boy that lately made us very glad : but now he rejoyces
in his little orbe, while we thinke, and sigh, and long to be

as safe as he is, S"", when your Lucretius comes into my
hands, I shall be able to give you a better account of it.

In y^ mean time I pray for blessings to you and your deare

and excellent lady : and am,
" Deare Sir,

" Your most affectionate and endeared friend and servant,

" JER. TAYLORS."

The following letter touches on a deficiency in the public
service of the English church, which has been often lamented,

s Evelyn Papers, inedit.
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but is easier to lament than repair. Taylor hipiself, to judge
from the few specimens which he has given of religious

poetry in a metrical form,
—

for, in a more enlarged sense

of the term, all his devotional writings are poetry,
— would

have fallen into the errors, as well as rivalled the beauties,

of Cowley. Evelyn, though of genius far inferior, (indeed,

vvitli all his virtues and accomplishments, genius can hardly
be said to have entered into his character,) would, perhaps,
have been more fortunate. His ear for music was good, and

highly cultivated ;
he was sincerely pious ;

and the general

simplicity of his style would have been in his favour, in an

undertaking where, by a singular fatality, Addison has suc-

ceeded better than either Pope, Dryden, or Milton. The

praises of Evelyn's Lucretius which follow, may, perhaps,

appear exaggerated. But some allowance must be made
for the partiality of friendship, and the gratitude of one

who had just received a present from his patron. Evelyn's

translation, however, is by no means a contemptible work
;

and he is fairly entitled to the credit of having transfused

the sense, if not all the spirit, of his original, into harmonious

English verses.

« TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.

" Deare Sir,
— At last I have got possession of that

favour you long since designed to mee
;

—
your Lucretius.

Sir, shall I tell you really how I am surprized?
— I did believe

(and you will say I had some reason) that Lucretius could

not be well translated. I thought you would doe it as well

as any one, but I knew the difficulty, ex parte rei, was almost

insuperable. But, Sir, 1 rejoyce that I find myself deceived :

and am pleased you have so wittily reprov'd my too hasty

censure. Mee thinkes now, Lucretius is an easy and smooth

poet, and that it is possible for the same hand to turn Aris-

totle into smooth verse. But, Sir, I pray tell mee why you
did so grudge your annotations to the publike ? I am sure

you neede not blush at them
;
but you may well chide your-

self for offering to conceale them. Sir, you know I was not

apt to counsel the publication of this first booke : but I

should not repine (so the labour of it were over) that it were

all done by the same hand, so perfectly doe I find myselfe

confuted by your most ingenious pen. I was once bold with
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you ;
I would faine be so once more. It is a thousand

pitties but our English tongue should be enriched with a

translation of all the sacred hymnes which are respersed

in all the rituals and church bookes. 1 was thinking to

have beg'd of you a translation of that well-knowne hymne,
' Dies irse, dies ilia, Solvet seclum in favilla;' which, if it

were a little changed, would be an excellent divine song :

but I am not willing to bring trouble to you : onely it is a

thousand times to be lamented that the^beaux esprits of

England doe not think divine things to be worthy subjects

for their poesy and spare houres. 1 have commanded Roy-
ston to present to you two copyes of a little letter of mine to

y" c. d<)wager of Devon : of which, if you please to accept

one, and present the other from mee to your friend Mr.

Thurland, you will very much oblige mee, who already am,

" Deare Sir,

" Your most affectionate and endeared

"
August 23, -36."

" JER. TAYLOR "."

TO THE SAME.
"

gber 15^ 1656,

** Honour'd and Deare Sir,— In the midst of all

the discouragements which I meet withall in an ignorant
and obstinate age, it is a great comfort to mee, and 1 receive

new degrees of confidence, when I find that yourself are

not only patient of truth, and love it better than prejudice

and prepossession, but are so ingenuous as to dare to owne

it in despite of the contradicting voices of error and unjust

partiality. I have lately received from a learned person

beyond sea certaine extracts of the Easterne and Southerne

Antiquities, which very much confirme my opinion and

doctrine ;
for the learned man was pleased to expresse great

pleasure in the reasonablenesse of it and my discourses

concerning it. Sir, I could not but smile at my owne

weaknesses, and very much love the candour and sweetnesse

of your nature, that you were pleased to endure my English

"
Evelyn Papers, iiied.
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poetry : but I could [not] be removed from my cerlaine

knowledge of my ovvne greatest weaknesses in it: but if I

could have had your Lucretius when I had occasion to use

those extractions out of it, I should never have asked any
man's pardon for my weake version of them

;
for I would

have used none but yours, and then 1 had beene beyond
censure, and could not have needed a pardon. But, Sir,

the last papers of mine have a fate like your Lucretius :

I meane so many errata's made by the printers, that, because

I had not any confidence by the matter of my discourse and
the well-handling of it, as you had by the happy reddition

of your Lucretius, 1 have reason to beg your pardon for the

imperfection of the copy. But I hope the printer will make
amends in my Rule of Conscience, which 1 find hitherto he

does with more care. But, Sir, give me leave to aske, why
you will suffer yourselfe to be discouraged in the finishing
Lucretius ? They who can receive hurt by the fourthe booke
understand the Latin of it; and 1 hope they who will be

delighted with your EngUsh, will also be secur'd by your
learned and pious annotations, which I am sure you will

give us along with your rich version. Sir, I humbly desire

my service and great regards to be presented by you to

worthy Mr. Thurland : and that you will not faile to re-

member mee when you are upon your knees. 1 am very
desirous to receive the *

dies ira, dies ilia' of your transla-

tion
; and, if you have not yet found it, ujDon notice of it

from you I will transmit a copy of it. Sir, 1 pray God
continue your health and his blessinges to you and your
deare lady and pretty babies

;
for which I am daily obliged

to pray, and to use all opportunities by which J can signify

that I am,
" Deare Sir,

*' Your most affectionate and endeared servant,

" JER. TAYLOR i."

In all these letters, it may be observed with how much

anxiety and uneasiness he contemplated the opposition
made to his Doctrine of Original Sin, and the remonstrances

> Evelyn Papers, iued.
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addressed to him on the subject by the most eminent persons
in his own communion. The same feeling is betrayed in the

dedication of the " Deus Justificatus," already so frequently

alluded to
;
and which, together with a letter addressed to

himself by Warner in the course of the preceding year, and

two letters in answer to that learned prelate, he published a

short time before the date of his last letter to Evelyn. He
there enlarges with some asperity on the unfavourable re-

ception which his former work on Repentance had met with,

not only from the Presbyterians, but from some of those
"

to whom he gave and designed his labours, and for whose

sake he was willing to suffer the persecution of a suspected
truth." The opposition which he had met with, he com^

plains, was not open, inasmuch as no man had, as yet,

appeared in public against his doctrine, but that there were

many who " entered into the houses of the rich and honour-

able, and whispered secret oppositions and accusations rather

than arguments."
"
Madam," he continues,

"
I know the arts of these

men
;
and they often put me in mind of what was told me

by Mr. Sackvill, the late earl of Dorset's uncle, that the

cunning sects of the world (he named the Jesuits and the

Presbyterians) did more prevail by whispering to ladies,

than all the church of England and the more sober Pro-

testants could do by fine force and strength of argument."
The man who writes thus (however he may profess, as

he does in another part of the same dedication, that,
"

if

any man differed from him in opinion, he is not troubled at

it," and that men "
ought to love alike, though they do not

understand alike,") is evidently suffering under contradiction

which he did not expect, and which he has not learned very
well to bear. But Taylor was poor and persecuted,

—neither

of them circumstances which improve the temper. He was,

moreover, at this time under the pressure of a severe domestic

affliction
;
and we may easily forgive to the afflicted parent

a peevishness, which is less excusable in a practised dis-

putant, and one who, by the promulgation of an unusual

opinion, had, as if by choice, laid himself open to contra-

diction.

The " Deus Justificatus" is the only work which was

published in this year with Taylor's name, or which can be
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ascertained with any degree of certainty to he his composi-
tion. As I have, however, had the misfortune to find myself

opposed to the judgment of some of my ablest and most
valued friends, in refusing to the " Treatise on Artificial

Handsomeness "
a place in the present collection, it is, at

least, my duty to give some accomit of that work, and of

the sort of evidence on which it has been generally attri-

buted to Jeremy Taylor.
It first appeared in 1656, in a small volume printed by

Royston, Taylor's usual publisher, without the author's

name, and, whimsically enough, adorned with the same

frontispiece of a woman, with a sun on her breast, pointing

upwards to heaven, and trampling on a whole toilet of

ornaments, mirrors, and patches, which is prefixed to the

first edition of " The Ladies' Calling." There are even

some peculiarities in the method of employing ifallcs which

correspond with the general practice observed tlnoughout
that work, and some slight similarities of style, though by
no means sufficient to lead us to attribute the two works to

the same author. The preface, indeed, of the "
Artificial

Handsomeness" expressly assures us, that this last was not

only occasioned, but chiefly composed, by a lady,
— an

assertion which has been thought to be belied by the style

of the composition and the learning which it displays. The

latter, I confess, does not appear to me extraordinary, or, in

that learned age, such as might not, very probably, have

been attained by many well-educated females. It chiefly

displays itself in a readiness in quoting the Scriptures ;
in

a familiarity with the popular ascetic writers of the day,
and in a few references to ancient fathers

;
to which, it may

be observed, the fair disputant was guided by the very

arguments of those English divines whom she endeavours

to prove mistaken. Still, however, it has not the appear-

ance of a woman's composition ; though I must repeat, that

a far less extent of learning, than was possessed by Jeremy

Taylor, was competent to all the authorities and illustrations

on which so much stress has been laid, and which have been

supposed so plainly to designate him as the author.

In 1662, however, while Taylor was yet alive, another

edition appeared, with the initials on the title-page,
"

J. T.

D. D.," which Kennet (whose critical acumen is, indeed.
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good for nothing, but who is a competent evidence as to the

general opinion which prevailed in his time,) supposes to

stand for "
Jeremy Taylor, Doctor of Divinity'';" and it is

also certain that Taylor employed the same signature in the

title-page to the first edition of his beautiful Essay on

Friendship.

Lastly ;
in the epistle dedicatory, prefixed to the third

edition, in 1701,— it is described as the work of "a late

learned Bishop,"
—while Anthony Wood, who, though like

Kennet, utterly without taste or critical discrimination,

was, still more than him, a diligent collector and careful

examiner of literary history, has inserted it, without any

apparent scruple, in his list of Taylor's writings. And many
considerable modern critics have been induced, by these

reasons, and by the supposed striking similarity of its style

to that of his acknowledged works, to support his claim to

it with a confidence and zeal which, under other circum-

stances, I should hardly have thought myself justified in

opposing.
On the other hand, it may be observed, that it was by

no means an unexampled deception in the booksellers of the

seventeenth century to affix, without sufficient authority, or

even against their better knowledge, the naaies of eminent

persons to works of which those persons were altogether

guiltless. Though Taylor was alive in 1662, he was then in

Ireland, and little likely to interest himsell' in the refutation

of a charge which, if he ever heard it, he, perhaps, would

think ridiculous.

Wood is not consistent with himself in placing this

work among his writings; since he elsewhere, with equal
confidence, ascribes it to Gauden

;
and my friend, Mr. Bhss,

whose authority is deservedly eminent on all such questions,
is disposed to take the credit, such as it is, away from both,

and to class it among the productions of Obadiah Walker'.

On the resemblance or dissimilarity of style, when the

subject is so different from those which, in other instances,
have employed Taylor's genius, it would be unsafe to give
,a positive opinion. The whole treatise is, undoubtedly, an

* Kenuet's Register, 787. ' Wood's Athene, cd. Bliss, vol. 3. col. 790.
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ingenious piece of special pleading in a bad and foolish

cause; and it is distinguished by a vivacity of diction and
illustration which, though it is in some degree a charac-
teristic of all the satirical writings of that age, may not

unfrequently remind the reader of the language of Taylor's
controversial treatises. But, for the occasional bursts of

passion and sublimity which, in his avowed works, flow from
him as if in spite of himself: for the ardent piety which was
inherent in his hourly thoughts and lightest expressions ;

for the strains of affecting eloquence, with which he is ever

anxious to draw men from questions of less importance to

practical devotion and holiness
;
we may search throughout

the "
Artificial Handsomeness" in vain. Nor are these the

strongest arguments against supposing him its author.

That which with uie weighs most of all, is found in the

subject of the work itself, which is a formal defence of

painting the face, a practice obviously inconsistent with the

ascetic opinions to which he was through life inclined, and
one which he himself, with perhaps too great severity, has

classed in his
**

Holy Living," in the same category with
"

singular and afl'ected walking, proud, nice and ridiculous

gestures of the body, lascivious dressings," and the other least

equivocal arguments of a worldly and immodest character.
" Menander in his comedy," (he elsewhere observes,)" brings
in a man turning out his wife from his house, because she

stained her hair yellow, which was then the beauty.

Nov J'
{'pw'

a7r' oixa'v TZy^f ih yivoiKO, yap

Tijv a-axp^ov ov Ssr raj Tgip^a; ^avfiif ttoieiv.

A rcise woman should not faint. A studious gallantry in

clothes cannot make a wise man love his wife the better.
"

'Eig roui T^aycu^Hg %o)icr{/i', a« eig tov ^lov, said the comedy.
Such gaieties are fit for tragedies, but not for the uses

of life.
"

Indeed, the outward ornament is fit to take fools,

but they are not worth the taking: but she that hath a

wise husband, must entice him to an eternal dearness, by
the veil of modesty and the grave robes of cliastity, the

ornament of meekness, and the jewels of faith and charity.

She must have no fucus but bhu^hings, her brightness must

be pure, and must shine round about with sweetness and
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friendship, and she shall be pleasant while she lives, and

desired when she dies. If not,

KarQavuffa Js miirettt

'OuSI 1-1? ixny-oa-mcL (teS-ev I's-a-ETaj,

Ov yctf |t*6TEj^£i; fo^oov rZv Ik IIiEpiii;
—

" Her grave shall be full of rottenness and dishonour, and her

memory shall be worse after she is dead""." Who will, after

this, believe that Jeremy Taylor can have become the patron
of ceruse and antimony ? .

On the whole, however, as a report certainly began to

prevail in his life-time, that he was the author of this whim-
sical treatise, I am inclined to account for this report, by
ascribing its composition to some one, whose intimacy with

him was such, as to render it likely that he had seen and

revised it in the manuscript, or even that he had been an

agent in transmitting it to the printer. Nor can I fix on any

hypothesis more likely, or which accords so well with the

declaration prefixed to the first edition, as that it was the

work of Katherine Philips, who was, as will be hereafter

shown, the Oriitda of Taylor's friendship, and who had
sufficient opportunity of studying his style to produce even

a better imitation than appears to me to be afibrded by the

dialogue under consideration. To say the truth, I little care

who may have written it, provided it does not pass for

Taylor's ".

The chastening hand of Providence was not yet with-

drawn from Taylor's domestic comforts, as appears from an

affecting letter which, though the copy in the British

Museum has no superscription, I am strongly inclined, from

the internal evidence which it displays of intimacy between
the parties, no less than the mention of Mr. Thurland which

occurs in it, to consider as also addressed to Evelyn.
" Deare Sib,—I know you will either excuse or acquit,

or at least pardon mee that I have so long seemingly neg-
lected to make a returne to your so kind and friendly letter

;

when I shall tell you that I have passed through a great
cloud which hath wetted mee deeper than the skin. It hath

pleased God to send the small poxe and feavers among my
»' Holy Living, vol. v. p. 105. Scrmou on the Marriage Ring, p. ii. vol. v.

pp. 277, 278.
" Note (Q.)
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children
;
and I have, since I received your last, buried two

sweet, hopeful boyes; and have now but one sonne left,

whom I intend, if it please God, to bring up to London be-

fore Easter, and then I hope to waite upon you, and by your
sweet conversation and other divertisements, if not to alleviate

my sorrow, yet, at least, to entertain myself and keep me
from too intense and actual thinkings of my trouble. Dear

S"", will you doe so much for mee as to beg my pardon of Mr.

Thurland, that I have yet made no returne to him for his so

friendly letter and expressions. S', you see there is too

much matter to make excuse
; my sorrow will, at least,

render me an object of every good man's pity and com-
miseration. But, for myself, I bless God, I have observed

and felt so much mercy in this angry dispensation of God,
that I am almost transported, I am sure, highly pleased
with thinking how infinitely sweet his mercies are when his

judgments are so gracious. S', there are many particulars in

your letter which I would faine have answered
; but, still,

my little sadnesses intervene, and will yet suffer me to write

nothing else : but that I beg your prayers, and that you
will still own me to be,

" Deare and Honoured Sir,

" Your very affectionate friend and hearty servant,

" Feb. 22, 165f."
" JER. TAYLOR"."

In this letter, the style and sentiments of which are so

characteristic, that there can be no doubt of its authenticity,

there are some particulars which call for further notice.

The two children whom he here mentions as taken from him
"
by small pox and fevers," must, in all probability, have

died since the former whose loss he deplored in his letter to

Evelyn, of July 19,—inasmuch as, in that letter, he does

not mention (what he would probably have done had the

disease been the small pox,) the infection, or danger of

infection of any other person of his family. The tradition,

likewise, of the neighbourhood of Golden Grove (as I am
assured by archdeacon Beynon,) concurs w^ith the express

statement of Rust, in his funeral sermon, in stating that

• Brit. Mus. MSS. Donat. 4274. art. 51.
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Taylor, before his departure from Wales, lost three children

in the course of a few months. It is, however, not a little

perplexing that Taylor here speaks of himself as having
"

only one son left," while, on the other hand, the letter

from his grand-daughter, Lady Wray, to which I have

already more than once referred, states positively that she

had " two uncles," who were the sons of her grandfather by
his first marriage, and that both of them lived to manhood ;

while she is equally positive in stating that their mother

died at Uppingham. These are points in which she could

hardly have been mistaken, and I know no better or more

probable way of reconciling them to this letter, than by

supposing that the two sons, by his first wife, were at this

time separated from him and with their mother's family, and

that the children whose death he laments, as well as the

surviving son whom he purposes to bring to London, and

who appears to have been afterwards buried at Lisburn, in

Ireland, were the fruits of his second marriage. It is

strange, however, that he speaks of the son who was with

him as his only one; and it is strange, whichever hypothesis
we adopt, that he does not say any thing of his daughters, and

that, in none of the letters which are preserved, is any direct

mention made of either of his wives, though there is an

allusion of this sort where he tells Evelyn that the little

child whom he had lost,
"
lately made tis here very glad."

That he was a cold, or indifferent husband, or father, I can-

not believe, since his works abound in allusions to domestic

happiness, which could have occurred to none who had not

felt that happiness, and been worthy of it.

"
Nothing," he tells us in his '

Marriage Hing,'
" can

sweeten felicity itself but love. But, when a man dwells

in love, then the breasts of his wife are pleasant as the

droppings on the hill of Hermon, her eyes are fair as the

light of heaven, she is a fountain sealed-, and he can quench
his thirst, and ease his cares, and lay his sorrow down up^on
her lap, and can retire home to his sanctuary and refectory,
and his gardens of sweetness and chaste refreshments. No
man can tell, but he that loves his children, how many
delicious accents make a man's heart dance in the pretty
conversation of those dear pledges : their childishness, their

stammering, their little angers, their innocence, their imper-
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fections, their necessities, are so many little emanations of joy
and comfort to him that delights in their persons and society :

but he that loves not his wife and children, feeds a lioness

at home, and broods over a nest of sorrows; and blessing
itself cannot make him happy ;

so that all the command-
ments of God enjoining a man to 'love his wife,' are nothing
but so many necessities and capacities of joy. She that is

loved, is safe
;
and he that loves is joyful. Love is an

union of all things excellent; it contains in it proportion
and satisfaction, and rest and confidence

;
and I wish that

this were so much proceeded in, that the heathens them-

selves could not go beyond us in this virtue, and its proper
and its appendant happiness. Tiberius Gracchus chose to

die for the safety of his wife
;
and yet, niethinks, to a

Christian to do so, should be no hard thing ;
for many

servants will die for their masters, and many gentlemen will

die for their friend, but the examples are not so many of

those that are ready to do it for their nearest relations, and

yet some there have been, Baptiste Fregosa tells of a

Neapolitan, that gave himself a slave to the Moors that he

might follow his wife
;
and Dominicus Catalusius, the prince

of Lesbos, kept company with his lady when she was a

leper; and these are greater things than to die p."

The traditionary accounts of Taylor, which are yet to be

recovered in South Wales, agree with Anthony Wood, in

relating that, after the distressing visitation which his letter

records, he left his residence near Golden Grove, and

officiated in a small and private congregation of Episco-

palians in London. He appears, in fact, from Evelyn's

diary, to have been in London some part of this year; since,

on the 25th of March, he showed Evelyn his manuscript of the

Cases of Conscience, now fitted for the press ; and, on June

the seventh, we find him officiatinsr h\ the drawin2:-room

at Say's Court, in the baptism of Evelyn's fourth son. By
his recommendation too, (though whether that recom-

mendation was conveyed by letter, or in a personal inter-

view, we are not informed,) Evelyn, on the 16th of July,

used his interest with the patron of the living of Eltham, in

behalf of a young man named Moody''.

P Vol. V. p. '.'69. lNote(K.)

VOL. I. f
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But, if Taylor had really fixed himself at this time in

London, it is remarkable that his visits to Say's Court, con-

sidering the nature of the friendship between him and

Evelyn, are not more frequently mentioned
; and, it is

stranger still, if he were officiating regularly in a small con-

gregation of loyalists, that Evelyn has not recorded his

own occasional journeys to attend the ministry of the man
whom he calls his spiritual father. And, notwithstanding
Wood's assertion, I am greatly inclined to doubt that he

ever permanently settled in the metropoHs, though his

annual visits thither may have easily given rise to the

opinion.
It is certain, at least, that in the letter which relates the

death of his children, he speaks of his intended journey to

London in terms which imply a relaxation and temporary

escape from afflicting thoughts, rather than a permanent

change of residence, or the undertaking of fresh duties

and a new sphere of usefulness. Be this as it may, his

poverty was now alleviated by the generous grant of a

yearly pension from Evelyn, which he acknowledges in a

letter of most eloquent gratitude, dated the fifteenth of

May ; but, as usual, without mention of the place whence he

wrote it.

« TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.

"Honour'd AND deareSir,—A stranger Came two nigh ts

since from you with a letter, and a token
;

full of humanity
and sweetnesse that was, and this of charity. Iknow it is

more blessed to give than to receive
;
and yet as I no ways

repine at the Providence that forces me to receive, so neither

can I envy that felicity of yours, not onely that you can, but

that you doe give ;
and as I rejoyce in that mercy which daily

makes decrees in heaven for my support and comfort, soe I

doe most thankfully adore the goodnesse of God to you, whom
he consignes to greater glories by the ministeries of these

graces. But, Sir, what am I, or what can I doe, or what
have I done, that you thinke I have or can oblige you ?

Sir, you are too kiude to mee, and oblige me not onely

beyond my merit, but beyond my modesty. I onely can

love you, and honour you, and pray for you : and in all this

I cannot say but that I am behind hand with you, for I have
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Found so great effluxes of all your worthinesse and charities,
that I am a debtor for your prayers, for the comfort of your
letters, for the charity of your hand, and the affections of

your heart. Sir, though you are beyond the reach of my
returnes, and my services are vei-y short of touching you,
yet if it were possible for me to receive any commands,
the obeying of which might signify my great regards of you,
I could with some more confidence converse with a person
so obliging; but I am oblig'd and asham'd, and unable to

say so much as I should doe to represent myselfe to be

.

" Honour'd and deare Sir,

" Your most affectionate and obhged friend and servant,

"May 15, 1657." " JER. TAYLOa^"

The favour which Evelyn, as alluded to in the above

letter, had spoken of as in the power of Taylor to confer on

him, he explained in a subsequent note to be one, to request
which was, in itself, a pleasing mark of friendship and hio-h

opinion, that he would come to christen his son. The
answer shows that Taylor was at this time occupied in his

beautiful Essay on Friendship, and that he had commu-
nicated his plan to Evelyn.

" TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.
" Honour'd and deare Sir,—Your messenger pre-

vented mine but an houre. But I am much pleased at the

repetition of the divine favour to you in the like instances
;

that God hath given you another testimony of his love to

your person, and care of your family ;
it is an engagement

to you of new degrees of duty, which you cannot but super-
add e to the former, because the principle is genuine and

prolific, and all the emanations of grace are univocal and
alike. Sir, your kind letter hath so abundantly rewarded

and crown'd my innocent indeavours in my descriptions of

Friendship, that I perceive there is a friendship beyond what

I have fancied, and a real material worthinesse beyond the

heights of the most perfect ideas : and I know now where to

make my booke perfect, and by an appendix to outdoe the

'
Evelyn Mcmoirf, vol, ii. p. 119.
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first Essay; for when any thing shall be observed to be

wanting in my character, I can tell them where to seek the

substance, more beauteous than the picture, and by sending
the readers of my booke to be spectators of your life and

worthinesse, they shall see what I would faine have taught

them, by what you really are. Sir, I shall, by the grace of

God, wait upon you to-morrow, and doe the office you

require ;
and shall hope that your litle one may receive

blessings according to the heartinesse of the prayers which

I shall then, and after, make for him: that then also I shall

wayte upon your worthy brothers, I see it is a designe both

of your kindnesse and of the Divine Providence.

"
Sir,

"
I am your most affectionate and most faithful

friend and servant,

« June 9, 1657." " JER. TAYLOR \"

The following letter was, probably, written from Man-
dinam. It sufficiently indicates the nature of that to which

it was an answer. It is singular that Evelyn should have

been harassed by doubts of this kind, and still more curious

and interesting to see the manner in which Jeremy Taylor

attempted to solve them.

« TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.
«
Aug. 29, 5r.

"
Sir,— I am very glad that your good nature hath

overcome your modesty, and that you have suffered yourself
to be persuaded to benefit the world rather than humor

your owne retirednesse. I have many reasons to incourage

you, and the onely one objection which is the leaven of your
author * de providentia,' you have so well answered, that I

am confident, in imitation of your great Master, you will

bring good out of evil : and, like those wise physicians, who,

giving aXf|ix««a, doe not onely exp^U the poyson, but

strengthen the stomach, I doubt not but you will take all

opportunities, and give all advantages, to the reputation and

•
Evelyn Memoirs, vol. ii. pp. 118, 119, 120.
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great name of God
;
and will be glad and rejoyce to imploy

your pen for him who gave you fingers to write, and will

[quaere
'

witt?'] to dictate.
"
But, Sir, that which you check at is the immortality of

the soule : that is, its being in the interval before the day of

judgment ;
which you conceive is not agreeable to the

Apostles' Creed, or current of Scriptures, assigning (as you
suppose), the felicity of Christians to the resurrection. Be-
fore I speake to the thing I must note this, that the parts
which you oppose to each other, may both be true. For the

soule may be immortal, and yet not beatified, till the resur-

rection. For to be, and to be happy or miserable, are not

immediate or necessary consequents to each other. For the

soule may be alive, and yet not feele
;
as it may be alive and

not understand
;
so our soule, when we are fast asleepe, and

so Nebuchadnezzar's soule, when he had his lycanthropy.
And the Socinians, that say the soule sleepes, doe not

suppose that she is mortal
; but, for want of her instrument,

cannot doe any acts of life. The soule returnes to God
;
and

that, in no sense, is death. And I thinke the death of the

soule cannot be defined
;
and there is no death to spirits but

annihilation. I am sure there is none that we know of or

can understand. For, if ceasing from its operations be death,

then it dies sooner than the body : for oftentimes it does not

worke any of its nobler operations. In our sleepe we neither

feele nor understand. If you answer, and say, it animates

the body, and that is a sufficient indication of life : I reply

that, if one act alone is sufficient to show the soule to be

alive, then the soule cannot die
;

for in philosophy it is

affirmed, that the soule desires t© be re-united
;
and that

which is dead desires not : besides, that the soule can under-

stand without the body is so certaine, (if there be any

certainty in mystic theology), and so evident in actions

which are reflected upon themselves, as a desire to desire, a

will to will, a remembering that I did remember
; that, if one

act be enough to prove the soule to be alive, the state of

separation cannot be a state of death to the soule : because

she then can desire to be re-united, and she can understand :

for nothing can hinder from doing those actions which

depend not upon the body, and in which the operations of

the soule are not organical.
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" But to the thing. That the felicity of Christians is

not till the day ofjudgment I doe believe next to an article

of my creed
;
and so far I consent with you : but then I

cannot allow your consequent ;
that the soule is mortal.

That the soule is a complete [qu. complex ?] substance, I am

willing enough to allow in disputation ; though, indeed, 1

believe, the contrary ;
but I am sure no philosophy and no

divinity can prove its being to be wholly relative and incom-

plete. But, suppose it: it will not follow that, therefore, it

cannot live in separation. For the flame of a candle, which

is your owne similitude, will give light enough to this en-

quiry. The flame of a candle can consist or subsist, though
the matter be extinct. I will not instance Licetus his lampes,

whose flame had stood still 1500 years, viz. in Tullie's wife's

vault. For, if it had spent any matter, the matter would

have been exhaust long before that: if it spends none, it is

all one as if it had none
;
for what need is there of it, if there

be no use for it, and what use if no feeding the flame, and

how can it feed but by spending itselfe ? But the reason

why the flame goes out when the matter is exhaust, is

because that litle particle of fire is soone overcome by the

circumflant aire and scattered, when it wants matter to

keepe it in union and closenesse : but then, as the flame

continues not in the relation of a candle's flame, when the

matter is exhaust, yet fire can abide without matter to feed

it: for itselfe is matter; it is a substance. And so is the

soule : and as the element of fire, and the celestial globes

of fire eat nothing, but live of themselves
;
so can the soule

when it is divested of its relative, and so would the candle's

flame, if it could get to the regions of fire, as the soule does

to the region of spirits.
" The places of Scripture you are pleased to urge, I shal

reserve for our meeting or another letter
;
for they require

particular scrutiny. But one thing only, because the answer

is short, I shall reply to
; why the apostle, preaching Jesus

and the resurrection, said nothing of the immortality of the

soule? I answer, because the resurrection of the body
included and supposed that. 2. And if it had not, yet what
need he preach that to them which in Athens was beleived

by almost all their schooles of learning? For, besides that

the immortality of the soule was beleived by the Gymnoso-
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pliists in India, by Trismegist in Egypt, by Job in Chaldea,

by his friends in the east, it was also confessed by Pytha-

goras, Socrates, Plato, Thales Milesius, and by Aristotle, as

I am sure I can prove. I say nothing of Cicero, and all the

Latins; and nothing of all the Christian schooles of philo-

sophy that ever were. But when you see it in Scripture, I

know you will no way refuse it. To this purpose are those

words of St. Paul, speaking of his rapture into heaveh. He

purposely and by designe twice says, whether in the body or

out of the body I know not : by which he plainly says, that

it was no ways unlikely that his rapture was out of the

body ; and, therefore, it is very agreeable to the nature of the

soule to operate in separation from the body.
"

Sir, for your other question, how it appeares that God
made all things of nothing ? I answer

;
it is demonstratively

certaine
;
or else there is no God. For, if there be a God,

he is the one principle:
—

but, if he did not make the first

thing, then there is something besides him that was never

made
;
and then there are two eternals. Now if God made

the first thing, he made it of nothing. But, Sir, if I may
have the honour to see your annotations before you publish

them, I will give all the faithful and most frejndly assistances

that are in the power of,

** Deare Sir,

" Your most obhged and affectionate Servant,

« JER. TAYLOR'."

This letter, undoubtedly, displays, in every part of it, a

vigorous and richly cultivated mind ;
and those arguments

which the writer has taken from Scripture, or from his own

natural acuteness, are sufficient, in almost every instance, to

establish the solemn truths for which he is contending.

Where he fails, he fails from a reliance on an unsound philo-

sophy; from taking those things for granted which it is

impossible to prove,
— or which are now universally aban-

doned as fabulous.

Thus, if Evelyn had inquired from what philosophical

« Evelyn Papers, iuedit.
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presumption he learned, that the disembodied soul
" desires

to be re-united," he would have been only able to urge the

dicta of men as ignorant as himself, or who reasoned from

their present perceptions to what their perceptions
should be

in a different state of existence, the very fact of which was

first to be shown, before that probability could be determmed

which he here assumes as proof of the premises.
The

fable of. the sepulchral lamp he, indeed, hardly ventures to

rely on, though he instances it in a manner which would

lead us to suspect he believed it. But, that the flame of a

candle might, but for the accident of the circumflant air,

continue to burn without its fuel,— absurd as it now sounds,

is to be laid at the door of that division of the four elements

which no man, before the last century, called in question,
—

though, had a sturdy reasoner demanded proofs of " the

region of fire," of the self-nourished flame of the sun and

stars, and the other gratuitous assumptions of the ancient

system,— the philosopher must have been content to hold

his peace, or to quote, (what, indeed, was reckoned sufficient,)

the mere authority of Aristotle or the schoolmen.

His reasons why St. Paul, in preaching Jesus and the

resurrection to the Athenians, omitted all mention of the

soul's immortality, are, however, abundantly satisfactory.

And, though far stronger texts might be alleged in support

of the doctrine than that in which the same apostle is

speaking of his heavenly journey,
— the probability certainly

is, even from that text alone, that the apostle himself took

the separate existence of the soul for granted, and believed

it extremely possible for a man to be, and think, and even to

acquire new ideas, without the assistance of the body.

The argument, by which he attempts to prove that God

created all things out of nothing, is tainted, in some degree,

with the fault which I have already noticed, of reasoning

from propositions as if they were axioms. He assumes it as

a necessary definition of God, that he is the one principle of

all things, the only Eternal
;
— he then argues justly, that, if

there were any thing which God did not make, there would

be more Eternals than one;— and concludes that, in such

case, neither of those Eternals could be God. Surely this

is running on too fast
; and, if Evelyn had been a Manichee

to assert the existence of two principles,
— or if, with Aris-
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totle, he had esteemed God as the first Mover only, not the

Creator : if, in short, on whatever plea, he had denied his

friend's definition,— a very different and much longer process
must have been necessary to show the reasonableness of

believing, that all things, as they depend on God for their

being, must have, in the first instance, derived that being
from his will.

These are not the only points in which Taylor has, to all

appearance, forgotten himself in the preceding letter. He
professes, with much earnestness, to believe,

" next to an

article of his creed, that the felicity of Christians is not till

the day ofjudgment." If he said their complete felicity, he

would have said no more than we are led to believe, by the

very fact, that we are not, till then, to rejoin our bodies, or

than the Scriptures imply, in passages too numerous to be

cited. But, by deferring all enjoyment till that time, he

defers all sensation also, and may be suspected of adopting
the old Socinian doctrine of the sleep of the soul

;
a doctrine,

certainly, not inconsistent with its immortality, and far less

revolting to reason and Christianity than the materialism

which that sect has since embraced
;
but which is at variance

with all the actions and habits of the soul, so far as they fall

under our present observation, and is plainly contradicted

by the most ancient traditionary religion of mankind
; by the

expectation of St. Paul that, on his departure, he was to be

with Christ
; by the expressions of Christ himself, in his

parable of Lazarus
;
and by his promise to the penitent

robber at his crucifixion.

It is, after all, by a reference to the law and the testi-

mony, that the immortality of the soul is most satisfactorily

established. Reason, indeed, may tell us, that the extinction

of the soul does not necessarily follow the destruction of the

body ; that, as Taylor himself has well observed, it has

functions of its own which it may separately exercise, and

that it may still be conscious of its own existence, may still

recollect the past, still expect the future,
—

though deprived

of those bodily organs by which alone new ideas are to be

acquired or old ones communicated. But what philosophy
holds out as possible or probable, revelation alone has ren-

dered certain, and the circumstances and employment of

departed spirits, in that region whence no traveller returns.
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can only be gathered from His assurances, to whom all

things are known, but by whom those things only are

communicated to men which are necessary to their virtue

and consolation.

The controversy which Taylor had excited by his opi-

nions on original sin, was as yet by no means at an end.

The episcopalian clergy seem, indeed, to have been content

with the sort of official disclaimer of such doctrines on the

part of the church, which the letters of Warner afforded.

But there were others who conceived themselves bound to

animadvert on the error of so eminent a person, and the chief

of these were two Presbyterian clergymen, Henry Jeanes,

minister of Chedzoy, in Somersetshire, and John Gaule, of

Staughton, in Huntingdonshire.
Of Gaule I know nothing but the interminable title of his

book, to which Taylor never paid any attention". Henry
Jeanes, however, was an adversary not unworthy of his

powers. He was a man of considerable talent, described by
Wood as " an excellent philosopher, a noted mathematician,

and well-grounded in polemical divinity." He had been

Taylor's contemporary at Oxford, where he was celebrated

as a powerful disputant, a learned preacher, and zealous

against the doctrines of the Puritans. Of those doctrines,

however, when their professors became prosperous and

powerful, he, whether conscientiously or no, yet, certainly,

at a time not very favourable to his character for disinterested-

ness, adopted a more advantageous opinion ; and, in 1641,
became distinguished as a Calvinist and Presbyterian. Un-
like most renegadoes, he continued to speak and act with

moderation towards the party whom he had abandoned;
and was, through life, not more remarkable for his talents,

than for his freedom from that sanctimonious austerity which
was the usual characteristic of his new friends^.

His attack on Taylor's work was not, in the first instance,

intended for publication. In the " advertisement to the

"
Sapientia Justificata, or a Vindication of the Fifth Chapter of the

Romans, and therein of the Glory of the Divine Attributes; and that in the

case of Original Sin, against any way of erroneous understanding it, whether
old or new: more especially in answer to Dr. Jer. Taylor's

' Deus Justifi-

catus.' By John Gaule, &c. &c. Lond. 1657.

,

^ Wood. Athen. iii. col. 590. edit. Bliss.
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unprejudiced reader," prefixed to his letters, Jeanes accounts

for it in the following manner:—
'' One Mr. T. C. [Thomas Cartwright,] of Bridgewater,

being at my house, brake out into extraordinary (that I say
not excessive and hyperbolical) praises of Dr. Jeremy Taylor,
I expressed my concurrence with him in great part ; nay, I

came nothing behind him in the just commendations of his

admirable wit, great parts, quick and elegant pen, his abilities

in critical learning, and his profound skill in antiquity : but,

notwithstanding all this, I professed my dissent from some of

his opinions which I judged to be erroneous
;
and I instanced

in his ' Doctrine of Original Sin.' Now his
' Further Expli-

cation
'
of this then lay casually in the window, (as I take it),

which hereupon I took up, and turned unto the passage
now under debate, and showed unto Mr. T. C. that therein

were gross nonsense and blasphemy. He, for his own part,
with a great deal of modesty, forthwith declined all further

dispute of the business, but withal he told me that he would,
if I so pleased, give Doctor Taylor notice of what T said

;

whereunto I agreed, and, in a short time, he brought me
from the Doctor a fair and civil invitation to send him my
exceptions, and with it a promise of a candid reception of

them
; whereupon I drew them up in a letter to Mr. T. C, the

copy whereof followeth."

The controversy thus begun, was, like most others of the

kind, till the parties grew warm, carried on w ith considerable

courtesy. But the disputants, who addressed each other, in

the first instance, throuo;h the medium of their common
friend, Mr. Cartwright,

—
began, as is usual in such cases, to

lose their tempers at the second replication. Each accused

the other of unfairness and intemperance, and, I regret to

say that, of the two, Jeremy Taylor was the most captious
and personal. Yet he had some reason to complain that his

opponent's whole battery was directed not against the general

principle of his book, but against a detached and single ex-

pression ;
— and that his apparent and, in fact, his avowed

object was not so much to refute the Pelagianism of Taylor,
as to derogate from his reputation in the mind of one of his

friends and admirers'".

y See Appendix.
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While Taylor was yet in London, he had shown to Evelyn
his ' Ductor Dubitantium' in a state of considerable forward-

ness. Many years, however, were to elapse before he actually

finished the printing. The importance which he attached to

it, not only as the chief pillar of his fame, but as the best

evidence of his activity in God's service, seem to have ren-

dered him more cautious and timid in this than in any other

of his literary enterprises, and he thought no pains too great,

no consideration too minute to bestow on its principles,

arrangement, and execution. During this year, however, he

published his l^u/j-Qohov Hdino-'TroXe/xiKov, a reprint of several of

his former works in folio, (amongst which was his *

Liberty
of Prophesying,' with the additional arguments against the

Anabaptists, and the parable of Abraham;)—and with

which now appeared, for the first time, the " Discourse of

Friendship." This last work was addressed to the Mrs.

Katherine Philips already mentioned, the wife of a gentleman
in Cardiganshire, and author of different poems and prose

works, who, having possessed the advantages of an easy-

fortune, an amiable manner, an agreeable person, and a

certain skill in stringing together rhymes and compliments,
has been handed down to our times, with commendations

more profuse than any thing which is to be found in her

published works will, in the present age, be thought to

warrant. In any age, indeed, she would have been a " blue-

stocking
" of distinguished celebrity. But the authors of the

seventeenth century were habitually lavish of their praise

on the wealthy and the fair
;
and " the matchless Orinda,"

(as she was called from having assumed that name in a

long rom.antic correspondence with Sir Charles Cotterel,)

had reason to esteem herself fortunate in havins; her transla-

lions of Corneille corrected by Buckhurst and Waller, and
her virtues and genius eulogized, when living, by Taylor,
and, after her death, by Cowley^. Orinda, however, was
not usually ungrateful,

— and, among her published poems is

one to the noble Pakemon, on his incomparable
"
Discourse

of Friendship," which has been generally, but too hastily,

apprehended to refer to Taylor. Unfortunately, however,
we learn from another of her compositions, (in the title to

*
Granger, vol. iii. p. 103. Bonnoy, Life of Taylor, p. 259.
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>vhich Palaemon is designated by his real appellation as well

as his tiom de guerre,) that he was not Taylor, but Mr. Francis

Finch, an accomplished gentleman, author of several small

poems, and who, as well as Taylor, appears to have written

a ' Discourse on Friendship *.'

At the beginning of 1658, we fmd him again in London,

though whether his visit were, in the first instance, by choice

or compulsion, we must, probably, remain uninformed.

Certain it is that the first place where we hear of him is the

Tower, where he was confined on account of the indiscretion

of his bookseller Royston, who had prefixed to his * Collec-

tion of Offices,' a print of Christ in the attitude of prayer.
Such representations were then termed scandalous and

tending to idolatry, and an act had lately passed, inflicting
on those guilty of publishing them the penalty of fine and

imprisonment. Evelyn, however, whose influence was almost

equal with all parties in the state, applied, through a friend,

to the lieutenant of the Tower, insisting on the greatness of

those services vvhicli Taylor had rendered to the cause of

Protestantism, and soliciting permission that '* his learned

and pious friend," might be admitted to an explanation of

his conduct ''.

This application appears to have been successful. On
the seventeenth of the following February, there is a letter

from Taylor to Evelyn, condoling with him on the death of

his sons Richard and George,
— in which he promises to

come and see him
;
a promise which implies, at least, an

expectation of being shortly at liberty ;
and we find him, in

fact, eight days after, among the friends who visited Say's

Court, to comfort its owner under his affliction*^. Taylor's

letter on such an occasion, who is there that would forgive

my omitting?

" TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE-

" Deahe Sir,— If dividing and sharing greifes were

like the cutting of rivers, I dare say to you, you would find

your streame much abated
;
for I account myselfe to have a

great cause of sorrow, not onely in the diminution of the

» Note (T.)
^ Note (U.)

«= Note (V.)
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numbers of your joys and hopes, but in tbe losse of that

pretty person, your strangely hopeful boy. I cannot tell all

my owne sorrowes without adding to yours ;
and the causes

of my real sadnesse in your losse are so just and so reason-

able, that I can no otherwise comfort you but by telling you,
that you have very great cause to mourne : so certaine it is

that greife does propagate as fire does. You have enkindled

my funeral torch, and by joining mine to yours, I doe but

encrease the flame. ' Hoc me male urit,' is the best signi-

fication of my apprehension of your sad story. But, Sir, I

cannot choose, but I must hold another and a brighter flame

to you, it is already burning in your heart
;
and if I can but

remoove the darke side of the lanthorne, you have enoughe
within you to warme yourselfe, and to shine to others.

Remember, Sir, your two boyes are two bright starres, and

their innocence is secured, and you shall never hear evil of

them agayne. Their state is safe, and heaven is given to

them upon very easy termes
; nothing but to be borne and

die. It will cost you more trouble to get where they are
;

and amongst other things one of the hardnesses will be, that

you must overcome even this just and reasonable greife ;

and, indeed, though the greife hath but too reasonable a cause,

yet it is much more reasonable that you master it. For

besides that they are no loosers, but you are the person that

complaines, doe but consider what you would have sufFer'd

for their interest : you [would] have suffered them to goe
from you, to be great princes in a strange country : and if

you can be content to suffer your owne inconvenience for

their interest, you command [commend?] your worthiest

love, and the question of mourning is at an end. But you
have said and done well, when you looke upon it as a rod of

God
;
and he that so smites here will spare hereafter : and if

you, by patience and submission, imprint the discipline upon

your own flesh, you kill the cause, and make the effect very
tolerable ;

because it is, in some sense, chosen, and therefore,

in no sense, insufferable. Sir, if you doe not looke to it,

time will snatch your honour from you, and reproach you
for not effecting that by Christian philosophy which time

will doe alone. And if you consider, that of the bravest

men in the world, we find the seldomest stories of their
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children, and the apostles had none'', and thousands of the

worthiest persons, that sound most in story, died childlesse :

you will find it is a rare act of Providence so to impose upon
worthy men a necessity of perpetuating their names by
worthy actions and discourses, governments and reasonings.
If the breach be never repair'd, it is because God does not

see it fitt to be
;
and if you will be of his mind, it will be

much the better. But, Sir, you will pardon my zeale and

passion for your comfort, I will readily confesse that you
have no need of any discourse from me to comfort you.

Sir, now you have an opportunity of serving God by passive

graces ;
strive to be an example and a comfort to your lady,

and by your wise counsel and comfort, stand in the breaches

of your owne family, and make it appeare that you are more

to her than ten sons. Sir, by the assistance of Almighty
God, I purpose to wait on you some time next weeke, that I

may be a witnesse of your Christian courage and bravery ;

and that I may see, that God never displeases you, as long
as the main stake is preserved, I meane your hopes and con-

fidences of heaven. Sir, I shal pray for all that you can

want, that is, some degrees of comfort and a present mind
;

and shal alwayes doe you honour, and faine also would doe

you service, if it were in the power, as it is in the affections

and desires of,
" Dear Sir,

" Your most affectionate and obliged freind and servant,

" Feb. 17, 1657-8.
" JER. TAYLOR'."

It would be at this time, if ever, that we should expect to

find him settled in London. But, except in one instance, on

the seventh of the following March, when Evelyn speaks of

himself as attending his preaching and receiving the com-

munion from his hands in a private house,— we have no

instance on record of his exercising his ministerial functions.

It is probable, indeed, that even these rare and clandestine

assemblies for religious worship were abundantly hazardous

to those who officiated
;
inasmuch as the government of

Cromwell, though tolerant enough towards most sects except

<> Note (V.)
•
Evelyn Memoirs, vol. ii. p. ITS.
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the Quakers and the Episcopalians, never ceased to treat

these last with great and unmingled severity. The usurper
himself was, indeed, as is well known, averse to such

measures, and personally well inclined not only to many
individuals of the episcopal clergy, but even to their form of

government. His inclinations were, however, obliged to

give way to those of the zealots around him, and the whole

history of the time evinces that, wicked and unwise as was

the retaliation which, a few years afterwards, the Episco-

palians inflicted on their opponents, it was no more than

retaliation after all, and what the opposite party, therefore,

on their own principles, had no right to complain of.

The friends of Taylor, however, were not unmindful of

his interests and safety; and it was, perhaps, for the sake

of the last, that, during this spring, they appear to have

suggested a measure which, at first sight, seems extraordi-

nary in persons to whom his ministry and his society were

so dear, and to which nothing but the pressure of want or

the sense of personal danger can have made Taylor look

forwards with satisfaction. The well-wishers of Savage, in

a subsequent age, were content, for the sake of maintaining
their unfortunate client more cheaply, to assign him a

residence in Wales. The admirers of Taylor found a proper
soil for his virtues and his matchless talents in the north-

eastern extremity of Ireland. This suggestion seems to

have been made in the first instance to Evelyn, by Edward
earl of Conway, who had ample estates and powerful con-

nexions in the neighbourhood of Lisburn
; and, as there is

reason to believe, procured for Taylor the offer of an alternate

lectureship in that borough, with a prospect of other advan-

tages. Such an appointment, at least, and in a distant country,
is alluded to by Taylor in the following letter. It is plain
from lord Conway's own correspondence, preserved among
the Rawdon papers, that he was induced to wish for Taylor's
removal to Ireland, by an anxiety that his great talents should

be employed to the spiritual advantage of his neighbourhood ;

and as the dates of these letters show that the negociation'

was at that time proceeding, it is by no means likely that

that which follows refers to a different transaction. Its

mutilated state is the more to be regretted, inasmuch as

there are few divines of Taylor's age who would have treated
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'the question of usury in a manner so sensible and satisfac-

tory. He does not, it may be observed, mention the necessity
of taking the covenant as one of the objections to the pro-

posed lectmeship. How this was to be got rid of I do not

know. Perhaps, as a lectureship is neither a cure of souls

nor an appointment under government, it was not legally

necessary; and, where the individual was popular, and sup-

ported by powerful friends, its omission might be, ia some

cases, winked at.

« TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.
"
May 12, 1658.

" Honour'd Sir,
— I returne you many thankes for

your care of my temporal affaires : I wish I may be able

to give you as good account of my watchfulnesse for your
service, as you have of your diligence to doe me benefit.

But concerning the thing itselfe, I am to give you this

account. I like not the condition of being a lecturer under

the dispose of another, nor to serve in my semicircle, where

a Presbyterian and myselfe shall be like Castor and Pollux,

the one up and the other downe
; which, methinkes, is like

the worshipping the sun, and making him the deity, that

we may be religious halfe the yeare, and every night serve

another interest. Sir, the stipend is so inconsiderable, it

will not pay the charge and trouble of remooving my selfe

and family. It is wholly arbitrary ;
for the triers may over-

throw it
;
or the vicar may forbid it

;
or the subscribers may

die, or grow weary, or poore, or be absent. I beseech you.

Sir, pay my thankes to your friend, who had so much kind-

nesse for mee as to intend my benefitt : I thinke myselfe no

lesse obliged to him and you than if I had accepted it.

*'
Sir, I am well pleased with the pious meditations and

the extracts of a religious spirit which I read in your excel-

lent letter. I can say nothing at present but this: that I

hope in a short progression you will be wholly immerged in

the delices and joyes of religion ;
and as I perceive your

relish and gust of the things of the world goes off con-

tinually ;
so you will be invested with new capacities, and

entertained with new appetites : I say with new appetites ;

for in religion every new degree of love is a new appetite ;

as in the schooles we say, every single angel does make a

VOL. I. g
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species, and differs more than numerically from an angel of

the same order ^
" Your question concerning interest hath in it no diffi-

culty as you have prudently stated it. For in the case, you
have only made yourselfe a merchant with them ; onely you
take lesse, that you be secured

;
as you pay a fine to the

Assurance Office. I am onely to adde this. You are neither

directly nor collaterally to engage the debtor to pay more

than is allowed by law. It is necessary that you imploy

youre money some way for the advantage of your family.

You may lawfully buy land, or traffique, or exchange it to

your profit. You may doe this by yourselfe or by another,

and you may as well get something as he get more, and that

as well by money as by land or goods ;
for one is as valuable

in estimation of merchants and of all the world as any thing

else can be : and mee thinkes, no man should deny mony
to be valuable, that remembers, every man parts with what

he hath for mony : and as lands are of a price, then [when]

they are sold for ever, and when they are parted with for a

yeare, so is money : since the imployment of it is as apt to

minister to gaine as lands are to rent. Mony and lands are

equally the matter of increase : to both of them our industry
must [be] applied, or else the profit will cease : now as a

tenant of lands may plough for mee, so a tenant of money
may goe to sea and traffique for mee *****^*** g,"

Whatever reluctance Taylor may have felt to remove to

such a distance from his English friends, was overcome,
however, by the prospects held out in the country to which
he was destined. Dr. (afterwards Sir William) Petty, whose

survey of Ireland by the command of government had made
him abundantly and most profitably skilled in the extent

and value of the forfeited lands, offered to procure him a

purchase on very advantageous terms, and recommended
him by letter to several persons of talent and influence in

that kingdom. He had similar letters to the lord chancellor

of Ireland
;
to the lord Pepys ;

to Tomhnson, the regicide

general ;
and the lord chief baron

;
and (what may be re-

garded as an additional proof of his high estimation with

« Note (Y.); e. Evelyn Papers, ined.
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all parties in the state) even Cromwell gave him a passport
and protection for himself and family under his sign manual
and privy signet. It would almost seem that the intrusive

government were not sorry to remove to a distance from
scenes where he might be dangerous, a man of so steady

loyalty, and of talents so distinguished''.

Thus furnished, he appears to have left London during
the month of June, and, thenceforward, to have divided his

residence between Lisburne and Portmore, about eiaht miles

distant from that town. Perhaps, indeed, he only visited

Lisburne for the discharge of his weekly lectureship, since

the tradition of his descendants determines him to have

chiefly, if not always, occupied a house in the immediate

neighbourhood of his patron's mansion
;
and to have often

preached to a small congregation of loyalists in the half-

ruined church of Kilulta.

It is in this last named parish that the mansion of Port-

more then stood, built after a plan by Inigo Jones, in a style

of almost princely magnificence, of which the stables, yet

remaining, are a noble, though melancholy vestige. The

park is washed by the great lake of Lough Neagh, and by
a smaller mere called Lough Bag (or the Little Lake), each

studded with romantic islets
;
to some of which, according

to the tradition of the vicinity, it was Taylor's frequent

practice to retire for the purposes of study or devotion.

Ram Island, in Lough Neagh, and a smaller rock in Lough
Bag, are said to have been his favourites

;
the one a mile

from Portmore, the other about half the distance. The first

is distinguished by the ruins of a monastery, and by one of

those tall round towers of uncertain use and origin, which

are a romantic and characteristic feature of Irish scenery.
The other is still more retired and tranquil; and both have

been described to me as scenes where a painter, a poet, or a

devout contemplatist, might alike delight to linger. Retired

as the situation of Portmore was, his lectureship may have

afforded an useful employment for his characteristic elo-

quence ;
and he found abundant leisure, in security and

comparative solitude, for the labours by which his heart

" Note (X.)
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was divided, his daily and hourly devotions, and the com-

pletion of his Ductor Dubitantium.

Poor and dependent as Taylor still continued, this was,

probably, the happiest part of his life. Both now, and

when in possession of wealth and dignity, he displayed a

natural attachment to the neighbourhood which had afforded

him such an asylum ;
and there are few of his letters from

Ireland which do not apeak of the situation of his delightful

retirement with affection, and with gratitude to the Provi-

dence who had placed him there.

Of these letters, the first is from Lisnagarvy, as Lisburne

was anciently called
; though, even in Taylor's day, the

appellation was nearly obsolete. Of the sect which he de-

scribes, I have been able to acquire no further information'.

The anxiety which he expresses after literary news may be

easily understood and appreciated. For the rest, I think we

may perceive a tone of hilarity in his letter which bespeaks
a mind at ease, and which is remarkably different from the

constrained and desponding feeling by which many of his

former communications are distinguished.

" TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.

"
Lisnagarvy, April 9, 1659.

"Honoured Sir,— I feare I am so unfortunate as that

•I fargot to leave with you a direction how you might, if you

pleased to honour me with a letter, refresh my solitude with

notice of your health and that of your relatives, that 1 may
rejoyce and give God thankes for the blessing and prosperity
of my dearest and most honour'd friends. 1 have kept close

all the winter, that I might, without interruption, attend to

the finishing of the imployment I was engaged in : which
now will have no longer delay .than what it meetes in the

printer's hands. But, Sir, I hope that by this time you have
finished what you have so prosperously begun,

—
your owne

Lucretius. I desire to receive notice of it from yourselfe,
and what other designes you are upon in order to the pro-

moting or adorning learning : for 1 am confident you will be
as useful and profitable as you can be, that, by the worthiest

> Note (Y.)
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testimonies, it may by posterity be remembered that you did

live. But, Sir, 1 pray say to me something concerning the

state of learning ;
how is any art or science likely to im-

proove ? what good bookes are lately publike? what learned

men, abroad or at home, begin anew to fill the mouth of

fame, in the places of the dead Salmasius, Vossius, Mocelin,

Sirmond, Rigaltius, Des Cartes, Galileo, Peiresk, Petavius,
and the excellent persons of yesterday? 1 perceive here that

there is a new sect rising in England ;
the Perfectionists

;

for three men that wrote an Examen of the Confession of

Faith of the Assembly, whereof one was Dr. Drayton, and
is now dead, did starte some very odde things ;

but especially

one, in pursuance of the doctrine of Castellio, that it is pos-
sible to give unto God perfect unsinning obedience, and to

have perfection of degrees in this life. The doctrine was

opposed by an obscure person, one John Tendring ;
but

learnedly enough and wittily maintained by another of the

triumvirate, W. Parker, who indeed was the worst of the

three
;
but he takes his hint from a sermon of Dr. Drayton,

which, since his death, Parker hath published, and endea-

vours to justify. I am informed by a worthy person, that

there are many of them who pretend to great sanctity and

•great revelations and skill in all Scriptures, which they

expound almost wholly to spiritual and mysterious purposes.
I knew nothing, or but extremely little, of them when I was
in England ;

but further off I heare most newes. If you
can informe yourselfe concerning them, I would faine be

instructed concerning their designe, and the circumstances

of their life and doctrine. For they live strictly, and in

many things speake rationally, and in some things very

confidently. They excell the Socinians in the strictnesse

of their doctrine
; but, in my opinion, fall extremely short

of them in their expositions of the practical Scripture. If

you inquire after the men of Dr, Cell's church, possibly

you may learne much : and, if 1 mistake not, the thing is

worth inquiry. Their bookes are printed by Thos. New-
comb in London, but where is not set downe. The Examen
of the Assemblie's Confession is highly worth perusing, both

for the strangenesse of some of the things in it, and the

learning of many of them.
"

Sir, yon see how 1 am glad to make an occasion to
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talke with you : though I can never want a just opportunity

and title to write to you as long as I have the memory of

those many actions of loving kindnesse by which you have

obliged,
^

" Honour'd Sir,

" Your most affectionate and indeared friend

" and humble servant,

" JER. TAYLOR.

*' Be pleased to present my humble service to your
honour'd and worthy brother in Covent Garden.

"
I suppose my servant will wayte on you with this

letter
;
but if he misses you, if you please at any time to

write to me, if you send it to Mr. Allestree, stationer, at the

Bell, in St. Paul's Church-yard, it will come to me
safely'

rk "

Whatever were the aids conferred on him by his new

friends, of which I regret my inability to give a further

account, they were not sufficient to place him above the

necessity 'of Evelyn's yearly pension, which that excellent

man continued to pay, though, as it should seem, from nar-

rower means than before, and with some degree of incon-

venience, Nor was even the solitary paradise of Portraore

able to exempt him from the peculiar evils of the time, and

the effects of private malice: a person named Tandy, whom
Taylor calls

*' a madman," and who appears, by Lord

Conway's letters, to have been something like an agent to

different noble families, out of pure jealousy that the new-
comer stood more in favour with his patrons than himself,
and was a more welcome and frequent guest at their houses,
denounced him to the Irish Privy Council as a dangerous
and disaffected character, and, more particularly, as having
used the sign of the cross in the ceremony of private bap-
tism. Taylor himself does not seem to have been much
alarmed, but Conway expresses himself on the subject with

a degree of feehng which does him honour; and with an

indignation against the informer, not unnatural in one who
conceived that, in attacking his friend, that informer wa§

^
Evelyn Papers, iued.
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treating himself with ingratitude,. To this vexation Taylor
alludes in the following letter, in which, as will be observed,

he also speaks of the Perfectionists, with a degree of interest

and curiosity which the sect may seem to have been of too

little importance to deserve.

<« TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.
"

Portmore, June 4, 1659.

"Honoured Sir, — I have reason to take a great

pleasure that you are pleased so perfectly to retaine me in

your memory and affections, as if I were still neere you, a

partner of your converse, or could possibly oblige you. But

I shall attribute this so wholly to your goodnesse, your

piety and candour, that I am sure nothing on my part can

incite or continue the least part of those civilities and en-

dearements by which you have often, and still continue to

oblige me. Sir, I received your two little bookes, and am

very much pleased with the golden booke of St. Chrysostom,
on which your epistle hath put a black enamel, and made a

pretty monument for your dearest, strangest miracle of a

i)oy ;
and when I read it, I could not choose but observe

St. Paul's rule : fieham cum Jientibus. I paid a teare at the

hearse of that sweet child. Your other little Enchiridion is

an emanation of an ingenious spirit ;
and there are in it

observations, the like of which are seldom made by young-
travellers™ ;

and though by the publication of these, you
have been civil and courteous to the commonwealth of

learning, yet I hope you will proceed to oblige us in some

greater instances of your owne. I am much pleased with

your waye of translation
;
and if you would proceed in the

same method, and give us in English some devout pieces of

the fathers, and your own annotations upon them, you would

doe profit and pleasure to the publicke. But, Sir, I cannot

easily consent that you should lay aside your Lucretius, and

having beene requited yourselfe by your labour, I cannot

perceive why you should not give us the same recreation,

since it will be greater to us than it could be to you, to

whom it was allayed by your great labour : especially you

having given us so large an essay of your ability to doe it
;

>

Nolc(,Z.)
" Note (^A. A.)
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and the world having given you an essay of their accep-

tation of it.

"
Sir, that Pallavicini whom you mention, is the author

of the late history of the Council of Trent, in two volumes

in folio, in Italian. I have seene it, but had not leisure to

peruse it so much as to give any judgment of the man by it.

Besides this, he hath published two little manuals in 12mo.

Assertionum Theo/ogicarum; but these speake but very little

of the man. His history, indeed, is a great undertaking,

and his family (for he is of the Jesuit order), use to sell the

booke by crying up the man : but I thinke I saw enough of

it to suspect the expectation is much bigger then the thing.

It is no wonder that Baxter undervahies the gentry of

England. You know what spirit he is of, but I suppose he

hath met with his match : for Mr. Peirs hath attacked him :

and they are joyn'd in the lists". I have not seene Mr.

Thorndike's booke. You make me desirous of it, because

you call it elaborate : but I like not the title nor the subject,

and the man is indeed a very good and a learned man, but

I have not seen much prosperity in his writings : but if he

have so well chosen the questions, there is no peradventure
but he hath tumbled into his heape many choice materials".

I am much pleas'd that you promise to inquire into the

way of the Perfectionists ; but I thinke L. Pembroke and

Mrs. Joy, and the Lady Wildgoose, are none of that number.

I assure you, some very learned and very sober persons
have given up their names to it. Castellio is their great

patriarch : and his Dialogue An per Spir. S. homo possit

perfecte obedire legi Dei, is their first essay. ^Parker hath

written something lately of it, and in Dr. Cell's last booke

in folio there is much of it. Indeed, you say right that

they take in Jacob Behmen, but that is upon another account,

and they understand him as nurses doe their children's im-

perfect language; something by use, and much by fancy. I

hope. Sir, in your next to me (for I flatter myselfe to have

the happinesse of receiving a letter from you sometimes),

you will account to me of some hopes concerning some

settlement^ or some peace to religion. I feare my peace i^i

« Nole (B.B.) Wood's Atheii. vol. ii.
j). 558.

o Note (C.C.) Wood, vol i. p. 461.
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Ireland is likely to be short; for a Presbyterian and a

madman have informed against me as a dangerous man to

their religion ;
and for using the signe of the crosse in

baptisme. The worst event of the information which I feare,

is my returne into England ;
which although I am not

desirous it should be upon these termes
; yet if it be without

much violence, I shall not be much troubled.
"

Sir, I doe account myselfe extremely obliged to your
kindnesse and charity, in your continued care of me and

bounty to me
;

it is so much the more, because I have
almost from all men but yourselfe, suffered some diminution

of their kindnesse, by reason of my absence, for as the

Spaniard sayes,
' The dead and the absent have but few

friends,' But, Sir, I account myselfe infinitely oblig'd to

you, much for your pension, but exceedingly much more for

your affection, which you have so signally expressed. I

pray. Sir, be pleased to present my humble service to your
two honoured brothers : I shall be ashamed to make any
addresse, or pay my thankes in words to them, till my Rule

of Conscience be publicke, and that is all the way I have to

pay my debts; that and my prayers that God would?.

Sir, Mr. Martin, Bookseller, at the Bell, in St. Paul's

Church-yard, is my correspondent in London, and what-

soever he receives, he transmits it to me carefully ; and

so will Mr. Royston, though I doe not often imploy him

now. Sir, I feare I have tir'd you with an impertinent letter,

but I have felt your charity to be so great as to doe much
more then to pardon the excesse of my affections. Sir, I

hope that you and I remember one another when we are

upon our knees. I doe not thinke of coming to London till

the latter end of summer or the spring, if I can enjoy my
quietnesse here

;
but then I doe if God permit : but beg to

be in this interval refreshed by a letter from you at your

leisure, for, indeed, in it will be a great pleasure and endear-

ment to,
^' Honour'd Siu,

Your very oblig'd, most affectionate and humble servant,

" JER. TAYLORS."

p Notc(U.D.; '^ Evclyu Papers, ined.

ti
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In consequence of the information laid against Taylor,

a warrant was issued to the Governor of Carrickfergus, by
the Irish Privy Council, to bring him before them for exa-

mination ^ In the minutes of the council no other entry:

occurs relating to him, and it is, therefore, probable that his,

friends had power to obtain his speedy discharge. The

journey, however, to Dublin, in the heart of winter, was

sufficient to throw him into a severe illness, which,

perhaps, was admitted by the government as a plea for

letting him off more easily.

In the letter of Lady Wray, to which I have already so

often referred, it is said that he about this time " suffered

much from Sir Phelim O'Nial." But this is, evidently, a

circumstance respecting which her memory had deceived

her, since that weak and cruel chieftain had suffered death

some years before Taylor's arrival in Ireland. From his

kindred and clan, at this time, a loyalist had nothing to

apprehend, even if they had possessed the power of injuring

him; and the O'Nials, as well as all the other Irish Septs,,

had been completely crushed by the dreadful severities of

Ireton and Cromwell. In 1666, however, the neighbouring

county of Tyrone was really infested, for some time, by,

bands of Tories and White Boys% and, if Taylor kept a

farm, as from various circumstances he appears to have done,
it is possible that his cattle may, on some occasion, have,

been stolen
;

a circumstance which might be easily ex-

aggerated by family tradition, till it became, in the narration

of his grandchild, a persecution by the Roman Catholics.

But, if it had been any thing considerable, we should have

found, in all probability, some mention of it in his letters
;

and on the contrary, I am assured that the traditions of the

country imply that with the peasantry of that persuasion, his

amiable temper and ascetic habits rendered him an object of

regard and veneration.

It was this, perhaps, which gave occasion to a renewal

of the report of his inclination to Popery, of which he com-

plains in his '* Letters to Persons changed in their Religion,"

which, though not now published, appear to have been

written about this time. No new work of his issued from

' Note (E.E.)
» Rawdon Papers, pp. 218, 223, &t.
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the press this year, for the "
Ephesian Matron" is appre-

hended by Mr. Bonney to have been merely a reprint of that

story as told in the Holy Dying ^ The following letter,

however, was published in the Qavaroxoyia of Dr. John

Stearne, Professor of Philosophy in the University of

Dublin
;
and is interesting, as being, except the interminable

Epitaph on Lady Carbery, the only remaining specimen of

the author's Latinity. The concluding compliment is lively
and elegant. For the rest, it cannot be said that he flatters

so beautifully in a learned language as in English. With
the poor book which is beslavered with such deglutitious

phrases I have no acquaintance.
" Viro amicissimo et integerrimo Johanni Stearne,

Medicinse et Philosophia? Professori Doctissimo, iuxcxipsiv.
'' Quam primiam earum mihi facta est copia, in schedas

tuas involaverunt oculi et mens, amor et acumen, et tota

quanta est curiositatis supellex, ut discernerem quicquid
id fuit quod parturiens et ferax ingenium in lucem

hodiernam destinarat bono publico.
*' Tarn recte novi ingenium tuum, Stearni doctissime, ex

monumentis publicis, et privatis prseclaroe tuee eruditionis

indicibus, ut difficile non fuerit hariolari quid intus lateret

in Enchiridio quod festinantius singularis tua humanitas

praemiserat, enimvero nee falsus fui. Praesensit enim animus

me in hisce tabulis, ingenii cupedias et bellaria, philosophise
inventa non vulgaria, rationis avpov hpnixa, Artis Medicae,

quam hodie in Hibernias metropoli adornas, specimen non
mediocre : at ciim irruerara in interloquium, (placide enim et

moderate tot rpaynt^aTa adire, nee enim diffitebor, impos

plane fui,) me divinum. sensi
;

et quem proegustaveram,

lepide quidem vaticinatus qualem perlecturus eram libellun},

cum demum aut avidius, ne to turn non exhaurirem, aut

pitissans, ne citius quam volueram clauderetur festum,

certe mira cum ingluvie non uno modo ordinata, ingessi in

animum meum : et tandem ruminans quod delibaveram, sensi

clarissime (et Isetatus sum) scientise reconditioris arcana

reserata, ingenii incomparabilis £Vj%E(^VaTa, veritatis illustre

et ingenuum minister! am, et quaistiones nodosas satis, sed

nee inutiles, quas aut solvisti dextrc, aut dissecuisti strenuc,

' Boimey, Life, p. 274.
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in omnibus vel Aristoteli vel Alexandre snppar: adeo ut

non ineptuni judicaverim gratulari Reipublicse Literarise hoc

novum emergens decus. imo et tibi in aurem insusurrare

quam fseliciter Spartam banc exornaveris
;
certe bono publico,

honori Academise Dubliniensis, usui et ornamento lite-

ratorum, saluti sedentis et desidis turbee cogitabundorum
hominum, quinimo et inclytse famse tuae. Tantum est :

nihil enim superest, nisi ut te amem, ut legam, ut relegam,
et ut (quod vovit Socrates in intuitu et speculatione mortis,)

ego pro tuis de morte proeclaris lucubrationibus et longsevi-

tatis salutaribus documentis nuncuparem Galium JEsculapio;
vel potius tibi (quod Apollinis filio Heraclides constituit,)

sxalou
fi^riVYiv x^vanv rou oy^oou. Serpentem autem et canem

in aede iEsculapii tu cave. Etenim non ita pridem sensisti

mordacium animalculorum morsiunculas. Vale.

" Ex amaenissimo recessu in Portmore dedit

" JEIIEMIAS TAYLOR,
" S.S. Th. Professor."

What follows is of a very different character.

" TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.

" Honoured and deare Sir, — Yours dated July

23d, I received not till All Saints day: it seemes it

was stopp'd by the intervening troubles in England":
but it was lodged in a good hand, and came safely and

unbroken to me. I must needes beg the favour of you
that I may receive from you an account of your health

and present conditions, and of your family ;
for 1 feare

concerning all my friends, but especially for those few very
choice ones I have, lest the present troubles may have

done them any violence in their affaires or content. It is

now long since that cloud passed ;
and though I suppose

the sky is yet full of meteors and evil prognostics, yet you
all have time to consider concerning your peace and your

securityes. That was not God's time to relieve his church,

and I cannot understand from what quarter that wind blew,

and whether it was for us or against us. But God disposes
all things wisely ;

and religion can receive no detriment or

Note(F.F.)
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diminution but by our owne fault. I long. Sir, to come to

converse with you; for I promise to myselfe that I may
receive from you an excellent account of your progression
in religion, and that you are entred into the experimental
and secret way of it, which is that state of excellency whe-
ther [whither] good persons use to arrive after a state of re-

pentance and caution. My retirement in this solitary place
hath been, I hope, of some advantage to me as to this state

of religion, in which I am yet but a novice, but by the good-
ness of God, I see fine things before me whither I am con-

tending. It is a great, but a good worke, and I beg of you
to assist me with your prayers, and to obtains of God for

me that I may arrive to that height of love and union with

God, which is given to all those soules who are very deare

to God. Sir, if it please God, I purpose to be in London in

April next, where I hope for the comfort of conversing with

you. In the meane time, be pleas'd to accept my thankes

for your great kindnesse in taking care of me in that token

you were pleased to leave with Mr. Martin. I am sorry
the evil circumstances of the times made it any way afflictive

or inconvenient. I had rather you should not have been

burden'd than that I should have received kindnesse on hard

conditions to you. Sir, I shall not trouble your studies now,
for I suppose you are very buisy there : but I shall desire

the favour that I may know what you are now doing, for you
cannot seperate your affaires from being of concerne to,

" Deare Sir,
" Your very affectionate friend and humble servant,

"
Portroore, Nov. 3, 1659." " JER. TAYLOR >=."

With such humility did the author of the "
Holy Living

and Dying" regard his own attainments in religion, and such

were his impressions of the happiness and consolation, even

in this life, conferred by a pure and exalted piety ! If there

is something mystic in the tone which he adopts, and we
are reminded, in spite of ourselves, of his previous inquiries

concernino; the Perfectionists, let it be remembered that his

subsequent, no less than his preceding writings, bear tes-

*
Evelyn Papers, ined.
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timony to his freedom from any error of the kind
;
and that

his devotion, through life, appears to have continued as we
have hitherto seen it, however intense, however unremitted,
however (I had ahnost said) seraphic,

—
yet practical, peace-

ful, energetic, and orderly;
— of a kind which, instead of

seeking food in visions of enthusiastic rapture, or displaying
itself in a fantastical adoption of new toys and instruments

of theopathy, made him the better friend, the better parent,
the better servant of the state, the better member and

governor of that church which he had defended in her

deepest adversities.

Those adversities were now drawing to an end, though

Taylor could not foresee it, and, as appears from some

expressions in the preceding letter, was uncertain whether the

aspect of the times portended good or an increase of evil. His

journey to London, however, which we have seen him already

meditating, and which he again promises to his friend and

himself, in the letter which stands next in the series, was as

well timed for his own prospects and future advancement, as

if he had really been in the secret of Monk's intentions.

" TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQ.
"

Portmore, Feb. 10, 16^.
" Honoured and deare Sir,— I received yours

of December 2, in very good time, but although it came
to me before Christmas, yet it pleased God, about that

time, to lay his gentle hand upon me
;

for I had beene,
in the worst of our winter weather, sent for to Dublin by
our late Anabaptist commissioners

;
and found the evil of

it so great, that in my going I began to be ill : but, in my
return, had my ill redoubled and fixed : but it hath pleased
God to restore my health, I hope

' ad majorem Dei gloriam ;'

and now that I can easily write, I return you my very hearty
thanks for your very obliging letter, and particularly for the

inclosed. Sir; the Apology you were pleased to send me, I

read both privately and heard it read publikely with no

little pleasure and satisfaction. The materials are worthy,
and the dress is clean, and orderly, and beauteous : and I

wish that all men in the nation were obliged to read it twice :

it is impossible but it must doe good to those guilty persons
to whom it is not impossible to repent. Your Character hath
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a great part of, a worthy reward, that it is translated into a

language in which it is likely to be read by very many
* beaux

esprit^.' But that which I promise to myself as an excellent

entertainment, is your
'

Elysium Britannicumy.' But, Sir,

being you intend it to the purposes of piety as well as

pleasure, why doe you not rather call it Paradisus than

Elysium ;
since the word is used by the Hellenish Jewes to

signify any place of spiritual and immaterial pleasure, and
excludes not the material and secular. Sir

;
I know you are

such a '

curieux,' and withal so diligent and inquisitive, that

not many things of the delicacy of learning, relating to your

subject, can escape you ; and, therefore, it would be great

imprudence in me to offer my little mite to your already

digested heape. I hope, ere long, to have the honour to

waite on you, and to see some parts and steps of your pro-

gression : and then if I see I can bring any thing to your

building, though but hair and stickes, I shall not be wanting
in expressing my readinesse to serve and to honour you,
and to promote such a worke, than which I thinke, in the

world, you could not have chosen a more apt and a more

ingenious.
" Sir

;
I do really beare a share in your feares and your

sorrowes for your deare boy. I doe and shall pray to God
for him

;
but I know not what to say in such things. If

God intends, by these clouds, to convey him and you to

brighter graces and more illustrious glories respectively ;
I

dare not, with too much passion, speake against the so great

good of a person that is so deare to me and a child that is

so deare to you. But I hope that God will doe what is

best : and I humbly beg of him to choose what is that best

for you both. As soon as the weather and season of the

spring gives leave, I intend, by God's permission, to returne

to England : and when I come to London with the first to

waite on you, for whom I have so great regard, and from

whom I have received so many testimonies of a worthy

friendship, and in whom I know so much worthinesse is

deposited.
"

I am, most faithfully and cordially,
•

" Your very affectionate and obliged servant,
" JER. TAYLOR '."

f Jilote (O.G.)
*
Evelyn Papers', ined.
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This journey to London, though probably undertaken

with no further exjDectations than of seeing his friends, and

giving the last inspection to his ' Ductor Dubitantium,' in its

progress through the press,
— was propitious to Taylor's

advancement. His name appeared among the signatures of

loyalists in London, and its vicinity, affixed to their decla-

ration of April 24, 1660, in which they expressed the mode-
ration of their views, and their confidence in the wisdom and

justice of Monk and his government. He was thus advan-

tageously brought under the notice of his sovereign, on his

return to the throne, as a faithful adherent to monarchy and

episcopacy; and had the opportunity of dedicating to him the

great work, to which his best years had been devoted,—on

which, of all his compositions, he had bestowed the most

time and labour, the most anxiety and prayer,
— and in

which, of all others, he seems to have pleased himself with

the idea that he was laying the foundations of his future

fame, and rendering an acceptable service to the cause of

morality and religion.

It may be doubted whether the manner in which it has

been received has altogether answered these anticipations.

With all its learning, most widely ransacked and most pro-

digally displayed
— with all its acuteness of argument and

criticism, its strong practical good sense, and its admirable

moderation—the " Ductor Dubitantium" has, perhaps, been

among the least read and least popular of his writings. The
world have been less anxious to study than to talk of and

admire it
;

its object, even at its first appearance, was, in

some degree, accounted obsolete, aiid its sphere of utility

limited
; and, while his devotional works have found their

way into every closet and every cottage, his 'opus magnum'
reposes on the shelves of our libraries, in company with the

neglected giants of an earlier day, the * Summa Senten-

tiarum,' and the writings of Duns Scotus.

How far this neglect is merited or undeserved,-—how far

it is inherent in the nature of his design, or incidental to the

manner in which that design is executed,— a better oppor-

tunity will hereafter be afforded for inquiring. I will here

only observe, that the times in which it appeared had, in

themselves, a natural and inevitable tendency to rob the
* Ductor Dubitantium' of even its due share of popular notice
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and favour. The country was in a state of feverish excita-

tion, which left men little desire, and less leisure, to open
folios of casuistry. Every body was agitated by the con-

sciousness of having deserved well or ill of the restored

monarch and his family ;
and the hopes of preferment,

— the

fears of persecution,
— the triumph of the loyal,

— and the

doubts of those few who saw deeper into Charles's character,—were succeeded by a long and disgusting course of tyranny
and civil dissension, and by a school of literature and com-

position, of all others which this country has seen the least

favourable to genius, and the most unlike that style of

thinking and expression which had distinguished Jeremy
Taylor and his contemporaries.

After the completion of a work of such magnitude and

importance, it would, with most men, have been no more
than was to be expected, that they should suspend awhile

the labours of composition. But the rapidity of Taylor's pen
was such, that it is necessary to mark the fact, that only
one more work of his appeared this year,

— the "
Worthy

Communicant,"— accompanied by his beautiful sermon at

the funeral of Sir George Dalstone. The dowager princess
of Orange was at this time in England, on a visit of con-

gratulation to her brother; and the volume is inscribed to

her, in a dedication in which Taylor eulogizes not only her

virtues, but those of the king, in a strain which may be

forgiven to a triumphant loyalist, when speaking of a young
and graceful monarch, whose dignified and prudent conduct

under misfortune, and whose supposed constancy in maintain-

ing, against all temptations, his allegiance to the Church of

England, had inspired hopes of a wisdom and piety, which

his subsequent conduct but too lamentably disappointed.
The merits which Taylor had to plead with the restored

government, were exceeded by those of few persons in his

profession. Of all the episcopal clergy, old Sanderson

alone, perhaps, excepted, there was none who could compete
with him in the renown of learnins; and g-enius. His cha-

racter had remained unsullied by any compliance with the

factious or fanatical party, during the time of their greatest

triumphs. He had been the object of a more than common

suspicion and severity, on the part of the usurping govern-

ment; and even his polemical antagonists were in the habit

VOL. I. h
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of bearing testimony to his blameless life, and the ardour of

his piety. Whether his union with the king's natural sister

was Lnown or pleaded, may, perhaps, be doubted. If it

were, it is possible that this circumstance may have contri-

buted to determine the scene of his promotion ;
and tliat

Charles was not unwilling to remove to a distance a person

whose piety might lead him to reprove many parts of his

conduct, and who would have a plausible pretence for

speaking more freely than the rest of the dignified clergy.

It may be believed, however, that Taylor himself would

be by no means displeased with his destination, though, in

some respects, a more obscure one than, from the circum-

stances enumerated, he might have looked for. His family

were already in Ireland, and, though the Mandinam property

was now relieved from sequestration, the state of his worldly

affairs can hardly have been such as to make the expense of

removal desirable. To the country of his refuge he seems to

have felt considerable attachment;—and the persuasions of

the marquess, afterwards duke of Ormond, who was the great

pillar of the episcopal cause, and who was extremely and

laudably solicitous to fill the sees of his native kingdom with

learning and piety, would naturally be employed both to

forward the appointment and reconcile him to it. He was,

accordingly, nominated, on the 6th of August, after the

king's return, under the privy seal, to the bishopric of Down
and Connor, and, shortly after, elected, by Onnond's recom-

mendation, vice-chancellor of the university of Dublin^.

These situations were very far from sinecures. In the

university every thing was to be undone and begun anew, in

consequence of the disorders introduced during the time of

the commonwealth. The revenues had been dilapidated, and

the land, in many instances, alienated. None of the members
then in possession had any legal title either to scholarship
or fellowship ;

all having been introduced by irregular elec-

tions, or by the direct interference ofthe usurping government.
And as, by the statutes of the college, no election could be

made but by the provost, and the concurring votes of at

least four seniors, it was proposed by Taylor, that himself,

* Rot. Pat. Cane. Hibern. 2nda pars. f. 14, 15.— For this date and

reference, I am obliged to the kindness of Mr. Monk Mason.
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as vice-chancellor,— the archbishop of Dublin, as visitor,—
and the new provost, who was appointed by the crown,—
should be empowered, by their own authority, to elect seven

senior fellows, who were to serve as a nucleus from which
the society should again take its beginning. Ormond, how-

ever, chose to keep this appointment in his own hands,

though he so far complied with the proposal as to desire the

vice-chancellor and provost to recommend five persons who

might, by the royal authority, be made fellows
;
and Taylor

had, in consequence, the satisfaction of procuring a fellow-

ship for his friend Dr. Stearne, already mentioned, (though a

married man, and, therefore, not statutably eligible,) on the

plea that, in so great a scarcity of able candidates, his

learning, and long acquaintance with the college, made his

presence absolutely necessary. In the mean time, Taylor
midertook the task of collecting, arranging, revising, and

completing the body of statutes which bishop Bedell had

left unfinished
;
— in settling the form and conditions under

which degrees were to be conferred;— in appointing public
lectures and disputations ;

— and in laying the basis of the

distinguished reputation which the university of Dublin has

since retained, in spite of its unfortunate situation in a

luxurious metropolis, and the disadvantageous competition
which it has been compelled to carry on with the elder and

more extensive establishments of the sister kingdom ^

His labours in his diocese were still greater, and their

result, at first, far less satisfactory, inasmuch as their scope
was more extended, and the prejudices against which he

had to contend were of deeper root, and involved more

important interests.

It has happened almost uniformly, in cases of religious

difference, that those schisms have been most bitter, if not

most lasting, which have arisen on topics of dispute com-

paratively unimportant, and where the contending parties

had, apparently, least to concede, and least to tolerate. Nor

are there many instances on record which more fully and

more unfortunately exemplify this general observation, than

that of the quarrel and final secession of the puritan clergy

•» Carte's Life of Ormond, vol. ii. p. 208.
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from the church, in the year 1662. Both parties, in that

case, were agreed on the essentials of Christianity. Both

professed themselves not unwilhng to keep out of sight, and

mutually endure, the few doctrinal points on which a differ-

ence existed between them. The leading puritans were even

disposed to submit to that episcopal government, their oppo-
sition to which, during former reigns, had created so much

disturbance, and had led, by degrees, to such abundant

bloodshed and anarchy. And it is no less true than strange,

that this great quarrel, which divided so many holy and

learned preachers of the common faith, was occasioned and

perpetuated by men, who, chiefly resting their objections to

the form and colour of an ecclesiastical garment, the wording
of a prayer, or the injunction of kneeling at the eucharist,

were willing, for questions like these, to disturb the peace of

the religious world, and subject themselves to the same

severities which they had previously inflicted on the epi-

scopal clergy.

With these men, whether in England or Ireland, there

were apparently only three lines of conduct for the ruling

powers to follow. The first was the adoption of such a

liturgy and form of church government as would, at once,

satisfy the advocates of episcopacy and presbytery. This was

attempted in vain
; and was, indeed, a measure, the failure

of which, a very slight attention to the prejudices and

animosity of both parties would have enabled a bystander to

anticipate. The second was that which was, at least virtually,

promised by the king in the declaration of Breda; that,

namely, uniformity of discipline and worship should, for the

present, not be insisted on
;
that the Presbyterian and In-

dependent preachers should, during their lives, be continued

in the churches where they were settled
; ejecting only those

who had been forcibly intruded, to the prejudice of persons

yet alive, and who might legally claim re-instatement
;
and

filling up the vacancies of such as died, with ministers epi-

scopally ordained and canonically obedient. In this case, it

is possible that, as the stream of preferment and patronage
would have been confined to those who conformed, as the

great body of the nation were strongly attached to the

liturgy, and gave a manifest preference to those churches
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where it was usedc; and as the covenanting clergy would
have no longer been under the influence of that point of

honour, which, when its observance was compulsoiy, induced

them to hold out against it,
—the more moderate, even of

the existing generation, would have by degrees complied
with their own interests and the inclination of their flocks ;

while the course of nature, and the increasing infirmities of

age, must, in a few years, have materially diminished the

numbers and influence of the more pertinacious. We have

found, in fact, by experience, that the liturgy has, through
its intrinsic merits, obtained, by degrees, no small degree of

reverence even among those who, on other grounds or on no

grounds at all, dissent from the church of England, as at

present constituted. And it is possible that, by thus for-

bearing to press its observance on those whose minds were

so ill prepared to receive it, a generation would soon have

arisen, to whom their objections would have appeared in their

natural weakness, and the greatest and least rational of those

schisms have been prevented, which have destroyed the

peace and endangered the existence of the British churches.

But, wliile we, at the present day, are amusing ourselves

with schemes of what we should have done had we lived in

the time of our fathers, it may be well, for the justification

of these last, to consider how little the principles of toleration

were then understood by either party ;
how deeply and how

recently the episcopal clergy, and even the laity of the same

persuasion, had suffered from the very persons who now
called on them for forbearance

;
how ill the few measures

which were really proposed, of a conciliatory nature, were

met by the disingenuousness of some of the presbyterian

leaders, and the absurd bigotry of others ^, and the reason-

able suspicion which was thus excited, that nothing would

content them but the entire proscription of the forms to

which they objected. Nor can we greatly wonder, that,

under such circumstances, the third and simplest course was

adopted,
— that, namely, of imposing afresh on all a liturgy,

to which the great body of the people was ardently attached,

and the disuse of which, in any particular parishes, (when

the majority of congregations enjoyed it,) was likely to be

• Clarendon, Life, p. 157. cd, 1769. *" Note (H.H.)
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attended with abundant discontent and inconvenience.

These considerations are, indeed, no apology for the fresh

aggressions of which the episcopalian party were guilty ;
for

their unseasonable though well intended alterations of the

liturgy ;
and the hostile clauses inserted in their new act of

uniformity. Far less can they extenuate the absurd wicked-

ness of the persecution afterwards resorted to against those

whom these measures had confirmed in their schism. But

they may lead us to apprehend that, (though a very few

concessions more would have kept such men as Baxter and

Philip Henry in the church,) there would have been very

many whom no concession would have satisfied; and that the

offence of schism was, in a great degree, inevitable, though a

different course, on the side of the victorious party, might
have rendered it of less wide diffusion, and of less deep and

lasting malignancy.
If a temper thus unfavourable to peace prevailed in

England, there is reason to believe that in Ireland it was

still more powerful. Even among the episcopalian clergy,

during the continuance of their establishment, no incon-

siderable leaven of puritanism had been found
;
and the

venerable Usher himself, though, during the triumph of Cal-

vinism, he saw reasons for altering his sentiments, gave

encouragement, at an earlier period, by his example and his

patronage, to these unattractive and gloomy tenets. But,

by the absurd and most miserable rebellion of the Roman
Catholics, begun in rashness and miscalculation by the crazy

patriotism of Roger More ;
carried on in folly and brutal cruelty

by the drunken O'Neil, and the savage rabble, whom he

could neither lead nor control; and suppressed by a system
of military tyranny the most perfect, the most effectual, the

most wicked, and remorseless, of which Christendom affords

an example ;
— the Protestant episcopal clergy had all been

swept away from that ill-starred kingdom. Their places had
been supplied by the most zealous adherents of the common-
wealth and the covenant, who were supported by the ma-

jority of those who had profited during the merciless system
of confiscation which Cromwell had put in practice, and by
the officers and men of a numerous army, formed in his

school and under his immediate auspices, whom the govern-
ment could neither pay nor discharge,

— and who, though
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they had concurred in the restoration of the crown, were

very httle disposed to sanction that of the mitre.

Already these men had gained confidence by the delay
M hich intervened between the royal designation of the new

bishops to their respective sees, and their solemn consecra-

tion to the sacred office. And it is probable that, but for the

zeal ofOrmond, seconded by his great popularity, and by the

firmness of the small majority of Irish nobility and gentry
who were attached, by old recollections and a sense of

recent Oj)pression, to the institutions which Calvinism had

supplanted, the hierarchy and the Common Prayer would

have had a similar and a yet earlier extinction in that king-
dom than in Scotland. Fortunately for good taste and

rational piety, the friends of both were triumphant ; and,

more happily still for the national honour and prosperity, the

restoration of both was effected without any of those seve-

rities towards dissenters which, in England and Scotland,

disgrace the annals of Charles the Second. Yet the year
1660 passed away without any steps being taken in favour

of episcopacy ;
and it was only on January the 27th of

the following year, that two archbishops and ten bishops
were consecrated by Bramhall, formerly bishop of Derry,
and now primate, with great pomp and loud exultation of the

loyalists, in the cathedral of St. Patrick. Of the bishops

Taylor was one, and appointed to preach the sermon. Of
his talents, indeed, the government in church and state seem

to have been fully sensible, and naturally anxious to avail

themselves, since it was he who was also called on to preach,

on the 8th of May, before the two houses of Parliament, and

again, before the primate, at his metropolitan visitation of

Down and Connor.

Honours and preferment were now flowing fast upon
him. In February he was made a member of the Irish

Privy Council, and, on the 30th of April, in addition to

his former diocese, was entrusted with the administration

of the small adjacent one of Dromore,
" on account," in the

words of .the writ under the privy seal,
" of his virtue,

wisdom, and industry*
, e »>

« Rot. Pat. 13 Car. II. 2nda pars, facie. See also Harris's Ware,

J). 26.5. •
.
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For all these good qualities, and for patience more than

all, the state of his dioceses afforded him, indeed, abundant

occasion. It was in this part of Ireland, more than any

other, that the clearance of the episcopalian clergy had been

most effectual, and that their places had been supplied

by the sturdiest champions of the covenant, taken for the

most part from the west of Scotland,—disciples of Cameron,

Renwick, and Peden, and professing, in the wildest and

most gloomy sense, the austere principles of their party.

Such men as these, more prejudiced in proportion as they

were worse educated than the other adherents of Calvin,

were neither to be impressed by the zeal with which the

new prelate discharged the duties of his station, nor

softened by the tenderness and charity expressed in his

deportment towards themselves. It was in vain, so far as

they were concerned, that he preached every Sunday in

different churches of his diocese; that he invited his clergy

to friendly conferences; that he personally called at their

houses
; employed the good offices of pious laymen of

their own persuasion, and offered his best endeavours to

give satisfaction or obtain relief for their scruples.

In answer to these advances, the pulpits resounded with

exhortations to stand by the covenant even unto blood;

with bitter invectives against the episcopal order, and against

Taylor more particularly; while the preachers entered into

a new engagement among themselves,
"

to speak with no

bishop, and to endure neither their government nor their

persons." The virtues and eloquence of Taylor, however,

were not without effect on the laity, who were, at the same

time, offended by the refusal of their pastors to attend a

public conference. The nobility and gentry of the three

dioceses, with one single exception, came over, by degrees,

to the bishop's side
;
and we are even assured by Carte,

that, during the two years which intervened before the

enforcement of the Act of Uniformity, the great majority of

the ministers themselves had yielded, if not to his arguments,
to his persevering kindness and Christian example*".

In the mean time, however, some traces of disappointment
and irritation are, I think, perceivable in his sermon before

'
Carte, ubi snpra.
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the two houses of Parhament. He there inveighs with
some asperity against such as thought it a less sin to stand
in separation from the church, than to stand in a clean white

garment: and observes, that *' we have seen the vilest part
of mankind, men that have done things so horrid, worse
than which the sun never saw, yet pretend tender con-

sciences against ecclesiastical laws." He urges, forcibly
and ably, that, in things indifferent or doubtful, it must be
safe to follow the decision of our superiors ; that, in all cases,
obedience is free from those results which are the greatest

aggravation of the crime of heresy, and that, therefore, in

the great majority of cases, dissent is more dangerous than

conformity. He presses the consideration that no laws can
stand at all, if all who dislike them may plead conscience as

an exemption; and he presses also, (what is easily said in

the case of our brother, but what every man in his own case

receives with difficulty,) that they who dislike the discipline
of a church are at liberty to resign their preferments?.

We shall do him an injustice, however, if we sup-

pose him to hold these doctrines without qualification ;

without allowances for invincible prejudice, for human

infirmity, and the many other considerations which must be

taken into account in every reformation or return to original

principles. On the contrary, he expresses a hope that, in

all measures to be adopted for the government of the

church, wherever " weak brethren shall still plead for tole-

ration and compliance, the bishops would consider where

it can do good and do no harm
;
where they are permitted,

and where they are themselves tied up by the laws; and,
in all things where it is safe and holy, to labour to give them

ease and bring them remedy."
Apd there is one circumstance which it is absolutely

necessary to bear in mind while forming our opinion on this

part of Taylor's conduct
; that, namely, the obedience which

he claims, as due to the laws of ecclesiastical superiors, is

that obedience only which is paid by the members of their

own communion. It is, in fact, no more than the privilege

(which every Christian society exerts and must exert for its

own preservation), to have the offices of its ministry supplied

s Vol. vi. p. cccxxxi. ct seq.
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by sucli men as conform to the regulations imposed by the

body at large, or those to whom its powers are delegated.
On toleration, properly so called, in its civil sense and on

its broadest foundation, he has, in this discourse, said nothing
at variance with his Liberty of Prophesying. And so far is

any thing which he here advances from sanctioning those

penal enactments which the jealousy of succeeding parlia-

ments directed against the professors of other creeds, that

his main argument proceeds on the supposition that sects

who could not agree might charitably differ. The model,
in short, of mutual forbearance, which he proposed to his

countrymen, was the same with that exhibited by the ruling

and notoriously tolerant churches of Geneva, Switzerland,

and the Low Countries, who arranged their own internal

concerns as they themselves thought most expedient, but

who never attempted to disturb the liberties of those who

conscientiously forsook their communion.

And if, in an orator of Taylor's principles, a more

definite caution is required against the crime of religious

persecution, let it be remembered, that he could not have

foreseen the temper in which the work now begun was

afterwards carried on and completed. The declarations of

the king had hitherto breathed nothing but conciliation and

indulgence to weak consciences
; and, from the known

principles of many of the leading characters of the Irish

Parliament, the episcopalians of that nation, in particular,

had no reason to apprehend that too little regard would be

shown to the wishes of the puritans'*.

One subject there was, however, on which an abun-

dant share of the Christian virtues of disinterestedness,

forgiveness, justice, and compassion, was no more than

necessary to guide his auditors to a right decision
;
—a

decision in which the interests and even existence of many
thousand families were implicated, and which some of the

worst and strongest feelings of avarice, party spirit, and

deeply rooted hostility, conspired to pervert or embarrass. I

mean the question of the Irish confiscated estates, on which
it is gratifying to find Taylor speaking with the discrirni-

nation of one who well understood the affairs of that king-

''

Carte, ubi supra.
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dom, no less than with that authority and earnestness which
it becomes a Christian bishop to display on the side of the

oppressed and unfortunate.
" Ye cannot obey God unless you do justice : for tl)is

also *
is better than sacrifice,' said Solomon. For Christ,

who is the sun of righteousness, is a sun and shield to them
that do righteously. The Indian was not immured suf-

ficiently by the Atlantic sea, nor the Bosphoran by the walls

of ice, nor the Arabian by his meridian sun : the Christian

justice of the Roman princes brake through all enclosures,
and by justice, set up Christ's standard, and gave to all the

world a testimony how much could be done by prudence
and valour, when they were conducted by the hands of

justice: and now you will have a great trial of this part
of your obedience to God.

" For you are to give sentence in the causes of half a

nation : and he had need to be a wise and a good man that

divides the inheritance amongst brethren
;
that he may not

be abused by contrary pretences,
—nor biassed by the interest

of friends,—nor transported with the unjust thoughts even of

a just revenge,
—nor allured by the opportunities of spoil,

—
nor turned aside by partiality in his own concerns,—nor

blinded by gold, which puts out the eyes of wise men,—nor

cozened by pretended zeal,
—nor wearied with the difficulty

of questions,
—nor directed by a general measure in cases

not measurable by it,
—nor borne down by prejudice,

—nor

abused by resolutions taken before the cause be heard,—nor

overruled by national interests. For justice ought to be the

simplest thing in the world, and is to be measured by nothing
but by truth, and by laws, and by the decrees of princes.

But, lohatever you do, let not the yreteuce of a dijj'erent religion

make you think it lawful to oppress any man in his just rights:

for opinions are not, but laws only, and
*

doing as we uould be

done to,' are the measures of justice: and, though justice does

alike to all men, Jew and Christian, Lutheran and Calvinist ;

yet, to do right to them that are
oj'

another opinion is the zcay

to win them: hut if you, for conscience sake, do them wrong,

they will hate both you ami your religion.
"

Lastly ;
as * obedience is better than sacrifice,' so God

also said, 'I will have mercy and not sacrifice;' meaning.
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that mercy is the best obedience. * Perierat totum quod
Deus fecerat, nisi misericordia subvenisset/ said Chry-

sologus : all the creatures both of heaven and earth would

perish, if mercy did not relieve us all. Other good things,
more or less, every man expects according to the portion of

his fortune. * Ex dementia omnes idem sperant ;' but from

mercy and clemency all the world alike do expect advan-

tages. And which of us all stands here this day, that does

not need God's pardon and the king's ? Surely no man is

so much pleased with his own innocence, as that he will

be willing to quit his claim to mercy, and, if we all need it,

let us all show it.

" Naturae iniperio genumns, cnm fnnns adultaj

Virginis ocrurrit, vel terra clauditur infans

Et minor igne rogi !
"

" If you do but see a maiden carried to her grave a

little before her intended marriage, or an infant die before

the birth of reason, nature has taught us to pay a tributary
tear. Alas ! your eyes will behold the ruin of many families,

which, though they sadly have deserved, yet mercy is not

delighted with the spectacle ;
and therefore God places a

watery cloud in the eye, that, when the light of heaven

shines on it, it may produce a rainbow, to be a sacrament

and a memorial that God and the sons of God do not love

to see a man perish. God never rejoices in the death of

him that dies, and we also esteem it indecent to have music

at a funeral. And, as religion teaches us to pity a con-

demned criminal, so mercy intercedes for the most benign

Auterpretation of the laws. You must, indeed, he asjust as the

laics: and you must be as merciful as your religion: and you
have no way to tie these together^ but tofollow the pattern in the

mount ; do as God does, zc'ho injudgment remembers mercy 1''^

Occupied as Taylor now was, his contributions to the

press were not likely to be frequent or considerable, and,

except his Consecration Sermon, his Sermon before the

Parliament, and a small manual of rules for his clergy (of

whom, it hence appears, he had already reconciled no
inconsiderable number,) we are acquainted with no other

publications of his during this year. These he mentions,
more shghtly than they deserve, in the following letter.
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" TO JOHN EVELYN, ESQUIRE.

"
Dublin, November 16, 1661.

" Deare Sir, — Your owne vvorthinesse and the

obligations you have so often pass'd upon me have imprinted
in me so great a value and kindnesse to your person, that I

thinke myselfe not a little concerned in yourselfe and all

your relations, and all the great accidents of your life. Doe
not therefore thinke me either impertinent or otherwise

without employment, if I doe with some care and earnest-

nesse inquire into your health and the present condition of

your affaires. Sir, when shal we expect your
*
Terrestrial

Paradise,' your excellent observations and discourses of

gardens, of which I had a little posy presented to me by
vour owne kind hand : and makes me Ions; for more. Sir,

I and all that understand excellent fancy, language and

deepest loyalty, are bound to value your excellent panegyric,
which I saw and read with pleasure. I am pleased to read

your excellent mind in so excellent [an] idea; for as a

father in his son's face, so is a man's soule imprinted in all

the pieces that he labours. Sir, I am so full of publicke
concernes and the troubles of businesse in my diocese, that

I cannot yet have leisure to thinke of much of my old

delightful imployment. But I hope I have brought ray
affaires almost to a consistence, and then I may returne

againe. Royston (the bookseller) hath two Sermons and a

little Collection of Rules for my Clergy, which had beene

presented to you if I had thought [them] fit for notice, or to

send to my dearest friends.

" Dear Sir, I pray let me hear from you as often as you

can, for you will very much oblige me, if you will continue

to love me still. I pray give my love and deare regards to

worthy Mr. Thurland : let me heare of him and his good

lady, and how his son does. God blesse you and yours,

him and his. I am,
" Deare Sir,

" Your most affectionate friend,

" JEREM. DUNEKSISi."

•

Evelyn Pnpii--, ir.cil.
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This is the last letter which has been yet discovered

between the two friends. I am loath to think that their

correspondence terminated here, though it appears probable,
from some expressions of Taylor's, that it had already begmi
to slacken, and that this languor had first commenced on

the part of Evelyn. The latter, however, as appears from

his diary, continued to regard Taylor with unmingled feelings
of respect and esteem, and, when speaking, many years after,

of Mary Marsh, he calls her " the daughter of his worthy
and pious friend, the late bishop of Down and Connor."

That friend, however, was then no more
;
and if we are really

to account for the apparent cessation of correspondence by
the supposition that an affection founded in similarity of

sentiment, and cemented by benefits and prayers, though
it had withstood the severest blasts of adversity, had

gradually faded under the influence of long continued

absence and change of circumstances and occupation; it

will be only another proof how vain is that life where
even our best and noblest ties are subject to dissolution and

decay, and how valuable is that hope which teaches us that

the love which is founded in virtue and piety shall revive

again, and continue to form, in part, the happiness of an
existence where neither absence nor change is to be feared!

During this year, Taylor had again experienced the hand
of Providence weighing heavily on his domestic comforts,
On the 10th of March, his son Edward was buried at

Lisburn,—the only surviving son, as I apprehend, of his

second marriage. He had found also an occasion for his

pious munificence in the ruined state of his cathedral at

Dromore, of which he rebuilt the choir at his own expense :

his wife (not his daughter, as has been generally supposed,)
contributing the communion plate '*^.

During this year, too, he invited over George Rust, a
Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, with a promise of

conferring on him the deanery of Connor, which was

expected to be shortly vacant. Rust was afterwards

Taylor's successor in the see of Dromore, and preached his

Funeral Sermon, a work to which we are obliged, in the

paucity of other materials, for our knowledge of many

k Note (LI.)
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leading circumstances of his life, his fortunes, and character.

It is remarkable that the preacher himself, though an

eminent person in his day, and though his friend Glanvill

has extolled him as a profound divine, a powerful orator, and

an admirable philosopher, is now chiefly, if not altogether,

recollected throug-h his accidental connexion with the more
illustrious memory of his predecessor.

Of Taylor's domestic concerns, at this time, little more is

known than tliat he continued to occupy his favourite

retirement of Portmore, where he had a house and farm,
and lived in intimate friendship with the family of Lord

Conway. For our knowledge even of these particulars,

which are, however, confirmed by the fact that his son

Edward was buried at Lisburn, we are indebted to two

strange stories in that strange book the " Sadducismus

Triumphatus," of Glanvill, edited and enlarged by More,
which, (though its ravenous credulity and ghostly frontis-

pieces may, at present, be thought only proper to alarm a

nursery,) displays in some of its arguments much of that

singular Platonic learning by which its author and editor

were distinguished, and has, undoubtedly, adduced some
evidences of apparitions which it is easier to ridicule than

to disprove.
One of these was a spirit, supposed, on Michaelmas-day

in the year 1662, to appear to one Francis Taverner,
** a

lusty, proper, stout fellow, then servant at large, afterwards

porter, to the Lord Chichester, Earl of Donegal," near

Drumbridge, in the county of Antrim, and in Taylor's
diocese of Connor. The object of the ghost's return to

€arth, which he should seem to have effected in a respectable

grazierly style, on horseback, and in a white coat,
—was to

recover for his orphan boy a lease of which his widow and

her second husband had wronged him. Taylor, who wa«

then holding his visitation at Dromore, appears to have been

desired to examine Tayerner respecting what he had seen and

heard; and is said by the narrator of the story, a certain

Mr. Alcock, his secretary, to have been satisfied as to the

truth of the narration. On a second meeting, however,
with Taverner, at Lord Donegal's house, and in company,
with "

my Lady Conway and other persons of quality,"
—he

furnished Taverner with a string of interrogatories which he
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was to propose to the spirit on its next appearance, which

sufficiently prove he was Uttle inclined to " take the ghost's

word for a thousand pounds."
The attention, however, attracted by Taverner's story,

was sufficient, the following year, to make one David Hunter,

the bishop's own neat-herd, commence ghost-seer in his

turn, and leave his bed every night, for three quarters of a

year, to follow, though sorely against his will, the spirit of

an old woman through the neighbouring woods, till at

length, he had the courage to speak to her. Good Lady

Conway was convinced of his being really under no delusion,

but it does not appear that Taylor paid any attention to his

story. The narrative, however, is, on all accounts, curious,

and not the less so as proving the fact of the bishop's

residence and farm at Portmore.

On the questions proposed to Taverner's aerial visitant,

some bitter criticisms appear in the "
Illustrious Providences"

of Increase Mather, printed at Boston, 168?, p. 225. The pre-

sent generation will pass a milder censure on him. What

Taylor's sentiments were on the general question of departed

spirits re-appearing, may be learned from the manner in

which he treats the apparitions alleged by the Romish priests

in behalf of the doctrine of purgatory,
—after instancing

some of which in a strain of powerful sarcasm, he goes on to

say that,
"
Against this way of proceeding we think fit to admonish

the people of our charges, that, besides that the Scriptures

expressly forbid us to inquire of the dead for truth; the holy
doctors of the church, particularly TertuUian, St. Athanasius,
St. Chrysostom, Isidor, and Theophylact, deny that the souls

of the dead ever do appear; and bring many reasons to

prove that it is unfitting they should
; saying, if they did,

it would be the cause of many errors, and the devils, under
that pretence, might easily abuse the world with notices

and revelations of their own
;

and because Christ would
have us content with Moses and the prophets, and especially,
to 'hear that prophet whom the Lord our God hath raised

up' amongst us, our blessed Jesus, who never taught any
such doctrine to his church'."

' Dissuasive from Popery, vol. x. p. 152. Note (J.J.)
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He had, as we have seen, complained to Evelyn of the

interruptions which his present duties offered to his more
beloved studies

; and, in 1662, nothing of his composition
issued from the press but the " Via Intelligentiae," a sermon

preached before the university of Dublin, on the same plan

(he tells us), and following the same ideas, though in different

words, with that which he had preached, but not published,
the year before, at the archiepiscopal visitation. Its purport

is, in a great measure, the same which he had partly insisted

,
on in his Liberty of Prophesying,

— that the likeliest way to

avoid all religious errors, and the only and certain way to

prevent our errors from being damnable, is to apply our-

selves to the practice of holiness, piety, and charity, and
to the teaching of that Holy Spirit, whose aid, in all things
essential to salvation, will never be wanting to the sincere,

the humble, and the pure. There are some expressions in

this discourse which have been too hastily interpreted into

an abandonment, or at least a qualification, of the large
notions of religious liberty which, in his &eo>.oyia exXsnTiK-n, he

had so powerfully supported. A comparison of the cor-

responding passages in each will, however, clear him from

this imputation, and prove that, in admitting the legality of

ariy coercion in such matters, he only means, what he had

never denied, that if the consequences of the opinion are

injurious to the peace of society, it may, accidentally,
become a question of policy, how far the publication of

the opinion should be allowed. Thus, in his Liberty of

Prophesying, he had explicitly admitted, that,
"

if either

the teachers of an opinion themselves, or their doctrine,

do really, and without colour or feigned pretext, disturb

the public peace and just interests, they are not to be

suffered™." And this is all which he can be fairly said to

allow in his present sermon, when, after saying, what is most

true, that the object of toleration is, in the first instance,

not truth, but peace, he urges, that when "
by opinions

men rifle the affairs of kingdoms, it is also as certain, they

ought not to be made public and permitted"." I do not

say that such an admission, unless restricted within narrow

" Lib. of Proph. vol. viii, p. 145.
" Sermon before Uie Univ. of Dublin, vol. vi. p. 578,

VOL. I. i
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bounds, and guarded with greater precision than, either

here or in the Liberty of Prophesying, Taylor has employed,

may not be dangerous to the principles which he has else-

where, with such admirable ability, supported. A better

opportunity will, ere long, present itself, of examining the

extent and clearness of his views on this most interesting

subject. But it is of consequence to his moral, no less

than his philosophical character, to show that his opinions
were the same at different periods of his life, and under very

different circumstances. And it is perfectly apparent, from

the general tenour and tendency of the discourse of which

I am speaking, that he was as tolerant as ever of religious

differences, simply taken. Nor am I acquainted with any

composition of human eloquence which is more deeply
imbued with a spirit of practical holiness,

— which more

powerfully attracts the attention of men from the subtilties

of theology to the duties and charities of religion,
— or

which evinces a more lofty disdain of those trifling subjects

of dispute which, then or since, have divided the Protestant

churches.
" The way," he tells us,

"
to judge of religion, is by

doing of our duty : and theology is rather a divine life than

a divine knowledge. In heaven, indeed, we must first see,

and then love
;
but here, on earth, we must first love, and

love will open our eyes as well as our hearts
;
and we shall

then see, and perceive, and understand."

In pursuance of this train of thought, he goes on to

show how strangely vice and self-interest have power to

clog and hebetate the understanding ;
how necessary is the

aid of God's Spirit to direct the will aright ;
and how much

that spiritual assistance which is really and ordinarily pro-
mised in Sc'ripture, differs from the new revelations, the

visions and the ecstasies, which fanatics, both in the Roman
and Protestant churches, have expected or pretended to.

He describes the Holy Ghost as a Spirit who " does not

spend his holy influences in disguises and convulsions of

the understanding ;" who " does not destroy reason, but

heightens it ;" who "
goes in company with his own ordi-

nances, and makes progressions by the measures of life
;

his infusions are just as our acquisitions, and his graces

pursue the methods of nature : that which was imperfect, he
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leads on to perfection ;
and that which was weak, he makes

strong : he opens the heart, not to receive murmurs, or to

attend to secret whispers, but to hear the word of God
;

and then he opens the heart, and creates a new one
;
and

without this new creation, this new principle of hfe, we

may hear the word of God, but we can never understand

it
; we hear the sound, but we are never the better

;
unless

there be in our hearts a secret conviction by the Spirit of

God, the Gospel itself is a dead letter, and worketh not in

us the light and rio-hteousness of God."

After enlarging, in a strain of exalted eloquence and

poetry, on the internal privileges of the truly good and

sanctified by the communion of God's Spirit, he explains
the knowledge which a holy man possesses of the mysteries
of religion, compared with that of a more learned but worldly

professor of Christianity, as excelhng the latter in the same

way that experience excels theory, and practice speculation.
" What learning is it to discourse of the philosophy of the

sacrament, if you do not feel the virtue of it? and the man
that can with eloquence and subtilty discourse of the in-

strumental efficacy of baptismal waters, talks ignorantly in

respect of him, who hath the answer of a good conscience

within, and is cleansed by the purifications of the Spirit.

If the question concern any thing that can perfect a man
and make him happy, all that is the proper knowledge and

notice of the good man. How can a wicked man understand

the purities of the heart? and how can an evil and unworthy
communicant tell what it is to have received Christ by faith,

to dwell with him, to be united to him, to receive him in his

heart ? The good man only understands that : the one sees

the colour, and the other feels the substance
;
the one dis-

courses of the sacrament, and the other receives Christ
;
the

one discourses for or against transubstantiation, but the

good man feels himself to be changed, and so joined to

Christ, that he only understands the true sense of transub-

stantiation, while he becomes to Christ bone of his bone,

flesh of his flesh, and of the same spirit with his Lord.
' The Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, w horn the Father

will send in my name, he shall teach you all things.' Well :

there is our teacher told of plainly ;
but how shall we obtain

this teacher, and hcv/ shall we be taught ? Christ will pray
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for us, that we may have this spirit.
That is well : but shall

all Christians have the Spirit ? Yes, all that will live like

Christians
;
for so said Christ,

— '
If ye love me, keep my

commandments
;
and I will pray the Father, and he will give

you another Comforter, that he may abide with you for

ever.' Mark these things. The Spirit of God is to be our

teacher; he will abide with us for ever to be our teacher;

he will teach us all things ;
but how? If ye love Christ, if

ye keep his commandments, but not else : if ye be of the

world, that is, of worldly affections, ye cannot see him, ye
cannot know him."

After applying the test of conformity to God's com-

mandments to the spirit in which the religious disputes of

his time had chiefly been carried on, and the doctrines

which had been insisted on;— after observing, that " he

that shall maintain it to be lawful to make a war for the

defence of his opinion, be it what it will, his doctrine is

against godliness ;" that he who,
"

for the garments and

outsides of religion," neglects the duty of obedience to his

superiors,
"

is a man of fancy and of the world," rather

than of God and the Spirit ;
and that " that is no good

religion that disturbs governments, or shakes the foundation

of public peace;"
—he closes his discourse with an exhorta-

tion to those who were his immediate auditors, which they
can hardly have heard without their hearts burning within

them.
" To you, fathers and brethren,—you, who are, or intend

to be, of the clergy ; you see here the best compendium of

your studies, the best abbreviature of your labours, the

truest method of wisdom, and the infallible, the only way of

judging concerning the disputes and questions in Christen-

dom. It is not by reading multitudes of books, but by
studying the truth of God : it is not by laborious com-
mentaries of the doctors that you can finish your work,
but by the expositions of the Spirit of God : it is not by
the rules of metaphysics, but by the proportions of holi-

ness : and, when all books are read, and all arguments
examined, and all authorities alleo:ed, nothins; can be found
to be true that is unholy.

* Give yourselves to reading,
to exhortation, and to doctrine,' saith St. Paul. Read all

good books you can
;
but exhortation unto good life is the
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best instrument, and the best teacher of true doctrine, of

that which is according- to o-odhness.
" And let me tell you this : the great learning of the

fathers was more owing to their piety than to their skill
;

more to God than to themselves : and to this purpose is

that excellent ejaculation of St. Chrysostom, witli vvhich

I will conclude :

* O blessed and happy men, whose names
are in the book of life, from whom the devils fled, and

heretics did fear them, who (by holiness) have stopped the

mouths of them that spake perverse things ! But I, like

David, will cry out. Where are thy loving-kindnesses which

have been even of old ? Where is the blessed quire of

bishops and doctors, who shined like lights in the world,

and contained the word of life ?
' Dulce est meminisse ;'

their very memory is pleasant. Where is that Evodias, the

sweet savour of the church, the successor and imitator of

the holy apostles? Where is Ignatius, in whom God dwelt?

Where is St. Dionysius, the Areopagite, that bird of Para-

dise, that celestial eagle ? Where is Hippolytus, that good
man, avh^ %fncrToj, that gentle sweet person ? Where is great
St. Basil, a man almost equal to the apostles? Where is

Athanasius, rich in virtue ? Where is Gregory Nyssen, that

great divine ? And Ephrem, the great Syrian, that stirred

up the sluggish, and awakened the sleepers, and comforted

the afflicted, and brought the young men to discipline ;
the

looking-glass of the religious, the captain of the penitents,
the destruction of heresies, the receptacle of graces, the

habitation of the Holy Ghost?'—These were the men that

prevailed against error, because they lived according to

truth
;
and whoever shall oppose you, and the truth you

walk by, may better be confuted by your lives than by your

disputations. Let your adversaries have no evil thing to

say of you, and then you will best silence them : for all

heresies and false doctrines are but like Myron's counterfeit

cow, it deceived none but beasts
;
and these can cozen none

but the wicked and the negligent, them that love a lie, and

live according to it. But, if ye become burning and shining

lights ;
if ye do not detain the truth in unrighteousness ;

if

ye walk in light and live in the Spirit ; your doctrines will

be true, and that truth will prevail. But if ye live wickedly
and scandalously, every little schismatic shall put you to
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shame, and draw disciples after him, and abuse your flocks,

and feed them with colocynths and hemlock, and place

heresy in the chairs appointed for your religion.
"

I pray God give you all grace to follow this wisdom,

to study this learning, to labour for the understanding of

godliness ;
so your time and your studies, your persons and

your labours, will be holy and useful, sanctified and blessed,

beneficial to men, and pleasing to God, through him who is

the wisdom of the Father, who is made to all them that love

him wisdom, and righteousness, and sanctification, and re-

demption."
In 1663, Taylor published his X^icngTeXEicoTinyj,

" a Defence

and Introduction to the Rite of Confirmation," dedicated to

the duke of Ormond
;
— three Sermons, preached at Christ

Church, Dublin;— and a Funeral Sermon on the Primate

Bramhall, full of curious information concerning the secret

history of the times, and the pains which had been taken,

with more success than was then generally known or appre-

hended, to pervert the exiled king from the faith of his

countrymen. He was now also busied on the last consider-

able work which he lived to publish,
— his " Dissuasive from

Poper)'',"
— which appeared in 1664.

This task he had undertaken by desire of the collective

body of Irish bishops ;
and their injunctions, and the obvious

necessity of the measure, he represents as his only motives

for again embarking in so troublous a sea, notwithstanding
his great and increasing aversion to that and every other

controversy. It was difficult, however, for any good man
to survey the follies and idolatries of popery, as they sub-

sisted around him in their most revolting forms, without

being anxious, by every means in his power, to abate the

evil, or prevent its farther diffusion.

No part, indeed, of the administration of Ireland by
the English crown, has been more extraordinary and more

unfortunate, than the system pursued for the introduction

of the reformed religion. Instead of sending, in the first

instance, missionaries well skilled in their native tongue to

convince the inhabitants of the errors of their ancient faith,

and conciliate them to a reception of the new, the churches

vi^ere filled with English preachers, whose nation made them

unpopular, and whose ignorance of the language which only
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their parishioners could speak or understand with readiness,

prevented all extensive benefit from their zeal, however

warm, and their abilities, however considerable. It was

not even thought necessary to furnish them with a transla-

tion either of the liturgy or the Scriptures ; though, by a

refinement in absurdity, they were to be compelled by a fine

(which, indeed, was rarely enforced,) to attendance on a

church service, which was still more unintelligible to them
than their ancient mass book, without having the same early
associations to recommend it to them. Accordingly, while

Wales, from an opposite line of treatment, received the

doctrines of the Reformation with avidity, and, at an early

period, was become almost exclusively Protestant
;

— while

the Norman Isles have ever since been amongst the most

faithful adherents of the episcopal church, from the advan-

tage of French preachers and a French service book,—
Ireland, with a people above most others docile and sus-

ceptible of new impressions, has remained, through a great

majority of her population, in the profession of a creed

discountenanced by the state, and under the dominion of

prejudices which, even to the present moment, no effectual

measures have been taken to remove. A few unconnected,

though zealous, and, so far as they went, successful efforts

to remove this ignorance, were made by such men as Usher

and the excellent bishop Bedell, and afterwards by Mr.

Boyle. But government, which ought to have given the

first impulse, was bent on a narrow and illiberal pohcy of

supplanting the Irish by the English language, to which the

present moral and religious instruction of millions was to

give way, and which, though it has in part succeeded,

(through circumstances of which the march was altogether

independent of the measures taken to forward it,) has left

a division of the national heart, far worse than that of the

tongue, and perpetuated prejudices, which might at first

have been easily removed or softened. Even now, though
the liturgy has been translated, and though there are many
parishes where English is almost unknown,— throughout

Ireland, if I am rightly informed, no public prayers are

offered up in the ancient language ;
and though a version

qi the Scriptures has long existed, it is only within the few
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last years that any attempts have been made to circulate

them among the poor.
It was, indeed, the misfortune of Ireland, and one which

materially prevented the application of any active means for

the conversion of her natives to a pure mode of faith and

worship, that among the English clergy, who were the first

heralds of Protestantism to her shores, a large proportion
were favourers of the peculiar system of Calvin

;
— a system,

of all others, the least attractive to the feelings of a Roman

Catholic; and the professors of which, as they looked on

their brethren of the church of England as themselves little

better than idolaters, have generally been more inclined to

spend their zeal in a disturbance of the internal peace of

their own communion, than in an energetic extension of the

general principles of Protestantism among those who are

without its pale. In England, during the reign of king

Edward, when the great impression was, in fact, given to

the public mind in favour of the monarch's creed, the points

of difference which afterwards arose among its supporters

were happily unknown, or wisely suppressed ;
and the transi-

tion in" the external forms of worship was so small, and the

changes which struck the common people most were all so

obviously for the better, that even the ministers of the old

religion had no good plea for withdrawing themselves from

the church, and the body kept its ancient shape and sub-

stance, though its deformities were removed, and new blood

infused throughout the system. To the Irish, Protestantism

presented itself as a system on which its own members were

not agreed ; and, of Protestants, that party which for a time

gained the victory was precisely that one whose rites and

doctrines were most at variance with all to which the Irish

had been accustomed, and whose professors regarded the

Irish Roman Catholic with most contempt and abhorrence.

The unhappy rebellion of More and O'Nial, in 1641, loaded

as the memory of its instigators must ever remain with the

stain of folly, blood-guiltiness, and cruelty, was accelerated,

no doubt, if not occasioned, by the oppression of Sir William

Parsons, and the other heads of the puritan faction
; by a

dread of those severities, the not inflicting of which on the

Papists, the Calvinists, both in Ireland and England, made
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a leading charge against their sovereign, and by the inter-

ruption, through the influence of the same rising party, of

the wise and benevolent, though vigorous policy, introduced

in Ireland under the Stuart dynasty".
On the consequences of that rebellion,— consequences

even at the present day most deeply and injuriously felt by
the church of Ireland and her national pros])erity,

—this is not

the place to enlarge. It is only necessary to observe, that

during Taylor's life, and at the time of which I am speaking,

they existed in all their greatest and most recent deformity ;

and that, more particularly, the maintenance of the ancient

religion was, with the original Irish, a bond of union and

mutual support,
— a guarantee to their political existence,—

a title to their alienated possessions,
— and a pledge of their

future vengeance on those by whom they had been despoiled.

And, while the more educated classes of society had these

cogent reasons for listening with reluctance to any thing

which might be urged against the faith of their ancestors,

the understandings and consciences of the illiterate peasantry
were in the keeping of those who had still stronger motives

of prejudice and interest to retain them in the old super-

stition.
*' The Roman religion," as Taylor himself observes,

**
is here amongst us a faction, and a state party, and design

to recover their old laws and barbarous manner of living,
— a

device to enable them to dwell alone, and to be '

populus
unius labii,' a people of one language and unmingled with

others. And if this be religion, it is such an one as ought to

be reproved by all the severities of reason and religion, lest

the people perish, and their souls be cheaply given away to

them that make merchandise of souls, who were the purchase
and price of Christ's blood !

"

- Such obstacles as these a learned treatise on the errors

of popery was not very likely to batter down, and the author

himself appears to have been extremely far from anticipating

any immediate or extensive success of his labours.
"
Having

given," are his words,
" this sad account, why it was neces-

sary that my lords the bishops should take care to do what

they have done in this affair, and why I did consent to be

engaged in this controversy, otherwise than I love to be
;

» Carte's Life of Onnond, vol. i. p. i.S8.
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and since it is not a love of trouble and contention, but

charity to the souls of the poor deluded Irish
;
there is

nothing remaining, but that we humbly desire of God to

accept and to bless this well-meant labour of love; and thf.t,

by some admirable ways of his providence, he will be pleased
to convey to them the notices of their danger and their sin,

and to deobstruct the passages of necessary truth to them
;

for we know the arts of their guides, and that it will be very

hard that the notice of these things shall ever be suffered to

arrive to the common people, but that which hinders will

hinder, until it be taken away : however, we believe and

hope in God for remedy p."

The remedy may, at first sight, appear to have been more

in the power of Taylor and his brethren than they were

themselves, perhaps, aware of. If the Roman Catholics, as

he had previously complained in this same preface, were so

studiously kept back by their spiritual guides from acquiring
a knowledge of English, it was, surely, a very obvious

measure for the preachers of the true faith to inform them-

selves in the ancient Irish. It was a course which Bedell

had already tried with success, to introduce, as far as pos-

sible, the Scriptures and the liturgy in that language into

the churches
;
and to promote to the care of parishes, in

preference to all others, such ministers as were able to cope
with the friars on their own ground, and enable the peasants
to hear the Gospel, every man in his own tongue wherein he

was born.

Had such a system even then been adopted, it is impos-
sible to suppose that much good might not have been

effected ; and this very discourse of Taylor's, though too

long and too learned to penetrate among the mountains and

into the cottages ; yet, as furnishing the agents in the work

of conversion with arguments adapted alike to the ignorant

and the learned 5
with zeal increased in proportion to their

own knowledge of the importance of the truths which they

conveyed ;
and with that celestial armoury of spiritual weapons

which his admirable knowledge of Scripture has supplied,
—

might have itself been a source of light to thousands
;
a

means, in God's hand, of drying up the waters of bitterness,

p Preface to " Dissuasive from Popery," vol. x. p. cxxv.
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and removing the greatest obstacle which has existed to the

peace and prosperity of the empire.
What peculiar /linderatices they were to v/hich he alludes,

(and it is but reasonable as well as charitable to believe that

some such intervened to prevent the adoption of a plan so

apparently obvious,) whether they were confined to Taylor'a
own diocese, or arose from the general state of the country
and the neglect or impolicy of its government, it is now by
no means easy to determine. The restoration of the Pro-

testant episcopal church seems to have been a juncture pecu-

liarly favourable for such exertions as I have mentioned
;
and

it is difficult to suppose that forms so like their own, and

doctrines so conformable to reason, would have produced a

less effect on the minds of the Irish, than has since been done

by the preaching of the wildest and most ignorant sectaries.

But., for the neglect or the oversight, if such existed, it

was not Taylor who was chiefly answerable. He was one of

many, and in rank not among the most eminent; and he was

already sinking under the burthen, not of years, but of a

constitution broken with study and adversity "3,
and which

was still more effectually crushed by severe domestic

affliction.

Of the second marriage, as we have already seen, one

son only, Edv/ard, had escaped the small-pox, and him he

had buried at Lisburn. Of his two first, according to lady

Wray, two sons survived. The eldest of these, whom she

calls
'* her uncle Edward," though, as I conceive, mistakenly,

was a captain of horse in the king's service, and fell in a

duel with a brother-oftlcer of the name of Vane, who also

died of his wounds. The second, Charles, was intended for

the church, and remained, till of standing for his degree of

Master of Arts, at Trinity College, Dublin. His views of

life, however, and, as it should seem, his conduct, did not

correspond with his father's hopes and example : and he

became the favourite companion, and at length the secretary,

of ViUiers, duke of Buckingham. He died of a decline, at

the house of his patron at Baynard's Castle, and was buried

in St. Margaret's church, Westminster, August 2, 1667 ^

The bishop himself, who had, as may be well believed, and

1 Note (KK.)
' Note (LL.)
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as his grand-daughter assures us, nearly sunk under the loss

of his eldest son, and its unfortunate circumstances, can

hardly have heard of this second blow before his own release.

He was attacked by a fever, on the 3d of August in the

same year, at Lisburn, where he appears, during the latter

part of his life, to have often occasionally resided
;
and died,

after a ten days' sickness, in the lifty-hfth year of his age,
and the seventh of his episcopacy.

His remains were removed to Dromore, to the church of

which place he had been a liberal benefactor. Dr. Rust, his

friend, and his successor in that see, preached a funeral

sermon, which, in itself, is no bad copy of Taylor's peculiar

style of eloquence, and is well calculated to show the vene-

ration in which he was held, the sweetness of his temper,
and the variety of his accomplishments. No monument,

however, was erected to his memory, and about a century

afterwards, his bones, and those of his friend Rust, were

disturbed from their vault to make room for the coffin of

another bishop ^ The late venerable bishop Percy had them

carefully collected and replaced. That their repose was ever

violated, or that they were suffered to lie neglected so long,
is not to be recorded without indignation.

At the time of his death he had already sent to the press
the " Second Part "

of his " Dissuasive from Popery," being,
in a great measure, an answer to " Sure Footing in Christi-

anity," a work by John Serjeant, a Romish priest, who, in

one of his appendices, had attacked some of Taylor's former

positions. He had also written a " Discourse on Christian

Consolation," which was published in 1671, and was followed,
in 1684, by

"
Contemplations on the State of Man," a work

which is marked as his on unquestionable authority, though
it has the appearance of an unfinished production, and is by
no means equal to the general style of his compositions.

His widow survived him many years, but the place and
time of her death is unknown. He left three daughters, of

whom the eldest, Phoebe, died unmarried. The second, Mary,
was the wife of Doctor Francis Marsh, successively dean of

Connor and Armagh, bishop of Limerick and Kilmore, and

archbishop of Dublin; whose descendants, of the same name,

' Mr. Jones's MSS.
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are numerous and wealthy. She is mentioned by Evelyn,
who once met her, with her husband, at a meeting of the

Royal Society, as a woman of abilities and attainments above

the usual standard. The third, Joannat, was married to

Edward Harrison, of Maralave, esquire, member during many
successive parliaments for the borough of Lisburn, whose

daughter, already mentioned, married Sir Cecil Wray, and

from whom was lineally descended William Todd Jones, of

Horara, esquire, to whose MS. remains ^the present work is

so materially indebted. A further account of these different

branches will be found in the Notes ".

The comeliness of Taylor's person has been often noticed,

and he himself appears to have been not insensible of it.

Few authors have so frequently introduced their own por-

traits, in different characters and attitudes, as ornaments

to their printed works. So far as we may judge from

these, he appears to have been above the middle size,

strongly and handsomely proportioned, with his hair long
and gracefully curling on his cheeks, large dark eyes, full

of sweetness, an aquiline nose, and an open and intelli-

gent countenance. He was thus represented in an original

picture, once in the possession of the Marsh family, but

unfortunately lost by his great grandson Jeremy Marsh,

together with other property, in a dangerous ford which it

was necessary to pass in removing to a fresh place of resi-

dence''. It is from a copy of this painting, still in the pos-

session of Mrs. Digby, that the engraving is taken which is

prefixed to Mr. Bonney's volume. 1 suspect, however, that,

in this copy, a liberty has been taken in altering the dress of

the original ;
inasmuch as the face is younger than is con-

sistent with the age at which he became qualified to wear

the episcopal robes. And it is remarkable that, in no

instance, do any of the engravings made during his lifetime

represent him in the chimara and rochet. Another portrait,

whose claims to originality are, I believe, undoubted, was

presented by Mrs. Wray, of Anne's Vale, near Rosstrevor, to

All Souls' College, displaying the same features and style

of countenance, but at a more advanced period of life, and

marked with a cast of melancholy which it is not difficult

' Note (MM.) " Note (NN.)
" Bonney, MS. nofr.
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to account for from the domestic afflictions of his latter

years. This is the likeness which is given with the present

work, and I gladly take this opportunity of acknowledging

my obligations to the admirable pencil of my friend, the

Honourable Heneage Legge, who made a drawing of it for

the use of the engraver. Of Joanna Taylor also, there is a

portrait in the possession of Mrs. Wray, representing a fine

woman with a pleasing oval countenance, and naked hands
and arms of much beauty,

—
standing in an arbour, and sus-

pending a branch of laurel over a bust of Charles the First,

which is placed beside her. These, with the watch which

Taylor received from his unfortunate sovereign, and which

is still preserved by the Marsh family, are, so far as I have

discovered, the only relics remaining of this great and good
man, and the person most closely united to him by alliance

and affection y.

Of Taylor's domestic habits and private character much
is not known, but all which is known is amiable. "

Love,"
as well as "

admiration," is said to have '' waited on him,"
in Oxford. In Wales, and amid the mutual irritation and

violence of civil and religious hostility, we find him con-

ciliating, when a prisoner, the favour of his keepers, at the

same time that he preserved, undiminished, the confidence

and esteem of his own party. Laud, in the height of his

power and full-blown dignity ; Charles, in his deepest
reverses

; Hatton, Vaughan, and Conway, amid the tumults

of civil war
;
and Evelyn, in the tranquillity of his elegant

retirement ;
seem alike to have cherished his friendship, and

coveted his society. The same genius which extorted the

commendation of Jeanes, for the variety of its research and

vigour of its argument, was also an object of interest and

affection with the young, and rich, and beautiful Katharine

Philips ;
and few writers, who have expressed their opinions

so strongly, and, sometimes, so unguardedly as he has done,
have lived and died with so much praise and so little

censure. Much of this felicity may be probably referred to

an engaging appearance and a pleasing manner; but its

cause must be sought, in a still greater degree, in the evident

kindliness of heart, which, if the uniform tenour of a man's

y Note (00.)
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writings is any index to his character, must have distin-

guished him from most men living : in a temper, to all

appearance warm, but easily conciliated
;
and in that which,

as it is one of the least common, is of all dispositions the

most attractive, not merely a neglect, but a total forgetful-

ness of all selfish feeling. It is this, indeed, which seems to

have constituted the most striking feature of his character.

Other men have been, to judge from their waitings and their

lives, to all appearance, as religious, as regular in their

devotions, as diligent in the performance of all which the

laws of God or man require from us
;
but with Taylor his

duty seems to have been a delight, his piety a passion. His

faith was the more vivid in proportion as his fancy was more

intensely vigorous ;
with him the objects of his hope and

reverence were scarcely unseen or future
;
his imagination

daily conducted him to " diet with gods," and elevated him

to the same height above the world, and the same nearness

to ineffable things, which Milton ascribes to his allegorical
" cherub Contemplation."

With a mind less accurately disciplined in the trammels

and harness of the schools— less deeply imbued with ancient

learning
— less uniformly accustomed to compare his notions

with the dictates of elder saints and sages, and submit his

novelties to the authority and censure of his superiors
— such

ardour of fancy might have led him into dangerous errors
;

or have estranged him too far from the active duties, the

practical wisdom of life, and its dull and painful realities :

and, on the other hand, his logic and learning
—his veneration

for antiquity and precedent
— and his monastic notions of

obedience in matters of faith as well as doctrine— might have

fettered the energies of a less ardent mind, and weighed him
down into an intolerant opposer of all unaccustomed truths,

and, in his own practice, a superstitious formalist. Happily,

however, for himself and the world, Taylor was neither an

enthusiast nor a bigot : and, if there are some few of his

doctrines from which our assent is withheld by the decisions

of the church and the language of Scripture,
— even these

(while in themselves they are almost altogether speculative,
and such as could exercise no injurious influence on the es-

sentials of faith or the obligations to holiness,) may be said to

have a leaning to the side of piety, and to have their founda-
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tion in a love for the Deity, and a desire to vindicate his

goodness, no less than to excite mankind to aspire after

greater degrees of perfection.
His munificent charity was in part shown by his under-

taking, at his own expense, the rebuilding of his cathedral.

It is also warmly praised by Rust, who tells us that, when
the great preferments which he enjoyed were compared with

the small portions which he left to his daughters, charity
- would be proved to have been the principal steward of his

revenues. Yet, his daughters married wealthy husbands,
and his widow seems to have been well provided for. During
the latter part of his life he was engaged in a law-suit,

together with his friend lord Conway, against colonel Moses

Hill, one of Cromwell's officers, which might have eventu-

ally greatly lessened his means
;

but it seems, from the

journals of the Irish House of Lords, to have been abandoned

by his opponent. His ecclesiastical revenues, therefore, were

certainly great ; and the estate of Mandinam, which his wife

retained for her life, was, of itself, sufficient to keep her

above poverty ==.

In conformity with the same simple and disinterested

character which I have ascribed to him, we find him at one

time contributino; his endeavours to frame a grammar for

children, at another composing prayers and hymns for the

young and uninstructed. "
If," were his words on one

occasion,
*'

you do not choose to fill your boy's head with

something, believe me the devil will *
!

" The same temper
seems to have made him affable and facetious with his

inferiors in rank and knowledge.
"

It was pleasant," says
his secretary Alcock,

"
to hear my lord talk with these poor

people, the friends of Haddock, on the subject of their

relation's spectre t." On the whole, we have abundant reason

for regret, that so little can now be recovered of the private
life and daily conversation of one who was so accomplished
and so much beloved, that we cannot believe him to have been

otherwise than most amiable. The "
family book," and the

papers and letters preserved by his descendants, might have

told us much. But these have, to all appearances, perished ;

and the admirers of Jeremy Taylor must be content to form

" Note (PP.) a Seward's Anecdotes, vol. ii. p. 45.
^

GlanvJlle, p. 250.
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their opinion of him almost exclusively from a knowledge of

his writings.

Of those writings some further account is yet to be given;
in which it may be convenient to consider them in the same
order which has been adopted in the present edition, and as

arranging themselves naturally, according to the subjects on
which they treat, into the different descriptions of Practical,

Theological, Casuistic, and Devotional. To the first of these

classes may be referred,
" The Life of Christ ;" the " Con-

templations on the State of Man ;" the "
Holy Living and

Holy Dying ;" the *'

Sermons," and the posthumous work on

"Christian Consolation," which will be found in this volume.

The second will comprise the series beginning with his
"
Episcopacy asserted," and ending with his " Dissuasive

from Popery." Under the third head may be classed the
" Discourse on Friendship," and '* Ductor Dubitantium

;'*

while the last contains all which instrumcHtally or directly
refer to devotional exercises

;
his " Divine Institution of the

Office Ministerial ;" his " Rules and Advices for the Clergy ;"

his
" Golden Grove," and the other tracts which will be found

in the last volume. It is true that, in the best and highest
sense of the term, all Taylor's works are theological ; most of

them are distinguished by an acute and discriminating appli-
cation of general principles to particular cases and persons ;

and there is none where he does not occasionally escape
from the thorns and thistles of controversial questions, to

those practical lessons of holiness, and those aspirations of

heaven-directed feeling, which are the pervading and pecu-
liar characteristics of his genius. Still, however, there are

some of his works less practical and less devotional than

others
; and, of those which professedly belong to these

classes, there are some where the attention is chiefly drawn
to the duties of the closet or the temple, and others where

he expatiates through a wider range of holiness, and

discusses with the same fervour, but with more diffuseness,

the obligations, the duties, the charities, and the faith of

Christians.

Such is the Life of Christ, or " Great Exemplar,"— a

work undertaken, as he himself tells us in his Dedication to

lord Hatton, with an intention of withdrawing the thoughts
VOL. 1. k
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of men from controverted and less important doctrines, to

the great and necessary rallying points of Christianity, and

those duties and charities on which all men are agreed, but

which all men forget so easily.
" In pursuance," he says,

"
of this consideration, I have

chosen to serve the purposes of religion, by doing assistance

to that part of theology which is wholly practical, that

which makes us wiser, therefore, because it makes us better.

And truly, my lord, it is enough to weary the spirit of a

disputer, that he shall argue till he hath lost his voice, and

his time, and sometimes the question too
;
and yet no man

shall be of his mind more than was before. How few turn

Lutherans, or Calvinists, or Roman Catholics, from the

religion either of their country or interest ! Possibly two

or three weak or interested, fantastic and easy, prejudicate
and effeminate understandings, pass from church to church,

upon grounds as weak as those from which formerly they
did dissent ; and the same arguments are good or bad, as

exterior accidents or interior appetites shall determine. I

deny not but, for great causes, some opinions are to be

quitted : but when I consider how few do forsake any, and,

when any do, oftentimes they choose the wrong side, and

they that take the righter do it so by contingency, and the

advantage also is so little, I believe that the triumphant

persons have but small reason to please themselves in gaining

proselytes, since their purchase is so small, and as incon-

siderable to their triumph as it is unprofitable to them, who

change for the worse or the better upon unworthy motives.

In all this there is nothing certain, nothing noble. But he

that follows the work of God, that is, labours to gain souls,

not to a sect and a subdivision, but to the Christian religion,

that is, to the faith and obedience of the Lord Jesus, hath a

promise to be assisted and rewarded,— and all those that

go to heaven are the purchase of such undertakings, the fruit

of such culture and labours
;
for it is only a holy life that

lands us there.
*' And now, my lord, I have told you my reasons, I shall

not be ashamed to say, that I am weary and toiled with

rowing up and down in the seas of questions, which the

interests of Christendom have commenced, and, in many
propositions of which I am

heartily persuaded, I am not
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Certain that I am not deceived ;
and I find that men are most

confident of those articles which they can so httle prove
that they never made questions of them. But I am most
certain that, by living- in the religion and fear of God, in

obedience to the king, in the charities and duties of com-
munion with my spiritual guides, in justice and love with

all the world in their several proportions, I shall not fail of

that end which is perfection of human nature, and which will

never be obtained by disputing •=."

The work thus introduced and inscribed, is, as it pro-
fesses to be, of a nature entirely practical. It discusses no

doctrines but those on which almost all Christians are

agreed, and which necessarily are suggested by the prin-

cipal events of our Saviour's history. It enters into no
critical examination of facts or dates, of evidences or various

readings. The author does not exercise his learning; and

discrimination, in explaining those peculiarities of ancient

or local history and manners which, as they are little less

than absolutely necessary to a competent understanding of

writers like those of the New Testament, so no author of

the present day would omit them in a history of our Saviour.

He does not even distinguish between those facts which are

recorded by the inspired historians themselves, and those

which repose on uncertain tradition, or on the mere pre-

sumptions of the ancient fathers
;
but relates, with almost

the same apparent faith, the salutation of the angel to the

Virgin Mary ;
the Syriac prayer attributed to Christ at his

baptism by St. Philoxenes
;
and the prostration of the Egyp-

tian idols, when the infant Jesus came into their country.
Nor does he attempt, in any instance, to reconcile the

different narrations of the evangelists with each other, or

to produce a regular and chronological harmony of the

Gospel. His work is nothing else than a series of devout

meditations on the different events recorded in the New
Testament, as well as on the more remarkable traditions

which have been usually circulated respecting the Divine

Author of our religion, his earthly parent, and his followers.

This is a plan far less extensive, less curious, and perhaps
less rational, than would now be contemplated by any emi-

« Dedication to Hatton, vol. ii. p. 13, of this etlilion.
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iient divine who should purpose to write a Life of Christ^

But even a defective plan, in the hands of a mighty genius,

may be clothed with beauties which mere learning and

critical acumen could never bestow, and is susceptible of

ornaments more rich and various than a more regular struc-

ture could receive with propriety. It is even probable that,

as a book of devotional instruction for every class and age,
the Great Exemplar may have gained an impressive and

edifying interest, by the exclusion of every thing critical or

antiquarian, and by the manner in which it calls our un-

mingled attention to the narrative of the Gospel, heightened

only by those picturesque and poetical accompaniments
which, like the minute ornaments of an ancient cathedral,

though, separately taken, some of them might seem out of

place, yet communicate to the general building the eifect of

beauty the most luxuriant, the most impressive, the most
solemn and sacred.

Be this as it may, it must be confessed that this first

popular work of Taylor's contains many splendid moral and

devotional passages ;
that the sermons which are introduced

into it (for the disquisitions which occur all answer to thi^

description, and might be delivered from the pulpit with so

much effect, that it is hard to believe that this was not their

first destination,) are conceived in the same spirit of devout

and majestic eloquence which pervades his EvtauTog ;
and

that, in the few instances where controversial discussion

was unavoidable, no writer of the age has argued with more

acuteness, with more extensive learning, or so warm and

earnest a charity.

Nor are these the only merits of the work which I am

discussing. I am acquainted with no work of Taylor's

(I might say with no work of any author) in which more
of practical wisdom may be found, a greater knowledge of

the human heart, and a more dexterous and touching appli-

cation, not only of the solemn truths of Christianity, but of

even the least important circumstances related in the life

of our Saviour, to the development of sound principles of

action, and to the correction and guidance of our daily con-

duct. Thus, in his preface, not only the exact conformity
of Christianity with right reason and natural instinct,— its

fitness for the present wants, as well as the future prospects
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of man,— and the manner in which it confirms, extends, and
illustrates the law of nature,— are laid down with admirable

good sense and knowledge of his subject; but many curious
and interesting principles of metaphysical and political
wisdom will be found incidentally, and, as if ex abunduuti,
scattered through it, which show the grasp and vigour of
the author's mind, and that, though his choice confined
him to those topics which are the immediate subjects of
his profession, there were few, indeed, in the treatment of
which he might not have excelled. At the same time,
there is none of these incidental topics which is not made
conducive to the enforcement of practical piety and personal
holiness. No part of his work can be read without some
fruit of this kind

; but, in the application of general prin-

ciples to particular but important instances of thought and
action, the " Exhortation to the Imitation of the Life of

Christ,"— the sermon on the "
Duty of Nursing Children,"— that on "

Obedience,"— on
"
Mortification,"— on

"
Bap-

tizing Infants,"— on "the Rehgion of Holy Places,"— on
"
Scandal,"— and on " the Divine Judgments," are perhaps

the most remarkable.

In some instances, but in a very few, he is not to be
followed without caution. He had already imbibed those

opinions, the fuller exposition of which afterwards gave so

much concern to some of the most distinguished members
of the English church, on the subjects of original sin, and
the consequences of Adam's transgression. Something of

this sort may be traced in his apparently imperfect view of

the causes of human corruption, when he tells us that "
the

law of nature, being decreed and made obligatory, was a
sufiicient instrument of making man happy, that is, in pro-

ducing the end of his creation. But, as Adam had evil

discourses and irregular appetites, before he fell, (for they
made him fall,)

— and as the angels, who had no original

sin, yet they chose evil at the first, when it was wholly

arbitrary in them to do so or otherwise
;
so did man. * God

made man upright, but he sought out many inventions.'

Some men," he continues,
'' were ambitious, and, by incom-

petent means, would make their brethren to be their servants ;

some were covetous, and would usurp that which, by an earlier

distinction, had passed into private possession : and then they
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made new principles, and new discourses, such which were

reasonable to their private indirect ends, but not to the

public benefit, and, therefore, would prove unreasonable and

mischievous to themselves at last**."

That Adam must have had a capability of sinning before

he actually sinried, is demonstrably, if not evidently true :

and it must, in the same way, be conceded,— if this capa-

bility of offending were all which were meant by original

sin,— that the angels also who sinned, must, in their degree,
have had it as well as Adam. But it is neither consonant

with reason nor with Scripture to assert, that all the evil

which we find in the world, and in ourselves, either was in

Adam before the fall, or has been since accumulated by the

free, though unhappy choice of his different descendants,

gradually as they may have made the world worse, and

added the contagion of example and precedent to the in-

herited and universal propensity to wickedness.

The existence of such a propensity in man, and the

necessity of grace to give us the victory over it, Taylor has,

in very many passages of his works, and in many of this

work itself of which we are speaking, acknowledged with

much clearness and humility. And it is strange that he

did not perceive, that as Adam, at his creation, was certainly

in a state of grace,
— and as his descendants, at their re-

spective births, are, as confessedly, in a state of corruption,—some change must have taken place in the nature, as well

as the situation, of mankind
;
and that, though neither Adam

nor the angels were, in the first instance, impeccable, it may
well be, that, in consequence of his fall, we are by nature

more inclined to sin than either he or they were.

The question will be discussed more at length in another

place. I will here only observe, that in one who, like Taylor,
confessed his own corruption, whencesoever derived, and

placed his whole hope of pardon in Christ's blood, and of

sanctification in Christ's Spirit, the error was divested of its

malignity so far as it respected himself, though an error it

certainly was, and, in certain ways of applying the principle,

a dangerous one. It is curious to see how extremes meet.

Taylor seems to have been, in a great measure, led into his

^ Preface; vol. ii. p. xxxii.
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mistake by a horror of Calvinism, and an anxiety to avoid

ascribing to God the apparent injustice of cursing all the

world for the sins of one man. Yet he falls into the highest

supralapsarian Calvinism, by merely throwing a little farther

back the origin of man's misery, and representing him as

coming immediately from the hand of his Maker with the

same load of invincible corruption (invincible, unless by
superadded grace,) which his descendants, in their present

state, carry about with them.

Surely there is little difference whether we say, with the

ultra Calvinists, that God created man in order that he might
fall,
—

or, that he so created him that he could not help

falling. But, if Adam were framed not only with a capacity
of sinning, but also of remaining without sin, he was then,

certainly, in a state which his descendants do not experience ;

and there is no event in the history of the world to which

the loss of this state can be assigned, except the fall of

Adam and its consequences.
Nor is the justice of God impugned by the supposition

that privileges which Adam had abused or neglected were

not continued to his descendants, or that the race of men

were, thenceforward, put under a new regimen of weakness
and of repentance ;

— the weakness receiving sufficient but

inferior spiritual aids, the repentance rewarded with a bless-

ing beyond the utmost which Adam could have hoped for.

This is the light in which the question has been viewed by
the English church, and this, it might be thought, was one

which, while it sufficiently establishes the dependence of

man on his Maker, sufficiently vindicates the Creator from

being the cause of evil, and from desiring that any of his

children should perish.

Another instance in which Taylor has passed from a

common and dangerous extreme to an opposite equally

erroneous, is the case of death-bed repentance, which here,
as in a succeeding work, he clogs with so many dangers
and limitations as to render it but very little less than

impossible. It has been, indeed, at all times, a vulgar and

perilous self-flattery, to apprehend not only that repentance
would, after a life of sin, be, at any time when we willed it,

within our power; but that a few expiring lamentations,
extorted by the fear of approaching torment, were to expiate
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for many years of obstinate transgression, and supply, in the

heart of him who is passing to his account, that love, that

purity, and those other Christian graces, without which even

heaven itself would be a place of misery. It is even probable
that the author may have been disgusted in those days, as

he would have been in these of almost equal enthusiasm,

with the spectacle of criminals advancing triumphantly to

Jtheir scaffold, and looking forward to a death, which they
had brought on themselves by their crimes, with the same

exultation as a martyr might embrace his stake
;
the same

expressed and boasted assurance of bliss, as if the fiery chariot

of the prophet were visibly waiting to receive them. Of the

harm which may be done to the dying by such indiscriminate

comfort— of the harm which the living will, in all probability,

receive from such exaggerated statements— I am fully and

mournfully sensible. But to calculate, as Taylor does, the

time which is required for the acquisition of graces, which

God may, if he pleases, at once communicate;— to require

the expression of outward and long-continued actions, as in

all instances equally necessary to confirm the inward feeling

in His eyes by whom that feeling itself may be inspired;
—

is to make the narrow gate of salvation narrower than God
has made it, and, in our anxiety for the holiness of men in

health, to seal up in despair the sick soul that might other-

wise have burst its bondage. There may, it should be

recollected, even on a death-bed, and in a very short space
of time, be the opportunity of rendering God acceptable

service, and bringing forth, though amid darkness and

terror, the fruits of repentance. We may have time for

prayer ;
we may have time for confession

;
for forgiveness

of our enemies
;
for patience ;

for resignation : perhaps for

restitution. We may have time for some of these, for the

rest we may have a desire;— and for all of these, we know,
in one illustrious instance, the penitent thief had not time or

opportunity. The danger which there always must be, that in

sickness we should neitherhave opportunitynor spiritual power
to turn to God— the chance that our heads maybe light, or

our hearts hardened, when the day of sorrow comes on us—
are terrors sufficiently great to lead eveiy man who is not

insensible of danger, to employ, to the best of his power,
the day of salvatron while it shines

;
as well knowing that.
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whether others are called effectually in the eleventh hour or

not, the time at which /le is last called must be the eleventh

hour to him. Still, hoM'ever, the manner in which Taylor
has painted the dangers of a sinner's death-bed displays no

ordinary pencil ;
and the colours (dismal as they are, and, in

some instances, overcharged,) are marked, on the whole,

with so much truth, that I could wish some of his frightful

legends published in a popular form as an antidote to

those edifying deaths which are now in almost daily cir-

culation'.

These are the only particulars of importance which occur

to me, in which this great and good man has, in the work
now before us, departed from the usual sense of the church

and the general analogy of Scripture. There are other, but,
in comparison, very trifling points, on which he has pro-
nounced with too much haste or positiveness. In his Dis-

course on Repentance *^,
he takes it for granted that the

angels who sinned had never any room for repentance,
—

that " their first act of volition was their whole capacity
of a blissful or a miserable eternity : they made their own
sentence when they made their first election." This he had
learned from the schoolmen, who, apprehending that the

production of the angels must have taken place on the same

day with the creation of the heavenly bodies, were perplexed
how else to find sufficient time for the apostacy of Satan,
between the commencement of his being and his successful

temptation of the woman s; and thought the opinion,
"

pro-
babiliorem et sanctiorem, quod statim post primum instans

suae creationis, diabolus peccaverit." But Taylor has, in

this instance, expressed himself with more positiveness than

Aquinas ;
and we surely know too little of the angelic

nature and history, to assume any facts concerning either

which are not clearly revealed in Scripture. That there are

angels, and that some of them have not kept their first

estate, we know, for it has been made known to us. But

wherein their fault consisted, or how long they had pre-

viously remained in glory and innocency, as God has not

« " On Repentance," vol. ii. pp. -1-26, 438.
" On Dcatli," vol. iii. pp. 349,

351, ."56, &c.
f Vol. ii. p. 392.

s Thorn. Aquinat. Summa. Ima Pars. Qiia?8t. Ixiii. art. C, p. 118.
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told US, it is useless to guess, and worse than useless to

ground an argument on our conjectures.

In another opinion, which he elsewhere, in different pas-

sages of his works, repeats, he has fallen into the same

mistake with Warburton. He tells us, that Balaam, when

he prayed to die the death of the righteous, had only respect

to length of days and tranquillity of mind, the promise of a

life after death being hidden from the age in which he

lived ''. Without entering into such a discussion, it is enough
to say, that Michaelis has shown that the writings of Moses

contain abundant proofs that the immortality of the soul was

familiarly known to his contemporaries*.
There is some grave trifling in vol. ii. p. 72, about

the letters of Jehovah's name, which he had from the

Cabbalists. If he designed it as a poetical ornament, it

savours of the taste of the time : if as an argument or

illustration, it rests on too weak authority to be good for

any thing. In all his works, he is fond of alluding to

historical incidents, often with an admirable oratorical

effect, though the stories alleged may be no more than idle

legends. Here, however, he has twice quoted, as from

Scripture, though without naming the place, a story of

23,000 Assyrians destroyed in one night for fornication,

which, I confess, I never met with in Scripture or else-

Avhere*^. But these are trifling blemishes in a work of so

great length, of so distinguished beauty, usefulness, and

learning, in which he has nobly fulfilled the purpose ex-

pressed in his preface,
'' To advance the necessity, and

to declare the manner and parts of a good life. I have

followed (he continues) the design of Scripture, and have

given milk for babes, and for stronger men stronger meat;
and in all I have despised my own reputation, by so strivino-

to make it useful, that I was less careful to make it strict in

retired senses, and embossed with unnecessary but graceful
ornaments. I pray God, this may go forth into a blessing
to all that shall use it, and reflect blessings upon me all the

way, that my spark may grow greater by kindling my
brother's taper, and God may be glorified in us both. If

'• Vol. iii. 151.
'

Michaelis, Argnmcnta Immortalitatis AnimaruDi ex Mose collccta.
•» Vol. ii. p. 34.—vol. iii. p. 233.
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the reader shall receive no benefit, yet I intended him one,
and I have laboured in order to it; and I shall receive a

great recompense for that intention, if he shall please to say
this prayer for me,—* That while I have preached to others,
I may not become a castaway'!'"

In the "Literary Life of the Reverend John Serjeant,
M'ritten by himself," inserted in the Roman Catholic

Miscellany, entitled the *'

Catholicon," vol. iii. the "Great

Exemplar" is said to be a mere translation of the Life of

Christ by Ludolphus de Saxonia*". The assertion, however,
is entirely groundless ;

so much so, that, except in the

circumstance that both authors intermix prayers and moral

reflections with their narrative, it is scarcely possible to find

two books wi'itten on any one subject which have so few

coincidences of arrangement, sentiment or expression. The
merits of the works of Ludolphus, which, as a pious, useful,

and practical treatise, I am very far from undervaluing, are

of a nature entirely different from those of the Great

Exemplar, Ludolphus, (as was necessary in an author who
wrote for those by whom the Scriptures themselves were

little known or studied,) gives a long and minute detail of

almost every word and action of our Lord ;
—

appending to

each a string of moral and religious observations, extracted,

chiefly verbatim, from the Fathers. Taylor passes rapidly
over the greater part of this detail

;
but expands, from time

to time, into long and eloquent discourses on the more
remarkable actions and doctrines of our Lord, to which his

rival offers nothing correspondent. The style of the one is

usually plain and simple, though his prayers are, many of

them, conceived in a pleasing and fervent strain of piety.

That of the other luxuriates in a richness of imagery and

a grandiloquence of expression, which breathe, in every

sentence, the vital and essential spirit of poetry. The

reading of Taylor was so excursive that it is, indeed, most

probable that he was not unacquainted with the work of

Ludolphus, and it is possible that, from it, the outline and

first conception of his own book may have been taken. But

• Vol, ii. p. Iviii.

" " Vita Jcsiis Christi Rcdcniptoris Nostri, ex Mcdiillis Evangclicis, et

approbatis ab Erclesia Dortoriltiis, secliilc per Ludolphiim de Saxoiiia,

Ordinis Cartlmsicnsis coliccta,"— lj09.
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more than this a comparison of the two Lives forbids us to

allow, and for even this, so far as 1 am aware, there is no

internal evidence whatever in the work of Taylor.

I have already suggested the probability which there is

that the extensive popularity of the Great Exemplar pro-

duced the *'

Holy Living," and the "
Holy Dying," works

which were, in like manner, devoted to the promotion of

practical holiness, and which, with the exception of some

Sermons, were the next in succession of his published

labours.

Both are dedicated to the earl of Carbery, the first in

a splendid description of the miseries of the time, and the

duty of a good man under those miseries. This dedication

concludes with five rules for the application of the counsels

which. follow, so simple, so just, and displaying so accurate

a knowledge of the dispositions and dangers of mankind,

that they cannot be too firmly imprinted in the memory of a

Christian.
"

1. They that will, with profit, make use of the proper
instruments of virtue, must so live as if they were always
under the physician's hand. For the counsels of religion

are not to be applied to the distempers of the soul, as men

.used to take hellebore
;
but they must dwell together with

the spirit of a man, and be twisted about his understanding
for ever : they must be used like nourishment, that is, by a

daily care and meditation, not like a single medicine, and

upon the actual pressure of a present necessity. For

counsels and wise discourse^, applied to an actual distemper,

at the best are but like strong smells to an epileptic person ;

sometimes they may raise him up, but they never cure him.

The following rules, if they be made familiar to our natures

and the thoughts of every day, may make virtue and religion

become easy and habitual
; but, when the temptation is

present, and hath already seized upon some portion of our

consent, we are not so apt to be counselled
;
and we find no

gust or relish in the precept ;
the lessons are the same, but

the instrument is unstrung or out of tune.
"

2. In using the instruments of virtue, we must be

curious to distinguish instruments from duties, and prudent

jidvices from necessary injunctions; and if by any other

means the duty can be secured, let there be no scruples
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stirred concerning any other helps : only, if they can, in that

case, strengthen and secure the duty or help towards per-
severance, let them serve in that station in which they can
be placed. For there are some persons, in whom the Spirit
of God hath breathed so bright a flame of love, that they
do all their acts of virtue by perfect choice and without

objection ;
and their zeal is warmer than that it will be

allayed by temptation : and to such persons mortification

by philosophical instruments, as fasting, sackcloth, and
other rudenesses to the body, is wholly useless : it is always
a more uncertain means to acquire any virtue or secure any
duty; and if love hath filled all the corners of our sOul, he
alone is able to all the work of God.

*'
3. Be not nice in stating the obligations of religion ;

but, where the duty is necessary and the means very reason-

able in itself, dispute not too busily whether, in all circum-

stances, it can fit thy particular; but,
'

super totam materiam/-

upon the whole, make use of it. For it is a good sign of a

great religion, and no imprudence, when we have sufficiently
considered the substance of affairs, then to be easy, humble,

obedient, apt and credulous in the circumstances, which are

appointed to us, in particular, by our spiritual guides, or, in

general, by all wise men in cases not unlike. He that

gives alms, does best not always to consider the minutes

and strict measures of his ability, but to give freely,

incuriously, and abundantly. A man must not weigh grains
in the accounts of his repentance ;

but for a great sin have

a great sorrow and a great severity, and in this take the

ordinary advices, though, it may be, a less rigour might not

be insufficient. AK^iQahxaiov, or arithmetical measures,

especially of our own proportioning, are but arguments of

want of love and of frowardness in religion : or else are

instruments of scruple, and then become dangerous. Use
the rule heartily and enough, and there will be no harm in

the error, if any should happen.
"

4. If thou intendest heartily to serve God, and avoid

sin in any one instance, refuse not the hardest and most
severe advice that is prescribed in order to it, though pos-

sibly it be a stranger to thee; for, whatsoever it be, custom

will make it easy.
"

5. When many instruments for the obtaining anv
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virtue or restraining any vice are propounded, observe which

of them best fits thy person or the circumstances of thy

need, and use it rather than the other
;
that by this means

thou mayest b? engaged to watch, and use spiritual arts and

observation about thy soul. Concerning the managing of

which, as the interest is greater, so the necessities are more,
and the cases more intricate, and the accidents and dangers

greater and more importunate, and there is greater skill

required, than in the securing an estate, or restoring health

to an infirm body. I wish all men in the world did heartily

believe so much of this as is true : it would very much help

to do the work of GodV
The Holy Living is divided into four chapters, in the

first of which he discusses the instrumental means of holi-

ness, such as—care of our time, purity of intention, and a

sense of the Divine presence ;
and gives rules for producing

and preserving all these habits in our hearts and behaviour,

of which those for the improvement of time are perhaps the

most useful and practical.

The second chapter treats of Christian sobriety, which

he divides into the five heads of Temperance, Chastity,

Humility, Modesty, and Contentment,— and defines in

general to be ** an using severity, denial and frustration of

our appetite, when it grows unreasonable in any of these

instances °." He introduces the discussion of these different

topics with some observations on voluptuousness according
to this general definition, and with rules for subduing our

natural tendency towards it, which will well reward the reader,

and which, for the general reader, are perhaps better

adapted than the remedies which follow for specific and

grosser vices. In all cases, his rules for avoiding sin, when

not too scrupulous and ascetic for practice, and therefore less

likely to do good than if they were less efficacious but more

attainable means of holiness, are better than the arguments
-which he uses against each sin in order. But of all his rules,

the " Acts and OflSces of Humility" are, perhaps, the most

impressive,
— the most effectual,

— the most sensible and

rational,—the most applicable to the temptations and neces-

sities of every man.

» Yo}, iii. 1)1). 7, 8, 9.
" Page oG.
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The third chapter is devoted to the discussion of Christian

justice, defined as either commutative or distributive, and
divided into the several heads of, 1.

"
Obedience," as due

from inferiors to superiors;
—2.

"
Provision," or Protecting

Care, from Sovereigns, Judges, Parents, Masters, Guardians
;— 3. Negociation or Contracts;— 4. Restitution, which

he defines, as " that part of justice to which a man is

obliged by a precedent contract or a foregoing fault, by his

own act or another man's, either with or without his will?."

His rules in this part of his work are admirable. They are

casuistry in its highest and noblest sense, in which nothing
is overstrained, nothing extenuated, and (so far as general

principles and the compass of a short chapter can reach)

nothing unprovided for; inasmuch as, even where neither

the obligations of default nor contract can extend, he has

specified the no less strong and yet holier obligation of

gratitude-
The fourth chapter treats of the Duties of Religion,

under the heads of its internal and external actions. The

former are Faith, Hope, and Love
;
to his account of which is

added an admirable digression on Zeal.
" The sum is this : that zeal is not a direct duty, no where

commanded for itself, and is nothing but a forwardness in

the circumstances of another duty, and therefore is then only

acceptable, when it advances the love of God and our neigh-

bours. That zeal is only safe, only acceptable, which

increases charity directly : and because love to our neigh-
bour and obedience to God are the two great portions of

charity, we must never account our zeal to be good but as

it advances both these, if it be in a matter that relates to

both, or severally, if it relates severally. St. Paul's zeal was

expressed in preaching without any offerings or stipend, in

travelling, in spending and being spent for his flock, in

suffering, in being willing to be accursed, for love of the

people of God and his countrymen. Let our zeal be as

great as his was, so it be in affections to others, but not at

all in angers against them. In the first there is no danger,

in the second there is no safety. In brief, let your zeal,

V Page 166.
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(if it must be expressed in anger) be always more severe

against yourself than your neighbours''."

The external actions of religion Taylor defines to be,
"

1. Reading and hearing the word of God
;
—-2. Fasting and

corporeal austerities;
— 3. Feasting, or keeping days of

public joy and thanksgiving." On all these his observations

are distinguished by sound good sense and earnest piety.

Even on fasting,
—a duty now so much neglected, and to

disquisitions on which so few will turn with any other feeling

than curiosity,
—the reasonableness of his rules will strike

many who, from carelessness or the habits of the age, are

negligent of, or averse to, a practice sanctioned by the

constitution of our nature
;

the experience of ages ;
the

injunction of all Christian churches
;
the example of all the

good men of former times, of the apostles, and of the Son of

God^
He grounds the sanctity of the Lord's day, not on

a divine commandment, as was the case with the Jewish

sabbath, (for this commandment he conceives to have had

respect to that day and that nation only,) but on the great

duty for which the fourth commandment provides, of con-

fessing on all occasions God to be the Maker of heaven and

earth, and on the institution of the apostles that the first

day in the week should be set apart for doing this in solemn

assemblies. The same opinion he afterwards expressed
more at large in his Ductor Dubitantium'. It seems to have

been also the opinion of Laud, of Luther, of Calvin, of

Spencer, and of almost all the early fathers, who agree in

representing the fourth commandment as of temporary

obligation only, and as merely applying to Christians in a

spiritual sense; as inculcating a devotion of ourselves to

God's service on all proper opportunities, and that rest from,

worldly cares, of which, to the Jews, the sabbath was

typical'. That the authority and example of the apostles,

1 Page 202.

>" See Ductor Diibitantium. On the interpretation and obligation of

the Laws cfjcsjis Christ, vol. xiii. p. 11.

s Of the Christian Law, vol. xii. p. 412.

' Laud, Troubles and Trial, p. 345. Luther, Auslegung der X. Gebothen,

Op. Lips, toin.iii. pp. 642-643. Calvin, Instit. lib. ii. c. viii. sect. 3l, et seq.

Op. Amslcl. torn. i.\. p. 99. Spencer de Leg. Hcbrasor. lib. i. c. v. pp. 85, 94.
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the uniform tradition of the church, the reasonableness of
the practice abstractedly considered, the necessities of men,
and the precedent of God's corresponding ordinance under
the old law, are sufficient reasons for keeping the Lord's

day holy, the great men whom I have cited were far indeed
from doubting. Whether their view of the subject be more
correct than that which makes the fourth commandment,
in its literal meaning, a part of the moral and universal law,
this is not tlie place for examining. They who apprehend
that the sanctity of Sunday will be endangered by a contrary
opinion, may read what Taylor himself says on the subject.

—
" The Jews," he observes,

" had a divine commandment
for their day, which we have not for ours; but we have

many commandments to do all that honour to God which
was intended in the fourth commandment

;
and the apostles

appointed the first day of the week for doing it in solemn
assemblies ". Upon the Lord's day, we must abstain from
all servile and laborious works, except such which are

matters of necessity, of common life, or of great charity ;

for these are permitted by that authority which hath

separated the day for holy uses. The sabbath of the

Jews, though consisting principally in rest, and establish'ed

by God, did yield to these. And, therefore, this is to be

enlarged in the Gospel, whose sabbath or rest is but a

circumstance, and accessary to the principal and spiritual

duties. LTpon the Christian sabbath necessity is to be

served first
;
then charity ;

and then rehgion ; for this is to

give place to charity in great instances, and the second to

the first in all : and in all cases, God is to be worshipped in

spirit and in truth."

His observations on prayer, and, incidentally, on vows
;

those on alms, together with the remedies which he sug-

gests for the great causes of an unmerciful and unchari-

table spirit, envy, anger and covetousness
;

his canons of

repentance, and his directions for receiving the sacrament,

are all equally devout, eloquent, and sensible. But I will

not select, where all may be read with advantage, and can

hardly be read without admiration. To clothe virtue in its

most picturesque and attractive colouring, to enforce with

"
Holy Living, vol. iv. pp. 214, 215.

VOL. 1. 1
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all the terrors of the divine law, its essential obligations ;
and

to distinguish, in almost every instance most successfully,

between what is prudent and what is necessary ;
what may

fitly be done, and what cannot be safely left undone,—this

is the triumph of a Christian moralist; and this Jeremy

Taylor has, in a great degree, achieved in his discourse on

Holy Living.

Each chapter is followed by a series of prayers, adapted
to those temptations or duties which have been discussed

in it. Of these prayers the merit is in a great measure

proved by their popularity ;
a popularity, perhaps, little less

than that which our beautiful Liturgy itself has obtained

among Christians. Almost all of them contain passages of

genuine poetry and eloquence, and all are pervaded by a

tenderness and pathos of earnest piety which must have

proceeded from the feeling which they express, and which

few persons ever read without finding it in some degree

contagious.
But I must confess that I like those prayers the best

which have the fewest of Taylor's pecuUar ornaments ; of

those rhetorical augments which are never so little in their

place as when addressing the Most High ;

— that accumula-

tion of circumstances, and those sentences, almost endless,

which distract attention when it ought to be concentrated,

and compel us to take breath in the midst of our most
earnest aspirations. My meaning will be plain to those who

compare his four collects,
**

for subjects when their land is

overrun by barbarous and wicked people," with the few and

simple, yet majestic words of the prayer in our church service
"

in time of war and troubles ;" or his
" Act of Contrition,"

preparatory to the sacrament, with the General Confession,
which is appointed for that occasion ^.

But the want of taste is still greater when, in a solemn
address of the penitent to his Redeemer, the sufferings of

that Redeemer are enumerated at full length, and with cir-

cumstances added which rest on no authentic history or

probable tradition. When we entreat Christ to have mercy
on us, by

" his agony and bloody sweat, by his cross and

passion,"
— we both quicken our own devotional feelings by

^
Page 173,300.
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the mention of what he has done for us, and we plead with

him, in behalf of our requests, considerations which we know
to be prevaihng. But where do we learn that the garden of

Gethsemane was "
set xoitli Jiot/iing but briers and thorns^*

that our Lord was " drenched" by his enemies in the brook

Cedron
;
that he was " tormented uith a tablet, stuck icith

nails, at thefringes of his garment ,
that his cross, being set in

a hollowness of the earth, did, in the fall, render his wounds

wider ?
'*

Surely such legends, borrowed from the " stations"

of the Christians in the middle ages, and without any autho-

rity of Scripture or antiquity, are altogether unfit to be

spoken to Him who is not to be flattered by exaggerated

representations of what he has himself done and suffered,

and whose revealed and authentic sufferings and patience
were too great and too glorious to need the improvements
of human fancy. In all his Devotions, indeed, Taylor seems

to have taken St. Aug-ustine as his model, rather than our

own or the elder liturgies ;
and both have erred in trans-

ferring to prayer those ornaments which might, some of

them, be not improper in a sermon. But \yho can wonder

that it should be no easy task for man to find fit words to

commune with the Almighty? What greater praise could

Taylor have himself desired than that, in falling short of the

excellencies of our Common Prayer, he has fallen short of

that only ?

The "
Holy Dying" is introduced by a Dedication, also

to lord Carbery, in which the author, in a strain of touching

eloquence, recommends his work to his patron as that which,

in manuscript, had been seen and approved by the deceased

object of his dearest affections.
"

I am treating your lord-

ship as a Roman gentleman did St. Augustine and his

mother
;
I shall entertain you in a charnel-house, and carry

your meditations awhile into the chambers of death."
*' My lord, it is your dear lady's anniversary, and she

deserved the biggest honour, and the longest memory, and

the fairest monument, and the most solemn mourning : and,

in order to it, give me leave, my lord, to cover her hearse

with these following sheets. This book was intended, first,

to minister to her piety ;
and she desired all good people

y Pp. 300, 301.
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should partake of the advantages which are here recorded.

She knew how to Uve rarely well, and she desired to know

how to die, and God taught her by an experiment."
" My

lord, both your lordship and myself, have lately seen and felt

such sorrow of death, and such sad departure of dearest

friends, that it is more than high time we should think our-

selves nearly concerned in the accidents. Death has come

so near to you, as to fetch a portion from your very heart
;

and now you cannot choose but dig your own grave, and

place your coffin in your eye, when the angel hath dressed

your scene of sorrow and meditation with so particular and

so near an object; and, therefore, as it is my duty, I am
come to minister to your sorrows, that they may turn into

virtues and advantages."
The remainder of the Address is occupied in an exposition

of the principles and motives of his undertaking, in which, as

might be expected from his known opinions, he enlarges on

the vanity or uncertainty of a late and sick-bed repentance ;

the idle folly of the extreme unction of the Romish church,

and the unauthorized, as he esteems it, and unprofitable,

though extremely ancient practice of prayers for the departed

spirit.
In some of his assertions, more particularly on the

first of these topics, he here, as elsewhere, is, perhaps, too

strict and uncompromising. Yet the caution which he founds,

in part, on these doctrines, is one which may well tingle in

the ears of those that live carelessly,
— and it is one of which

the truth is shown by very many considerations of undoubted

and awful certainty.
" My lord

;
it is a great art to die

well, and to be learned by men in health, by them that can

discourse and consider
; by those whose understanding and

acts of reason are not abated with fear or pains : and, as the

greatest part of death is passed by the preceding years of

our life, so also, in those years, are the greatest preparations
to it

;
and he that prepares not for death before his last

sickness, is like him that begins to study philosophy, when
he is going to dispute publicly in the faculty."

"
And,

therefore,"—"
it is intended, by the necessity of affairs, that

the precepts of dying well be part of the studies of them that

are in health, and the days of discourse and understanding,

which, in this case, hath another degree of necessity super-
added

; because, in other notices, an imperfect study may be
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'supplied by a frequent exercise and renewed experience ;

here, if we practise imperfectly once, we shall never recover

the error ^."

The work itself is divided into seven chapters. The first

consists of " General Considerations preparatory to a Holy
and blessed Death,"— as of the vanity and shortness of

man's life, a knowledge of which should induce us to make

timely preparation for quitting it;
— of the means and oppor-

tunities which God has given us for this work, and which, if

duly employed, will take off all objection that our lives are

too short for our necessary- preparation : and the miseries of

man's life in this world, which should induce us to depart
from it gladly. The second recommends " a general prepa-
ration for a blessed death, by way of exercise ;" I. by always

looking for death
;

2. bv daUv providing for it : and by
3. a " hfe severe, holy, and under the discipline of the

cross
;
under the conduct of prudence and observation, a life

of warfare and sober counsels, labour, and watchfulness."

In applying these precepts to particulars, he recommends,
1. a daily self-examination

;
2. a lifelong and constant charity.

And, to encourage men to endure the burden and uneasiness

of the first of these, he remarks,
" that we had better bear

the burden of the Lord, than the burden of a base and

polluted conscience,"— that "
religion cannot be so great a

trouble as a guilty soul ; and whatsoever trouble may or can

be fancied in this or any other action of religion, it is only to

inexperienced persons." But, he proceeds,
— "to examine

our lives will be no trouble, if we do not intricate it with

businesses of the world, and the labyrinths of care and

impertinent affairs."—"He that covets many things greedily,

and snatches at high things ambitiously, that despises his

neighbour proudly, and bears his crosses peevishly, or his

prosperitv impotentlv and passionatelv ; he that is prodigal
of his precious time, and is tenacious and retentive of evil

purposes, is not a man disposed to this exercise : he hath

reason to be afraid of his own memory, and to dash his glass

in pieces, because it must needs represent to his eyes an

intolerable deformitv*."— " In the interim they are impatient

of beingf examined, as a leper is of a comb, and are greedy

'

OedicatioD, vol. iv. pp eccxix. ccczx.
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of the world, as children of raw fruit; and they hate a sev€re

reproof as they do thorns in their bed
;
and they love to lay

aside religion, as a drunken person does to forget his sorrow ;

and all the way they dream of fine things, and their dreams

prove contrary, and become the hieroglyphics of an eternal

sorrow."— '' To be cozened in making judgments concerning
our final condition, is extremely easy ; but, if we be cozened,

we are infinitely miserable^."

His observations on charity,
" with its twin daughters,

alms and forgiveness," are abundantly beautiful and sensible
;

and he winds up the second chapter with a description in

the highest strain of poetry, (somewhat too poetical, perhaps,
for a religious and practical treatise,) of the different deaths

pf the good and wicked man; in which the natural terrors

i)f the one and the natural hopes of the other, are heightened
and prolonged, beyond the veil of mortality, into the regions

where, (as some of those legends have told, with which the

studies of Taylor were familiar,) the soul becomes the object

jof contest between angels and devils. The picture is magni-
ficent ;

but he himself seems sensible that such speculations

may be pursued too far, when he winds it up with the fol-

lowing caution. "
Fearful, and formidable to unholy persons,

is the first meeting with spirits in their separation. But the

victory which holy souls receive by the mercies of Jesus

Christ and the conduct of angels, is a joy that we must

not understand till we feel it
;
and yet such which by an

€arly and persevering piety we may secure : but let us

inquire after it no further, because it is secret'' !

"

In the next chapter he prescribes remedies against impa-
tience in sickness, and against an immoderate fear of death,

and adds some general rules to make sickness safe and holy,
more particularly by continuance in prayer, and by an infinite

solicitude that we " at no hand commit a deliberate sin, or

retain any affection to the old." "
They were sad de^

partures when Tigellinus, Cornelius Gallus, the praetor; Lewis,
the son of Gonzaga, duke of Mantua ; Ladislaus, king of

Naples ; Speusippus ; Gi^chetius of Geneva, and one of the

popes, died in the forbidden embraces of abused women
;
or

if Job had cursed God and so died : or when a man sits

>
Pages 379—381. i> P. 388.
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down in despair, and in the accusation and calumny of the

divine mercy ; they make their night sad, and stormy, and
eternal. When Herod began to sink with the shameful
torment of his bowels, and felt the grave open under him, he

imprisoned the nobles of his kingdom, and commanded his

sister that they should be a sacrifice to his departing ghost'.
This was an egress fit only for such persons who meant to

dwell with devils to eternal ages, and that man is hugely in

love with sin, who cannot forbear, in the week of the assizes,
and when himself stands at the bar of scrutiny, and prepared
for his final, never to be reversed sentence. He dies sud-

denly to the worse sense and event of sudden death, who so

manages his sickness, that even that state shall not be
innocent."

The fourth chapter is occupied with rules for the practice
of the graces proper to a state of sickness; of patience, of

faith, of repentance, of justice, and of chanty. The last

treats on the urgent necessity and best manner of visiting the

sick by the ministers of religion ;
and he concludes his

subject with the duties of those who survive, as to the exe-

cution of the will of their departed friends, and the modera-
tion and decency of their funerals.

On the whole it may be said, that the *

Holy Dying,' in

point of composition, and in the display of the characteristic

beauties of Taylor's style and language, exceeds the '

Holy
Living.' The subject admitted of, and, indeed, invited him
to a greater indulgence in those touching and tender

visions of affection, of natural images, and of supernatural

aspirations which were familiar to his mind, and were apt to

intrude unbidden. As a practical work, its use may be,

perhaps, less obvious and less extensive than its companion ;

for a sick-bed it is too long, and, when men are in health,

they read it, are dehghted, and lay it down again. But, as a

manual and directory for those whose office it is to converse

with the sick and dying, its uses are manifold, and its im-

portance only to be estimated by those who have themselves

given some portion of their thoughts and their time to this

most interesting, most charitable, and, when rightly managed,
this most edifying and instructive duty of Christian morality.

•^

Note(QQ.)
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And it may often happen, perhaps it often has happened,

that men, who have read it for its beauties, have been im-

pressed by the lessons it conveys ; and, by beginning with

the *

Holy Dying
'

of Taylor, have been led to study his
'

Holy

Living
' with more advantage. It is remarkable, that, though

its general style is more than usually poetical, even for its

author, the prayers subjoined to the different chapters are

less so than those either in the '

Holy Living,' or the
' Great

Exemplar.' Perhaps he had been told of that which was

the main fault in his devotional writings. Perhaps the

solemnity of the subject impressed him too deeply to allow

his fancy to luxuriate as on former occasions.

To the same class with the works now described, but to

a very inferior standard of taste and eloquence, must be

referred the "
Contemplations of the State of Man," and the

treatise on " Christian Consolation." Both these were post-

humous works
;
both are ascribed to Taylor on unquestion-

able authority ;
both have some passages conceived and

expressed in his peculiar style, and the opinions delivered in

both are so conformable to those of his acknowledged works,

that there can be little doubt of his being the author. The

former, however, is one which, in its present state, he would

hardly have sent out to the world. It is marked, indeed,

throughout, with genuine and characteristic piety. It dis-

plays, even more ostentatiously than Taylor was accustomed

to do,— a strange and almost boundless familiarity with all

kinds of reading, from the fathers and the schoolmen down
to the voyages of the Buccaneers. Its author is evidently

one before whom the page of ancient and modern history

lay open : and whose mind was imbued with a recollection

of the greatest poets and orators of antiquity. Nor are there

wanting descriptions conceived in the powerful tone and

animated feeling of a poet or an orator. But never were

such powers and acquirements employed to garnish such a

string of truisms
;
— to tell us that time is always on the

wing ;
— that all human things are transitory ;

because Thebes

and Quinsay have both fallen into ruins "^

;
that the fame of the

greatest of Europeans cannot hope to pass the barrier of the

.Riphean mountains, any more than the glory of" Veneata-

•» Note (QQ.)
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padino Ragium, king of Narsinga," hath sounded through
the cities of the west. Life, he goes on to prove, is vain,

because Homer hkened the race of men to the leaves of tlie

forest; and the patriarchs, who sojourned on earth eight
hundred years, esteemed their time but as a shadow. That

it is miserable, he shows by divers strange instances of dis-

ease, such as of" Feretrina, queen of the Barcseans, whose
flesh turned into maggots and grubs," and of Palaeologus the

Second, emperor of Constantinople,
" whose infirmity, after

a year's continuance, found no other remedy but to be

conlbmally vexed and displeased;
— his wife and servants,

who most desired his health, having no ways to restore it but

by disobedience, still crossing and opposing him in whatever

he most desired." That life must have an end, and all the

beauty and excellency of the body perish ;
that death is

certain, and may come very shortly, he proves not only by
the examples of Adam, Cain, Methuselah, and many other

eminent persons, who have all had the misfortune to die
;

but from the experience of those who attend on the dead,

and witness the change of the body into corruption. By
such considerations as these no man was ever yet moved to

think himself in danger of death; to slight the enticements

of pleasure, or to despise the promises of ambition. He
whose heart and hope are in the present life, is not the less

likely to affix a high value on twenty years of worldly

existence, because some men, who have lived eight hundred

years, could have been content to live on longer. That our

fame cannot reach to Japan or China, is no very appalling
consideration to those who have never contemplated a wider

theatre of glory than Europe or England. And the homage
of a single parish, the applause of a domestic circle, has

ordinarily no less power to excite the ambition or the vanity
of the human heart than the loudest praises of the mightiest
nations. That we must die, and one day be turned into dust,

the miser and the voluptuary are aware already ;
but they

,are considerations of a different and higher nature which

alone have power to prevent either the one or the other

from indulging in those pursuits which enable him to pass

that short time agreeably. Such considerations, indeed,

Taylor was not likely to forget ;
and after eight chapters

filled with the ornaments which I have already described, he
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at length arrives at the end of the world, and the terrible

judgment to which it is a prelude.
Even here, however, though it was impossible for him to

avoid some bursts of sublimity, and though the subject itself

is one which, in its bare enunciation, is sufficient to make
the blood freeze and the ears tingle,

—he has contrived, by
a strange and laboured enumeration of circumstances, some

unfounded on any scriptural authority, some fanciful or

fabulous, some utterly trifling and insignificant, to distract

the attention of his readers as much as possible from the

grander features of the picture,
— the "

melting of the

elements with fervent heat,"— " the coming of the Son

of God in the air, with all his holy angels with him,"—
" the throne of his glory,"

— the "
trumpet of God,"— and

the simple, but awful terms of blessing and cursing.

What commentator on the Revelations, since the time of

Cornelius a Lapide, has believed that the allegorical locusts,

described by St. John, are to be devils in that shape, who,

at the end of the world, shall issue from the bottomless pit ?

Who, that was really and fully impressed with the idea of

all nature expiring in flames, could recollect that the works

of Aristotle and Ulpian would then be consumed, or that the

statue of massy gold, erected by Gorgias the Leontine, {if

not already destroyed,)
" shall perish in this great and general

conflagration?"
— Nor, though the circumstance is, in itself,

picturesque and well imagined, and though abundant use of

it has been made in the hymns and paintings of the Romish

church, will Protestants in general read with much faith or

interest, that " before the Judge shall be borne his standard,

which Chrysostom and divers other doctors affirm shall be

the very cross on which he suffered."

The second book is occupied in speculations on the

glories of heaven and the miseries of hell,— pictures forcibly

and ably drawn, but with much of bad taste, and still more

of presumptuous fancy. Yet the practical observations of

this latter part are far better than any in the preceding;

and, while he expatiates on the glowing allegories employed
in Scripture to express the rewards and punishments of

eternity, as his imagination has a greater and more legiti-

mate scope, so the images which he suggests are less

mingled with trifling circumstances, and more calculated
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to impress the mind of his reader with exalted delight or

terror. On the whole, there are, perhaps, more and greater

faults of style in the "
Contemplations on the State of Man,"

tJian in any of Taylor's other writings ;
but there are also

jt>eauties of description and of illustration, which, out of his

writings, I know not where to find, and which, if he had

written this work alone, would have raised him to no vulgar

height among the divines of the seventeenth century.

Such is, perhaps, the following description of Christ
;

which, if it be too daring for a Christian teacher, is at least

conceived in a tone of high poetical feeling, and which, in

the circumstance of the twofold appearance of the same

divine countenance to the wicked and the good, bears a

strong resemblance to a fine passage in the Kehama of

Mr. Southey f.

" The Saviour of the world shall sit upon a throne of

great majesty; his countenance shall be most mild and

peaceable towards the good, and, though the same, most

terrible towards the bad : out of his sacred wounds shall

issue beams of light towards the just, full of love and

sweetness
;
but unto sinners full of fire and wrath, who shall

weep bitterly for the evils which issue from them. So great
shall be the majesty of Christ, that the miserable damned,
and the devils themselves, notwithstanding the hate they
bear him, shall yet prostrate themselves and adore him, and,
to their greater confusion, acknowledge him for Lord and

God ; and those who have most blasphemed him shall then

bow before him, fulfilling the promises of the eternal Father,
that all things shall be subject unto him.

" This is the end wherein all time is to determine
;
and

this the catastrophe, so fearful unto the wicked, where all

things temporal are to conclude : let us, therefore, take heed

how we use them
; and, that we may use them well, let us

be mindful of this last day, this day of justice and calamity,

this day of terror and amazement
;
the memory whereof will

serve much for the reformation of our lives : let us think of

it, and fear it; for it is the most terrible of all things terrible,

and the consideration most profitable and acceptable, tQ

f Note (SS.)
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cause in us a holy fear of God, and to convert us unto hitn ;

while I live, I will, therefore, ever preserve in my memory
this day of terror, that I may hereafter enjoy security for

the whole eternity of God. Above all things, I will keep
before my eyes the last of all days ;

and all the moments
of my life I will think, and for ever think of eternity ^"

The " Christian Consolations" were originally written, as

we are informed by the publisher in his preface, for the

private use of a noble and excellent Lady, probably Anne,

daughter of Sir Heneage Finch, and wife of his patron
Edward Lord Conway, of whose benevolence and piety we
read much in the writings of the excellent Henry More.

She appears, from some parts even of his eulogium, and

still more, from different slight circumstances mentioned of

her in the Rawdon Papers*, to have been a woman of con-

siderable powers of mind, and of a high and seraphical

devotion, but credulous and low-spirited, suffering under

continued ill-health, and indulging more than her husband

seems to have patiently endured, in the privileges and fears

of a hypochondriac invalid, and the austere retirement of a

religious votary ;
a zealous pupil, at one period of her life,

of the sublime absurdities of cabalistic Platonism ;
at

another the confiding patient of the miraculous Greatraiks,

and, at length, entirely surrounded by Quakers and

enthusiasts of a yet wilder character. To such a person
the Consolations which Taylor could offer might have been

abundantly necessary and valuable : and, in fact, there is

none of his works better calculated to bind up, with rational

and warrantable comfort, the wounds of an afflicted spirit,

and to confirm a weak and wavering one in the safe and
authentic path of faith and duty.

The treatise begins with stating the necessity of applying
comfort rather than terror to those who are really impressed
with a deep sense of the solemn truths of Christianity, and
with shortly laying down the sources whence Christian

comfort may be derived, from faith, from hope, from the

graces of the Holy Ghost, from prayer, and the two sacra-

ments. All these, as conducing to our present happiness

' Vol. iii. pp. 479—481. fNote(TT.)
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as well as holiness, he discusses in five chapters, none of

them distinguished by the glowing beauties of some of his

other productions, but all sensible, judicious, and affecting.
The following passage is interesting, not only from its

own merit, but as in some respects (in all essential respects,

indeed,) differing from the language which he would have

held when he wrote the " Doctrine of Repentance." The
Christian Consolations, it may be observed, was one of

Taylor's last compositions.
*' Be merciful unto jut/ sin, for it is great, says David.

This is not the way to deal with mortal judges, when we
stand at their bar : but this is the way to obtain propitiation
from our God. Heal me, fori am sore wounded : cure me, for

I am very sick : be merciful unto my sin, for it is very great !

Zozimus, a Pagan that envied the honour of Constantine

the Great, makes this tale to discredit him in his history :

that Constantine had put his wife Fausta and his son Crispus
to death

;
after which, being haunted with an ill conscience

that gave him no quiet, he sought among the heathen priests

for expiation, and they could give him no peace ;
but he was

told that the religion of Christians was so audacious as ta

promise pardon to all sins, were they never so horrible. Is

not this to conmiend both the emperor and his religion

under the form of a dispraise? For what rest could a

troubled mind attain to from the rites and superstitions of

idol gods? But, in the immense treasure of the price of the

blood of Christ, there is redemption for every sinner that

repents and believes."

Not that he, at any time, forgot the parts and offices of

repentance.
" And beware that you overlook not these multitudes

of sins of the under size, as if little grief or anxiety would

serve for them. Are they not numberless grains of sand?

And may not a weight of too much sand sink down a ship

as soon as a burden of too much iron r The dailiness of sin

must be bewailed with the dailiness of sorrow; and then,

when thou liest down, thou shalt not be afraid : yea, thou

shalt lie down, and thy sleep shall be sweet."

The notions which he, at this time, entertained as to

original sin, are also worth extracting. He is speaking of

the difficulties which oppose us in our way to heaven
;
and
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what be now says sufficiently exculpates him from havrng"

imbibed the error of the Perfectionists.
" These difficulties are either in ourselves or in our

adventure : in ourselves partly through natural imbecility,

partly through contracted impotency. Our natural languor

is that of original contagion, which makes us so weak that

there is none that doth good, no not one. Which is not to

be extenuated, as if the malignity of it might be suppressed

with a little resistance. It is good to know the power of so

strong an enemy, that we may be fortified against it. It is

a root of bitterness never to be digged up out of corrupt

nature: a coal of fire spitting out sparks of temptation

continually, as inward to us as the marrow is in our

bones. Yet there is hope in Christ to slake this fire, though
not utterly, in this life, to quench it. Therefore, since God

is our help against the insurrection of this rebellious sin,

let us be comforted in his help and not in excuses. For we

must not plead our personal maladies and natural incli-

nations, and think that God will take it for an answer and

ask no more. To what purpose are the pourings out of the

spirit, but that what is wickedly inbred from our conception

should be shaken off from the tree, and a better fruit spring

up in its place from the increase of God ?
"

His observations on spiritual influence, on prayer, and

on the sacraments, are all excellent. On baptism he states

that—
"

Spiritual regeneration is that v/hich the Gospel hath

set forth to be the principal correlative of baptism. O happy
it is for us to be born again by water and the Holy Ghost !

For better it were never to be born than not to be born

twice. I have assurance that the spirit is not disjoined

from the water, for Christ's word cannot fail that we shall

be baptized with the Holy Ghost. But ye are washed, hut

ye are sanctified, but ye are justified in the name of the Lord

Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God. There is another cavil

made by some, that, notwithstanding baptism, original sin

remains in us all the days of our life. True, the sin is not

blotted out in the infant; but it is blotted out of the book

of God. And, as actual sins are pardoned for Christ's sake,

yet it cannot be brought to pass that they should never be

done which are done and past, but it is enough that they
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shall not be imputed ;
so original sin cleaves unto us : it is

not cast out, for I feel it in me, but it is remitted."

Enough, however, has already been instanced to show
the value of this long-neglected and almost unknown

manual, of v^^hich one single copy only was known to exist,

in the Bodleian Library, from which the reprint is taken which

appears in the present volume. I will only give two more
extracts. The one is so characteristic of Taylor's manner,
as to be, in itself, almost sufficient to establish the authen-

ticity of the volume.
'* Mark the rain that falls from above, and the same

shower that, dropped out of one cloud, increaseth sundry

plants in a garden, and severally according to the condition

of every plant. In one stalk it makes a rose, in another a

violet, divers in a third, and sweet in all. So the Spirit
works its multiformous effects in several complexions, and
all according to the increase of God."

The other I do not quote as praising or agreeing witli it.

It is a hard, and, I conceive, an unfounded statement of, at

least in one very important instance, the spiritual state of

the heathen. He maintains that neither Jews, nor Maho-

metans, nor Pagans, get any thing by that prayer to which
the promise is made,

"
Ask, and ye shall have."—" Such a

faith as possessed idolaters is not that which impetrates

mercy from God."

Surely the instance, which he himself brings forward, of

Nineveh, is a proof that even idolaters, and ' a fortiori,*

Mahometans and Jews, by prayer and repentance of some of

their most crying sins, may obtain from God very eminent

and illustrious mercies.

His Sermons next offer themselves to our observation,

sixty-four in number, of which all, even those which were

preached on public and political occasions, may be regarded
as in a great degree practical. Of them a less accurate

examination is necessary, inasmuch as no sermons of that

age, perhaps of any other age, are more frequently on the

tables and in the hands of general readers. To praise them

would be idle and unnecessary ;
and their faults, like their

merits, are obvious even to a careless observer. To estimate,

however, those merits sufficiently, it is necessary to bear in

mind the difficulties attendant on this style of composition.
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and the few good models, (besides St. Chrysostom, whom
in many respects he much resembled) which Taylor, at the

commencement of his career, had before him.

It would be a long inquiry, and one which is by no means

necessary to my subject, to enter into the causes of that

remarkable decay of eloquence, which may be said to have

taken its rise among the Greeks and Romans, from the time

at which the usurpation of the Caesars had reduced their

world to the sullen calm of despotism. This deficiency,

beyond a doubt, as it extended to Pagans as well as

Christians, and was felt while Christianity was as yet

politically insignificant, arose from causes distinct from any

peculiar habits of the Christian church.

Yet, so far as this last was concerned, (in which the

popular form of government, and the sermons preached in

their different assemblies, might have led us to expect a dif-

ferent result,) it is evident that the system of homilies, of

which description are most of the addresses of the fathers to

their congregations, though of all others, perhaps, the best

fitted for general edification, was in itself unfavourable to

the exercise of oratorical talent.

A running commentary requires conciseness, and even

abruptness : and the necessity of discussing many dif-

ferent passages in succession, is almost inconsistent with

a connected and lucid chain of argument; with a brilliant

peroration, or a comprehensive exposition of general

principles.

And there were other causes which tend'ed still more to

corrupt the taste of preachers ;
of which the first was that

fondness, derived from the cabbalistic Jews, of detecting
an internal sense in the plainest passages of Scripture ;

and still more, the custom of applying such passages
"
by

way of accommodation," to subjects the most foreign from

their known meaning,—of which a good many instances

may be found in Jerome, in succeeding fathers still more,

and, most of all, in the divines of what are called the dark

ages.

Thus, when Jerome allegorizes, in his epistle to Fabiola'',

the different ornaments of the Jewish high priest into the dif-

•' HieroB. Op. ii, 38. 1. Ed. Fiancof.
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ferent virtues and graces of a Christian; when Athanasius

finds out the penitent thief on his cross in the second verse

of the second chapter of Habakkuk; when Gregory the

Great makes Jericho at once a symbol of the moon and
of our mortal nature, and, above all, when Bernard derives

the word diabolus from " two pockets'," it is difficult

to believe that they can have intended these fancies as

argumentative, or to prove to their hearers any thing but

the talents and acuteness of their teachers. Such, however,
were the favourite ornaments of Christian orators for a long

lapse of ages; and this taste, which of course, by degrees,

degenerated into mere quibbling, was not yet extinct, as we
learn from Echard's Contempt of the Clergy, in England

during the life of Taylor, and prevailed, if we may believe the

author of *'

Fray Gerundio," in Spain at a much later period.

Another cause which materially contributed to detract

from the elegance and eloquence of sermons, was the slavish

subjection under which all Christendom was brought by the

schoolmen, whose dicta were quoted as, in all cases, a

definitive authority, and whose subtle distinctions and

endless subdivisions were, no less than their peculiar and

technical phraseology, made the model of style as well as

the landmarks of intellect.

I am far, indeed, from being inclined to join in an indis-

criminate neglect or ridicule of those laborious and able men,
whose works, to judge from a very small acquaintance with

them, are often models of fair and patient investigation, and

whose errors are rather from their imperfect means of know-

ledge than from any defect in (what they principally pro-

fessed) their mode of arranging knowledge already acquired.
Still farther am I from considering a familiarity with the

forms and principles of logic as otherwise than most

advantageous to whoever would think accurately or ex-

press himself with clearness.

But the unseasonable application and ostentatious pro-
duction of these studies, as the first perplexed an eminent

truth in a multiplicity of insignificant distinctions, so the

second resembled the fault of those unskilful painters who

strip the skins from their figures, that the muscles and

• Note<UU.)
VOL. I. m
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anatomy may be admired. The accuracy of the skeleton

should be traced in the correct proportion of the perfect

limbs
;
the logical precision of the orator should be felt in

the invulnerable nature of his arguments ;
but neither the

bones nor the syllogisms need be exposed to view, in the

finished picture or the finished oration. Yet thus unprofit-

ably minute, thus repulsively scholastic, are by far the

greater part of the most eminent divines from the middle

ages down to the civil war
;
while those others who, like the

Franciscans, the early reformers, and the puritans, found

a more popular style indispensably necessary to their pur-

poses, sought popularity in a homeliness of language and

allusion
;

in a merriment anisapplied, and a robust and

striking, but rustic familiarity with sacred things, which

often impresses us with its vigour and amuses us with its

quaintness ; though, at the present day, no preacher in his

senses would venture on it, nor would any audience endure

it. Even when the usual style of other compositions was sin-

gularly flowing and majestic, these errors of stiffness or

bad taste continued long to cleave to the pulpit ;
and though

the homilies of the church are an early and illustrious

exception, abundant specimens of all the several faults

which I have noticed may be found in most sermons from

the Reformation down to the time of Taylor.
Of these very faults, indeed, though he himself, in his

subsequent works, has almost entirely escaped the con-

tagion, we find, in his earliest Sermon, on the Gunpowder
Treason, some evident traces, though, even here, they
_are blended with and redeemed by merits, which gave

ample promise of the fruit which his maturer years might
supply.

The text is that verse of St. Luke, (chapter ix. verse 54,)

in which the disciples of our Lord ask permission to call

down fire from heaven on the inhospitable Samaritan

villagers. In applying this passage to the event which he

commemorates, he proposes to discuss, first, the persons by
whom, in either case respectively, (that of the instance

recorded in the Gospel and that of the gunpowder con-

spiracy,) the proposition was made to bring destruction on
men of a different religion : secondly, the reasons alleged
for such a proposition : thirdly, the persons to whom the

proposition was made: fourthly, the nature of the pi'opo-
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sition itself: fifthly, the example or precedent which was

pleaded for it.

Here is enough, and more than enough, of the formality
of scholastic arrangement ;

but I fear we shall not find

much of the clearness and accuracy which alone can make
such a formal arrangement valuable. Of these heads, the

greater number are merely solemn trifling, inasmuch as the

answers to them are either too self-evident to admit of

discussion, or too remote in their bearing on the general
course of his argument to be valuable to the purposes of a

logician. The last topic of inquiry, (the example or pre-
cedent of Elias,) which might have been made extremely

interesting and instructive, as involving the same grand
question of religious persecution which Taylor afterwards

discussed so ably, he, in this place, merely notices without

any discussion whatever. In treating of the remainder, and
in comparing the relative situation of the apostles and the

Romish clergy, he is not satisfied with the real point of

similarity in both being professed followers of the Messiah
;

but runs into a string of frigid conceits to show that the

proposal was in both instances of apostolic origin, inasmuch

as, though the immediate contrivers of the powder plot
were laymen, yet the Church of Rome (originally founded

by the apostle Peter,) having allowed and applauded similar

acts of atrocity, had given the first encouragement to such a

project! Taylor may be thought to have forgotten both the

new and the old organon when he quibbled thus egregiously ;

but this was the style of ornament in favour with his age,
of which I have prepared the reader to expect some

instances, and which was, in fact, intended to prove nothing
but the wit and ingenuity of the preacher.

This trifling is, however, mixed up with much graver
and more powerful matter. The proofs which he advances

to show the opinion of the Romish church as to the lega-

lity of deposing and destroying heretical sovereigns,

(from Saunders, vv^ho advised a crusade against them, to

Emanuel Sa, who justified their assassination, and

Mariana, who recommended poison, as the surest means of

accomplishing it,) are, unhappily, but too cogent and con-

clusive. But these are here clearly out of their place, and,

according to his own proposed arrangement, belong more
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properly to the second branch of the inquiry ;
in which,

(after examining and combating the causes alleged by the

Romanists themselves for the atrocious attempt in question,

and the general disaffection of their party, which led them

to it,) he insists, that it is futile to speak of our severities as

having been the occasion of the gunpowder-plot ;
when their

own accursed principles, if not necessarily or universally,

yet naturally and regularly conducted and compelled them,

even as a matter of reason and conscience, to the de-

thronement and destruction, by any and every means, of

heretical sovereigns and senates.

In combating, however, the pretexts for discontent alleged

by the Papists, as arising from the conduct of the English

government towards their sect, the- preacher is not altogether

successful. Thus, the fine imposed on recusants for not at-

tending the public worship of the national church, he endea-

vours to clear from the stain of religious persecution, by

urging that such recusancy could not have proceeded from

religious motives. The Romanists, he observes, had actually

and usually attended the service of the Church of England,
from the first to the eleventh year of Queen Elizabeth, when

Pius the Fifth sent forth his bull for the excommunication

and dethronement of that princess.
"

It is plain," he argues,
•* that religion did not make them absent themselves from

our churches, unless they had changed their religion since

the bull came over. For, if religion could consist with

their communicating with us before the bull, (as it is plain
it did,) then why not after the bull, unless it be part of their

religion to obey the Pope rather than God, command-

ing us to obey our prince ?"

This is, surely, a quibble unworthy both of the cause and

its advocate. Taylor knew perfectly well that it is a part of

the religion of the sect in question to deny that God has

given to the temporal prince any power whatever,
*'

circa

res sacras," and to believe that all authority of this kind,

under God, was centered in the Pope alone. And he must
have perceived that, though they might lawfully attend the

ordinances of the national religion, so long as that religion
was tolerated or not condemned by the Pope ;

and though,
in acting thus, they showed a laudable desire to obey their

temporal sovereign as far as possible, yet, when the king and
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the Pope issued contrary mandates on such subjects, they
were bound by their religion to obey the latter rather than

the former. The question was not, whether they acted

reasonably in receiving and maintaining such an article

of faith,
— but whether this was an article of faith for acting

on which they were punished ; and, this being certain, it is

altogether as certain that the mulct imposed on the popish
recusants was, to all intents and purposes,

*'

soul-money,"
and liable, as such, to all the unanswerable objections which

Taylor has himself elsewhere brought forward against the

principle of persecution for conscience sake.

He is more fortunate, however, in his apology for the

severities denounced against the publishers of the bull in

question, and against the toleration of the Romish priests in

a land whose tranquillity their daily conduct menaced. The

publication of the bull was evidently seditious, and what
no sovereign could endure without virtually renouncing the

sovereignty. The priests were the avowed agents of a foreign
and hostile potentate, and had already begun those practices

against the authority and life of the queen, which were only
rendered more atrocious by the fact that they were many of

them her native subjects. And, in the exposure which fol-

lows of the language held, the doctrines sanctioned, and the

line of conduct pursued by the Romish hierarchy towards

Elizabeth and other princes similarly situated, the author

may be said to have almost justified the severe reprobation
with which he winds up this part of his discourse, that *' so

far from its being strange that their people call for fire to

consume the Protestants, it would be rather a wonder if

they did not ;" and that,
"

although it be no rare or

unusual a thing for a Papist to be, de facto, loyal and

duteous to his prince, yet it is a wonder he is so, since

such doctrines have been taught by such masters."

In considering the persons to whom the contrivers of the

plot intrusted their intentions, their confessors, namely, and

spiritual guides, he discusses at some length, and with

great learning and acuteness, the question of how far those

confessors were bound to conceal or disclose the horrible

secret communicated to them. He maintains, first, that the

conmiunication made to Garnet did not come under the cha-

racter of a confession at all in the ecclesiastical sense of the
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term
;
inasmuch as it was not the acknowledgment of a sin

already passed and then repented of, but the proposition of a

measure prospectively determined on, which the propounders
did not regard as sinful, but on the expediency of which they

consulted their spiritual guides ;
and which, notwithstanding

the contrary opinion of those guides, they still continued to

meditate. It was allowable, therefore, in Garnet and his

brethren, even on their own principles ; and, if allowable, it

was, on every principle of justice and charity, incumbent on

them to disclose the crime which they had no other means

of preventing.
But this is not all : for, secondly, he examines into the

antiquity and authority of that rule which they pretend for

the inviolable secrecy and sanctity of confession ;
and proves

most triumphantly, from the admission of the best casuists

of their own sect, that there are certain cases in which con-

fessions may and must be divulged : as, where it is necessary

to prevent an incestuous marriage ;
to bring to light a lurk-

ing heresy ;
or where the penitent himself allows the confes-

sor to reveal his secret. But treason, he argues, is, at least,

as criminal and dangerous as incest or heresy ; and, if the

permission of the individual dispenses with the oath of the

priest, much more will this be the effect of the prior relation

in which both priest and penitent stand to the nation of

which they are members, and the sovereign to whom they
owe allegiance. And, in the particular case of treason, he

shows that, both in France and at Rome, it has been usual

and always accounted allowable to reveal such confes-

sions as involved the death of the sovereign. And that the

obligation to keep all confession secret, rests, in fact, on no

other or stronger sanction than that which binds every good
man to conceal, in ordinary cases, a secret imparted to him,

he shows, by the ancient practice of both the Eastern and

Western Churches. Both these, he observes, not only

authorized, but, in some instances, enjoined the priest to

reveal to the whole congregation whatever more crying sins

had been, under this seal, communicated to him. He

proves that it was, at one time, esteemed the duty of the

confessor to impart to the church all the transgressions
which thus came to his knowledge ;

and that the decree of

St. Leo, which relaxed this inconvenient obligation, ex-
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tended no farther than to permit and enjoni the priest, at his

discretion, to keep some sins secret,
"

lest men, out of in-

ordinate love to themselves, should rather refuse to be

washed than buy their purity with so much shame." He
concludes, therefore, that the confessors of Digby and his

associates were bound, on every principle of their own

canons, and of general Christianity, to divulge the meditated

treason.

The rest of the sermon is occupied in descanting on the

nature and enormity of the destruction which was contem-

plated, and he concludes with a pathetic exhortation to

thankfulness and piety.

Of the affectation and frigid pedantry which pervaded
most of the writings of that age, and from which Taylor, in

his subsequent works, to a great degree emancipated him-

self, several instances may be found in this sermon. Some-
times the preacher indulges himself in the use of foreign
terms and modish barbarisms, such as no judicious orator

would introduce into a solemn or pathetic composi-
tion.

" There is fire in the text," he tells us,
" consum-

ing fire, like that whose antevorta we this day commemo-
rate." After the coming of the Messiah, the spirit

of Elias is said to be " out of date ;" and in the Jesuits,
" we may quickly find out more than a pareil for St. James

and St. John, the Boanerges of the text." Such terms as

these have neither the homely vigour of colloquial English,
nor the pomp and gravity of derivatives from the learned

languages :
—

they were, in their day, the mere cant of

travelled foppery, and were the last remnants of that Baby-
lonish euphuism, which, from the example of the court, had

infected the language of the bar, the parliament, and the

pulpit.

Sometimes, in his attempt, (a very needless one,) to

exaggerate the enormity of the transaction, he lays a stress

on circumstances in themselves merely indifferent. If a

base and cowardly destruction of the whole nobility of

a country were resolved on, it mattered little or nothing by
what agent their death was to be effected. Taylor, however,

is of a different opinion, and makes it a leading aggravation
of the crime of the conspirators, that they designed to

employ so devilish an agent as gunpowder. 'Ihe apostles.
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he tells us,
" would have had their fire from heaven, but these

men's conversation was not there ! Ta KaruOtv, things from

beneath, from an artificial hell, but breathed from the

natural and proper, were in all their thoughts !" Some-

times the preacher is facetious — " If his Holiness be

wronged in the business, I have no hand in it. The speech
was avouched for as authentic by the approbation of three

doctors. Let them answer it. I wash my hands of the

accusation."— Again:
"

If to their anathemas they add

some faggots of their own and gunpowder, 'tis odds but we

may be consumed indeed !"

There are other passages, however, far more in the usual

and appropriate style of Taylor, and which should abun-

dantly redeem this earliest of his writings from indiscrimi-

nate neglect or censure. That cause, he says, bore a fair

excuse, which moved James and John to a wrath so incon-

siderate.
"

It would have disturbed an excellent patience
to see Him whom, but just before, they beheld transfigured
in a glorious epiphany upon the mount, to be so neglected

by a company of hated Samaritans as to be forced to keep
his vigils where nothing but the welkin should have been

his roof, nor any thing to shelter his precious head from

the descending dews of heaven."— " When first," he

shortly afterwards observes,
" when first I considered they

were apostles, I wondered that they should be so intem-

perately angry. But, when I perceived they were so

angry, I wondered not that they sinned. Not the pri-

vilege of an apostolical spirit, not the nature of angels, not

the condition of immortality, can guard from the danger of

sin ; but, if we are over-ruled by passion, we almost

subject ourselves to its necessity. It was not, therefore

without reason, that the Stoics affirmed wise men to be
void of passions; for, sure I am, the inordination of any
passion is the first step to folly. And, although of them,
as of vvaters of a muddy residence, we may make good
use, and quench our thirst, if we do not trouble them;

yet, upon any ungentle disturbance, we drink down mud
instead of a clear stream, and the issues of sin and sorrow,
certain consequents of a temerarious or inordinate anger."

In the conclusion, after instancing
" the sacrilegious

ruins of the neighbouring temples, which must needs have
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perished in the flame,"— " the disturbing the ashes of our

entombed kings, devouring their bodies like sepulchral

dogs ;" and observing that " these are but minutes in respect
of the ruin prepared for the living temples," he proceeds:

"
Stragem sed istam non tiilit

Christns, cadentum principum

Impiine, ne forsan sui

Patris perirct fabrica.

"
Ergo quae potnit lingua retexere

Laudes, Christe, tuas, qui domitum struis,

Intidum populum cum duce perfido''."

*' Let US, then, return to God the cup of thanksgiving,
he having poured forth so largely to us of the cup of sal-

vation !
—We cannot want wherewithal to fill it. Here is

matter enough for an eternal thankfulness, for the expression
of which a short life is too little; but let us here begin our

hallelujahs, hoping to finish them hereafter, where the many
choirs of angels will fill the concert '."

On this first production of Jeremy Taylor's abilities I

Ijave bestowed a large, and what may seem perhaps to some,
a disproportionate share of notice. But it is his first produc-
tion. Its very faujts belong to the history of the time, and in-

crease our respect for his subsequent and more illustrious

labours
;
and the topics which it discusses are of no slight

or transient importance; but have reference to disputes
of which we are not likely to see the end, to principles

which, in every age of the church, are important. And,

though his style had not yet received its full polish, and

though his arguments are, in some instances, not well copr

cocted, the facts which he has collected in the history and

philosophy of religion are such as to mark his Sermon on

the Gunpowder Treason for one of the most important and

powerful attacks on the Jesuits and the Romish hierarchy.
This sermon, which at first appeared separately, was

never, I believe, reprinted by Taylor during his life-time.

His next publication of the same kind was a collection of

fifty-two Sermons, described as "
aYearly Course," or Ewawroj,

divided into two volumes, for the winter and summer half

'' Note (I.)
' Vol. vi. p. 625.
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years ;
of which that was first published which now stands

last in order. Why he thus denominated them I am at

a loss to conjecture ; since, with the exception of two

Sermons for Whitsunday, and three on the Advent of Christ

to Judgment, there are none which, either by text or matter,

are more adapted to one day than another; while even

the solemn festivals of Christmas, Easter, and Trinity, are

passed over without any particular notice. Nor is this

deficiency supplied by any of the sermons in the supple-
ment; these are, with three exceptions which might have

been preached at any time, preached on different local

topics, or before different public bodies
;
but none of them

are for those days when an appropriate composition is

ordinarily called for by the practice of the Church of Eng-
land. The cause of this singularity I cannot conjecture. If

he had not named Whitsunday, it might have been ascribed

to a necessary compliance with the prejudices of the faction

then in power, whose aversion from all such ecclesiastical

distinction of days is sufficiently known to have been exces-

sive. But, when one festival of the Church was named,
it could have, in this respect, availed him nothing to pass
over the others in silence ;

and in his other writings he has

paid no such respect to the prejudices of his contempo-
raries. I own, I regret the want of some such discourses in

the present collection
; because, with Taylor's peculiar

talent for whatever is picturesque or poetical in religion, we

might have anticipated from him some very splendid

displays of oratory and pathos, when discussing those awful

images of power, of mercy, aud of suffering, which the

return of days like these is intended to recal more forcibly.

And when it is recollected how greatly we have most of us

been affected, by the conformity observed between the day
and its devotions

;
the Scriptures read, and the sermons

preached on such occasions, we may well conceive to how

good purpose these advantages must have been em-

ployed by the impassioned and affectionate eloquence of

Jeremy Taylor.
Nor is this the only circumstance which may, at first,

surprise us. It may still more excite our wonder that such

sermons as these should have been addressed to any but

an audience exclusively academical. An university alone.
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and an university of no ordinary erudition, appears the fitting

theatre for discourses crowded, as these are, with quotations
from the classics and the fathers

;
with allusions to the most

recondite topics of moral and natural philosophy ;
with illus-

trations drawn from all the arts and sciences, and from

history ancient and modern, clothed in a language rich and

harmonious, indeed, beyond all contemporary writers, but

abounding in words of foreign extraction, and in unusual

applications of those which are of native origin. Nor should

I have hesitated to conclude, that most of Taylor's sermons

had been really composed and intended only for an acade-

mical audience, had not the author himself informed us,

in his title-page and his dedication to Lord Carbery, that

they were preached at Golden Grove, to the family and

domestics of his patron ; or, at most, to a few gentlemen
and ladies of that secluded neighbourhood, and to as many
of the peasantry on the estate as could understand English.
It is true, perhaps, that in those days a learned style of

preaching was not only more frequently affected by divines,

but more generally popular with their auditories than it

has been during the last century ;
and that they who could

least understand a sermon, were not, therefore, the least

ready to applaud it. The popularity of some preachers has

descended to our times, who seem to have had scarcely

any other stock in trade than a quantity of good and suffi-

cient Greek and Hebrew quotations ; while, on the other

hand, the simplicity and unaffected plainness of the ad-

mirably learned Pocock was regarded, by the rustics of

his parish, as a proof that,
'*

though a kind and neighbourly

man, he was no Latinist." Taylor, however, had no need of

such arts, and was by far too conscientious to employ them.

He was too good, as well as too wise
;
too earnestly intent

on amending the hearts and saving the souls of his hearers,

to have amused their ears with that which could not reach

their understanding ;
and I am therefore much inclined to

believe, that, in preparing his sermons for the press, he

materially changed them from the compositions which he had

delivered to his rustic auditory in South Wales
; or, that

they had really been, in the first instance, designed for

the university pulpit ;
and that, when preaching them at

Golden Grove, he had recourse to such extemporaneous
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omissions or alterations as suited the abilities and cir-

cumstances of his congregation.
Such omissions or alterations would, in fact, leave the

essential merits of the discourse in a great measure unim-

paired. The tenor of its reasoning would remain unbroken,

though the recondite illustrations were withdrawn. Those

illustrations and images which, as is the case with no

small number in Taylor's works, are borrowed from natural

objects, would produce a yet more powerful effect in

proportion as those objects were familiar to his hearers.

The practical wisdom of his counsels
;

his awful denun-

ciations of God's judgments against sin ; his admirable topics
of consolation to the penitent ;

his affectionate earnestness,

and his yet more persuasive piety, would lose none of their

power if delivered in more homely language ;
and those

persons are mistaken, who apprehend that a congregation
in the humble ranks of life are unequal to the task of follow-

ing up the most accurate chain of reasoning, if conveyed in

words of which they know the meaning. To lay down a

general rule for the selection of such a popular language is

not, indeed, very easy ;
but it will be found, for the most

part, that words of Saxon or Teutonic derivation, as they are

more forcible and expressive to all English ears, so to an

uninstructed English ear they are usually far more intel-

ligible than those terms, (however familiar to the educated

part of the nation,) which are of French or Latin origin.
But whatever the sermons of Taylor may have been,

as delivered from the pulpit and to a miscellaneous or vulgar

auditory, it is certain that, as essays for the closet, and

as intended for those into whose hands they usually fall, few

compositions can be named so eminently distinguished

by fancy, by judgment, by learning, and by powers of rea-

soning; few, where the mind is so irresistibly allured, if not

to agree with the author, at least to think well of him
; or

where so much luxuriance of imagination, and so much
mellowness of style, are made the vehicles of divinity so

sound, and holiness so practical. Those persons will, in fact,

be much deceived, (they may be, perhaps, deceived to their

own infinite advantage,) who take up his sermons as a book
of amusement only ;

in which little is to be found but quaint

singularities of expression, and pedantic, though brilliant and
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characteristic ornament. As little will those do justice to

their merits, who draw back from their perusal in the ex-

pectation of finding precepts too rigid and ascetic for our

nature or the general frame of society ; the dicta of one

who had forgotten or never experienced the temptations
of the world, or the inexpediency of laying down an imprac-
ticable measure of duty. No writer, with whose works I am

acquainted, has spoken more wisely, or with a greater know-

ledge of the human heart
;
none more moderately, or (except

in those particulars where the souls of men are really endan-

gered,) more indulgently, than Taylor in his Eviauro^ ; and,

while his sermons on "
Godly Fear

"
lay bare with a need-

ful and scrupulous austerity the ruinous self-deceptions of a

pretended repentance, and of that transient sorrow for sin or

its consequences, which too many mistake for amend-

ment, no writer has given a more just and beautiful picture

of the goodness and gentleness of ovu' Almighty Parent,

than may be found in his discourses on the Miracles of the

Divine Mercy "'." Of the rest, the '• House of Feasting," and

the "
Marriage Ring," are perhaps the most characteristic,

and distinguished by the greatest liveliness of fancy ; while a

very curious and difficult question is acutely and profit-

ably discussed in the sermon on " the Entail of Curses."

And, (though some of his positions are here, as on former

occasions, laid down with too great and unqualified severity,)

many awful and alarming truths are powerfully expressed,
where he is treating of what he considers " The Invalidity

of a Death-bed Repentance." Of all, the most likely to

be practically useful are, perhaps, the two on "
the Flesh

and the Spirit," and those on the " Growth of Sin, and the

several Estates of Sinners." All, however, may be read

with profit ; and, by a man of genius, none can be read with-

out delio;ht and admiration.

To the EviauTog the Asxag kfj-QoXifxaiot; appeared as a supple-

ment, several years after, with a Dedication to the high-
minded and stately Dutchess of Ormond

; who, though pro-

fuse in her expenses, and haughty in her demeanour, was

fond of religious reading, and really endowed with many
distinguished and some amiable qualities. It consists, (1),

" Vol. V. p. 90.; Vol. vi. p, 168. et lU-q.
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of three Sermons on subjects referring to general practice,

preached in Christ Church, Dublin, but adapted to any
occasion and to any well-informed audience. (2). Three

Sermons on Public Occasions, already spoken of, at an

Episcopal Consecration, before the Irish Parliament, and

before the University of Dublin
; (3.) Two Funeral Sermons,

on the Death of the Primate, and on that of the Countess of

Carbery; and, (4.) Two, to the Clergy of his Diocese,

on the duties of the Christian Ministry. They are followed,

in the present edition, by his first published sermon, and by
the Funeral Sermon in Memory of Sir George Dalstone. Of

these, the Sermons preached before the Parliament and the

University of Dublin have been sufficiently noticed, as well

as the Funeral Sermon on Archbishop Bramhall : they are

parts, indeed, of Taylor's public life, and could not, without

impropriety, be separated from it. For the rest, those

preached at the Funerals of Lady Carbery and Sir George
Dalstone, are remarkable not only for the beauty of their

language and imagery, (in which respect the former is

not surpassed by any of his most elaborate productions,) but

for the powerful and persuasive manner in which, while

rendering due honour to the dead, they warn and instruct

the living, and improve the moments of grief and serious

thought to the lasting advantage of their hearers.

In other compositions of a similar character, we often find

the main body of the discourse engrossed by a laboured

panegyric ;
while the religious lesson is crowded into a

narrow corner, and treated as an accessary only. Such

funeral sermons as these can lay claim to no further merit

than belongs to a hatband or a mourning-ring,
— mere testi-

monies of respect and regret, in which the friends of the

deceased alone are concerned
;
or which have, at best, no

general value but what arises from the material or the work-

manship.
But in the labours of Taylor, the foremost place was

always given to the glory of God and the salvation of his

hearers. From the death of his patroness, he takes occa-

sion, (in the first instance, and before he describes her

virtues,) to enlarge, in a strain of moving eloquence, on

the uncertainty of life, and the method of enabling ourselves

to meet death hopefully. And his account of Sir George
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Dalstone is introduced by an able and interesting inquiry
on the sources whence the heathen obtained their knovvledsfe

of a life to come
;
on the usual lot of holy men in the

present life
;
and on the abode and condition of the soul

between death and the resurrection.

The two Sermons on the " Minister's Duty in Life and

Doctrine," may yet call for some observations
;
inasmuch

as, in the first of these, while enforcing, with much earnest

and awful eloquence, the paramount necessity of personal
holiness in the clergy, he has been hurried to a length incon-

sistent with sound reason, with the analogy of Scripture and
the usual faith of Christians.

After magnifying, in a strain which is not unusual with

him, the dignity of the ministerial office, by the consideration

that, as Christians in general are chosen and sanctified from

the world, so the clergy are chosen and sanctified from the

general body of Christians, he urges, with great force and

justice, that,—
"

If, of every one of the Christian congregation, God

expects a holiness that mingles with no ^ unclean thing;"— " If he accepts of none of the people, unless they have

within them the conjugation of all the Christian graces;"
—

** If he hath made them lights in the world, and salt of the

earth, to enlighten others with their good example, and

to teach them and invite them by holy discourses and wise

counsels ;"
—" What is it, think ye, or with what words is it

possible to express what God requires of you? They are to

be examples of good life to one another ;
but you are to

be examples even of the examples themselves"."

This is as true as it is eloquent and awful. He also urges,
with great reason, that a wicked life is the greatest impe-
diment to the success of any man's ministry ;

inasmuch

as his bad conscience is a continued reproof of his own

teaching, and his bad example a no less continued dissuasive

to his people's learning. Him, therefore, who teaches what

he does not practise, he describes as "
sitting in the chair of

the scornful ;" as "
mocking God, and mocking the people ;"

as "
destroying the benefits of the people, and diminishing

the blessino;s of God."'O^

" Vol. vi. p. 490,
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What follows, however, is of more doubtful character :

" This is but the least evil : there is yet much worse behind.

A wicked minister cannot, with success and benefit, pray
for the people of his charges."

— " This is the priest's oflfice;

and if the people lose the benefits of this, they are undone."
— ** What, then, do you think will be the event of those

assemblies, where he mat presents the prayers of all the

people, is hateful to God r Will God receive the oblation

that is offered to him by an impure hand
;
and can we hope

that the minister who, with wrath, and doubting, and covet-

ousuess, presents the people's prayers, that even those

intercessions shall pierce the clouds and ascend the mercy-

seat, and descend with a blessing?"
—-" The ecclesiastical

order is bv Christ appointed to minister his Holy Spirit

to the people ;
the priests in baptism, and the holyeucharist,

and prayer, and intercession
;
the bishop in all these, and in

ordination beside, and in confirmation, and in solemn bless-

ing. Now, then, consider what will be the event of this

without effect : Can he minister the Spirit, from whom
the Spirit of God is departed "?" &c.

It is hardly necessary to point out the inconsistency of

such a statement with the doctrine laid down by the Church

of England in her 26th article, or with all our usual notions

of the justice and mercy of that God, who can never, it

may be presumed, allow the devotions of his people to be

vitiated by offences over which they have no control, and

for which they have no remedy.
Of this, Taylor himself seems sensible, when he admits

that,
" without his own fault, no man shall perish ;" that,

" He that says amen, if he heartily desire what the other per-

functorily and with his lips only utters, not praying with his

heart and with the acceptabilities of a good life, the amen

shall be more than all the prayer, and the people shall prevail

for themselves when the priest could not p."

The misfortune is, that he speaks of this aid and comfort

of the Holy Ghost, which the believing assistant shall ob-

tain, notwithstanding the sins of his priest, as something
*'

extraordinary
" and "

irregular ;" as if God, in this case.

o Vol. vi, p. 497. P Ibid. p. 501.
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"did his work alone;" as if the Spirit came "in ways of his

own, and prevented the external rites and prepossessed the

hearts of his servants," while the people became, under such

circumstances, their own priests, and got
"
nothing or but

very little by the ministration of their minister ;" or even, as

he elsewhere expresses it,
" the prayers of innocent people,

being presented by an ungracious minister and intercessor,
were very much hindered in prevailing."

Now, it is plain that this principle, if carried to its full

but legitimate extent, would overturn all church government
whatever; since, if the people get

"
nothing or but very

little from the ministry of the priest," there can be no
reason for attending on that ministry. Every man who
found, or fancied he found, some human frailty in the "

angel
of his congregation," would be justified in withdrawing
from a place where " his prayers were very much hindered

in prevailing." And if, under such circumstances,
" them-

selves also become priests unto God," it is evident that their

solitary devotions, or devotion offered by them in conventicles,

would be so far from schismatical, that they would be in the

likeliest course to be accepted. If this had been true, the

Israelites would have done well in "
abhorring the offering

of the Lord," when Hophni and Phineas ministered at his

altar
;
which yet, we find, was so far from being the case,

that it was charged as an additional sin on these profane

sacrificers, that "
they made the Lord's people to transgress.'"

" The Scribes and Pharisees," said our Lord,
"

sit in Moses'

seat
;
whatsoever therefore they say unto you, that do and

observe, but after their works do ye not."

The truth is, that Taylor has strangely confounded the

personal with the ojflcial character of the minister; that

character by which he is himself to stand or fall, with that

which he possesses as the appointed instrument of God's

mercies, and in consequence of the covenant between

Christ and the whole cono;reo;ation of the faithful. The

personal and private prayers of a wicked priest must, cer-

tainly, fail of their effect, or bring down a curse instead of

a blessing. But his puljlic and ministerial prayers are not

his own, but those of the great body of his constituents,

which he, in their names, and as their organ, offers to God
;

while, on the other hand, the spiritual graces which he

VOL. I. n
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conveys in the sacrament are not his own, (perhaps he may
have no share in them) but the bounty of God, of which he

is the \inworthy channel.

It is, indeed, most true that the priest is bound to pray for

the people not only publicly but privately, not only in his offi-^

cial but also in his personal capacity. And as, in the discharge
of his ministerial function, he prays on his own behalf as well

as theirs, the obligation is most powerful which rests on those

of our profession, so to frame our lives that our devotion

may be acceptable. The fervent prayer of any righteous
man availeth much, and the public service of the church may
avail the more when he who pronounces it is one whom the

Almighty hears with favour. But though the prayers of the

whole body may gain force, from the intercessions of a holy

minister, they cannot be supposed to lose their proper

efficacy, though the congregation should be less fortunate

in their prolocutor.
I admit that in all cases where the people are in any

degree answerable for their minister's guilt, they are likely

to derive no advantage from his ministry. If he has

departed from the church, and they support him in his

schism
; if, knowing his life or doctrine to be scandalous,

they elect him in the first instance as their functionary ;
or

if they refuse or neglect to complain of him to those superiors
who have power to correct or displace him, the sin is theirs

as well as his, and they have reason to fear that such

answers only will be given to their prayers as petitions

usually receive when sent by an obnoxious messenger.
But, where the people have no knowledge of the crime,

or can obtain no redress or abatement of the scandal
;
when

the function is not only public, but recognised by God's
word and the authority of ecclesiastical superiors, that

cannot be imputed to them as a fault which is only their

great misfortune : nor can the mutual communication of

prayer and grace be impeded by the unworthiness of the

channel, any more than the bad character of a public carrier

can vitiate the letters which pass through his hands. In the

instance already mentioned, Hannah prayed and was

accepted, though the sacrificers were sons of Belial.

Nor can it be said with truth that, where no remedy is to

be had, the people
"
get nothing or very little" by attendance
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on the ministry of a wicked person. Through his ministry

they may, surely, obtain the ordinary means of grace,
*• the

sacraments generally necessary to salvation :" they may
offer up their prayers, through his ministry, under the

circumstances to which a peculiar blessing and the especial

presence of Christ is promised. The very unworthiness o£

theirelder may be improved into an opportunity of exercising
their faith, their obedience, and their charity ;

their faith, as

relying on God alone for the performance of his gracious

promises ;
their obedience, as complying with the com-

manded rite under discouraging and disgusting circum-

stances
;
their charity, as bearing with their brother's faults,

as praying with him, and for him. But while such as these

may, by God's grace, reap grapes from thorns and figs from

thistles,
"
they who have preached to them," (to use Taylor's

own words,)
" shall have the curse of Hananeel and the

reward of Balaam, the wages of unrighteousness. But thus

it was, when the wise men asked the doctors where Christ

should be born; they told them right; but the wise men
went to Christ and found him

;
and the doctors sate still

and went not."

The rest of the first discourse, and the whole of the

second, are unexceptionable in point of theology; and, in

piety, learning, eloquence, and good sense, are admirable.

Nothino; can be more awful than the manner in which he

concludes his first Sermon, with a description of the labour,

the difficulty, the danger, and, on the other hand, the blessed-

ness of the ministerial office
;
with a warning that many

things are lawful for the people which are scandalous in the

clergy, and that the common life of the one must exceed the

piety of the other.
"
Remember," he exclaims to his

clerical hearers
;

" Remember your dignity to which Christ

hath called you!"
" Shall such a man as 1 flee?" said the

brave Eleazar,
—*'

shall the stars be darkness,—shall the

ambassadors of Christ neglect to do their king honour,—
shall the glory of Christ do dishonourable and inglorious

actions ?"
" Ye are the glory of Christ,*' saith St. Paul

;

" remember that ! I can say no greater thing ;
unless pos-

sibly this may add some moments for your care and caution,

that *

potentes potenter cruciabuntur"!!'"

It was thus that Taylor pressed on the consciences

< Vol. vi. p. 506.
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of his brethren,
" not only to be innocent and void of

offence, but also to be holy; not only pure, but shining;

not only to be blameless, but to be didactic in your lives ;

that as, by your Sermons, you preach in season, so, by

your lives, you may preach out of season, that is, at all

iseasons, and to all men, that they, seeing your good works,

may glorify God, on your behalf and on their own !"

His second Sermon, on the Doctrine of Ministers, may
surprise a modern divine by the little remembered names of

those authors whose commentaries he recommends, and

whose works are now of no frequent occurrence in any but

college libraries. There are not many scholars of the present

day who owe very many or very great obligations to
" Sixtus

Senensis,"—to " the excellent book of Hugo de Sancto

Victore,"
—to " the Prolegomena of Serarius,"—** Andreas

Hyperius,"
— or the "

Hypotoposes of Martinus Cantipra-
tensis." It may excite, also, some surprise that no English
work is named, and that those of Erasmus, Castellio,

Melancthon, and Grotius, are passed over in silence. Those

will be, however, agreeably disappointed, who anticipate,

from the honour paid to these obsolete writers, an obsolete,

and, for modern times, an unprofitable rationale of doctrine.

No work that 1 am acquainted with displays more sound

and enlarged views of scriptural interpretation : in none of

equal length are so many useful hints afforded for the choice

of subjects;
—the avoiding of useless controversies;— the

inculcation of truth in the manner least likely to provoke

hostility;
— the deference to authority which a Christian

teacher should always display ;
—and the avoiding of all

such topics as " serve a temporal end," or blend " a design
of state" with religion.

But for these I must refer my readers to the discourses

themselves, convinced that I shall be well entitled to their

thanks, if 1 have now first introduced them to their notice.

I have, indeed, been the more exact in noticing their single

error, on account of their numerous excellencies, and because
I was unwilling that a misapprehension of so much import-
ance should pass current under the authority of such a

writer, or that it should derogate from the utility of what I

conceive to be one of his ablest and most useful com-

positions.^

• Note (WW.>
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Of the second class of his writings, namely, the Theolo-

gical, the earhest in date is the Defence of Episcopacy,

pubHshed in 1642, soon after the king's retirement to

Oxford. In gracefulness of diction, in richness of imagery,
and in that warmth and kindliness of feeling which is in a

great measure Taylor's peculiar characteristic, it is inferior,

as might well be expected, to such of his writings as relate

immediately to morals or devotion. It is also less meta-

physical, in the highest sense of the term, less distinguished

by enlarged views of the human mind, and the limits between

circumstantials and essentials, than the Rule of Conscience

or the Liberty of Prophesying.
But it is, at least, a specimen of manly and moderate

disputation; of a variety of learning, such as, even in that

learned age, few other writers have brought to bear upon
the same subject; and of a style vigorous and elastic,

which, both in taste and energy, leaves far behind it the

greater number of contemporary theologians, and only
falls short of that which few, indeed, have equalled, the

sustained and majestic harmony of Hooker's Ecclesiastical

Polity.

Of the arguments, however, which he has advanced in

favour of an institution which, through life, he regarded
with more than common veneration, there are not many
which strike me as new

; and, in the few particulars where

he has taken a different ground from that generally occupied

by the assertors of episcopal government, I am not sure that

he has been fortunate.

He sets out with asserting the absolute necessity that some

form of church government should be found laid down in

Scripture ;
an assertion of precisely the same kind with that

which was maintained by the Puritans in the reign of Eliza-

beth, and which was so ably refuted by Hooker in the third

book of his immortal work already referred to. The reasons,

indeed, on which Taylor rests his position are as unsound

as the position itself is, prima facie, questionable.
"

If," he

urges,
" for our private actions and duties oeconomical, they

will pretend a text, I suppose it will not be thought possible

Scripture should make default in assignation of the public

government, insomuch as all laws intend the public and the
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general directly, the private and the particular by conse-

quence only and comprehension within the general'."

But this argument, if it proves any thing, will prove too

much, and will send us to our Bibles for the model not only

of ecclesiastical but of civil regimen ;
inasmuch as the cases

are both the same, and, in both, the presumption, if there

were any, would be equal, that the general good should be

provided for before the individual. We find, however, in

fact, that, while the duties of individuals are marked out, in

both the Old and New Testament, in the broadest characters

and with the most scrupulous care, those individuals are left

entirely to themselves and the decision of their own reason

as to the manner in which they are to unite into nations or

clans for mutual protection, and as to the persons and

powers of those public functionaries whom they are to

appoint as guardians of the general happiness and deciders

of private differences. The truth is, that, however we may
deceive ourselves with the term of an imaginary public,

whom we dress up in the attributes of a real personage,
and to whom we ascribe, in common speech, an existence

and an interest distinct from those individuals of whom it

is, in fact, only the collective name, no wise lawgiver will

attempt to separate public from private happiness and virtue,

or expect to obtain an aggregate of prosperity any otherwise

than by consulting the prosperity of those individuals of

whom that aggregate is made up. The moral laws, accord-

ingly, (to which Taylor would hardly have denied a prece-
dence over all other institutions,) not incidentally or

mediately, but in the first instance, respect the conduct of

individuals. And as all other laws, whether relating to

forms of government or the internal regulations of society,

are, in fact, modal and instrumental only, in order to the

due discharge and observance of these higher and more

holy obligations, it is reasonable that God, having taught us

these last, should leave us, as, in nine instances out of ten,

he has confessedly left us, to pursue, by such means as our

human experience and natural faculties point out, the ends

which his revelation has set before us.

'
Episcopacy Asserted, sect. 1. vol. vii. p. 7.
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But Taylor goes on to urge that,
"

if Christ himself did

not take order for a government, then we must derive it

from human prudence and emergency of conveniences, and

concourse of new circumstances, and then the government
must often be changed, or else time must stand still, and

things be ever in the same state and possibility. Both
the consequents," he tells us,

" are extremely full of incon-

venience. For, if it be left to human prudence, then either

the government of the church is not in immediate order to

the good and benison of souls, or, if it be that such an

institution, in such immediate order to eternity, should be

dependent upon human prudence, it were to trust such a rich

commodity in a cock-boat, that no wise pilot will be sup-

posed to do. But, if there be often changes in government
ecclesiastical, (which was the other consequent,) in the

public frame, I mean, and constitution of it; either the

certain infinity of schisms will arise, or the dangerous issues

of public inconsistence and innovation, which, in matters of

religion, is good for nothing but to make men distrust all
;

and, come the best that can come, there will be so many
church governments as there are human prudences '."

In the first of these supposed consequences, Taylor
assumes that " the government of the church is in immediate

order to the good and benison of souls." But this is

plainly untrue, since for this great end nothing more is

immediately necessary (speaking always in subordination to

the merits and sacrifice of Christ,) but the sincere word of

God, as delivered in Scripture, to enlighten and establish our

faith, and the means of grace, which are afforded us in

baptism and the Lord's supper. The government of the

church is in immediate order to the faithful preaching of the

truth and the decent and orderly ministration of the sacra-

ments, but it is only through their means, and as a conse-

quence of them, that it seeks the salvation of souls. It

must rank, therefore, as Hooker wisely teaches, not among
the points essential to salvation, but " those things that are

accessary hereunto, those things that so belong to the way
of salvation, as to alter them, is no otherwise to change that

way than a path is changed by altering only the uppermost

'

Episcopacy .\ssci ted, sect. 1. vol. vii. p. 7,
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face thereof, which, be it laid with gravel, or set with grass,
or paved with stones, remaineth still the same path"."

To his observation respecting the danger of frequent

changes or schisms, or both, it may be answered, that the

risk of these in religious affairs is not greater than of muta-

bility or rebellion in civil
;
and that for both these, (even

supposing us left to human prudence and experience as our

only guides in framing our polity,) our natural caution and

our natural respect for authority are, as well as our Christian

prudence and Christian charity, the proper and efficacious

remedy. In the eagerness, indeed, of his argument, he does

not stop with the enumeration of these probable incon-

veniences of the supposition which he deprecates, but

pursues his consequence to an extent which would be sub-

versive of all principles of human government, and leave no

adequate means to preserve the peace of the world but a

necessary tyranny or a direct theocracy.
**

If," he urges,
" there be no opinion of religion, no derivation from a

divine authority, there will be sure to be no obedience, and,

indeed, nothing but a certain public, calamitous irregularity.

For why should they obey ? Not for conscience, for there

is no derivation from divine authority. Not for fear, for

they have not the power of the sword." Surely, when

Taylor wrote thus, he had forgotten the apostolical precept,
" Submit yourselves unto every ordinance of mem, for the

Lord's sake "
!

"

Though Christ, therefore, were admitted to have left no

definite law for the manner in which his church was to be

governed, and though episcopacy were allowed to stand on

the single basis of human institution, there would be still

abundant reason against hasty or needless change of such

an institution on the part of sovereigns, as well as against
schism in particular persons, on this account, and from a

church which exacted no unchristian terms of communion.

But, it is certain that any positive institution of Christ, if

really traced to him, is obhgatory on the conscience of

Christians
; and, if Taylor had made good his second

position, that our Lord, while on earth, appointed the two

distinct offices of bishop and presbyter, no doubt could

" Eeclcs. Polity, lib. iii. sect. 3. * 1 Pet. ii. 13.
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remain but that both of these would rest on the same

foundation with that of those sacraments themselves, which

all men allow to be immutable.

But here, too, the author, while attempting to prove too

much, has assumed facts in which he is neither borne out

by antiquity, nor the tenour of the Gospel history, when
he finds in the apostles, during the abode of their Lord on

earth, the first bishops, and in the seventy-two disciples whom
Christ also selected from his followers, the first presbyters
of his churchy.

That the latter were appointed by Christ to any thing
more than a temporary and occasional function, is doubted

by a writer not inferior to Taylor either in judgment or

learning,
— and inferior to none in his ardent devotion to

the primitive institution of episcopacy,
— the wise and

excellent Hammond 2. That the office which they filled,

even supposing it to be permanent, answered to the presby-

terate, is opposed by the tradition of the church, preserved

by Epiphanius (and which Taylor unsuccessfully endeavours

to reconcile with his own opinion), that from their number

the seven Deacons (or some of them at least), were afterwards

selected ^. And it is opposed, above all, by the fact, that

if the seventy had been made presbyters by Christ, they
would have been the equals, at least, if not the superiors, of

the apostles themselves
;
whose priesthood, probably, and

certainly their episcopacy, dates only from the time when

their Divine Master sent them forth, with the Holy Ghost

for their seal, from Mount Olivet, after his resurrection''.

That the apostles, thus left in charge of the faithful, thus

y Luke, X. 1.

» Hammond, Diss. .". De omnibus Evangeliorum periocliis, cap. i. sect. 6.

Op. t. iv. p. 776 ;
ib. cap. v. sect. 5 ; cap. vi. sect. 1.

"
Epiphanius Ha;res. lib i. t. i. Op. vol. i. p. hO.

»> Some of the Romanists have, indeed, a strange fancy that Christ made

the apostles priests when lie instituted the eucharist. Boileau de prwcept.

Div. Conim. in ntraqne specie, p. 189. " Creavit et instituit saccrdotcs

his vobis, 'Hoc facite.'"— This notion is, however, justly reproved by

Estins, Dist. xii. sect. 11, and Alphonsus a Castro, contr. Hicreses, tit.

Euch., p. 99. In general, all Christians agree to find the ordination of

the apostles in Matt, xxviii. 18., and in John xx. 'Zt. Sec what Taylor
himself says iu his Ductor Dubitantium, vol. xiii. p. 19, et scq.
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commissioned by Christ, and thus guided by the Paraclete,

delegated to three different orders of men, distinct and

different portions of the authority which they had themselves

received
;
that they ordained in different parts of the world

apostles or bishops like themselves
;
elders to act in subser-

viency to those bishops, and deacons to assist those elders,— the author, in what follows, has, indeed, satisfactorily

established. And it is plain, that not only is the fact that

episcopacy was instituted by the followers of Christ and the

possessors of the Holy Spirit, sufficient to prove it neither

an irrational nor unchristian form of polity, but that a very

great and evident necessity must be shown, before any
human hand can be authorized to pull down or alter a fabric

erected under such auspices.

This, and this only, is the strong, and, if I may be allowed

the expression, the impregnable ground of the episcopal

scheme, and of Taylor's defence of it. It is not as thinking

lightly of the advantages of that scheme, nor as underrating
its real authority ;

far less is it as desiring to detract from

the reputation of an author, whom none can read without

delight and improvement, that I have ventured these few

remarks on arguments to which he himself has appeared to

ascribe an undue degree of value. But I have done it to

prevent other champions in the same good cause, from being
induced to commit the same error, and to show how needless

it is to have recourse to doubtful or inapplicable proofs and

presumptions, when, in an universal and apostolical tradition,

every proof is contained, which can be, in such a case,

desired or expected.
—And, though I am far from confounding

the relative value of institutions immediately authorized by

Christ, immediately tending to the salvation of souls, or of

visible and universal advantage to them, with those which

chiefly respect ecclesiastical order,
— it can hardly, I think, be

denied that those churches are wisest who retain episcopacy ;

those sectaries least excusable who dissent from it
;
and that

the authority of apostolical tradition cannot be reasonably

rejected in this case, without endangering many other ob-

servances of Christianity, which are almost universally

accounted essentials.—With some qualification as to the

case of infant baptism, in favour of which there is something
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very like a positive command of Christ, and respecting the

Scripture proofs of which Taylor himself afterwards thought
more reverently, the passage which follows, is well worthy
the serious consideration of all who thoughtlessly or con-

scientiously impugn episcopacy.
" The sum is this. Although we had not proved the

immediate divine institution of episcopal power over pres-

byters, and the whole flock, yet episcopacy is not less than

an apostolical ordinance, and delivered to us by the same

authority that the observation of the Lord's day is. For,
for that in the New Testament we have no precept, and

nothing but the example of the primitive disciples meeting
in their synaxes upon that day (and so also they did on the

Saturday in the Jewish synagogues), but yet (however, that

at Geneva, they were once in meditation to have changed it

into a Thursday meeting, to have shown their Christian

liberty), we should think strangely of those men that called

the Sunday festival less than an apostolical ordinance, and

necessary now to be kept holy with such observances as the

church hath appointed.
"
Baptism of infants is most certainly a holy and charitable

ordinance, and of ordinary necessity to all that ever cried,

and yet the church hath founded this rite upon the tradition

of the apostles ;
and wise men do easily observe, that

the Anabaptist can by the same probability of Scripture,
enforce a necessity of communicating infants upon us, as

we do of baptizing infants upon them, if we speak of

immediate divine institution, or of practice apostolical
recorded in Scripture ; and, therefore, a great master of

Geneva, in a book he writ against the Anabaptists, was
forced to fly to apostolical traditive ordination. And there-

fore the institution of bishops must be served first, as havin<»-

fairer plea, and clearer evidence in Scripture, than the bap-

tizing of infants
;
and yet, they that deny this, are, by

the just anathema of the catholic church, confidently con-

demned for heretics.
" Of the same consideration are divers other thinjrs in

Christianity, as the presbyter's consecrating the eucharist :

for if the apostles in the first institution did represent the

whole church, clergy and laity, when Christ said,
' Hoc

facile,'
— ' do this,' then why may not every Christian man
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there represented, do that which the apostles in the name of

all were commanded to do ? — If the apostles did not

represent the whole church, why then do all communicate ?

— Or, what place or intimation of Christ's saying is there,

in all the four gospels, limiting
* hocfacile,^ id est,

'

benedicite,'

to the clergy, and extending
* hoc facile,' id est,

'

accipite et

manducate,' to the laity ? This also rests upon the practice

apostolical and traditive interpretation of holy church, and

yet cannot be denied that so it ought to be, of any man that

would not have bis Christendom suspected.
" To these I add the communion of women

;
the dis-

tinction of books apocryphal from canonical
;

that such

books were written by such evangelists and apostles ;
the

whole tradition of Scripture itself; the apostles' creed
;
the

feast of Easter (which, amongst all them that cry up the

Sunday festival for a divine institution, must needs prevail

as caput instiludouis, it being that for which the Sunday is

commemorated). These, and divers others of greater con-

sequence (which I dare not specify for fear of being mis-

understood), rely but upon equal faith with this of epis-

copacy (though I should waive all the arguments for imme-
diate divine ordinance) ;

and therefore it is but reasonable

it should be ranked among the credenda of Christianity,

which the church hath entertained, on the confidence of that

which we call the faith of a Christian, whose Master is

truth itself'."

On the remainder of Taylor's argument, a very few

observations are sufficient.— He obviates, with much skill

and learning, in his twenty-first section, the objection against
the sole jurisdiction of the bishop, which is taken from an

expression of Jerome, and discriminates between the separate
functions and dignities of bishops and presbyters, whether

these last are spoken of singly, or as assembled in diocesan

councils. He solves that which is sometimes urged, from the

indiscriminate manner in which, in the earliest times, the terms

bishop and presbyter were sometimes applied, and defines

the power and dignity of the ancient officer who was called
"
Chorepiscopus."

— He then enlarges on the authority,

influence, and honour, possessed by bishops in elder times
;

=
Episcopacy Asserted, sect. V). vol. vii. p. 74.
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on the extent of their dioceses, and the allegiance paid them

by their clergy, and concludes with proving, against the

Church Polity of Calvin, that at no period of antiquity did

laymen hold office in the church.

On the general style and spirit of this treatise I have

already spoken, and the specimen which I have given may
afford the reader a sufficient idea of both. The care is,

however, worthy of notice, with which Taylor had already

begun to guard against any thing which might sanction

persecution, and which has led him, in two different places
of his present work, to deny to the church the right of

employing any but ecclesiastical censures. This denial is,

as we have seen, employed by him as an argument for the

necessity of an immediate divine commission to the episco-

pacy, and he expresses himself still more strongly in sect. 35.
" As no human power can disrobe the church of the

power of excommunication, so no human power can invest

the church with a lay compulsory. For, if the church be

not capable of a 'jus gladii,' as most certainly she is not, the

church cannot receive power to put men to death, or to inflict

lesser pains in order to it, or any thing above a salutari/

penanced
" Her censure she may inflict upon her de-

linquent children without asking leave. Christ is her

avhvTia for that ; he is her warrant and security. The other

[the power of secular punishment] is begged or borrowed,
none of her own, nor of a Jit edge to be used in her abscisions

and coercions.''

The " Defence of Episcopacy
" was followed by his

''

Apology for authorized and set Forms of Liturgy," which

first appeared in 1646, though it was enlarged in a second

edition three years afterwards. It is a sufficient proof that

he was no time-server, when a work of this kind appeared
with his name, and with a reprint of his dedication to the

king, at a time when that sovereign was already removed to

another state of existence.

The work, thus enlarged and improved, is, perhaps,

among the best of Taylor's polemical discourses, it was a

subject which gave abundant scope to his extensive know-

ledge of antiquity and of human nature, and it was one above

all, which, from its connexion with practical piety, was

adapted to call into action much of that higher strain of
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eloquence by which his practical works are more peculiarly

distinguished. On prayer, indeed, he always seems to have

felt and written " with all his heart, with all his soul, and

with all his strength ;" and it is a subject, therefore, on which,

of all others, his opinion is most valuable. The most stre-

nuous admirers of extemporaneous prayer can hardly refuse

their serious attention to the objections offered against its

practice by one who was himself endued with so remarkable

gifts both of eloquence and piety. And those whom his

arguments fail to convince, or who need no arguments to

convince them, will not the less be impressed by the majestic

eloquence of his preface, in which he laments over the then

persecuted condition of the English church, and, concisely,
but with a degree of clearness and elegance which has been

seldom surpassed, reviews and regrets the merits of the

proscribed liturgy.
" In these things," he says, when comparing the calami-

ties of England to those of Israel, in the days of Hophni and

Phineas;
"

in these things we also have been but too like

the sons of Israel
; for, when we sinned as greatly, we also

have groaned under as great and sad a calamity. For we
have not only felt the evils of an intestine war, but God hath

smitten us in our spirit, and laid the scene of his judgments

especially in religion ;
he hath snuffed our lamp so near that

it is almost extinguished, and the sacred fire was put into a

hole of the earth, even then when we were forced to light

those tapers that stood upon our altars, that, by this sad

truth better than by the old ceremony, we might prove our

succession to those holy men, who were constrained to sing

hymns to Christ in dark places and retirements."
" But I delight not to observe the correspondences of

such sad accidents, which, as they may happen upon diverse

causes, or may be forced violently by the strength of fancy,
or driven on by jealousy, and the too fond openings of
troubled hearts and afflicted spirits ;

so they do but help to

vex the offending part, and relieve the afflicted but with a
fantastic and groundless comfort. I will, therefore, deny
leave to my own affections to ease themselves by com-

plaining of others. I shall only crave leave that I may
remember Jerusalem, and call to mind the pleasures of the

temple, the order of her services, the beauty of her buildings.
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the sweetness of her songs, the decency of her ministrations,

the assiduity and economy of her priests and Levites, the

daily sacrifice, and that eternal fire of devotion that went

not out by day nor by night : these were the pleasures of our

peace, and there is a remanent felicity in the very memory
of those spiritual delights which we then enjoyed as ante-

pasts of heaven, and consignations to an immortality of joys.
And it may be so again when it shall please God, who hath

the hearts of all princes in his hands, and turneth them as

the rivers of waters
;
and when men will consider the inva-

luable loss that is appendant to the destroying such forms

of discipline and devotion in which God was purely wor-

shipped, and the church was edified, and the people instructed

to great degrees of piety, knowledge, and devotion."— " For

to the churches of the Roman communion we can say that

ours is reformed; to the reformed churches we can say, that

ours is orderly and decent : for we were freed from the im-

positions and lasting errors of a tyrannical spirit, and yet
from the extravagancies of a popular spirit too : our reforma-

tion was done without tumult, and yet we saw it necessary
to reform

;
we were zealous to cast away the old errors, but

our zeal was balanced with consideration and the results of

authority. Not like women and children when they are

affrighted with fire in their clothes
;
we shaked off the coal

indeed, but not our garments, lest we should have exposed
our churches to that nakedness which the excellent men of

our sister churches complained to be among themselves''."

The advantages of set forms of prayer in general ; the

peculiar merits of the English liturgy ;
the weakness of the

objections urged against its different particulars ;
the testi-

mony borne to its merits by the most celebrated among the

martyrs of the reformation
; (among whom he instances, with

peculiar respect, the name of his own ancestor, Rowland

Taylor ;) contrasted with the obvious imperfections and

arrogant claims of the recent "
Directory," are, all in their

turns, concisely and eloquently treated : till he returns

again to the excellence and misfortunes of the Common

Prayer.
" And yet this excellent book hath had the fate to

" Preface to Apology, sect. 2,3—6. Vol. vii. pp. 284—286.
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be cut in pieces with a pen-knife, and thrown into the fire ;

but it is not consumed. At first, it was sown in tears, and

is now watered with tears, yet never was any holy thing

drowned and extinguished by tears. It began with the

martyrdom of the compilers, and the church hath been

vexed ever since by angry spirits, and she was forced to

defend it with much trouble and unquietness ;
but it is to

be hoped, that all these storms are sent but to increase the

zeal and confidence of the pious sons of the church of

England. Indeed, the greatest danger that the Prayer-
Book ever had, was the indifferency and mdevotion of thera

that used it but as a common blessing ;
and they who

thought it fit for the meanest of the clergy to read prayers,

and for themselves only to preach, though they might inno-

cently intend it, yet did not in that action consult the

honour of our liturgy, except where charity or necessity did

interpose. But, when excellent things go away, and then

look back upon us, as our blessed Saviour did upon St.

Peter, we are more moved than by the nearer embraces of a

full and actual possession. I pray God it may prove so in

our case, and that we may not be too willing to be dis-

couraged ;
at least, that we may not cease to love and to

desire what is not publicly permitted to our practice and

profession^."
In this fine preface there is one passage, which I could

wish had been differently worded. In commending, with

good reason, the manner in which different passages from

the Epistles and Gospels are selected to be read in the

Communion Service, he thus expresses himself:—
" Ifwe deny to the people a liberty of reading Scriptures,

may they not complain, as Isaac did against the inhabitants

of the land, that the Philistines had spoiled his well, and

the fountains of living water ? If a free use to all of them,

and of all Scriptures, were permitted, should not the church

herself have more cause to complain of the infinite licen-

tiousness and looseness of interpretations, and of the com-

mencement of ten thousand errors, which would certainly
be consequent to such permission ? Reason and religion

will chide us in the first, reason and experience in the

« Preface to Apology, sect. 47. p. 311.
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latter. And can the wit of man conceive a better temper
and expedient than that such Scriptures only, or principally,

should be laid before them all in daily offices, which contain

in them all the mysteries of our redemption, and all the

rules of good life?" "And were this design made some-

thing more minute, and applicable to the various necessities

of the limes, and such choice Scriptures permitted indif-

ferently, which might be matter of necessity and great edi-

fication, the people of the church would have no reason

to complain that the fountains of our Saviour were stopped
from them, nor the rulers of the church, that the mysteri-
ousnesses of Scripture were abused by the petulancy of the

people, to consequents harsh, impious, and unreasonable, in

despite of government, in exauctoration of the power of

superiors, or for the commencement of schisms and heresies."
'

If, in these words, he means no more than to propose
that, for the occasions of the public service of the church,

and instead of the now almost continuous order in which the

Bible is read in our congregations on week-days, a selection

were made after the manner of the ancient lectionaries,

leaving the entire Bible as free as before to the private studies

of all Christians
;
I do not know that the measure which he

recommends would be liable to any serious objections. It has

been already adopted, to a certain extent, by the church, in her

selection of the proper lessons for Sundays and saints' days

throughout the year ; and, even in the regular course of the

daily chapters, it is well known that the principle, at least,'

is admitted by the exclusion of some particular passages.
But it is not easy to see how a choice of Scriptures for

public reading could prevent those which were read in

private from being abused in the manner which he deplores;

and, if it were his design to permit the Scriptures to the

laity only in such an abridged and garbled form as their

spiritual rulers might think advisable, it could only remain

for us to regret, that the danger of the times and the bitter

fruits of enthusiasm and fanaticism then before his eyes, had

so far overpowered the better understanding and better

feeling of a man like Taylor, as that they should betray
him into a proposal at once so foolish and so blameable, so

contrary to the maxims of an enlarged worldly prudence,
and so dangerous to genuine Christianity. The strangest

VOL. 1. o
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circumstance of the whole, and that which induces me still

more to think that the author has here spoken inconsider-

ately, is that, a few sections further on, he expresses an

opinion directly contrary to that which he has here advanced,

and praises the church of England, in the highest terms, for

her orderly, and, (with few exceptions), her indiscriminate

reading of the Old and New Testament. "
Certainly," are

his words,
"

it was a very great wisdom, and a very prudent
and religious constitution, so to order that part of the

liturgy which the ancients called the '

Lectionarium,' that

the Psalter should be read over twelve times in the year, the

Old Testament once, and the New Testament thrice, besides

the Epistles and Gospels, which renew, with a more frequent

repetition, such choice places as represent the entire body
of faith and good life. Tiiere is a defalcation of some few

chapters from the entire body in the order, but that also

was part of the wisdom of the church not to expose to public
ears and common judgment some of the secret rites of

Moses's law, or the more mysterious prophecies of the New
Testament, whose sense and meaning the event will declare,

if we, by mistaken and anticipated interpretations, do not

obstruct our own capacities, and hinder us from believing
the true events, because they answer not those expectations
with which our own mistakes have prepared our under-

standings ^"

The treatise itself is occupied in discussing the arguments

usually advanced either by those who object to all set and

premeditated forms whatever, or by those who admit of a

premeditated form, so it be not enjoined by authority, but

every minister of the Gospel be left to the best use of those

gifts of prayer which he possesses. Against the first of

these he urges the counsel of Solomon,
" Be not rash with

thy mouth, and let not thy heart be hasty to utter any thing
before God," demanding— " who keeps the precepts best,

he that deliberates, or he that considers not when he

speaks ?
"—He proceeds to instance, to the same effect, the

example and authority of the wisest nations and most sober

persons of antiquity : and examines, with much learning and

acuteness, the pretence of a promise in the Gospel of a

f Picf. sect. 37. p. 303.
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spirit of prayer, and of a peculiar assistance to our unpre-
meditated devotions. What he here lays down as to the

nature of the ordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost, and those

celestial aids which are purchased for us by Christ's blood,

is extremely useful and important, inasmuch as he proves
" that the aids of the Holy Ghost are only assistances to us iu

the use of natural means," and that "
labour, and hard study,

and premeditation, will soonest purchase the gift of prayer,
and ascertain us of the assistance of the Spirit." He shows

that, even where the extraordinary aids of the Holy Ghost
were most largely given in the case of tlie inspired writers of

the New Testament,
"
yet, in the midst of those great assist-

ances and motions, they did use study, art, industry, and
human abilities."

"
This," he proceeds,

"
is more than probable in the

different styles of the several books; some being of admi-

rable art, others lowier and plain. The words were their

own, at least sometimes, not the Holy Ghost's. And, if

Origen, St. Hierome, and especially the Greek fathers,

scholiasts and grammarians, were not deceived by false

copies, but that they truly did observe sometimes, to be

impropriety of an expression in the language, sometimes

not true Greek, who will think those errors or imperfections
in grammar were, (in respect of the words, I say,) precisely
immediate inspirations and dictates of the Holy Ghost, and
not rather their own productions of industry and humanity?"

"
But, clearly, some of their words were the words of

Aratus, some of Epimenides, some of Menander, some of

St. Paul, [This speak /, not the Lord.]
"— "

And, since that

we cannot pretend on any grounds of probability to an

inspiration so immediate as theirs, and yet their assistances,

which they had from the Spirit, did not exclude human
arts and industry, but that the ablest scholar did write the

best, much rather is this true in the gifts and assistances

we receive, and particularly in the gift of prayer. It is not
an extempore and an inspired faculty; but the faculties

of nature, and the abilities of art and industry, are improved
and ennobled by the supervening assistance of the Holy
Spirit. And, if those who pray extempore, say, that the
assistance they receive from the Spirit is tlie inspiration
of words and powers, without the operation of art and natural
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abilities, and human industry ; then, besides that it is more

than the penmen of Scripture sometimes had, (because

they needed no extraordinary assistances to what they could

of themselves do upon the stock of other abilities.) Besides

this, I say, it must follow that such prayers, so inspired, if

they were committed to writing, would form as good cano-

nical Scripture as any is in St. Paul's Epistles: the impu-
dence of which pretension is sufficient to prove the extreme

vanity of the challenge s."

"
But," (he goes on to argue,) having thus shown that the

gift of praying by the Spirit, whatever it means, may, like all

other spiritual gifts, be acquired by human industry,
—" Let us

take a man that pretends he hath the gift of prayer, and loves

to pray extempore. I suppose his thoughts go a little before

his tongue. I demand, then, whether cannot this man, when
it is once come into his head, hold his tongue, and write

down vv'hat he hath conceived? If his first conceptions
were of God and God's Spirit, then they are so still, even

when they are written. Or, is the Spirit departed from him

at the sight of a pen and inkhorn? It did use to be other-

wise among the old and new prophets, whether they were

prophets of prediction or of ordinary ministry. But, if his

conception may be written, and, being thus written, is still

a production of the Spirit, then it follows, that set forms of

prayer, deliberate and prescribed, may as well be a praying
with the Spirit as sudden forms and extempore outlets."
" So that, in effect, since, after the pretended assistance of

the Spirit in our prayers, we may write them down, consider

them, try the Spirits, and ponder the matter, the reason, and
the religion of the address; let the world judge whether this

sudden utterance and extempore forms be any thing else

but a direct resolution not to consider beforehand what we

speak •>."

He then examines, with the same clearsiohted discri-

mination, the different meanings in which we may under-

stand the scriptural expression of "
praying by the Spirit ;"

which he defines to be,
"

first, when the Spirit stirs up our

desires to pray, pe7' motionem actua/is auxilii ; or, secondly,

s Apology, sect. 32, p. o3J. ^
Apol. tcct. 31, 3,b. pp. o3o, 336.
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when the Spirit teaches us what or how to pray, telhng
us the matter and manner of our prayers ; thirdly and lastly,

dictating the very words of our prayers. There is no other

way in the world to pray with the Spirit that is pertinent to

-this question ;
and of this last manner the Scripture deter-

mines nothing, nor speaks any thing expressly of it. And

yet, suppose it had, we are certain the Holy Ghost hath

supplied us with all these, and yet in set forms of prayer
best of all; I mean, where a difference can be.

"
For, first : As for the desires and actual motions

or incitements to pray, they are indifferent to one or the

other, to set forms or extempore.
"

Secondly : But as to the matter or manner of prayer,
it is clearly contained in the expresses and set forms of

Scripture ;
and there it is supplied to us by the Spirit, for He

is the great dictator of it.

"
Thirdly : Now, then, for the very words. No man

can assure me that the words of his extempore prayer are

the words of the Holy Spirit. It is neither reason nor

modesty to expect such immediate assistances to so little

purpose, he having supplied us with abilities more than

enough to express our desires, aliunde, otherwise than by
immediate dictate. But, if^we will take David's Psalter, or

the other hymns of Holy Scripture, or any of the prayers
which are respersed over the Bible, we are sure enough
that they are the words of God's Spirit, mediately or imme-

diately, by way of infusion or ecstasy, by vision, or, at

least, by ordinary assislance. And now then, what greater
confidence can any man have for the excellency of his

prayers, and the probability of their being accepted, than

when he prays his Psalter, or the Lord's Prayer, or any other

office which he finds consigned in Scripture ? When God's

Spirit stirs us up to an actual devotion, and then we use

the matter he hath described and taught, and the very words

which Christ, and Christ's Spirit, and the apostles and other

persons full of the Holy Ghost did use
; if, in the world,

there be any praying with the Spirit, (1 mean, in vocal

prayer,) this is it^"

In replying to the second objection, which admits of

.i Apol. «ect. 47,48, 49. p. 343.
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premeditation, but attacks the restriction of all men to

a single form, he admits, in the first place, that " the gift or

ability of prayer given to the church is used either in public
or private, and that which is fit enough for one is incon-

venient in the other
; and, although a liberty in private may

be for edification of good people, when it is piously and

discreetly used, yet, in the public, if it were indifferently

permitted, it would bring infinite inconvenience, and become

intolerable." Then, after some intermediate observations,

evincing a profound acquaintance with the human heart,

and a large personal experience of those seraphic ardours of

devotion which, in private,
"
may descend, like an anointing

from above, and which are not to be restrained within the

margent of prescribed forms," he urges that such a spirit

may nevertheless keep silence in the church, and speak unto

himself and unto God;' and that,
"
though public forms

cannot be fitted to every man's fancy and affections,"
—

"
yet they may be fitted to all necessities and to every man's

duty." That, even if every minister were permitted to pray
his own forms, his form could not comply with the great

variety of affections which are amongst his auditors : though
it might hit casually, and by accident be commensurate to

the present fancy of some of his congregation, with which,

at that time, possibly the public form would not. '* This may
be thus, and it may be otherwise

; and, at the same time in

which some feel a greater gust and relish in his prayer,
others might feel a greater sweetness in recitation of the

public forms. This thing is so by chance, so singular
and uncertain, that no wise man, nor no providence less

than Divine, can make any provision for it ''."

After all, he urges, it is nothing but the fantastic

and the imaginative part that is pleased ;
and when men, out

of fancy, prejudice, or passion, are not edified by that

which, in itself, is good, wholesome, and apt to edify, more

particularly
when this is prepared by those men who, in all

reason, are to be supposed to have received from God all

those assistances which are effects of the "
spirit of govern-

ment ;"
** the way to cure the inconvenience is to alter

the men, not to change the institution."

k
Apol, sect. 51—62. pp. 344. 350.
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Having thui?^ cleared up the question of edification, he

proceeds to discuss the points of right and authority. He

shows, that the power of appointing certain forms of prayer

is, by a necessary analogy, to reside in the rulers of the

church
;
both as stewards of sacred things, and as, like the

old prophets, bound to pray for the people, and to provide
that so solemn a duty as public prayer be performed without

disorder or scandal.

And, as the Presbyterians were agreed with him, that the

ministers, and not the people, were to prescribe the words of

the prayer in which all should join, he goes on to urge, that

the church, in general, might more fitly execute this office

for all, than every single minister for his congregation :

inasmuch as, whatever promises of spiritual assistance are

made to individual believers, are more fully and definitely

accorded to the church at large ; and, since the church

at large, in her collective and corporate capacity, can only
exercise whatever spirit of prayer she may possess in limited

and determined forms, no private minister can expect to

pray better than a council
;
few are so confident in them-

selves as to say, that they can do it as well
;
and "

quod

spectat ad omnes, ab omnibus tractari debet."

He proceeds to show, by the precedents of all former,

the form of benediction prescribed by God to Moses
;
the

psalms employed in the service of the Temple ;
the example

of John the Baptist, and of Christ himself, that some set

forms of prayer were of inspired and divine authority. He

proves the injunction of Christ, to extend to the form of

words as well as to the purport of the petitions i
;
and ob-

serves,
" that if ever any prayer was, or could be, a part

of that doctrine of faith by which we received the Spirit, it

must needs be this prayer, which was the only form our

blessed Master taught the Christian church."

The practice of the ancient church, both in prayers

and hymns, restricting both to set forms, and permitting

such forms only to be introduced by persons in authority, he

next establishes and comments on. He instances some of

the advantages of a well-constructed liturgy, in conveying
truths to the heart as well as the understanding of the

> Sect. 75—79. pp. .156, 558.
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assistants; in preserving concord and catholic communion;
and in restraining the conceit and curiosity of individual

ministers of religion, whose devotion may be spoiled by the

same applauses which encourage and augment their fluency.
" But these things," he observes with characteristic mode-

ration and gentleness,
" are accidental to the nature of the

thing ; and, therefore, though they are too certainly conse-

quent to the person, yet I will not be too severe, but pre-

serve myself on the surer side of a charitable construction ;

which, truly, I desire to keep not only to their persons,

whom I much reverence, but also to their actions. But yet
I durst not do the same thing even for these last reasons,

though I had no other""."

The objection, that individual ministers may as well

be left to the composition of their own prayers as their own

sermons, he answers by pointing out the many points of

difference which exist between the two things ;
the greater

necessity that the people should agree with what they join
in than what they hear

;
the greater reverence required in an

immediate address to the Most High ;
the greater variety

and latitude in a theological argument than in a prayer ;
and

the fact, that many persons preach, whom, even in the

opinion of the divines of Westminster themselves, it might
be as well to restrain from that liberty.

The following passage may lead us to suspect that the

Presbyterian clergy of those days had not yet usually begun
the practice, which is now almost universal amongst them,
of preaching extempore, or what passes as such.

"
Yet,

methinks, the argument objected, so far as the extempore
men make use of it, if it were turned with the edge the

other way, would have more reason in it; and, instead of

arguing,
"
Why should not the same liberty be allowed

to their spirit in praying as in preaching ?" it were better to

substitute this : "If they can pray with the Spirit, why
" do they not also preach with the Spirit?"

— " Let them
make demonstration of their spirit by making excellent

sermons extempore : that it may become an experi-
ment of their other faculty, that, after they are tried and

approved in this, they may be considered for the other:

>" Sect. 114. p. :i79.
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and, if praying with the Spirit be praying extempore, why
shall they not preach extempore too, or else confess they

preach without the Spirit, or that they have not the gift

of preaching
"
?"

He concludes by observing, that there is no promise
in Scripture, that he who prays extempore shall be heard

the better, or assisted at all to such purposes ;
that this way

of prayer is without precedent in antiquity or warrant in Scrip-
ture

;
that it is unreasonable, because without deliberation

;

innovating, because without authority : detracting from our

first reformers, and encouraging to the cavils of the Church

of Rome
;

favourable to the introduction of heresy, and

dangerous to the vioht administration of the sacraments

themselves. "
He," he proceeds,

" that considers all these

things, (and many more he may consider,) will find that

particular men are not fit to be intrusted to offer in public,

with their private spirit, to God, for the people, in such

solemnities, in matters of so great concernment
;
where the

honour of God, the benefit of the people, the interest of

kingdoms, the being of a church, the unity of minds,
the conformity of practice, the truth of persuasion, and the

salvation of souls, are so much concerned as they are in the

public prayers of a whole national church. An unlearned

man is not to be trusted, and a wise man dare not trust

himself; he that is ignorant cannot, he that is knowing will

not"."

We are now arrived at the "
Liberty of Prophesying,"

introduced by an Epistle to Lord Hatton
;
from which some

passages have been already quoted, and in which he justifies

himself from the charge of a latitudinarian indifference to all

religions, and recommends to the champions of the faith the

use of no other weapons than those which suit the Christian

warfare : such as "
preaching and disputation, (so that

neither of them breed disturbance,) charity and sweetness,

holiness of life, assiduity of exhortation, the word of God,

and prayer."
" For these ways," he continues,

*' are most natural,

most prudent, most peaceable and effectual. Only, let not

,men be hasty in calling every disliked opinion by the name

» Sect. , 54. p. .'>8.5.
• Sect. ill. p. 39i>.
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of heresy ; and, when they have resolved that they will call

it so, let them use the erring person like a brother, not beat

him like a dog, nor convince him with a gibbet, or vex him

out of his understanding and persuasions."
As a still further means of obtaining a patient hearing to

his arguments, he gives a very short but very learned and

curious sketch of the opinions and practice of the Chris-

tian church as to the question of toleration : in which he

shows, that persecution was a practice unheard of among
Christians till the church became worldly and corrupted ;

that it was first used by the Arians and other heretics
;
and

that, when the orthodox began to retaliate, they were con-

demned for so doing by all the best and wisest of the

Fathers. He proves, how comparatively recent, in the

Western church, has been the rise of religious persecution ;

and that, though the Roman pontiffs showed themselves

more encroaching and oppressive than any other prelates,

yet no capital punishments were inflicted for heresy till

the persecution of the Albigenses at the instigation of the

ferocious Dominic. In England more particularly, (he ob-

serves,) though the power of the Pope was no where greater
than here, yet there were no executions for matters ofopinion,
till Henry the Fourth, having usurped the crown, endea-

voured, by these bloody sacrifices, to conciliate the priesthood.
All those Christian sovereigns, he urges, who have

received from succeeding ages the praise of eminent virtue

and wisdom, have been favourable to rehgious toleration.

The blessing of Providence appears, in an especial manner,
to have been bestowed on all governments by which it

has been maintained
;

and he gives some remarkable

examples of a contrary policy being chastised by foreign

invasions, by civil calamities, and by a decay of internal

prosperity and national power.
He concludes with expressing his wonder, (though with-

out denying the real guilt and danger of heresy,) that men
\ should show so much zeal against false opinions, and so little

against vicious practices ;
and that, while thus curiously

busy about points of less importance,
"

they should neglect
those glorious precepts of Christianity and holy life which

are the glories of our religion, and would enable us to a

blessed eternity."
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The essay for which he thus endeavours to conciliate a

favourable reception, is somewhat less extensive in its

object than many have been led to believe, and can by no

means lay claim to the character which has been assigned ^
to it, of a plea for universal toleration. The forbearance

which he claims, he claims for those Christians only who
unite in the confession of the apostles' creed. Of those

sects who refuse their assent to this symbol, (as, indeed,

there were none then in existence,) he says absolutely

nothing; and the exceptions which he makes to his pro-

posed act of peace, in the thirteenth section, must, in effect,

exclude from its benefit, a very large proportion of those

who profess religions hostile to Christianity. It is pro-

bable, indeed, that, considering the prejudices with which

he had to contend, he was not anxious to follow up his

own principles to the full extent to which they conducted,
and that, in his earnestness to remedy the mutual bitterness

of Christian sects, he purposely avoided treating of a case

which had not yet arisen, or pleading the cause of those

who were in no present or apparent danger of incurring the

weight of religious violence.

If, however, he in this respect has taken a view of his

subject narrower than he is often supposed to have done,
in another respect he extends his principles considerably

beyond the limit of a bare abstinence from persecution.
He would not only dissuade us from killing or imprisoning
our brethren, he would have us unite with them in com- j

munion, and he appears to have flattered himself with the

hope that the greatest diversity of opinions, on topics not

absolutely essential, might be made to consist not only
with general charity but with complete church-union, by
the mere non-interference of authority, and by a permis-
sion to all Christians to think and preach on such points

according to their consciences. It is the authoritative

decision, according to him, which, in such differences,

occasions the schism, and he appeals to the experience of

Christendom for the fact that there are some points of the ^

greatest practical importance, on which the greatest dif-

ference of opinion exists, which yet, because men are

permitted to differ respecting them, have led to none of

those divisions and heart-burnings which have arisen from

disputes of far less moment. "
It is of greater conse-
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quence/' he urges,
" to believe right in the question of the

validity or invalidity of a death-bed repentance, than to

believe aught in the question of purgatory ;
and the conse-

quences of the doctrine of predetermination are of deeper
and more material consideration than the products of the

belief of the lawfulness or unlavvfulness of private masses
;

and yet these great concernments, where a liberty of pro-

phesying in these questions hath been permitted, hath

made no distinct communion, no sects of Christians, and the

others have, and so have these too in those places where

they have peremptorily been determined on either side."
"

For," he shortly afterwards more fully explains

himself,
"

if it be evinced that one heaven shall hold men
of differing opinions,

—if the unity of faith be not destroyed

by that which men call differing religions, and if an unity
of Christian charity be the duty of us all even towards

persons that are not persuaded of every proposition we

believe, then I would fain know to what purpose are all

those stirs and great noises in Christendom
;
those names

of faction, the several names of churches not distinguished

by the division of kingdoms, nt ecclesia sequatur imperiiim,

which was the primitive rule and canon, but distinguished

by names of sects and men ? These are all become instru-

ments of hatred, thence come schisms and parting of com-

munions, and then persecutions, and then wars and rebel-

lion, and /then the dissolutions of all friendships and

societies^ All these mischiefs proceed, not from this, that

men are not of one mind, (for that is neither necessary nor

possible), but that every opinion is made an article of faith, "^

every article is the ground of a quarrel, every quarrel makes

a faction, every faction is zealous, and all zeal pretends for

God, and whatever is for God cannot be too much. We by
this time are come to that pass, we think we love not God

except we hate our brother, and we have not the virtue of

religion unless we persecute all religions but our own
;
for

lukewarmness is so odious to God and man, that we, pro-

ceeding furiously upon these mistakes, by supposing we

preserve the body we destroy the soul of religion, or by

being zealous for faith, or, which is all one, for that which

we piistake for faith, we are cold in charity, and so lose

the reward of both?."

>' Lib. Pio|ili. Iiifioiluction, voL vii. p. 440.
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•J In pursuit of this great scheme of general union, he

begins by proving that " the duty of faith is completed in

believing the articles of the apostles' creed," the com-

position of wliich, (with the exception of the article of

Christ's descent into hell), he ascribes to the apostles them-

selves, or to apostolical men in the tirst ages of Christianity,

and which, as it contains nothing superfluous or which does

not relate to those truths " which directly constitute the

parts and work of our redemption," so must it have been

necessarily esteemed sufficiently minute by its composers,
and by that primitive church which adopted it as " the

characteristic note of a Christian from a heretic, or a Jew,

or an infidel." He admits, indeed, that it is neither imlawful

nor unsafe for any of the rulers of the church, or any other

competent judge, to extend his oxon creed to any further pro-

positions which he may deduce from any of the articles of

the apostles' creed. But he_denies that any such deduction ,

or exposition (unless it be sucb a thing as is at first evident

to all), is fit to be pressed on others as an article of faith, or

can " bind a person of a differing persuasion to subscribe

under pain of losing his faith or being a heretic." "
For," ^

he urges,
"

it is a demonstration that nothino- can be neces-

sary to be believed, under pain of damnation, but such

propositions of which it is certain that Ggd-Jiath spoken
and taught them to us, and of which it is certain that this

is their sense and purpose. VFor, if the sense be uncertain, j^
we can no more be obliged to believe it in a certain sense,

than we are to believe it at all, if it were not certain that

God delivered it. But, if it be only certain that God spake

it, and not certain to what sense, our faith of it is to be as

indeterminate as its sense, and it can be no other in the

nature of the thing, nor is it consonant to God's justice to

believe of him that he can or will require more." And he

concludes the section with a quotation from Tertullian, that,

if the integrity and unity of this rule of faitli be preserved,
^ "

in all other things men may take a liberty of enlarging
their knowledges and prophesyings, according as they are

assisted by the grace of God "5."

/ This position he illustrates and enforces in the following

sections:— 1st; by the moderation shown in the primitive

1 UbJ siipia, \). 4bb.
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church to such erroneous opinions as related not immediately
to the fundamentals of Christianity ;

and were maintained

by their professors in sincerity and piety :
—2nd

;
from the

utter impossibility of obtaining any certain and universal

rule of faith which shall be more definite and minute than

the apostles' creed, either from Scripture, tradition, the

decisions of councils, the dicta of the ancient fathers, the

authority of the Pope, or the opinion of the church universal.

He thus arrives at the conclusion that, no man or body of

men being competent to judge for others in matters of faith,

every man must judge for himself, and according to the

dictates of his own reason, either by choosing what guides
or teachers he will follow, (which he admits in some cases to

be the wisest and in all the easiest course,) or by choosing
for himself his opinions in detail, and following his guides
no further than his reason agrees with their dictation. That

such a course is liable to error he admits
;
but he contends

that such error, whether arising from confusion of under-

standing, or honest prejudice, or any cause but such wicked

and interested notions as cannot sway a pious person, is, in

a pious person, innocent before God; "who is so pitiful

to our crimes that he pardons many de toto et integro,

in all makes abatement for the violence of temptation
and the surprisal and invasion of our faculties, and there-

fore much less will demand of us an account of our weak-

nesses."

^ Having reached this point in his argument, he proceeds,

by a natural transition, to show the folly and wickedness

of punishing, by death or other severities, the exercise of

that choice which he has shown to be in itself legitimate ;

a folly and wickedness which he further illustrates by the

danger which exists that the same weapon which is em-

ployed to extirpate error, may, in some instances, be turned

to the injury of truth
; by the inefficacy of force in matters

of opinion ; by the manner in which a resort to such mea-

sures derogates from the honour of .the Christian religion,

and by the fact that God alone has power over the soul of

man,
" so as to command a persuasion or to judge a disagree-

ing." He shows, more at length than in his Dedication, how

strongly the stream of precedent and ecclesiastical antiquity

sets against persecution; and defines with admirable ac-
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curacy and clearness the limit and nature of ecclesiastical

censure, Q.nd the single species of severity, (excommunication),

which, even in cases of the most notorious heresy, the

church has the power of exercising.

But even this mild and moderate and altogether spiritual

jurisdiction, can only, he repeats, be exercised to remedy

practical inconveniences, or to reprove such opinions as, by
the rules which he had previously laid down, are formal

heresies.'
" The peace of the church and the unity of her

doctrine is best conserved when it is judged by the proportion
it hath to that rule of unity which the apostles gave, that is,

the creed, for articles of mere belief, and the precepts of

Jesus Christ and the practical rules of piety, which are most

plain and easy, and without controversy, set down in the

Gospels and writings of the apostles. >--But to multiply

articles, and adopt them into the family of the faith, and to

require assent to such articles which (as St. Paul's phrase

is), are of doubtful disputation, equal to the assent which

we give to matters of faith, is to build a tower upon the top
of a bulrush

;
and the further the effect of such proceedings

does extend, the worse they are. '^ The very making such

a law is unreasonable. The inflicting spiritual censures

upon them that cannot do so much violence to their under-

standing as to obey it, is unjust and ineffectual
;
but to

punish the person with death, or with corporeal infliction,

indeed it is effectual, but it is, therefore, tyrannical."

Having thus limited the ecclesiastical authority in

matters of religion, the author proceeds to the secular

governor, whom he shows to be bound in conscience~lo

tolerate all religious opinions, because an opinion is in no

point of view subject to his jurisdiction ;
and to be bound

no less, both in conscience and policy, to suffer men to teach

and profess any system of Christianity which they them-
selves believe, so long as the public peace is not broken nor

endangered, either by the evident tendency of the doctrines

themselves, or the manner in which their supporters
endeavour to disseminate them. And he cautions him with
much earnestness, before he has recourse to any measures of

severity, not to
"

call every redargution or modest discovery
of established error by the name of disturbance of the

peace ;" not to be himself the first to break the peace by
peevishness and impatience of contradiction

;
to remember
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^always the gentle spirit of Christianity and the natural

claim which all men have to liberty of conscience : and to

remember, above all, the saying of Thuanus,
" Haretki qui,

pace data, factionibns scinduntur, persecutione ^miuntur contra

regem."
" The sum," he concludes this section by observing,

''
is

this. It concerns the duty of a prince, because it concerns

the honour of God, that all vices and every part of ill-life

be discountenanced and restrained
; and, therefore, in

relation to that, opinions are to be dealt with. For the

understanding being to direct the will, and opinions to guide
our practices, they are considerable only as they teach

impiety and vice, as they either dishonour God or disobey
him. Now all such doctrines are to be condemned

; but,'

for the persons preaching such doctrines, if they neither

justify nor approve the pretended consequences v>^hich are

certainly impious, they are to be separated from that con-

sideration. But, if they know such consequences and allow

them, or if they do not stay till the doctrines produce

impiety, but take sin before-hand, and manage them impiously
in any sense

;
or if either themselves or their doctrines do,

really and without colour or feigned pretext, disturb the

public peace and just interests, they are not to be suffered.

In all other cases it is not only lawful to permit them, but

it is also necessary that princes and all in authority should

not persecute discrepant opinions. And, in such cases

wherein persons not otherwise incompetent are bound to

reprove an error, (as they are in many), in all these, if the

prince makes restraint, he hinders men from doing their

duty, and from obeying the laws of Jesus Christ '."

4 The following sections are taken up with the practical

application of these principles to the then prevailing dis-

sensions among Christians, with an ingenious and candid

apology for the errors of the two sects who were, in Taylor's

time, most obnoxious, the Anabaptists and the Papists, and

with a brief conclusion that churches ought to allow com-

munion to all who agree with them in essentials, and that

it is the duty of private Christians to communicate with the

national church where that church requires no unlawful

conditions of communion. From this he takes occasion

'' Sect. Id. vol. viii. p. 144.
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ngain to remark on the clanger and impropriety of driving ^
men into schism by multiplying symbols and subscriptions,
and contracting the bounds of communion, and the still

greater wickedness of regarding all discrepant opinions as

damnable in the life to come, and, in the present, capital.

^
*'

It concerns all persons to see that they do their best to

find out truth, and, if they do, it is certain that, let the error

be never so damnable, they shall escape the error, or the

misery of being damned for it. And, if God will not be

angry at men for being invincibly deceived, why should men
be angry one at another? For he that is most displeased at

another man's error may also be tempted in his own will,

and as much deceived in his understanding. For, if he may
fail in what he can choose, he may also fail in what he

cannot choose
;
his understanding is no more secured than

his will, nor his faith more than his obedience. It is his own
fault if he offends God in either

;
but whatsoever is not to

to be avoided, as errors, which are incident sometimes even

to the best and most inquisitive of men, are not offences

against God, and therefore not to be punished or restrained

by men
;
but all such opinions in which the public interests

of the commonwealth, and the foundation of faith and a

good life, are not concerned, are to be permitted freely.

Quisqne abundet in sensu mo, was the doctrine of St. Paul,

and that is argument and conclusion too : and tliey were

excellent words which St. Ambrose said in attestation of

this great truth, Nee imperiale est, libertatem dicendi iiegnre,

nee sacerdotule id quod sentias ?ion dicere"

He concludes his treatise with the celebrated story of

Abraham and the idolatrous traveller, which Franklin, with

some little variation, gave to Lord Kaimes as a " Jewish

Parable on Persecution," and which this last-named author

published in his
" Sketches of the History of Man." A

charge of plagiarism has, on this account, been raised against

Franklin
; though he cannot be proved to have given it to

Lord Kaimes as his own composition, or under any other

character than that in which Taylor had previously published
it

; that, namely, of an elegant fable by an uncertain author

which had accidentally fallen under his notice. It is even

possible, as has been observed by a writer in the Edinburgh
VOL. I. p
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Review," that he may have met with it in some magazine
without Taylor's name. But, it has been unfortunate for

him that his correspondent evidently appears to have

regarded it as his composition ;
that it has been published

as such in all the editions of Franklin's collected works
;

and that, with all Franklin's abilities and amiable qualities,

there was a degree of quackery in his character which,

in this instance as well as in that of his professional epitaph
on himself, has made the imputation of such a theft more

readily received against him, than it would have been against
most other men of equal eminence.

Whether Taylor himself really found this story where he

professes to have done it, has been long a matter of suspicion.

Contrary to his general custom, he gives no reference to his

authority in the margin; and, as the works of the most

celebrated Rabbins had been searched for the passage in vain,

it has been supposed that he had ascribed to these authors a

story of his own invention, in order to introduce with a

better grace an apt illustration of his moral. My learned

friend Mr. Oxlee, whose intimate and extensive acquaintance
with Talmudic and Cabbalistic learnino; is inferior to few

of the most renowned Jewish doctors themselves, has, at

length, discovered the probable source from which Taylor may
have taken this beautiful apologue, in the Epistle Dedicatory

prefixed to the translation of a Jewish work by George
Gentius, who quotes it, however, not from a Hebrew writer,

but from the Persian poet Saadi. The story is, in fact,

found, word for word, in the Bostan of this last writer, as

appears by a literal translation which I have received from

the kindness of Lord Teignmouth. The work of Gentius

appeared in 1651, a circumstance which accounts for the

fact that the parable is introduced in the second, not the first

edition of the Liberty of Prophesying. That Taylor ascribes

it to
" the Jews' books," may be accounted for from his

quoting at second-hand, and from the nature of the work
where he found it.'

On a work so rich in intellect, so renowned for charity ;

v/hich contending sects have rivalled each other in

•
Edinbiii-gh Review, Sept. 1816". » Note (XX.)
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approving, and which was the first, perhaps, since the

earhest days of Christianity, to teach those among whom
differences were inevitable, the art of differing harmlessly,
it would be almost impertinent to enlarge in commendation.

A more useful, though by far more difficult task, will be to

discriminate between these general excellencies, and those

points in which the author may be thought to have extended

his principles too far, or to have fallen short, in his con-

clusions, of that universal charity to which his principles

naturally conducted him.

The leading position of his discourse, as it relates to the

terms of communion, or those articles, a faith in which is

sufficient to entitle us when alive to the sacraments of the

church, and, in another world, to the mercies of our

Redeemer, he may be said to have incontestably established ;^

and by so doing to have lent a full confirmation to the

principles and practice of the Church_ of England, who,
neither in baptism nor in the Lord's supper, requires more
from any of her members than a confession of the apostles'

creed, and a promise to keep God's commandments. But,
the question becomes much more difficult, if, as Taylor
seems to have meant, and as is implied in the very title of

his discourse, we extend this same principle to the admission

of persons into the public ministry. That office, as it cannot

be exercised by all, in its very nature supposes a selection

of some and rejection of others
;
and it is not only natural

but allowable, and, generally speaking, a duty in the

selectors, to fix on such persons as, being otherwise pro-

perly qualified, entertain not only on the essentials of

rehgion, but on its important and practical, though possibly
its subordinate features, what the Antisiites Religionis

themselves conceive to be the true opinion. Where a

limited number only is to be admitted, this preference given
to some need be considered as no reflection either on the

morals or the Christianity of the rest. A man may be fit

for heaven himself, whom we do not reckon fit for the office

of guiding others thither by his public doctrine
; and, whether

this mifitness arise from defective abilities, defective temper,
defective learning, or erroneous opinions,

— there is no

necessary oppression or intolerance in requesting him to

keep silence in the church, or forbidding him to disturb the
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weak, and encourage the factious, by the circulation of tenets

at which the majority of his brethren are offended.

It is by no means enough to object to such a hne of pro-

cedure, that the points on which we require conformity in

our candidates for orders, are such as the apostles and their

immediate successors passed over in silence. If it could be

proved, (which it cannot,) that a confession of the symbol
known by their name was all which the apostles required

in their deacons and presbyters, it would not follow but that,

as false doctrines arose in the church, it might become

necessary to guard against their dissemination. But in the

instance which he mentions of the question which arose con-

cerning circumcision, he appears to have misunderstood the

sacred writers, and the obvious purport of that sentence which

was given in the council of Jerusalem. The point to be

determined on that occasion was,''not whether the Christians

of the Jewish nation were to cease from circumcising their

children, or from the observation of the ceremonial laws of

MoseV. There is no reason from Scripture to suppose that

such a change as this was, in the first instance, contemplated

by either party. The uniform practice, both of tlie apostles

themselves and their immediate followers, had been, and was,

through life, to " walk orderly and keep the law "
;" and,

however they may have held out to both Jews and Gentiles the

fact that the " curse of the law was removed," and that the

religious obligation to observe the Mosaic types had expired
when those types were fulfilled, they seem to have been

anxious not to press the abandonment of customs which, in

themselves, were innocent, and, from their antiquity and
divine appointment, venerable

;
but to leave the abolition of

such unnecessary badges of distinction to the hand of time,

and to the changes introduced by Providence. Accordingly,
the sentence which St. Peter proposed, and which St.

James, by the common consent of the apostles, promulgated,
was, that the Gentiles should not be compelled to circum-

cise their children, not that the Jews should be restrained

from doing so "
j" and the several bishops of the Jewish na-

tion, who successively presided over the church of Jeru-

salern, till the time of Adrian, in retaining the practice

"
Acts, xxi, 24. "

Acts, XV. 19, ao.
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of circumcision, did no more than exercise a discretion

which the apostles had exercised before them, and which
the Holy Ghost had no where forbidden.

It is no wonder, then, that those Jewish Christians who
adhered to the customs of their fathers, were, notwithstand-

ing this distinction, accounted a sound and orthodox part
of the Catholic church. The wonder would have been, had

they received a different treatment. But a very different

treatment those persons did receive who, not content with

retaining the yoke of the law themselves, sought also to

impose it on the Gentile converts. The most careless reader

of St. Paul's Epistles must observe this distinction
;
and

that of such teachers he himself expressly says, that " their

mouths must be stopped ''." But, if a Christian teacher

may be silenced by authority for promulgating a doctrine

which, as Taylor himself would have admitted, is not ex-

pressly contradicted in the apostles' creed, nor manifestly

contrary to good morals
;

a fortiori, a candidate for the

office of teacher may be repelled if he avows that doctrine.

So that we have here a death-blow given to that entire and

unrestrained liberty of prophesying which Taylor seems to

call for, and the question of what doctrine shall be pub-

licly taught in the church devolves again on those ecclesi-

astical rulers, to whom is subject the spirit, not of preaching

only, but of prophecy ^."

But if, in such cases, a further rule is allowed besides the

apostles' creed and its self-evident consequences, the question
will arise, by whom that rule is to be settled. Shall each

individual bishop, each separate presbytery, have a rule of

their own, and, according to their several views of Christian

truth and of doctrines essentially necessary or otherwise, repel

the candidate and silence the preacher? Or, would not this

give rise to an uncertainty and variation of the test required,

far more oppressive to those subject to it, and far more

injurious to the general peace and edification of the church,

than any thing which subsists in Christian churches as

they are now constituted? And is it not far better to act as

all Christian churches have acted, in giving to the world,

beforehand, a public and general exposition of the leading

y TiUis, i. 2.
' » 1 Cor. xiv. 3?.
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doctrines which they profess to teach
;
with which they re-

quire a conformity in those who seek for admission to the

office of pubhc instructor
;
and which shall neither be added

to by the meddling preciseness, or detracted from by the

injudicious laxity of any single ecclesiastical governor?
That there is, in all such confessions, a danger, and a

great one, (since what human institution is exempt from

abuse?) of attempting to define what God's Spirit has left

undetermined, and of laying an equal stress on the essentials

and circumstantials of Christianity, is what the advocate of

tests is by no means called on to deny. But that is no sound

logic which reasons from the abuse of a thing against its

temperate use
;
and the evil, where it exists, is a question of

detail, not of principle, and to be remedied, not by an aboli-

lition of tests in general, but by a reformation of the par-
ticular test complained of. And, to promote such reforma-

tion, and to escape such dangers, no considerations can be

better adapted than those which Taylor has himself sug-

gested at the beginning of his concluding section.

It is, however, necessary to observe, that the power
which is here claimed for each Christian church, of exclud-

ing from its public ministry the teachers of erroneous doc-

trines, is claimed for the church only in its spiritual capa-

city, and that it has no reference to those who are without

its pale, and involves in itself no civil pains or penalties
whatever. Such penalties, it cannot be too constantly borne

in mind, the church of Him, whose kingdom was not of this

world, has no power or title to inflict
;
and for the civil ruler

to inflict them on religious grounds, Taylor has clearly
shown to be at once an intrusion, a tyranny, and an absur-

dity.
^

If, indeed, Taylor may be thought, in his zeal for the

liberty of prophesying, to have made it too completely inde-

pendent of ecclesiastical control, he may be said, on the

other hand, to have been too bounded and cautious in his

views of civil toleration, when he gives a general power
to the civil ruler to repress or punish whatever he may
be taught to consider as blasphemy, or open idolatry *.

The first ol these crimes, if not very accurately defined,

» Sect. xiii. 1,2, vol.viii. p. 117,
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might involve within its net very many descriptions of per-
sons whom Taylor would have been sorry to behold the

victims of relio;ious severities. The Deist and the Jev,-, who
maintain Christ to be an impostor, unquestionably blasplieme
the Divine Teacher of Christians

;
the modern Unitarian,

who maintains him to be a mere man of men, the Son of

Joseph, as surely detracts from the dignity of that Person

whom the majority of Christians adore, and, by departing
from the apostles' creed, has completely excluded himself

from its protection ; and, if known idolatry may be re-

pressed by violence, or punished by the sword, we justify

at once all the odious severities of the Spaniards and the

Portuguese towards their heathen subjects, if we do not

involve in the same snare our fellow Christians of the Greek

and Roman communions.

It is probable, indeed, as none of these persons w^ere, at

that time, in any immediate danger of persecution, (since for

the case of the Roman Catholics he afterwards provided,
and the Socinians had not as yet advanced to their modern

pitch of free thinking,) that Taylor was not anxious to pursue J
his own principles to an extent which might give offence to

those whom he desired to conciliate. It is certain, that his

arguments against punishing men for following the dictates

of an erroneous conscience, as well as that which is taken

from the dishonour done to Christianity, by supposing it

to need any other defence than tiiose weapons of argument
and good life by which it subdued the world, are no less

cogent against all persecution whatever, than against that

which has for its subject the minor dissensions of Christen-

dom.

Nor is there any real weight in the difficulty which

appears to have perplexed him, in what manner to reconcile

the duty incumbent on every magistrate to repress all open
acts of sin and impiety, with the toleration which the same

magistrate may be called on to grant to the worshippers of

idols, or to the assailant of Christianity. That difficulty arises

from a misapprehension of the magistrate's power, whose

office, as it is purely civil and secular, has no direct concern

with the souls of men, and who is neither bound nor autho-

rized to interfere between man and his Maker, or to take on

himself the punishment of offignces against God, except
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where those offences disturb the temporal peace, or endanger

the temporal property of the subject.

Thus, as idolatry, abstractedly considered, is a crime

against God, and not against man, it is a crime, the punish-

ment of which God may be conceived to have reserved to

himself, and which the secular prince is not called on to

punish, or to repress any otherwise than by his own example,

and by securing to his subjects the means of religious in-

struction. Nor can the precedent of the Jewish law avail

to lead us to a different conclusion ; since, that which might
be expedient and necessary under the peculiar circumstances

of their theocracy, is no example for us who live tnider dis-

pensations entirely different ; and since, though God may be

conceived, as He did in this instance, to delegate a part

of his power to a particular magistrate, yet other magi-

strates, who have no such express commission or direct

command, would be guilty of usurpation no less than cruelty,

if they presumed to determine on the conduct of " another

man's servant."

^ But, if the particular species of idolatry complained
of be attended v^^ith obscene or cruel rites

; or, if the public

processions or ostentatious sacrifices of its votaries have

an evident tendency to shock the feelings of the majority

of their fellow-citizens, and disturb the pubhc tranquillity,

the magistrate is not only permitted, but obliged in conscience

to punish or restrain them according to his power, and in

such measure as the interests of the community under his

charge may require.

^ Thus the Persians did ill under Xerxes, in destroying
the Grecian temples, because not only has a foreign power
no right to interfere in the national religion of any state, but

because the idolatry of Greece involved no practices, that

we know of, inconsistent with the general peace of society.

But the Roman senate did well, in repressing and punishing
the Bacchanalians, because they had sufHcient evidence of

the debauchery and violence with which those infernal rites

were celebrated. Nor is it useless to observe, that the pic-

ture which is handed down to us of the open whoredom and

human sacrifices with which the gods of the Canaanites

were worshipped, would be, in itself, and without any divine

injunction, a good reason why Moses should have prohibited.
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under the severest penalties, the practice among his own

people of such forms of pollution and bloodshed.

In like manner, though it would, indeed, be the height of

wickedness and folly, to forbid the Hindoos, in their own

country, to address their devotions to whatever idols, and in

whatever form they pleased ; yet, if certain Hindoos resident

in London were to institute a public procession in honour of

Juggernaut, it would be no persecution to command them

to perform their acts of faith in private; while, if in the

course of those acts any thing actually criminal took place,

it would not be the less an offence against the laws, and

punishable by the hand of justice, however it might have

arisen from the dictates of a real or pretended superstition.

Nor, whatever religious prejudice might be pleaded, did our

Indian government do wrong in forbidding the murder of

female children, nor would it do wrong, (however a real or

mistaken policy may forbid the measure,) in preventing the

sacrifice of widows on the funeral piles of their husbands.

The distinction which has been laid down as to actions,

will apply with equal accuracy to doctrines. Those which

are immediately, or in their evident and avowed conse-

quences, injurious to civil society, and those only, are fit

subjects for suppression and punishment; and they are so,

not because they are offences against God, but because they
are dangerous to mankind. Thus, if a man maintains in

argument the falsehood of the Apostles' Creed, he is, perhaps,
a blasphemer, certainly an infidel or an heretic

;
but his

crime is not one which it belongs to the magistrate to

punish. But the man who persuades his neighbours to insur-

rection, murder, incest, a promiscuous intercourse of the

sexes, or the invasion of private property ;
the preacher of

atheism, who lays the axe to the root of all moral obligation,

and the impugner of a future state of retribution, who

deprives morality of its only effectual sanction,
— such men as

these, being common enemies to the peace of the v^orld,

are to be put down and repressed by whatever severities are

necessary to abate the nuisance. With these exceptions, I

know no limit to the toleration of speculative opinions. It

is true, indeed, that the teacher of any opinion, fidse or true,

who seeks to inflame in his cause the bad passions of the

multitude
; who violates the decency due even to established
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error, and who assails not only the opinions but the cha-

racters and motives of those opposed to him
; will, under all

circumstances, be deserving of general indignation, and,

under particular circumstances, may be a proper subject
of legal coercion. But this is as a breaker of the public

peace, not as an enemy to that religion, which, as it is

founded on argument alone, can, by argument alone, be

legitimately or effectually defended. The length of this

digression will, I trust, be pardoned, on account of the

importance of the interests which its subject involves, and

the necessity which there appeared of defining more clearly

what Taylor had left uncertain. On the beauty of particular

passages in the "
Liberty of Prophesying,"

— on its general

eloquence and clearness of reasoning, as well as on the

admirable temper and moderation which throughout distin-

guish it, any further observations are needless.
" The Doctrine of Repentance," or " Unum Necessarium,"

is introduced by two letters dedicatory; the first to lord Car-

bery, the second, which also is the preface, inscribed to

Duppa, bishop of Sarum, and Warner of Rochester, as well

as to the general body of the English clergy.

In the first of these he apologizes for his so constant

recurrence to the inculcation of repentance, by the neces-

sity which there was of counteracting the devices which men
had found out to excuse themselves from this necessary
labour. In the second, he describes his work as suggested

by the many false principles and dangerous errors respecting

a death-bed repentance, venial sins, and sins of infirmity ;
—

contrition and attrition;
— confession, penance, and absolu-

tion, which (during his preparatory studies in order to his

great undertaking on the " Rule of Conscience,") he had

met with in the works of preceding casuists.
"

It was in

vain," he tells us,
" to dispute concerning a single case

whether it were lawful or no, when, by the general dis-

coursings of men, it might be permitted to live in states of

sin without danger or reproof, as to the final event of souls.

I thought it, therefore, necessary, by way of address and

preparation to the publication of the particulars, that it

should appear to be necessary for a man to live a holy life :

and that it could be of concern to him to inquire into the

very minutes of his conscience: for if it be no matter how
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men live, and if the hope of heaven can stand vi'ell with a
wicked life, there is nothing in the world more unnecessary
than to inquire after cases of conscience. And, if it be suf-

ficient for a man, at the last, to cry out for pardon for having
all his life-time neither regarded laws nor conscience, cer-

tainly they have found out a better compendium of religion,
and need not be troubled with variety of rules and cautions

of carefulness and a lasting holiness
;
nor think concerning

any action or state of life, whether it be lawful or not lawful;
for it is all one whether it be or no, since neither one nor the

other will easily change the event of things."
To illustrate his meaning more fully, he goes on to sup-

pose a person in known habits of sin, fortifying himself

against the rebukes of conscience by the topics of comfort

usually suggested either by those who extenuate their per-
sonal faults by ascribing them to the infirmity of nature, or

by those who rely on the chance of a death-bed repentance,
and on that "

attrition," or terror of God's judgments against

sin, which the approach of death and the clamours of con-

science may reasonably be expected to generate.
In this, in a tone of lofty sarcasm, he instances what he

esteems the dangerous encouragements held out to sin by
those who have been more careful of the sinner's ease than his

soul
; and, after a digression to which I shall hereafter have

occasion to refer, he exhorts the clergy to employ the full

influence of their prayers, their authority, and their wisdom,
to effect " that the strictness of a holy life may be thought

necessary, and that repentance may be no more that
trifling

little piece of duty to which the errors of the late schools of

learning, and the desires of men to be deceived in this article,

have reduced it."

Such an opening would lead us to expect a severe book,
and as " a severe book," he describes it in his dedication to

lord Carbery. It does, indeed, inculcate the necessity of an

earlier and more lasting, a more earnest, and a more par-
ticular and minute repentance than the indolence of man is

often willing to undertake, or his self-flattery to consider

necessary.

Yet I am not aware that he has at all exceeded the

strictness of his rules as laid down in his previous writings,
or that he has expressed any greater austerity than is justi-
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fied by the danger of sin, by the uncertainty of life, and the

further uncertainty that, if hfe is spared, God's grace may be

also continued to us. In discussing the probable event of

a death-bed repentance, he has even expressed himself with

more caution than he had done on some former occasions,

referring men not only to the secret mercies of God, but to

the fact that no precise period of time is laid down in Scrip-

ture as absolutely necessary to the work of repentance ;
and

concluding with some admirable rules for the conduct of a

penitent under such unhappy circumstances. Such a man,

he tells us, by self-examination, confession, restitution, sub-

mission to God's will, and a readiness to suffer whatever can

come, by pouring out his complaints Vtfith great fervour and

humility, and adding the best resolutions and the warmest

charity in his power, may do "
all that can be done at that

time, and as well as it can then be done." He concludes this

branch of his subject, as he does all his other chapters, with

very moving and appropriate prayers, which are remarkably

plainer, and, therefore, I think, much better than those in his

" Life of Christ," and his
"
Holy Living."

I have mentioned this particular case of penitence, in the

first instance, because it was this in which the harshness

which Taylor predicates of his own work was chiefly likely

to have appeared, and in which his previous expressions had

been such as to excite a prejudice against the whole treatise.

This, however, was not a question on which Taylor so much
differed from contemporary divines, as he did on some other

and very important topics which were naturally involved in

the " Doctrine of Repentance," and, more particularly, of

sins of infirmity. I mean the question of the origin and

amount of man's natural inability to serve or please his

Maker.

On this point Taylor has expressed himself, in his pre-

face, prepared to expect the charge of a departure from the

doctrine of the church of England ; and, as we have seen, he

had already, in a former work, used language which might

justly expose him to that suspicion. It may, therefore, be

desirable to enter a little more fully into the principles
which he really maintained, and the grounds on which he

maintained them, both because those principles,
—

though
not always cautiously expressed, were, in fact, much nearer
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the truth than they have been sometimes represented ;
and

because it will not be very difficult to show wherein con-

sisted that inaccuracy of reasoning which led him into a

partial heterodoxy.
The plan of Taylor's

"
Essay on Repentance," if not ne-

cessarily, at least naturally, involved a discussion of original

sin, and its consequences. He began by proving the neces-

sity of repentance ;
—

secondly, he went on to discuss its

nature
; thirdly, he proceeded to examine the things which

are to be repented of.

Having, under the third head, discussed and overturned

the Romish distinction between mortal and venial sins,

(proving that all presumptuous and unrepented sin must be

mortal,) and having prescribed the manner in which " actual

single sins," and ^' habitual sins," were to be sorrowed for

and forsaken, he was led to inquire what other sins, if any,
there were, which needed a particular repentance ?

And here, two questions occurred, first, whether men
are bound to repent of original sin ? And, secondly, in what

light are sins of infirmity to be regarded?
The first question naturally arose from the tenets then

popular among divines. The second from the large allow-

ance which men of carnal minds were apt to make them-

selves, when they contended that the existence of extremely
sinful habits might not be inconsistent with a state of grace,
inasmuch as the corruptions of nature still clung to the elect,

and it was not they who transgressed, but sin which dwelt

in them.

These points disposed of, the remainder of the discussion

proceeded in its regular channel. The author, in the ninth

chapter of his work, went on to show the possibility of

repentance, and its efficacy to the remission of sin. Under
this head were involved some very curious secondary topics,
as to the principles and practice of the ancient church with

regard to those who had fallen into transgression after bap-
tism

;
and the nature of " the sin against the Holy Ghost,

and in what sense it is or may be unpardonable."
The tenth chapter treated of the fruits of repentance ;

—
of the efficacy or inefficacy of that imperfect sorrow for sin

which the Roman Catholics call
"

attritioyi ;"— of the

vanity of confession, absolution, penance, and all the other
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machinery of the Romish system, to procure pardon without

a real "
contrition," accompanied with some admirable ob-

servations on the nature and proper use of these ecclesias-

tical helps to repentance and comforts to the penitent.
Each portion of the work concludes with applicable

prayers, conceived in Taylor's warmest spirit of devotion,

and in his improved and more simple style. The whole

treatise evidently marks a man in earnest for the salvation of

souls, and actuated by the feeling which he describes as

his principal motive for undertaking- it :
— " Tu autem con-

versus, confirma fratres !"—''
I hope," are his words,

"
I

have received many of the mercies of a repenting sinner,

and I have felt the turnings and varieties of spiritual inter-

courses ;
and I have often observed the advantages in mi-

nistering to others, and am most confident that the greatest
benefits of our office may, with best effect, be communicated

to souls in personal and particular ministrations. In the

following book I have given advices, and have asserted many
truths in order to all this. I have endeavoured to break in

pieces almost all those propositions, upon the confidence of

which men have been negligent of severe and strict living ;

I have cancelled some false grounds on which many answers

in moral theology used to be made to inquiries in cases of

conscience ;
I have, according to my weak ability, described

all the necessities and great inducements of a holy life
;
and

have endeavoured to do it so plainly, that it may be useful

to every man, and so inofi:ensively, that it may hurt no

man •>."

I have stated these particulars both to show the manner
in which the offensive section is connected with the body of

the work, and, still more, to convince those who might other-

wise have turned away from that work as controversial, or,

perhaps, heretical, that by far the greatest proportion of its

contents is purely and valuably practical; that they who

may dissent most strongly from his conclusions in particular

chapters, may read the rest with abundant approbation and

advantage, and that, more particularly, his observations on

mortal and venial sins
;
on the sin against the Holy Ghost,— and, on the devices of the Romish clergy, are distin-

' Vol. viii. p. ccliv.
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guished by great originality and justness of sentiment, by
acute argument, and a wide and critical acquaintance with

Scripture and ecclesiastical antiquity.
The question,

'* Whether men are bound to repent of

original sin?"— he might, perhaps, have answered by ob-

serving simply, (as he has incidentally noticed), that by the

consent of those theologians who have attached most im-

portance to it, original sin is remitted in baptism as to any
punishment which might accrue from it

; that, though it

adheres to us, it is not penally imputed to us, and that what
is innate and unavoidable is a misfortune, not a trans-

gression, and, therefore, no proper subject for repentance.
Nor is the solidity of this answer shaken by the opinion

of Augustine, that "
all our life-time, we are bound to mourn

for the inconveniences and evil consequences derived from

original sin ;"
— or by the determination of our church that

"
concupiscence," (which is allowed, on all hands, to be a

necessary consequent of Adam's fall, and a mode in which
the original corruption shows itself,)

"
partakes of the

nature of sin."

It is, no doubt, a legitimate cause for concern, in those

who either desire God's glory, or the happiness of their

fellow- creatures, that they have no worthier sacrifice to

render to the one than such imperfect services as only are

in our power,
— and that the other are, (under the present

state of things) exposed to so much misery which we can

neither remove nor materially alleviate. And a knowledge
of our fallen condition, as it must necessarily make us

humble and cautious, so it may well serve to excite in us an

aspiration after a better and happier existence,— the very

glories of which, while we are banished from them, must
make the heart sick with hope delayed.

If this, however, be called repentance, it is an improper
use of the term, which is usually and correctly applied to

such a sorrow as is excited by the commission of actions

which we might have left undone, or by a neglect of such wise

or virtuous deeds as have been in our power. It follows,

therefore, that repentance, in its proper meaning, is not

applicable to original sin.

It is very true, (though Taylor has, in vain and very

needlessly, laboured to get rid of the supposed difficulty).
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that whatever is displeasing to God and contrary to the

purposes of his creation, is a sm ; though, if it arises from

causes over which we have no control, a merciful God will

not impute it to us. And it is thus that "
concupiscence,"

like every evil thought, is said by our church to
"
partake

of the nature of sin," inasmuch as the overt act of an unclean

desire is in itself offensive to the God of purity, though,
unless we encourage or indulge in it, the God of mercy may
overlook it in us, as a necessary consequence of our fallen

condition
;
a monument of that wretchedness from which we

are made free by Christ. But this will not put it into our

power to repent of what we cannot help, though it may
exalt our notions of God's goodness, as well as of our own

daily dependance on his bounty and daily need of his

forgiveness.

Still, however, the question remained,
"

if we cannot

repent of original sin, why are we to be punished for it ?
"

a difficulty which Taylor solved by cutting the knot at once,
and denying that any man, for original sin alone, would be

punished with damnation. A conclusion this was which all

Arminians and some Calvinists would join him in main-

taining, but in arriving at which his process was not a

happy one.

The answer, apparently most obvious, and which, as I

conceive, would have been most consistent with the general

language of inspiration, would have been, that, without ex-

tenuating the amount of human corruption, or the fatal

consequences which, if things had been left to their natural

course, must have been incurred by all Adam's posterity ;

it is plain from Scripture that, in point of fact, the world

never was thus left to itself. Where iniquity abounded,

grace did much more abound. The promise of a Redeemer
was made as soon as our first parents had sinned, and before

they had earned their name of parent; and the sacrifice of

Christ is allowed, on all hands, to have had a retrospective as

well as a prospective efiicacy, which, in all those who were

brought to a knowledge of him, either before or after his

coming, was fruitful of grace to enable them to struggle

against their innate corruption, and of merciful atonement

to free them from the punishment of those stains which still

adhered to their nature.
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To the objection that this dispensation only applied to

the converted and baptized,
— to those who had received

the knowledge and badge of salvation, while infants unbap-
tized, and heathens, remained liable to God's wrath, and
heirs of utter damnation,— he might have rejoined, that all

such must be left to the uncovenanted mercies of a good and

gracious Father
;
or he might have given, perhaps, a more

plausible answer still,
— that the merits of Christ's death

and intercession may extend far beyond the limits of his

visible church; that his grace may supply the unavoidable

deficiencies of those who have not heard his name
;
and that

many may be led by his Spirit, and saved by his blood, who
have only known of God that '' he is, and that he is the

rewarder of them that diligently seek him." This is pretty

nearly the account which is given by the bishop of Win-
chester, in his able commentary on the eighteenth article of

our church; nor do I know any solution which can more

satisfactorily reconcile the certainty and greatness of the

natural corruption of man, and his consequent need of a

Redeemer, with the fact that the name of this Redeemer is

not yet made known to all, and the presumption that a just
and merciful God will not treat the impotent as if they were

wilfully rebellious.

Unfortunately, Taylor went to work by another process,
and busied himself, first, in extenuating the greatness and

evil consequences of Adam's fall
;
next in exalting the free-

will and remaining powers of man
; lastly, in denying that

concupiscence could be in itself sinful unless it proceeded to

a deliberate and cherished image, to which the soul reverted

with pleasure.
His opinion as to the first of these points was the same

with some of the schoolmen
<=,
who believed that Adam, as

first created, was no better nor wiser than any of his

descendants ;
but that, when he was placed in Paradise, a

supernatural grace was given to him, which enabled him to

please God; tO' resist temptation,
— and, by the use of the

appointed and sacramental means, to live for ever.

Accordingly, the effect of his fall was, when thus ex-

plained, no more than a return to his natural condition, and

« Note (YY.)
VOL. 1. q
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his children lost nothing but the prospect of succeeding to

certain valuable privileges which were theirs in reversion

only, and were not inherent but superadded gifts, even in

the instance of their first parent.
If he erred in the adoption of this doctrine, he certainly

erred in good company, inasmuch as the same was main-

tained by Bull and by archbishop King**. It is, however, a

doctrhie which can hardly stand the test of Scripture, which

not only is silent as to any superadded qualifications con-

ferred on Adam to enable him to keep the first covenant, but

which, moreover, expressly tells us, that God created man

upright. The question, however, is apparently of no prac-

tical importance, since at whatever time Adam received the

perfections of his being, whether at or after his creation, the

consequences of the loss of those perfections would be the

same both to himself and his descendants.

Taylor, however, went on to deny that the depravation of

man's nature, after the fall, was so total as had been generally

apprehended ;
and to attack the conclusions of the West-

minster divines, who maintained, not only that man was
*'

very far gone from original righteousness," but that he

was altogether perverted, and incapable of any thing but evil.

He asserted, on the contrary, that, amid the deplorable
ruin of the world, some fragments of the Divine image

might yet be discovered
;

that not only freedom of will

remained, but that, in some particular cases, the tendency of

man was on the side of virtue.— " A man cannot naturally

hate God, if he knows any thing of him.— A man naturally
loves his parents ;

he naturally hates some sort ofuncleanness.

He naturally loves and preserves himself
;
and all those sins

which are unnatural, are such which nature hates
;
and the

law of nature commands all the great instances of virtue,

and marks out all the great lines of justice."
— " Here only

our nature is defective. We do not naturally know, nor yet

naturally love, those supernatural excellencies which are

appointed and commanded by God, as the means of bringing
us to a supernatural condition. That is, without God's grace,
and tljie renovation of the Spirit, we cannot be saved","

^ Bull — Discourse on the first Covenant. Sermons, vol. iii. p. 1065.

King on the Origin of Evil, chap. iv. sect. 8. p. 211. Ed. Cantab,
e Vol. ix. p. 41.
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Here, too, it is probable, that most Arminians will agree
that he had a juster view of human nature as it now exists,

and pursued a more correct interpretation of some well-known

passages of Scripture than his opponents. He has here,

in fact, said no more than bishop Butler and the bishop of

Winchester have both maintained in discussing the same
intricate subject f.

The fact is, indeed, that, with the allowances which
all these divines have made,— the difference between their

view of man's corruption, and that which is taken by the

Calvinists, is not, as to any practical consequence, worth

disputing. Both sides allow that man is so far fallen as to

be unable, without grace, to rise to heaven or escape ever-

lasting punishment ;
and Taylor, in particular, has, in many

of his argumentative, and all his devotional passages, ad-

mitted in the humblest language, his vileness, his helpless-

ness, his worthlessness. But, if the ruin be eifcctual, it

signifies little whether it be total
;
and if man is, by nature,

the heir of wrath, it is a question of very inferior importance,
whether there may or may not be some scattered good
qualities yet remaining about him, which may make a

difference in his finAl lot, so far at least as a mitisiation of

punishment. Augustine himself never taught that Socrates

and Marcus Aurelius were to be ranked in the same category
of eternal suffering, with Simon Magus and Nero; but

Augustine, nevertheless, like the Romish church, and the

Calvinists, was peremptory in consigning them to some

portion of everlasting misery, and, in fact, if it be allowed

that no flesh can escape except through Christ, it seems

absolutely necessary, if we would escape from these revolting

consequences, to suppose, as has been already hinted, an

extension of the merits of Christ's blood, and the help of his

Holy Spirit, beyond the limits of the visible church, and the

list of those who ha"\e heard the tidings of salvation.

This Taylor appears, from some expressions in his
"
further

Explications," to have suspected^. But he has not followed

up this presumption to any length, and, in consequence,
fluctuates between Augustine and Pelagius, too deeply

f Butler's Analogy, pp. 81 and 13.5. Tomline, Refut. Calv., pp. 2, 3, 4.

» VoLix. pp. 91, 92,93.
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impressed with the mercy of God to assent to the harsh

doctrines of the first
;

too conscious of the necessity of

spiritual illumination to embrace the self-flattery of the

second.

This is not the only instance, however, in which he has

underrated the consequences of Adam's transgression. He
conceives that the sin of Adam and its immediate conse-

quences, were answerable only for a small,
"
the smallest

part," of the present corruption of our species.
-— " It is not

his fault alone, nor ours alone, and neither ofus is innocent."

—"A great part is a natural impotency, and the other is

brought in by our own folly.'* He imputes it, in great part,

to the " many concurrent cavfses of evil which have influence

upon communities of men, such as are, evil examples, the

similitude of Adam's transgression, vices of princes, wars,

jmpurity, ignorance, error, false.principles, flattery, interest,

fear, partiality, authority, evil laws, heresy, schism, spite and

ambition, natural inclination, and other principiant causes,

which, proceeding from the natural weakness of human

constitution, are the fountain and proper causes of many
consequent evils ^."

Surely to represent those as concurrent causes, which,

by his own account of them, proceed from the great and

common cause, is neither good logic nor good divinity.

Jt is not even correct to say that the evil which is within us,

and always ready to break forth on occasion, is
materially

increased by what are, at most, its exciting causes, and some

of which are only the different modes and places in which

the same internal corruption shows itself.

If it were true, which he supposes, after St. Chrysostom',
that

" Adam having begun the principal of sirj, we have
added the interest ;" that "

every age grows worse, and adds
some iniquity of its own to the former examples," we should

have long since arrived at an insuperable and insufferable

height of iniquity ;
the earth woiild have loathed us as she

loathed the Canaapites, and the
" cursed race" would have

been, ere no\v, exterminated by its
increasing vices and

violence.

But experience reads us a lesson extremely different.

'• Vol. ix. p. 44. '
lb. p. 57.
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She gives us no reason to believe that any given form of

Society which the world has yet seen, has less thati its

share of peculiar occasions of eVil. If civilized and polished

society has more temptations, it has also inore salutary
restraints

;
and even the dangers which beset such a state of

existence, are, if more numerous, hardly so formidable, as

those of the earlier and ruder pages of history, where force

is the law, and the strong man, and he only,
" does that

which is right in his own eyes."
So far from a progressive increase of wickedness, from

the hypothesis of a golden age, deteriorated slowly into

silver, brass, and iron
;
we find, on the contrary, while the

family of man was small, and the intercourse of man with

God not yet unfrequent ;
while wattt and tyranny, and the

snares of larger communities were unknown, and While the

recent punishment of the species, and the dreadful fornis of

the cherubim, yet visible on the ascent to Paradise, must
have prevented all causes of depravity, but the one great

cause, from operating, the first-^borrt of Adam, for a very
small offence, if any offence at all, the deliberate murderer

of his brother. And, while the natural life of man was yet

a thousand years ;
while the penitent father and monarch of

men was scarcely cold in his grave ;
we read of the earth

being full of violence, and of sins which called down a

common destruction on all but a single family.

These facts may convince us that we suffer not from a-

slowly accumulated burden, but from a malady at once

contracted ;
that there is no reason to believe that the first

access of wickedness was slighter than its more confirmed

stages ;
or that any one age of the world has sufficient reason

to complain of a greater abundance of iniquity than its

fellows. On the whole, perhaps, the more polished and

educated ages have the advantage, and the admonition of

Protagoras might apply to those who desire the homeliness

of a more simple state of society.

'OuTcoi otou KM vuv, oHj cToi o^iHUTaroq (poavzrai avOpwirog tuv kv

vofjioii Mai avQ^uTTOiq Ts^^afxixsvuv^ hkaiov dvrov eirai, xai
S'ti/j.ioupyov

TOVTOU TOW TT^ayiJMTOi, £1 ^£01 tXVTOV
KplV£(T&ai TT^Og avdpUTTOl/g 6(J fXrtTE

Trai^Bia en fj-yire ^Dcarrtpia, fxm^ vofxoi, imyti avayKn fji,ri^£[xicx haTravroq

avayxa^oucra aperyji £7nixeX£TaSaty a\\ Lev ay^toi TivBi, oioi
tte^ bug

•ni^uai 0£f£*f«T»; o wojwthj k^i,^<x^tv Itti Ay\vaioi- v a^o^px iv rots
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•

TOiouToig av&PUTtoig yzvoixsvog, ua'^z^ hi kv sKBiva rm x°P^ /xKravO^WTTOi,

aya7r-/\<7aig av li lvTy%oij 'Eu^uSara km ^^uvav^ac, xai a,VQ>.o(pv^ai
av

',To6uv TYiv ruv ev6oid'E
avOpccTTcov Trovrjpiav ^.

There are other incidental topics in the Essay on Re-

pentance, and its apologies, on which the dicta of Taylor
must be received with caution. He, in one passage, while

reckoning up the causes which have added to the stock

of Adam's original corruption, mentions, as one of them, the

silence of God, during the earliest ages of the world, on the

subject of a life beyond the grave.

"The first great cause of an universal impiety is, that,

at first, God had made no promises of heaven
;
he had not

propounded any glorious rewards, to be as an argument to

support the superior faculty against the inferior, that, is, to

make the will choose the best and leave the worst, and to

be as a reward for suffering contradiction."— "
If God had

been pleased to have promised to Adam the glories he hath

promised to us, it is not to be supposed he had fallen so

easily. But he did not, and so he fell, and all the world

followed his example, and most upon this account
;

till it

pleased God, after he had tried the world with temporal

promises, and found them also insufficient,"
— "

to cause us

to be born anew by the revelations and promises of Jesus

Christ'."

To say nothing of the inconsistency with which a writer

who is the strenuous advocate of man's free-will, lest God
should be suspected to be the author of sin, imputes to God
in almost express words, a suppression of those lights, which

only are effectual to keep men from sin
; there are few

mistakes more palpable, or more easily refuted, than that

which supposes the ancient Israelites, or their patriarchal

ancestors, to have been without a knowledge of the immor-

tality of the soul. The book of Job (perhaps the oldest in

the world), expressly acknowledges it
;

St. Paul, when rea-

soning on the words of Jacob, respecting his pilgrimage,

speaks in a manner which proves that, in his opinion, the

father of the tribes expected such an enduring city ;
— the

repeated promises of the Messiah, to arise from the race of

Abraham, could have been no comfort to those who were,

c Plato, Protagoras, Op. iii. 121. Ed. Bipont. i Pp. 42, 43.
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many generations before his coming, to be laid to sleep in

the cave of Macpelah, unless they expected that they also

were to awaken, and, with their descendants, to share in

the privileges which that great Redeemer was to purchase.
It is humiliating to see any men of genius and learning
involved in the defence of such a paradox ;

but what shall

be said when those men are Jeremy Taylor and Warburton?

Still, as has been already shown, in the practical and
devotional parts, and even in those chapters which, ex-

clusively, contain the erroneous assertions to which I have

alluded, there is abundance which may be read with admi-

ration and improvement. He has sifted with uncommon
force and learning the errors of Calvinism, as they respect
the absolute decrees of God, and the damnation of unbaptized
infants. His defence of free-will from the writings of the

early fathers will, though shorter, bear no unfavourable

comparison with bishop Tomline's learned and able treatise

on the same subject; and, on the whole, though the work
is by no means faultless, it is still the work of the same
author with the Liberty of Prophesying, and the Holy Living
and Dying.

Having thus largely discussed the difference which, on
the topic of original sin, existed between Taylor and the

majority of the Church of England,
— it is unnecessary for

me to take any further notice of the works in which he
re-stated and justified his peculiar opinion, the letters to

Warner, and that to the Countess of Devonshire.

I pass on, therefore, to the essay which follows next in

the series, and which is also dedicated to Warner
;
his

" Real

Presence and Spiritual of Christ in the Blessed Sacrament,

proved against the Doctrine of Transubstantiation,"— a

powerful and learned disquisition, of which the conclusions

and doctrines deserve unqualified praise; though, even here,
a desire to conciliate his antagonists, or an anxiety to raise

as high as possible the honour of the Christian altar, has

involved him occasionally in an illogical mode of reasoning,
and thrown a needless obscurity around a plain doctrine of

the Protestant church, and some very clear and comfortable

texts of Scripture.

Thus he begins with stating the doctrine of the Protest-

ants as to Christ's presence in the sacrament, as if it were.
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that f* the symbols become changed into the body ^nd bloocl

of Christ, after a sacramental, that is, in a spiritual,

real manner
;
so that all that worthily communicate, do by

faith receive Christ really, effectually, and to all the purposes
of his passion." In these words his meaning is pretty evi-

dent, but his manner of expression is hardly accurate.

How does he understand the word sacramental? He
would probably answer, that a sacrament is a symbol ;

a

sign of something besides itself,— " a means whereby we
receive the thing intended, and a pledge to assure us there-

of." In the present instance, then, it is a sign of Christ's

body and blood
;

it is a means whereby our souls partake
in the graces flowing from his sacrifice, and a pledge to

assure us of our participation in those benefits. But, with
"

sacramental," in this sense, the terra real is utterly incon-

sistent, inasmuch as the change which
" sacramental "

implies
is figurative and conventional only. If a counter is taken to

pass for a guinea, a change has undoubtedly taken place in

its virtues and its effects, but it has not become a real golden
coin. It is conventionally worth more than it was, but it is

ivory and a counter still. And though we reverence the

bread and wine after consecration, as the authentic image of
the body and blood of him who died for us, it is not correct'to

say that any real change has taken place in their nature, though
they have undoubtedly become the means of our obtaining a

spiritual blessing. There are, in Scripture, two meanings of

the word spiritual : the one, something detached from and

superior to matter
; which is, apparently the sense in which

St. Paul, (in Taylor's own illustration,) contrasts the hea-

venly or spiritual tabernacle, with that tent which Moses set

up as its image : the other, what we should more usually

express by virtual, as when the same apostle speaks of him-
self as present in spirit, in the sentence pronounced in his

absence, but by his authority, on the incestuous Corinthian.

In this latter sense, the thing signified or represented is

always spiritually present with its sign or representation,

provided that this last is, in the first place, authentic
; and,

secondly, empowered to produce the same effect which
its principal, if present, would have done. Thus, Christ was

spiritually present as a Redeemer and a sacrifice for sin, in all

the rites of the Jewish law, which, by God's appointment,
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shadowed out the benefits which his death was to bestow
j

and conveyed a share in those benefits to the Israehtes, who

partook in them fijithfully. And this, as I conceive, is the

sense in which he is also apprehended to be present in his

capacity of victim, and to give his body and blood for our

spiritual support, in the sacrament of the eucharist.

But this virtual presence is so far from a real one, that it

is absolutely opposed to it. And this is the reason why the

Romanists, who maintain the latter in its grossest sense^,

contend so strongly against the former
;
so that the word real,

as Taylor has introduced it, is unmeaning or worse
;
inas-

much as for the elements to be really changed into the body
and blood of Christ, is the very thing for which the Roman-
ists plead, and which is at complete variance with Tay-
lor's previous statement, as well as with all his subsequent

arguments.

Still, it may be urged, the doctrine of Taylor is really
the doctrine of the reformed churches ; as, where the

Church of England teaches that " the body and blood of

Christ are verily and indeed taken and received by the

faithful in the Lord's supper." And where Calvin main-

tains, that " in the supper Jesus Christ, (viz. his body
and blood,) is truly and indeed given under the signs of

bread and wine."

But neither of these expressions favour the reality of

the presence, though both explicitly set forth the efficacy

of the symbols. These are very different assertions, and,

in common life, a distinction is continually made between

them. An estate is conveyed by the delivery of the title-

deeds, a kingdom by the imposition of a crown. The

enjoyment and possession both of the one and the other

become, from that time, real and actual, though the estate

may be in Cumberland, while the transaction of exchange
or purchase takes place in London

;
and though, unques-

tionably, the kingdoms of Great Britain and Ireland are

not really within that golden circle which is the pledge and

sign of sovereignty. What, indeed, is the meaning of

any thing being present under its symbols or represent-

ations, unless it be that the thing itself is not there, but

that there is something else which supplies its place? Or,

what but this, qau be the meaning of the spiritual presence of
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a substance'? It is plain, then, that our reforaiers, in deny-

ing the bodily change of the elements, admitted no real

change iu them at all
; though they did not fail to recog-

nise^the presence of a Divine Poice?^, which communicated
to those who partook in them faithfully, a share in the sacri-

fice and an union with the mystical body of the Lamb
slain on Calvary.

But, though he has thus encumbered his proposition
with unnecessary difficulties, and expressed it in tenns which

hardly express the meaning of those whom he defends
; yet

the proposition itself, that Christ's body is no otherwise than

spiritually present in the sacrament, he has established in his

following sections, with great acuteness and learning.
He begins by proving that the doctrine of transubstan-

tiation is not found in Scripture : first, by the admission

of some of the most celebrated doctors of the Romish church;

secondly, by a critical examination of the two principal pas-

sages which are usually urged in its behalf, the 6th chapter
of St. John, and the words in which our Saviour instituted

the sacraments.

On the first of these he has, perhaps, gone too far, in

denying that it relates to the sacrament at all, or to any thing
but Christ's doctrine, and the faith which lays hold on it.

This is contrary to the general opinion of the church ;
and it

is strange that, if Christ had not, in this instance also, in-

tended to allude to the eucharist, he should afterwards, when

speaking of another thing, describe it in words not merely

like, but identical.

Taylor, indeed, urges, that if the eucharist were in-

tended, it would follow that no man could be saved without

partaking in it
;
and therefore that infants, fools, and per-

sons who are impeded by restraint or distance, must all neces-

sarily perish. Bat this argument is worth little, since it

would only put the one sacrament on the same footing with

the other, as being, in subjecta capaci, the ordinary means of

grace and salvation, without necessarily inferring that they
who have not the means of obtaining it are to perish, any more
than the penitent thief perished for want of baptism. No man
is bound to an impossibility ;

but a neglect of the appointed

means, when in our power, maybe daauiable in the one case

as well as in the other. And this is all which necessarily
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follows from the supposition that Christ intended the sacra-

ment when he said,
"

Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of

man, and drink. his blood, ye have no life in you."
He is more successful, however, when he goes on to ob-

serve that, supposing it to refer to the sacrament, it is plain

that the eating and drinking liere spoken of must not be

material, but spiritual ; first, because the men of Capernaum
were reproved for understanding his expressions in their

gross and literal sense ; secondly, because, whoever eats

Christ's flesh hath eternal life. But this must be meant of a

spiritual eating, and one which is effected by faith alone
;

since, if the eating were bodUij, and the elements, as the

Romanists pretend, were changed in substance, the wicked

might eat Christ as well as the worthy communicant. But,

again, what Christ calls his body, he also calls bread, (ver.

51, 58.) ; if, therefore, the words are taken
literally, they may

prove consubstantiation, but not transubstantiation, since the

last implies a total change of the element. And consubstan-

tiation even the Romanists allow to be impossible.

The argument drawn from the words of institution he

invalidates with equal success. In the first place, he ob-

serves, that, out of the whole sentence,
"

Take, eat, this

is my body," Sec. the Church of Rome separates
" Hoc

est corpus meum," and says, that " these words, pronounced

by the priest with due intention, do eflfect the change of

the bread into Christ's body."
— "But, by what argument

can it be proved that these words,
' take and eat,' are not

as efi'ective of the change as ' Hoc est corpus meum?' If

they be, then the taking and eating do consecrate, and it is

not Christ's body till it is taken and eaten
;
and then, when

that is done, it is so no more
; and, besides that reserva-

tion, circumgestation, adoration, elevation of it, must of

themselves fall toj the ground, it will also follow, that it is

Christ's body only in a mystical, spiritual, and sacramental

manner. That Christ used these words is true, and so he

used all the other
;
but did not tell which were the conse-

crating words, nor appoint them to use these words, but to

do the thing, and so to remember and represent his death.''

St. Basil, he goes on to urge, aflSrms that the form of

the consecration of the eucharist is not delivered to us; and

St. Gregory teaches, that " the apostles consecrated the
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eucharist only by saying the Lord's Prayer ;" and, above all,

it is apparent, that the apostles did not suppose these words

to be of so vital importance to the efficacy of the sacrament,

as the Church of Rome maintains, since the evangelists and

St. Paul write these very expressions differently.

But, if the Roman Catholics make use of these words ift

^proper, not in a figurative sense, then it is a declaration of

something already in being, and not effective of any thing
after it.

*' Est "
is

"
is," not " shall be ;" but "

by the con-

fession of the Roman doctors, the bread is not transubstan-

tiated till the um in meum be quite out."— "
They affirm, that

it is made Christ's body, by saying it is Christ's body ;
but

their saying so must suppose the thing done, or else their

saying so is false
; and, if it be done before, then, to say it,

does not do it at all, because it is done already." The

thing is simple, if the words are regarded as declaratory

only of the designation of the elements
; but, if a change

is to be operated, at what time does this change begin ;

and how, when it is, at most, only inchoate, can we speak
of it as completed?

But, what is stronger and more to the purpose than all

this ingenious fencing with the Romanists at their own wea-

pons, he reminds us that, as the eucharist itself was, in the

external and ritual part, an imitation of a sacramental

custom already in use among the Jews
;
so also were the very

words which Christ spoke an imitation of the words which

were used in that ancient ceremony. The Jews said,
" This

is the bread of sorrow which our fathers ate in Egypt."
—

** This is the passover ;"
— and this passover was called the

body of the Paschal Lamb
; nay, it was called the body of

our Saviour, and our Saviour himself."— " So that here

the words were made ready for Christ, and made his by

appropriation."
— '* He is the true passover, which he

then affirming, called that which was the antitype of the

passover, the *

body
'

of the true passover, to wit, in

the same sacramental sense in which the like words were

aflfirmed in the Mosaical passover".*'

But, as an additional reason to make us conclude that

Christ called the bread his body in a figurative sense, he

"• Vol. ix. p. 469.
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urges that, in the language which he spoke, there is no
word which can express

"
significat ;" but they use the word

"
is."— " The Hebrews and the Syrians always join the

names of the signs with the things signified ; and, since

the very essence of a sign is to signify, it is not an im^

proper elegancy, in those languages, to use est for significat.''
In the New Testament, the same manner of speaking is

retained, as he proves from "the field is the world,"—
"

I am the door,"
" My Father is the husbandman,"

^* the candlesticks are the churches," &c.
It is reasonable, therefore, to beheve that Christ spoke

on this occasion as he spoke on others
;
more particularly

since the very institution of the sacrament is, in itself,

representative, significant, and commemorative, (according
both to St. Paul and our Saviour himself,) of the death and

sufferings of the latter.

And, that all sacraments and transactions of the kind

were, in ancient days, accompanied with figurative and sig-
nificant words and actions, he proves by the fact that

{/.vcrrr^^iov

is the word used by the Greeks to express our word sacra-

ipaent ; that, in Exodus, the paschal lamb is called " the

passover," that is, the passing of the angel over the houses
of Israel

; and, that this instance is so much the more

apposite, because it is the forerunner of the blessed eucha-

rist, which succeeded that, as baptism did circumcision.-^In

this manner six sections are occupied.
In the seventh section, he establishes the same figurative

explication of the words, from the manner and circumstances

of the institution, from the fact that, before his passion, his

body was not really broken nor his blood shed; so that the

broken bread and the wine poured out must have been his

body, not truly, but figuratively ;
from the presumption that

it cannot be imagined that the apostles understood it in the

literal sense, when they saw his body stand by, unbroken,
ahve, integral, hypostatical ;

and that, as the words of insti-

tution show that it was designed to represent his death,
which was then future, it could not be necessary or useful to

introduce on such an occasioH his reo/ body; since, if this

had been the case, the shadow would have become the sub-

stance, ^nd the sacrifice of Christ for the sins of the world
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would have taken place before his sufferings on Mount

Calvary.
What follows is admirably clear and rational :

—
"

It is but an imperfect conception of the mystery to say,
that it is the sacrament of Christ's body only, or his blood

;

but it is
" ex parte rei," a sacrament of the death of his

body : and to us a participation or exhibition of it, as it

became beneficial to us
;
that is, as it was crucified, as it was

our sacrifice. And this is so wholly agreeable to the nature
of the thing, and the order of the words, and the body of

the circumstances, that it is next to that which is evident in

itself, and needs no further lio-ht but the considering- the

words and the design of the institution : especially, since it

is consonant to the style of Scripture in the sacrament of the

passover, and very many other instances. It wholly expli-
cates the nature of the mystery, it reconciles our duty with

the secret, it is free of all inconveniences, it prejudices no

right, nor hinders any real effect it hath or can have
;
and it

makes the mystery intelligible and prudent, fit to be dis-

coursed of and inserted into the rituals of a wise relio-ion "."
'

In the 8th and 9th sections, he discusses the arguments
advanced from Scripture in favriu' of transubstantiation, and

adduces mh' y sci; turul argurxnts for the opposite side.

In the lot'', ^,e shows, at considerable length, t^e absurdity
of believing any tH> g wbic^ is in direct oj position to the

senses.

This is one of the most curious and able parts of the

treatise, in which he discusses many important questions, of

God's power ;
of the distinction between things which may

be tliC proper subject of a miracle, and things naturally in^.-

possible ;
«.f tl^e different properties of body and of sjirit;

of the distinction between a Itelief in transubstantiation and

in tlie Holy Trinity ;
of the remarkable circumstances under

which Christ appeared to t^e apostles after his resurrection
;

of the impossibility of conceiving an accident in a state

of separation from its substance, anil of the absurd and even

blasphemous consequences which result from representing
the body of Christ as contained under the accident of bread

» Vol. ix. p. 494.
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and wine.— The whole is a treasury of sound logical argu-
ment and acute criticism ;

but it would be difficult to find

any particular specimen which would not be too long for

selection.

The 12th section is employed in showing the compara-

tively recent introduction of the doctrine in question into the

church, and that it was unknown, or, at least, not received

by the most considerable of the fathers. In discussing the

sentiments of some of these, he had, certainly, expressions
to encounter whicli might have perplexed an ordinary con-

troversialist
;
but Taylor's knowledge of their writings and

their peculiar style was so extensive, that he was able to

distinguish, with remarkable acuteness, between assertions

which really apply to the point in question and tho^e which

are equally reconcileable with either hypothesis,
— those

which prove too much, or those which only seem to tell

against the Protestants through an ignorance of the hyper-
bolical languao-e usual with the writers of those a<>es.Oft c3

To these alleged testimonies, he opposes many others,—
fiom Tertullian, Origen, Clemens Alexandrinus, Cyprian,

Eusebius, Ephren Syrus, Epiphanius, Macarius, Gregory
of Nazianzum, Ambrose, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Augustine,
and Gelasius,

He very sensibly remarks, that, as his object is to prove
a negative, and to show that the doctrine of transul stantia-

tion was not the universal or catholic doctrine i-ftlt church,
it was not necessary for him to produce a ger eral consent, or

even a majority of the ancient writers
; since, if even a

smaller number of the eldest anvl most consideral le dis-

sented, it is plain that the doctrine which be <.p|(sed could

not answer to the rule of V^incentius Lirinensis,
'' Quod

semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus." lie alsi o) serves,

that, though rhetorical exaggeration, liyjcrb'^hcal expres-
sions of love and reverence, and other causes of the same

kind, may have led the fatliers to use many phrases stronger
than their sober opinion warranted, on the side of the

Romish doctors; yet, in opposition to the hypothesis of a

real bodily presence, they would never have spoken that

which they did not seriously believe and intend to main-

tain
; inasmuch as it could never be their object to under-
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value or diminish from the intrinsic dignity of the holy
sacrament.

He remarks, that so far was transubstantiation from being
a Catholic doctrine, that it was fiercely disputed amongj
Catholics in the time of Charles the Bald

;
when the con-

trary was maintained by Rabanus, Bertram, and, above all,

by the illustrious scholar Duns Scotus. In England, much

later, the same opinion might be held unblamed
;
and even

the Lateran Council pronounced nothing against it
; though,

thirty-six years after, in 1251, a council of only fifty-four

prelates, held at Rome, thought fit to declare the real

presence an article of faith. Stephen, bishop of Augusto-
dunum, in 1100, first invented the word " transubstan-

tiation."—** He christened the article and gave the name,
and this congregation confirmed it."

In the thirteenth and concluding section, he examines the

practical part of the dispute, and demonstrates, against the

Romanists, the danger of paying divine honour to that

which, even on their own principles, (through many cir-

cumstances of secret imperfection in the words spoken,
the intention, or the personal character of the minister,)

may be no more than bread, and which no good or suffi-

cient argument has been advanced to prove that it can be

God.

He relates, on the authority of Bishop Andrews, a remark-

able instance in which the Jesuits, who were to die for the

Gunpowder treason, refused to stake their salvation on their

assurance that the bread and wine were the very body and
blood which had been sacrificed for their sins ; and when
Garnet replied, that though the general doctrine was certain,

a man might well doubt of the particular instance. And he

lu'ges, that "as we must pray with faith and without doubting,
so it is fit we should worship ;

and yet, in this case, and upon
these premises, no man can choose but death, and therefore

he ought not to worship :

* Quod dubitas nefeceris'
"

He concludes with an eloquent picture of the scandal

thus given to Jews and Turks, and the ill effects of the

example on heathen idolaters.

The style of this essay, as well as of those which follow

it, is easy, clear, flowing, and vigorous, with less of Iris
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xiharacteristic eloquence than some of those productions
which I have already noticed, but extremely well calculated

to sustain attention, and to carry his reader without fatigue

through an intricate and lengthened argument. There are,

however, some instances of eloquence as well as power, and

there are several in which he has indulged in a tone of

sarcastic humour which seems to show that his talent for

satire might have been (had he chosen to employ it,) as con-

siderable as any of his other powers of composition. Such

a passage occurs in his dedication, where he observes that,

because the doctors of the Romish church " met with

opponents at all hands, they proceeded to a more vigorous

way of arguing : they armed legions against their adversaries;

they confuted at one time in the town of Beziers, sixty thousand

persons; and, in one battle, disputed so prosperouslt/ and

acutely, that they killed about ten thousand men that were

sacramentaries. And this Bellarmine gives as an instance of

the works of his church
;
this way of arguing was used in

almost all the countries of Christendom, till, by crusadoes,

massacres and battles, burnings and the constant carnificia

and butchery of the inquisition, (which is the main proof of

the papacy, and does more than ' Tu es Petrus,') they pre-

vailed far and near, and men durst not oppose the evidence

on which they fought!" Such indignant satire was not ill

employed on the sanguinary follies of popery. But of this

kind of talent more instances are to be found in his two

succeeding essays. .

The former of these was, as I have already had occasion

to notice,—a task imposed on him by the bishops of the

Irish church, and elicited, in a great degree, by the gross
and prevalent superstitions of the Irish populace. It is,

however, not a work addressed to that populace; indeed,

from some expressions in his preface, he seems to have

early despaired of its rendering such persons any immediate

service. It is addressed, throughout, to the Irish clergy,

and the educated part of the Irish laity ;
nor am I aware ofany

work (out of the many which have appeared, and, in their

time, done good service to the cause of Protestantism,) so

well calculated to answer its object, or to excite, in the mind

of a well-informed Papist, a conviction of the necessity of

VOL. 1. r
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reformation in his own church, and a belief that this

necessary work has been competently effected in ours.

The style is never oratorical, seldom even eloquent in

that sense and character of eloquence which a person who
has formed his notions of Jeremy Taylor from his sermons

and devotional works, would anticipate. But it is easy,

buoyant and elastic, effectually removed from the opposite
evils of languor or inflation, or that tediousness which is the

immediate consequence of both. The English is thoroughly

good, natural, and unaffected
;

with some considerable

admixture, indeed, of scholastic terras
;
but these, for a

reason which will be shortly given, entirely appropriate to

his subject and his readers. The tone of his controversy is

simple, friendly, and affectionate
;

it is such as a Christian

bishop may well hold towards the people of his charge ;

and he, throughout, abstains, with Christian care, from

imputing to the individuals of the party opposed to him a

concurrence in, or even a knowledge of, the odious con-

sequences which he frequently deduces from their opinions.

Against penal courses of every kind he, in his preface, speaks
with the same abhorrence as when he wrote his Liberty of

Prophesying ;
and the spirit of his treatise is the mild and

ingratiating spirit of an apology for differing from the

Romanists, rather than of a formal attack on their principles.
Even his satire, (of which formidable weapon he makes
abundant and able use,) is conveyed under the form of
"
banter," rather than of scoff or insult. Without flattering

their prejudices, without even sparing them, he talks to

his adversaries as if they were already his friends, or

one day to become so. And, above all, he talks to them
as a Romanist; he addresses them with a perfect knowledge
,of their writers,—their ecclesiastical history,

—their school

men,— their traditions, and their prejudices; a perfect

familiarity with both their strong and their weak grounds ;

a power and habit of appealing to their own writers as his

best and most frequent authorities, and a dexterity which
has never been exceeded in opposhig the contradictions of
those writers to each other, laying bare their fallacies, and

gently but not insolently exciting indignation against their

corruptions, and a smile against their absurdities.
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To confirm Protestants in their religion, it may or it

may not have power. It presupposes a familiarity with
Romish writers which Protestants rarely possess ;

and those
Protestants who are tempted to change their religion for

a worse, are generally, as 1 apprehend, impelled to do so

by some single broad and powerful, though mistaken, prin-

ciple or feeling, which is too concentrated and too closely
intrenched in some peculiarity of habit or intellect, to give

way to such a war of detail as is carried on by Taylor.
But to shake the former opinions of an intelligent Roman

Catholic, and to conciliate him for the reception of new ;
—to

detach him from an implicit confidence in his ancient guides,
without inclining him, at the same time, to a sceptical
aversion from all guides whatever

;
—to point out the contra-

dictions of a false religion, without making all religion

appear ridiculous,— I know no work which has greater

power than the " Dissuasive" of Taylor ; except that which,
in many respects, it greatly resembles, the " Lettres Pro-

vinciales" of Pascal. As a composition, these last, perhaps,
have the superiority in dramatic effect, from the lively and

eloquent dialogue in which the first part is conveyed, and
which is, in some degree, carried on by the tone and spirit
of the following letters. But it is of more importance to

observe, in an estimate of the merits of the two authors,
that all the arguments, the instances, the examples, the
*'

badinage" of Taylor, are urged for the sake of a definite

and calculated end
;
while Pascal's exposition of the morals

of the Jesuits and the politics of the court of Rome, conduct
to consequences which the author was not prepared to adopt,
and from which he would have shrunk back in horror.

The " Dissuasive" is divided into three chapters ;
the first

devoted to the exposure of the different innovations which
the church and court of Rome have introduced into the

faith and devotions, and ecclesiastical government of Chris-

tians. In this he shows that the power of imposing new
articles of belief is, in itself, a comparatively modern

usurpation ;
that the same charge of novelty and departure

from apostolic and primitive authority may be brought

against indulgences, purgatory, transubstantiation and half-

communiou; the injunction of public prayers in a foreign or

obsolete language ;
the veneration of images ;

the pictures
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of God
;
the papal supremacy ; the invocation of saints

;
and

the supposed insufficiency of Scripture without tradition.

On all these subjects he evinces a knowledge not only
of the fathers, but the schoolmen, the divines of the middle

ages, and the modern Romish disputants ;
which few of his

antagonists could equal, and, perhaps, still fewer Protestants

could have supplied.

Against the alleged power of the church to dictate an

article of faith, he urges the words of St. Paul, (Gal. i. 8.)

the sentence of the third general council, held at Ephesus,
and the notorious abuses of this power by the Romish

church, who have determined points of history in opposition
to known authorities, and continually, though gradually,

added to the ancient staple of orthodoxy.

Against the antiquity of indulgences he brings the testi-

mony of many of their own writers, and fixes their com-

mencement either in the I'ith or the bepinning; of the 13th

century. He urges the perfect silence of all antiquity on

the subject, and that, in their origin, they were no abatement

of any supposed suflferings in purgatory, but a simple
absolution from some part of that penance which the con-

fessor had imposed on his living penitent. And though

indulgences were, in tlie time of the fathers, unknown,
and no definite censure of them is, therefore, to be looked

for in their writings, yet there are in those writings, as well

as in Scripture, very many passages destructive of the

principle on which indulgences rest
;
as where the greatest

saints are enjoined to regard themselves as unprofitable

servants; where we are taught that repentance merely
consists in a return to a good life and a sound and active

faith; and, more particularly, where we find, as in St.

Gregory of Nyssa, St. Chrysostom, St. Augustine, and St.

Bernard, the custom discommended of going to seek pardon
of sins by pilgrimage.

The same subject he pursues when discussing the ques-
tion of purgatory, which doctrine he judiciously distinguishes

from the really ancient doctrine or practice of prayer for the

dead, and of which he proves the origin to reach no further

back than the eleventh century after Christ, and then to

have been held as no article of faith, but merely a speculative

opinion. He proves its derogation from the merits of the
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blood of Christ, and instances the folly of those legends on
the credit of which the notion first gained ground among
mankind. The other instances contained in the first chapter
he follows up with the same critical acumen, and concludes

with the observation, that the Romanists '' have taught every

priest that can scarce understand his breviary, (of which, in

Ireland, there are but too many,) and many of the people,
to ask, 'where our religion was before Luther'/' Whereas
it appears by the premises, that it is much more easy fur us

to show our religion before Luther, than for them to show
theirs before Trent. And although they can show too much

practice of their religion in the degenerate ages of the

church, yet we can and do clearly show ours in the purest
and first ages ;

and can and do draw lines, pointing to the

times and places where the several rooms and stories of

their Babel were builded, and where polished, and where

furnished.
" But when the keepers of the field slept, and the enemy

had sown tares, and they had choked the wheat and almost

destroyed it
;
when the world complained of the infinite

errors in the church, and being oppressed by a violent

power, durst not complain so much as they had cause : and,
when they who had cause to complain, were yet themselves

very much abused, and did not complain in all they might;
when divers excellent persons, when almost all Christian

princes did complain heavily of the corrupt state of the

church and of religion, and no remedy could be had, but the

very intended remedy" [the general council,]
*' made thinos

much worse, then it was that divers Christian kino-doms, and

particularly the Church of England
—

("Tnni primiim, senio dorilis, tna saccnla, Roma,
Eiulmit; piidet cxacti jam tempons, odit

Piacteiitos fcedis cum religionibu.s annos ! ")

being ashamed of the errors, superstitions, heresies, and

impieties, which had deturpated the face of the church,
looked in the glass of Scripture and pure antiquity; and

washed away those stains with which time and inadvertency,
and tyranijy, hod besmeared her

;
and being thus cleansed

and washed, is accused by the Roman parties of novelty,
and condemned, because she refuses to run into the same
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excess of riot and deordination. But we cannot deserve

blame, who return to our ancient and first health, by pre-

ferring anew cure before an old sore".

The second chapter relates to those doctrines and

practices of the Roman church, which " in themselves, or in

their true and immediate consequences, direct impieties and

give warranty to a wicked life."

In this part of his work, after exposing the danger of

the Romish doctrines as to the legality of delaying repent-

ance
; proving the inefficacy of what they call attrition, and

the defective estimate which they make of that contrition

which only can find favour with God
; pointing out the

practical mischief resulting from confession, penance and

satisfaction, as now used by them ; and cross-examining
and comparing the various and contradictory requisites

which, even according to the estimate of their own doctors,

are necessary to make indulgences available
;
he goes on to

discuss their erroneous distinctions between mortal and venial

sins
;
and their fancy that the opinion of one grave doctor is

enough to make a mutter of faith or duty
''

probable."
He here instances many of the abominable practical

tenets which have, on this pretence, been received, or, at

least, tolerated ;
the cases in Toletanus, noticed by Pascal,

that,
"

if a nobleman be set upon and may escape by going

away, he is not tied to it, but may kill him that intends to

strike him with a stick,"
—" that mortal sins become venial

when done in the violence of passion or drunkenness ;"— that "
it is lawful for a man to expose his bastards to the

hospital, to conceal his own shame ;"
— that "

if one of a

married couple falls into heresy, the marriage is dissolved,

and the other may marry another
;

"
with many similar

circumstances of horror and absurdity.
Nor can it be pleaded, he observes, in any of these cases,

that such an opinion is but the private opinion of one or

more of their doctors. This would, indeed, in an article of

faith, be an insufficient proof of the opinion of the church in

general ;
but as a rule of life, and in questions between virtue

and vice, it is their own avowed and general principle, that

• Vol. X. pp. 185, 186.
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" a private opinion of any one grave doctor may be safely

followed, or the example of good men." Accordingly, he

observes,
"

if an evil custom get amongst men, that very
custom shall legitimate the action, and Christ is not your
rule, but the examples of them that live with you, or are in

your eye and observation." Those who shall compare these

sections with the corresponding passages in the " Lettres

Provinciales," will receive no small share both of amusement
and advantage ;

but they will see little reason to postpone
the genius of Taylor to that of the learned and witty French-

man. In piety, it is useless and unnecessary to compare
such men as they were, the daily conversation of each of

whom was elevated above the world, and who have long
since met in peace and happiness amid the quiet shades

of paradise.
The following sections are taken up with discussing the

foreign or obsolete language of the Romish prayers^ the

idolatrous nature of many of them, the strange impiety of

their system of exorcism
; (where he goes over much of the

same ground with Reginald Scott, in his "
Discovery of

Witchcraft ;") their confidence in observances merely super-

stitious and unauthorized
;

their reliance on the "
opus

"
operatum

"
of the sacraments, so as to make them not the

"
instrument," but *' the suppletory of virtue ;" their direct

idolatry in honouring the cross and certain images, even

with "
latria," or the highest degree of worship which can

be paid to the Deity. And he winds up all by observing,

that "
although we do not doubt, but that the goodness of

God does so prevail over all the follies and malice of man-

kind, that there are in the Roman communion many very

good Christians, yet they are not such as they are Papists,

but by something that is higher and before that, something
that is of an abstract or more sublime consideration. And,

though the good people amongst them are what they are by
the grace and goodness of God, yet by all or any of these

opinions they are not so
;
but the very best suffer diminution

and alloy by these things ;
and very many are wholly sub-

verted and destroyed?.

In the last chapter he returns again to the casuistry of

P Vol. X, p. 246.
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the church of Rome, and the immoral tendency of many of

her doctrines, more particularly thos6 which teach that the

pope may, under certain circumstances, and to obtain a

greater good, dispense with even lawful oaths, and the most

solemn and innocent engagements. He urges also the

exemption pleaded by their clergy from the temporal power ;

and the extravagant notions of the right of popes to excom-

municate, depose, and even condemn to death, heretical

princes. In these observations, however, I am not aware

that there is any thing worth particular notice. Enough

may have been already said to prove the work of which

I am speaking to be, for its length, one of the fullest and

ablest expositions of the errors of popery, and to place

Jeremy Taylor on as high an elevation among controversial

as among devotional and practical writers.

The second part of the " Dissuasive from Popery
" was

written in vindication of the former from the attacks of two

priests, White and Serjeant, the latter of whom, more parti-

cularly, he severely chastises in the Introduction, for the

slighting manner in which he had spoken of Scripture, and

the absurd and illogical character of many of his objections.

In the same place, he discusses, at considerable length and

with much acuteness, the nature and real value of tradition,

and he exposes the Romish notion of the infalhbility of the

fathers, laying down some admirable rules for the manner

in which their authority may be used in the interpretation of

Scripture, and in ascertaining the sense of the church at the

times in which they respectively flourished. He concludes,

that Mr. Serjeant and his party were, in truth, the men that

went on no adequate grounds : that "
in the Church of Rome

there is no ' sure footing,' no certain acknowledged rule of

faith
; but, while they call for an assent above the nature and

necessity of the thing, they have no warrant beyond the

greatest uncertainty."
The work itself is divided into two books, each containing

several sections. In the first he treats of the meaning of

the term "
church," under which he includes not the clergy

only, nor a small part of them, but the great body of be-

lievers. He shows, that even those assemblies, which, under

the name of "
general councils," have passed for repre-

sentatives of the church, were, in ancient times, composed
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not of bishops only, but other eminent clergymen, and, not in-

frequently, of laymen ;
and he examines, in a very free tone,

and one which, in many instances, reminds us of the better

parts of Jortin,— the slight claims which most of those

councils have had to pass for oecumenical ;
the variable and

capricious distinctions which the Church of Rome has made
in the different degrees of authority which she ascribes to

different councils, and the vague, and, in some cases, impos-
sible tests which she proposes of their validity. He then

proceeds to the decisions of the popes, proving from the

innumerable contradictions of those briefs themselves, from

the impossibility which their own canonists mutually allow,

of knowing which is the true pope, when there are different

pretenders to the see
;
or whether he that is acknowledged

pope may not have vitiated his election by simony, heresy ;

or, as in the case of Constantine the Second, defect of holy
orders, how hard it may be for a Roman Catholic, even

on the received principles of his faith, to determine whether

he is in the church or no, or what head he ought to follow.

And, after examining and exposing, in a striking peroration,

the fifteen marks of the true church proposed by Bellar-

mine, he concludes with exhorting them to demonstrate their

church, if they can,
" in the prescript of the law, of the pro-

phets, of the Psalms, of the evangelists, and all the canonical

authorities of the holy books'"."

Having thus shown the utter insufficiency of the guides
relied on by the Romish church, he now proceeds to show,
in his second chapter, the sufficiency of the sacred volume

as a guide to salvation.

To prove that the Scriptures are the only rule of faith

acknowledged by antiquity, he pleads the testimonies of

almost all the most considerable ecclesiastical writers, and

the very name of canon or "
rule,'' which the universal

church has given to the Bible. " The word itself," he ob-

serves,
" ends this inquiry ;

for it cannot be a canon, if any
thing be put to it or taken from it, said St. Basil, St. Chry-
sostom, and Varinus."

The pretence of the difficulty of the Scriptures, which
the Romanists have always urged, and which some Pro-

<i Vol. X. p. 383.
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testants, to answer a temporary purpose, have, sometimes,
too largely asserted,

— he answers by the declarations of

Cyril, Chrysostom, Clemens Alexandrinus, Athanasius, and

Augustine ; confining the Wvojira to such points alone as

are not necessary to salvation
; stating the rule of anti-

quity that Scripture is to be expounded by Scripture; and

that, though God has given other helps in the appointment
and preservation of an order of men as guides of souls, yet
these last are bound to draw all their doctrines from this

single and sacred fountain. A very interesting and amusing

chapter on " Traditions
"
follows, in which he proves that no

necessary article of faith depends on tradition alone
; except

it be that which is, in the first instance, necessary to the

reception of the Scriptures themselves, the tradition that

they are the word of God, and a sufficient guide to heaven.

Of the particulars which Cardinal Perron, and others,

have pretended to rest on tradition only, he shows that

(1.) The Trinity may be proved from Scripture, and was so

proved at the Nicene council. That (2.) for the baptism of

infants there is, at least, a strong presumption from the words

and analogy of Scripture ;
and that, after all, as he seems to

account it, it is hardly an essential of salvation. The validity

of the baptism of heretics, which is instanced (3.) could

never, he says, have been doubted, if men had duly weighed
the commission which Christ gave to all ministers of his

religion. (4.) The procession of the Holy Ghost both from

the Father and the Son, he treats with little ceremony, as an

obscure and doubtful question, which cannot be esteemed a

necessary article of faith, without damning all the eastern

churches
;
but which may, nevertheless, be probably shown

from the sacred writings. (5.) The observation of the Lord's

day he denies to be an article of faith, or essentially neces-

sary doctrine
; regarding it as a matter of discipline and

external rite, and so far from being a successor or substitute

for the Jewish sabbath, (which was done away with entirely

in the abolition of the Mosaic law), that both days were, at

first, kept by the Christians with equal reverence
; yet

" both

with liberty, but with intuition to the avoiding offences, and

the interests of religion."
—He observes, however, it may be

abundantly proved from Scripture, that there should be some

time sanctified and set apart for the service of God
;
and " that
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the circumstances of religion are in the power of the pre-

sidents of religion ;
and then it will follow from Scripture,

that the apostles, or their successors, or whoever did appoint

the Sunday festival, had not only great reason but full

authority'."

He then proceeds to give many instances of alleged tra-

ditions of contradictory import,
— of inherent absurdity, and

of dates notoriously modern. He lays down, as a proper cri-

terion in all such controversies, the well-known canon of

Vincentius Lirinensis
; and, by the application of this rule,

arrives at the consequence that "
all the doctrines of faith

and good life are contained in the plain places of Scripture ;

and besides it there are, and there can be, no articles of

faith."

The same topic he discusses in the two following chapters,

to nearly the same effect, and employing nearly the same

arguments as he had done in his
"

Liberty of Prophesying ;"

establishing the Apostles' Creed as the only necessary rule

of belief, and exposing, with considerable energy, the mon-

strous power assumed by the court of Rome, of introducing
into the confessions of the church new articles of faith, and

altering and suppressing the Catholic doctrine. That they
claim and exert such a power he proves by the writings of

their own doctors;— by the alterations which they have

notoriously introduced in the practice and professions of

the ancient church
;

—
by the frauds and pretended miracles

to which they have recurred in order to establish such

novelties; frauds which have been, in many instances, ac-

knowledged, with shame, by their own ablest partizans ;
and

miracles which, by the common testimony of Scripture and

the ancient fathers, however pretended, ought to be of no

force to establish a doctrine against Scripture and the

consent of antiquity. In the sixth section he proceeds still

further to make good his charge by a curious history of

expurgatory indices
; and, in the seventh, he charges them,

that,
"
having done these things to propagate their new doc-

trines, and to suppress those which are more ancient and

catholic ; they are so implacably angry at all that dissent

from them, that they only kill them, where they have power,
but damn them all, so far as their sentence can prevail."

' P. 4S7.
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This is a very impressive and interesting chapter. He
shows the unchristian spirit of such a procedure by the fact

that God has reserved all judgment to himself; that his

mercy absolves many persons who, in his just judgment,
were condemned

;
and that it becomes a Christian to act,

therefore, on the principle generally adopted by Protestants,
and to judge no man's person, far less any states of men.

" Besides these things," he proceeds,
" there is a strange

spring and secret principle in every man's understanding,
that it is oftentimes turned about by such impulses of which

no man can give any account. We all remember a most

wonderful instance of it, in the disputation between the two

Reynolds, John and William
;
the former of which being a

Papist and the latter a Protestant, met and disputed with a

purpose to confute and to convert each other, and so they
did : for those arguments which were used prevailed fully

against their adversary, and yet did not prevail with them-

selves. The Papist turned Protestant, and the Protestant

became a Papist, and so remained to their dying day."
"
But, further yet, he [the consistent Protestant] considers

the natural and regular infirmities of mankind
;
and God

considers them much more. He knows that in man there is

nothing admirable but his ignorance and his weakness; his

prejudices, and the infallible certainty of being deceived in

many things; he sees that wicked men oftentimes know
much more than very good men

;
and that the understanding

is not of itself considerable in morality, and effects nothing
in rewards and punishments: it is the will only that rules

man, and can obey God. He sees, and deplores it, that

many men study hard and understand little
;
that they dis-

pute earnestly, and understand not one another at all
;
that

affections creep in so certainly and mingle with their arguing,
that the argument is lost, and nothing remains but the con-

flict of two adversaries' affections; that a man is so willing,

so easy, so ready to believe what makes for his opinion ;
so

hard to understand an argument against himself; that it is

plain it is the principle within, not the argument without,

that determines him. He observes also, that all the world,

(a few individuals excepted), are unalterably determined to

the religion of their country, of their family, of their society ;

that there is never any considerable change made, but what
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is made by war and empire, by fear and hope. He remem-

bers, that it is a rare thing to see a Jesuit of the Dominican

opinion, or a Dominican (until of late,) of the Jesuit; but

every order gives laws to the understanding of their novices,

and they never change. He considers there is such ambi-

guity in words, by wliich all lawgivers express their meaning ;

that there is such abstruseness in mysteries of religion, that

some things are so much too high for us, that we cannot

understand them rightly ;
and yet they are so sacred and

concerning, that men will think they are bound to look into

them as far as they can
;
that it is no wonder if they quickly

go too far, where no understanding, if it were fitted for it,

could go far enough ;
but in these things it will be hard not

to be deceived ;
since our words cannot rightly express those

things ;
that there is such variety of human understandino-s,

that men's faces differ not so much as their souls; and that,

if there were not so much difficulty in things, yet they could

not but be variously apprehended by several men : and then,

considering that, in twenty opinions, it may be, not one of

them is true ;"
—" and every man is too apt to overvalue his

own opinion,
— and as he loves those that think as he does,

so he is ready to hate them that do not
;
and then, secretly,

from wishing evil to him, he is apt to believe that evil will

come, and that it is just it should : and, by this time the

opinion is troublesome, and puts other men on their guard

against it, and then, while passion reigns, and reason is

modest and patient and talks not loud like a storm, victory
is more regarded than truth, and men call God into the

party ;
and his judgments are used for arguments, and the

threatenings of Scripture are snatched up in haste, and men
throw "

arrows, fire-brands, and death," and by this time all

the world is in an uproar. All this, and a thousand things
more, the English Protestants considering, deny not their

communion to any Christian who desires it, and beheves the

Apostles' Creed, and is of the religion of the four first general
councils ; they hope well of all that live well

; they receive

into their bosom all true believers of what church soever
;

and for them that err, they instruct them, and then leave

them to their own liberty to stand or fall before their own
master '."

•
Pp. 508, 510.
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Such were the latest opinions (for this, as I have already
elsewhere observed, was the latest work,) of the author of

the *'
Liberty of Prophesying ;" and so far, I repeat, was he,

when himself in possession of power and dignity, from

renouncing or obscuring his own previous sentiments.

Of the remaining sections of the work, a less exact

account may be sufficient.

In the ninth section he goes on to urge, that the Church

of Rome '* teaches as doctrines the commandments of men ;"

and in the tenth and eleventh, with which the first book con-

cludes, he discusses the topic of auricular confession, at greater

length,but to nearly the same purport with the language which

he had held in his sermon on the Gunpowder Treason.— The
second book, which is divided into seven sections, is occupied
in making good, and extending the arguments employed in

the first part of the Dissuasive,— on the subjects of Indul-

gences ; Purgatory ; Transubstantiation ;
the HalfCommunion

;

Service in an unknown Tongue ;
the Worship of Images ;

and Picturing God the Father and the Holy Trinity.
—

These subjects he may be almost said to have exhausted.

It is certain, at least, that he has accumulated on each a

vast body of various and recondite information, applied to

the point in question with great acuteness and good sense,

and conveyed in very easy and spirited language. On the

whole, though it is no more than natural and reasonable,

that essays which apply to the daily actions, and the necessary
belief of all Christians, should be preferred, in the daily

studies of the greater number, to those which have reference

to subordinate distinctions, and lead us through the thorny
mazes of controversy ; yet, as specimens of talent and

acquirement, the two Dissuasives are, I conceive, not

inferior to any of his most popular productions ;
and it is

even possible, that they will be read by many with less

weariness, and a more sustained, though a different kind

of pleasure, than the unmingled and almost interminable

wilderness of sweets, which characterizes his earlier and less

argumentative vt^ritings.

Nor are they only those immediately interested in the dis-

putes between the Protestants and the Roman Catholics, who

may find themselves amused and instructed by the manner in

which Taylor discusses them, and derive abundant informa-
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tion, and rational entertainment, from the two parts of the Dis-

suasive. Whoever takes a pleasure in the history of Chris-

tianity, and of the human mind
;

in tracing the progress
from small beginnings, of the most extensive and portentous

changes ; in estimating the amount of those corruptions

which, in the lapse of ages, and from various causes, have

been introduced into doctrines and practices the most simple
and sacred

;
and in observing, nevertheless, even amid the

greatest spread of those corruptions, how strangely the

providence of God has raised up eminent persons to bear

witness against them
;
— will find the time very profitably

and agreeably employed, which he bestows on Taylor's
controversial writings.

There is a trifling error in the beginning of his introduction

to the second part, which would, in another person, have

been hardly worth notice
;
but which I should not have

expected to meet with in one, who, like Taylor, had paid a

more than common attention to the works of the Rabbins.
" When our blessed Saviour," he tells us,

" was casting
out the evil spirit from the poor demoniac in the Gospel, he

asked his name, and he answered,
* My name is Legion, for

we are many.'
— Legion is a Roman word, and signifies an

army, as Roman signifies Catholic '," &.c. It is singular
that he had overlooked the fact, that "

legion" among the

Jews, was the name usually given to the individual who
commanded a large body of soldiers, and answered, in fact,

to "
general," or " colonel." It was therefore properly

assumed by the single spirit who spoke in the name of the

rest, and exercised authority over them
; whereas, had it

been used as a noun of multitude, it would have been, not
"
my name," but " ours."— The observation is of some use,

in clearing up an expression of Scripture ;
but Taylor's witti-

cism will, in consequence, fall to the ground ".

In his Great Exemplar, while commenting on the second

commandment, he had said,
" God forbade to the Jews the

very having and making images and representments, not

only of the true God, or of false and imaginary deities, but

« Vol. X. p. 265.
" See Buxtorf., Lex. Talmud., p. 1123, ad voc. irab, and Sclileusner, ad

voc. Ai^tivy. 2.
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of visible creatures ^." In the second part of the Dissuasive^
he says, on the contrary,

— " Neither the second comniand-

ment, nor the ancient fathers in their commentaries on them,

did absolutely prohibit all making of images ;
but all that

vi^as made for religious worship, and in order to adoration,

according as it is expressed in him, who, among the Jews,
collected the negative precepts which Arias Montanus trans-

lated into Latin
;

the second of which is,
'

signum cultus

causa ne facito ;' the third,
' simulachrum divinum nullo

pacto conflato
;'

the fourth,
'

signa religiosa nulla ex materia

facito y.'
"

Of the two opinions, it is hardly necessary to observe,

that the latter is shown, by the brazen serpent of Moses,
and by the cherubim, oxen, and lions of Solomon, to be the

ancient and true explication of the second commandment.
The letters to persons seduced or tempted to the Church

of Rome, are not ill adapted to their object, but offer nothing
which calls for particular observation here. One which

accompanies them, and stands second in the series, to a lady
converted from the Church of Rome to that of Enoland, is,

however, highly characteristic of its author, as endeavouring
to recal the attention of his pupil from polemics, to practical

religion and morality, and evincing that he had been chiefly
anxious to make her a Protestant, in order that she mischt be

more pure, more holy, more eminently Christian, in pro-

portion as her mode of faith was rational and apostolical.
The " Discourse of Confirmation," is preceded by a

dedication to the duke of Ormond, in which the author, after

some lamentations over the dilapidated and divided state of

the Irish church, advances, with apparent approbation, a

whimsical fancy of " some wise and good men," that,
" when baptized Christians are confirmed and solemnly
blessed by the bishop, then it is, that a special angel-guardian
is appointed to keep their souls from the assaults of the

spirits of darkness." — This solemn trifling (for, in our

profound ignorance of the world of spirits, it is nothing
more), is not calculated to give a very advantageous^ im-

pression of the work which it introduces; and, in fact, I

cannot consider it as a favourable specimen of his genius.

» Vol, iii. p. 14. y Vol. xi. p. 153.
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In the introduction, however, is a passage of no common

eloquence,
— where, while describing the assistance of the

Holy Ghost, as supplied to Christians, he compares the new
to the old creation, and describes the Spirit as a second

time "
moving upon the face of the waters.''— "

By him
we live, in him we walk, by his aids we pray, by his emotions

we desire : we breathe, and sigh, and groan, by iiim : he

helps in all our infirmities, and he gives us all our strengths :

he reveals mysteries to us, and teaches us all our duties :

he stirs us up to holy desires, and he actuates those desires:

he maketh us to will and to do of his good pleasure^."
The work itself consists of seven sections, in which he

undertakes to prove, the divine institution of the rite of

confirmation
;

— its perpetuity ;
— its practice by the primitive

churches
;

— its exclusive administration by bishops ;
— its

essential parts, which he defines to be prayer and imposition
of hands

;
— its blessed effects, and the preparation necessary

for it.

To show that confirmation is a divinely instituted rite,

and to be proved from Scripture, he alleges, first, the descent

of the Holy Ghost on our Lord, not during,, but ajter his

baptism ;
and secondly, the words of Christ to Nicodemus,

declaring the necessity of baptism,
"
by water and the

Spirit."

Neither of these can, as I conceive, be esteemed conclu-

sive. The former is no more an example for Christians,

than any other of the long train of wonders and displays of

supernatural power, which accompanied and established his

divine mission, can be said to be examples to us.— If it

proved any thing with respect to the manner of initiating

new members into his mystical body, it would rather prove
that the grace of the Holy Ghost was, without any further

outward ceremony, to be a necessary consequence of bap-
tism

;
and this, in fact, is all which those expressions of the

fathers can be fairly said to imply, which Taylor quotes as

agreeing in his application of the miracle.

The second is, at first sight, more plausible, since our

Saviour is, throuo;hout his discourse with Nicodemus, im-

pressing on the mind of the Jewish elder, the necessity of

» Vol. xi. p. 229.

VOL. I. S
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an entrance into his religion, by the public and usual rites

of initiation. But the fact that confirmation was really one

of those rites, will yet remain to be proved; and, as regenera-

tion by the Holy Ghost is on all hands allowed to be the

consequences of baptism, by itself, and even- where no

confirmation is superadded,
—the expression is more naturally

understood, and has been, in fact, so understood by the

greater part of orthodox commentators, as merely declaratory

of the spiritual benefits which were to follow the external

rite of water.

There is, indeed, a dangerous consequence attendant on

both Taylor's arguments, that, by limiting the gift of the

Holy Ghost to confirmation, he makes baptism, taken by
itself, of none effect, or, at most, of no further effect,

than as a decent and necessary introduction to that which

would be, on this hypothesis, the main and distinctive

consignation of a Christian. To this objection Taylor him-

self was not insensible
;
and he endeavours to escape from

it, by a still more dangerous admission, that confirmation is,

really, as generally necessary as baptism or the Lord's

Supper, which is, in fact, to contradict the express doctrine

of our church, and formally to elevate it to the rank of a

sacrament*. How little he is borne out in such doctrines

by the figurative expressions of the fathers, when speaking of

baptismal regeneration, will appear from a reference even to

those passages on which he relies. And how unnecessary
such a novel hypothesis is to the obligation and importance
of the ceremony in question, may appear from the far better

arguments which he afterwards produces in its favour
; from

the known practice of the apostles, in the case of the Sama-
ritan converts

;
and from the fact, that imposition of hands

is classed by St. Paul among the fundamental doctrines of

Christianity ''.

That confirmation was not a temporary rite, or to lose its

inward and ordinary blessing when the visible and miraculous

gifts were withdrawn, which, in the first ages of the church,
attended it, he proves from the analogy of other external

rites, which had equally, in the first ages, extraordinary
effects and miraculous consignations, but which, as in the

* Vol. xi. pp. 244, 245. ** Hebrews, vi. l, 2.
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case of preaching, prayer, &c., are allowed by all parties to

be still necessary, though such obvious and wonderful fruits

are no longer to be anticipated from them.

The ordinary and internal graces of the Spirit are promised,
as he observes, to all ages of the church

;
and though our

consignation is by a secret power, and the work is within,
—

"
it does not therefore follow, that the external rite is not

also intended," wherever that consignation is spoken of in

Scripture.
" For the rite is so wholly for the mystery, and the

outward for the inward, and yet, by the outward, God so

usually and regularly gives the inward, that as no man is to

rely upon the external ministry, as if the '

opus operatum*
would do the whole duty ; so no man is to neglect the

external, because the internal is the more principal. The
mistake in this particular hath caused great contempt of

the sacraments and rituals of the church, and is the ground
of the Socinian errors in these questions '."

That it was the uniform custom of the primitive church,
and every where (except, perhaps, in Egypt, where he does

not satisfactorily get rid of a strong testimony of St.

Ambrose,) confined to the ministration of the bishop alone
;

that the essential parts of the rite are prayer, and imposition
of hands,— and that the use of oil, though very ancient, is

of ecclesiastical institution only, he proves with sufficient

clearness in the three following sections. In the sixth, he

ably, though in a simple and unambitious style, states the

spiritual benefits of which confirmation is the outward and

appointed means,— and, in the last, discusses the proper age
and preparation for the ceremony.

In speaking of the proper age of candidates, he holds an

opinion at variance with the usual practice of the Church of

England, which is seldom to admit them to the solemn rite,

till they are fourteen or fifteen years of age. He, on the

contrary, recommends receiving them much earlier,— " the

sooner the better, I mean, after that reason begins to dawn;"

provided only that " the children be catechized, and well

instructed in the fundamentals of religion."

He proceeds, with an earnest recommendation of the

« Page 254.
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ancient custom of catechizing, jn whiclx he observes, by the

way, that what is called exorchm, in the ancient church, was

not, as is vulgarly supposed, an attempt to eject the devil

out of innocent children, but that the exorcist was only
another word for catechist ;

— and he then winds up his

argument with a short
.
and energetic peroration, on the

blessings derived from, and the obligations attached to, an

attendance on the rite which he has thus vindicated.

On the whole, the learning and piety of this little tract

are not unworthy of Taylor, and he deserves, at least, the

praise of having made out his point satisfactorily. But,

except this learning and this piety, there is, perhaps, scarcely

any thing else in the Essay on Confirmation, which would

mark it as his writing. He has not, indeed, slept over his

task ;
but it cannot be said that he has drawn his bow to the

full extent of his usual force and vigour. And we shall be,

perhaps, the more struck with this inferiority, if we compare
it with the little Essay on Friendship, which follows next in

the present series, and which may be considered, without

impropriety, as the earliest of his casuistic writings.
Of the lady to whom it is addressed I have already

spoken ;
and she, certainly, deserves some credit for having

suggested such a theme to Taylor, inasmuch as it was

calculated, more than most others, to elicit the fires of his

peculiar eloquence. It was a topic, also, on which his good
sense and practical wisdom (of which qualities few men of

equal genius have had a larger share), were likely to furnish

very valuable rules, for the maintenance of affection in its

just temper ;
for the increase and preservation of our interest

in the breast of the beloved individual
;
and for the subjection

and devotion of even our best and strongest feelings, to that

common Father, from whom all pure affection flows. —
Accordingly, he has produced a splendid and powerful essay,

which, though the fair and enthusiastic Orinda should seem
to have preferred the forgotten one of Mr. Francis Finch,
will not appear, to the generality of readers, to derogate
from the high character of his greater and more laboured

performances.
He begins, however, with a paradox, of which I am not

sure that it does not rest on a quibble. He tells his cor-

respondent, that friendship, in the sense under which we
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commonly use the term, — "
is not so much as named in

the New Testament ;" and he accounts for this, by saying,
that " the greatest love, and the greatest usefulness, and the

most open communication, and the noblest sufferings, and

the most exemplar faithfulness, and the severest truth, and

the heartiest counsel, and the greatest union of mind, of

which brave men and women are capable," are, under the

Christian term of charity, potentially due from us to all

mankind, and directly, therefore, opposed to that affection,

which is
" like the sun peeping through a chink," or " his

beams drawn into the centre of a burning glass."
That charity, in this sense, is not friendship, is most

true, since it is the general principle of affection, of which

friendship is an application to particular instances, in com-

pliance with that imperfection of our nature, and those

circumstances of society, which limit our active affections,

and our confidential intercourse (like our alms, and our

personal intercessions), to those with whom we are brought
in contact, and who only are, therefore, susceptible of our

service or our tenderness.

But this limitation, and particular application of the

common principle, he himself allows to be natural and

necessary ;
and he admits, that the good and glorious Person,

who, in his human nature, has given us the most perfect

example of the best application and employment of all our

natural affections, has left us instances, in his own conduct,

of that condensed and distinctive love, which he felt, for

one of the apostles, in a greater degree, than for the remain-

ing eleven, and for the family of Lazarus, more than for the

great mass of those who believed on him.

This, which the Christian Scriptures call charity, as

being a particular application of the general grace, he admits^

in philosophy, is called "friendship.'" But if the thing be

named, though under a different term, in the New Testament,

his assertion, that it does not occur, must resolve itself into

a quibble only. And, in fact, though we have translated

ayaTTcioi, and aywrny], perhaps, too indiscriminately, by the

common and genuine term of "
love," and the almost

technical term of
',* charity,"

— it would be easy to show,
not only that the corresponding word in Hebrew fis applied
to the **

friendship" of David and Jonathan, but that ayaTran
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is used in the New Testament, as strictly synonymous
with the proper Greek term of friendship, (ptMu, and that it

is applied, both there, and in the classical writers, to express

not only
" love" in its exalted sense, but a much slighter

degree of" liking," or "
approbation**."

His doctrine, however, that friendship is the application to

a particular person, of the love which, but for the weakness

of our nature, we should feel for all, is strictly philosophical,

as well as Christian
;
and there are few passages in his works

more characteristic, more appropriate, or more beautiful*

than the following illustration of the general principle.
"
Thus, the sun is the eye of the world, and he is

indifferent [impartial] to the negro, or the cold Russian
;
to

them that dwell under the line, [qu. Pole ?] and them that

stand near the tropics ;
the scalded Indian, or the poor boy

that shakes at the foot of the Riphean hills. But the flexures

of the heaven and the earth, the conveniency of abode, and

the approaches to the north and south respectively, change
the emanations of his beams

;
not that they do not pass

always from him, but that they are not equally received

below ; but by periods and changes, by little inlets and

reflections, they receive what they can. And some have

only a dark day and a long night from him; snows and

white cattle ; a miserable life, and a perpetual harvest of

catarrhs and consumptions; apoplexies and dead palsies.

But some have splendid fires, and aromatic spices, rich

wines, and well digested fruits, great wit, and great courage ;

because they dwell in his eye, and look in his face, and are

the courtiers of the sun, and wait upon him in his chambers

of the east. Just so it is in friendships : some are worthy,
and some are necessary ;

some dwell hard by, and are fitted

for converse ; nature joins some to us, and religion combines

us with others
; society and accidents, parity of fortune, and

equal dispositions, do actuate our friendships ; which, of

themselves, and in their prime disposition, are prepared for

all mankind, according as any one can receive them^"

Having thus defined and explained the nature of friend-

ship,
— he goes on to observe, that " there may be a special

.friendship contracted for any special excellency whatsoever;

>> t Sam. XX. 17. Schlensncr, ad voc. Ayairaiu.
« Vol. xi. p. 3(^4.
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because friendships are nothing but love and society mixed

together, that is, a conversing with them whom we love
;

now, for whatsoever we can love any one, for that we can be

his friend
; and, since every excellency is a degree of

amability, every such worthiness is a just and proper motive

of friendship or loving conversation."

But all excellencies can only so far become the objects of

friendship as they are or may be advantageous to our-

selves. Even virtue itself, in the abstract, or as displayed
towards God and mankind in general, though it be the best

motive for esteem and honour, is not enough, he observes,
" to make a man my privado, my special and particular

friend ;" but, if he be a good tnan— x?^'°? '^^^P
— ^ kind and

useful and amiable person, he is then such an one, as " some

will even dare to die for."
" If you suspect that this discourse can suppose friend-

ship to be mercenary, and to be defective in the greatest
worthiness of it, which is to love our friend for our friend's

sake, I shall easily be able to defend myself; because I

speak of the election and reasons of choosing friends. After

he is chosen, do as nobly as you talk, and love as purely as

you dream
;
and let your conversation be as metaphysical as

your discourse, and proceed in this method till you be con-

futed by experience ; yet, till then, the case is otherwise

when we speak of choosing one to be my friend. He is not

my friend till I have chosen him or loved him
; and, if any

man inquires whom he shall choose, or whom he should love,

I suppose it ought not to be answered, that we should love

him who hath least amability ;
that we should choose him

who hath least reason to be chosen. But, if it be answered,

he is to be chosen to be my friend who is most worthy in him-

self, not he that can do most good to me, I say there is

a distinction, but no difference
;
for he is most worthy in

himself who can do most good ; and, if he can love me too,

that is, if he will do me all the good he can, or that 1

need, then he is my friend, and he deserves it."— " True and

brave friendships are between worthy persons ;
and there is

in mankind no degree of worthiness that is not also a degree
of usefulness, and by every thing by which a man is excel-

lent I may be profited : and because those are the bravest

friends which can best serve the ends of friendships, either
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we must suppose that friendships are not the greatest com-
forts in the workl; or else we must say, he chooses his

friend best, that chooses such a one by whom he can receive

the greatest comforts and assistances'^."

Still this obligation to choose our friends for their aptness
to give us the greatest help, comfort, or pleasure, does

not lay on us the necessity of choosing always the best.

You must not, he observes, choose a friend who is deficient

in the essentials of friendship, who is not " honest and

secret, just and true to a tittle
;
but if he be wise at all, and

useful in any degree, and as good as you can have him, you
need not be ashamed to own your friendships, though some-

times you may be ashamed of the imperfections of your
friend."

Even "
fancy and little partialities ;

a conformity of hu-

mours and proportionable loves, and the beauty of the

face, and a witty answer," he admits of as circumstances

which may, in the first instance, produce a liking ; though
he urges, with reason, that this platonic and fanciful regard
will never be maintained at the rate of a real friendship,
" unless it be fed by pure materials, by worthinesses which

are the food of friendship."
— "

I will," he concludes,
" when I choose my friend, choose him that is the bravest,

the worthiest, and most excellent person ;
and then your

first question is soon answered. To love such a person,
and to contract such friendships, is just so authorized by the

principles of Christianity as it is warranted to love wisdom
and virtue, goodness and beneficence, and all the impresses
of God upon the spirits of brave men."

Under the next head, that of the limits of friendship, he

assigns no boundary to the affection and service which friend

may show to friend, but the borders of vice and virtue,— a

man may die for his friend, if that friend be a worthy and

useful person ;
he may sacrifice his property for his friend,

if he does not transgress against the duty which he owes
to his natural relations ;

but he must not, like Pollux, kill

the person who speaks slightingly of his friend, nor must

he transo-ress the laws of God or man to serve him.

In the same section are some very sensible observations

f Pp. 310—312.
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as to the difference between friendship and filial or frater-

nal love
;
on the circumstances which may render a friend

more intimate than either a parent or a brother
; though no

friend, he forcibly urges, can prudently or lawfully take pre-

cedence of a wife or a husband.
" The reason is, because marriage is the queen of friend-

ships, in which there is a communication of all that can

be communicated by friendship ;
and it being made sacred

by vows and love, by bodies and souls, by interest and

custom, by religion and by laws, by common counsels and

common fortunes
;

it is the principal in the kind of

friendship, and the measure of all the rest. And there is

no abatement to this consideration, but that there may be

some allay in this as in other lesser friendships, by the

incapacity of the persons. If I have not chosen my friend

wisely or fortunately, he cannot be the correlative in the

best union
;
but then the friend lives as the soul does after

death : it is in the state of separation, in which the soul

strangely loves the body and longs to be reunited, but the

body is an useless trunk, and can do no ministries to the

soul, which therefore prays to have the body reformed

and restored, and made a brave and fit companion : so must

these best friends, when one is useless or unapt to the

braveries of the princely friendship ; they must love ever,

and pray ever, and long till the other be perfected and

made fit : in this case there wants only the body, but the

soul is still a relative, and must be so for ever."

In the next inquiry,
— " How friendships are to be con-

ducted ?
''— he has given some very wise and useful, though

moderate and indulgent advice, for the case of an intimacy
between persons of different sexes

;
where " not only the

interest of their religion, and the care of their honour,
but the worthiness of their friendship, require that their

intercourse be prudent and free from suspicion or reproach."
Yet even here he does not enjoin an implicit deference

to " the noises of people :" and he subjoins a spirited

and affectionate eulogium of the female character, and its

fitness for all the noblest duties of friendship.
He concludes his essay with some short rules of duty

and prudence to be observed by one friend towards another,

of which the practical wisdom is not inferior to the sim-
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plicity ;
but for which it is necessary to refer my readers to

the work itself, if they read the whole of which they will

find the short labour well repaid e.

That which follows next is of far greater bulk and

labour. The necessity of such works as the " Ductor Dubi-

tantium
"

had, very plainly, its origin in those times, and

among those sects of Christians with whom auricular confes-

sion and priestly absolution were regarded as the duty of

every penitent; the preliminary of all celestial mercy.
^—•

When a body of many thousand persons, of various ages and

all degrees of acquirement or capacity, were liable to become

the depositaries of the most important or the most trifling

secrets, and called on to pronounce authoritatively on the

spiritual condition of all ranks and under all possible cir-

cumstances, it was absolutely necessary that the more skil-

ful of these confidential monitors should lay down rules

for the less learned ;
and that all precedents should be col-

lected and preserved, which might lighten the labour, or

guide the judgment, or diminish the responsibility, of the

busy, the uninformed, the timid, or the diffident ministers

of religion.

And this necessity became the greater in proportion
as the abuses of the Romish superstition were multiplied.

While the rules of faith were drawn from the apostles*

creed, and the rules of conduct from the ten commandments ;

while the terms of church communion were easy and perspi-

cuous, and the church had laid no further burthen on her

members than those few and simple customs and cere-

monies which derived their sanction from the apostles and

from Christ
;
there was the less occasion to wander from so

wide a road, and, from one so plain, whoever wandered was

more easily detected and censured.

But, when the commandments or inventions of men
•wete taught under the same sanction with the doctrines of

inspiration ;
when prohibitions of things lawful or indifferent

were multiplied without warrant or necessity ;
and states of

life and society in themselves unnatural were grafted on a

creed which was at first the perfection of natural religion ;

the feelings of men revolted against rules thus arbitrarily

t Note ZZ.
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imposed ;
while their consciences were not sufficiently en-

lightened to make them satisfied that their revolt was inno-

cent. The multitude of cases was thus greatly increased,

which sought, at the hands of the confessor, for ghostly
counsel and comfort

;
and so inevitably does the commission

of one supposed fault lead to others, that the habitual trans-

gression of the commandment of the church seldom failed

to carry men further into a neglect of the divine command-
ments also

;
till offences against general morality became

more numerous, in proportion as the breach of eccle&iastical

laws became more inevitable.

It had been thus, in more ancient times, with the Jewish

doctors, whose *'

hedge" of traditions and ceremonies •> had

only served to encroach on and block up the path of duty,
and whose volumes of casuistry are sufficiently bulky,

though they had not, among their institutions, so fruitful a

mother of quibbles as the practice of confession.

Among Christians of the Romish church, it may be

easily understood how the indulgence of some spiritual

guides;
—the ostentatious ingenuity of others;

—the desire,

in a third party, of conciliating wealthy and powerful sin-

ners
;
— and, in a fourth, the refinements of an impure

curiosity, excited and employed by a great majority of the

cases which came before them,—would produce a plentiful

harvest of distinctions, provisions, abatements and aggra-

vations, sufficient, when duly stated, to distort to almost any
extent, the features of almost any action or course of actions.

What mischief had, in this respect, been done by the

Jesuit confessors and casuists, may be seen in several parts

of Taylor's Dissuasive from Popery, and still more in the

spirited invective of Pascal. But the matter grew still

worse, when cases of conscience were brought into courts of

law ;
when the institutions of penance and ecclesiastical

censure, as managed in the Church of Rome, and as com-

muted for by pecuniary fines, became the subjects of legal

argument, and of that perverse ingenuity which a counsel is

generally expected to exert on behalf of his client.

In civil courts, indeed, that ingenuity can produce but

little harm
;
since it is avowedly exercised on the laws of

•' " Poncre sepcm legi."
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man alone, and since the eternal sanctions of morality remain

entire and unbroken, whatever temporal consequences are

incurred or averted by the parties. But the misfortune was,

that the spiritual tribunal professed to exert an influence

beyond the present world
;
and when an equal danger of

purgatory was incurred by a breach of a canon as of a

commandment, and when the consequences of both the one

and the other might be got rid of by a flaw in the indict-

ment; it is less strange that offences v.'ere multiplied, than it

is that they were so far repressed by the general good

feelings of mankind, and that efticacy which yet remained in

the obscured and neglected Gospels. But as offences mul-

tiplied, distinctions multiplied also; and we cannot wonder,

therefore, that the very title of the canon law was " Con-

cordantia Discordantiarum ;" that '* the easy commandment
was wrapped up in uneasy learning ; and, by the new

methods, a simple and uncrafty man could hardly be wise

unto salvation." " There is a wood before your doors, and

a labyrinth within the wood, and locks and bars to every
door in that labyrinth ; and, after all, we are like to meet

with unskilful guides ;
and yet, of all things in the world, in

these things an error is the most intolerable'."

But, while such had been the original occasion, and such

the gradual but appalling progress of casuistry in the Church

of Rome
;

it was not very apparent why the reformed

churches, who had shaken off the accumulated load of ages,
were again, without the same occasion, to begin to rebuild the

fabric. Why, when their rule was brought back to its primitive

simplicity, and the Scriptures which contained that rule were

made accessible to all; when they had restricted the lash of

ecclesiastical censure to a very few, and those very palpable
and notorious cases of public scandal

;
and when, by leaving

-confession optional, they had cut off the necessity which

made every parish minister a casuist,—why were they to

darken what was so plain by needless explanation, or

encourage a nearer approach to forbidden things by an

attempt to define the precise limits of the prohibition?
That first thoughts are generally best, in cases of duty,

has been observed by Taylor as well as by Paley. I have

« Vol. xi. pp. 353,354.
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myself had sufficient experience of what are generally called

scruples, to be convinced that the greater proportion of

those which are submitted to a spiritual guide, are nothing
more than artifices by which men seek to justify themselves

in what they know to be wrong: and I am convinced that

the most efficacious manner of easing a doubtful conscience

is, for the most part, to recal the professed penitent from
distinctions to generals ;

from the peculiarities of his private
concerns to the simple words of the commandment. If we
are too curious, we only muddy the stream

;
but the clearest

truth is, in morals, always on the surface.

Still there were yet remaining, in the two first centuries

after the Reformation, circumstances, (besides the precedent
of the Roman church, and the secret regret of the influence

formerly enjoyed by their order, which, however unsuspected
by themselves, was likely to actuate the more learned of the

Protestant clergy,) which might well impress on the mind
of Taylor and of many of his contemporaries, the opinion
that a work of casuistry was a desideratum in the Church of

England, and its want a defect which might be with reason

objected to that church by its adversaries.

There were, probably, more genuine and conscientious

scruples at that time busy in the public mind than are likely
to occur at present. The religious ferment, and the spirit of

inquiry which it excited, which accompanied the reformation
of religion, had been kept up by the Puritans, and after

them by the Independents, with unfailing force and activity :

and though the Reformation in England had been conducted
on wiser and more moderate principles, and had, in fact,
overlooked all trifles in order to make the better clearance
of essential abuses

; yet had the minds of men been drawn,
by the weakness of some, and the mischievous arts of others,
to trifles and external circumstances, in a degree of which
our present religious divisions afford us no conception.

There are few even of the dissenting divines who now
preach against, there are fewer still who really care for, the

pecuharities of the established church in its habits and
ceremonies. Its liturgy is praised almost by all. Yet not
avowed dissenters only, but no small party of those who had
been episcopally ordained, and appointed to offices within
the hmits of the establishment, were, in ti;e dciys of Charles
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the First, conscientiously miserable at the thought of standing--
in a surphce, or saying any prayer but of their own com-

posing. Many thousand good and pious men, and probably
a still greater number of women, were distressed between the

fear of schism, and the crime of attending in a place of

worship where even the minutest particular was not war-

ranted by some explicit text of Scripture.
The wickedness of mince-pies and plum-porridge, and

the question how far these abominations might be winked

at, when believers were unequally yoked with a prelatist,^

agitated many well-meaning minds; while there were others,

of a contrary faction, who looked with horror on the marriage
of second cousins, and were seriously troubled if, during the

forty days, any flesh-meat was seen in their houses.

The law of Moses
;
the question how far it was repealed

or how far it still subsisted in the particulars of blood,

perhaps of pork, and certainly of a sabbatical rest on the

Lord's day, was also a frequent cause of secret distress

or domestic litigation; while on the other hand, individuals

were not wanting who, despising all ordinances, exclaimed

against their kindred and neighbours as legalists and foolish

Galatians.

It is possible that, in the present age of sects, some of

these wild tenets may still be active and mischievous
;
but

the greater part of our divisions arise from other causes, and,

above all, the habits of the time lead men rather to decide

their scruples for themselves and in their own way, than to

recur to their spiritual pastors.

But to how great an extent such feelings then prevailed,

may be learned from the fact that, during the time that the

celebrated Dr. Owen was dean of Christchurch, a regular

office for the satisfaction of doubtful consciences was held

in Oxford. How long it continued, or what were the

numbers that resorted to it, I am not informed. It possibly
was of the shorter duration from the ludicrous name of
'*

scruple-shop," which was given it by the younger students.

Nor was it a slight aggravation of the mischief that the

emissaries of the Church of Rome were, in the meantime,

always active; ready to remind every uneasy conscience of

the r€st and relief to be found within the pale of their com-

munion
; vaunting the acuteuess and learning of their
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doctors, and the comfort of their absolution
;
and obtaining

the more abundant draughts of fishes the more the waters

were troubled.

Under such circumstances, it was an expedient which

would naturally occur to the clergy of the episcopal church,
to meet both Puritans and Papists at their own weapons,
and to supply, from a rational and legitimate source, that

satisfaction to restless spirits which the others professed to

furnish by a false stimulus, or a still more deceitful opiate.

Accordingly, the work now executed by Taylor had been

projected by many eminent persons before him. Besides

some writings of the saaie sort by different Lutheran divines,

(who, as still retaining, before the administration of the

sacrament, a shadow of the old confessional, have more
reason than those of the English church for affixino; a value

to such assistances), the excellent Bishop Hall had made a

beginning which he did not live to complete ;
and Sanderson,

whose lectures " de conscientia," had shown very consider-

able talent in the eristical part of morality, was urged by
Charles the First, in his last attendance on him, to employ the

remainder of his life in writing cases of conscience''.

It was not, however, to the detail of individual scruples
that Taylor gave up his learning and genius. This, indeed,

had been the usual practice of previous writers on the same

subject. The Romish casuists, at least, (for the Lutherans

I only know through the notices of them in Michaelis and

in Taylor himself), have contented themselves, for the most

part, with filling their enormous volumes with cases, some-

times classed, indeed, under general heads, but not often

submitted to any general or steady principles ;
a wilderness

of precedents, of which (as they were rather selected for

curiosity than for their frequent occurrence,) hardly a twen-

tieth part could be expected to be really useful.

Taylor, on the other hand, has introduced his cases as

illustrations and examples only, and by far the greater part
of his work is devoted to the exposition of general principles,

in which, with far more learning, and perhaps, (the time at

which he wrote considered), with equal originality, but with

a clearness of arrangement and expression altogether much

^ Waltou's Life of SaiKlcri.oji. Wordswortb, Ecclts. Biog. vol. v. p. 4:ijr.
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inferior, he has preceded in the same track the labours of

Tucker and of Paley.
To give a regular analysis of so extensive a work, would

be either to repeat the table of contents, or materially to

exceed the bounds of a critical essay, I shall, therefore,

content myself with offering to the reader a very slight

outline of the plan, selecting only those parts for further

comment, which, for their acuteness, their curiosity, their

eloquence, or sometimes even their erroneous nature, appear
to me to call for such a distinction.

After a preface, in which the importance and necessity of

the attempt is throughout assumed, and which is chiefly

directed against the sophistry and interminable length of

his Romish predecessors, he has divided his work into four

books, each containing several long chapters.
In the first, he defines the nature of conscience, its uses,

and their impediments, pointing out the different charac-

teristics of a "
right or sure conscience,"—a conscience con-

fident in error,
—a "

probable or thinking,"
—a "

doubtful,"

and a "
scrupulous conscience." Of all these, his definitions,

though a little overlaid with words and misplaced eloquence,
are distinct and forcible, and his illustrations often very fine

and appropriate.
Such a one occurs where he has been observinsf that,

" we cannot take any direct account of the greatness or

horror of a sin by the affrightraent of conscience."
"

For," he proceeds,
"

it is with the affrightments of con-

science as it is in temporal judgments ;
sometimes they come

not at all, and, when they do, they come irregularly, and,
when they do not, the man does not escape."

—" But as

he who is not smitten of God, yet knows he is always
liable to God's anger, and, if he repents not, it will certainly
fall upon him hereafter

;
so it is in conscience. He that

fears not, hath never the less cause to fear, but oftentimes a

greater, and therefore is to suspect and alter his condition,
as being of a deep and secret danger; and he that does

fear, must alter his condition, as being highly troublesome.

But, in both cases, conscience does the work of a monitor

and a judge. In some cases, conscience is like an eloquent
and fair-spoken judge, which declaims not against the

criminal, but condemns him justly ;
in others, the judge
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is more angry, and affrights the prisoner more ;'but the evei>t

is still the same. For, in those sins where the conscience

affrights, and in those in which she affrights not, (supposing
the sins equal, but of differing natures), there is no other

difference, but that conscience is a clock, which in one man
strikes aloud and gives warning ;

and in another, the hand

points silently to the figures, but strikes not
;
but by this

he may as surely see what the other hears, that his hours

pass away, and death hastens, and after death comes judg-
ment'!"

The rules which he gives to distinguish a true peace of con-

science, which he defines to be " a rest after a severe inquiry,'*
are full of holy and practical wisdom ;

as when he remarks that
**

peace of mind is not to be used as a sign that God hath

pardoned our sins, but is only of use in questions of particular
fact.— What evils have I done?—what good have I left un-

done ?" This is a very useful caution to two different classes

of men, those who afflict themselves without knowing why,
and those who are satisfied when thev ought to be afflicted.

The rule of a right conscience, he expresses to be " the

speculative determination of the understanding," and subjoins
as the single necessary caution,

'* that we be as sure of our

speculation as of any other rule which we usually follow, and

that we do not take vain philosophy for true speculations."

And, while establishing this assertion, he maintains at some

length, and with much acuteness, the use of reason in

matters of rehgion, answering the different objections which

are ordinarily made against it, and proving that, though
reason may not be able to render an account of mysteries
which are but imperfectly revealed to us, yet, the authen-

ticity of the revelation is, in the first instance, cognizable

by reason; while, though things may be true which our

reason cannot comprehend, yet what our reason rejects we

cannot receive as revealed by God
;
so that "

though right

reason is not the positive and affirmative measure of any

article, yet it is the negative measure of every one." Obe-

dience of the understanding to God he acknowledges to be

our undoubted duty ;

'' but that," he observes,
"

is only
when God speaks. But because we heard him not, and are

' Vol. xi. pp. 403, 404.

VOL. 1. t
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only told that God did speak,
—our reason must examine

whether it be fit to believe them that tell us so."

In the course of this inquiry many interesting corollaries

occur, as to the question of two wills in God :
—the con-

formity of reason and faith :
—and the vanity of judicial

astrology, which last he condemns not on the score of its

supposed impiety and contradiction to Scripture, but as the

instrument of imposture and delusion
; and, therefore, against

religion, not as an unlawful exercise of reason, but as mere

folly and knavery, and on account of the "
dangerous and

horrid consequents which they feel, that run a whoring after

such idols of imagination."
His examination of mixed motives, and the censure which

he passes on good actions when done from secular or incom-

petent arguments, are useful and well-founded
; though,

under this last head, and while discussing the incidental

question,
" whether it be lawful and ingenuous to go about

to persuade a man to the belief of a true proposition, by

arguments with which we ourselves are not persuaded?"
he has made some admissions which a severe lover of truth

will hardly allow to pass without reprobation.
An "

argumentum ad liominem" is, indeed, perfectly

allowable, which proceeds on the supposition, not upon
the concession and granting of an error. But this, which

is no more than taking a man on his own grounds, has no

natural tendency to make him believe that I agree with

him in that particular. The argument is good, because the

premises are conventionally so; and the effect is not so

much to convince a man of the truth of our inference, as to

unsettle his prejudices against that inference, and, by

proving his own principles to be inconsistent, to make him
the more ready to submit himself to ours.

But the case is very different, when I use arguments
which I know or believe to be bad, because " there may be

something in my opponent that can make the argument to

become perfect and effectual." This is like feeding a hungry
man with chaff, because there may be some peculiarity in

his digestion, which can extract its nutritive qualities.

If other competent judges have laid stress on such an

argument, we may, indeed, advance it as theirs, and in

deference to their authoritv. But, even here, it can hardlr
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be allowed us to advance it without premising the eaution

that it is not our own opinion which we express, and that we
therefore can lay no stress on it. And, as arguments thus

brought forwards are likely to be of little service to our

cause, it is, apparently, both wiser and better to confine

ourselves to such arguments only as are really satisfactory
to our understanding ".

This, however, will, of course, not conclude against our

stating as possible, or probable, such consequences as,

though they do not certainly follow from the premises, may
yet, without contradiction, do so. But the premises are, by
their very nature and employment, presumed to be truths

;

nor can we honestly use any thing as a premise, which we
do not either believe to be true, or, at least, state hypothe-

tically.

He speaks more justly, when he will not allow of any dis-

tinction between a man's public conscience as a magistrate,
and his private conscience as an individual "

;
and where he

observes that " conscience hath power in obligations and rules,

but not so much nor so often in permissions °." Thus, a per-
son may in no case do that which conscience forbids, but

may not always go so far as she allows.

Under the head of " a probable or thinking conscience,"

he teaches, with great justice, that " a conscience that is,

at first and in its own nature, probable, may be made certain

by accumulation of many probabilities operating the same

persuasion p." And of this kind of " moral demonstration,"

he o-ives an instance in a magnificent sketch of the different

probabilities on which a faith in Christianity is founded.

Few of his most splendid passages in the most popular of his

writings exceed some parts of this argument : as, when he

speaks of the doctrine of Christ,
"
hunting the demons from

their tripods,
— their

"
navels'^," their dens, their hollow

pipes, their temples, and their altars;" as "
flourishing,

like the palm, by pressure ; growing glorious by opposition ;

thriving by persecution, and demonstrated by objections ';"

or where, contrasting it with the local rites and restricted

" Vol. xi. p. 483, 485, 488. » P. 499.

• P. h'2^. " ^ ol. xii. p. 35.

1 Delphi, callfd ;ir >i.t.f*>*;.
'' P. 5tn.
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worship of the Jews, he says of the Christian religion,

that it is
"

as eternal as the soul of a man, and can no more

cease than our spirits can die, and can worship upon moun-

tains and in caves, in fields and churches, in peace and war,

in solitude and society, in persecution and in sunshine, by

day and by night, and be solemnized by clergy and laity in

the essential parts of it, and is the perfection of the soul,

and the highest reason of man, and the glorification of

God '."

There are many other valuable principles laid down in this

part of his work, of which a few are all that I can instance.

Such are his positions, that " Reason weighs more than

authority ;" that '' a multitude of authorities, when they are

deducible from one or a few, add nothing to the strength of

that on which they themselves rest : that authority alone is

no sufficient proof after a new doubt has been started
; and,

that an apparent interest in* the person who maintains a pro-

position is no more reason for disbelieving than for believing
if."

Some of his illustrations of a doubtful conscience, are not

over delicate, or even decent, and some of his positions danger-
ous. Of the first description, is a very injudicious quotation
from Toletus

;
and of the second, his admission that private

evil may be done by public men and for the public necessity ;

which, though with many limitations, and in very few in-

stances, as in that of war, the employment of spies, &c. it

may possibly be true, yet is hardly to be allowed in any in-

stance without peril. It is, however, a very just and rea-

sonable observation, which he makes in the same chapter,
that "

positive and temporary" ought to give way to hio-her

duties. Such, also, is his distinction between a doubting
and a scrupulous conscience, that "

against the first a man
may not work, but against the second he may." AH his

advice, indeed, to scrupulous persons, is excellent ".

His second book begins with an examination of the law
of nature, which he defines to be "

the universal law of

mankind, concerning common necessities, to which we are

inclined by nature, incited by consent, prompted by rea-

» Vol. xii. p. 64. '
Pp. 91, 99, 108. "

Pp. 183, et seq.
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son, but [which] is bound upon us only by the command
of God."

Its two sanctions he defines to be fear and love : the first,

of a bad conscience, a bad name, or the other penal conse-

quences which Providence and society inflict on guilt ;
the

next is not so much born with us, as implanted in us by
education, and by the hopes of future reward which God has,

in revelation, held out to us.

To the law of nature thus defined, he assigns an autho-

rity superior to all positive institutions, though its laws, (as he

observes,) may be capable of interpretation, and may be

allayed by equity, piety, and necessity.

In speaking of contracts, he allows that an unlawful or

impossible contract cannot hold
;
but he materially limits

the permission given by the lawyers to annul contracts

made under false impressions ". When a contract is made

against the positive institutions of man, in points where the

law of God is silent
; though the parties may have sinned in

entering into it, yet
'' the after actions, being no sins,

cannot be invalidated ;" and even " if the contract be made

against a divine law," if it can be fulfilled on our part

without sin, and
" the contract be extrinsical to the nature

of the sin incurred," the contract is binding, though its

occasion is to be repented o(y.

In this last case, he agrees with Paley, (Moral Philoso-

phy, b. xi. c. 5,) and has, to all appearance, taken a clearer

view of the moral obligation of contracts than Sanderson did

on a similar question. It is probable that Sanderson judged

differently, from the same sense of the inexpediency of such

contracts becoming general, which has induced Paley, in-

consistently enough, to reject his own principle, (where it
'

ouo-ht, a fortiori, to hold good, and does hold good, accord-

ing to Taylor,) in the case of a promise made to a robber^.

To the law of nature, in general, the Christian law

succeeds, which he describes as ** The law of Nature, or of

all mankind, as it is commanded, digested, and perfected

by our Supreme Lawgiver Jesus Christ ^"

This, as the great rule of conscience, he distinguishes

» Vol. xii. pp. 256, 257. > P. 260.

» Vol. xiv. p. 396.
* Vol. xiii, p. 280.
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from the Mosaic law, which has entirely ceased to bind, any
further than as it contains some particulars which belong to

the moral law, or law of nature. From the list of those par-

ticulars he does not exclude the prohibition of eating blood,

which he interprets, with good reason, not to mean the use

of black puddings, but the hateful practice, common in the

east and among barbarous nations, of devouring the mem-
bers of a living creature •>. But the judicial law he excludes

in all its branches, more particularly in that which was then

the subject of frequent discussion, the intermarriage of

persons within the degrees of consanguinity. On this head,

he exposes the unwarranted additions to the Mosaic prohi-
bition which had been made, in the case of cousins, brothers'

widows, Sec, by the Romish canonists
; and, on the whole,

appears to take nearly the same view of the question as has

been since taken by Michaelis : though he does not state, so

plainly as Michaelis has done, the reasons which have,

in all ages and countries, made some prohibitions necessary ;

and the local and temporary inconveniences which have

obliged human lawgivers to extend, in some instances, those

prohibitions still further*.

The Decalogue he refuses to consider as a perfect digest
of the law of nature

;
inasmuch as our duty extends to many

particulars which are not expressed on those tables. "
It

was intended," he conceives,
" as a digest of all those

moral laws in which God would expect and exact the obe-

dience of the Jewish nation, leaving the perfection and
consummation of all unto the time of the Gospel •*."

Here, I conceive, he goes too far; inasmuch as, though
he insists on the violence which is necessary to reduce all

the different parts of a Christian's duty to these ten principal

heads, it is certain that this has been, and is done with suffi-

cient exactness for any practical purpose, and that he him-

self, in his exposition of the ten commandments, has ably
and eloquently accomplished it. Nor is it true, as his

hypothesis seems to suppose, that no other and more express

*• Vol.xiii, p. 290, ct seq.
«
Michaelis, Law of Moses, c. vii. Vol. iii. p. 39, et seq. .Smith's

Translation. Note (AAA.)
• Vol. xiii. p. :\5r}.
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moral laws were given to the Jews than these command-
ments. To give ahiis to the poor ;

to help their enemy
whose beast had fallen under his load

;
to pray for the peace

of the land whither they were led captive ;
to eat no living

animal, which, as he himself allows, is part of the moral law :

— all these laws are not only implied in the Decalogue, but

explicitly laid down in different parts of the Mosaic volume;
and it would be very difficult to instance any particular
of natural law, strictly so called, to which the Jews were not

obliged as well as ourselves, though the stream of the com-

mandments had been disturbed and defiled by their rabbins,

and though the Son of God, in his sermon on the mount,
and by the still stronger lesson of his example, has vindi-

cated them from corruption, and held them up a second

time, and more clearly and gloriously than before, to our

obedience and imitation.

Taylor is correct, however, in his inferences :

" That we

acknowledge Christ to be our Lord and Master, our Law-

giver and Teacher
;
that we understand the ten command-

ments according to his commentary."
— " That we expect

not justification by our conformity to the decalogue."
—

" That we endeavour to go on to perfection, not according
to the pattern which Moses, but which Christ showed on the

mount;" and " that we do not think it sufficient to live

according to nature, but that we live according to grace, that

is, the measures of reformed nature ^" And he himself has,

in fact, abandoned whatever was dangerous in his position

simply taken, when he admits that all the precepts of mo-

rality
" were potentially in the great commandment ;" and

that
" there are the same general lines of religion, and of

justice, in the Old Testament and the New, though the

special and particular precepts are severally instanced by
Christ and Moses."

He argues also more justly, when he says, that "
everything

in the Decalogue is not obligatory on Christians," though
he is unfortunate in the first instance which he produces,
*' that the having or making of images, though it be for-

bidden to the Jews in the second commandment, yet it is not

unlawful to Christians'." Of this I have said enough

• Vol. xiii. p. 355. ^ P. 369,
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already ;
and will here only observe, that it is strange that

any man should hold such an interpretation of the com-

mandment in question, who, at the same time, in order to

prove it not obligatory on Christians, has instanced the

golden lions of Solomon. Solomon, surely, was a Jew :

he was also a very conspicuous person, and one whose faults

are related in Scripture with due severity. If, then, he used

such ornaments unblamed, it is plain, from this instance,

as well as from Caesar's image on the Jewish coin ^, that the

second commandment was interpreted by them, as by the

generality of Protestants, to forbid idolatry only.

His observations on idolatry, however, and on the griev-

ous presumption of picturing God, are excellent and, I think,

unanswerable. His opinion of the Sabbath and the Lord's

day I have already had occasion to mention.

In the third chapter of the second book, which treats

of the "
interpretation and obligation of the laws of Christ,"

though there is much which is curious and valuable, there

are few things which call for particular notice. Much
of it, indeed, is more historical and controversial than

casuistical, and refers to the great disputes which have

always agitated the Christian commonwealth since the

period of the reformation. On these Taylor thought with

all Protestants ;
and an abundant store of weapons may

be drawn from his armoury, for the future battles of the

church. The maxims which strike me as most generally

applicable, and, at the same time, most characteristic of

their author, are, 1. that "
all acts of virtue are to be pre-

ferred before the instruments of it, and that which exercises

it before that which signifies it ''." 2. The difference be-

tween positive and negative laws, that, namely, when any

thing is commanded, the means of doing it are left to our

choice
; but, when any thing is forbidden,

"
all those things

also, by which we come to that sin, are understood to be

forbidden by the same law'."
*'

Every temptation," he observes,
''

is then certainly

« " The opinion, tliat the Jews a<]mitted in no case the introduction

of imaifcs, is nnp;ro»nded.'' Miciiaiiis, Introd. to N. Test. Maisli, voJ. i.

^ P. 49f!. ' Vnl. \iii.
|). 6.
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to be reckoned as a sin, when it is procured by our own act,

whether the temptation ministers to the sin directly or

accidentally ;"
— '* and although the usual effect does not

follow the instrument. For there is sometimes a fantastic

pleasure in the remembrance of sin, in the approaches of it,

of our addresses to it
;
and there are some men who dare not

act the foul crime, who yet love to look on its fair face
;

and they drive out sin as Abraham did Ishmael, with an

unwilling willingness, (God knows:")— " and they look

after it, and are pleased with the stories of it, and love to see

the place of its acting."
— "

iNow, they that go but thus

far, and love to tempt themselves by walking on the side of

the river,"
— "

they have given demonstration of their love

of sin when they make so much of its proxy."
" But there are others, who have great experience of the

vanity of all sin, and the emptiness and dissatisfaction that

is in its fruition
;
and know [that] as soon as ever they have

enjoyed it, it is gone, a^jd that there is more pleasure in the

expectation than in the possession ;
and therefore they had

rather go towards it than arrive thither, and love the tempt-
ation better than the sin. These men sin with an excellent

philosophy and wittiness of sinning ; they love to woo

always, and not to enjoy, ever to be hungry and sitting

down to dinner, but are afraid to have their desires filled.

But, if we consider what the secret of it is, and that there is

in these men an immense love to sin, and a perfect adhesion

to the pleasure of it, and that they refuse to enter lest they
should quickly pass through : and they are unwilling to

taste it, lest they should eat no more
;
and would not

enjoy, because they will not be weary of it; and will deny

any thing to themselves, even that which they most love,

lest, for a while, they should loathe their beloved sin,
— we

shall see reason enough to affirm these men to be the great-
est breakers of the laws of Jesus Christ : though they only

tempt themselves, and handle the instruments of sin; and,

although these instruments serve nothing but the tempta-

tion, and the temptation does not serve the sin, whither in

its own nature it is designed''."

At page 128 of this volume, he betrays what I should

"^ Vol. xiii, |>|i. 8, 9.
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hardly have expected from him, an ignorance of a legend

very generally known, and which is the oldest and most

curious of all religious novels,— I mean, the " Acts of Paul

and Thecla ;" which he supposes, without any sufficient

reason, to have been originally circulated as the work of St.

Paul himself, and which he calls, (I know not why,)
" the

vision of Paul and Thecla." The work, in fact, could never

have been pretended to be St. Paul's writing, without ascrib-

ing to the apostle an incredible degree of vanity, both per-

sonal and theological. Jerome, indeed, does not say that

the Asiatic presbyter, who was its author, wished to father

it on the saint as his own composition, but that he was de-

graded by St. John for having, though with a good intent,

circulated an untrue history concerning an apostle. Nor has

the history, as it has descended to our time, (whatever

might have been the case with Jerome's copy,) any mention
"

baptizati Leonis '.'*'

Here again he resumes, and resumes with admirable

power and without intermixture of doubtful or extraneous

matter, his favourite topic of secure and immediate repent-

ance. He quotes St. Eucherius, saying,
"

Propound to

yourself the example of the thief on the cross,— do as he

did."—*'
Yes," proceeds Taylor,

" we are too ready to do so,

that is, to defer our repentance to the last, being encou-

raged by his example and success !
— No ! we do not as he

did!— He did not defer his repentance and his faith unto

the last; but, in the very first hour in which he knew

Christ, in that very instant he did believe, and was really

converted. He confessed Christ gloriously, and repented of

his sins without hypocrisy ; and, if we do so too, this question
is at an end, and our repentance shall never be reproved"*."

He concludes this second book with a splendid perora-
tion on the measures and motives of a Christian's duty, ex-

horting him to do all his works "
in faith and in love, in

faith to make them accepted, though they be imperfect ;
in

love, to make them as perfect as they can be."— " He that

loves, will think every thing too little
;
and he that thinks

so, will endeavour to do more, and to do it better."— " In

the measures of the practice of this rule there is no difficulty,

• See Grabe, Spicileginm Patiiim, vol. i. p. 81, et seq.
'" P. 194.
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but what is made by the careless lives of Christians, and

their lazy and unholy principles. At the rate as Christians

usually do live, it is hard to know how, and in what in-

stances, and in what degrees, our obedience ought to be

more humble and more dihgent than that of Moses's dis-

ciples. But they that love, will do the thing, and so under-

stand the rule,
* Obedite et intelligetis :' Obey, and ye shall

understand "."

In the first chapter of the third book, which treats of

Human Laws and their obligation,
— a case occurs, in illus-

tration of Rule IV. that " a law founded on a false presump-
tion does not bind the conscience," in which the Romish

canonists seem to have given a more just decision than

Taylor. Biretti, a Venetian gentleman, pretends a desire to

marry Julia Medici, the daughter of a neighbour, with a

purpose to seduce and desert her. A contract is made
; but,

before its execution, he gains his end, and, leaving her, mar-

ries another. The canonists declare the former contract,

followed by congress, to be a marriage, and that he is bound
to return to Julia. No, says Taylor,

"
if he did not lie with

her '
afFectu maritali,'

"—" he was extremely impious and un-

just; but he made no marriage; for without mutual consent,

marriages are not made." Surely mutual consent is expressed

by a public contract, as plainly as by any indication of a

man's will that can be conceived. And, if Biretti were a

hypocrite, it can be no reason why he should be free from

the obligation implied by his own deliberate action ! I

cannot account for the obliquity of this verdict, but I could

not pass it over lest my silence should seem like appro-
bation.

The second chapter examines the power of princes to

enact penal and tributary laws, and the obligation which

rests on their subjects to obey such laws, in which he dis-

cusses the lawfulness or obligation of resisting a legal sen-

tence
;

of prison-breaking ;
of self-chastisement

;
and of

suicide. The first he admits of when the sentence is palpa-

bly unjust, and pronounced by an usurped authority. The

second, in all cases where life or limbs are to be preserved ;

the third he confines to certain ecclesiastical cases
;
and the

" P. S29.
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fourth he condemns in all, even when perpetrated by a virgin

to save herself from pollution. Yet of such instances of

self-murder he speaks with a sort of respectful pity, observing
that he only knows that the fact is unlawful. " But how

they shall fare in the other world, who, upon such great

accounts, are tempted, is one of God's secrets which the

great day will manifest"."

In the same chapter is an injudicious attempt to justify

the supposed fraud of the children of Israel, in borrowing

jewels of the Egyptians, withdut any intention of restoring

them. He justifies the action by saying, that God com-

manded the Israelites so to spoil their enemies. But this is

only removing the imputation from the Israelites to the

Almighty ;
and though the Almighty may dispose of the

property of his creatures as he pleases, it is not to be sup-

posed that he would command any set of men to obtain

their neighbours' goods by fraud. The true answer seems

to be that wliich is given by Michaelis
;
that though God

knew that the Israelites would not return
;
and though he

had communicated a share of his own prescience to Moses,

yet the Israelites in general, as they had only asked for a

short holiday from their toil, so they never expected or

intended more, till the Egyptians, by thrusting them out of

the land first, and afterwards by pursuing them with hostile

intentions, had deprived themselves of all claim to whatever

property they had previously intrusted to them p.

He has misstated the story in ancient Spanish history, of

the princes of Lara or Carion, and the daughters of the Cid

Rodrigo of Bivar^. The princes fought, not one with ano-

ther, but both of them against two of the kindred of the

Cid, and were beaten as they well deserved. This is, how-

ever, a trifle, and the wonder is, rather, that in so multifarious

reading, and amid references to all writers and languages,
his facts are so generally accurate.

In discussing Laws of Tribute, though, when just, he

allows them to be binding on the conscience of the subject,
and to oblige him not only to a passive but an active obe-

P. 346.

1'

Michaelis, Law ol" Moses, traiisiatctl by Smitli, art. clxxix. vol. iii.

p. 44, et seq. 'i F, 398.
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dience, he stoutly inveighs against the oppression frequently

practised by sovereigns and senates. But, when he arrives

at the question of obedience to kings, princes, and supreme
civil powers, his doctrines are, as might be expected from a

suffering loyalist of Charles the First's day, sufficiently

devoted and unqualified. He assigns a greater degree of

sacredness to kingly than any other government; he mis-

represents the monarchy of Israel, which was, in fact, the

most limited, except the Lacedaemonian, of any on record in

ancient history ;
and he not only believes the legend of the

martyred Thebsean legion, but insists, with much apparent

exultation, on such an illustrious example of non-resistance.

His arguments are, however, more to the purpose, when,

following on the same side with Hooker, he justifies the

power of the civil sovereign over persons and in causes

ecclesiastical. They are directed both against the Roman
Catholics and the Presbyterians ; and, as well as the following

chapter on church censures and canons, breathe throughout
a moderate and Christiari spirit, and are well calculated to

place in their true light those ecclesiastical powers, whose

thunders sound so formidably in the Church of Rome, and

against which, even in Protestant churches, many of the

laity are strongly prejudiced, from a misconception of their

limits, of their fitness, and their necessity. And I cannot

help again observing, that here also he speaks as strongly as

ever against the interference of the civil sword in matters of

religion.
" This power,"

— he is speaking of the commission given

by Christ to his apostles and their successors,—"
this power

and these commissions were wholly ministerial, without domi-

nation, without proper jurisdiction, that is, without coaction;
it being zcholly against the design of the religion that it should

beforced, and it being far removed from persons so disposed,
so employed, so instructed, to do it."

"
And, therefore, one

of the requisites of a bishop is—'he must be no striker:'—
he had no arms put into his hand for that purpose; the

ecclesiastical state being furnished with authority, but no

power,
'

auctoritate suadendi magis quam jubendi potestate/—That which the ecclesiastics can do [in the case of church-

censures,] is a suspension of their own act, not any power
over the actions of other men: and, therefore, is but an use
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of their own liberty, not an exercise of jurisdiction. He
does the same thing jn sacraments as he does in preaching ;

in both he declares the guilty person to be out of the way to

heaven, to be obnoxious to the divine anger, to be a debtor

of repentance : and in refusing to baptize an evil catechumen,
or to communicate an ill-living Christian, he does but say
the same thing. He speaks in one by signs, and in the

other, he signifies by words." "This is 'judicium,' not
'

jurisdictio,' a judging a man worthy or unworthy; which
does not suppose a superiority of jurisdiction, but equals do

it to their equals ; though, in this, the clergy hath a supe-

riority and a commission from God to do it^" Even of this

moderate and natural right he condemns the public exercise,

in the case of sovereign princes, who, as it is obviously unfit

to subject them to open reproof or penance; so when private

reproof and private warnings and entreaties have failed, they

may, as he conceives, be admitted, if they command it, to the

communion ».

This is, indeed, a difficult question, and one which is not

likely to be a practical one. A wicked prince is not very
often a hypocrite, and unless he be a hypocrite, it is not

probable that he will force himself on rites for which he does

not care. There is more courage and dignity in the conduct

of St. Ambrose towards Theodosius
;
there is less danger to

the public peace, and an almost equal certainty of obtaining
the desired end, in the course recommended by Taylor.

The latter, however, makes another admission, which, if

his life had been prolonged a few more years, might have

involved him in a very serious difficulty of conscience, and

would have divided him, if he had acted on it, from all the

best and wisest of his own order and rehgion.
*' The un-

lawful proclamations and edicts of a true prince may be

published by the clergy in their several charges M" I wish

I had not found this in Taylor ;
and I thank heaven that

this principle was not adopted by the English clergy in

1687. Yet for Taylor many allowances may be made, and

many excuses offered for this and the other ultra-monarchical

features of his creed. Accustomed as he was to see and

feel all the tyranny which then plagued the land, from those

• P. 362. * P. 5D8. » Ibid.
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who, under the colour of freedom, had disturbed and en-

slaved their country, it was hardly to be expected that his

attention could be equally alive to the possibility of the same
evils occurring under a legitimate sovereign. And, above

all, let it be remembered, that his inclination for absolute

monarchy, if it were unwise, was, at least, not interested or

servile
;
that if he carried too high the power of a lawful

king, it was when that lawful king was in exile. The
" Ductor Dubitantium," though published at the moment of

the Restoration, was written and printed while no such event

could be looked for, and when all that could be gained by an

unlimited loyalty, was the suspicion or persecution of the

ruling powers ; imprisonment, fine, and aggravated indigence.
In examining the different institutions which are usually

deduced from apostolical authority, he lays down as a

general rule, though one, he admits, which can be very
seldom applicable to practice, and which, without some

cogent reason, it would be the height of presumption to put
in force, that institutions merely of apostolical tradition, and

relating to things in themselves indifferent, may be, by the

authority of the church, in after times, dispensed with. This

liberty, however, he will not concede in the instances of the

Lord's day, of the manner of administering the sacraments,
or of episcopacy. The first he excepts not only on account

of the fitness of the day itself, but because no other day can

be preferred without a causeless neglect of apostolic autho-

rity ;
the others because they relate to the ministries of

grace, which can only, under ordinary circumstances, be

obtained or hoped for, when sought after in the appointed
manner.

To the forty days Lent, he refuses the character of an

apostolical institution. He shows, in fact, with great learn-

ing, and very convincingly, that the primitive Lent was not

of forty dai/s, but of forty hours, being confined to the Friday
and Saturday immediately preceding Easter ". To the weekly
fasts of Wednesday and Friday he assigns, however, a much

greater antiquity, both being named by Clemens Alexan-

drinus and TertuUian
; though neither can, on competent

grounds, be ascribed to any commandment of the apostles.

* Vol. xiv. p, 40.
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From some expresssions in Rule xv. p. 28, it is evident

that he regretted, as Wesley afterwards did, the discon-

tinuance of the ancient practice of baptizing by immersion,
and even of dipping three times in honour of the Trinity.

Like Wesley, he condemns the practice of sprinkling altoge-

ther, as contrary both to the analogy of the ceremony, the

apostolic tradition, and the canons of the English and Irish

church. How,'in our climate, and with the contrary preju-
dices of the people, he would have settled his dispute with

mothers and nurses, it is not very difficult to conjecture.
The number of those neophytes who would be certified
" well able to endure immersion," would, probably, be very
limited.

Fond as he appears, from many passages in his writings,

of chanting and psalmody, it may be suspected that he had

no ear for music. It is singular to compare the reluctant

permission which he gives to the use of organs in church,
with the glow of feeling which their majestic tones excited

in the breast of Milton".

The Romish prohibition of marriage, and the sacred

authority assigned by their canonists to the decrees of

general councils, he exposes with nearly the same arguments,
and an equal show of learning, as we have already seen him

producing on the same topics in his two Dissuasives from

Popery.
He closes the fourth chapter with a discussion of the

case of subscription to ecclesiastical articles and forms of

confession
; which, he insists with becoming strictness, can

only be done, in the instance of the English church, by
those who sign in the sense of the imposers of the law, and

who sincerely approve of that to which they thus express

their consent. On the inexpediency of such subscriptions,
" to any articles which are not evidently true and necessary
to be professed," he expresses the same opinions which he

had previously urged in his Liberty of Prophesying.—
Opinions they are so amiable in themselves, and proceeding
from a spirit so enlarged and so thoroughly Christian, that

our respect for the man is increased by them, even when we

are not convinced by his arguments. Yet, it may be

* Page llo. Compare
" II Penscroso.'*
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tliought, as I have already endeavoured to show, that a sub-

scription, which would admit the Papist, the Protestant, the

Arian, and the Anabaptist within the walls of the same esta-

blishment, would, in fact, be equivalent to no subscription

at all; and that, though men may, beyond a doubt, be saved

by the profession of the apostles' creed alone, yet of those

who are to teach others some further examination may well

be accounted necessary. After all, Taylor's strongest argu-

ments, both here and in the Liberty of Prophesying, apply
less to such confessions in themselves than to the abuses to

which they are liable
; and, while the supporters of every

confession will plead
" that it contains, in their opinion, no

uncertain or unnecessary articles," no Christian, that is

worthy of the name, will deny what Taylor, in the next

place, contends for,
" that great regard be had, and great

ease be done to wise and peaceable dissenters J"."

His observations on parental authority, and on the

"
Interpretation, Diminution, and Abrogation of Human

Laws," conclude this part of his subject.

The former, is, perhaps, overlaid with too much unne-

cessary learning, and with obsolete precedents of the power
exercised by fathers in the ruder ages of society ; and, in

the instance of marriage, he gives to parents a control too

absolute over their children.

The latter contains some maxims of great truth and

practical utility, as where he tells us, "There are some tacit

exceptions in all laws that would not be tyrannical."

Again,
" When the reason of a law, commanding an action

otherwise indifferent, does cease universally, the very nega-

tive ceasing, passes into the contrary of itself."—"The

subject may still do it without sin, but the prince cannot,

without sin, command it to be done, when it is to no purpose."

This rule, which Taylor apphes to the trifling and absurd

trials of obedience, which some of the modern Romish saints

imposed on the monks in their convents, will apply equally

to all cases of obsolete and vexatious regulation, such as,

for the very love of authority, are sometimes too dear to

men in power.

T Vol. xiv. piige 165.

VOL. I. U
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There is one passage, however, in this chapter, which

must not be allowed to escape without strong and unqua-
lified reprobation. I mean the manner in which he coolly

instances, and, in some degree, even justifies, that horrible

law of the Roman republic, which decreed that, if any single

slave had killed his lord, all the slaves in the house should

die for if^. Had Taylor considered twice, he could not have

thus expressed himself. But of such hideous cruelty

and injustice, our detestation ought to be instinctive and

immediate.

The fourth and last book, which discusses '' the nature

and causes of all human actions, good and evil," is, perhaps,

the ablest part of the work, as it is certainly the most gene-

rally and practically useful.

It is divided into two chapters of very unequal length,

of which the first treats of efl[icient, the other of final causes.

The former is an illustration and expansion of the prin-

ciple, that the will of man is the seat of good and evil
;
and

that actions are either good or evil according to the in-

tention of the agent. He proves, however, not only that

an act of the will alone is imputed, both by God and man,
to good or evil

;
but that a virtual and interpretative

consent of the will may make us sharers in the action of

another
;
while the involuntary consequences of a voluntary

action are imputed to us as parts of that action, and as if

themselves directly chosen.

AH these propositions, however, he guards with many
distinctions ;

and introduces many interesting discussions

on the legality of different actions or habits connected with,
or illustrative of his principles.

Thus, in his discussion of the rule that '' the virtual and

interpretative consent of the will is imputed to good or

evil," besides some curious cases of "
ratihabitation and

confirmation," he enters into two different inquiries, as to

the lawfulness of indulging a guest with an excess of wine,
ourselves remaining sober

;
and whether it be lawful to play

at cards or dice .?

The first, as may be believed, he answers with an indig-
nant negative. The second he treats more tenderly, though

^
Page 'Z5G.
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he, nevertheless, inchnes to the opinion that all playing for

money is dangerous, if not unlawful.

As diminutions of voluntary actions, he reckons ignorance
and fear, of vi'hich the first, when total and inevitable, he

accounts a perfect annihilation of moral good or evil, the

second only in those cases where the understanding is over-

powered by the intensity of the danger.
Under the first head, he inquires what those things are

of which a man maybe innocently ignorant? what degree
of diligence is required to exempt us from the charge of

wilful or presumptuous ignorance ? what is a probable

ignorance ? &c. He refuses the name of innocent ignorance
to those professed Christians, who know not that which the

universal church accounts necessary for salvation, though,
of disputed points, he allows a man to doubt or to be

ignorant with impunity. And he incidentally discusses the

responsibility of children, at what time and according to

what measures good or evil can be first imputed to them.

Here, also, there are some expressions and illustrations

which a reader of delicacy will wish aw^ay ;
but the whole

work, it may be considered, is scarcely such as females,
or very young persons, would study ;

and it is, after all,

perhaps, a curse inseparable from works of casuistry, that

questions of a certain kind are always more or less involved

in them.

On the final causes of human actions, (his chapter con-

cerning which is, in fact, an amplification of the principle
that" Christianity is a religion of motives,") his rules are only
three:— 1. That, to constitute a good action, the means
and end must be symbolical. 2. That for actions in them-

selves lawful, secondary motives are allowable. 3. That we
are bound to regard the end and object of God's command-

ments, as well as the action commanded in order to the end.

All these he inculcates with his usual force and elo-

quence, but they offer nothing which calls for any peculiar
comment. He concludes with observing, that,

''
if our

actions be designed well, they are likely to end well; for,

in the service of God, a golden head shall never have the

feet of clay. Nomini tuo da gloriam^ !

"

» Pa£re 414.
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Many, perhaps the greater part, of his positions are

illustrated by examples or by apologues ;
the former chiefly

extracted from the volumes of the Roman casuists, the

latter, sometimes, as he tells us in his preface, containing

real facts, and cases of conscience which had fallen under

his own knowledge, conveyed under fictitious names and

circumstances.

Among the first of these, is the famous story which

Walpole has worked up into his tragedy of the "
Mysterious

Mother;" the scene of which has been often laid in

England, and the time a little anterior to the Revolution,

but which Taylor relates as a Venetian anecdote, to be found

in the writings of Comitolus''. He uses it to illustrate the

position that,
"

if an error be invincible, and the consequent
of the persuasion be consistent with the state of grace, the

error must rather be suffered than a grievous scandal, or an

intolerable, or very great inconvenience." And he approves
of the conduct of those learned and charitable casuists, who,

in that case, determined to conceal from the young married

couple, the dreadful and complicated incest of which, by
that union, they were innocently guilty.

It is not, however, from casuists or divines that he quotes
alone. Historians, fathers, rabbies, poets, essayists and

jesters, are all ransacked for examples or illustrations, and

he has given us one tale, not over decent, from, as he

whimsically calls him,
" My Lord Montaigne," as well as the

celebrated story from the Facetise of Poggio, of the Italian

robber, who, though his conscience was at rest as to the

murders he had committed, was inconsolable for having

accidentally broken his fast in Lent«.

On the whole, the Ductor Dubitantium is the work of a

mind acute, vigorous, and imbued with an extent and variety
of information which would have overburdened a meaner

intellect, and by which Taylor himself is, perhaps, some-

times encumbered rather than adorned. A mind it is

essentially poetical rather than critical, ardent in conception
more than lucid in arrangement. Yet his conceptions in

themselves are almost always clear, though he overlays them

not unfrequently with a profusion of words and metaphors,

* Vol. xii, p. 50. « Vol.xii. 21.— xiii. -218.
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and though he is apt to derive his first principles fronx

springs of action in themselves circumstantial and secon-

dary. But, though it offers, in some respects, a less profound
and original view of human motives than is to be met with

in later writers
; though its length renders it less readable,

and the author's anxiety to say every thing on both sides of

every question may leave a careless reader sometimes in

suspense as to his final determination
;

it is still a work
which few can read without profit, and none, I think, without

entertainment. It resembles, in some degree, those ancient

inlaid cabinets, (such as Evelyn, Boyle, or Wilkins might
have bequeathed to their descendants), whose multifarious

contents perplex our choice, and offer to the admiration or

curiosity of a more accurate age, a vast wilderness of trifles

and varieties, with no arrangement at all, or an arrangement
on obsolete principles ;

but whose ebony drawers and per-
fumed recesses contain specimens of every thing that is

precious or uncommon, and many things for which a modern
museum might be searched in vain.

On the two works which conclude the fourteenth volume

of this collection, 1 know not that many observations are

necessary.
** The Divine Institution and Necessity of the

Office Ministerial," enforces the same doctrines, and by nearly
the same arguments, as have been already considered in

speaking of his "
Episcopacy Asserted." The application,

however, of those principles is, in this place, more general,
and levelled rather at those fanatics, who, without any ordi-

nation, intrude on the ministerial office, than against those

who reject the apostolic form of ecclesiastical government in

favour of an aristocracy of presbyters. As such, it is,

perhaps, better adapted to the evils of the present time than

the work which I have formerly examined.

On the difficult question of lay-baptism, which naturally
arises from his present subject, h6 expresses himself with a

becoming doubt and moderation. The tendency of his

mind is very plainly to the high-church doctrine, not only
that the practice is illegal and presumptuous, but that the

rite thus administered is invalid, and ought to be repeated.
He admits, however, that the general practice of all Christian

churches has been different, and he join:* with Augustine
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in expressing his own hesitation. *' Nescio an pie repe-

tendum''."

Those who wish to see the difficulty discussed at greater

length, or to learn what has been the practical decision of

the Church of England on this interesting inquiry, will find

much curious learnins; and niuch sound sense in Bino'ham's
" Scholastic History of Lay Baptism/' (published in the

second volume of his Ecclesiastical Antiquities,) and in the

excellent " Elucidation of the Common Prayer,'' by the late

learned and amiable Mr. Shepherd*'. In his essay on

Confirmation, it is remarkable that Taylor himseli'has varied

from his severer opinion, and assents, apparently, to the usual

and ancient principle of '

Fieri non debuit, factum valef."

His ** Rules and Advices to the Clergy," are, in a great

degree, extracted from his two Sermons already noticed on
" The Minister's Duty in Life and Doctrine?. They are

methodized, hov»'ever, and, in some instances, enlarged and

rendered more practical. They can hardly be read too often,

or, with the necessary allowance for some difference of cir-

cumstances between Ireland and England, and between the

seventeenth and the nineteenth century, be too carefully or

too closely followed.

The Golden Grove begins with a short and simple
catechism for young persons, but neither so short, so simple,
nor so complete, as that which our liturgy supplies. It has

the merit, however, of furnishing a more detailed explanation
of some important circumstances in our religion, than a more

general and complete system of instruction could contain

with the necessary regard to brevity ;
and may, therefore,

be with advantage used in schools and families, conjointly
with that of good dean Nowell.

The exposition of the creed, which follows, deserves no

higher praise than that of enumerating, under the different

heads of the old and compendious confession, the various

items which make up the sum of each. Sometimes he

mistakes, like Doddridge, amplification for explanation ;
and

I do not know that a devout Christian gains much either of

•'

Pp. 44-1—452. ^ Elucidation of tlie Common Prayer, vol. ii. p. 415.
f Vol. xiv. p. 26a. 9 Vol. vi. p. 483.
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knowledjie or edification, by having the single word
"

buried," decomposed into a statement which tells us how

Christ,
"
that he might suffer every thing of human nature,

was, by the care of his friends and disciples, by the leave

of Pilate, taken from the cross and embalmed, (as the

manner of the Jews was to bury), and wrapt in linen, and

buried in a new grave hewn out of a rock," &.c. His com-

mentaries, however, on the "
Holy Ghost,"— " the Holy

Catholic Church," and " the Communion of Saints," as

they are more necessary and useful, so they are executed

with his usual force and doctrinal precision. His "
Agenda,"

too, (though, in some particulars, they are too ascetic,

and calculated, it may be thought, to make men formalists

rather than sincerely and actively holy ;) are, generally

speaking, excellent; and his *' Postulanda" better still. The
" Litanies for all things and persons," only rank inferior to

that in our church service
;
and the other prayers, though

some of them too wordy, are such as can hardly be uttered

or even read without exciting a spirit of devotion.

At the end of the Golden Grove are some hvmns for

different festivals, which, had they no other merit, would be

interesting as the only remaining specimens of that which

a mind so intrinsically poetical as Taylor's was, could effect

when he attempted to arrange his conceptions in a metrical

form. They are, however, in themselves, and on their own

account, very interesting compositions. Their metre, indeed,

which is that species of spurious Pindaric which was fashion-

able with his contemporaries, is an obstacle, and must always
have been one, to their introduction into public or private

psalmody ;
and the mixture of that alloy of conceits and

quibbles which was an equally frequent and still greater
defilement of some of the finest poetrj' of the seventeenth

century, will materially diminish their effect as devotional or

descriptive odes. Yet, with all these faults, they are

powerful, affecting, and often harmonious : there are many
passages of which Cowley need not have been ashamed

;

and some which remind us, not disadvantageously, of the

corresponding productions of Milton.

Such is the whole of the second hymn for Advent.

Such too is the passage in his meditation on heaven, where

he describes—
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" That bright eternity

Where the great King's transparent throne

Is of an entire jasper stone :

There the eye
C the chrysolite.

And a sky
Of diamonds, rubies, chrysoprase,

And, above all, Thy holy face,

Make an eternal clarity.

When Thou thy jewels dost bind up, that day
Keuieniber us, we pray.

That, where the beryl lies,

And the crystal, 'bove the skies,

There I'hou mayst appoint us place,

Within the brightness of Thy face ;

And our soul

In the scroll

Of life and blissfulness enroll.

That we may praise Thee to eternity !

"

A more regular metre, and words more applicable to

public devotion, may be found in the
"
Prayer for Charity."

" Full of mercy, full of love,

Look upon us troiu above!

Thou wiio taught'st the blind manVnight
To entertain a double light.

Thine, and the day's, (and that thine too ;)

The lame away his crutches threw;
The parched crust of leprosy

Returned unto its infancy ;

'1 he dumb amazed was to hear

His own unchain'd tongue strike his ear:

Thy powerful mercy did e'en chase

The devil from his usurped place.

Where thou thyself shouldst dwell, not he.

Oh, let thy love our pattern be
;

Let thy mercy teach one brother

To forgive and love another ;

That, copying thy mercy here.

Thy goodness may hereafter rear

Our souls unto thy glory, when
Our dust shall cease to be with men''."

His work on the Psalter has no resemblance to those of

Hammond, Horsley, or even Home. It merely consists of

one or more prayers to each psalm, more or less appropriate

to their respective subjects, and followed by a collection of

devotions for various occasions. All these last are not

>•

Pp. 64 and 91.
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original ; all, however, are devout and practical, and, in the

alternations of a regular and systematic piety, may be useful.

His recommendation, in the preface, of the Psalter as a guide
to, and foundation for, as well as an unfailing accom-

paniment of our daily prayers, is at once characteristic and

sensible, and deserves the serious attention of those who
have hitherto paid a less habitual deference to the most

devotional and one of the most instructive parts of the sacred

volume.

The "
Collection of Offices," was intended as a sub-

stitute for the Common Prayer, when the use of this last was

proscribed. As a substitute, it is, certainly, well adapted to

its end, and, this being the case, it is no disparagement to

say, that it falls extremely short of its original. There are,

however, some beautiful prayers in the occasional offices,

for widows,— the persecuted,
— the prisoners,

— the sick

and the lunatic, which are admirably qualified to give com'
fort and relief to the broken heart, and may afford very
valuable assistance to the clergy in the most popular and

one of the most important of their ministries. The peni-
tential litany, at the end of the work, is a striking summary
of human crimes and folUes'.

The last in date, and one of the best and most useful of

his devotional works, is his "
Worthy Communicant," which

is, indeed, as its subject required, not only devotional but

practical, and embraces in itself many of the same powerful
and persuasive arguments against the self-flattery of the

unrepenting sinner, and the needless terrors of the scrupulous

conscience, which are detailed at greater length, and with a

larger display of authorities, in the controversial and casuis-

tical works which occupy the preceding volumes. This,

indeed, with the Holy Living and Dying, may be said to

offer a complete summary of the duties and specimen of the

devotions of a Christian
;

in which, while no necessary

question of practice or piety is passed over, no doubtful or

merely controversial question is admitted. In the lessons

which flow from this chair, in the incense which flames on

this altar, the sound of worldly polemics is hushed, the light

of worldly fires becomes dim. We see a saint in his closet,

'

I'p. o28, o-y^, 3-lj, 356, &c.
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a Christian bishop in his ministry, and we rise from the

intercourse impressed and softened with a sense how much
our own practice yet needs amendment, and how mighty
has been that faith of which these are the fruits, that hope
of which these are the pledges and prehbations.

Of the broader and more general hnes of Taylor's

literary character, a very few observations may be suffi-

cient. The greatness of his attainments, and the powers
of his mind, are evident in all his writings, and to the

least attentive of his readers. It is hard to point out a

branch of learning or of scientific pursuit to which he does

not occasionally allude
;
or any author of eminence, either

ancient or modern, with whom he does not evince himself

acquainted. And it is certain, that as very few other writers

have had equal riches to display, so he is apt to display his

stores with a lavish exuberance, which the severer taste

of Hooker or of Barrow would have condemned as osten-

tatious, or rejected as cumbersome. Yet he is far from a

mere reporter of other men's arguments,
—- a textuary

of fathers and schoolmen,— who resigns his reason into

the hands of his predecessors, and who employs no other

instrument for convincing their readers than a lengthened

string of authorities. His familiarity with the stores of

ancient and modern literature is employed to illustrate

more frequently than to establish his positions ;
and may

be traced, not so much in direct citation, (though of this,

too, there is, perhaps, more than sufficient,) as in the

abundance of his allusions, the character of his imagery,
and the frequent occurrence of terras of foreign derivation,

or employed in a foreign and unusual meaning.
It is thus that he more than once refers to obscure

stories in ancient writers, as if they were, of necessity,

as familiar to all his readers as himself; that he talks of
**

poor Attihus Aviola," or " the Lybian lion,'* that " brake

loose into his wilderness, and killed two Roman boys ;" as if

the accidents of which he is speaking had occurred in London

a few weeks before. It is thus that, in warning an English

(or a Welsh) auditory, against the brief term of mortal

luxury, he enumerates a long list of ancient dainties, and

talks of '' the condited bellies of the scarus," and " drink-

ing of healths by the numeral letters of Philenium's name."
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It is thus that one of his strangest and harshest similes,

Avhere he com)Dares an ill-sorted marriage to
"

going to-bed

with a dragon," is the suggestion of a mind familiar with

those Lamia; with female faces and extremities like a serpent,

of whose enticements stranoe stories are told in the old

daemonologies. And thus that he speaks of the "
justice

"

instead of the "
juice" of fishes; of an " excellent" pain;

of the o;ospel being preached, not to
" the common people,"

but to
"

idiots ;" and of "
serpents," (meaning

"
creeping

things,") devouring our bodies in the grave. It is this which

gives to many of his most striking passages the air of trans-

lations, and which, in fact, may well lead us to believe

that some of them are indeed the selected members of diffe-

rent and disjointed classics.

On the other hand, few circumstances can be named
"which so greatly contribute to the richness of his matter,

the vivacity of his style, and the harmony of his language,
than those copious drafts on all which is wise or beautiful

or extraordinary, in ancient writers or in foreign tongues;
and the very singularity and hazard of his phrases has

not unfrequently a peculiar charm, which the observers of a

tamer and more ordinary diction can never hope to inspire.

One of these archaisms, and a very graceful one, is

the introduction of the comparative degree, simply and

without its contrasted quantity, of which he has made a

very frequent use, but which he has never employed without

producing an effect of striking beauty.

Thus, he tells us of " a more healthy sorrow ;" af ''
the

air's looser garment, or the icildcr fringes of the fire ;" which,

though in a style purely English, they would be probably

replaced by positive or superlative epithets, could hardly
suffer this change without a considerable detraction from the

spirit and raciness of the sentence. The same observation

may apply to the use of "
prevaricate,'' in an active sense;

to " the temeralioH of ruder handlings;" and to many similar

expressions, which, if unusual, are at least expressive and

sonorous, and which could hardly be replaced by the corre-

sponding vernacular phrases without a loss of brevity or

beauty. Of such expressions as these, it is only necessary
to observe, that their use, to be eflectual or allowable.
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should be more discreet, perhaps, and infrequent, than is the

case in the works of Taylor.
I have already noticed the familiarity which he him-

self displays, and which he apparently expected to find,

in an almost equal degree, in his readers or hearers, with

the facts of history, the opinions of philosophy, the pro-

ductions of distant climates, and the customs of distant

nations. Nor, in the allusions or examples which he extracts

from such sources, is he always attentive to the weight
of authority, or the probability of the fact alleged. The age,

indeed, in which he lived, was, in many respects, a credulous

one. The discoveries which had been made by the enters

prise of travellers, and the unskilful, and as yet immature

efforts of the new philosophy, had extended the knowledge
of mankind just far enough to make them know that much

yet remained uncertain, and that many things were true

which their fathers had held for impossible. Such absence

of scepticism is, of all states of the human mind, most

favourable to the increase of knowledge ; but for the pre-

servation of truths already acquired, and the needful sepa-

ration of truth from falsehood, it is necessary to receive the

testimony of men, however positive, with more of doubt

than Boyle, Wilkins, or even Bacon, appear to have been

accustomed to exercise.

But Taylor was any thing rather than a critical in-

quirer into facts, (however strange,) of history or philosophy.
If such alleged facts suited his purpose, he received them

without examination, and retailed them without scruple ;

and we therefore read, in his works, of such doubtful or

incredible examples as that of a single city containing
fifteen millions of inhabitants

;
of the Neapolitan manna,

which failed as soon as it was subjected to a tax
;
and of the

monument " nine furlongs high," which was erected by
Ninus, the Assyrian.

Nor, in his illustrations, even where they refer to matters

of daily observation, or of undoubted truth, is he always
attentive to accuracy.

" When men sell a mule," he tells

us,
"

they speak of the horse that begat him, not of the

ass that bore him." It is singular, that he should forn-et

that, of mules, the ass is always the father. What follows
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IS Still more extraordinary ;
inasniucli as it shows a forget-

fulness of the circumstances of two of the most illustrious

events in the Old Testament. " We should fight," says

he,
** as Gideon did, with three hundred hardy brave fellows

that would stand against all violence, rather than to make
a noise with rams' horns and broken pitchers, like the men
at the siege of Jericho." Had he thought twice, he must

have recollected that "
making a noise

" was at least one

principal part of the service required from Gideon's troops,

and that the " broken pitchers" were their property alone,

and a circumstance of which the narrative of the siege of

Jericho affords not the least mention.

An occasional occurrence of such errors is indeed un-

avoidable
; and, irrelevant as some of his illustrations are, and

imcertain as may be the truth of others, there is none, per-

haps, of his readers who would wish those illustrations

fewer, to which his works owe so much of their force, their

impressiveness, and their entertainment. As a reasoner, I

do not think him matchless. He is, indeed, always acute,

and, in practical questions, almost always sensible. His

knowledge was so vast, that on every point of discussion he

set out with great advantage, as being familiar with all the

necessary preliminaries of the question, and with every

ground or argument which had been elicited on either side

by former controversies. But his own understanding was

rather inventive than critical. He never failed to find a

plausible argument for any opinion which he himself enter-

tained ; he was as ready with plausible objections to every

argument which might be advanced by his adversaries;

and he was completely master of the whole detail of con-

troversial attack and defence, and of every weapon of elo-

quence, irony, or sarcasm, which was most proper to per-

suade or to silence. But his own views were sometimes

indistinct, and often hasty. His opinions, therefore, though
always honest and ardent, he had sometimes occasion,

in the course of his life, to change ;
and instances have

been already pointed out, not only where his reasoning is

inconclusive, but where positions, ardently maintained in

some of his writings, are doubted or denied in others. But,

it should be remembered how much he wrote during a life in

itself not long, and. in its circumstances, by no means
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favourable to accurate researcli or calm reasonino;. Nor
can it be a subject of surprise, that a poor and oppressed
man should be sometimes hurried too far in opposition to

his persecutors, or that one who had so little leisure for

the correction of his works should occasionally be found

to contradict and repeat himself.

I have already had occasion to point out the versatility

of his talents, which, though uniformly exerted on subjects

appropriate to his profession, are distinguished, where such

weapons are needed, by irony and caustic humour, as well as

by those milder and sublimer beauties of style and sentiment

which are his more familiar and distinguishing character-

istics. Yet to such weapons he has never recourse either

wantonly or rashly. Nor do I recollect any instance in

which he has employed them in the cause of private or

personal, or even polemical hostility, or any occasion

where their fullest severity was not justified and called for

by crimes, by cruelty, by interested superstition, or base

and sordid hypocrisy. His satire was always kept in check

by the depth and fervour of his religious feelings, his charity,

and his humility.
It is on devotional and moral subjects, however, that the

peculiar character of his mind is most, and most successfully,

developed. To this service he devotes his most glowing lan-

guage ;
to this his aptest illustrations : his thoughts, and his

Words, at once burst into a flame, when touched by the

coals of this altar; and whether he describes the duties,

or dangers, or hopes of man, or the mercy, power, and

justice of the Most High ;
whether he exhorts or instructs

his brethren, or offers up his supplications in their behalf to

the common Father of all,
— his conceptions and his ex-

pressions belong to the loftiest and most sacred description
of poetry, of which they only want, what they cannot

be said to need, the name and the metrical arrang-ement.

It is this distinctive excellence, still more than the other

qualifications of learning and logical acuteness, which has

placed him, even in that age of gigantic talent, on an emi-

nence superior to any of his immediate contemporaries;
which has exempted him from the comparative neglect into

which the drv and repulsive learning of Andrews and San-

derson has fallen ;
— which has left behind the acuteness
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of Hales, and the imaginative and copious eloquence of

Bishop Hall, at a distance hardly less than the cold ele-

gance of Clark, and the dull good sense of Tillotson; and

has seated him, by the almost unanimous estimate of poste-

rity, on the same lofty elevation with Hooker and with

Barrow.

Of such a triumvirate, who shall settle the precedence?
Yet it may, perhaps, be not far from the truth, to observe

that Hooker claims the foremost rank in sustained and clas-

sic dignity of style, in political and pragmatical wisdom ;

that to Barrow^ the praise must be assigned of the closest

and clearest views, and of a taste the most controlled and

cliastened
;

but that in imagination, in interest, in that

which more properly and exclusively deserves the name of

genius, Taylor is to be placed before either. The first awes

most, the second convinces most, the third persuades and

delights most : and, (according to the decision of one whose

own rank among the ornaments of English literature yet
remains to be determined by posterity,) Hooker is the object

of our reverence, Barrow of our admiration, and Jeremy

Taylor of our love >=.

^
'SIkh^ov y,iv d'u QctUfxal^ai^s Bappouoy, y,cu <f)«\3 TaiXoipov.

— Note to Parr's

Spital Sermon.—This characteristic and powerful sentence has been already

noticed by Archdeacon Bonney.
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NOTE (A.)

JVlR. BoNNEY supposes him to have been their second son ;

but I am indebted to the kindness of my friend and connexion,

Mr. Juhus Hare, fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, for

the following list, extracted from the parish register, which

makes it apparent that he had two elder brothers, and one

elder sister. There are other persons of the same name
mentioned in the register, but none whom we have any
reason to suppose connected with the bishop's family. Nor
is it quite certain that the surname of Nathaniel Taylor's
wife is correctly spelled, the writing in the register being

very indistinct. As their first son was named Edmond, it is

probable that the Edmond Taylor entered as churchwarden,
was Nathaniel's father or near relation.

" 1589. Edmond Taylor, churchwarden.

1605. Nathaniel Taylor and Mary Dean, married the 13th

of October.

1606. Edmond Taylor, churchwarden.

Edmond, son of Nathaniel and Mary Taylor, bapt.

August 3.

1607. Edmond Taylor, buried 22d September.
1609. Mary Taylor, daughter of Nathaniel and Mary,

bapt. 1 1th June.

1611. Nathaniel Taylor, son of Nathaniel and Mary, bapt.
8 December.

1613. Jeremy Taylor, son of Nathaniel and Mary, bapt.
15 August.

1616. Thomas Taylor, son of Nathaniel and Mary, bapt.
21 July.

1619. John Taylor, son of Nathaniel and Mary, bapt.
13 April.

1621. Churchwardens, Tobias Smith and Nathaniel

Taylor."
VOL. I. X
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There are two old houses in Cambridge, which tradition

points out as claimants for the honour of having been the

place of Taylor's birth. The preference seems to rest with

that which is now the Bull Inn, opposite Trinity Church.

The rival tenement, known by the sign of the Wrestlers, m
the Petty Cury, is, as I am assured, beyond the limits of the

parish where Jeremy Taylor and his brothers were baptized,

where his parents were married, and where his father, as

above stated, served the office of churchwarden.

NOTE (B.)

The arms are "
Ermine, on a chief indented sable, three

escallops, or; the crest a lion rampant, issuant, ermine,

having between his paws a ducal coronet, or." I find in

Gwylhm's Heraldry, p. 244, (a book so full of odd information

and entertainment of a peculiar kind, as almost to justify

the predilection of Sir Hildebrand Osbaldiston,) that " this

coat was confirmed to Roger Taylor, son of Thomas Taylor,

son of Roger Taylor, of London, Esquire, by Sir William

Segar, Garter, December 4, 1674, in the 12th year of King

James the First." But my inquiries at the heralds' office

have not succeeded in tracing any connexion between this

family, and that either of the bishop, or Doctor Rowland

Taylor.

NOTE (C.)

The account of Rowland Taylor's character and suffer-

ings may be found in the Book of Martyrs, p. 155, ed. 1752,

and in Wordsworth's Ecclesiastical Biography, vol. ii.

p. 483. The spot where he suffered on Aldham Common
was distinguished, in after times, by a rude stoire with a ruder

inscription :
—

" Doctor Taylor, for defending what was good,

In this place shed his blood."

This was enclosed with iron rails by David Wilkins, D.D.,

rector of Hadleigh in 1721—(See Nicholl's Illustrations of

Literary History, yo\. iii. p. 436.) In 1819, a neat obelisk

was erected above it by subscription, with the following
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spirited lines from the pen of the Rev. Dr. Hay Druni-

mond.

" This is the victory that overcometh the world, even our faitii."

*' Mark this rude stone, wiiere Taylor dauntless stood,

Where zeal infuiiate drank the martyr's blood !

Hadleiiih ! tliat day how many a tearful eye
Saw thy loved Pastor dragg'd a victim by !

Still scatteiiiig gifts and blesiings as he past.
To the blind pair liis farewell alms were cast.

His clinging flock ev'n hue around him pray'd,
' As thou hast aided ns, be God thine aid !'

Nor taunts, nor bribe of mitred rank, nor stake.
Nor blows, nor flames, his heart of firmness shake ;

Serene, his folded hands, his upward eyes,
Like holy Stcplien's, seek the opening skies :

—
There, fix'd in rapture, his prophetic sight
Views truth dawn clear on Englnnd's bigot night.

Triumphant Saint ! he bow'd to kiss the rod;
Then soar'd on seraph wing to meet his God !"

NOTE (D.)

In the note of Jeremy Taylor's admission at Caius

College, (see Bonney, p. 3, 4, note,) his tutor, Bachcroft,

represents him as fifteen years of age, and as having been,

for ten years, under the tuition of Mr. Lovering. But, in 1626,
the year of his entrance, he cannot have been more than

thirteen, and he is represented as no more by his friend and

encomiast Bishop Rust. It is probable, therefore, that his

parents, in order to facilitate his becoming a member of the

university, represented him as older than he really was, and

as having attended school longer than he could have done

with any advantage. Hence, however, a degree of uncer-

tainty has attached itself to his age ;
and Sir James Ware,

in the Catalogue of Irish Bishops, has supposed him, at the

time of his death, to have been two years older than he

really can have been.

NOTE (E.)

In the " Pietas Puerilis
"

of Erasmus, the young scholar

is made to say,
" Adornata parentibus niensa, recito conse-

crationem, deinde, prandentibus ministro, donee jubeor et

ipse prandium sumere.
>»
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NOTE (F.)

The archbishop's letter of recommendation is as follows :

It has been already published by my friend Mr. Bliss, in his

excellent edition of the Athenae Oxonienses, art. Taylor,

p. 782, vol. iii., from Tanner's MSS. in the Bodleian. A

copy also, corresponding exactly with this, is in the archives

of All Souls.

" To the Warden and Fellozcs of All-Souls Coll., Oxford.
Salutem in Christo.

" These are on the behalf of an honest man and a good
scholar : Mr. Osborn, being to give over his fellowship,

was with me at Lambeth, and, I. thank him, freely proffered
me the nomination of a scholar to succeed in his place.

Now, having seriously deliberated with myself touching
this business, and being willing to recommend such an

one to you as you might thank me for, 1 am resolved to

pitch upon Mr. Jeremiah Taylour, of whose abilitys and

sufficiencys every ways I have received very good assurance.

And T do hereby heartily pray you to give him all further-

ance by yourself and the fellows at the next election, not

doubting but that he will approve himself a worthy and

learned member of your society. And, though he has had

his breeding, for the most part, in the other university, yet I

hope that shall be no prejudice to him, in regard that he is in-

corporated into Oxford, (ut sit eodem ordine, gradu, &,c.,)and

admitted into University College. Neither can I learn that

there is any thing in your local statutes against it. I doubt

not but you will use him with so fair respects, as befits

a man of his rank and learning, for which I shall not fail to

give you thanks. So I leave him to your kindness, and rest

Your loving friend,

William Cant."
« Lambeth House, October 23, 1635."

My authority for the account I have given of the pro-

ceedings of the College, in consequence of this letter, is

a certificate signed
" William Page," contained in a note

to a MS. copy of the statutes of All-Souls, with many
marginal observations, which formerly belonged to warden
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Gardiner, and is now kept in the warden's lodgings as an

heir-loom. Page gives the account nearly as I have stated

it, and vouches from his own knowledge, (he having been

a fellow of the college at the time,) that the fellows were
" almost unanimous in their election of Taylor."

The William Page, whose narrative this is, was a person
of some reputation among his contemporaries. He became
a fellow of All-Souls 1619, and was afterwards, through the

patronage of Laud, rector of Reading school, and of East

Locking, near Wantage. He wrote, among other things,
a Treatise on Bowing at the Name of Jesus, which arch-

bishop Abbot commanded him to suppress ;
but which Laud,

on succeeding to the primacy, encoui'aged him to publish.—Wood, Atheme, vol. ii. p. 332. ed. p. 1721.

The nomination of Taylor to the fellowship, on its de-

volving, as I have stated, to the visitor, has been also pub-
lished both by Mr. Bliss and Mr. Bonney :

—
" Nominatio Jer. Taylor ad locum Socii in Coll. Omn.

Anim. Oxon.
" Gulielmus Providentia Divina Cant. Archiep'us, totius

Anglise Primas & Metropol. necnon Universitatis Oxon.

Cancellar. Collegiique Animarum Omnium fidelium defunc-

torum de Oxon. Visitator, Patronus et Ordinarius. Dilec-

tis nobis in Christo, Custodi, Vice-custodi, omnibusque et

singulis dicti Collegii Sociis et scholaribus, salutem et

gratiam. Cijm locus Socii Artista Collegii vestri dudura

vacaverit, et vacuus est in prajsenti, ci^mque potestas sup-

plendi deficientem numerum Sociorum vestrorum nobis per
statuta vestri Collegii sit reservata, ratione negligentise

vestrae, eo quod dictus locus Socii vacantis, infra dies in

statutis Collegii vestri limitatos, per vos non fuerit perim-

pletus. Nos numerum Sociorum vestrorum, secundum po-
testatem a Fundatore vestro nobis commissam implere

volentes, Jeremiam Taylor ad dictum locum vacantem de-

signamus vobis, mandantes ut prsefatum Jeremiam Taylor
ad dictum locum vacantem secundum formam statutorum

Collegii vestri recipiatis et admittatis. In cujus rei testi-

monium, sigillum nostrum Archiep'ale praesentibus apponi
fecimus. Dat.' in manerio nostro de Lambehith, vicesimo

primo die mensis Novembris, anno D'ni 1635, et nostrae

trans, anno tertio."
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In consequence of this mandate, Taylor was admitted,

as appears by the college book, where he is described as

" Jeremias Taylor, Dioc. Elie. Artium Mag. 1636. Jan. 14."

It is remarkable, that both he and two others, who are

admitted at the same time, are described as admitted '* in

veros et perpetuos Socios." But, to become an actual

fellow, in the first instance, without a previous year of pro-

bation, is a privilege peculiar to founder's kin. How Taylor
came by it I am ignorant. If I could trace his descent

to any of the families connected with the stock of Chichele,

it would sufficiently confirm my hypothesis of his gentility.

But on this point I am without information.

NOTE (G)

" Then followed the charge of Sancta Clara's book,

alias Monsieur S'. Giles : so they expressed it, and I must

follow the way they lead me. First then, they charge that

/ had often conference with him, while he was writing his

book entitled
'

Deus, Natura, Gratia.' No
;
he never came

to me till he was ready to print that book. Then some

friends of his brought him to me. His suit then was, that he

might print that book here. Upon speech with him, I found

the scope of his book to be such, as that the Church of

England would have little cause to thank him for it : and

so absolutely denied it. Nor did he ever come more at

me after this, but twice or thrice at most, when he made

great friends to me, that he might print another book to

prove that bishops are by divine right. My answer then

was, that I did not like the way which the Church of

Rome went in the case of episcopacy. And, howsoever, that

I would never give way that any such book should be

printed here from the pen of a Romanist, and that the

bishops of England were able to defend their own cause

and calling, without calhng in aid from Rome
;
and would

in due time. Maintenance he never had any from me,
nor did I then know him to be a priest. Nor was there any

proof so much as offered in contrary to any of this."—Laud's
Troubles and Trial, p. 385.

For the manner of Davenport's introduction to Luud
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by Lindsell, see Canterbury's Doom, p. 427
; quoted in the

Athense Oxonienses, vol. iii. col. 1223.

NOTE (H.)

'*
Quotidianis eorum quos Regiae commendarent literse

ad gradum quemcunque promotionibus lassata demum Uni-

versitas, frequentern vicesimo primo Feb. Senatum coegit,
in quo Vicecancellarii & Praefectorum libellus supplex,

Regi contra gradus temere et quasi fortuito conferendos

porrigendus, recitatur. Hi vero damna nobis necessario

facienda Carolo ob oculos ponebant, Actibus utique et

Exercitiis quibusque Scholasticis in desuetudinem abeun-

tibus, vel etiam omnino deletis, serarium academicum ex-

inanitum fore, restinctis quoque magnorum ingeniorum stu-

diis sumraa Universitatem infamia laboraturam edocentes.

Accepto autem supplici illo Togatorum libello, tunc qui-
dem ostendit Rex quam vere et animitus bonarum litera-

runi curara ageret. Quamvis enim et opibus et authori-

tate baud adeo abundanti percommodum videretur fidem

suorum et officia honoribus togatis remunerare, statuit

tamen et edixit nequis Gradum Academicum in questum
ambiens literas suas commendatrices deinceps expectaret ;

quod, si cuiquam concederentur, ad locum inter Academi-

cos quem expeteret habilem sese et idoneum secundum
Statuta probaret, cautionem de prsestandis exercitiis in-

terponeret, et feuda consueta persolveret ;
aliter nullam

literarum suarum habendam esse rationem."—Woob, Hist.

et Aiit. Ox. ann. 1642. 1. i. p. 359.

NOTE (I.)

"
I had no books," says Taylor,

" of my own here,

nor any in the voisinage ;
and but that I remembered the result

of some of those excellent discourses 1 had heard your Lord-

ship make, when 1 zcas so happy as, in private, to gather

up ivhat your temperance and modesty forbids to be public, I

had come *
in prcelia inermis,' and, like enough, might

have fared accordingly."
—

Epistle Dedicatory to the

Liberty of Prophesying, vol. vii. p. cccxcvii. For the

encouragement and assistance afforded by Hatton to Dug-
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dale, see Wood. Athen. ii. Fasti, p. 92
;

and Dugdale's
Dedication to the Antiquities of Warwickshire. Hatton's

loyalty and attachment to the Church of England have been

never impeached.
— Of the first, the Letter from King

Charles, published by Mr. Bonney, is an evidence : as is

also the sequestration of his estate by the Parliament in

1549.—Wliitelock, p. 125. The latter was shown by the

pains which he took in frustrating the attempt of Queen
Henrietta Maria to bring over the Duke of Gloucester to

popery.
—See Clarendon, Hist. Reb. iii. 426

;
and Carte, Life

of Orniond, ii. pp. 164, 167-8. It is something remarkable,

that none of Taylor's biographers have noticed a passage in

his Dedication of the Great Exemplar, in which he appears

to claim kindred with Hatton, He there " entreats his lord-

ship to account him in the number of his relatives.^' This is

a very unusual expression, if he meant by it no more than
" friends

"
or "

dependants ;" and the word "
relative,"

is elsewhere employed by Taylor in its usual and modern

acceptation. The family of Taylor himself is involved in

so much obscurity, that it is hopeless to inquire whether

or at what pei'iod his ancestors had become connected with

those of his patron. But the connexion (though it would,

in this case, hardly amount to relationship,) may have been

through one of his wives
; though on this point also I am

without information.

NOTE (J.)

The first edition of this work is in 12mo, entitled,
^' The Psalter of David, with Titles and Collects accord-

ing to the matter of each Psalm By the Right Honourable

Christopher Hatton. Oxon. 1644." The same work occurs

in Royston's Catalogue at the end of " The Great Exemplar,
Lond. 1653." And the " Fifth edition, with additionals," is

mentioned in the catalogue of the same bookseller, appended
to the 'Ev/ji.^oXov H9iKo-'7ro>.sf/,inov. Lond. 1657.

In both cases it is said to be by the Right Honour-
able Christopher Hatton

;
and accordingly it is regarded

as his work both by Wood and Collins. The preface, how-

ever, and many of the prayers, bear evident marks of

Taylor's characteristic and inimitable workmanship. Anci
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at length, in the eighth edition enlarged, published by Roys-
ton in 1672, the name of Hatton is omitted, and that of
" Jer. Taylor, D.D. Chaplain to King Charles 1st. of blessed

Memory," is inserted in its place.
— To these facts nothing

can be opposed but the assertion in the preface, that its

author did not " wait at the altar." But, if the work were

designed to pass for Hatton's, such an expression is no more
than we should expect to find

;
and the authenticity of the

volume is now, indeed, very generally acknowledged.
For most of the facts contained in the above note, I have

again to acknowledge my obligations to Mr. Bonney's manu-

script information.

NOTE (K.)

William Nicholson was the son of Christopher Nichol-

son, a rich clothier of Stratford, near Hadleigh, Suffolk.

He was brought up as a chorister at Magdalen College, Ox-

ford, where he was afterwards bible clerk, and, eventually,
became tutor to the Lord Percy, and chaplain to his father

the Earl of Northumberland. In 1616, he was elected

master of the free-school at Croydon, where his discipline
and powers of instruction were much celebrated. He re-

signed this situation in 1629, when he obtained the rectory
of Llandilo Vawr, in Caermarthenshire

;
to which were

afterwards added the dignities of residentiary of St. David's

and archdeacon of Brecknock. In 1643, he was named as

one of the assembly of divines at Westminster, probably by
the interest of the earl of Northumberland

;
but he never

took his place among them, and his livings being shortly
after sequestered, he again taught school for his main-

tenance, in which way of life he continued till the Re-

storation.

In 1660-1, he was appointed bishop of Gloucester, by
the interest of Lord Clarendon, whom Wood insinuates

that he had bribed. But as his character appears to have

stood high with all parties, and as he had a strong and legi-

timate claim on the patronage of government, for his un-

shaken loyalty, and bold and pertinacious defence of the

church during its most helpless and hopeless depression, it

seems most reasonable, as well as most charitable, to ascribe

his preferment rather to his merits than to simony. He
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died Feb. 5, 1671, and was honoured with the following

epitaph by the excellent George Bull, afterwards Bishop of

St. David's.

" yEtcrnitati S. In spe beat£E rcsurrectionis, bio reverendas exuvias

ticposnit Theologus insignis, Episropns vere piimitiviis, Gul. Nicholson,
in agio Snffolciano natus, apiid iNIagdalenses ediicatiis, ob fidern Kegi et

EcclesisB afflirtJE pra^stitain, ad sedem Glocestrensem nieiito promotus,
anno 1660. In concionibus freqiiens, in scriptis nervosns, legenda scribens,

et faciens scribenda. Gravitas Episcopalis in fronte eniicnit, pauperibus

qiiotidiana charitate beneficns, comitate erga clenim et liberatos admi-

randns, gloria; ac dieruni satiir, in palatio suo, ut vixit, pie decessit,

Feb. 5, Anno aetatis txxii. Dom. mdclxxi. Elizabetha coiijiix pra;ivit,

in hoc sacello sepulta, Apr. xx. An. Dom. iwDCLxtii. Oweinis Brigstock do

Lechdenny in coniitatn Caermarthcn, Armiger, prajdictae Elizabethee nepos,

hoc grati animi monumentiini, (executore rcciisante,) propriis sumptibiis

ercxit. An. mdclxxix."

Bishop Nicholson's published works, of which a cata-

logue is given by Wood, are all of a practical and useful

character. That he was joined, for a time at least, with

Taylor in his school at Newton, appears from the following

epitaph which Mr. Bonney has pubhshed, and to which I

have already alluded in the text :

MS.
" Griffini Lloyd, de Cwmgwilly, Armigcri, qui, honestis parentibus

Llanarthnciae iiatus, literarum tyrocinia posuit sub sumniis viris Gul. Nicliol-

sono, Ep. postea Glocestreusi, et Jer. Tayloro Ep. Dunensi, qui, gras-

sante Cromwellii tyrannide, in hac vicinia victum queritabant."
—Bonney,

p. 175.

William Wyat, Taylor's other associate in this under-

taking, was born at Todenham, in Gloucestershire
; and,

after some delay in obtaining his degrees at Oxford, through
the calamities attendant on the civil war, became B. D.

Sept. 12, 1661. On leaving Newton Hall, he taught at

Evesham, in Worcestershire
; and, afterwards, was assistant

in a private school at Twickenham, kept by William Fuller,

afterwards Bishop of Lincoln. Under his patronage he was

installed prebendary of Lidington, May 13, 1668, and pre-

centor of Lincoln Cathedral, November 6 of the same year.

The latter dignity he resigned in 1681, but retained the pre-

bend till his death, which took place in the house of Sir

Richard Newdigate, at Nuneaton, in Warwickshire. He
was buried at Astley, in the same county, where, over the
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communion-table, is a small marble tablet, with the following

quaint inscription :

P.M.
" Giilielmi Wyat, S.T. B. quern ab ecclesia Lincoln, (uhi Prasccntor

eiat mcritissirinis,) hue traxit (jiiietis stndium ct hoiiorata? jiixta de Arbii-

lia familiee vicinitas et patrocinium, quihus iVui cactcra omnia lubens

descreiet. Obiit 9 Septembris, 1685, in magna sua climactcria, et quia,
nti vixerat, sic moreretur, omnibus numeris absolutu.s.

BoNNEY, MS. p. 44. Bkowne Willis, Hist, of

Cathedrals, vol. ii. pp.89. 211.

For Sir John Powell's epitaph 1 am indebted to his

descendant, the Reverend Mr. Evans, of Newtown Hall, in

the county of Montgomery.

M.S.
JoHANNis Powell, Equitis Aurati,

Qualis fuerit, non ab exigno Monumenti niaimore,
Sed ab anna'.ibus Regiii Historicorum Libris

Quaeras cdoceii.— Bonas Artes, quibns sub optimo Praeceptore,

(Jeremia Taylor) postea Episcopo Dunensi,
A prima Juventute enutritus ciat.

In academia dehinc Oxoniensi, felicitcr excoluit.

lude (quanqiiam Literis humanioribus dedito

Ruii eleganter delitcscere,

Qua; erat ejus modestia, magis allubesccrat)
Patriae tamen sese deberi ratus,

Nodosis Legem Vinculis implicari
Et in Ferro splendescerc

mahiit.

Et dummodo prode^set

Conspici non gravatns est.

Honores itaque nunquam solicitus petiit,

Ultro ad se delates saepissimc dctrectavit.

Utrninque Tribunal,

Banci Regis et Communinni Placitorum

Judex, adornavit.

Magni Sigilli Custodiani

Non dnl)itavit recusare,

Omni scilicet Titulo superior.

Quam streniius Ecclesia; Dcffuscr fuerit.

Testis si septem Apostolici Piivsiilcs

Qiios cb Ciiristi Eideni forlitcr vindicatam

Ad ipsius Tribinial accitos

Intrepidus absolvit.

Wine a Justiciaria C'allicdra lionorifice dejectus

Non jntilto post, mutatis Regni Rebus,
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Eandcm itenini implevit.

TandeiH Laboribus qnos tulit pUirinios,

Duni Patriae consiileret,

Afflicto cuique et oppresso subveniret,

Teneretque Legum et Monarchiae Dignitatem.

Fracttis decessit,

Anno D. 1696. set. 63.

Sir John Powell's dignified conduct ou the trial of the

seven Bishops is well known. Its merit is enhanced, if the

tradition of his family, and of this Epitaph, be correct, that

he was offered the great seal, if he would pursue a different

course.

NOTE (L.)

" ON THE NEW FORCERS OF CONSCIENCE UNDER
THE LONG PARLIAMENT.

" Because ye have thrown off your prelate Lord,

And with stiff vows renounc'd his liturgy,

To seize the widow'd wiiore Plurality

From them whose sin ye envied, not abhorr'd,

Dare ye for this adjure the civil sword,

To force our consciences whom Christ set free,

And ride us with a Classic hierarchy,

Taught you by mere A. S, and Rutherford?

Men whose life, learning, faith, and pure intent,

Would have been held in high esteem by Paul,

Must now be nam'd and branded heretics

By shallow Edwards and Scotch What-d'ye-call.

But we do hope to find out all your tricks,

Your plots and packings, worse than those of Trent;
That so the Parliament

May, with their wholesome and preventive shears,

Clip your phylacteries, though baulk your ears.

And succour our just fears,

When they shall read this plainly in your charge,

New Presbyter is but old Priest writ large."

1 can hardly think that Goodwin and Peters, the prin-

cipal individuals who shared with Taylor the indignation of

Rutherford and the Presbyterians, were men whom Milton,

so ordinarily sparing of his praise, could have extolled as

those whom St. Paul would have " held in high esteem.

But Taylor was, beyond all comparison, the most illustrious

champion of those tolerating doctrines for which Milton

himself so nobly contended, and I cannot help supposing

>>
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that his name was in the poet's mind, when he was thus

assailing; their common adversaries.

Rutherford's work is perhaps the most elaborate defence

of persecution which has ever appeared in a Protestant

country. He justifies it from the law of nature, the Mosaic

law, the analogy of the Christian religion, the practice of the

patriarchs and godly princes of old time
;

the prophecies
which foretel that the kings which have sometimes served

the Babylonian harlot shall, on their repentance, burn her

with fire, and eat her flesh
;
and the commandment of St.

John, that a true believer is not to say God speed to a

false teacher. They who condemn the burning of Serve-

tus would have condemned, he tells us, on the same prin-

ciples, the slaughter of the priests of Baal
; and, though

he seems, in one place, to have some compunctious doubts

as to the propriety of fire as an instrument of conversion,

and, on the whole, to give the preference to hanging, yet,

he elsewhere urges that, as stoning was the punishment
of idolatry under the Mosaic law, and as the despisers of

the gospel are, unquestionably, worthy of a much sorer

punishment,
— so it may be thought that burning hath

something in it marvellously suited to the occasion and to

the necessities of Christendom. To invade a foreio-n na-

tion of idolaters with a view to apply such instruments and

means of grace, he, indeed, confesses to be of doubtful

morality ;
but it may be, he says, a most interesting and

curious question, whether, such a conquest having been

effected on other grounds, it is not the duty of the believ-

ing conqueror to force away the children of his new sub-

jects, to the end that they may be brought up in the true

religion? Such were the sentiments, and so far as they
had the power, the practice of Rutherford himself; of

Mather, who published, about the same time, a pamphlet
entitled

" The Tenet of Persecution washed white in the

Blood of the Lamb
;

and of many others, who, when
their own hour of trial and suffering came, were ready

enough to accuse their adversaries of unchristian and
inhuman severity. The arguments of Rutherford are not

likely in the present day to make many converts to his

opinion. But, if there are any who, from the confidence
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with which he urges the example of the ancient Jewish

kings and prophets, are led to form opinions unfavourable

to a religion with which our own is so closely connected,

they may do well to read the Commentaries of Michaelis

on the Laws of Moses, book v. chap. 2.
;

in which the

nature of the practices forbidden by the Jewish legislator,

and the manner in which his prohibitions differ from perse-

cution in its true and odious sense, are clearly and power-

fully stated. I will only add, that where murder or lust are

parts of any religious system, the actions, being in them-

selves offences against the peace of society, are clearly

punishable, without examining further into the mistaken

notions from which they spring : and such was the case

with the superstitions of Canaan.

NOTE (M.)

The pictures of these two ladies are still at Golden

Grove, and in good preservation. That of the first displays
a countenance marked with all the goodness and benignity
which might be expected from the character which Taylor

gives her
;
the second has a much more lofty and dignified air,

such as might become the heroine in Comus. The first lady

Carbery left three sons and six daughters. Her eldest son,

Francis lord Vaughan, married Rachel, daughter of Thomas

Wriothesley, earl of Southampton, who survived her hus-

band, and afterwards became conspicuous in English history

as the heroic wife and widow of William lord Russel. A
copy of Taylor's Essay on Repentance, presented to lier by
the author, is now in the possession of the Rev. Dr. Swire, of

Melsonby, near Richmond, Yorkshire.

From Mr. Bonney's MS. Notes, and information sup-

plied by archdeacon Benyon.

NOTE (M*.)

" The calamities which lately arrived you, came to me so

late, and with so much incertitude during my long absence

from these parts, that till my returne, and earnest inqui-

sition, I could not be cured of my very greate impatience to

be satisfied concerning your condition. But so it pleased
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God, that when I had prepared to receive that sad newes,

and deplore your restraint, I was assured of your release,

and delivered of much sorrow. It were imprudent, and a

character of much ignorance, to inquire into the cause of

any good man's suffering in these sad tymes ; yet, if I have

learned it out, 'twas not of my curiosity ;
but the discourse

of some with whom I have had some habitudes since my
coming home. / had read the preface long since to your
' Golden Grove,' remember and infinitely justijie all that you
have there asserted. 'Tis true vallor to dare to be undon, and

the consequent of truth hath ever been in danger of his teeth,

and it is a blessing if men escape so in these dayes, zchen not

the safties onely, but the souks of men are betrayed : ichilst

such as you, and such excellent assistances as they afford

us, are roidered criminal and suffer. But you. Sir, who
have furnished the world with so rare precepts against the

eff'orts of all secular disasters whatsoever, could never be

destitute of those consolations which you have so charitably

and so piously prescribed unto others : yea, rather, this has

turned to our im'ense advantage, nor lesse to your glory,

whilst men behold you living your owne institutions, and

preaching to us as effectualy in your chaines as in the chaire,

in the prison as in the pulpit : for me thinkes. Sir, 1 heare

you pronounce it, as indeede you act it—
" Aude aliquid brevibus gyaris et carcere dignum
" Si vis esse aliqiiis

" that your example might shame such as betray any truth

for feare of men, whose mission and com'ission is from God.

You, Sir, know in the general, and I must justifie in parti-

cular, with infinite cognition, the benefit I have received

from the truths you have delivered. I have perused that

excellent ' Unum Necessarium
'

of yours to my very greate
satisfaction and direction : and do not doubt but it shall, in

tyme, gaine upon all those exceptions, which I know you
are not ignorant, appeare against it. 'Tis a great deale of

courage, and a great deale of perill, but to attempt the

assault of an error so inveterate.
" A( ^£ HEivai [«evai] xpia-Eig

rov uTTs^arov bd'ov. False opinion
knows no bottome, and reason and prescription meet in so

[Qusere no ?] fewe instances
;

but certainly you greatelv
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vindicate the divine sjoodnesse, which the ig-norance of men,

and popular mistakes, have so long charged with injustice.

But, Sir, you must expect with patience the event, and the

fruites you contend for : as it shall be my dayly devotions

for your successe, who remaine,
" Rev". Sir, &c.

"
Say's Court, 9 Feb. 1654. " JOHN EVELYN."

Evelyn's Memoirs, vol. ii. p. 97.

On this letter the editor of the interesting work whence

it is extracted observes,
" The cause of his [Jeremy Taylor's]

imprisonment does not appear." Surelv the passage here

marked in italics intimates it with sufficient clearness. In

the preface to his " Golden Grove," there are, in fact, many
passages at which the government were likely to take um-

brage.
" The people," says the author,

" are fallen under

the harrows and saws of impertinent and ignorant preachers,
who think all religion is a sermon, and all sermons ought to

be libels against truth and old governors, and expound
chapters that the meaning may never be understood, and

pray that they may be thought able to talk, but not to hold

their peace, they casting not to obtain any thing but wealth

and victory, power, and plunder."
"
They that hate

bishops have destroyed monarchy, and they that would erect

an ecclesiastical monarchy must consequently subject the

temporal to it
;
and both one and the other would be supreme

in consciences, and they that govern there with an opinion
that in all things they ought to be attended to, will let their

prince govern others, so long as he will be ruled by them."
"

If am/ man shall not decline to try his title by the xcord

of God, it is certain there is not in the world a better guard
for it than the true protestant religion, as it is taught in our

church. But let all things be as it pleases God, &c. &c."

I am aware that in all these expressions Taylor might

plead that he meant no more than to recommend his sect

to the toleration or protection of the ruling powers. But
even a less jealous party than the Presbyterians, and a less

arbitrary governor than Cromwell, might, in such times, find

it necessary to notice them.

The above letter, it will be observed, is dated in 1654.

It is certain, however, either that Evelyn has written 4 for
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5 by mistake, or that he has, in this instance, followed a

practice (at that time not uncommon in England, but of

which his other letters give us no example,) of reckoning
the beginning of each year from Lady Day, so that the

months of January, February, and March, down to the 25th,

were ascribed to the preceding year. This space was gene-

rally dated 165^, &c.
;
but sometimes also with the date of

the preceding year only. And it is certain that the letter

in question cannot have been written before 1655, from his

assertion that he had "
long since read the preface to the

' Golden Grove,' and had now seen the * Unum Necessa-

rium.'
"

But, on consulting the books of Stationers' Hall, I

find that of these works the ' Golden Grove ' was only
entered there on January 26, 165^, and the * Unum Necessa-

rium '

not till the 3d of May following. It is true, indeed,

and we must bear it in mind in order to account for the fact

of his having seen these works at all, that the entrance of

a work at Stationers' Hall, is not necessarily or usually
immediate on its first publication. But many months are

seldom allowed to elapse before this precaution is taken
;
and

we may, therefore, fix the appearance of the ' Golden Grove '

at the beginning of January, and the ' Unum Necessarium '

somewhat later in the same month. For the former, indeed,

it would be desirable if an earlier date could be fixed, both

in order to render Evelyn's long acquaintance with it a less

improper mode of speaking, and to give time for Taylor's con-

sequent imprisonment. And I am, therefore, inclined to ap-

prehend that, although the first edition of the * Golden Grove '

is dated in 1655, it was nevertheless, published in Michaelmas

term 1654. I am informed by a learned friend, whose fami-

liarity with the curiosities of English literature has been

rarely surpassed or equalled, that '* the custom of antedati?ig

new books is still practised pretty extensively, and it was

equally common in Taylor's day. Among Anthony a-Wood's
books are (I should think) more than an hundred, on which

the honest antiquary hath written,
' This booke came out

(on such a day), though it be dated (at such a time.') And
it is not impossible that the 'Golden Grove' might have

been in a similar predicament. If this be allowed, and we
conclude, as I think we well may, that Evelyn's letter was
not written till 1655, there will remain a period of between

VOL. I. y
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four and sFx months, which would be quite sufficient to allow

Evelyn's long familiarity with the preface."

NOTE (N.)

"
April 16, 1654. I went to London to hear the famous

Dr. Jeremy Taylor, (since bishop of Down and Connor), at

St. Greg, on 6 Matt. 48. concerning evangelical perfection."
" March 18, 1655. Went to London on purpose to

heare that excellent preacher, Dr. Jeremy Taylor, on 14 Matth.

17; shewing what were the conditions of obtaining eternal

life
;
also concerning abatements for unavoidable infirmities,

how cast on the accompt of the crosse. On the 31st I made

a visit to Dr. Jer. Taylor, to confer with him about some

spirituall matters, using him thenceforward as my ghostly
father. I beseech God Almighty to make me ever mindful

of and thankful for his heavenly assistances."—Evelyn's

Memoirs, vol. i. pp. 273—293.

NOTE (O.)
"REVd. Sir,

"
It was another extraordinary charity which you did me

when you lately reheved my apprehensions of your danger

by that which I just now received : and, though the general

persecution reinforce
; yet it is your particular which most

concernes me in this sad catalysis and declension of piety to

which we are now reduced. But, Sir, what is now to be

don that the starrs of our bright hemisphere are every where

pulling from their orbs? I remember where you have sayd
it was the harbinger of the greate day, and a very sober and

learned person, my worthy friend, the greate Oughtred, did

the other day, seriously persuade me *

parare in occursum,'

and will needs have the following yeares productive of

wonderful! and universal changes. What to say of that I

know not : but certaine it is we are brought to a sad condition.

I speake concerning secular yet religious persons ;
whose

glory it will only be to lie buried in your mines, a monument
too illustrious for such as I am. For my part, I have learned

from your excellent assistances to humble myselfe, and to

adore the inscrutable pathes of the Most High : God and his

truth are still the same, though the foundations of the world

be shaken. Julianus Redivivus can shut the schooles indeede,
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and the temples ;
but he cannot hinder our private inter-

courses and devotions, where the breast is the chappell and

our heart is the altar. Obedience founded in the under-

standing will be the onely cure and retraite. God will

accept what remaines, and supply what is necessary. He is

not obliged to externals, the purest ages passed under the

cruelest persecutions : it is sometymes necessary ;
and this,

and the fulfilling of prophecy, are all instruments of greate

advantage (even whilst they presse, and are incumbent) to

those who can make a sanctified use of them. But as the

thoughts of many hearts will be discovered, and multitudes

scandaliz'd
;
so are there divers well-disposed persons who

will not know how to guide themselves, unlesse some such

good men as you discover the secret, and instruct them
how they may secure their greatest interest, and steere their

course in this darke and uncomfortable weather. Some
such discourse would be highly seasonable now that the

daily sacrifice is ceasing, and that all the exercise of your
functions is made criminal, that the light of Israel is

quenched. Where shall we now receive the viaticum with

safety ? How shall we be baptiz'd ? For to this passe it is

come. Sir. The comfort is, the captivity had no temple, no

altar, no king. But did they not observe the passover, nor

circumcise ? Had they no priests and prophets amongst
them ? Many are weake in the faith, and know not how to

answer, nor whither to fly : and if upon the apotheosis of

that excellent person, under a malicious representation of

his martyrdom, engraven in copper, and sent me by a friend

from Bruxelles, the Jesuite could so bitterly sarcasme upon
the embleme :

"
Projicis invcntiim caput, Aiiglia [Angla?] Ecclesia! caesum

Si caput est, salvum corpus an esse potest?
—

how thinke you will they now insult, ravage, and breake

in upon the flock
;
for the shepheards are smitten, and the

sheepe must of necessity be scattered, unlesse the greate

Shepheard of soules oppose, or some of his delegates reduce

and direct us. Deare Sir, we are now preparing to take our

last farewell (as they threaten) of God's service in this citty,

or any where else in publique. I must confesse it is a sad

consideration; but it is what God sees best, and to what we
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must submitt. The comfort is,
' Deus providebit.' Sir, I

have not yet been so happy as to see those papers which
Mr. Royston tells me are printing, but I greately rejoyce
that you have so happily fortified that batterie, and I doubt

not but you will maintaine the siege : for you must not

be discouraged for the passions of a few. Reason is reason

to me wherever I find it, much more where it conduces to a

designe so salutary and necessary. At least, I wonder that

those who are not convinced by y' arguments, can possibly
resist y charity, and

y"^ modesty : but as you have greatly
subdued my education in that particular, and controversy ;

so am I confident tyme will render you many more pro-

selytes. And if all doe not come so freely in with their

suffrages at first, you must, with
y''

accustomed patience,
attend the event.

"
S'', I beseech God to conduct all

y"" labours, those of

religion to others, and of love and affection to me, who

remayne,
•'

Sir, your, 8lc.
" Lond. 18 Mar. [qu. Mai.] 1655." .

Evelyn's Memoirs, vol. ii. p. 98.

The above letter, as it now stands, is dated Mar. 18, 1655.

But, on that day, as appeared by the preceding extract from

his diary, Evelyn had attended Taylor's preaching. The
devout laity of the episcopal church were, therefore, not at

that time deprived of the means of grace in the manner
which this letter deplores. Nor does it seem likely that a

letter of such a length, and written in such a manner, v/ould

be addressed to a person with whom the writer expected

shortly to communicate personally, or with whom he had a

few hours before communicated. Again, when he speaks of

having received assurances of Taylor's safety,
— when he

talks of being buried in his ruins, &c. he seems to imply
that Taylor was then actually in prison, or in some urgent
and great danger. And, further, on the 31st of March,

Taylor and Evelyn had another interview. Then, therefore,
if such a letter had passed between them a few days before,
was the time for Taylor to give an answer to the wish

expressed in it. We find, however, that this letter remained

unanswered till January in the following year, since this is

clearly the one referred to in Taylor's letter of this last date,
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inasmuch as he there speaks of '' the vile distich on the

departed saint." I am, therefore, of opinion that here again,
as well as in the former letter, the date has been incorrectly

given, and that we should read not March but May, by
which time, it is extremely probable that Taylor's imprison-
ment at Chepstow may have commenced.

It may be observed, that the passage in Taylor's works,

to which Evelyn refers, in which the calamities of the time

were said to be "
harbingers of the great day," is, probably,

to be met with in his "
Episcopacy Asserted," (vol. vii. p. 5.)

where he suggests,
" that the abolition of episcopacy is the

forerunner and preparatory to the great apostasy." The

Oughtred, who expressed the same opinion, was William

Oughtred, author of the Clavis Mathematica, and other

works, and the most illustrious geometrician of his time.

The church of England was, undoubtedly, in 1655, exposed
to fresh and bitter persecutions, of which an interesting-

account will be found in the following extract from Parr's

Life of Usher.
" Cromwell being now [in 1655] highly enraged against

the loyal party, for their indefatigable though unsuccessful

endeavours for his Majesty's restoration to his throne, after

he had showed himself very implacable and severe to the

cavalier gentry, as they then called them, began now to dis-

charge part of his rage upon the orthodox clergy, forbidding

them, under great penalties, to teach schools, or to perform

any part of their ministerial functions : whereupon some of

the most considerable episcopal clergy, in and about London,
desired my lord primate that he would use his interest with

Cromwell, (since they heard he pretended a great respect for

him), that, as he granted liberty of conscience to almost all

sorts of religions, so the episcopal divines might have the

same freedom of serving God in their private congregations,
since they were not permitted the public churches, according
to the liturgy of the church of England ;

and that neither the

ministers, nor those that frequented that service, might be

any more hindered or disturbed by his soldiers. So, ac-

cording to their desires, he went and used his utmost endea-

vours with Cromwell, for the taking off this restraint, which

was at last promised, (although with some difficulty), that

they should not be molested, provided they meddled not
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with any matters relating to his government. But, when

the lord primate went to him a second time, to get this

promise ratified and put into writing, he found him under

his chyrurgeon's hand, who was dressing a great boyl which

he had on his breast
;
so Cromwell prayed the lord primate

to sit down a little, and that when he was dressed he would

speak with him. Whilst this was a doing, Cromwell said to

my lord primate, if this core, (pointing to the boyl), were

once out, I should quickly be well
;

to whom the good

bishop replied,
'
I doubt the core lies deeper, there is a core

at the heart that must be taken out, or else it will not be

well.'
* Ah!' replyed he, seeming unconcerned [Queere

concerned?^
* so there is indeed!' and sighed. But when

the lord primate began to speak to him concerning the

business he came about, he answered him to this effect,

that he had since better considered it, having advised with

his council about it, and that they thought it not safe fo^

him to grant liberty of conscience to those sort of men, who
are restless and implacable enemies to him and his govern-
ment

;
and so he took his leave of him, though with good

words and outward civility. The lord primate, seeing it was
in vain to urge it any farther, said little more to him, but

returned to his lodging, very much troubled and concerned

that his endeavours had met with no better success. When
he was in his chamber, he said to some of his relations and

myself that came to see him,
' This false man hath broken

his word with me, and refuses to perform what he promised.

Well, he will have little cause to glory in his wickedness,—
he will not continue long. The king will return. Though
I shall not live to see it, you may. The government, both

in church and state, is in confusion, the Papists are ad-

vancing their projects, and making such advantages as will

hardly be prevented.'"
—Parr's Life of Usher, p. 75.

NOTE (P.)

" 12 April, 1656. Mr. Berkeley and Mr. Robert Boyle,
(that excellent person and great virtuoso). Dr. Taylor and
Dr. Wilkins, dined with me at Saye's Court, when I pre-
sented Dr. Wilkins with my rare burning-glasse. In the

afternoone we all went to Colonel Blount's, to see his new-
invented plows."
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" 6th May. I brought Monsf. le Franc, a young French

Sorbonist, a proselyte, to converse with Dr. Taylor. They
fell to dispute on original sin, in Latine, upon a book newly
published by the Doctor, who was much satisfied with the

young man."
'* 7th. I visited Dr. Taylor, and prevailed on him to propose

Mons'. le Franc to the bishop, that he might have orders
;

I having sometime before, brought him to a full consent to

the church of England, her doctrine and discipline, of which
he had till of late made some difficulty: so he was this day
ordained both deacon and priest, by the bishop of Meath.
I paid the fees to his lordship, who was very poore and in

greate want. To that necessity were our clergy reduced !

"

—Evelyn's Memoirs, vol. i. pp. 298, 299.

What bishop it was whom Evelyn describes as the bishop
of Meath, I cannot conjecture. Certain it is that there was
no bishop of that see at this time, the last. Dr. Anthony
Martin, having died in great poverty at Dublin, in the year
1650, and his see not being filled up till after the restoration.

Ware, Hist. Ireland, vol. i. p. 158. Ed. Harris,

NOTE (Q.)

As the little tract in question is extremely scarce, I have

subjoined some extracts, which will give the reader an

idea of the manner in which the dialoaue is carried on

between the lady who inveighs against, and her who justifies

face-painting. In the frontispiece to the second edition,

these two disputants are represented,
—the one prim, stern,

and plainly apparelled, the other, in the style of Lely's

portraits, patched, her hair in ringlets, with naked shoulders,

a fan in her hand, and, so far as the artist was able, beau-

tiful. The grim lady begins the conversation.
"
Madam,— I am not more pleased to see you look so well,

beyond what you were wont, than I am jealous (to be free

with you) lest a person so esteemed as you are for modesty
and piety, should use some colour or tincture to advance yout

complexion; which, indeed, I take to be no better than that

odious and infamous way of painting, every where in all

ages so much and so justly spoken against, both by God
and good men

; being a most ungodly practice, though

generally (as they say) now used in England (more or less)
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by persons of quality, who, not content with nature's stock

of beauty, do (not by a fine, but filthy art) add something
to the advantage, as they think, of their complexions; but I

fear to the deforming of their souls, and defiling of their

consciences.
"
Truly, madam, I absolutely think (without any mincing

or distinction) all colour or complexion added to our skins

and faces, beyond what is purely natural, to be a sin, as

being flatly against the word of God, which I suppose you

grant to be the indispensable and unchangeable rule of all

moral holiness, from which we may not warp in the least

degree upon any pretensions to advance our honours, estates,

healths, or beauties. First, then, if your ladyship look into

2 Kings, ix. 30. you shall see wicked Jezebel, though a

queen, yet not tolerated or excused, but foully branded and

heavily punished for painting her eyes or face
;
for which

she was afterwards, by a most deformed destiny, justly

devoured of dogs ;
as the most reverend lord primate of

Armagh observes, in his larger catechism upon the seventh

commandment. Which fearful stroke of divine vengeance,
and censure of so learned and pious a person, (making that

her painting a most meritorious and principal cause of her

so sad destiny,) are sufficient, I think, to scare the most

adventurous woman from any such sinful and accursed

practice."

This is wretched work—but these are some of the argu-
ments of the beaten party. Let us now examine the other

side. What follows is as favourable a specimen as I can

find
;
and is, certainly, not without wit, but I cannot per-

suade myself that it resembles the style of Jeremy Taylor.
" When was your ladyship scandalized with any grave

and sober matron, because she laid out the combings or

cuttings of her own or others more youthful hair, when her

own (now become withered and autumnal) seemed less

becoming her? How many both men's and women's warmer

heats in religion do now admit not only borders of foreign

hair, but full and fair peruques on their heads, without

sindging one hair by their disputative and scrupulous zeal,

which in these things of fashion, is now grown much out of

fashion ? Your ladyship's charity doth not reprove, but

pity, those poor Vulcanists, who balance the inequality of
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their heels or badger-legs, by the art and help of the shoe-

maker; nor are those short-legged ladies thought less godly
who fly to chopines, and by enlarging the phylacteries of

their coats, conceal, at once, both their great defects in

native brevity, and the enornious additions of their artificial

heights, which make many small women walk with as much
caution and danger almost, as the Turk danceth on the

ropes. Who ever is so impertinent a bigot, as to find fault

when the hills and dales of crooked and unequal bodies

are made to meet without a miracle, by some iron bodice, or

some benign bolsterings ? Who fears to set straight, or

hide the unhandsome warpings of bow-legs, and baker-feet?

What is there as to any defect in nature, whereof ingenuous
art as a diligent handmaid waiting on its mistress, doth not

study some supply or other, so far as to grafF in silver plates
into cracked skulls, to furnish cropt faces with artificial

noses, to fill up the broken ranks and routed files of the teeth

with ivory adjutants or lieutenants. Yet against all or any
of these and the like reparative inventions, by which art and

ingenuity studies to help and repair the defects or defor-

mities, which God, in nature, or providence, is pleased to

inflict upon our bodies, no pen is sharpened, no pulpit is

battered, no writ of rebelhon, or charge of forgery and

false coinage, is brought against any in the court of con-

science
;

no poor creature (who thankfully embraceth,

modestly useth, and with more chearfulness serveth God,

by means of some such help, which either takes away its

reproach, or easeth its pain,) is scared with dreadful scruples,
or so terrified with the threatenings of sin, hell, and damna-

tion, as to cast away (much against their wills) that innocent

succour, which God in nature and art had given them
;

from which they part with as much regret as the poor man
did from his darling lamb, which the rich man's insolence,

not his indigence, not his want, but wantonness, forced from

him. Rather, we are so civilly pious in these cases, as to

applaud others, no less than please ourselves in those happy
delusions, whereby we conceal, or any way compensate
these our deformities or defects in any kind, which seem
to us less convenient, or to others less comely, in this our

mortal and visible pilgrimage. Only if the face (which is

the metropolis of humane majesty, and as it were the
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cathedral of beauty, or comliness, in the little world or polity

of our bodies,) if this have sustained any injuries (as it is

most exposed to them) of time, or any accident
;

if it stand

in need of any thing that our charity and ingenuity in art

can help it to, though the thing be never so cheap, easie and

harmless, either to enliven the pallid deadness of it, and to

redeem it from mortmain, or to pair and match the inequal
cheeks to each other, when one is as Rachel, the other as

Leah, or to cover any pimples and heats, or to remove

any obstructions, or to mitigate and quench excessive

flushings, hereby to set off the face to such decency and

equality as may innocently please ourselves and others,

without any thought to displease God, (who looks not to

the outward appearance, but to the heart,) what censures

and whispers, yea, what outcries and clamours, what light-

nings and thunders, what anathemas, excommunications, and

condemnations, fill the thoughts, the pens, the tongues, the

pulpits of many angry (yet it may be well meaning) Chris-

tians, both preachers and others, who are commonly more

quick-sighted and offended with the least mote theyfancie of

adding to a lady's complexion, than with many camels of their

own customary opinions and practices ? Good men, though
in other things not only of fineness and neatness, but even

of some falsity and pretension, they are so good-natured
and indulgent as to allow their lame or their crooked wives

and daughters, whatever ingenuous concealments and repara-

tions, art and their purses can afford them
; yet, as to the

point of face-mending, they condemn them, like Paul's

church, to sink under everlasting ruines. The most of your

plainer bred, and as it were home-spun professours and

preachers, who never went far beyond their own houses, can

with less equal eyes behold any woman, of never so great

quality, if they see or suspect her to be adorned any whit

beyond the vulgar mode, or decked with feathers more gay
and goodly than those birds use, which are of their own

countrey nest. In which cases of feminine dressing and

adorning, no casuist is sufficient to enumerate, or resolve the

many intricate niceties and endless scruples of conscience,

which some men's and women's more plebeian zelotry makes,
as about ladies cheeks and faces, if they appear one dram or

degree more quick and rosie than they were wonted; so
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about the length and fashion of their clothes and hair.

One while they are so perplexed about the curling of ladies'

hair, that they can as hardly dis-intangle themselves as a bee

entangled in honey ;
othervvhile they are most scrupulous

mathematicians to measure the arms, wrists, necks and
trains of ladies, how far they may safely venture to let their

garments draw after them on the ground, or their naked
skins be seen. Here, however, some men can bear the

sight of the fairest faces, without so much as winking, (where
the greatest face of beauty is displayed,) yet they pretend
that no strength of humane virtue can endure the least

assaults, or peepings of naked necks, if they make any
discovery or breaking forth below the ears. Not that any
modest mind pleads for wanton prostituting of naked

breasts, where the civiller customs of any countrey forbids

it
;
but some men's rigour and fierceness is such, that if

they espy any thing in the dress, clothes, or garb of women,
beyond what they approve, or have been wonted to, pre-

sently the taylors, the tire-women, the gorget-makers, the

seamstresses, the chamber-maids, the dressers, and all that

wretched crew of obsequious attendants, are condemned as

anti-christian, and only fit to wait upon the whore of

Babylon. Nor do the poor ladies (though otherwise young
and innocent, though as vertuous as handsome, or if possibly
elder, every way exemplary for modesty, gravity and chas-

tity, yet they do not) without great gifts and presents (as

by so many fines and heriots,) redeem themselves from some
men's severe censures

;
and if they do take any freedom

to dress and set forth themselves after the best mode and

fashion, it costs them as much as the Roman captain's
freedom did him; when indeed they are (as St. Paul

pleaded) free-born, not only in nature, but as to grace and
the new birth, which is no enemy to what fashion's modesty
may bear, and which decency, civility, and custom, do require."

The "Turk" mentioned in the above quotation, was, no

doubt, a rope-dancer of that nation, mentioned by Evelyn as
" the famous funamble Turk," who appears to have been

allowed to exhibit his talents during the commonwealth, not-

withstanding the prohibition of most public amusements.

NOTE (R.)

" 25 March, 1657. Dr. Taylor shewed me his MSS. of
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Cases of Conscience, or Ductor Dnbilantium, now fitted for

the presse.
" 7th June. My fourth sonn was born, christened

George, after my grandfather ;
Dr. Jer. Taylor officiating

in the drawing-room.
"

July 16. On Dr. Jer. Taylor's recommendation, I w ent

to Eltham, to help one Moody, a young man, to that living,

by niy interest with the patron." Vol. i. pp. 304, 305, 306.

NOTE (T.)

" He [Heneage Finch, afterwards earl of Nottingham,]
had a brother, named Francis Finch

;
bred up also under

E. Silvester, who was afterwards a Gent. Comm. of Balliol

Coll., but, leaving it without a degree, went to London,
studied the law, and became a barrister of one of the Tem-

ples; but, before he had long practised, he died, yet lives

still in those several pieces of ingenuity he left behind him>

wherein he falls not short of the best of poets. And be-

cause Poeta est Jinitimits Oratori, he might have proved
excellent in that too, having so incomparable a precedent as

his brother. Sir Heneage Finch. Among the several spe-
cimens of his poetry which I have seen, is a copy of verses

before Will. Cartwright's poems, an. 1651, as there is of his

brother John : another before a book entitled Aires and

Dialogues for otie, tico, and thn-e voices, Lond. 1653, fol. pub-
lished by Hen. Lawes. In the body of which book he hath

a poem, entitled Ccelia singing, to which the said Lawes

composed an air of two parts to be sung. Sec."— Fasfi,vo\. ii.

p. 59.

Mr. Finch's Discourse on Friendship, is not mentioned

by A. Wood, any more than that on Honour, both which,

however, are extolled by Orinda, in her address (Poems, p. 19)
"

to the noble Palsemon on his incomparable Discourse of

Friendship :" and her description of " Mr. Francis Finch,

the excellent Palaemon," (ib. pp. 91, 93.)

" ' Twas he that rescued gasping Fiiciidship, wlien

The bell toH'd for her fnneral with men ;

'Twas he that made friends more than lovers burn,

And then made love to sacred friendship turn
;

'Twas he turn'd Honour inward, set her free

From titles and from popularity.

Now fix'd to virtue, she begs praise of none, .

But witness'd and rewarded both at home."
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NOTE (U.)

« TO THE LIEUTENANT OF THE TOWER.'
'*

Sir,
"

I should begin with the greater apologie for this

addresse, did not the consideration of the nature of
y""

greate employment and my feares to importune them carry
with them an excuse which, I have hope to believe, you will

easily admit. But as it is an errour to be troublesome to

great persons upon trifling affaires, so were it no less a crime

to be silent in an occasion, wherein I may do an act of

charity, and reconcile a person to your good opinion, who
has deserved so well, and I thinke is so innocent. Sir, I

speake in behalfe of Dr. Taylor, of whom I understand you
have conceived some displeasure for the mistake of his

printer, and the readiest way that I can thinke of to do him
honour and bring him into esteeme with you, is to beg of

you that you will please to give him leave to waite upon you,
that you may learn from his owne mouth, as well as the

world has done from his writings, how averse he is from any
thing that he may be charged withall to his prejudice, and
how greate an adversary he has ever bin, in particular, to

the Popish religion, against which he has employed his pen
so signally, and with such successe. And, when, by this

favour you shall have don justice to all interests, I am not

without faire hopes, that I shall have mutually obliged you
both, by doing my endeavour to serve my worthy and pious

friend, and by bringing so innocent and deserving a person
into your protection ;

who am,

"Sir, &c."
'< From Greenwich, 14 Jan. 16,56-7.

" Feb. 25, 1658. Came Dr. Jeremy Taylor and my bro-

thers, with other friends, to visite and condole with us."
" March 7. To London to hear Dr. Taylor in a private

house, on xiii. Luke, 23, 24. After the sermon followed the

blessed communion, of which I participated. In the after-

noon. Dr. Gunning, at Excester house, expounding part of

the creede."— Evelyn's Memoirs, vol. i. p. 312.

' This was written for another gentleman, an acquaintance witli the

villain who was now lieut. of the Tower;—Baxter, by name, for I never had
the least knowledge of him.—Evelyn's Memoirs, vol. i. p. 112.
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It is singular that, in the minutes of the privy council,

which have been examined for me by the kindness of my
valued friend, H. Hobhouse, Esquire ;

no traces appear of

any order for Taylor's imprisonment, or his appearance
before them, either on this occasion, or when he was con-

fined in the castle at Chepstow. For this omission it is not

easy to account. How a supposed state criminal could be

put in confinement without such an order appearing is not

plain, unless we suppose that, in those arbitrary times, the

committees and inferior agents of the government exercised

the power of imprisonment. It is, indeed, noticeable that

Evelyn's letter is addressed to the Lieutenant of the Tower

himself, and that he speaks of Taylor as having incurred

his displeasure, as if he had been the cause of his imprison-
ment as well as the keeper of his prison. In the Tower,

however, whose records have been also consulted, no war-

rants or commitments are preserved of a date anterior to the

Restoration.

NOTE (V.)

Had Taylor forgotten the testimony of Hegesippus, con-

cerning the grand-children of St. Jude, the last survivors of

the house of David, and, after the flesh, the kinsmen of our

Lord, who were examined and dismissed without injury by
Domitian ? See Rowth, Reliquise Sacrae, vol. i. p. 196. I

would rather believe that he had forgotten the story, than

that he regarded as fabulous a narrative so probable in

itself and so apparently authentic.

NOTE (W.)

Taylor alludes to the following passage from the neg-
lected work of Thomas Aquinas, which may serve, at least,

as a specimen of those subtleties which once exercised the

best wits in Christendom. The practice of Aquinas must be

borne in mind
; that, namely, he states the arguments on

both sides, and then moderates between them.

QUiESTIO I. ART. 4.

" Utrum JiigeJi differant in specie."
" Ad quartum sic proceditur. Videtur quod Angeli non

difFerant in specie. Cum enim differentia sit nobilior genere,

quaecunque conveniunt secundum id quod est nobilissimum
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in eis, conveniunt in ultima differentia constitutione, et ita

sunt eadem secundum specieni. Sed omnes Angeli conve-

niunt in eo quod est nobilissimum in eis,
— s. in intellec-

tualitate. Ergo omnes Angeli sunt unius speciei. Praeterea

magis et minus non diversificant speciem. Sed Angeli non
videntur differre ab invicem nisi secundum mafris et minus ;

prout scilicet unus aliis est simplicior et perspicacioris intel-

lectus. Ergo Angeli non differunt specie. Prseterea anima
et angelus ex opposite dividuntur: sed omnes animaa sunt

unius speciei, ergo et angeli Praterea quanto aliquid est

perfectius in natura, tauto magis debet multiplicari. Hoc
autem non esset si in una specie esset unum tantum iu-

dividuum. Ergo multi Angeli sunt unius speciei. Sed
contra est, quod in his quae sunt unius speciei, non est

invenire prius et posterius, ut dicitur in 3 metaph. Sed
in Angelis etiam unius ordinis sunt primi et medii et ultimi,

ut dicit Dion. 10. C. angelica? hierar. Ergo Angeli non sunt

unius speciei. Conclusio.—Cum omnes spirituales substantia;

ex materia et forma composite non sint, ejusdem non sunt

speciei. llespondeo dicendum, quod quidam dixerunt

omnes substantias spirituales esse unius speciei etiam

aniraas. Alii vero quod omnes Angeli sunt unius speciei
sed non animce. Quidem vero quod omnes Angeli unius

hierarchise, aut etiara unius ordinis. Sed hoc est impossibile.
Ea n. quae conveniunt specie et differunt numero, conveniunt

in forma, sed distinguuntur materialiter. Si ergo Angeli non
sunt compositi ex materia et forma ut dictum est supra :

sequitur quod impossibile sit esse duos angelos unius

speciei, sicut etiam impossibile esset dicere quod essent

plures albedines separate aut plures humanitates, ciim

albedines non sint plures, nisi secundum quod sunt in

diversis substantiis. Si tamen Angeli haberent materiam,
nee sic tamen possunt esse plures Angeli unius speciei. Sic

enira oporteret quod principium distinctionis unius ab alio

esset materia, non quidem secundum divisionem quantitatis,
cum sint incorporei, sed secundum diversitatem potentiarum.
Quae quidem et diversitas naateriae causat diversitatem non
solum speciei sed et generis. Ad primum ergo dicendum quod
differentia est nobilior genere, sicut determinatum indeter-

minato et proprium communi, non autem sicut alia et alia

natura. Alioquin oporteret quod omnia animalia irra-
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tionalia essent unius sjDeciei, vel quod esset in eis aliqua
alia perfectior forma quam anima sensibilis. Differunt ergo

specie animalia irrationalia secundum diversos gradus deter-

minatos naturse sensitivse. Et similiter omnes Angeli dif-

ferunt specie secundum diversos gradus naturae intellectivae.

*•' Ad secundum dicendum, quod magis et minus secundum

quod causantur ex intentione et I'emissione unius formse, non

diversificant specie. Sed secundum quod causantur ex

formis diversorum graduum, sic diversificant speciem :

sicut si dicamus, quod ignis est perfectior sere. Et hoc

modo Anoeli diversificantur secundum magis et minus.

Ad tertium dicendum quod bonum speciei prseponderat bono

individui. Unde multo melius est quod multiplicentur

species in Angelis, quam quod multiplicentur individua in

una specie. Ad quartum dicendum, quod multiplicatio

secundum numerum cum in infinitum protendi possit, non

intenditur ab agenti, sed sola multiplicatio secundum spe-

ciei ut supra dictum est. Unde perfectio naturae Angelicse

requirit multiplicationem specierum, non autem multipli-

cationem individuorum in una specie."
— S. Thom. AguiN.

Summa Totius Theo/ogiff, pars i. p. 97.

NOTE (X.)

These facts appear from a letter of Lord Conway's,
dated June 15, 1658, of which the following is an extract.

It is addressed to Major George Rawdon, who had married

his sister, and who, from his residence and influence in

Ireland, might materially contribute to the fulfilment of

Lord Conway's wishes. It should seem that Major Rawdon

had, in answer to a previous application, given a discou-

raoino; account of the state of the country.

" Dear Brother,
" That which you writ me in your letter of the 2d of this

month, concerning Dr. Taylor, was sufficient to have dis-

couraged him and all his friends from any further thoughts of

that country ;
but I thank God, I went upon a principle not

to be repented of, for I had no interest or passion in what I

did for him, but rather some reluctancy. What I pursued

was, to do an act of piety towards him, and an act of piety

towards all such as are truly disposed to virtue in those parts,
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for I am certain he is the choicest person in England apper-

taining to the conscience, and, let others blemish him how

they please, yet all I have written of him is true. He is a

man of excellent parts and an excellent life ; but in regard
that this is not powerful to purchase his quiet, I shall tell

you what is done in relation to that. Dr. Petty hath

written by him to Dr. Harrison and several others, and

promist to provide him a purchase of land, at great advan-

tage, and many other intimate kindnesses, wherein your
advice will be askt. Dr. Cox, a physician, and a very

ingenious man, who hath married the chancellor's sister,

hath written on his behalf very passionately, and some of as

near relation to my Lord Peepes hath recommended him to

him. Serjeant Twisden, one of the eminentest lawyers in

England, who married Sir Matthew Tomiinson's sister, hath

written to him very earnestly, and so hath his wife also.

Mr. Hall, an understanding man, and always one of the

knights for Lincolnshire, hath recommended him to his

friend Mr. Bury, and so hath Mr. Bacon, one of the masters

of request, done for him to my Lord Chief Baron. But,

besides all this, my Lord Protector hath given him a pass
and a protection for himself and his family, under his sign
manual and privy signet. So that I hope it will not be

treason to look upon him and to own him. Dr. Loftus is

his friend. I have sent you and my sister a box of pills, by
Dr. Taylor, of the same proportion as that I sent last

summer.

Your affectionate brother,

«
Kensington, June 15, 1658." " E. CONWAY."

NOTE (Y.)

Edwards, in his Gangrcena, speaks of the Perfectists or

Perfectionists in the same category with the most detested

heretics of his time. '' All the sects, yea, the worst of them,

as the Antiscripturists, Arians, Anti-trinitarians, Perfectists,

being Independents and Separatists." The Dr. Gell, who

appears to have favoured them, was, probably,
" Robert

Gell, D.D. of Pampisford in Cambridgeshire, Rector of St.

Mary, Aldermary, and sometime chaplain to the archbishop
of Canterbury, which doctor died in the very beginning of

VOL. I. z
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the year, (twenty-fifth
March or thereabouts), 1665."-—^Mew<e

Oxon. vol. iii. col. 562.

NOTE (Z.)

"
I received a letter yesterday from Dr. Taylor : it hath

almost broke my heart. Mr. Tandy hath exhibited articles

against him to the lord deputy and council, so simple, (as

colonel Hill writes,) that it is impossible it should come to

any thing : the greatest scandal being, that he christened

Mr. Bryer's child with the sign of the cross. I have written

to Hyrne to supply him with money for his vindication, as if

it were my own business. I hope, therefore, when you come

over, you will take him [Tandy] off from persecuting me,

since none knows better than yourself whether I deserve the

same at his hands. I would have sent you the Doctor's

letter to me, but that I know not whether this will ever

come to you. The quarrel is, it seems, because he thinks

Dr. Taylor more welcome to Hillsborough than himself.

"
Kensington, June 14, 1659." " E. CONWAY."

To this same conduct of Tandy's Lord Conway else-

where alludes with a similar resentment :
*' Mr. Tandy may

have enough of these [Anabaptists and Quakers] to set

himself against, without troubling his peaceable and best

neighbours."
—Rawdon Papers, p. 199.

NOTE (AA.)

The first work to which Taylor alludes is
'' St. Chry-

sostom's Golden Book for the Education of Children,

out of the Greeke." 1659. 12mo. The other work alluded

to must have been in MS., since I cannot find that Evelyn
ever published any account of his travels. The authors

of the Biographia Britannica, (vol. v. p. 610,) say,
"

It is

much to be regretted that a work so entertaining as the

history of his travels would have been, appeared, even to

so indefatigable a person as he was, a task too laborious for

him to undertake : for we should there have seen clearly, and
in a true light, many things in reference to Italy which are

now very indistinctly and partially represented ;
and we
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should have also met with much new matter never touched

before, and of which we shall now, probably, never hear
at all."

NOTE (BB.)

This was Thomas Piers, or Pierce, first fellow of Mag-
dalen, afterwards rector of Brington, in Northamptonshire,
then president of his own College, and lastly dean of Salis-

bury. He is described by Wood as " a person well read in

authors, whether civil or prophane, of a florid style, a

zealous son of the church of England, though originally
a Calvinist

; but, above all, a most excellent preacher, whether
in the English or the Latin tongue."

—Wood, Allien, vol. iv.

p. 299. The particular works alluded to by Taylor are,

1.
" An Additional Advertisement of Mr. Baxter's Book,

entitled the Grotian Religion discovered, &:c." printed in

the same volume with '* Self-Condemnation exemplified in

Mr. Whitfield, Mr. Barlee, and Mr. Hickman
;
with occa-

sional Reflections on Calvin, Beza, Zuinglius, Piscator,

Rivet, and Bullock
;
but more especially on Dr. W. Twisse

and Mr. T. Hobbes." Lond. 1650. quarto. 2.
" The New

Discoverer discovered
; by way of Answer to Mr. Baxter his

pretended Discovery of the Grotian Religion, with the seve-

ral Subjects therein contained. Lond. 1659. quarto."
Pierce seems to have been a pungent and caustic writer,

well read in the Quinquarticular controversy, and fearless in

the defence of the Church of England, even during her time

of greatest depression. He must, however, have, in some

degree, complied with the ruling powers, since he held his

living unmolested during the whole of the Civil War and
the Usurpation.

NOTE (CC.)

" Herbert Thorndyke, prebend of Westminster, and
sometimes fellow of Trin. Coll., in Cambridge," died in

July 1672. He is mentioned by Wood, Athen. vol. ii,

p. 302 and 4. But of his literary labours I know nothing;
nor, from Taylor's estimate, do they seem worth much
inquiry.
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NOTE (DD.)

For a beautiful "
Prayer, to be said by Debtors and all

Persons, obliged whether by Crime or Contract," see the
"

Holy Living," vol. vi. p. 177. It contains many expres-
sions which prove it to have been in frequent use with

Taylor himself, and to have been prompted by the neces-

sities of his own condition.

NOTE (EE.)

Hxtractfrom the 0/iverian Minutes of the Year 1659 :

Record Tower, Dnhlin Castle.

" Dr. Taylor.
''

Ordered,
" That Lt. Coll. Bryan Smyth Governor of Carrick-

fergus do forthwith upon sight hereof cause the body of Dr.

Jeremiah Taylor to be sent up to Dublin under safe custody,
to the end he may make his personall appearance before the

said Com", to answer unto such things as shall be objected

agt him in behalf of the Com'onwealth. Dated att Dub-
lin y' 11th of August 1659.

"
Signed, THO HERBERT, Seer."

NOTE (FF.)

These troubles were the rising of Sir George Booth and

the gentry of Cheshire and the neighbouring counties, after

the death of Cromwell, in July 1659. The usual way be-

tween London and Ireland was thus rendered impassable,
and the severities which were exercised on the loyalists

after their defeat were likely to render men unwilhng to

become the bearers of any communication with a person
of such known political principles as Jeremy Taylor.

— See

Hume, vol. vii. pp. 300, 301, 302.

NOTE (GG.)

The works here alluded to are, 1st. Evelyn's "Apology
for the Royal Party, written in a Letter to a Person in the
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late Council of State
;
with a Touch at the pretended Plea

of the Army. London, \'659. quarto ;
and "

Elysium Bri-

tannicum," a projected Treatise on Gardening, in three

books, which was never coanpleted.
—See Evelyn's Memoirs,

vol. ii. p. 90.

NOTE (HH.)

" Here I cannot but instance two acts of the Presby-
terians, by which, if their humour and spirit were not

enough discovered and known, their want of ingenuity and

integrity would be manifest
;
and how impossible it is for

men, who would not be deceived, to depend on either.

When the declaration had been delivered to the ministers,

there was a clause in it, in which the king declared "
his

own constant practice of the Common Prayer," and that he

would take it well from those who used it in their churches,

that the common people might be again acquainted with the

piety, gravity, and devotion of it, and which he thought
would facilitate their living in a good neighbourhood to-

gether, or words to that effect. When they had considered

the whole some days, Mr. Calamy, and some other ministers

deputed by the rest, came to the chancellor to redeliver

it into his hands. They acknowledged
' the king had been

very gracious to them in his concessions
; though he had

not granted all that some of their brethren wished, yet

they were contented
; only desired him that ' he would pre-

vail with the king that the clause mentioned before might
be left out

;
which

'—
they protested,

' was moved by them

for the king's own end
;
and that they might show their

obedience to him, and resolution to do him service. For

they were resolved themselves to do what the king wished,
and first to reconcile the people, who for near twenty years
had not been acquainted with that form, by informing them,
that it contained much piety and devotion, and might be

lawfully used
;
and then, that they would begin to use it

themselves, and by degrees accustom the people to it.

Which,' they said,
' would have a better effect than if the

clause were in the declaration; for they should be thought
in their persuasions to comply only with the king's decla-

ration, and to merit from his majesty, and not to be moved
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from the conscience of the duty : and so they should take

that occasion to manifest their zeal to please the king. And

they feared there would other ill consequences from it, by
the waywardness of the common people, who were to be

treated with skill, and would not be prevailed upon all at

once.' The king was to be present the next morning, to

hear the declaration read the last time before both par-

ties
;
and then the chancellor told him, in the presence of

all the rest, what the ministers had desired, which they again

enlarged upon, with the same protestations of their resolu-

tions, in such a manner that his majesty believed they
meant honestly, and the clause was left out. But the de-

claration was no sooner published, than, observing that

the people were generally satisfied with it, they sent their

emissaries abroad
;

and many of their letters were inter-

cepted, and particularly a letter from Mr. Calamy to a lead-

ing minister in Somersetshire, whereby he advised and in-

treated him,
' that he and his friends would continue and

persist in the use of the Directori/, and by no means admit

the Common Prayer in their churches
;

for that he made
no question but that they should prevail further with the

king than he had yet consented to in his declaration.'
"

" The other instance was, that, as soon as the declara-

tion was printed, the king received a petition in the name
of the ministers of London and many others, of the same

opinion with them, who had subscribed that petition,

amongst whom none of those who had attended the kino-

in those conferences had their names. They gave his

majesty humble thanks '
for the grace he had vouchsafed to

show in his declaration, which they received as an earnest of
his future goodness and condescension in granting all those

other concessions which were absolutely necessary for the

liberty of their conscience
;'

and desired, with importunity
and ill manners,

' that the wearing the surplice, and the

using the cross in baptism, might be absolutely abolished

out of the church, as being scandalous to all men of tender

consciences.' From these two instances, all men may con-
clude that nothing but a severe execution of the law can

prevail upon that classis of men to conform to government."
Clarendon's Life, pp. 75, 76.
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I certainly do not consider Clarendon's inference as an

accurate one. The duplicity or bigotry of a few leading
individuals can be no good argument against using all just

and reasonable means to conciliate a numerous and power-
ful party, the majority of whom must be, like other men, to

be subdued by kindness, and satisfied when their complaints
are attended to. Nor is there any method so likely to de-

stroy the consequence of the obnoxious individuals them-

selves, as a removal of the real or imaginary grievances

Avhich constitute the strength of their cause, and supply
them with arms against the government. But we know how

much maiikind are, even in spite of themselves, deterred

from a perseverance in conciliatory measures by the un-

thankful manner in which those measures are received :

nor have they, who will make no concessions, any right to

complain that they do not obtain fresh privileges.

NOTE (I I.)

The inscription on the communion plate is as follows:

" In Ministcriiim SS. Mysteriorum
In Ecclesia Cliristi Redeniptoiis

Dc Droinoic.

Deo dedit hnmillinia Domina
Ancilla D. Joanna Taylor."

BONNEY, p. 323.

Here, it will be observed, the lady is called Joanna, with-

out any distinctive mark
;
but as Mrs. Taylor herself bore

that name, she is more likely to have been the giver than her

daughter : more particularly since Joanna, the daughter,

had two elder sisters, and can have been little more than a

child at this time. Mrs. Taylor was also an heiress, so that

she may well have retained some portion of her property

in her own hands, so as to make the present really hers.

NOTE (JJ.)

"At Michaelmas, 1662, Francis Taverner, about twenty-five

years old, a lusty proper stout fellow, then servant at large,

(afterwards porter,) to the Lord Chichester, Earl of Donegal,
at Belfast in the north of Ireland, county of Antrim, and
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diocese of Connor, riding late in the night from Hilbrough
homeward, near Drmn Bridge, his horse, though of good
metal, suddenly made a stand ; and he, supposing him to

be taken with the staggers, alighted to bloud him in the

mouth, and presently mounted again. As he was setting

forward, there seemed to pass by him two horsemen,

though he could not hear the treading of their feet, which

amazed him. Presently there appeared a third in a white

coat, just at his elbow, in the likeness of James Had-

dock, formerly an inhabitant in Malone, where he died

near five years before. Whereupon Taverner asked him
in the name of God who he was ? He replied,

'
I am James

Haddock, and you may call to mind by this token :

that about five years ago, I and two other friends were

at your father's house, and you, by your father's appoint-

ment, brought us some nuts
;
and therefore be not afraid,'

says the apparition. Whereupon Taverner, remembering
the circumstances, thought it might be Haddock; and those

two, who passed by before him, he thought to be his two

friends with him when he gave them nuts, and courage-

ously asked him why he appeared to him rather than

any other. He answered, because he was a man of more
resolution than others : and if he would ride his way with

him, he would acquaint him with a business he had to

deliver him, which Taverner refused to do, and would go
his own way (for they were now at a quadrivial), and so

rode on homewards. But immediately on their departure
there arose a great wind, and withal he heard very hideous

screeches and noises, to his great amazement
;
but riding

forward as fast as he could, he at last heard the cocks crow
to his comfort

;
he alighted from his horse, and falling to

prayer, desired God's assistance, and so got safe home.
" The night after there appeared again to him the likeness

of James Haddock, and bid him go to Elenor Welsh (now
the wife of Davis, living at Malone, but formerly the wife of

the said James Haddock, by whom she had an onely son, to

whom the said James Haddock had by his will given a lease,

which he held of the Lord Chichester, of which the son was

deprived by Davis, who had married his mother,) and to

ask her if her maiden name was not Elenor Welsh
;
and if it

were, to tell her, that it was the will of her former husband
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James Haddock that their son should be righted in the

lease. But Taverner, partly loath to gain the ill will of his

neighbours, and partly thinking he should not be credited

but looked on as deluded, long neglected to do liis message ;

till having been every night for about a month's space haunted

with this apparition in several forms, every night more and
more terrible, (which was usually preceded by an unusual

trembling over his whole body, and great change of coun-

tenance manifest to his wife, in whose presence frequently
the apparition was, though not visible to her;) at length he

went to Malone to Davis's wife, and askt whether her

maiden name was not Elenor Welch
;

if it was, he had

something to say to her. She replied, there was another

Elenor Welch besides her. Hereupon Taverner returned

without delivering his message. The same night, being fast

asleep in his bed, (for the former apparitions were as he

sate by the fire with his wife,) by something pressing upon
him he was awakened, and saw again the apparition of James

Haddock in a white coat as at other times, who asked him if

he had delivered his nfiessage ? He answered, he had been

there with Elenor Welch. Upon which, the apparition

looking more pleasantly upon him, bid him not be afraid,

and so vanished in a flash of brightness. But some nights

after, (he having not delivered his message,) he came again,
and appearing in many formidable shapes, threatened to tear

him in pieces if he did not do it. This made him leave his

house, where he dwelt in the mountains, and betake himself

to the town of Belfast, where he sate up all night at one

Pierce's house, a shoemaker, accompanied with the said

Pierce and a servant or two of the Lord Chichester, who
were desirous to hear or see the spirit. About midnight, as

they were all by the fire-side, they beheld Taverner's counte-

nance to change, and a trembling to fall on him, who pre-

sently espyed the apparition in a room opposite to him
where he sate, and took up the candle and went to it, and

resolutely asked him in the name of God wherefore it haunted

him? It replied, because he had not delivered the message,
and withal threatened to tear him in pieces if he did not do

it speedily ;
and so changing itself into many prodigious

shapes, it vanisht in white like a ghost. Whereupon Fran-

cis Taverner became much dejected and troubled, and next

day went to the Lord Chichester's house, and with tears in
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his eyes related to some of the family the sadness of his

condition. They told it to my Lord's chaplain, Mr. James

South, who came presently to Taverner, and being ac-

quainted of his whole story, advised him to go this present
time to Malone to deliver punctually his message, and pro-
mised to go along with him. But first they went to Dr.

Lewis Downs, then minister of Belfast, who, upon hearing
the relation of the whole matter, doubted at first the truth

of it, attributing it rather to melancholy than any thing
of realitjr. But being afterwards fully satisfied of it, the

only scruple remaining was, whether it might be lawful to

go on such a business, not knowing whose errand it was
;

since, though it was a real apparition of some spirit, yet
it was questionable whether of a good or a bad spirit.

Yet the justice of the cause, (it being the common report
the youth was wronged,) and other considerations prevailing,
he went with them. So they three went to Davis's house,
where the woman being desired to come to them, Taverner

did effectually do his message, by telling her, that he

could not be at quiet for the ghost of her former husband

James Haddock, who threatened to tear him in pieces if he

did not tell her she must right John Haddock, her son by
him, in a lease wherein she and Davis, her now husband,
had wronged him. This done, he presently found great

quietness in his mind
; and, thanking the gentlemen for their

company, advice, and assistance, he departed thence to his

brother's house at Drum Bridge ; where, about two nights

after, the aforesaid apparition came to him again, and, more

pleasantly than formerly, askt if he had delivered his mes-

sage ? He answered, he had done it fully. It replied,

that he must do the message to the executors also, that the

business might be perfected. At this meeting, Taverner

asked the spirit if Davis would do him any hurt
;
to which it

answered at first somewhat doubtfully ;
but at length threat-

ened Davis, if he attempted any thing to the injury of Ta-

verner, and so vanisht away in white.
" The day following, Dr. Jeremie Taylor, Bishop ofDown,

Connor, and Dromore, was to go to keep court at Dro-

more, and commanded me, who was then secretary to him,
to write for Taverner to meet him there, which he did.

And there, in the presence of many, he examined Taverner

strictly in this strange scene of Providence, as my Lord
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stil'd it; and by the account given him, both by Taverner

and others who knew Taverner, and much of the former

particulars, his Lordship was satisfied that the apparition
was true and real ; but said no more there to him, because

atHilbrough, three miles from thence on his way home, my
Lord was informed that my Lady Convv'ay and other persons
of quality were coming purposely to hear his Lordship
examine the matter. So Taverner v»'ent with us to Hilbrough ;

and there, to satisfy the curiosity of the fresh company, after

asking many things anevv, and some over again, my Lord

advised him, the next time the spirit appeared, to ask him

these questions :

" Whence are you ? Are you a good or

a bad spirit ? Where is your abode ? What station do you
hold ? How are you regimented in the other world ? And
what is the reason that you appear for the relief of your
son in so small a matter, when so many widows and orphans
are oppressed in the world, being defrauded of greater

matters, and none from thence of their relations appear,
as you do, to right them?"

" That night Taverner was sent for to Lisburne, tomy Lord

Conway's, three miles from Hilbrough, on his way home to

Belfast, where he was again strictly examined in the pre-
sence of many good men and women of the aforesaid matter,

who was ordered to lie at my Lord Conway's all night ;
and

about nine or ten o'clock at night, standing by the fire-side

with his brother and many others, his countenance changed,
and he fell into a trembling, the usual prognostic of the

apparition ;
and being loath to make any disturbance in his

lordship's house, he and his brother went out into the court,

where he saw the spirit coming over the wall
;
which ap-

proaching nearer, askt him if he had done his message to the

executors also? He replied he had, and wondered it should

still haunt him. It replied, he need not fear, for it would
do him no hurt, nor trouble him any more, but the execu-

tors, if he did not see the boy righted. Here his brother

put him in mind to ask the spirit what the bishop bid him,
which he did presently. But it gave him no answer, but

crawled on its hands and feet over the wall again, and so

vanisht in white, with a most melodious harmonv.
" Note (1) That Pierce, at whose house, and in whose

presence the apparition was, being askt whether he saw the

spirit, said he did not, but thought at that time he had a
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mist all over his eyes. (2) What was then spoke to Taver-

ner was in so low and hollow a voice, that they could not

understand what it said. (3) At Pierce's house it stood just

in the entry of a door, and as a maid passed by to go in at

the door, Taverner saw it go aside and give way to the

maid, though she saw it not. (4) That the lease was here-

upon disposed to the boy's use. (5) The spirit, at the last

appearing at my Lord Conway's house, revealed somewhat to

Taverner, which he would not discover to any of us that

askt him.
" This Taverner, with all the persons and places mentioned

in the story, 1 knew very well, and all wise and good men did

believe it, especially the bishop, and dean of Connor, Dr. Rust.
" Witness your humble servant,

" THOMAS ALCOCK."

" David Hunter, neat-herd, at the bishop's house at Port-

more; there appeared to him one night, carrying a log of

wood into the dairy, an old woman, which amazed him, for

he knew her not; but the fright made him throw away his

log of wood, and run into the house. The next night she

appeared again to him, and he could not chuse but follow

her all night, and so almost every night for near three quar-
ters of a year. Whenever she came, he must go with her

through the woods at a good round rate, and the poor
fellow looked as if he was bewitched, and travelled otf his

legs. And when in bed with his wife, if she appeared,
he must rise and go. And because his wife could not hold

him in his bed, she would go too, and walk after him till

day, though she see nothing. But his little dog was so

well acquainted with the apparition, that he would follow

her as well as his master. If a tree stood in her walk, he

observed her always to go through it. In all this while she

spoke not.
" But one day the said David going over a hedge into the

high-way, she came just against him
;
and he cryed out,

* Lord bless me ! would I was dead
;

shall I never be deli-

vered from this misery?' At which— ' And the Lord bless

me too,' says she;
'

It was very happy you spake first, for

till then I had no power to speak, though I have followed

you so long.'
— ' My name,' says she,

'
is Margaret .

I lived here before the war, and had one son by my husband.
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When he died I married a soldier, by whom 1 had several

children, vvliich that former son maintained, else we mnst

have all starved. He lives beyond the Baun Water
; pray

go to him, and bid him dig under such a hearth, and there

he shall find 28 s. Let him pay what I owe in such a place,

and the rest to the charge unpaid at my funeral
;
and go to

my son that lives here, which I had by my latter husband,

and tell him that he lives a wicked and a dissolute life, and

is very unnatural and ungrateful to his brother that main-

tained him
;
and if he does not mend his life, God Almighty

will destroy him.'
" David Hunter told her, he never knew her.

'

No,*

says she;
'

I died seven years before you came into the

country.' But for all that, if he would do her message, she

should never hurt him. But he deferred doing as the appa-
rition bid him

;
and she appeared the night after as he

lay in bed, and struck him on the shoulder very hard
;

at which he cryed out, and asked her if she did not pro-

mise she would not hurt him. She said, that was if he

did her message ;
if not, she would kill him. He told her,

he could not go now, by reason the waters were out. She

said, she was content he should stay till they were abated
;

but charged him afterwards not to fail her. So he did

her errand, and afterwards she appeared and gave him

thanks. ' For now,' said she,
*

I shall be at rest; there-

fore pray you lift me up from the ground, and I will trouble

you no more.' So David Hunter lifted her up from the

ground, and, as he said, she felt just like a bag of feathers in

his arms. So she vanished, and he heard most delicate

musick as she went off, over his head
;
and he never was more

troubled.
" This account the poor fellow gave us every day as the

apparition spoke to him
;
and my Lady Conway came to

Portmore, where she asked the fellow the same questions,
and many more. This I know to be true, being all the

while with my Lord of Downe, and the fellow but a poor
neatherd there.

« THOMAS ALCOCK."

Glanvill's Sadducismvs Triuniphatus; edileJ hy
More. Lond. 1682. pp. 243—253.
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"
I cannot but animadvert upon what is here expressed

concerning the questions which the bishop would needs have

propounded to and resolved by this spectre. I am per-

suaded that the apostle Paul, who speaks of man's intruding

into those things ivhich he hath not seen, Col. ii. 18, would

hardly have given such counsel as the bishop did. One of

his questions, (viz. Are you a good or a bad spirit ?) seems

to be a needless and impertinent inquiry ;
for good angels

never appear in the shape of dead men, but evil and

wicked spirits have oftentimes done so. His other queries

savour too much of vain curiosity : they bring to mind

what is by that great historian Thuanus, (lib. 130, p. 1136,)

reported concerning Peter Cotton, the Jesuit
; who, having

a great desire to be satisfied about some questions which

no man living could resolve him in, he applied himself to

a maid who was possessed with a devil, charging the

spirit in her to resolve his proposals. Some of which were

of this world
;
e g. he desired the devil, if he could, to tell

him when Calvinism would be extinguished ;
and what

would be the most effectual means to turn the kinpfdom

of England from the Protestant to the Popish religion?

What would be the issue of the wars and great designs
then on foot in the world ? —- Other of his inquiries respected
the oldzcorld; e. g. How Noah could take the living crea-

tures that were brought into the ark ? Who those sons of God
were that loved the daughters of men ? Whether serpents
went upon feet before Adam's fall ? &c. Some of his ques-
tions respected the other ivorld. He would have the spirit

resolve him. How long the fallen angels were in heaven

before they were cast out from thence ? And what is the

most evident place in the Scripture to prove that there is a

purgatory? Who are the seven spirits that stand before the

throne of God ? Who is the kinsi; of the archangels ?

Where Paradise is ? Now let the reader judge whether

Dr. Taylor's questions, when he would have the spirit resolve

him, W"here is your abode ? What station do you hold ?

How are you regimented in the other world ? &.c. be not as

curious as some of the Jesuit's. Wise men thought it tended

much to the disreputation of Peter Cotton
; when, through

his incognitant leaving the book wherein his inquiries of

the daemon were written, with a friend, the matter came to
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be divulged. I cannot think that Dr. Taylor's secretary, his

pubhshing these curiosities of his Lord, hath added much to

his credit among" sound and judicious persons. There is a

tragical passage related in the story of the daemon, which

for three months molested the house of Mr. Perreaud, a Pro-

testant minister in Matiscon. One in the room would needs

be propounding needless questions for the devil to answer,

though Mr. Perreaud fold him of the danger in it. After a

deal of discourse, the devil said unto him,
' You should have

hearkened to the minister's good counsel, who told you,
that you ought not to ask curious questions of the devil; yet

you would do it, and now I must school you for your pains.'

Presently upon which the man was, by an invisible hand,

plucked up by his thumb, and twirled round and thrown down

upon the floor, and so continued in most grievous misery. I

hope, then, that none will be emboldened from the bishop's

advice, to inquire at the mouth of devils, or of apparitions,

until such time as they know whether they are devils

or no."— Inceease Mather's Diary for the Recording of
Illustrious Providences. 12mo. Boston, 1684. pp.223—229.

Mather does not seem to have perceived (indeed, if he

had, it would not have diminished his displeasure,) the drift

and object of that sort of cross-examination to which Taylor
wished to subject the apparition, nor that it was intended

merely to perplex and expose the person who, as he sus-

pected, played the part of spectre. It is singular that the

practice, so usual with the Romish exorcists, of asking

strange and curious questions of exorcised persons,
" cun-

ningly to get out of the devil, the confession of some
article of faith, for the edification of the standers-by,"

— is

exposed by Taylor himself, in one of his controversial

works, in a strain of powerful satire, which will well repay
the reader who may refer to it. Mather, who was a steady
and most intolerant believer in the reality of such visitations,

and who trusted in exorcisms as implicitly as Peter Cotton,
the Jesuit, (provided only those exorcisms were after the

model of the directory, and uttered by a minister in a black

cloak instead of a cope and surplice,) would have thought
his wit, indeed, grievously out of place ;

but even Mather
himself would have had some difficulty in answering satis-
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factorily the decision with which he winds up his plea-'

santries.
" The casting out of devils is a miraculous power, and

given at first for the confirmation of Christian faith, as

the gifts of tongues and healing were
; and, therefore, we

have reason to believe, that because it is not an ordinary

power, the ordinary exorcisms cast out no more devils than

extreme unction cures sicknesses. We do not envy to any
one any grace of God, but wish it were more modestly pre-

tended, unless it could be more evidently proved. Origen
condemned this vv^hole procedure of conjuring devils long
since : and St. Chrysostom spake soberly and truly, We
poor wretches cannot drive away the flies, much less devils."

—Dissuasivefrom Popery, vol. x. pp. 237
—238.

NOTE (KK.)

That his health was broken appears by the anxiety

expressed by Lord Conway, (who was a steady believer in

the wonderful cures effected by Valentine Greatraiks,) that

this singular person should be admitted to operate upon him.
"

I had a letter also from my brother Francis. I am con-

fident Mr. Greatrix would recover him or the bishop of Down,
for 1 do pretty well know what distempers he can cure, and

what he cannot cure."—E.awdon Papers, p. 214. Of Mr.

Greatraiks and his miracles, a strange account is given in a

letter from Taylor's friend. Dean Rust, to the learned and

pious, but superstitious Glanvill
;

Sadditcismus Triumphalns,

pp. 81—83. See also Henry More's Scholia on sect. 58.

of his Enthusiasmus Triumphatus, and " A brief Account of

Mr. Valentine Greatraks, and divers of the strange Cures by
him lately performed, in a letter addressed to the Hon.

Eoyle." London, 1666. The strangest part of the story is

the good character and good sense of Greatraiks, who seems

to have given no symptoms either of enthusiasm or im-

posture, and who, though he demanded £155. for his journey
into England, to try his powers on the Lady Conway,

(Rawdon Papers, p. 207.) in general accepted no reward

for the benefits which he conferred. After all, in an age
of metallic tractors and animal magnetism, we have no right
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to wonder at the credulity of our grandfathers and grand-
mothers.

NOTE (LL.)

It is my duty to acknowledge that this part of lady

Wray's statement is clogged with many difficulties, not

unlikely, perhaps, to occur in the narrative of a person, who,
at an advanced age, gives details of events which happened
before she was born, but which prevent our receiving all the

circumstances which she relates with unhesitating assent.

Thus, she calls the officer who was killed in a duel,
" her

uncle Edward;" and says, that the duel took place at
" Oxford." But, if a duel so remarkable had occurred at

Oxford, it is almost certain that Anthony Wood would have

taken some notice of it. And, further, it appears from the

Register, that Edward Taylor, son of the bishop, was buried

not at Oxford, but at Lisburn, in March, 1661,— too soon to

make it probable that he could have attained the rank of

captain in the guards, inasmuch as, at that time, the govern-
ment were rather occupied in disbanding the old army than

in raising or new modelling another. It is, therefore, most
reasonable to apprehend that she had confounded names
and dates, and given an erroneous version of a story which

might well be true in the main, though it neither happened
at the place, nor to the person whom she supposed. A
similar mistake occurs in her account of her uncle Charles,

whom she asserts to have taken a master's deo-ree in the

university of Dublin. This, I have ascertained, he certainly
never did. But, though I cannot place implicit confidence

in the circumstances of her story, I cannot think myself

justified in withholding all credence from it, since it is, after

all, as good authority as can generally be expected in cases

of family tradition.

NOTE (MM.)
" Feb. 24, 1680. To the Royal Society, where I met an

Irish bishop and his lady, who was daughter to my worthy
and pious friend. Dr. Jeremy Taylor, late bishop of Down
and Connor. They came to see the Repository ;

she seemed
to be a knowing woman, beyond the ordinary talent of her

sex."—Evelyn Memoirs, \o\.\. p. 217.

VOL. I. a a
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NOTE(NN.)

The son of archbishop Marsh, by Mary Taylor, was after-

wards dean of Down
;
but I have been able to discover

nothing more concerning him, except that he also had a son

who left five children
;

1. Francis, still living, and father of

a numerous family, who is in possession of bishop Taylor's

watch, given him by king Charles
;
2. Kobert, in holy orders,

and living in 1817
;

3. Digby, also in orders, and fellow of

Trinity College, Dublin, who died August 12, 1791 ; 4. Je-

remy, also deceased, who had the original of the picture

whence Mr. Bonney's print is taken; and 5. a daughter,
married to Mr. Simon Digby, and living in 1817.

Of Digby, the third son, the following character appeared
"at the time of his death, in the public papers. For it, as

well as all the preceding particulars concerning the Marsh

family, I am indebted to Mr. Bonney's MS. Dr. Marsh, I

can believe to have been not imworthy of such an ancestor

•as Jeremy Taylor, though, probably, he himself, and, cer-

tainly, his great-great-grandfather would have been surprised
at some of those peculiar flowers of eloquence which dis-

tino;uish the eulooium before us.
" On Friday last, (August 12, 1791,) died at his chambers

in the College, (Dublin), of a severe indisposition, which he

bore with becoming fortitude and resignation, the Rev,

Digby Marsh, D.D., senior fellow of Trinity College, pro-
fessor of modern history, register [registrar] of the imiversity,

and member of the Royal Irish Academy.
" Whether we consider the elevation of his mind, the

strength of his talents, or the number of his virtues, we

cannot hesitate to pronounce him among the first characters

of which the university, or, perhaps, the nation, could boast.
"

Calm, deliberate, and reserved—^^his calmness was

fortitude^ his deliberation wisdom, his reserve modesty.
" That magnanimity which raised him above the reach

of passion, gave to every action of his life decision and

intrepidity ; and, whilst he seemed slow in deciding, he was

retarded not by the dulness of conception, but by the range
of his sagacity and the comprehension of his views.

" The austerity of his deportment, the efiect not of pride,

but of constitution, was softened into affability by a native
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gentleness and benevolence which could not be disguised ;

and through a severity of manner, perhaps, not ill-suited to

the serious dignity of his mind, beamed the mildest effusions

of a generous and feelino- heart.
'' His affections were not easily excited

;
but they were

strong, steady, and permanent ;
and whilst he scorned to

make professio7i3 of regard, his actions proved him a sincere

and disinterested friend.
" Noble and elevated in his sentiments, he has left

behind him a character unsullied by a single mean or dis-

honourable act.

"
Nor, indeed, was it possible that a man, the independ-

ence of whose virtue rested upon itself, and, far from

courting, rather shunned applause, could have deviated from

the strict path Vv'hich honour and conscience prescribe. En-
dowed with singular powers of understanding, he sought not

their display.
" His genius was too proud to stoop to fame

;
too modest

to hope for it. But the gratitude of that place w^hich has

been enriched by his talents and improved by his virtues,

will pay to his memory that tribute of admiration and praise,

which the diffidence that ever attends real abilities would

have prevented him from accepting in his life.

" The governors of Trinity College unanimously resolved,

that the late much-lamented Dr. Marsh should be interred in

the College Chapel, with all academical honours, and with

every mark of respect that could testify their just sense of his

superior merit. But Dr. Marsh's family declined the offer,

with many expressions of thankfulness for the honour in-

tended their relation, whom they rather chose should be

buried privately in their own family vault."

Of Joanna Taylor, and her descendants, the following
.account is taken from Mr. Todd Jones's MSS. and informa-

tion furnished by his surviving sisters. Joanna, it will be

recollected, was married to Edward Harrison, of Maralave,

esquire, member of parliament for Lisburn. By him she

had four sons and two daughters: 1. Michael Harrison,

muster-master-general of Ireland, and master of the staple
in that kingdom, which he inherited from his grandfather,
to whom it was granted by Charles the Second. The illu-

minated patent is yet in the possession of the family, but its
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privileges were taken away in the 12th year of king "Wil-

liam. He represented Belfast in the Irish parliament, and

died young without issue. 2. Jeremiah Taylor Harrison,

commissary-general of Ireland, and member of parliament

for Knocktopher. Of all the grandchildren of bishop Taylor,

this his namesake was accounted to bear the strongest

resemblance to him in person, countenance, and disposition ;

but, being a Whig, he has fallen under the lash of Swift

in the "
Legion Club." It is, perhaps, singular that Taylor's

descendants should have been Whigs ;
but still more so that

the one who most resembled him should be so handed down

to posterity by the pen of a malicious satirist.

" There sit Clements, Dilkes, and Hanison;
How they swagger from their garrison ;

Such a triplet could you tell

Where to find on this side hell?

Harrison, and Dilkes, and Clements,

Keeper, see they have their payments !

Every mischief's in their hearts ;

If they fail, 'tis want of parts !

"

He married Mary, daughter of the secretary Vernon, and

sister to the admiral of the same name, and died at Brook

Hill, near Lisburn, also without issue. 3. Francis Harrison,

representative for the county of Carlow, who inhabited the

property of both his brothei's, which he largely increased by
an advantageous purchase from the crown of the estates of

Castlemartin, forfeited by Sir Maurice Eustace, late lord

chancellor of Ireland, under king James. In 1724 he be-

came a partner in a banking-house at Dublin, then esteemed

the most flourishing in the British islands. In 1729, how-

ever, Mr. Harrison dying suddenly, intestate, and with the

whole of his property unsettled, the affairs of the bank
became greatly involved, and a burden, for which he was

extremely ill fitted, devolved, on, 4. his youngest brother.

Marsh Harrison, captain in the army, a weak and dissipated

man, who died soon after, a victim to various excesses.

The bank failed, and a great part of the Harrison estates

were involved in the ruin. A considerable surplus, however,
remained to, 5. Mary, the survivor of the whole family ;

married, first, to colonel Francis Columbine, by whom she

had two daughters ; Frances, married to William Todd, esq..
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and Harrison, married to Sir Christopher Kales, of Lincohi-

shire. After colonel Columbine's death, his widow again
married Sir Cecil Wray, of Summer Castle and Brampstone,
in Lincolnshire. By him she had another daughter, Albina

Casey, who, in 1730, married lord Vere Bertie, second son of

Robert, duke of Aucaster. — 6. The sixth of bishop Taylor's

grandchildren, was Anne, who married colonel John Pacey,

secretary to the duke of Ormond, and died without children.

Lady Wray, whose letter to her son-in-law has been so

frequently quoted, gave up, during her life-time, to her

daughter Frances Todd, the greater part of the Irish property.
The children of the above Frances and William Todd were,

L Frances, married to Philip Boyer, esq. 2. Joanna, widow
to major Hunt of the 12th dragOons, still living in 1819, and,

at the age of ninety-five, in possession of all her faculties.

3. Mary Wray, married to Conway Jones, M.D., by w^hom

she had, 1 .William Todd Jones, of Homra, esq., representative
for the borough of Lisburn, who died unmarried, at RosS'

trevor, Februaiy 14, 1818, aged 63, in consequence of the

overturn of a carriage. Of his distinguished talents, and his

intention, during the latter years of his life, to undertake

that task which I have now imperfectly accomplished, I have

already had occasion to take notice, as well as of the

unfortunate fate which attended those family documents

which, had they remained in his hands, might have furnished,

from bishop Taylor's own pen, the best picture of his private

character and history. 2. Edward Jones, esq., solicitor-

general to the state of North Carolina, where he is now

living, married, and with a numerous family. 3. Frances,

married to Joseph Pollock, esq., by whom she had several

children. 4. Mary, living unmarried. 5. Anne, married to

lieut.-colonel John de Berniere, 18th regiment of foot; has a

large family, and resides with a married daughter, near

Charleston, in South Carolina. 5. Charlotte, widow of

lieut.-colonel Henry Wray, of the Bengal establishment.

6. Catherine, married Robert Pepes Ormsby, esq., and died

without issue in 1805.

Besides the above, I have met with several families

in England and Ireland, who claim the honour of being
descended from Jeremy Taylor. The families of French,

Storey, and Sneyd, of the counties of Kildare and Cavan,
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are said to be connected with his line, through his daughter

Mary ;
and a similar claim was advanced by the late rev.

Mr. Keate, rector of Laverton, in Somersetshire, father of

the rev. Dr. Keate of Eton, on behalf of his mother, who

was a Lacey, and who is said to have preserved, with

reverential care, a copy of the 'Eviavcog, which had been a

present from the author to her father, who was, as she

understood, his grandson. His grandsons, however, Jeremy

Taylor, apparently, never saw, certainly not at such an age
as would enable them to appreciate his presents. Nor had

he any grandson of the name of Lacey. A great grandson
of that name he may have had, since the accounts of the

Marsh family are so imperfect, and a family tradition of this

kind is authority by no means to be despised : since, how-

ever inaccurate in some of its details, it must, in all pro-

bability, have had a foundation in truth. But the above

tradition seems the only remaining ground for such a belief
;

at least I have been able to trace no other. A letter on the

subject was written by Mr. Keate, to the rev. Edward

Jones, rector of Uppingham, who communicated it to Mr.

Bonney, and I have myself made several inquiries of the late

Thomas Keate, esq., of Chelsea Hospital, but without obtain-

ing any additional information.

NOTE (00.)

The watch has been described as being
"

plain, and

having only a single case, with a gold dial-plate, the figures
of which are raised. The hands are of steel, and the maker's

name is
' Jacobus Markvvich, Londini.' Originally it had no

chain, but went by means of catgut. Bishop Taylor caused

a second case of copper to be made for it, covered with

green velvet, and studded with gold. At the bottom, the

studs are so arranged as to represent a mitre, surrounded by
this motto,

' Nescitis horam.' "— Bonney, p. 368.

NOTE (PP.)

" Case of J^ord Conway, Jeremtj, Bishop ofJDown, and Moset^

Hill, Esq.
"
Monday, March 19, 1665-6.

" In answer to the petition of Moses Hill, esq., it is

admitted, that the lands of Castlereagh, formerly belonging
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to Francis Hill, esq., who, by fine and other conveyance,
did settle them on Randal, brother to the said Francis Hill,

and the heirs male of his body, and, for default of such

issue, on Edward Hill, the defendant's younger brother, and

the heirs male of his body, and for default of such issue, on

Arthur Hill, the defendant's father, and the heirs male of his

bodv, who afterwards settled the same on the defendant,

subject notwithstanding, and liable to the lease made to the

petitioner for seven years, to commence from the death of

the said Arthur Hill.

" As to the bishop of Down's receiving his chief rent,

due to him, out of part of the premises, the same was done

by him in his politick capacity, and in right of his bishoprick,
and was not any waver of his possession that he had of the

said lands, as one of the said lessees thereof."
" The House agree with the paper."

'«
Saturday, April 14, 1666.

"
AVhereas, by order of this House, beanng date the 12th

day of this instant April, the cause between the lord viscount

Conway, and the lord bishop of Down, members of this

House, and Moses Hill, esq., a member of the House of

Commons, was this day appointed to be heard, and the time

being so far elapsed, that this House could not now proceed
to the hearing thereof; it is ordered, that the rents of the

lands of Castlereagh, in the county of Down, and other

lands now in question, and related to in the petition annexed,
be sequestered and retained in the hands of the particular

ter-tenants, until the further order of this House ; and that

the said rents be, and are hereby sequestered accordingly,
and the Sheriff of the said county of Down is hereby required
to see this order put in execution." — Journals of the Irish

House oj' Lords, vol. i. p. 409.

This contest, in its progress, brought on a misunder-

standing between the two Houses of Parliament, in which the

Commons claimed the right of sitting at the conference.

{Jouriiahy vol. i. p. 442) This, on a reference to the lord-

lieutenant, was disallowed. It does not appear what became
of the bishop's cause. It probably was not settled when the

parliament was dissolved. The bishop of Down appears to

have been on various committees of the Lords. He, however.
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is mentioned two or three times as having obtained leave of

absence. — For my knowledge of most of these particulars,

t have to thank the hon, and rev. J. C. Talbot, and the rev.

the Provost of Trinity College, Dublin.

NOTE (QQ.)

A frightful story of this kind is told of Edward I. of

England. I wish it may be only the slander of enemies,

whom he had grievously injured, and who were not unlikely

to propagate, or believe, any evil of him.

•• And when he to the death was near.

The folk that at Kyldrumy were,
Come witli prisoners that they had tane;

And syne to the King are gane,

And, for to comfort him, they tanld.

How they the castell to them yauld ;

And how they till his will were brought
To do of that whatever he thought ;

And asked,
" what men should of them do?"—

Then look'd he angrily them to,

And said, grinning,
"
Hang and draw !"—

That was wonder of sic. saw,
That he, that to the death was near,

Siiould answer upon sic maner,
Forouten moaning, and mercye. —
How might he trust on Him to cry
That dooms soothfastly all things,

To have mercye for his cryings,

Of him that, through his felonie,

Into sic point had no mercye ?''— Barbour.

NOTE (RR.)

Taylor's appetite for the marvellous may seem to have

been sufficiently indiscriminate, when, in the same sentence,

he refers, without the least apparent hesitation, to two

such monstrous stories as those of the Egyptian Thebes,

with its houses of alabaster, spotted with gold, and the

city of Quinsay, with fourscore millions of inhabitants.

It seems, however, to have been the common practice of

writers in his time, to assume as facts, for the purposes of

argument, any thing which suited their turn, and for

which a single authority could be given. I know scarcely

any instance in which they have appeared to distinguish
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between the weight of different testimonies, or to make any
difference in their manner of citing circumstances alleged by
writers of different ajres. If a fact were found recorded in

any ancient historian, they received it without question,

how small soever the means of acquiring information

which that historian may have possessed, or however great
the internal evidence of his credulity or mendacity. In the

present instance it never seems to have occurred to Taylor,
either that the circumstances related by Clemens and Pom-

ponius Mela were, in themselves, impossible ;
or that both

these writers were too modern to be much better acquainted
with the antiquities of Thebes than we ourselves are. Nor
did he apparently suspect, what is in all probability the

case, a numerical error of Marco Polo's pen, or the pen of his

editor, in the monstrous computation which he has given of

the burghers of a single city. For niillioiis, it is plain we
should read myriads, in which case the calculation will be

perfectly sober and probable.

NOTE (SS.)

" Two forms inseparable in nnity

Hath Yanien ;
even as with hope or fear

Tlie soul regavdeth him, doth he appear.
For hope and fear,

At that dread hour, from ominous conscience spring.

And err not in their bodings. — Tlierefore some,

(Tiiey who polhited witli offences come,)
Behold him as the king

Of terrors, black of aspect, red of eye,

Refiecting back upon the sinful mind.

Heightened with vengeance and with wrath divine.

Its own inborn deformity.

But to the righteous spiiit how benign
His awful cuuntenance.

Where, tempeiing justice with parental love.

Goodness and heavenly grace,

And sweetest mercy shine ! Yet is he slill

Himself the same, one form, one face, one will,

And these his twofold aspects are but one;
And change is none

In him, for change in Yamen could not be :
—

The Immutable is he !"—
Curse <)/'Kehama, Canto xxiii.
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NOTE (TT.)

" He [Henry More] had one heroine pupil. The lady

Conway, formerly Mrs. Anne Finch, was of incomparable

parts and endowments, (there seems indeed a very great

mixtm'e of nobleness and ingenuity in the name and blood

at this day). Between this excellent person and the doctor,

there was, from first to last, a very high friendship. He

gives a great character of her in an epistle dedicatory, before

his Antidote against Atheism. And I have heard him say,

that he scarce ever met with any person, man or woman, of

better natural parts than the lady Conway. She was mis-

tress, as I must express it, of the highest theories, whether

of philosophy or religion ;
and had, on all accounts, an

extraordinary value and respect for the doctor."— " And as

she always wrote a very clear style, so could she argue

sometimes, or put to him the deepest and noblest queries

imaginable.
" This incomparable person (as he was wont to call her)

had the misfortune to be exercised from her very youth, with

great pains and disorders in her head. Few have been

afflicted in so severe and durable a manner as herself was
;

which yet she bore with admirable Christian patience and

piety. Though it is not improbable but these so terrible fits,

which oppressed and clouded her so much, might dispose

her, by degrees, to a greater inclinableness towards some

persons, than her own free reason and entire value for the

doctor would otherwise have permitted, which yet he imputed
to the height of her virtue, and said,

'

It was the greatness

of her mind that betrayed her to it : who, looking upon
some pretensions of the Quakers to be very excellent (and

these imposing upon her judgment,) all the external con-

siderations of her quality, and the world, availed nothing
with her, for the hindering of those regards which she shewed

towards them.'"— Life of Dr. H. More, by R. Ward.
Lond. 1710, p. 192.

See also the character of this lady, published under the

name of Van Helmont, but written by More, p. 203, of the

same work.

The notices which follow, are from the correspondence
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of the lady's husband.— There are som6 among them which,

with all our pity for the poor devout sufferer, will almost

excite a smile.
'' We have had thoughts oftentimes in my wife's sick-

ness,
—

perhaps she may be breeding; but the excessive

increase of her distemper, with many other reasons, so

interrupted it, that they served only to torment." — " She

hears that my lord Chichester's former lady had got an

eagles sfonc, esteemed of great virtue in hard labour."—
'* Mr. Hill saw the stone, and hath another, but she prefers it,

if it may be had. I would willingly be at the charge of an

express messenger, rather than not get it with care and

speed.''
— " My wife had one lent unto her that is much

bigger, for she thinks the biggest is accounted the best,

and, in pain, wore it upon her arm a good while."—Raw-
don Papeni, pp. 191, 192, 194.

'* At Rsgley I met nothing but the sad condition of my
wife, whom I could not see, all the ivhile I was there, though I

stayed a fortnight.''^
—

p. 219.
" My wife is ill at present. Nobody hath seen her these

ten days. But I suppose it is much after the usual manner.'^—
p. 241.

This sounds lamentable enough. But though the poor

lady did not admit her husband to her apartment, she had

abundance of other and more savoury company.
" In my family, all the women about my wife, and most

of the rest, are Quakers, and Monsieur Van Helmont is the

governour of that flock, an unpleasing sort of people, silent,

sullen, and of a reserved conversation."— "These and all

of that society havefree access to my wife, but, I believe Dr.

More, though he was in the house all the last summer, did

not see her above twice or thrice."— luid. p. 254.

Of Mr. Greatraikes, and the reliance placed in him,

enough has been already said, though many curious and

additional circumstances may be found in the same interesting
collection.

NOTE (UU.)

To understand the allusion of Athaiiasius, it is necessary
to obsGHi^e that, in Habakkuk, ii. 11, the words which we
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render '' the beam out of the timber," are in the LXX. trans-

lated " the beetle out of the timber :" navQapog Ik ^uxh. On
which Athanasius thus observes, Aia t8t« eIttev b fxsya^

w^opvryji KAI KAN0APOS EK HTAOY ^©EHETAI. 'Oi^arB,

a^sX(poif OTi b xavOa^o^ tte^i
ra a)ia6a^ra (7%oXa^£<, aCKada^Tog uv.

'OuTcog xai Xyirng ttote EaxpiT^auEV h rai; XYirEiai^. 'Ote S^jj ev to)

arav^od fiv oj/xoXoymEV avrog, xadcog 'tt^oeittov,
Kai TrXvparai iig avTOV

ro
7rpo(prjTEv9Ev.

De eo nimirum locutus est Propheta, Et
scarabeus e ligno vocem dabit. Nostis, fratres, scarabeum

ipsum immundum circa immunda negotiosum esse : ita

quoque et hie latro negotiosus fuitin latrocinando
;
in cruce

tamen confitetur, et in eo expletur quod prophetatum fuit."

Athanas. coiit. Omnes Hareses, Op. torn. i. p. 1078. Ed.
Colon.

Bernard's exhortation against covetousness, is as fol-

lows :

" Utinam in duodecim (sc. clericis) unus hodie

Petrus; unus qui reliquerit omnia, unus qui loculis careat,

inveniatur. Unus, inquit [Christus], ex vobis diabolus est.— A duobus itaque bolis diabolus dicitur, et Judas non
loculum sed loculos habet."— Gav fri d i Declamationes ex

S. Berriardi Sermouibus Collecta. Bernard. Op. tom. ii.

p. 304. Ed. Mabillone.

NOTE (VV.)

These lines are adapted by Taylor to his purpose from

two passages in Prudentius. In the first, the poet is speak-

ing of the fall and redemption of the world : in the second,

of the plagues of Egypt.
"

Stragera sed istam non tulit

Christus, cadentuni gentium

Impnne, ne forsan sui

Patris periret fabrica."— Cathem, Hymn. xi. 40.

" Quae tandem poterit lingua letexere

Laudes, Cliriste, tuas, qui domitam Pharon,

Plagis multimoilis cedere prcBsuU

Cogis JustiticB, vindice dextera."— Ih. Hymn. v. 83.

NOTE (WW.)

It is not often that Taylor borrows from contemporary
writers; yet, from the singularity and aptness of the allusion,
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which was not hkely to occur to two unconnected persons,
I cannot help thinking, that he has drawn the following

passage of his second Sermon on the ministerial duties from

the Golden Remains of John Hales, as well as the work of

Juhus Agricola. Hales died in great poverty before the

Restoration. In his Remains, published first in 1659, the

same simile occurs, (p. 35,) in almost the same words, and
the goblin labourers of whom he speaks, are represented at

work in the vignette to the copper-plate frontispiece.
"

I remember that Agricola, in his book * De Ani-

malibus Subterraneis,' tells of a certain kind of spirits that

use to converse in mines, and trouble the poor labourers;

they dig metals, they cleanse, they cast, they melt, they

separate, they join the ore; but when they are gone, the

men find just nothing done, not one step of their work set

forward. So it is in the books and expositions of many
men

; they study, they argue, they expound, they confute,

they reprove, they open secrets, and make new discoveries
;

and when you turn the bottom upwards, up starts nothing;
no man is the wiser, no man is instructed, no truth dis-

covered, no proposition cleared, nothing is altered, but that

much labour and much time is lost
;
and this is manifest in

nothing more than in books of controversy, and in mystical

expositions of Scripture,
* Quarunt quod nusquam est,

inveniunt tamen.'"—Vol. vi. p. 516.

NOTE (XX.)

The dedication is to the chief magistrates and senate of

Hamburgh, in which, after complimenting them on their

comparatively indulgent treatment of the Jews, the translator

proceeds as follows—
" Illustre tradit nobilissimus autor Sadus venerandse

antiquitatis exemplum, Abrahamum patriarcham, hospita-

litatis gloria celebratum, vix sibi felix faustumque credidisse

hospitium, nisi externum aliquem, tanquam aliquod praesi-

dium domi, excepisset hospiten^ quem omni officiorum

genere coleret. Aliquando, cum hospitem domi non haberet,

foris eum queesiturus campestria petiit. Forte virum

quemdam, senectute gravem, itinere fessum, sub arbore

recumbentem conspicit.
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" Quem comiter excejjtum, domum hospitem deduclt, et

omni officio colit. Cuni cceiiam appositam Abrahamus et

familia ejus a. precibus auspicarentur, senex maniim ad cibum

protendit, nullo religionis aut pietatis auspicio usus. Quo
viso, Abraliamus eum ita afFatur :

' Mi senex, vix decet

canitiem tuam sine previa Numinis veneratione cibum

sumere.' Ad quse senex :

'

Ego ignicola sum, istiusmodi

morum ignarus ;
nostri enim majores nullam talem me

doGuere pietatem.' Ad quam vocem horrescens Abra-

hamus rem sibi cum ignicola profano et a sui Numinis cultu

alieno esse, eum e vestigio et a ccena remotum, ut sui consortii

pestem et religionis hostem, domo ejicit. Sed, ecce, Sum-
mus Deus Abrahamura statim monet: '

Quid agis, Abra-

hame ? Itane viro fecisse te decuit? Ego isti seni, quan-
tumvis in me usque ingrato, et vitam et victum centum

amplius annos dedi
;

tu homini nee unam coenam dare,

unumque eum momentum ferre potes?' Qua Divina voce

monitus, Abrahamus senem ex itinere revocatum domum
I'educit, et tantis officiis, pietate, et ratione colit, ut suo

exemplo ad veri Numinis cultum eum perduxerit."
—

G. Gentius Historia Judaica, Res Juclceorum ah eversa ^Ede

Hierosolj/mitana ad /wc fere Tempora usque compkla:. Am-
stelodam. anno 1651.

The above work is a translation of the " Shebet Jehuda,"
or

" Rod of Judah," of R. Solomon Ben Virga, for an

account of whom see Bartolocii Bibliotheca Rabbinica, p. 4.

p. 575. The Sadus, from whom Gentius professes to have

taken the story of Abraham, I once supposed to be Saadias

Gaon, whose agnomen of "
Gaon," the "

Illustrious," agrees

with the title which Gentius assigns to him.

The kindness of Lord Teignmouth has, however, pointed
out to me the exact narrative, not in a Jewish, but a Persian

writer, the celebrated poet Saadi, who gives it as related to

him, he does not say by whom, in the second book of his

Bostan. With the works of Saadi, Gentius was well

acquainted, having himself published an edition of his

Gulistan. Lord T. informs me that Saadi relates of himself,

in this last work, that, having been taken prisoner by the

Franks, he was compelled to work with some Jews, on the

fortifications of Tripoli. And he suggests, therefore, that
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he may have possibly heard the story from them, so that

it may, after all, have been originally derived from a Jewish

source. A learned Jew also, Mr. J. D'Allemand, professes to

have a strong impression on his mind that the tradition is to

be met with, in all its circumstances, in one of the comment-

aries on Gen. xviii. 1. and on the words himn nne iiy* «im.

No such commentary, however, has been discovered
;
and

my friend, the reverend Mr. Knatchbull, Fellow of AH
Souls', whose extensive acquaintance with every branch of

Oriental learning makes his opinion of the highest value,

agrees with Mr. Oxlee in giving the credit of the story to

Saadi-. It is remarkable, too, that the "parable" does not occur

in the first edition of the Liberty of Prophesying, published
in 1647, and, therefore, before the work of Gentius appeared ;

but that it is added in the second edition, which came out

six years after the " Historia Judaica." It is, therefore,

most probable that Taylor found the story in Gentius
;
and

that, by the common fate of those who quote at second

hand, he ascribed to a Jew what his author had taken from

a Persian.

The following is a translation of the passage in Saadi,

which appeared in the Asiatic Miscellany, Calcutta, 1789
;

corrected, however, in one of its expressions, by the same

distinguished person whose obliging assistance I have

already acknowledged. The reader will, provalMy, be of

opinion that, with whomsoever the praise of originality

rests, the story has gained considerably in spirit and terse-

ness in its progress, through Gentius, Taylor, and Franklin.
"

I have heard that once, during a whole week, no tra-

veller came to the hospitable dwelling of the friend of God,
whose amiable nature led hini tc observe it as a rule, not to

.eat in the morning unless some needy person arrived from a

journey. He went out and turned his eyes towards every

place. He viewed the valley on all sides, and behold, in

the desert, a solitary man resembling the willow, whose
head and beard were whitened with the snow of age. To

encourage him, he called him Friend, and, agreeably to the

manners of the munificent, gave him an invitation, saying,
' Oh apple of mine eye, perform an act of courtesy by
becoming my guest !

' He assented, arose, and stepped for-
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ward readily, for he knew the kuid disposition of his hosrt,

(on whom be peace !) The associates of Abraham's hos-

pitable dwelling seated the old man with respect. The table

was ordered to be spread, and the company placed them-

selves around. When the assembly began to utter
* In the

name of God !

'

(or to say grace,) and not a word was heard

to proceed from the old man, Abraham addressed him in

such words as these,
—' Oh elder, stricken in years ! thou

appearest not to me in faith and zeal like other aged ones,

for is it not an obligatory law to invoke, at the time of eating

your daily meal, that divine Providence from whence it is

derived?' He replied,
—'

I practise no rite which I have

not heard from my priest, who worshippeth fire.' The good-
omened prophet discovered this vitiated old man to be a

Gueber, and, finding him an alien to the faith, drove him

away in miserable plight, the polluted being rejected by
those that are pure. A voice from the glorious and omni-

potent God was heard, with this severe reprehension,
— ' Oh

friend ! I have supported him through a life of an hundred

years, and thou hast conceived an abhorrence of him all at

once ! If a man pay adoration to fire, shouldst thou withhold

the hand of liberality ?
' "

NOTE (YY.)

These schoolmen are quoted by Aquinas, who, however,
dissents from them. " Quidam dicunt quod primus homo
non fuit creatus in gratia, sed tamen postmodum gratia fuit

sibi collata antequam peccasset. Plurimse autem sanctorum

auctoritates attestantur hominem in statu innocentiae gra-
tiam habuisse. Sed quod fuerit conditus in gratia, ut alii

dicunt, videtur requirere ipsa rectitudo primi status, in qua
Deus hominem fecit: secundum illud Ecclesiast. 7. Deus
fecit hominem rectum."— S. Thqm. Aquinat. Summa,
Pars 1. Quaest. 95. Art. i. p. 180.

NOTE (ZZ.)

If Mrs. Phillips thought fit to publish his papers, Taylor
desires, in a postscript,

" that they may be consigned into
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the hands of my worthy friend, Dr. Wedderbtaiie : for I do

not only expose all my sicknesses to his cure, but I submit

my weaknesses to his censure
; being as confident to find of

him charity for what is pardonable as remedy for what is

curable." ''
And, as all that know him reckon him among

the best physicians, so I know him worthy to be reckoned

among the best friends."—Vol. xi. p. 335.

The person thus highly extolled by Taylor, is spoken of

by Anthony Wood, as one of the physicians in ordinary to

Charles the First, and a person of vast experience. He was

originally a professor of philosophy at St. Andrew's
;

"
but,

that being too narrow a place for so great a person, he left

it, travelled into various countries, and became so celebrated

for his great skill in physic, that he was the chief man of

this country for many years for that faculty. Afterwards

he received the honour of knighthood, and was highly
valued when he was in Holland with the prince, in 1646-7.

At length, though his infirmities and great age forced him
to retire from public practice and business, yet his fame

contracts all the Scotch nation to him, and his noble hos-

pitality and kindness to all that were learned and virtuous

made his conversation no less loved than his advice was

desired."

NOTE (AAA.)

In stating the cases of intermarriage of kindred, Taylor

appears to have been chiefly guided and sometimes misled

by Grotius. He is wrong in supposing that very few learned

men took the affirmative side as to the expediency and

necessity of a divorce between Henry the Eighth and Queen
Katharine. Burnet, on the contrary, observes, what is

apparent from all contemporary history, that whatsoever

King Henry's secret motives were, in the suit of his divorce,

he had the constant tradition of the church on his side, and

that, in all the ages and parts of it, which was carefully

searched into and fully proved ;
so that no author, older

than Cardinal Cajetan, could be found to be set against such

a current of tradition.

VOL. I. b b



In subjoining a few "
Corrigenda," the Corrector of the Press

requests the Reader to extend some kind indulgence to those

errors, which still remain either in Text or Notes. Whatever

inaccuracies may be detected,
—

many, very many, have been

expunged. The labour, incident to this task, is greater than will,

at first, be imagined. The necessary books of reference cannot

always be procured ; nor can the press be detained, while search

is made after the retreat of some one quotation. Former editions

of Taylor swarm with mistakes : the punctuation and general state

of the text are very defective : verse is printed without any regard
to metre, and prose often assumes the appearance of verse. These

difficulties have been augmented by the desultory manner, in which

Bishop Taylor adduces his extracts ; sometimes he quotes from

memory ; sometimes contents himself with adding the bare iiame

of the author,— as Flutarch, Seneca, &c. ; sometimes omits the

very name; and often assigns the sentiment to a wrong author.—
That some effort has been made to remedy these defects, will

appear from the numerous references, which, in the following volumes,

the Corrector of the Press has made to the volume and page of

modern editions of the classics.—The candid reader is requested to

bear in mind, that these corrections were made at such intervals, as

could be spared from very laborious professional pursuits.

Bishop Taylor's very lax mode of referring to classical authors

is specified more than once, in the latter volumes of this edition.

To the instances there adduced, and to others which the classical

reader will discover, may be added the two following. 1. Arrian,

ridiculing those.who afiect the stiff" appearance and gait of philo-

sophers, contemptuously asks,
"
Why do you strut about, as if

you had swallowed a spit?" T* oZv
'/ifjuv o^iXia-xov Kccrwinuv •jri^ma.Tuq ;

U ^.which Bishop Taylor (vol. v. p. 518) renders,
" We walk by the

*
obelisk, and meditate in piazzas."

— 2,
" Some nations used to eat

>* *^ the bodies of their friends (vol. iv. p. 567) ;" Bishop Taylor thus

assigns to the relations the office, which Cicero (to whom he alludes)

describes as performed by dogs. (Tusc. Q. i. 45.)

J. R. PITMAN.



CORRIGENDA.

The lines are numberedfrom the bottom of the page.

Vol. II. p. 24, at the bottom, read,
Oi£4 tru Touf flavovra;, <« NfxipttTE,

TISipBvyivai to Qbiov ajg XiKrtQoTUi; ;

Philem. Frag. 64. ed. Clei-ic. p. 360.
Vol. II. p. 444, line 7.

O Si ttXouto; hy,a.(;, xa^a'trt^ lar^o; iiax,og,

Tu<))XoL;, ^XewovTa; wapaXa^aiv, wavraf woiEi*.

Invert, apud Stob. Floril. tit. 9.".

Vol. III. p. 46, line 5.

Menand. ed. CZmc. p. 208.
Vol. IV. p. I'i4, at the bottom.

Si natus es tu, Trophinie, solus omnium
Hac lege, partu cum te mater edidit,
Ut semper eant tibi res arbitrio tuo,

—
Felicitatem banc si quis promisit deftm,
Irascereris jure : nam mala is fide

Et, &c. Plutarch. Xyl. t. ii. p. 103.

Vol. IV. p. 127, line 3.

Sursum for sensim.

Vol. IV. p. 138, Hue 1.

Oil nar^avBiv yif ,
&c.

EuRiP. Priestley's edit. vol. vii. p. 714.
Vol. IV. p. 146, line 2.

Insei tjam after perduxerunt.

Ernesti, vol. ii. p. 421.
Vol. IV. p. 189, line 3.

(baLts-fxaTa.^ aiq |y v<mcf>, l/t*|3aXXETE, o(a. r eovra'

ITat^ojTE, !rTgo<}>£oiTE, oo-ou? ifxiu ua"Te^ov ovraf

EyjoiT oil voEovTtt? oVe^ &E/XJJ larl voria-ai,

Pallad. Brunck. Anthol. t. ii. p. 437.
Vol. IV. p. 247, line 2.

Kai ^ttv&ovEiv [A.tv,
oia Jgav ^iXXa; xaxa*

©t/^o; $£ xpEiVa-aiv rZv IfAciv ffovXiUfjiarcav.

Medea, Porson. 1074.
Vol. IV. p. 337, line 5.

To Se Ke<pa.\aiov t£v Xoywv' avSpajwo; £?,

Ou fj(.ira0oXfiv SSttov tt^o; u^-o?, Jtai TriXiv

TawEivoTtjTJt, &c. Menanu. Cleric, p. 260.

Vol. IV. p. 346, line 5.

After via, place
' Propert. ii. 27, 1.'

Vol. IV. p. 349, line 2.

Tempus te tacitum subruet, &c.
Vol. IV. p. 36?, lino 5.

Head p^it£v' for y^trZy

Vol. V. p. 278. Arranj^e tlie tpiotatioii from Sappho, thus :
—

KaT^avoTira 5e XEiirStti ttote, hcl] y.vay.os'vva, cte&ev

"Es"crET' oiSETTojt a,u hini^ov' ou yaf TiiSe^a; poStuv

Txv Ik Tli^iaf
— See MiTSCHERL. HORAT. i. iv.
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FUNERAL SERMON.

1 JOHN, III. 2.

[t doth not yet appear what we shall he.

Cjlorious things are spoken in Scripture concerning tlie

future reward of the righteous; and all the words that are

wont to signify what is of greatest price and value, or can

represent the most enravishing objects of our desires, are

made use of, by the Holy Ghost, to recommend unto us this

transcendent state of blessedness : such are these :

" Rivers

of pleasures ;
a fountain of living water

;
a treasure that can

never be wasted, nor never taken from us
;
an inheritance in

light ;
an incorruptible crown

;
a kingdom ;

the kingdom of

God, and the kingdom of Christ; the kingdom of glory; a

crown of glory, and life, and righteousness, and immortality ;

the vision of God
; being filled with all the fulness of God;

an exceeding eternal weight of glory," kuS vttz^QoMv £<';

'vrnz^^oMv almiov ^a^og ^o^r];, words strangely emphatical, that

cannot be put into English ;
and if they could, they would

not he able to convey to our minds the notion that they

design; for it is too big for any expressions : and, after all

that can be said, we must resolve with our apostle,
"

It does

not yet appear what we shall be."

At this distance, we cannot make any likely guesses or

conjectures at the glory of that future state. Men make

very imperfect descriptions of countries or cities, that never

were there themselves, nor saw the places with their own

eyes. It is not for any mortal creature to make a map of

that Canaan that lies above : it is, to all us that live here on

the hither side of death, an unknown country, and an un-

discovei'ed land. It may be, some heavenly pilgrim, that,

with his holy thoughts and ardent desires, is continually

travelling thitherward, arrives sometimes near the borders of
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the promised land, and the suburbs of the new Jerusalem,

and gets upon the top of Pisgah, and there he has an im-

perfect prospect of a brave country, that lies a far way off;

but he cannot tell how to describe it
;
and all that he hath to

say, to satisfy the curious inquirer, is only this,
* If he would

know the glories of it, he must go and see it.' It was

believed of old, that those places that lie under the hne,

were burned up by the continual heat of the sun, and were

not habitable, either by man or beast : but later discoveries

tell us, that there are the most pleasant countries that the

earth can show
;
insomuch that some have placed Paradise

itself in that climate. Sure I am, of all the regions of the

intellectual world, and the several lands that are peopled

either with men or angels, the most pleasant countries they

lie under the line, under the direct beams of the Sun of

righteousness, where there is an eternal day, and an eternal

spring; where is that tree of life, that beareth twelve manner

of fruits, and yieldeth her fruit every month. Thus we may
use figures, and metaphors, and allegories, and tell you of

fruitful meads, and spacious fields, and winding rivers, and

purling brooks, and chanting birds, and shady groves, and

pleasant gardens, and lovely bovvers, and noble seats, and

stately palaces, and goodly people, and excellent laws, and

sweet societies
;
but this is but to frame little comparisons

to please our childish fancies; and just such discourses as a

blind man would make concerning colours,— so do we talk of

those things we never saw, and disparage the state while we
would recommend it. Indeed, it requires some saint or

angel from heaven to discourse upon the subject ;
and yet

that would not do neither : for though they might be able to

speak something of it, yet we should want ears to hear it.

Neither can those things be declared but in the language of

heaven, which would be little understood by us, the poor
inhabitants of this lower world

; they are, indeed, things too

great to be brought within the compass of words. St.

Paul, when he had been rapt up into the third heaven, saw

priixara appyiza,
'

things unlawful, or impossible, to be uttered ;'

and *'

Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor can it enter

into the heart of man to conceive, what God hath prepared
for them that love him;" and,

"
It does not yet appear

what we shall be," said that beloved disciple, that lay in the

bosom of our Saviour.
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You will not now expect that I should give you a relation

of that which cannot be uttered, nor so much as conceived
;

or declare unto you what our eagle-sighted evangelist tells us
**' does not yet appear." But that you may understand

that that which sets this state of happiness so beyond the

reach of all imagination, is only its transcendent excellency,
I shall tell you something of what does already appear of it,

and may be known concerning it.

1. First of all, we are assured that we shall then be freed

from all the evils and miseries that we now labour under :

vanity and misery,
—

they are two words that speak the whole
of this present world

;
the enjoyments of it are dreams, and

fancies, and shadows, and appearances ; and, if any thing be,

it is only evil and misery that is real and substantial. Vanity
and folly, labour and pains, cares and fears, crosses and

disappointments, sickness and diseases, they make up the

whole of our portion here. This life, it is begun in a cry,
and it ends in a groan ;

and he that lives most happily, his

life is chequered with black and white, and his days are not

all sunshine, but some are cloudy and gloomy, and there is a

worm at the root of all his joy, that soon eats out the sap
and heart of it

;
and the gourd in whose shade he now so

much pleases hiuiself, by to-morrow will be withered and

gone. But heaven is not subject to these mixtures and

uncertainties
;

it is a region of calmness and serenity, and

the soul is there gotten above the clouds, and is not

annoyed with those storms and tempests, that are here

below. All tears shall then be wiped from our eyes ;
and

though sorrow may endure for the night of this world, yet

joy will spring up in the morning of eternity.

2. We are sure we shall be freed from this earthly, and

clothed with a heavenly and glorified, body. These bodies

of ours, they are the graves and sepulchres, the prisons and

dungeons of our heaven-born souls ; and though we deck

and adorn them, and pride ourselves in their beauty and

comeliness, yet, when all is done, they are but sinks of

corruption and defilement, they expose us to many pains and

diseases, and incline us to many lusts and passions ;
and the

more we pamper them, the greater burden they are unto our

minds
; they impose upon our reasons, and, by their steams

and vapours, cast a mist before our understandings ; they
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clog our affections, and, like a heavy weight, depress us

unto this earth, and keep us from soaring aloft among the

winged inhabitants of the upper regions : but those robes of

light and glory, which we shall be clothed withal at the resur-

rection of the just, and those heavenly bodies which the

Gospel hath then assured unto us, they are not subject to

any of these mischiefs and inconveniences, but are fit and

accommodate instruments for the soul in its highest exalta-

tions. And this is an argument that the Gospel does dwell

much upon, viz. the redemption of our bodies, that '* He
shall change our vile bodies, that they may be like unto his

glorious body ;" and we are taught to look upon it as one

great piece of our reward, that we shall be " clothed upon with

our house which is from heaven;" that " this corruptible

shall put on incorruption,
— and this mortal, immortality;"

that,
" as we have borne the image of the earthly, so we must

bear the image of the heavenly, Adam ;" who was i^ ov^avou

zTTovpavioi, of " heaven heavenly ;" as " the first man was l«

7>5j xol'xof, of the earth earthly." And, therefore, I think the

schools put too mean a rate upon this great promise of the

Gospel
— the resurrection of our bodies; and, I believe, it

might be demonstrated from the principles of sound philoso-

phy, that this article of our Christian faith, which the atheist

makes so much sport withal, is so far from being chargeable
with any absurdity, that it is founded upon the highest reason :

for, seeing we find by too great an experience, that the soul

has so close and necessary a dependence upon this gross
and earthly mass that we now carry about with us, it may be

disputed with some probability, whether it be ever able to

act independently of all matter whatsoever : at least, we are

assured that the state of conjunction is most connatural to

her, and that intellectual pleasure itself is not only multi-

plied, but the better felt, by its redundancy upon the body
and spirits ;

and if it be so, then the purer and more defecate

the body is, the better will the soul be appointed for the

exercise of its noblest operations ;
and it will be no mean

piece of our reward hereafter, that that which is sown an

animal, shall be raised a heavenly, body.
3. We are sure, that we shall then be free from sin, and

all those foolish lusts and passions that we are now enslaved

unto. The life of a Christian, it is a continual warfare
;
and
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he endures many sore conflicts, and makes many sad com-

plaints, and often bemoans himself after such a manner as

this :

' Woe is me, that I am forced to dwell in Meshech,
and to have my habitation in the tents of Kedar ;

that there

should be so many Goliahs within me, that defy the host of

Israel
; so many sons of Anak that hinder my entrance into

the land of promise, and the rest of God
;
that I should toil

and labour among the bricks, and live in bondage unto

these worse than Egyptian task-masters.' Thus does he sit

down by the rivers of Babylon, and weep over those ruina

and desolations, that these worse than Assyrian armies have

made in the city and house of his God. And many a time

does he cry out in the bitterness of his soul,
" Wretched

creature that I am ! who shall deliver me from this body of

death?" And though, through his faith, and courage, and

constancy, he be daily getting ground of his spiritual ene-

mies, yet it is but by inches
;
and every step he takes, he

must fight for it; and living, as he does, in an enemy's

country, he is forced always to be upon his guard ; and if he

slumber never so little, presently he is surprised by a watch-

ful adversary. This is our portion here, and our lot is this ;

but when we arrive unto those regions of bliss and glory

that are above, we shall then stand safely upon the shore,

and see all our enemies, Pharaoh and all his host, drowned

and destroyed in the Red Sea, and, being delivered from the

world, and the flesh, and the devil, death, and sin, and hell,—
we shall sing the song of Moses, and of the Lamb, an

epinicion, and song of eternal triumph, unto the God of our

salvation.

4. We shall be sure to meet with the best company that

earth or heaven affords. Good company, it is the great

pleasure of the life of man
;
and we shall then come " to the

innumerable company of angels, and the general assembly of

the church of the first-born, and to the spirits of just men
made perfect, and to Jesus the Mediator of the new cove-

nant." The oracle tells Amelius, inquiring what was become

of Plotinus's soul, that * he was gone to Pythagoras, and

Socrates, and Plato, and as many as had borne a part in the

choir of heavenly love.' And I may say to every good man,
that he shall go to the company of Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob; Moses, David, and Samuel; all the prophets and
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apostles, and all the holy men of God, that have been in all

the ages of the world. All those brave and excellent

persons that have been scattered at the greatest distance

of time and place, and, in their several generations, have

been the salt of the earth, to preserve mankind from utter

degeneracy and corruption,
—these shall be all gathered

together, and meet in one constellation in that firmament of

glory.
" O preeclarum diem, ci^m ad illud divinorum ani-

morum concilium ccetumque proficiscar, atque ex hac turba

ac colluvione discedam !"
" O that blessed day, when we

shall make our escape from this medley and confused riot, and

shall arrive to that great council and general rendezvous of

divine and godlike spirits !" But, which is more thaii all,

we shall then meet our Lord Jesus Christ, the Head of our

recovery, whose story is now so delightful unto us, as re-

porting nothing of him, but the greatest sweetness and in-

nocence, and meekness and patience, and mercy and tender-

ness, and benignity and goodness, and whatever can render

any person lovely or amiable : and who, out of his dear love

and deep compassion unto mankind, gave up himself unto

the death for us men, and for our salvation. And if St.

Austin made it one of his wishes,
* to have seen Jesus Christ

in the flesh,' how much more desirable is it, to see him out of

his terrestrial weeds, in his robes of glory, with all his re-

deemed ones about him ! And this I cannot but look upon
as a great advantage and privilege of that future state

;
for

I am not apt to swallow down that conceit of the schools,

that we shall spend eternity in gazing upon the naked Deity;
for certainly the happiness of man consists in having all his

faculties, in their due subordinations, gratified with their

proper objects ;
and I cannot but believe a great part of

heaven to be the blest society that is there
;
their enravish-

ing beauty, that is to say, their inward life and perfection,

flowering forth and raying itself through their glorified

bodies; the rare discourses wherewith they entertain one

another; the pure, and chaste, and spotless, and yet most

ardent, love, wherewith they embrace each other; the ec-

static devotions wherein they join together. And, certainly,

every pious and devout soul will readily acknowledge with

me, that it must needs be matter of unspeakable pleasure, to

be taken into the choir of angels and seraphims, and the
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glorious company of the apostles, and the goodly fellowship
of the prophets, and the noble army of martyrs ;

and to join
with them in singing praises, and hallelujahs, and songs of

joy and triumph, unto our great Creator and Redeemer, the

Father of spirits, and the Lover of souls, unto him that aits

upon the throne, and unto the Lamb, for ever and ever.

5. We are sure we shall then have our capacities filled^

and all our desires answered
;

"
They hunger no more, neither

thirst any more
;
for the Lamb, which is in the midst of the

throne, shall feed them, and shall lead them unto livino; foun-

tains of waters." What vast degrees of perfection and hap-
piness the nature of man is capable of, we may best under-

stand, by viewing it in the person of Christ, taken into the

nearest union with Divinity, and made God's Vicegerent in

the world, and the Head and Governor of the whole creation.

In this our narrow and contracted state, we are apt to think

too meanly of ourselves, and do not understand the dignity
of our own natures, what we were made for, and what we are

capable of: but as Plotinus somewhere observes, "We are

like children, from our birth brought up in ignorance of, and
at a great distance from, our parents and relations

;
and have

forgot the nobleness of our extraction, and rank ourselves

and our fortunes among the lot of beggars, and mean and

ordinary persons ; though we are the offspring of a great

Prince, and were born to a kingdom." It does, indeed,
become creatures to think modestly of themselves

; yet, if

we consider it aright, it will be found very hard to set any
bounds or limits to our own happiness, and say,

' Hitherto it

shall arise, and no further.' For that wherein the happiness
of man consists, viz. truth and goodness, the communication
of the divine nature, and the illapses of divine love,—it does

not cloy, or glut, or satiate
;
but every participation of them

does widen and enlarge our souls, and fits us for further and

further receptions : the more we have, the more we are

capable of; the more we are filled, the more room is made
in our spirits ;

and thus it is still and still, even till we arrive

unto such degrees as we can assign no measures unto.

We shall then be made like unto God, "H o-wTnf/a ovx Irs^ag

ytverai, tl iA.n ^eoufxsvcov tuv (rco^o/xsmv ;
said the Areopagite,

' Sal-

vation can no otherwise be accomplished, but by becoming
God-like.' "

It does not yet appear what we shall be ;" but
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*' when he shall appear, we shall be like him," says our

evangelist ;
for

" we shall see him as he is." There is no

seeing God as he is, but by becoming like unto him
;
nor is

there any enjoying of him, but by being transformed into his

image and similitude. Men usually have very strange no-

tions concerning God, and the enjoyment of him; or rather,

these are words to which there is no correspondent concep-
tion in their minds : but if we would understand God aright,

we must look upon him as infinite wisdom, righteousness,

love, goodness, and whatever speaks any thing of beauty
and perfection ;

and if we pretend to worship him, it must be

by loving and adoring his transcendent excellencies : and if

we hope to enjoy him, it must be by conformity unto him,

and participation of his nature. The frame and constitution

of things is such, that it is impossible that man should arrive

to happiness any other way. And, if the sovereignty of God
should dispense with our obedience, the nature of the thing
would not permit us to be happy without it : if we live only
the animal life, we may indeed be happy, as beasts are happy ;

but the happiness that belongs to a rational and intellectual

being, can never be attained but in a way of holiness and

conformity unto the divine will : for, such a temper and dis-

position of mind is necessary unto happiness, not by virtue

of any arbitrarious constitution of heaven, but the eternal

laws of righteousness, and immutable respects of things, do

require and exact it : yea, I may truly say, that God and

Christ, without us, cannot make us happy : for we are not

conscious to ourselves of any thing, but only the operations
of our own minds

;
and it is not the person of God and Christ,

but their life and nature, wherein consists our formal happi-
ness : for, what is the happiness of God himself, but only
that pleasure and satisfaction that results from a sense of his

infinite perfections ? And how is it possible for a creature to

be more happy, than by partaking of that, in its measure and

proportion, which is the happiness of God himself?

The soul, being thus prepared, shall live in the presence
of God, and lie under the influences and iliapses of divine

love and goodness ;

"
Father, I will that they whom thou

hast given me, be with me where I am, that they may behold

my glory;" that they fight manfully under the banners of

heaven, and overcome their spiritual enemies. "
They shall
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eat of the hidden manna, and become pillars in the temple of

God, and shall go no more out : they shall stand before the

throne of God continually, and serve him day and night in

his temple ;
and he that sitteth on the throne, shall dwell

amongst them." God shall put under them his everlasting

arms, and carry them in his bosom, and they shall suck the

full breasts of eternal goodness : for now there is nothing
can hinder the most near and intimate conjunction of the

soul with God
; for, things that are alike, do easily mingle

with one another : but the mixture that is betwixt bodies, be

they never so homogeneal, comes but to an external touch
;

for their parts can never run up into one another. But there

is no such avTiTUTrla, or '

resistance/ amongst spiritual beings ;

and we are estranged from God, ou toVoj aM*
Its^otyiti kou

ha(po^a,
' not by distance of place, but by difference and diver-

sity of nature,' and when that is removed, he becomes present
to us, and we to him : wVte lipa^ixoaai hoI olov ipa-^oca-Oai kou

Blysiv auTov o/j.oi6tyiti, &.C. like the *

magnitudines congruse'in
the mathematics,

' Quando prima primis, media mediis, ex-

trema extremis, partes denique partibus usquequaque respon-

dent,'
' Each of whose parts do exactly answer one to the

other.' This, therefore, is the soul's progress from that state

of purgation to illumination, and so to union. There are se-

veral faculties in the soul ofman, that are conformed to several

kinds of objects ; and, according to that life a man is awaked

into, so these faculties do exert themselves : and though
whilst we live barely an animal life, we converse with little

more than this outward world, and the objects of our senses,—
yet there are faculties within us that are receptive of God

;

and when we arrive once unto a due measure of purity of

spirit, the rays of heavenly light will as certainly shine into

our minds, as the beams of the sun, when it arises above the

horizon, do illuminate the clear and pellucid air: and from

this sight and illumination, the soul proceeds to an intimate

union with God, and to a taste and touch of him. This is

that muxo? TTpog
ixmov £7ta(py], that ' silent touch

'

with God,
that fills the soul with unexpressible joy and triumph. For, if

the objects of this outward world, that strike upon our senses,

do so hugely please and delight us
;
what infinite pleasure

then must there needs be in those touches and impresses,
that the divine love and goodness shall make upon our souls ?
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But these are things that we may talk of, as we would do of

a sixth sense, or something we have no distinct notion or

idea of; but the perfect understanding of them belongs only

to the future state of comprehension.

Lastly, we shall have our knowledge, and our love, which

are the most perfect and beatifying acts of our minds, em-

ployed about their noblest objects in their most exalted

measures
;
for a man to resolve himself in some knotty ques-

tion, or answer some stubborn argument, or tind out some

noble conclusion, or solve some hard problem, what ineffable

pleasure does it create many times to a contemplative mind?

We know, who sacrificed a hecatomb for one mathematical

demonstration ;
and another, that, upon the like occasion,

cried out, Ev^wa, sv^ma, in a kind of rapture. To have the

secrets of nature disclosed, and the mysteries of art revealed ;

but above all, the riddles of providence unfolded,—are such

jewels as I know many searching and inquisitive spirits

would be willing to purchase at any rate. When we come
to heaven,—I will not say we shall see all things in the mirror

of divinity, for that, it may be, is an extravagancy of the

schools
;
nor that any one true proposition, through the con-

catenation of truth, will then multiply itself into the explicit

knowledge of all conclusions whatsoever, for I believe that a

fancy too;
—but our knowledge shall be strangely enlarged,

and, for aught I can determine, be for ever receiving new
additions and fresh accruments

;
the clue of divine provi-

dence will then be unravelled, and all those difficulties which

now perplex us, will be easily assoiled
;
and we shall then

perceive that the v/isdom and goodness of God is a vast and

comprehensive thing, and moves in a far larger sphere than

we are aware of in this state of narrowness and imperfection.
But there is something greater and beyond all this

;
and

St. John has a strange expression, that * we shall then see

God even as he is
;' and God, we know, is the well-spring of

perfection and happiness, the fountain and original of all

beauty; he is infinitely glorious, and lovely, and excellent;

and if we see him as he is, all his glory must descend into us

and become ours : for we can no otherwise see God, as I said

before, but by becoming deiform, by being changed into the

same glory. But love, that is it which makes us most happy,
and by that we are most intimately conjoined unto God, for
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" he that dvvelleth in love, dvvelleth in God, and God in him:"

and how pleasant beyond all imagination must it needs be, to

have the soul melted into a flame of love, and that fire fed

and nourished by the enjoyment of its beloved; to be trans-

ported into ecstasies and raptures of love, to be swallowed up
in the embraces of eternal sweetness

;
to be lost in the source

and fountain of happiness and bliss, like a spark in the fire,

or a beam in the sun, or a drop in the ocean.

It may be, you will tell me, I have been all this while

confuting my text, and giving you a relation of that which

St. John tells us,
" does not yet appear what it is ;" but my

design has been the same with the holy evangelist's ;
and that

is, to represent unto you how transcendently great that state

of happiness must needs be
;
when as, by what way we are

able to apprehend of it, it is infinitely the object of our

desires
;
and yet we are assured by those, that are best able

to tell, that the best and greatest part of the country is yet

undiscovered, and that we cannot so much as guess at the

pleasure of it, till we come to enjoy it. And, indeed, it is im-

possible it should be otherwise
; for, happiness being a matter

of sense, all the words in the world cannot convey the notion

of it into our minds
;
and it is only to be understood by them

that feel it
; /^v Kara £7ri(nr]fji.riv h auvzcru; ekeivou, [myi^I uara vofjaiv,

ucTTrep
ra cc>^a vovra, aMa zona Ttapouaiav sTri^rnixni H^Enrova.

But though it does not yet appear what we shall be
; yet

so much already appears of it, that it cannot but seem the

most worthy object of our endeavours and desires; and by
some few clusters that have been shown us of this good land,

we may guess what pleasant and delightful fruit it bears: and

if we have but any reverence of ourselves, and will but con-

sider the dignity of our natures, and the vastness of that

happiness we are capable of; methinks we should be always

travelling towards that heavenly country, though our way
lies through a wilderness : and be striving for this great prize

and immortal crown
;
and be clearing our eyes, and purging

our sight, that we may come to this vision of God ; shaking
off" all fond passions and dirty desires, and breathing forth

our souls in such aspirations as these :

My soul thirsteth for thee, O Lord, in a dry and barren

land, where no water is
;
O that thou wouldst distil, and

drop down the dew of thy heavenly grace into all its secret
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chinks and pores; one thing have I desired of the Lord, that

will I seek after, that I may dwell in the house of the Lord

all the days of my life, and behold his glory : for a day in thy
courts is better than a thousand, and I had rather be a door-

keeper in the house of the Lord, than dwell in the tents of

wickedness. All the kings of the earth, they are thy tribu-

taries; the kings of Tarshish, and of the isles, bring presents
unto thee

;
the kings of Sheba and Seba offer gifts. O that

we could but pay thee that, which is so due unto thee, the

tribute of our hearts ! The heathen are come into thine

inheritance
; thy holy temple have they defiled : help us, O

God of our salvation, and deliver us, and purge away our

sins from us, for thy name's sake ! O that the Lord, whom
we seek, would come to his own house, and give peace there;

and fill it with his glory ! Come and cleanse thine own

temple, for we have made it a den of thieves, which should

have been a house of prayer ! O that we might never give

sleep to our eyes, nor slumber to our eyelids, till we have

prepared a house for the Lord, and a tabernacle for the God
of Jacob ! The curse of Cain it is fallen upon us, and we are

as vagabonds in the earth, and wander from one creature to

another. O that our souls might come at last to dwell in

God, our fixed and eternal habitation ! We, like silly doves,

fly up and down the earth, but can find no rest for the sole

of our feet
;
O that, after all our weariness and our wander-

ings, we might return into the ark
;
and that God would put

forth his hand, and take us, and pull us in unto himself!

We have too long lived upon vanity and emptiness, the wind

and the whirlwind
;
O that we may now begin to feed upon

substance, and delight ourselves in marrow and fatness ! O
that God would strike our rocky hearts, that there might

spring up a fountain in the wilderness, and pools in the

desert
;
that we might drink of that water, whereof whoso-

ever drinks, shall never thirst more
;
that God would give us

that portion of goods that falleth to us, not to waste it with

riotous living, but therewith to feed our languishing souls,

lest they be weary and faint by the way ! We ask not the

children's bread, but the crumbs that fall from thy table :

that our baskets may be filled with thy fragments : for they
will be better than wine, and sweeter than the honey and

the honeycomb, and more pleasant to us than a feast of fat
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things. We have wandered too long in a barren and howling

desert, where wild beasts and doleful creatures, owls and

bats, satyrs and dragons, keep their haunts
;
O that we might

be fed in green pastures, and led by the still waters, that the

winter might be past, and the rain over and gone, that the

flowers may appear on the earth, and the time of the singing
of birds may come, and the voice of the turtle may be heard

in our land ! We have lived too long in Sodom, which is

the place that God at last will destroy : O that we might
arise, and be gone ; and, while we are lingering, that the

angels of God would lay hold upon our hands, and be mer-

ciful unto us, and bring us forth, and set us without the city ;

and that we may never look back any more, but may escape
unto the mountain, and dwell safe in the rock of ages !

Wisdom hath killed her beasts, she hath mingled her wine,
and furnished her table ; O that we miofht eat of her meat, and

drink of her wine which she hath mingled ! God knocks at

the doors of our hearts
;
O let us open unto him those ever-

lasting gates, that he may sup with us, and we with him
;

for he will bring his cheer along with him, and will feast us

with manna and angels' food ! O that the Sun of Righte-
ousness might arise, and melt the iciness of our hearts !

That God would send forth his Spirit, and, with his warmth
and heat, dissolve our frozen souls

;
that God would breathe

into our minds those still and gentle gales of divine inspi-

rations, that may blow up and increase in us the flames of

heavenly love ! That we may be a whole burnt-offering, and

all the substance of our souls be consumed by fire from

heaven, and ascend up in clouds of incense ! That, as so

many sparks, we might be always mounting upward, till we
return again into our proper elements ! That, like so many
particular rivulets, we may be continually making toward

the sea, and never rest till we lose ourselves in that ocean
of goodness, from whence we first came ! That we may open
our mouths wide, that God may satisfy them ! That we may
so perfectly discharge ourselves of all strange desires and

passions, that our souls may be nothing else but a deep

emptiness and vast capacity to be filled with all the fulness

of God ! Let but these be the breathings of our spirits, and

this divine magnetism will most certainly draw down God
into our souls, and we shall have some prelibations of that
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happiness ;
some small glimpses, and little discoveries whereof,

is all that belongs to this state of mortality.

I have as yet done but the half of my text: and I have

another text yet to preach upon, and a very large and copious

one,
— the great person, whose obsequies we here come to

celebrate : his fame is so great throughout the world, that

he stands in no need of an encomium
;
and yet his worth is

much greater than his fame
;

it is impossible not to speak

great things of him, and yet it is impossible to speak what

he deserves
;
and the meanness of an oration will but sully

the brightness of his excellencies : but custom requires that

something should be said, and it is a duty and a debt that

we owe only unto his memory : and I hope his great soul, if it

hath any knowledge of what is done here below, will not be

offended at the smallness of our offering.

He was born at Cambridge, and brought up in the free-

school there, and was ripe for the university, afore custom

would allow of his admittance
;
but by that time he was thir-

teen years old, he was entered into Caius College ;
and as

soon as he was graduate, he was chosen fellow. Had he

lived among the ancient pagans, he had been ushered into

the world with a miracle, and swans must have danced and

sung at his birth
;
and he must have been a great hero, and

no less than the son of Apollo, the god of wisdom and

eloquence.
He was a man long afore he was of age, and knew little

more of the state of childhood, than its innocency and plea-

santness. From the university, by that time he was Master

of Arts, he removed to London, and became public lecturer

in the church of St. Paul's, where he preached to the admi-

ration and astonishment of his auditory, and by his florid

and youthful beauty, and sweet and pleasant air, and sublime

and raised discourses, he made his hearers take him for some

young angel, newly descended from the visions of glory. The
fame of this new star, that outshone all the rest of the firma-

ment, quickly came to the notice of the great archbishop of

Ca,nterbury, who would needs have him preach before him,
vvhich he performed not less to his wonder than satisfaction

;

his discourse was beyond exception and beyond imitation : yet
the wise prelate thought him too young ;

but the great youth
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Immbly begged his grace to pardon that fault, and promised,
if he lived, he would mend it. However, the grand patron
of learning and ingenuity thought it for the advantage of

the world, that such mighty parts should be afforded better

opportunities of study and improvement, than a course of

constant preaching would allow of; and to that purpose he

placed him in his own college of All-Souls, in Oxford;
where love and admiration still waited upon him : which, so

long as there is any spark of ingenuity in the breasts of

men, must needs be the inseparable attendants of so extra-

ordinary a worth and sweetness. He had not been long

here, afore my lord of Canterbury bestowed upon him the

rectory of Uppingham in Rutlandshire, and soon after pre-

ferred him to be chaplain to king Charles the martyr, of

blessed and immortal memory. Thus were preferments

heaped upon him, but still less than his deserts
;
and that not

through the fault of his great masters, but because the

amplest honours and rewards were poor and inconsiderable,

compared with the greatness of his worth and merit.

This great man had no sooner launched into the world,

but a fearful tempest arose, and a barbarous and unnatural

war disturbed a long and uninterrupted peace and tran-

quillity, and brought all things into disorder and confusion ;

but his religion taught him to be loyal, and engaged him on

his prince's side, whose cause and quarrel he always owned

and maintained, with a great courage and constancy : till at

last, he and his little fortune were shipwrecked in that great

hurricane, that overturned both church and state : this fatal

storm cast him ashore in a private corner of the world, and a

tender providence shrouded him under her wings, and the

prophet was fed in the wilderness
;
and his great worthiness

procured him friends, that supplied him with bread and

necessaries. In this solitude he began to write those excel-

lent discourses, which are enough of themselves to furnish a

library, and will be famous to all succeeding generations, for

their greatness of wit, and profoundness of judgment, and

richness of fancy, and clearness of expression, and copious-
ness of invention, and general usefulness to all the purposes
of a Christian. And by these he soon got a great reputation

among all persons of judgment and indifierency, and his

VOL. I. c
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name will grow greater still, as the world grows better

and wiser.

When he had spent some years in this retirement, it

pleased God to visit his family with sickness, and to take to

himself the dear pledges of his favour, three sons of great

Hopes and expectations, within the space of two or three

months : and though he had learned a quiet submission unto

the divine will, yet the affliction touched him so sensibly,

that it made him desirous to leave the country ;
and going to

London, he there met my lord Conway, a person of great

honour and generosity, who making him a kind proffer, the

good man embraced it, and that brought him over into

Ireland, and settled him at Portmore, a place made for study
and contemplation, which he, therefore, dearly loved

;
and

here he wrote his 'Cases of Conscience:' a book that is

able alone to give its author immortality.

By this time the wheel of providence brought about the

king's happy restoration, and there began a new world, and

the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters, and out

of a confused chaos brought forth beauty and order, and all

the three nations were inspired with a new life, and became

drunk with an excess of joy: among the rest, this loyal

subject went over to congratulate the prince and people's

happiness, and bear a part in the universal triumph.
It was not long ere his sacred Majesty began the settle-

ment of the church, and the great Doctor Jeremy Taylor
was resolved upon for the bishopric of Down and Connor

;

and not long after, Dromore was added to it : and it was but

reasonable that the king and church should consider their

champion, and reward the pains and sufferings he underwent

in the defence of their cause and honour. With what care

and faithfulness he discharged his office, we are all his

witnessses ;
what good rules and directions he gave his

clergy, and how he taught us the practice of them by his

own example. Upon his coming over bishop, he was made

a privy-counsellor ;
and the university of Dublin gave him

their testimony, by recommending him for their vice-chan-

cellor : which honourable office he kept to his dying day.

During his being in this see, he wrote several excellent

discourses, particularly his
* Dissuasive from Popery,' which
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was received by a general approbation ;
and a * Vindication'

of it (now in the press) from some impertinent cavillers, that

pretend to ansvi^er books, when there is nothing towards it

more than the very title-page. This great prelate improved
his talent with a mighty industry, and managed his steward-

ship rarely well
;
and his Master, when he called for his

accomits, found him busy and at his work, and employed
upon an excellent subject,

* A Discourse upon the Beati-

tudes
;' which, if finished, would have been of great use to

the world, and solve most of the cases of conscience that

occur to a Christian, in all the varieties of states and condi-

tions. But the all-wise God hath ordained it otherwise, and
hath called home his good servant, to give him a portion in

that blessedness, that Jesus Christ hath promised to all his

faithful disciples and followers.

Thus having given you a brief account of his life, I know

you will now expect a character of his person ;
but I foresee,

it will befal him, as it does all glorious subjects, that are but

disparaged by a commendation
;
one thing I am secure of,

that I shall not be thought to speak hyperboles ;
for the

subject can hardly be reached by any expressions; for he

was none of God's ordinary works, but his endowments

were so many, and so great, as really made him a

miracle.

Nature had befriended him much in his constitution
;
for

he was a person of most sweet and obliging humour, of great

candour and ingenuity ;
and there was so much of salt and

fineness of wit, and prettiness of address, in his familiar dis-

courses, as made his conversation have all the pleasantness
of a comedy, and all the usefulness of a sermon. His soul

was made up ofharmony ;
and he never spake, but he charmed

his hearer, not only with the clearness of his reason, but all

his words, and his very tone and cadences, were strangely
musical.

But that which did most of all captivate and enravish, was,

the gaiety and richness of fancy ;
for he had much in him of

that natural enthusiasm, that inspires all great poets and

orators; and there was a generous ferment in his blood

and spirits, that set his fancy bravely a-work, and made
it swell, and teem, and become pregnant to such degrees of
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luxurlancy, as nothing but the greatness of his wit and

judgment, could have kept it within due bounds and

measures.

And, indeed, it was a rare mixture and a single instance,

hardly to he found in an age : for the great trier of wits has

told us, that there is a peculiar and several complexion,

required for wit, and judgment, and fancy ;
and yet you

might have found all these in this great personage, in their

eminency and perfection. But that which made his wit and

judgment so considerable, was the largeness and freedom of

his spirit ;
for truth is plain and easy to a mind disentangled

from superstition and prejudice ;
he was one of the "£.k>.2ktikoi,

a sort of brave philosophers that Laertius speaks of, that did

not addict themselves to any particular sect, but ingeniously

sought for truth among all the wrangling schools
;
and they

found her miserably torn and rent to pieces, and parcelled

into ragSf by the several contending parties, and so disfigured

and misshapen, that it was hard to know her
;
but they made

a shift to gather up her scattered limbs, which, as soon as

they came together, by a strange sympathy and connatural-

ness, presently united into a lovely and beautiful body. This

was the spirit of this great man
;
he weighed men's reasons,

and not their names,— and was not scared with the ugly visors

men usually put upon persons they hate, and opinions they
dislike

;
not affrighted with the anathemas and execrations

of an infallible chair, which he looked upon only as bugbears
to terrify weak and childish minds. He considered that it is

not likely any one party should wholly engross truth to them-

selves; that obedience is the only way to true knowledge;
which is an argument that he has managed rarely well, in

that excellent sermon of his, which he calls,
' Via Tntelli-

gentiae ;

'

that God always, and only, teaches docible and

ingenuous minds, that are willing to hear and ready to obey,

according to their light ;
that it is impossible a pure, humble,

resigned, God-like soul, should be kept out of heaven, what-

ever mistakes it might be subject to in this state of mortality ;

that the design of heaven is not to fill men's heads, and

feed their curiosities, but to better their hearts, and mend
their lives. Such considerations as these, made him im-

partial in his disquisitions, and give a due allowance to the
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reasons of his adversary, and contend for truth, and not for

victory.

And now you will easily believe that an ordinary dili-

gence would be able to make great improvements upon such

a stock of parts and endowments
;
but to these advantages

of nature, and excellency of his spirit, he added an indefati-

gable industry, and God gave a plentiful benediction: for,

there were very few kinds of learning, but he was a Mystes,
and a great master in them : he was a rare humanist, and

hugely versed in all the pohte parts of learning ;
and had

thoroughly concocted all the ancient moralists, Greek and

Roman, poets and orators ;
and was not unacquainted with

the refined wits of the later ages, whether French or

Italian.

But he had not only the accomplishments of a gentleman,
but so universal were his parts, that they were proportioned
to every thing ;

and though his spirit and humour were made

up of smoothness and gentleness, yet he could bear with the

harshness and roughness of the schools
;
and was not unseen

in their subtilties and spinosities, and, upon occasion, could

make them serve his purpose ;
and yet, I believe, he thought

many of them very near akin to the famous Knight de la

Mancha, and would make sport sometimes with the romantic

sophistry, and fantastic adventures of school-errantry. His

skill was great, both in the civil and canon law, and casu-

istical divinity ;
and he was a rare conductor of souls, and

knew how to counsel and to advise
;
to solve difficulties, and

determine cases, and quiet consciences. And he was no

novice in Mr. I. S.'s new science of controversy ;
but could

manage an argument and repartees, with a strange dexterity;

he understood what the several parties in Christendom have

to say for themselves, and could plead their cause to better

advantage than any advocate of their tribe : and when he had

done, he could confute them too
;
and show, that better

arguments than ever they could produce for themselves, would

afford no sufficient ground for their fond opinions.

It would be too great a task to pursue his accomplish-
ments through the various kinds of literature : I shall content

myself to add only his great acquaintance with the fathers

and ecclesiastical writers, and the doctors of the first and
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purest ages both of the Greek and Latin church ;
which he

has made use of against the Romanists, to vindicate the

Church of England from the challenge of innovation, and

prove her to be truly ancient, catholic, and apostolical.

But religion and virtue is the crown of all other accom-

plishments ;
and it was the glory of this great man, to be

thought a Christian, and whatever you added to it, he looked

upon as a term of diminution : and yet he was a zealous son

of the Church of England; but that was because he judged
her (and with great reason) a church the most purely Chris-

tian of any in the world. In his younger years he met with

some assaults from popery ;
and the high pretensions of their

religious orders were very accommodate to his devotional

temper : but he was always so much master of himself, that

he would never be governed by any thing but reason, and

the evidence of truth, which engaged him in the study of

those controversies ; and to how good purpose, the world is

by this time a sufficient witness : but the longer, and the

more he considered, the worse he liked the Roman cause,

and became at last to censure them with some severity ;
but

I confess I have so great an opinion of his judgment, and

the charitableness of his spirit, that I am afraid he did not

think worse of them than they deserve.

But religion is not a matter of theory and orthodox

notions
;
and it is not enough to believe aright, but we

must practise accordingly ;
and to master our passions, and

to make a right use of that auTe^oua-iov, and '

power that God
has given us over our own actions,' is a greater glory than

all other accomplishments that can adorn the mind of man
;

and, therefore, I shall close my character of this great per-

sonage with a touch upon some of those virtues, for which

his memory will be precious to all posterity. He was a

person of great humility ;
and notwithstanding his stupen-

dous parts, and learning, and eminency of place, he had

nothing in him of pride and humour, but was courteous and

affable, and of easy access, and would lend a ready ear to

the complaints, yea, to the impertinencies of the meanest

persons. His humility was coupled with an extraordinary

piety ; and, I believe, he spent the greatest part of his time

in heaven
;
his solemn hours of prayer took up a considerable
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portion of his life
;
and we are not to doubt but he had

learned of St. Paul to pray continually ;
and that occasional

ejaculations, and frequent aspirations and emigrations of his

soul after God, made up the best part of his devotions. But

he was not only a good man Godward, but he was come to

the top of St. Peter's gradation, and to all his other virtues

added a large and diffusive charity : and whoever compares
his plentiful incomes with the inconsiderable estate he left

at his death, will be easily convinced that charity was

steward for a great proportion of his revenue. But the

hungry that he fed, and the naked that he clothed, and the

distressed that he supplied, and the fatherless that he pro-

vided for
;
the poor children that he put to apprentice;

—
and brought up at school, and maintained at the university,

will now sound a trumpet to that charity which he dispersed

with his right hand, but would not suffer his left hand to

have any knowledge of it.

To sum up all in a few words
;
This great prelate had the

good humour of a gentleman, the eloquence of an orator,

the fancy of a poet, the acuteness of a school-man, the

profoundness of a philosopher, the wisdom of a counsellor,

the sagacity of a prophet, the reason of an angel, and the

piety of a saint : he had devotion enough for a cloister,

learning enough for an universitiy, and wit enough for a

college of virtuosi : and, had his parts and endowments

been parcelled out among his poor clergy that he left behind

him, it would, perhaps, have made one of the best dioceses

in the world. But, alas !

*' Our Father ! our Father ! the

horses of our Israel, and the chariot thereof!" he is gone,
and has carried his mantle and his spirit along with him up
to heaven

;
and the sons of the prophets have lost all their

beauty and lustre, which they enjoyed only from the re-

flection of his excellencies, which were bright and radiant

enough to cast a glory upon a whole order of men. But

the sun of this our world, after many attempts to break

through the crust of an earthly body, is at last swallowed up
in the great vortex of eternity, and there all his maculae are

scattered and dissolved, and he is fixed in an orb of glory,
and shines among his brethren-stars, that, in their several

ages, gave light to the world, and turned many souls unto
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righteousness ;
and we that are left behind, though we can

never reach his perfections, must study to imitate his virtues,

that we may at last come to sit at his feet in the mansions of

glory ;
which God grant, for his infinite mercies in Jesus

Christ! to whom, with the Father, through the Eternal

Spirit, be ascribed all honour and glory, worship and thanks-

giving, love and obedience, now and for evermore. Amen.
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TO THE UNPREJUDICED READER.

I SHALL only give thee a brief narrative of the

occasion of the ensuing letters : one Mr. T. C. of

Bridgewater, being at my house, brake out into

extraordinary (that I say not excessive, and hyper-

bolical) praises of Dr. Jeremy Taylor ;
I expressed

my concurrence with him in great part ; nay, I came

nothing behind him in the just commendations of

his admirable w^it, great parts, quick and elegant

pen, his abilities in critical learning, and his pro-

found skill in antiquity : but notwithstanding all

this, I professed my dissent from some of his opi-

nions which I judged to be erroneous, and I in-

stanced in his doctrine of *

Original Sin.' Now his

* Further Explication' of this lay then casually in

the window (as I take it); which hereupon I took up,

and turned unto the passage now under debate, and

showed unto Mr. T. C. that therein was gross non-

sense, and blasphemy ; he, for his own part, with a

great deal of modesty, forthwith declined all further

dispute of the business, but withal he told me, that

he would, if I so pleased, give Dr. Taylor notice of

what I said ; whereunto I agreed, and in a short

time he brought me from the Doctor a fair and civil

invitation to send him my exceptions, and with

it a promise of a candid reception of them
;
where-

upon I drew them up in a letter unto Mr. T. C, the

copy whereof followeth.



Dr. Taylor, in his ' Further Explication of the Doctrine of

Original Sin,' page 496.

That every man is inclined to evil, some more, some less,

but all in some instances, is very true
;
and it is an effect, or

condition of nature, but no sin properly; 1. Because that

which is unavoidable, is not a sin
; 2. Because it is accidental

to nature, not intrinsical and essential
;
3. It is superinduced

to nature, and is after it, &c.
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Addressed to Mr. T. C.
SIR,

I HAVE here, according unto your desire, sent you my ex-

ceptions against that passage in Dr. Taylor, concerning
which you discoursed at my house

;
it is in his * Further Ex-

plication of the Doctrine of Original Sin,' p. 496, and it is

the second argument, which he brings to prove ;
that inclina-

tion to evil is no sin properly ;
because it is accidental to

nature, not intrinsical and essential. The argument, put into

form, may be reduced into two syllogisms.
The first :

Sin, properly, is not accidental to the nature of man.

An inclination to evil is accidental to the nature of man :

Therefore,

An inclination to evil is no sin properly.
A second syllogism is,

—
Sin, properly so called, is intrinsical, and essential to the

nature of man.

An inclination to evil is not intrinsical, and essential to

the nature of man : therefore.

An inclination to evil is not sin properly so called.

Unto the first of those syllogisms, I answer that the

major is false
;
and that, according to Porphyry's so cele-

brated definition of an accident :

* Accidens est quod adest, et abest sine subjecli interitu :'

that is, as the best commentators upon Porphyry expound
the words,—* An accident is that, which may be affirmed, or

denied of its subject, without any repugnancy, or contra-

diction to the essence, and definition thereof;' now to deny
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sin of man, gives no overthrow to his essence and definition ;

for a man that is no sinner, may be ' animal rationale ;' sin,

therefore, is accidental to the nature of man.

The major of the second syllogism is no less false, than

that of the first
;
as for the term^

'

intrinsical,' I shall not stay

upon it
;
because the doctor useth it as equivalent to essen-

tial, as is apparent by the antithesis he puts between it and
* accidental ;' but shall wholly insist upon the word * essential :'

to say, as the doctor doth by consequence, that * sin is essen-

tial to the nature of man,' is an assertion, guilty of nonsense,

blasphemy, and libertinism.

1. Nonsense. A thing may be said to be essential unto

another, either ' a priori,' and then it is predicated of it,
*
in

primo modo dicendi per se
;'

or else
* a posteriori,' and then

it is predicated of it,
*
in secundo modo dicendi per se.' And

to say that sin is either of these ways essential to the nature

of man, is such pitiful and prodigious nonsense, as that I

cannot think it worthy of any serious refutation.

In a second place, I charge it with blasphemy : it blas-

phemes three actions, three acts of God.

1. The creation of man. 2. The incarnation of Christ.

3. The full glorification of the saints at the resurrection.

1. The creation of man : God was the author of whatso-

ever was essential unto man
;
and if sin be essential unto the

nature of man, then God was tlie author of sin.

2. The incarnation of Christ : in which God made Christ

like unto man in essentials
;
if sin, then, be essential unto the

nature of man, God made Christ sinful
;
a blasphemy that I

tremble to mention.

3. This opinion blasphemes God's full glorification of

the saints in the resurrection
;

for it affirms, by just con-

sequence, that they shall be raised with sin
; because, doubt-

less, they shall be raised with whatsoever is essential to the

nature of man.

In the third and last place, this tenet is chargeable with

libertinism : it is a licentious doctrine, and opens a gap to

the greatest profaneness : for it takes away all conscience of

sin, all repentance of it for the time past, all caution against

it for the future : if sin be essential to the nature of man,
what reason hath he to be humbled for it? to ask God

pardon for it ? to make any scruple of the committing of it ?
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And thus having briefly performed my promise, and satis-

fied your request, I shall rest

"Your affectionate friend, and humble servant,

HENRY JEANES.

Before the receipt of this, Mr. T. C. gave an account unto
Dr. Taylor of what he remembered in our discourse, and
received from him an answer, which he concealed from me
until the delivery ofmy paper, and then he produced it. This

answer, together with my reply thereunto, I shall next offer

unto thy consideration.

To his respected Friend, Mr. T. C. these, S^c.

Mr. C.

I thank you for your letter, and friendly information of

Mr. Jeanes's exception ;
but if he had been as careful to

understand as he was forward to object and mistake, he had

eased you and me of this little trouble. He objects that I

say, that ' inclination to sin is no sin, because it is accidental,

not intrinsical and essential :' and he gives reason why such

a reason is absurd. To all which I return this soft answer,

that he says true, but nothing to the purpose. For the thing
that I was to prove then, was the precedent word : that
*

every man is inchned to evil, some more, some less :' that is,

that this inclination to evil is not regular and uniform, and,

therefore, not natural: for, as for the other clause, it is an

effect or condition of nature, but no sin properly, that was

the less principal part of the proposition, and to it only the

first reason was apportioned, viz. that which is unavoidable

is not a sin. But if he had considered the business I was

then upon, he must needs have seen that I was explicating
that clause of the church article,

* and is inclined to evil,'

which, I was to say, was an inclination not natural, not in-

trinsical, not essential, but accidental. And this thing I

pursue, and to this all the other reasons relate to the end of

that section
;
and none of them, the first only excepted,

relates to the latter part of the proposition, which if I had

left out, and the reasons relating to it, the sense had been as

complete, and my argument not the worse, and my discourse

00 less pertinent. And unless he refer the four last reasons.
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that is, all after the first, to that clause of the variety of our

inclination to evil, he will not only mistake the second

reason, but all the rest. Besides this, if Mr. Jeanes had so

much ingeniiity as he pretends to have logic, he would have

perceived, that for me to mean what he says I mean, had

been the perfect destruction of all my discourse, and all my
intention; for if I had said, that '

nothing could be a sin, but

what is intrinsical and essential,' then I had affirmed, that
* not only some sin, but all sin had been natural.' Now my
thesis being, that * no sin, properly such, is natural

;'
it cannot

be imagined that I should mean what he dreams of: it had

not been to my purpose, either there or in the whole ques-

tion. But all the following reasons do so explicate, and

fully manifest the meaning of the second, that I wonder how
Mr. Jeanes, if he be that person which he would be thought,

could mistake it, unless he be also that person he would not

be thought. I could say many more things, but this being
the truth of the business, and the real purpose of my dis-

course, I need add no more
;
but one thing I cannot but add

to Mr. Jeanes
;
that is, since he instances in our blessed Sa-

viour, he must needs allow that concupiscence, taking it for

those desires, which are purely natural, and concreated with

us, cannot possibly be a sin : because, as Mr. Jeanes rightly

observes, whatsoever is natural to man, was in Christ, because

he had all our mere nature, but he had not our sin
;
therefore

our mere nature hath no sin : for Christ was in all things like

to us, sin only excepted, but he took upon him our nature,

and nothing of that was excepted ; therefore, our nature, of

itself, is not properly sinful : nothing of our constitution is

criminal.

Sir
;
I have given you a fair and easy answer. I pray let

Mr. Jeanes have so much conveyed to him, as concerns that

part to which he objects : and if he writes any thing against

me, let him take notice of this my answer, or else all the

world shall take notice of his impertinent and uningenuous

dealing : I pray let not this letter go out of your hand,
because I have no copy of it, if Mr. Jeanes should be trou-

blesome : but if he be, it will be sufficient to acquaint his

neighbourhood with my defence, for what he says, shall go no
farther. Sir

;
I hope you will expound this trouble I put you

to in reading a long letter, to my readiness to do you service.
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and as a return of those great kindnesses by which you have

obliged, SIR,

Your very affectionate friend, to love and serve you, ;

London, July 4th, 1657. JEREMY TAYLOR.

Postscript.— I hope I have spoken clearly enough in

the exphcating and untying this knot in the bulrush
;
but if

it be not extremely plain, for your own satisfaction make but

the second part of the proposition to be a parenthesis; thus,

beginning at *' and it is an effect," &c. unto 2. and then the

thing is extremely plain, for there the design was only to say

and prove, that although man be (more or less, as it happens)
inclined to sin, yet his nature is never the more criminal for

that : for it is besides his nature, it is accidental to it : not but

that it is natural to be inclined to such objects; but that this

should be sinful is but in some cases, and it is accidental,

and it is because those objects were forbidden, after our

nature was given to us. Man is naturally inclined to some

things, which are not naturally, but accidentally, sinful.

To /lis loving Friend, Mr. T. C. these, 8^c.

SIR,

I HAVE received Dr. Taylor's letter sent unto you, bearing
date July 4th. What design you had in concealing of it so

long from me, I cannot guess. But if you had delivered it

before I had sent you my objections, you would have eased

me and Dr. Taylor of some trouble: for I should then have

let alone these objections, and have only proved, that I did

him no wrong, in charging him with the conclusions, against
which these objections were directed

;
to wit, that no sin is

accidental
;
that all sin is essential, and intrinsical.

Two things he layeth to my charge, want of care to

understand him, and disingenuity.
1. Want of care to understand him. ' If he had been,' he

saith,
'
as careful to understand as he was forward to object

and mistake, he had eased you and me of this little trouble.'

But if the Doctor had been a man of that ingenuity, which

you fame him for, he would have confessed his carelessness

in expressing of himself, and not have charged me with want

VOL.1. D
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of care to understand that to be his meaning which I could

not understand to be his meanino- without ofFerins; violence

to his words: he propounds two propositions, without any

thing but a copulative conjunction interposed between them
;

and unto the last of these propositions he subjoineth six

reasons. Now what rule of logic obliged me to carry the

five last of these reasons backwards, and to place them

between the above-mentioned propositions, I readily confess

myself to be utterly ignorant, and shall be very ready to sit

down at the Doctor's feet, and to learn any such rule of

him. If the Doctor must have such liberty allowed him to

make such unexampled transpositions, he is a very formidable

adversary, not to be coped with by mortal wights, who cannot

guess, how he will, in an after-game, sever these reasons, that

he hath first joined together.

Logic informeth me, that '

secondly
'

signifies
* a relation of

order betwixt itself and firstly.' But now, if two reasons be

related unto not one, but several conclusions, I would fain

know why one should be the first, and the other the second

reason.

Besides, here is a first reason, that hath no second reason

following it, relating unto the same conclusion. There goeth
a story of an alderman in Oxford, that upon the reading of

some records touching something controverted betwixt the

town and university, he brake out into this expression ;

" Unless we can prove king Henry VIII. to be before king

Henry VII. the university will have the better of us : but if

we can make it good, that king Henry VIII. was before king

Henry VII. then there is no doubt but that we shall, in this

particular, have a full conquest over the scholars." I take

this to be a fable : but, however, give me leave to make ap-

plication of it unto my present purpose. All the wrong that

the Doctor can pretend that I have done him, is because I

did not place
'

secondly' before *

firstly,' and if he can make it

good, that I ought to have placed
'

secondly' before 'firstly,'

then I must needs confess I have done him a great deal of

injury, and shall be ready to ask his pardon ;
and unless such

proof can be made, he must lay the blame upon the con-

fusion, and disorder of his own discourse : but to go on.

The Doctor tells us, that this clause "
it is an effect, or con-

dition of nature, but no sin properly, is the less principal part
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of the proposition:" both clauses then, according unto him,
make but one proposition ;

and this is a great faihng against
that logic, which the learned have hitherto used

;
for by that,

these two clauses are not parts of one proposition, but several,

entire, distinct propositions.
But perhaps he may say, that they make one compounded

proposition.
Unto this I shall reply, 1. That a compounded proposi-

tion consists ever of simple propositions. Now the last of

these clauses, to say nothing of the first, is a compounded
proposition itself, for it is an adversative proposition ; and,

therefore, though these two clauses may make an aggregation
of several propositions, yet they can never concur to the

composition of one,

2. If both clauses make one compounded proposition,
then it is a copulative proposition ; because they are knit

together by a copulative conjunction. Now a copulative

proposition is not true, unless all parts be true
; and, con-

sequently it is not proved to be true, unless all parts be

proved to be true. Now the Doctor, for the proof of this pre-
tended copulative proposition, jumbleth together six reasons,
without any note of distinction to direct the reader unto

which part of the proposition, as he calls it, he should apply
the several reasons: and whether this proof of a copulative

proposition be not illogical, I appeal unto any man that

knows any thing in logic.

He informs you, that the first reason is apportioned to be

unto the latter part of the proposition, as he calls it, and the

five other reasons unto the first part of the proposition. But

what precept of logic or grammar I have transgressed, in not

making such a distribution or application of his reasons, he

doth not acquaint you.
But the Doctor directs you unto two ways for the finding

out of his meaning.
The first, to leave out the second clause, and the reason

relating unto it.
" If I had," saith he,

"
left out the latter

part of the proposition, and the reasons relating to it, my
sense had been as complete, and my argument not the worse,
and my discourse no less pertinent."

But the second clause being left in, perturbeth and con-

foundeth the sense, and occasioneth the mistake : und who, I
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pray, is to be blamed,— the Doctor, for putting it into the

synthesis,
— or I, for still keeping it in the analysis of his

words? It would be a strange and unheard-of way of ana-

lyzing, that a reader should lop off two lines, at a time, of an

author. But it should seem, we are to make such defal-

cations to make your great Doctor speak sense : only I would

know by what warrant and obligation.
" A second way, which will make it extremely plain," as

he tells you in the postscript,
"

is to make the second part
of the proposition," as he terms it,

" and the reason relating

unto it, to be a parenthesis."

But, 1. that this was not brought in by way of paren-

thesis, who is in the fault ?

Again, 2. The Doctor hath told us, that '
it is the second

part of the same proposition with the foregoing clause
;'
and if

so, then it cannot be inserted as a parenthesis betwixt it and

the following proposition.
And besides, 3. If he bring in the words only by way of

parenthesis, I would fain know what is to be done with
'

secondly ;' in this case he must new figure and nvmiber his

reasons. That which he figureth to be the second reason,

must be the first, and his six reasons will prove to be but five.

The second thing that he chargeth me with, is dis-

ingenuity.
" Besides this," saith he,

"
if Mr. Jeanes had so

much ingenuity, as he pretends to have logic, he would have

perceived," &.c.

1. As for what he speaks of my pretending unto logic, I

think unworthy of any answer, and shall leave it unto the

reader to judge of the wit and ingenuity thereof.

2. It is no disingenuous part in me to charge the Doctor

with a conclusion, that I prove his words to be guilty of:

for as for his meaning, I cannot guess at it but by his

words, but I believe the impartial reader will judge it a very

high point of disingenuity in the Doctor, not to acknowledge
the incommodious structure of his words.

But let us hear wherein my disingenuity consists. " If

Mr. Jeanes," saith he,
*' had so much ingenuity as he pretends

vto have logic, he would have perceived, that for me to mean
what he says I mean, had been the perfect destruction of all

my discourse, and all my intention."

If this be all, the Doctor hath no reason to charge me
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with want of ingenuity in this particular ;
for I do very Well

perceive, that for him to mean, what I say his words hold

forth, (for as for any secret and reserved meaning I have

nothing to do with,) had been the perfect destruction of all

his discourse, &c. But I believe the Doctor's meaning is,

that it is an uningenuous part in me, to think it possible, or

probable, for him to assert any thing, that is the perfect
destruction of all his discourse and all his intention. Now
this I utterly deny. I have no such apprehension of the

Doctor's
infallibility ;

but take him to be a man as likely to

contradict himself as other mortals.

There is one thing more, that the Doctor adds con-

cerning our blessed Saviour, that '

concupiscence, taking it for

those desires, which are purely natural and concreative, is no

sin, because it was in Christ.'

Unto which I answer, that this is nothing unto the pur-

pose ;
for the concupiscence in controversy is preternatural,

and never created, or concreated by God.
It is an inclination unto evil, and, therefore, irregular and

disorderly : it is that which the apostle termeth,
*' the sin

that dwelleth in him%" " which made him do that evil which
he would not '',"

" which he hated "^

:"
" the law of his members

warring against the law of his mind'' :" "the body of this

death, from which he desired to be delivered'':-" and, me-
thinks he should be afraid to ascribe this concupiscence unto

Jesus Christ, who was the Lamb of God,
" without blemish

and without spotV
"

holy, harmless, undefiled, separate
from sinners^." And thus I have, according unto the Doctor's

desire, taken notice of his answer, and shall not be so hasty
as to write any thing against him, but that I shall stay a

convenient time, to hear the uttermost that he can say ;
and

when our paper shall be made public unto all the world, I do

not doubt but there will be more that will accuse him of

incogitancy than me of impertinency. Many ingenious and

learned men, and some that otherwise admire the Doctor,

have made the same construction of his words that I have,
and thought that he here forgat himself. I am informed,

that the Doctor, in a letter unto you, tells you, that * he

« Rom. vii. 17. *> Ver. 19. ' Vcr. 15. ^ Vcr. 23.
« Vcr, 24. f 1 Pet. i. 19. « Ileb. vii. 26.
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desires not to be troubled with my trifling logic ;'
I hope he

reviles not logic as trifling, for then I know in what herd of

writers to rank him, and should decline him as an irrational

adversary, who is an enemy to the very art of reason.

But it is not logic itself, I believe, but my logic, that he

thus bespatters ;
and if it be so, 1 shall return nothing unto

this his censure, but leave you, and others, his admirers, to

judge of the humility and ingenuity thereof.

I have heard that the Doctor hath printed a very good
Grammar

;
if he will also publish a Logic, for the better

information of such triflers as myself, I do assure you, that I

will very diligently peruse it
;
and if it be more solid, weighty,

and serious, than those which I have hitherto read, give him

many thanks for it.

As for his last letter, I have not yet had the leisure fully

to peruse it, but by that cursory view which I have taken of

it, I find it to be as empty of reason, though fuller of passion,
as the former. You have given it out that it is unanswerable ;

but I shall desire you to have a little patience, and if I do not

give it a satisfying answer, I shall submit unto what penance

you will enjoin me. In great haste, I rest.

Your affectionate friend and servant,

Chedzoy, August 31, 1657. HENRY JEANES.

Mr. C. thought, that the Doctor's letter would supersede
all further disputation ;

but perceiving that I was unsatisfied,
and that I intended a replication, he conveyed my objections
unto the Doctor, which begat a very angry letter from him,
unto which he would not vouchsafe so much as a super-

scription ;
but I saw the contents concerned me, and, there-

fore, unto thee I shall present it, together with my answer

thereunto, submitting both unto thy censure, and so shall

rest, devoted to thy spiritual service, HENRY JEANES.

SIR,

I understand by my very good friend, Mr. T. C, that you
are very much troubled at a passage in my

" Further Expli-
cation of Original Sin*." The words are these :

*' that

every man is inclined to evil, some more, some less, but all

» Page 496.
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in some instances, is very true, and it is an effect or con-

dition of nature ; but no sin properly." The offence you
conceive is because one of the reasons I bring to prove it is,

* because it is accidental to nature, not intrinsical and essen-

tial.' Upon this you fancy that I intend, that *
all sin is intrin-

sical and essential to nature
;' which, indeed, if I had said, I

had been as very a fool as you conceive me, and worse
; for,

besides the reasons you are pleased to object, which I am no

way by this concerned to examine, I had destroyed my main

intention, nay, that which I was proving in that very place ;

for my work there was to prove, that ' no sin is or can be

natural.'

Now then, although I know you could easily have under-

stood what I did, and must, mean there
; yet, because you are

pleased not to do it, I will point it out to you.
* To be

inclined to evil is an effect or condition of nature
;
but no sin

properly,' viz. of nature
;
for that is the subject of the ques-

tion :
* whether inclination to evil be an effect of nature, or

an inherent principle of evil
; a sin natural and necessary.*

Now that it is not this
;
I do suppose that reason, which you

so misconstrued competent, viz. it is not a natural or neces-

sary sin, not ' a sin of our nature, because it is accidental to

nature, not intrinsical, not essential.' If it be in our nature,
it must be naturally inseparable, it must be at first, it must
be in all persons, that have our nature. And this is my
meaning ;

and that you may not be troubled at the word

'essential,' I mean it not in the strict physical, but in the

moral sense
;
that which is not after our nature, but together

with it in real being : and I explicate it by intrinsical
;

I op-

pose it to *

accidental,' in this reason
;
and to

*

superinduced,'
in the next. Sir, I did give an account to Mr. C. in a letter

to him, which I know was sufficient, and Hco Qskov^-^ for'cujus
est loqui, ejus est interpretari ;' I told you perfectly what is

my meaning ;
it is very plain, by the whole design of that,

that it must be my meaning ;
it is also clear enough, and

very easy in the expression; and, therefore, I now appeal to

your ingenuity, whether you ought to have made such tra-

gedies with that which common sense would have made plain
to you, unless you had received a prejudice.

And now, Sir, to your two syllogisms : be pleased to the

subject of the two majors, to add but this qualification,
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'

natural,' and try if those horrid consequents will follow

which you affixed to your own (paivoiAtvoi.

But I shall, for this once, consider the particulars.

1. You charge it with nonsense; but, with your favour,

you prove it most pitifully ; your reason is, that to say
'
essen-

tial' is predicated of sin in either of the two ways,
' dicendi

per se,' is such pitiful and prodigious nonsense, that you
think it not worthy of any serious refutation : so that this is

your argument,
*
to say that* sin is essential, is prodigious

and pitiful nonsense
; therefore, it is prodigious and pitiful

nonsense,'— surely a good argument: or thus,
' that which is

such nonsense that you think not worthy of refutation, is

certainly nonsense : but to say that sin is essential, is such

nonsense that you think not worthy of refute
; therefore, it is

nonsense.' I do not say your argument is nonsense, but I

am sure it is no argument, unless a bold affirmative be a

sufficient proof in your logic. But to the thing ;
that sin is

essential is indeed false to say, but to say so is not nonsense.

And whereas you will suppose me to say so, you are un-

charitable, and something unreasonable in it : for I was to

prove that inclination to sin was not a sin of our nature, as

was pretended, because what was natural is intriusical and

essential, as docibility to man
;
which because to be inclined

to sin is not, therefore, it is not a sin, viz. of nature.

In the next place, you charge this with blasphemy. If I

had said or meant what you pretend, you had reason. But,

then, pray consider how your charge will return really upon

yourself. For if it be blasphemy to affirm God to be the

author of sin, then what I derived from Adam, is no sin
;
for

that Adam's sin should descend upon me, I demand, who was
the author of that? If you please, you may take time to

consider it
;
but in the interim, if you be pleased to read a

little discourse of mine, called
"
Deus justificatus," you shall

find my question not to be answered by you, if you have any
regard to the authority or to the reason of Mr. Calvin, Dr.

Twiss, and some other bigots of your party. Your second

charge of blasphemy is, that '

my reason does, by implication,
involve Christ in the guilt of sin

;
because whatsoever is

essential, he had.' But then, if you remember, that I say not

that sin is essential, and that I bring the reverse of this very

i^rgument against your party and opinion, in some of my lute
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discourses, you have reason to shake the fire out of your
own bosom

; not to tell me that I burn. For if indmation to

sm be a sin naturally, and derived from our parents, I

demand, whether or no, had not Christ all natural desires ?

If he had not, he was not a perfect man. If he had, then all

natural desires are not natural sins
;

for if you say tliey be,

you are the blasphemer, by the consequence of your affirma-

tive, not I
;
but God forbid that either of us should. Your

third reason also is as pretty. -For, first, I demand whether
a possibility to sin be not of the nature of man? for that is

all I mean by essential. If it be not, how came Adam to sin

his first sin? If it be, I ask whether shall the saints in the

resurrection be raised up with it or no? If yea, then you
blaspheme God's full glorification of the saints in the resur-

rection, for impeccability is certainly a part of their full

glorification ;
if nay, then it is no blasphemy to say, that in

the resurrection the saints- shall be raised up vv'ithout some-

thing that is essential to them, or of their nature. But, sir,

what think you of mortality? Is that essential, or of the

nature of man? I suppose you will not deny it. But yet I

also believe you will confess, that though we are sown a

corruptible body, yet we shall be raised an incorruptible ;

and the mortal shall put on immortality. Once more, is it

natural to be natural? That will not be denied
;
but then

remember, that although to be natural is essential, that is, of

the essence of the body, yet the natural body shall rise with-

out its naturality,
— it is sown a natural body, it is raised a

spiritual. So that, you see, if I had said this which you

charge upon me, which is so contrary to my thoughts, and

so against my purpose, yet your arguments could not have

overthrown it. It is good advice, ou crx£r>.ia^£iv kcci ^oav, Trfiv

av /xdBrig. If you had been pleased to have learned ray

meaning, before you had published your dislike, I should

have esteemed myself obliged to you in a great acknowledg-
ment : now, you have said very much evil of me, though I

deserved it not. For suppose I had not prosperously enough

expressed my meaning; yet you, who are a man of wit and

parts, could easily have discerned my purpose "and my
design ; you could not but know and consider too, that my
great design was to say, that sin could not be natural

;
that

it is so far from being essential, that it is not so much as
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subjected in our common nature, but in our persons only.

But besides this, sir, I am a little to complain of you, that

when you had two words at your choice to explicate each

other,
* intrinsical' and '

essential/ you would take the

hardest and the worst sense, not the easiest and most ready :

for you cannot but know that • essential' is not always to be

taken in the strictest sense of philosophy, or that which is

constitutive of a nature
;
but largely and for all sorts of pro-

prieties, and the universal accidents of nature
;
as it is essen-

tial to man to laugh, to be capable of learning, to be mortal,

to have a body of contrjiry qualities, and, consequently, by
nature corruptible ; and, in a moral discourse, to call for

metaphysical significations, and not to be content with moral

and general, may proceed from an itch to quarrel, but not

from that ingenuity which will be your and ray best orna-

ment.

Although I have not much to do with it, yet because you
are so great a logician, and so great an admirer of that,

which every one of your pupils knows I mean. Porphyry's
definition of an accident; I care not if I tell you, that the

definition is imperfect and false— it is not convertible with

the * definitum.' For even essential things may be taken

away,
' sine interitu subjecti.' I instance, to be quantitative

is essential to a body, and to have succession of duration
;
but

yet in the resurrection, when bodies shall be spiritual and

eternal,
—those other, which are now essential predicates, shall

be taken away, and yet the subject remain, and be improved
to higher and more noble predicates. This I have here set

down, not that I at all value the problem whether it be so or

no ; but that you may not think me a Socinian, particularly

in this article, or that I think the bodies in the resurrection

shall be specifically distinct from what they are : I believe

them the same bodies, but ennobled in their very beings : for

to a specifical and substantial change, is required that there

be an introduction of new forms
;
but yet the improving of

essential predicates is no specification of subjects, but melio-

ration of the first : but the consequent is, that * abesse' and
*
adesse,' &c. is not an excellent definition of an accident.

And yet further, it follows, that if sin were as essential to a

man as mortality is, or to be quantitative, yet there is no

more need that a man should rise with sin than with mor-
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tality : but Aristotle's philosophy and Porphyry's com-

mentary are but ill measures in theology ;
and you should

do well to scour bright that armour in which you trust,

which unless it be prudently conducted, it will make a

man a sophister rather than a theologue ;
but you are wiser.

I have only this one thing to add, that the common dis-

courses of original sin make sin to be natural, necessary, and

unavoidable
;
and then may not I use your own words ?

'* This tenet is chargeable with libertinism : it is a licentious

doctrine, and opens a gap to the greatest profaneness : for it

takes away all conscience of sin, all repentance of it for the

time past." If sin be natural, necessary, and unavoidable,

as it is to us, if we derive it from Adam, &c. what reason

hath he to be humbled for it, and to ask God pardon for it ?

So that you have done well against your own opinion ;
and

if I had not used the argument before, I should have had

reason to thank you for it: now, as it is, you are further to

consider it, not I. Sir, though I have reason to give you
the priority in every thing else, yet in civility I have far out-

done you : you were offended at a passage, which you might

easily, but would not, understand : you have urged arguments

against me which return upon your own head : the proposi-

tion you charge me withal, I own not in any of your senses,

nor (as you set it down) in any at all
;
and yet your argu-

ments do not substantially or rationally confute it, if I had

said so. Besides all this, you have used your pleasure upon
me, you have reviled me, slighted me, scorned me, untempted,

unprovoked : you never sent to me civilly to give you satis-

faction in your objections, but talked it in my absence, and

to my prejudice ; yet I have sent you an answer, I hope

satisfactorily, and together with it a long letter, which, in

the midst of my many affairs, and straitened condition, is

more than I can again afford : and after all this, I assure you
that I will pray for you, and speak such good things of you,
as I can find or hear to be in you, and profess myself and

really be, sir,

Your affectionate friend and servant.

In our blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus,

August 15, 1G57. JEREMY TAYLOR.

Postscript.— Sir; I received yours late last night, and
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I have returned you this early this morning, that I might in

every thing be respective of you ;
but I desire not to be

troubled with any thing that is not very material, for I have

business of much greater concernment
;
neither can I draw

the saw of contention with any man about things less perti-

nent.' I expect no answer, I need none, I desire none; but

expect that you will employ your good parts in any thing
rather than in being

"
ingeniosus in alieno libro :" your

talents can better, if you please, serve God, than by cavilling

with or without reason.

To the Rev. and Learned Dr. Jeremy Taylor.

Sir
;
What you mean by my being very much troubled at

a passage in your
" Further Explication of Original Sin,"

I know not; indeed, I expressed unto Mr. T. C my dislike

of it, and charged it with nonsense and blasphemy : and this

charge I have proved ;
and now shall briefly vindicate the

proof of it, from your reply, in (his my rejoinder. You tell

me, that your work in that very place is to prove that no sin

is or can be natural. Now, I cannot find any thing sounding
that way within forty lines of these words

;
and that it was

my duty to look further for tlie coherence of them, I confess,

I knew not. Another great mistake also, it seems, I have

committed
;
in that I have not so high thoughts of you as to

think it impossible, or very unlikely, that you should be so

incautious as to drop any contradiction unto your main

intention : and this is an error that I can hardly shake off as

yet; but I do assure you, that I shall endeavour to have as

reverend an opinion of you as I possibly can
; only, I shall

never exempt you from a possibility of erring ;
never think

that you sit upon a chair made of Irish timber, that cannot

endure a venomous spider to hang his web thereon. I shall,

for that which followeth, insert the words of your letter

verbatim, that the reader may the better compare them and

my answer together.
Dr. Taylor.— Now, although I know you could easily

have understood what I did and must mean there, yet be-

cause you are pleased not to do it, I shall point it to you.
Jeanes.— I wonder why you should think it so easy a
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matter to understand your meaninp;, seeing yon, who are the

author, differ from yourself in assigning wliat it is
;
for in your

letter unto Mr. C. you apportioned this second reason solely
unto the first clause;

" That every man is inclined to evil,

some more, some less, but all in some instances, is very
true :" and here in your letter to me, you apply it unto the

second clause: '*
It is an effect or condition of nature, but

no sin properly." Suppose I v/ere at a loss, yet you have

no reason to blame me until you agree with yourself:
I have no spectacles to look into your meaning, but your
words

;
and that they were related only unto one proposition,

as a reason thereof,— and yet related to two propositions, as

a proof of each,
—was a thing that I could never possibly

divine, nor cannot yet understand
;
and herein, I am afraid,

you are as unable to teach me how this can be, as I am
incapable of learning; but if you can teach any such thing
unto me, you shall find me, though perhaps not an apt, yet
a willing and thankful scholar. But to deal plainly with you,
I am very confident that your words, in themselves, hold

forth neither of those senses that you propound ;
and if, by

dint of argument, you can prove either of them from your

words, you shall have my most penitent and submissive

confession of my mistake, and shall have full leave to pre-
•scribe me as public and shameful a satisfaction as you can

think on
;
unto which I do promise to conform myself. But

iet us hear how you point out your meaning to me.

Dr. Taylor.— Yet because you are pleased not to

understand what I did, and must mean there, I will point it

out to you : to be inclined to evil is an effect or condition of

nature, but no sin properly, viz. of nature
;

for that is the

subject of the question, whether inclination vmto evil be an

effect of nature, or an inherent principle of evil
;

a sin

natural and necessary? Now that it is not this, I do suppose
that reason, which you so misconstrued, competent, viz. it is

not a natural or necessary sin, not a sin of our nature, because

it is accidental to nature, not intrinsical, not essential.

Jeanks.— To rescue your second reason from that which

I charge it with, you are fain to make an additional supply
inito the proposition ;

unto which, you say, your second

reason is competent. To be inclined to evil, &c. is no sin
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properly, no natural and necessary sin, no inherent principle

of evil. Now, unto this addition I shall apply your words

that you have concerning Binius and Baronius in the like

case; whether it may be allowed you by any license less

than poetical, let critics judge. Surely, sir, if the most of

your writings be thus elliptical, they will be unintelligible

unto me without a commentary, and if you must be indulged

the liberty of making such interpolations, all the universities

in Christendom are no match to dispute with you.

But to insist a little upon the examination of this inter-

polation.
1. You seem to make equivalent these two propositions :

*' Inclination to evil is an inherent principle of evil ;"
" In-

clination to evil is a sin natural and necessary :" but I am

utterly unsatisfied touching this their equivalency, and shall

desire you to clear it up unto me.

Nay, further, I very much question the truth of the first

proposition ;

" this inclination to evil" is not " an inherent

principle of evil ;" and shall entreat you to inform me, whether

you deny it to be a '

principle of evil,' or an ' inherent prin-

ciple/ and think it only adherent, circumstant, or the like ?

But I believe you will tell me of some ellipsis in your words,
that I ought to understand, and supply something to make
out your sense : what it is I will not venture to guess at, but

leave it to you to express it yourself.

Secondly ;
The conclusion that is confirmed by your

second reason, is the same with that which is proved by your
first reason

;
and that was, that inclination to evil was no

sin, without the additional epithets of natural and necessary.
It is no sin, say you, properly, because that which is un-

avoidable is no sin : and, indeed, the unavoidableness of our

inclination to evil may be a probable argument that it is no

sin, and require an answer
;
but no competent reason at all

to prove it not to be natural and necessary : but seeing you
say, it must be your meaning that these epithets should be

interposed, we will for once suppose it, for disputation' sake,

and see whether we can understand, by any means, what

you would have.

1. You say your meaning in your conclusion is, that
" inclination to evil is no sin," viz. of nature, which I shall
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consider anon, when I shall come to examine that subtilty
of youis,

'•' That sin is not so much as subjected in our

common nature."

2. Let us inquire what you mean by
' natural

' and
*

necessary.*
1. What you mean by

*
natural.' There be divers signi-

fications of the word natural, which are impertinent to our

present discourse, and, therefore, I shall omit them. I

suppose that you take natural either for that which is so

termed, in regard of connexion with our nature, or else in

respect of physical and necessary resultancy from our nature.

If you take it for that which is so termed, in regard of

connexion with our nature, which is coeval with our nature,
derived unto us in the nativity and conception of our nature,

then your second reason is tautological, a most pitiful and
miserable begging of the question ;

for you tell us afterward,

that by
*
essential' you mean that which is not after our

nature, but together with it in real being ;
and then there

will be no more difference betwixt essential and natural, in

this acceptation of it, than there is betwixt '
ensis' and

*

gladius,' and so your argument explained will stand thus :

Inclination to evil is not connexed with our nature, be-

cause it is not connexed with our nature
;

it is not coeval

with our nature, derived unto us in the conception and

nativity of our nature, because it is after our nature, and
not together with it in real being.

2. If you take natural, in regard of necessary resultancy
from our nature, then your argument is impertinent, and

concerns not those whom you oppose ;
for they deny, as

well as you, that inclination unto evil is natural in such a

sense : let two speak for all.

First
; Bishop Davenant, in his '

Determinations,' where

his determination of the sixteenth question is,
" Pronitas ad

malum non fluit ex principiis naturee integrse."

The second is Dr. Baro, in his *

Metaphysics,' page 256,
"
Theologi nostri asserunt, concupiscentiam nullo modo esse

quid necessario consequens naturam humanam in se specta-
tam

;
et ideo dicunt earn esse quid superadditum, et ad-

ventitium, in animo hominis existens post lapsum."

But, perhaps, you may pitch upon some other acceptation
of natural

;
if you do, I shall beseech you not to chide me.
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but to certify my mistake by explication of your meaning 5

for I have done my best to bolt it out, and must needs pro-

fess, that I cannot guess at any other signification of natural^

whicli you can, here in this place, with any probability,

pretend unto : but if you can acquaint me with any other,

when I know it I shall be ready to examine it.

But to proceed unto tlie next epithet,
"

necessary.-"

When you said, that an inclination to evil was not properly
a sin, your meaning was, you say, that it was not a neces-

sary sin.

But then I desire to know how your first reason will be

suited unto this conclusion, for your first reason stands

thus,
' because that which is unavoidable, is not sin ;' and I

would entreat you also to inform us, what is the difference

here betwixt necessary and unavoidable; for if there be no

difference, I shall shrewdly suspect your arguments sick of

that infirmity called "
petitio principii."

13ut perhaps we must here make the like supply, and

understand you thus,
' because that which is unavoidable, is

not a necessary sin
;'

if so, your argument, reduced unto

form, will run thus :

Nothing that is unavoidable, can be a necessary sin : but

an inclination to evil is unavoidable
;
therefore it is not a

necessary sin.

Unto your major I say, that though unavoidableness, in

one sense, may carry a repugnancy unto sin, yet not to

necessary ;
it may prove a thing not to be a sin, but it

makes nothing against its being necessary; for that which
is unavoidable, may be, and is necessary ;

it is probable,

therefore, that necessary was never in your first thoughts,
but put in, to secure your second reason from mine objec-
tions against it.

However, yet I shall here propound and apply a distinc-

tion of necessary usual among your antagonists: a thing %

say they, may be said to be necessary, in regard of either

primitive and created, or consequent and contracted neces-

sity.

If you speak of that, which is necessary with that neces-

sity, which is primitive and created, then indeed I grant

* Dr. Edw. Reyiioldi's Three Treatises, p. 209.
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your conclusion true, and your second reason competent
unto it : inclination unto evil is not a necessary sin, in regard
of a primitive and created necessity.

But now this were utterly besides the main of your
intention

;
for here you would fight with nothing but your

own shadow, because your adversaries do not avouch such a

necessity in our inclination to evil, but defy and abhor it

more than yourself; and you cannot affix any such thing
unto them, unless you grossly calumniate them.

If you speak of that which is necessary, with a conse-

quent and contracted necessity,
— then your conclusion is

false, and your second reason no confirmation thereof; if it

be put into form, it will make up two syllogisms.
Thefirst syllogism.

—
Nothing that is accidental, can be a

sin necessary, with a consequent and contracted necessity.
But our inclination to evil is accidental.

Therefore it is not a necessary sin in respect of a conse-

quent and contracted necessity.
The second syllogism.

— Every thing that is necessary in

respect of a consequent and contracted necessity, is intrin-

sical and essential.

But inclination to evil is not intrinsical and essential.

Therefore it is not necessary, in regard of a consequent
and contracted necessity.

The major in both syllogisms is evidently false, an will

appear when you attempt the proof of them
;
and I am very

confident you never will own them, if you can, any other

way, shift off my objections.
In the next place, we have a strange paradox of yours,

which I understand not. I shall propound it, and briefly

consider it.

Dr. Taylor.—If it be in our nature, it must be naturally

inseparable ;
it must be at first, it must be in all persons, that

have our nature.

Jeanes.— I shall not peremptorily charge this proposi-
tion with falsehood, until I know how you explicate it, and

yet I will tell you what reason I have to suspect it to be

very false
;
divers accidents are in our nature, properly and

strictly inherent in our nature, which yet are naturally

separable from our nature, which were not at first, which are

. not now in all persons that have our nature : I might instance

VOL. 1. E
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in several acquired habits, and immanent acts of the rational

soul, which are neither adequate unto, nor coeval with, nor

naturally inseparable from, it.

But I look for some strange ehipsis ;
a rhetorical scheme,

it seems, you are much delighted with
;
but if you use it too

often, it will prove rather a weed than a flower in your
rhetoric. You expect, it seems, I should pay such reverence

unto your writings, as great critics do unto the ancients, in

whose words, when they cannot make sense, they suppose
some chasraa to fill up, with which they torture their brains ;

but I have something else to do than to trouble myself with

divinations at your meaning : when you vouchsafe to ac-

quaint us what it is, I shall then examine it.

But having seen how ill you have sped in new shaping

your conclusion, let us see next whether your success be

better in the qualification of your second reason for it.

Dr. Taylor.— And this is my meaning; and that you

may not be troubled at the word essential, I mean it not in

the strict physical, but in the moral, sense,—that which is not

after our nature, but togetlier with it in real being, and

explicate it by extrinsical
;
and I oppose it to ' accidental' in

this reason, and to *

superinduced' in the next.

Jeanes.— But, first: Pray who could tell that you thus

meant it, until you now tell me ? is this a usual and received

sense of the word ? and if it be, direct me unto those moral

philosophers and divines that thus take it
;

if it be not, my
ignorance of it is

"
purse negationis," not "

pravee disposi-

tionis," not privative and blamable :

'*

Analogum per se

positum stat pro famosiori analogato;" and, therefore, I

appeal unto your own ingenuity, whether I have injured you
by supposing that you took *

essential' in the accustomed

acceptation thereof.

2. I shall beseech you to set down the difference that

you make betwixt * natural' in your conclusion, and *
es-

sential
'

in your second reason for it
;
and when you have

done this, I am very confident to make it appear, that your

argument is either a mere tautology, or an utter imperti-

nency ;
but of this before.

Next you refer me unto your former letter unto Mr. C.

Dr. Taylor.— Sir, I did give an account unto Mr. C,
in a letter to him, which I know was sufficient, and £|<a ^EAoz/f .
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Jeanbs.— The vanity of this brag you will soon acknow-

ledge, when you shall compare that letter with this unto me
;

for in this you apply the second reason unto the latter clause

as a congruent proof, it
**

is an effect or condition of nature,
but no sin properly :" and this you point out to be your

meaning, and say,
'' that I could easily have understood it :"

but in your letter to Mr. C, you aver, that this second
reason is applicable only unto the first clause ;

" That every
man is inclined to evil, some more, some less," &c., and not

at all unto the second
; nay, that it is not applicable unto it,

without a mistake of not only the second, but the four other

reasons also
;
and of this, too, you say that it must be your

meaning, and that it is clear enough, and easy in the ex-

pression ;
and you wonder that Mr. Jeanes, if he be the man

that he would be thought, could mistake it. Here you pro-

pound inconsistent and contrary meanings ;
and it seems you

intend to tie me unto such hard meat, as that I must find out

each to be your meaning; but this is a task, that my under-

standing cannot perform, and, therefore, I shall beg as-

sistance from the light and learning of yours : and until you
afford this, I shall offer unto your consideration this common
rule in logic,

* That contrary propositions cannot be both

true, but one of them must needs be false :' but these two

propositions, this second reason is referred unto the second

clause, as a competent proof,
— and this second reason is not

referred unto the second clause,—are contrary propositions,
the opposition betwixt singular propositions being, as Scheib-

ler well shovveth ^ most aptly reducible unto contrariety;
and yet both these propositions are yours,

— the first, in this

letter,— the latter, in your former letter
; and, therefore, one

of them must needs be false. You are not then so much
I'lw Q'sxovg,

" extra telij actum," out of gun-shot, but that my
poor trifling logic is able to reach you : if you should deny
the matter of fact, that both these propositions are yours,

your letters will convince you of untruth, and I shall need

no more than to transcribe your own words : the first pro-

position you have in these words of this letter,
" To be

inclined to evil is an effect or condition of nature, but no sin

properly, viz. of nature, 8cc. a sin natural and necessary ;

•• De Prop. cap. xi. num. 18.
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now that it is not this, I do suppose that reason, which you
so misconstrued, is competent," Sec. The second, in several

passages of your former letter :

" As for the other clause, it

is an effect or condition of nature," but no sin properly,
—

that was the less principal part of the proposition, and to it

only the first reason was apportioned ;
and again afterward,

none of the other reasons, the first only excepted, relate to

the latter part of the proposition. But let us hear your
reason for the sufficiency of your letter unto Mr. C.

Dr. Taylor.— For "
cujus est loqui, ejus est inter-

pretari."

Jeanes.— I shall willingly grant you all fair liberty of

interpreting yourself, so you do it logically and rationally ;

but that which you expect, is rather a licentiousness than a

true liberty of interpretation.

First; You would have a license of transportation, to

carry your words where you please ; you would have the

second reason placed betwixt the two propositions, and

before the first reason
;
thus in your letter to Mr. C.

Next
;
You usurp the license of interposition, to put in

what you please ;
as when in this letter you add the epithets

of ' natural' and *

necessary' to sin.

And, thirdly ;
You take up a strange license in exposi-

tion of your terms
;

for if you cannot justify what you say,
if such a term in your words be taken in the common and

usual sense : then you impose upon me an unusual, that I

say not a new and unheard-of signification thereof. Thus

you deal with the word '
essential.'

And, lastly ;
You assume a license of contradiction, to

contradict yourself, to say and unsay; one while to make
this your meaning, and another time to make that which

is contrary, your meaning; and you think that I am ob-

liged to take these contrary meanings to be both your

meanings.

Surely, sir, if you can get a patent for these four licenses,

you will, for matter of disputation, be shot-free and invulne-

rable
; your opponents may throw their caps at you, but not

an argument of theirs can touch you.
Dr. Taylor.—I told you perfectly what is my meaning;

it is very plain by the whole design of that, that it must be

my meaning; it is also clear enough, and very plain, and
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very easy in the expression ; and, tlierefore, I now appeal to

your ingenuity, whether you ought to have made such

tragedies with that, which common sense would have made

plain unto you, unless you had received a prejudice.

Jeanes.— As for this triumphant appeal which you
make in the close here to my ingenuity, I need say nothing,
but refer unto the premises ; only I cannot but give one

advertisement unto your disciples, that you sometimes tri-

umph when you have not conquered.
Dr. Taylor.— And now, sir, to your two syllogisms:

be pleased to the subject of the two majors, add but this

qualification,
*

natural,'—and try if those horrid consequents
will follow, which you affixed to your own (paivofiLEvov.

Jeanes.— I have already considered with how little

sobriety you have added this qualification of '

natural,' and,

I believe, the impartial reader will conclude with me, that

you have foisted it in upon second thoughts, only to avoid

those horrid consequents, unto which youv words in them-

selves are liable.

Dr. Taylor.— But I shall, for this once, consider the

particulars. 1. You charge it with nonsense; but, with

your favour, you prove it most pitifully : your reason is, that

to say
* essential' is predicated of sin,' in either of the two

ways
" dicendi per se," is such pitiful and prodigious non-

sense, tliat you think it not worthy of any serious refuta-

tion : so that this is your argument,
* To say that sin is

essential, is prodigious and pitiful nonsense
; therefore, it is

prodigious and pitiful nonsense.'

Surely a good argument; or thus, that which is such

nonsense that you think not worthy of refutation, is certainly
nonsense : but to say that sin is essential is such nonsense

that you think not worthy of refutation, therefore it is non-

sense. I do not say your argument is nonsense, but I am
sure it is no argument, unless a bold affirmative be a suf-

ficient proof in your logic. But to the thing; that sin is

essential is indeed false to say, but to say so is not nonsense.

And whereas you will suppose me to say so, you are lui-

charitable, and something unreasonable in it
;
for I was to

prove, that inclination to sin was not a sin of our nature, as

was pretended,
—because what was natural, is intrinsical and
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essential : as docibility to a man, which because to be in-

chned to sin is not, therefore it is not a sin, viz. of nature.

Jeanes.— First; Here is a gross and egregious falsifi-

cation of ray words, and that without any advantage to your
cause. Your reason is, say you, that to say

— essential is

predicated of sin in either of the two ways,
" dicendi per se,"

is such pitiful and prodigious nonsense, that you think it

not worthy of any serious refutation.—Whether these words

be justifiable or no, I need not inquire ;
for there are no such

words in my paper; neither can you, with all your wit and

learning, infer any such matter therefrom.

Secondly ;
To make sport for your followers, you mis-

represent my argument, and first clap it into a single enthy-

meme, and then into one syllogism, both of your own

forging ;
in both which you leave out two mediums that are

in my argument, which, reduced unto form, will make up
two syllogisms. To convince you of this unfair, injurious,

and disingenuous dealing, I shall insert my words at large.
*' To say (as the Doctor doth by consequence) that sin is

essential to the nature of man, is an assertion guilty of non-

sense
;
a thing may be said to be essential to another,

* a

priori,' and then it is predicated of it
'
in primo modo dicendi

per se ;' or else * a posteriori,* and then it is predicated of it

'
in secundo modo dicendi per se.' And to say that sin is

either of these ways essential to the nature of man, is such

pitiful and prodigious nonsense, as that I cannot think it

worthy of any serious refutation."

The learned reader will soon perceive how little alliance

your enthymeme and syllogism have with my argument ;
and

to him I appeal, to judge of the unworthy and unscholarly

injury that you have herein done me; but yet, for the

eternal stopping of your mouth, I shall analyze this my
argument. My conclusion was, that to say (as you do by
consequence) that sin is essential unto the nature of man,
is an assertion guilty of nonsense

;
this I prove from a dis-

tribution of essential
; whatsoever is essential is such, either

* a priori,' or * a posteriori.'

But to say that sin is essential, either * a priori
'
or ' a

posteriori,' is nonsense.

Therefore, to say that sin is essential to man, is nonsense.
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This syllogism is grounded upon a known and received

maxim,
'

Negatis cunctis partibus subjectis totius universalis

de aliquo subjecto, negatur ipsum totum universale; negatis
cunctis membris dividentibus, negatur ipsum divisum.'

Tile major, I presumed, none would deny; and as for the

minor, that I proved from a description of both ways of

being essential.

That which is essential to a thing,
* a priori,* is predicated

of it iir
*

primo modo dicendi per se ;' that which is essential

to a thing,
* a posteriori,' is predicated of it in * secundo

modo dicendi per se.'

Now to say that sin is predicated of man, is either 'primo,'
or 'secundo modo dicendi per se,' is nonsense : therefore, to

say that sin is essential to man, either ' a priori/ or * a pos-

teriori,' is nonsense.

The major I thought undeniable, and as for the minor,
here indeed I stopped too in the proof thereof, as thinking
all further proof of it needless

;
because I took it, and still

do take it to be,
'

propositio per se nota,' which needs no

proof, but a bare explication of its terms
;

*

propositio per se

nota dicitur, quae non est nota per aliud,' as Lychetus ;

'

quae
suis tantum terminis cognoscibilis,' as Collegium Coninbri-

cense gather out of Aristotle
;

'

quae tales terminos habet,
ut ii recte intellecti possint causare evidentem notitiara

totius propositionis sine addito
;
omnis propositio hactenus

est per se nota, ad quam evidenter cognoscendam intellectus

non postulat aliquod medium, sed solum terminorum pene-
tratione contentus est;' so Scheibler.

Now, for the terms of the minor proposition : I presumed,
that all explication of them was needless unto a scholar of

so great a repute as Dr. Taylor : and, therefore, without more

ado, I inferred, that to say that sin is either of these ways
essential, either

' a priori,' or
' a posteriori,' is such pitiful and

prodigious nonsense, as that I could not think it worthy of

any serious refutation. And now, sir, I shall entreat you to

review my argument, being thus truly analyzed, and I shall

appeal unto your conscience, when you are next upon your
knees before God, whether you have not deeply wronged me,
to represent my argument thus defectively (that I say not

falsely), on purpose, T am afraid, to render it and me ridicu-

lous. Suppose any man should be so absurd, as to say, that
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a stone is animal
;
and I to refute him should thus argue,

* Omne animal est aut homo/ who is endued with reason, as

well as sense
;
or '

brutum/ which is endued with sense, but

not with reason ;
but to say that a stone is either

*
homo,' or

'

brutum,' is such pitiful and prodigious nonsense, as that I

cannot think it worthy of any serious refutation. Now he

that shall say, this is no argument, but only a bold affirmative,—will go a degree beyond boldness
;
for it is plain, that here

are couched and implied two mediums. First, a distribution

of 'animal in hominem et brutvim:' next, a description of

each member of the distribution, and my argument is exactly

paralleled unto this. But, sir, though I thought, that, before

you, I might have spared my labour to prove, that it is non-

sense to say that is essential unto man, either
' a priori,' or

* a posteriori ;' that it is predicated of man, either ' in primo,'
or * secundo modo dicendi per se

;' yet, because you seem to

blame mine omission of such proof, I shall now give you
herein, I hope, sufficient satisfaction.

First, To say that that which is privative is positive, is

nonsense ; but to say that sin is essential unto man, either * a

priori,' or ' a posteriori,' is to say, that that which is privative

is positive : for the essentials of man are positive, and the

formality of sin is a privation.

Therefore, to say that sin is essential unto man, either ' a

priori,* or * a posteriori,' is nonsense.

Secondly, To say, that that which is predicated of man
*

per accidens,' is predicated of man * in primo,' or ' secundo

modo dicendi per se,' is nonsense,— because '

prsedicatio per
se et per accidens,' are opposite ways of predication.

But to say that sin is predicated of man '
in primo,' or

secundo modo dicendi per se,' is to say, that that which is

predicated of man '

per accidens,' is predicated of man *

per
se ;'

for that sin is predicated of man,
'

per accidens,' will be

questioned by none, who know what '

primus modus dicendi

per accidens
'

is.

Therefore, to say that sin is predicated of man ' in primo,'
or ' secundo modo dicendi per se,' is nonsense.

Thirdly, To say, that that which is predicated contingently
of man, is predicated necessarily of him, is nonsense.

But to say, that sin is predicated of man * in primo,' or
' secundo modo dicendi per se,' is to say, that that which is
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predicated of man contingently, is predicated of him neces-

sarily, for sin is predicated of man contingently, because

man and sin cohere contingently ;
man might not have been

a sinner, and when he shall not be a sinner, he will still be a

man
;
and then xafl' abro,

'

per se est gradus necessitatis.'

Therefore, to say that sin is predicated of man * in primo,*
or * secundo modo dicendi per se,' is nonsense.

If these arguments satisfy you not, you may command
more of me when you please, as also any further enlargement
of these.

Yea, but you say,
' that sin is essential, is false to say, but

to say so is not nonsense.'

To this 1 answer, that however it may be sense in gram-
mar, yet it is nonsense in logic ;

because it is a contradiction
;

for, in logic, every contradiction, not only express, but that

also which is virtual and implied, is nonsense, a bull,
— as we

usually speak : thus it is nonsense to say, that '

lignum est

ferreum
;' that a spirit is corporeal ;

that a body is bodyless,
without quantity or extension

;
that an accident subsists

;
or

that a substance properly inhereth.

Now my three arguments above irrefragably prove, that

to say that sin is essential to man, is a contradiction
;
for it

is in effect as much as to say, that that which is privative, is

positive ;
that that which is predicated of man *

per accidens,'

is predicated of him *

per se ;' that that which is predicated
of man contingently, is predicated of man necessarily ;

and

these are gross and palpable contradictions, and, therefore,

not only false, but most pitiful and prodigious nonsense.

You accuse me of uncharitableness and unreasonableness,
in supposing that you say, that sin is essential unto man

;

but from this accusation 1 have sufficiently vindicated myself,

by beating you from all your miserable shifts
;
and unto what

I have said herein, I shall refer both yourself and the

reader.

Dr. Taylor.— Tn the next place, you charge me this

with blasphemy : if I had said or meant what you pretended,

you had reason ;
but then, I pray, consider how your charge

will return really upon yourself; for if it be blasphemy to

affirm God to be the author of sin, then what I derived from

Adam, is no sin
;
for that Adam's sin should descend upon

me, I demand who was the author of that? If you please.
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you may take time to consider it; but, in the interim, if you
be pleased to read a little discourse of mine, called

' Deus

Justificatus,' you shall find my question not to be answered

by you, if you have any regard to the authority or to the

reason of Mr. Calvin, Dr. Twisse, and some other of the

bigots of your party.
Jeanes.— 1. Here you tempt me to a digression; and

you may, vfiih as good reason, call upon me to answer all

the reproaches that Bellarmine, in this particular, throweth

upon the protestant churches, and some of the most eminent

members thereof, as propound this question unto me.

2. However, yet I briefly answer to it, that Adam was the

author of the descent of his sin upon me, not God
;
for to be

the author of sin is to be a deficient culpable cause thereof,

and it is impossible that God should be defective in a cul-

pable manner; and that our doctrine of original sin maketh

him to be such, you may boldly affirm, but can never

prove.
3. Bishop Davenant, in the doctrine of original sin, is one

of our party, and he speaks that which will abundantly satisfy

your demands, in his Animadversions upon Hord*^. *
It was

not,' says he,
* God's absolute decree of preterition, but

Adam's voluntary act of rebellion, which brought sin, and

the guilt of sin, upon himself and all his posterity, God

having justly decreed that Adam's children should participate
with him in his state of righteousness, did as justly decree

that they should also participate in the state of sin.'

* If this author deny the propagation of sin from Adam, he

must acknowledge himself a Pelagian, &c.' ' His whole dis-

course concerning original sin, and the propagating thereof

unto all mankind, is erroneous, in that he falsely presumeth,
that the divine decree must needs be effective or causative of

all the events decreed
;
whereas if the events be actions

sinful, God's decrees ar.e permissive, and ordinative, not
decrees of causing, much less necessitating such evil actions;
as hath been often told him.'

4. I have seen your little discourse, called * Deus Justifi-

catus,' and must say of it as Florus did of the Ligurians*^:
*

Major aliquanto labor erat invenire quam vincere.' The

*
Pag. 323, 224. * Lib. ii. c. 3.
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rhetoric of it is so rank, as that it. will be a very 'hard matter

to find out the logic and reason that is in it.

If you please to put your arguments into form, you then

may command me to consider them
;
but otherwise, I shall

be very loth to adventure upon any thing of yours ;
for I

find, by this present debate, about two or three lines, that I

shall not, without great difficulty, search out what is your

meaning.
5. I wonder why you say, that by this discourse I shall

find your question not to be answered by me
; why, pray, sir,

could I answer it before you propounded it? But your

meaning is, I suppose, that I shall find, that your question
cannot be answered by me : but the event will try that.

6. That which you mean in Mr. Calvin and Dr. Twisse,

are, I think, those places which you quote, ]).
32 of that your

discourse ;
and then unto the place in Calvin, you have an

answer in Dr. Twisse % where he clears it from the crimina-

tion of Bellarmine and then for the place in Dr. Twisse, you

may gather an answer from that he saith unto Mr. Hord f,

who makes the like objections against him from another

place.
7. You are the unmeetest man in the world to upbraid me

with the bigots of my party ;
for the rigid zealots of your

party, in your doctrine of original sin, are such whom you

may be ashamed to name. Indeed, in this point, there are

very few of your party, save the Pelagians of old, and now
the worthy divines of the Racovian den, and their follow-

ers, unto whom the best and the most learned of Protestants

will hardly vouchsafe the name of Christians. The arch-

bishop ofArmagh termed them, in a sermon of his that I heard,
* a company of baptized Turks;' and, indeed, Turks and

infidels can hardly be greater enemies unto the divine person

and nature of Christ, unto his offices and unto his great and

glorious work of redemption and- satisfaction, than these

wretched miscreants are.

Dr. Taylor.—Your second charge of blasphemy is,

that my reason does, by implication, involve Christ in the guilt

of sin,
— because w^hatsoever is essential, he had; but then,

if you remember, that I say not that sin is essential, and that

• Vind. Gia. lib. ii. dig. C. c. 3. pag. 42. f
Pag. 1-19, 150.
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I bring the reverse of this very argument against your party
and opinion, in some ofmy late discourses,— you have reason

to shake the fire out of your own bosom, not to tell me, that I

burn; for if inclination to sin be a sin naturally, and derived

from our parents, I demand whether or no had not Christ all

natural desires ? If he had not, he was not a perfect man
;

if

he had, then all natural desires are not natural sins
;
for if

you say they be, you are the blasphemer by the consequence
of your affirmative, not I:—but God forbid that either of us

should !

Jeanes.— First, Here is no retortion ofmy argument; for

none of my party or opinion hold, that inclination unto evil

is essential unto man. Flaccius Illyricus maintains, that

original sin was the essence, or substance of the soul
;
but I

never heard that his followers were considerable ;
he hath, I

am sure,, both papists and protestants, Calvinists and Lu-

therans, for his opponents ; but, perhaps, you confound

natural with essential, and make them all one
;

if you do,

your reason will be nothing, but *

petitio principii.'

2. I believe you here play with the equivocation of the

word '
natural,' a thing, though it may be tolerated in a

Bophister, is altogether unworthy of a theologue.
Inclination to sin may be to be said natural, either * con-

sequutive,' or * connexive.'

That inclination to evil is natural '

consequutive,' that it

flows, and results physically and necessarily from our nature,
I flatly deny : and if you can direct me unto any place in

your books, where you prove it to be natural in this sense, I

shall take it into consideration. Indeed, to say that it is in

this sense natural, is to throw a reproach upon God, the

author of nature.

But it is natural ' connexive
;' together with our nature

derived unto us from our first parents, and yet not in Christ,

who had not his nature from Adam in an ordinary way of

generation, but was miraculously conceived by the Holy
Ghost, and sanctified in the womb of the virgin Mary.

This inclination unto evil is a sinful blemish of our nature,
because it is a cause of sin,

*
et qualis causa talis est efFectus.'

" A good trees," gaith our Saviour, "cannot bring forth evil

e Matt. vii. 18.
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fruit." This inclination to evil bringeth forth much evil

fruit, and therefore it cannot be good, and consequently it

is bad and sinful
; and, therefore, could not be in Christ, who,

even as man, was the most Holy One of God. Indeed, if

Christ had wanted any propriety of man's nature, he had not

then been a perfect man ;
but that inclination to evil is a pro-

priety of our nature,
'

scilicet, proprium quarto modo,' you
are never able to make good.

But, sir, in good earnest, do you think that Christ was
inclined unto evil? if you do not, your discourse of Christ

is impertinent; if you do, I shall conclude your opinion to

be blasphemous; and unto it shall oppose this following

argument.
He in whom dwelled an all-fulness of the Godhead

bodily; he in whom dwelled an all-fulness of habitual grace;
he who enjoyed the beatifical vision,

— was not, could not

be, inclined unto evil.

But in Christ dwelled an all-fulness of the Godhead

bodily ; in him also dwelled an all-fulness of habitual and

sanctifying grace ; he enjoyed the beatfical vision :
—

Therefore, he was not, could not be, inclined unto evil.

The minor will not be denied by any orthodox divine,

and we may say the same of the major ;
for he that shall

think that the grace of personal union, the all-fulness of

habitual grace, and the beatifical vision, are not sufiicient to

•exclude from Christ all inclination unto evil, will render both

his learning and religion too suspected.

But, to put the matter out of doubt, take this following

argument for confirmation of the major: there could not be

the least inclination unto evil in that person, in whom there

was an utter averseness from evil *in summo gradu;' for of

contraries, that which is in a remiss degree, is not consistent

with the other in the highest and most intense degree; but, in

that person, in whom there was an all-fulness of the Godhead,
an all-fulness of habitual grace, and the beatifical vision,

there was an utter averseness from evil, and that * in summo

gradu;' and, therefore, impossible that there should be in

him an inclination to evil, in the least degree.

The papists extenuate the malignancy of concupiscence as

much as may be, affirming that in the regenerate it is no sin,

and that it had been in Adam, if he had been created in his
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pare naturals; yet they think not so well of it as to ascribe

it unto Christ.

Indeed, Durand is accused for speaking- somewhat suspi-

ciously this way; but he is contradicted by the generality of

the schoolmen I'

;
who hold that * fomes peccati,' concupis-

cence, was neither *
in actu prhno,' nor '

secundo/ in Christ.

1. Not * in actu primo;' and for this they allege three

reasons.

(1.) The absolute perfection of his virtues, and all-fulness

of gr^ce.

(2.) The perpetudlvigilancy and advertency of his reason.

(3.) The government of his human nature and actions, by
his divine and infinite person.

2. Not *
in actu secundo/ because in him, the very first

motions unto sin would have been voluntary, and con-

sequently sinful.

Unto this purpose Becanus' observeth, 'Hhat the first

motions of concupiscence may be said to be voluntary two

manner of ways :

1. Antecedently; when one willingly admits them when
he may avoid them :

2. Consequently ;
when one yields consent unto them

after they are crept in. In the former way or manner, they had

been voluntary in Christ; because Christ could have avoided

them, by reason of the government of the person of the

word
;

if he had not, therefore, avoided them, but wilUngly
admitted them, they had in him been blameworthy."

Dr. Taylor.— Your third reason also is as pretty; for,

first, I demand whether a possibility to sin be not of the

nature of man ? for that is all I mean by essential : if it be

not, how came Adam to sin his first sin ? if it be, I ask

whether shall the saints in the resurrection be raised up with

it or no? If yea; then you blaspheme God's full glorifica-

tion of the saints in the resurrection; for impeccability is

certainly a part of their full glorification. If nay ;
then it is

no blasphemy to say, that in the resurrection the saints shall

be raised up without something that is essential to them, or

to their nature.

•• Suarez in tertiam partem Thoni. disp. 34. sect. 2. Greg, de Valentia,

torn. Lv. dist. 1. qnaest. punct. 3.

' Sum. Thcolog. Scholast. torn. v. c. 12. quacit. 5.
j ag. 200.
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Jeanes.— That possibility to sin is essential unto every
rational creature, I grant; and hereupon infer, that it is not

separated from the saints in their full glorification : neither

shall I fear your charge of blasphemy herein, having the

generality of schoolmen, both Thomists and Scotists, and

reason too, on my side. Indeed, the saints of heaven do

constantly and uninterruptedly shun and decline sin
; yet

it is an evil possible unto their nature, considered in itself,

however they are secured therefrom by their glorified state

and condition
;
for though sin and a fulness of glory be

inconsistent, yet it is no contradiction* or repugnancy, that

their natures, abstractly considered, secluding the consi-

deration of their glory, should be sinful. Yea, but you say,

impeccability is certainly a part of the full glorification of

the saints
;
and what is impeccability but an impossibility of

sinning ? if God then make the saints impeccable, he takes

away from them all possibility of sinning.

For answer.

1. There is a twofold impeccability.

(1.) By nature. (2.) By the grace and gift of God.

Impeccability by nature takes away all possibility of sin-

ning ;
but it is received generally, as a rule among the school-

men, that a creature cannot be made '

impeccabilis per

naturam,' that is,
' such a one as cannot by nature sin.' And,

if you please, you may view the proofs thereof in Capreolus!^.

Impeccability, by the gift and grace of God, doth not

eradicate the remote power of sinning ;
but only keeps it

from being actuated
;
and it is this impeccability only, that

is part of the saints* glorification.

2. A thing may be said to be impossible,
' sensu diviso/

or * sensu composito.'
In ' sensu diviso,' it is not impossible, but possible, for

the saints in heaven to sin; for that (considered in them-

selves without the custodient grace of God always under-

propping them) they are liable unto sin, the lamentable fall

of the angels of darkness is an evident proof.

But now,
' sensu composito,' it is indeed impossible for

glorified saints to sin
;
that is, it is impossible for them to sin,

considered under this reduplication, as fully glorified ;
be-

* Lib. ii. dist. 22. qiiaest. 1.
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cause fulness of glory and sin cannot stand together. This

answer is in Scotus
',
whose words I shall insert for the sake

of some readers who may not have him in their studies :

"
Respondeo ; patet, quod beatus est impeccabilis in sensu

compositionis, hoc est, non potest simul esse beatus, et

peccare : sed in sensu divisionis, quod manens beatus non
habeat potentiam et possibilitatem ad peccandum, potest

intelligi dupliciter : vel per aliquid sibi intrinsecum, quod
excludit potentiam talem

;
vel per causam extrinsecam, quod

excludit potentiam propinquam ab illo, 8cc. Nulla est causa

intrinseca in voluntate Michaelis nunc beati, per quam ex-

cludatur potentia ad peccandum pro aliis, in sensu divisionis ;

non est autem causa intrinseca prohibens istam potentiam
omnino reduci ad actum: sed per causam extrinsecam est

impossibilis potentia ilia propinqua ad peccandum, videlicet,

pervoluntatem Dei prrevenientem illam voluntatem, ut semper
contineat actum fruendi, et ita nunquam possit potentiam
suam remotam non fruendi, vel peccandi, reducere ad actum :

siquidem nunquam causa secunda, prseventa a causa superiori

agente ad unum oppositum, potest potentia propinqua exire

in aliud oppositum. Concede ergo, quod infert, quod Mi-

chael beatus, et sit peccabilis in sensu divisionis, loquendo de

potentia remota."

Dr. Taylor.— But, sir, what think you of mortality?
is that essential, or of the nature of man? I suppose you
will not deny it. But yet I also believe you will confess,

that though we are sown a corruptible body, yet we shall be

raised an incorruptible, and the mortal shall put on im-

mortality.
Jeanes.— For answer, I shall propound a distinction of

mortality, that is very obvious and ordinary. A thing may
be said to be mortal, either '

respectu potentise remota,' or
*

respectu potentise propinquae.'

1. In respect of a remote power of dying, which hath in

it the remote cause of dissolution, an elementary matter.

2. In regard of a near power of dying, arising from the

actual conflict and corruptive influence of the elements, and

their contrary qualities.

The latter mortality is separable, but then it is not

essential.

' Lib. iv. dist. 49. quarst. 6.
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As for the former mortality, which alone is essential, I

think very few doubt but that it is also inseparable from
the nature of a man's body ;

for the immortality and incor-

ruption of the bodies of the saints in the resurrection, will

not be by taking away out of their bodies the remote causes

of corruption, the elements, and their contrary qualities ;
for

then their bodies would not be mixed,—and so not, for sub-

stance, the same that they were
;
but by an hinderance or

prevention of the corruptive influence of the elements, and
their contrary qualities.

That 1 am not singular in this, I shall manifest, by tran-

scribing the testimonies of some few schoolmen, who, though
they differ one from another in assigning the cause and
reason of the impassibility and incorruptibility of glorified
bodies : yet they all agree with Durand in this, that glorified

bodies are not impassible,
'

per privationem potentise passivse,

sed per aliquod prsestans impedimentum actualis passionis
ne fiat.'

The first shall be of Scotus"",
' Dico ergo quod causa im-

passibilitatis est voluntas divina non coagens causae secundse

corruptivse, et, per hoc, est illud impassibile, non potentia

remota, sed propinqua, non a causa intrinseca, sed extrinseca

impediente, sicut dictum est de impeccabilitate supra, &c.

exemplum hujus de igne in camino, qui non egit ad con-

sumptionem trium puerorum, non quidem per aliquam im-

passibilitatem intrinsecam pueris, nee ex carentia potentiae

passivaj, nee ex contrario intrinseco impediente, sed quia
Deus ex voluntate sua non cooperabatur ad illam actionem.'

The second is of Durand",
' Restat ergo quod corpora

gloriosa non erunt impassibilia, simpliciter et absolute, per

privationem principii passivi, cum natura corporum glorio-

sorum sit futura eadem quse prius ;
sed erunt impassibilia per

aliquid prsestans impedimentum actualis passionis ne fiat.

'

Quid autem sit illud, utrum sit aliqua forma inha^rens, an

solum virtus divina assistens, duplex est opinio : dicunt enim

quidam quod talis impassibilitas erit per aliquam formam

inexistentem, &c.
' Alius modus est, quod impassibilitas corporum glorio-

sorum non erit per aliquam formam inhserentem, sed solum

" Lib. iv. dist. 49. quaest. 13. " Lib. iv. dist. 44. quaest. 4.

VOL. I. F
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pel* virtutem divinam assistentem beatis ad iiutum, et pro-
hibentem actionem cujuscunque extrinseci inferentis pas-
sionem.'

This latter way Durand takes himself, and endeavoureth

to confirm it by three reasons.

The third shall be of Suarez%
' Nam licet in corpore glo-

rioso maneat eadem materia, idemque temperamentum ex

qualitatibus contrariis,
—inde solum fit, corpus illud in nud^

natura sua consideratum, esse corruptibile, et in beatitudine

retinere quasi causam remotani, seu naturalem radicem cor-

ruptionis : nihilominus tamen secundum proximam disposi-
tionem intrinsecam esse incorruptibile et impassibile : quia
affectum est alia quadam perfectione, quae ex se potest im-

pedire, ne ilia naturalis corruptibilitas in actum reducatur.'

Dr. Taylor.— Once more, is it natural to be a natural?

that will not be denied : but then remember, that although
to be natural is essential, that is, of the essence of the body,

yet the natural shall arise without its naturality ;

'
it is sown a

natural body, it is raised a spiritual.'

Jeanes.— 1. That that which is natural is natural, will not

be denied, as you say; but it is
'

propositio identica nugax,' a

most trifling tautology ;
and unto what purpose you propound

a question concerning it, I know not.

2. Of things natural unto man, some are natural powers,
some are natural acts : natural powers may be and are

essential unto the body ;
and so they are inseparable too :

our bodies, when they shall be raised, shall not want so

much as one such natural power. But natural acts are acci-

dental, and in the resurrection there may be no place for the

exercise of, at least, some of them, viz. generation, nutrition,

and the like
;
as touching such things we shall * be like the

angels in heaven,' as it were spiritual.

3. In the apostle^, it is not a-Zfia (pva-imv,
' a natural body,*

but crco/A,a -^uxiJiov, an animal or 'souly body,' that is actuated

and animated by the soul after a natural way and manner,

by the intervention of bodily helps, such as eating, drinking,

sleeping, and the like. And in all congruence of opposition

hereunto, a glorious body is said to be a spiritual, in regard
of an immediate supportance by the spirit, without any cor-

• In tertiam part. Thorn, disp. 48. p. 531. P 1 Cor. xv. 44.
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poreal means, and without any use of the generative and

nutritive faculties.

Dr. Taylor.— So that you see, if I had said this which

you charge upon me, which is contrary to my thoughts, and

so against my purpose,
—

yet your argument could not have

overthrown it.

Jeanes.'—Whether you do not here boast and triumph
without a victory, I am very well contented to refer it unto

the learned reader.

Since my penning of my exceptions, sent unto Mr. C, I

have read the '

Metaphysics
'

of Dr. Robert Baro, that learned

Scot
;
and in them I find the like of these three last argu-

ments of mine urged against the error of Flaccius lUyricus;
that original sin is of the substance of man, and essential to

him after the fall,
—a proposition subalternate unto that which

I charge you with
;

his words are as followeth :

' Prima

opinio, damnanda et a nostris theologis et a pontificiis, de

natura peccati originalis, est absurdissima hseresis Illyrici,

statuentis peccatum originale esse de substantia hominis, seu

esse quid homini essentiale post lapsum. Contra quam sen-

tentiam Bellarminus disputans, varias afFert rationes : prse-

cipuse hee sunt : Primo, sic peccatum esset pars substantias

humanse
;
aut Deus erit autor peccati, quippe qui substantias

omnes creavit :
—aut si quis neget illam substantiam esse a

Deo, cogetur fateri earn esse a diabolo, qui est autor pec-
cati : necessarium enim est, ut habeat aliquam causam; at

utrumque consequens est absurdum, ergo et antecedens.

Secundo, aut Christus non assumpsit naturam humanam

integram, aut peccato non caruit, quorum utrumque est

absurdum. Tertio, ad diem judicii natura hominis resurget,
et seternam vitam possidebit, saltem quoad electos : Peccatum
vero tum nullum erit in glorificatis, ergo peccatum non est

quid essentiale, sed quid separabile est ab ipsa natura^,'

These reasons differ so little from mine, as that you may
think, perhaps, that I have borrowed mine from either Bel-

larmine or Baro, which yet I assure you I did not. The
reason why now I recite these reasons, is to show, that my
arguments are not such weak and pitiful things, but that

very learned men have made use of the like, to disprove a

1 Pag. 248, 249.
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proposition subordinate unto that which I go about to

refute.

Br. Taylor.— It is good advice oh trx^rXia^siv na) $oav

Trfiv
av /xtxBtii : if you had been pleased to have learned my

meaning before you had published your dislike, I should

have esteemed myself obliged to you in a great acknow-

ledgement.
Jeanes.—Your advice out of Aristophanes, I like very

well
;

I am not conscious unto myself that I have towards

you transgressed against it : for before I uttered a syllable of

dislike, I used my best endeavour to find out what was your

meaning,
—and to that purpose, made use of that little logic

and reason which I had
;
and as for that meaning which I

affix unto your words, let the reader determine, whether I

have violated any rule of logic or reason, in imputing it

unto you. What I took to be your sense, together with my
objections against it, I sent unto Mr. C. to be transmitted

speedily unto you, exposing all unto the utmost severity

of your examination
;
and wherein I have here trespassed

against charity or justice, I would fain know.

Besides, my dislike I expressed only in a private place,

before very few, in private discourse, and I have not hitherto

published it, from either press or pulpit.

Dr. Taylor.-^Now you have said very much evil of

me, though I deserve it not.

Jeanes.— This I deny, and flatly challenge you to prove
what you aver.

Dr. Taylor.— For, suppose I had not prosperously

enough expressed my meaning, yet you, who are a man of

wit and parts, could easily have discerned my purpose and

my design. You could not but know, and consider too, that

my great design was to say, that sin could not be natural,
that it is so far from being essential, that it is not so much
as subjected in our common natures, but in our persons

only.

Jeanes.— 1. Whether what you say of my wit and

parts be not a scorn, I shall not trouble myself to inquire,
but leave it unto your conscience : however, I suppose you
think yourself far superior unto my poor self in wit and

parts, and I also readily acknowledge as much. Now, I

wonder why you should think that I should so easily find
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out what is your meaning,
—

seeing you, whose abilities so far

transcend mine, be so unprosperous, not only in the expres-

sion, but in the after interpretation of your meaning, as that

you dissent in a latter letter from yourself in a former letter.

How can you reasonably expect that I, who am not (as one

of your proselytes lately said) worthy to be named the same

day with you (I shall not deny the truth of the comparison,
nor envy you the honour thereof), should (as the proverb is)

see further into a mill-stone than you, who are so eagle and

quick-sighted ?

Secondly ;
Whereas you say,

'^ That sin is not so much
as subjected in our common nature, but in our persons

only," I doubt that I understand you not
;
for to me it seems

very evident, that sin, so far as a privation can be inherent,

is truly inherent in our natures
;
for it hath all the requisites

of inherence, that Aristotle layeth down^
1. It is in our nature.

2. Not as a part of our nature.

3. Neither can it exist severed and apart from our

natures : sin is seated in all individuals of our nature, whilst

living here upon earth, Christ's humanity alone excepted ;

and, therefore, why may not we say, that it is subjected in

our common nature? Seeing those accidents are seated

secondarily, and mediately in second substances, which are

primarily and immediately placed in their respective first

substances
;

" substantise secundse substant accidentibus

gratia primarum."
Yea, but you will, perhaps, say

'
it is subjected in our

persons only, therefore not in our nature :' but this is a very

sorry objection : for who knows not the distinction of" sub-

jectum, in subjectum quo, et quod?" our persons only are
*'

subjectum quod" of sin; our natures, notwithstanding, may
be "

subjectum quo" of it; and we may say the same of

other accidents. 1 find you (page 494) quoting that usual

axiom,
'' actiones sunt suppositorum ;" but, if you had con-

sidered the limitations that are usually given thereof, you
would have spared the urging of it.

'* Actio est suppositi,"

saith Scotus,
" ultimate denominati ab actione, sed non ut

solius denominati ab ipsa :" but you may have some deep

^
Categor, cap. 2,
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meaning, which I fathom not
;

fair leave may you take to

explain yourself.

Dr. Taylor.— But besides this, sir, I am a little to

complain of you, that when you had two words at your
choice to explicate each other,

*
intrinsical' and '

essential,

you would take the hardest and the worst sense, not the

easiest and most ready.
Jeanes.— I have here given you, not only no cause, but

not so much as any shadow or colour for complaint.
1. I gave a reason why I insisted on the word '

essential'

only, and passed by the term '
intrinsical ;' because you use

*
intrinsical' as equivalent unto *

essential,' as is apparent by
your opposing it unto ' accidental :' and have you said, can

you say, any thing to the contrary
^

2. I would fain know why you should say that ' essen-

tial' is a harder word than '

intrinsical;' there is, 1 am sure,

that equivocation in the word '

intrinsical,' which is not in

the word '
essential ;' for that which is accidental, may be

intrinsical, there being intrinsical as well as extrinsical ac-

cidents :

" Internum et externum," say philosophers,
" su-

muntur, vel ratione essentise, vel ratione loci et subjecti."

Dr. Taylor.— For you cannot but know, that ' essen-

tial' is not always to be taken, in the strictest sense of philo-

sophy, for that which is constitutive of a nature
;
but largely,

and for all sorts of properties, and the universal accidents of

nature.

Jeanes.— The distinction of essential, into that which

is such "
constitutive," as constituting the essence,

—or that

which is such "
consequentive," as necessarily resulting

from the essence,
—I very well know : and I grant the pro-

prieties which are such,
"
quarto modo," which agree

"
omni,

soli, semper," are in this latter sense said to be essential
;

but that essential is ever taken, as you say, for all sorts

of proprieties, those which are such,
''

primo, secundo," or
"

tertio modo," is notoriously false
;
for then essential would

be taken for that which is most accidental : but let us

examine your instances.

Dr. Taylor.— As it is essential to a man to laugh, to

be capable of learning, to be mortal, to have a body of

contrary qualities, and consequently by nature corruptible.

Jeanes.— If you should affirm, in the public schools of
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either of the univei'sities, that to laugh is essential to man,
you would not only be laughed, but hissed and hooted, at :

the gross and palpable absurdity of this your assertion, I

thus prove.

Nothing- that is accidental to man, can be said to be

essential to him :

But to laugh is accidental to man :

Therefore it is not essential.

The major is apparent from the opposition, that you
yourself make betwixt essential and accidental.

The minor is thus confirmed.

That which is predicated of man contingently, is acci-

dental to man :

But to laugh is predicated of man contingently :

Therefore it is accidental to man.

The major is plain, because contingency of predication
is one of the chief thinos which distino^uisheth

" accidens

prsedicabile" from all other predicables, and it is a reciprocal
character thereof.

And for the minor, that is no less evident : indeed *
risibile'

is essential unto man, and predicated of him in
" secundo

modo dicendi per se ;" but "
ridere," to laugh, is accidental,

because it is predicated of man contingently ;
for a man and

actual laughter cohere contingently : the lowest degree of

necessity in affirmative and essential predications is
" de

orani ;" and
" de omni posterioristicum" requireth

" univer-

sitatem temporis" as well as "
subjecti ;" that is,

"
propositio

Kctra TTavTog debet esse semper vera ;" now all men do not

always laugh; and, therefore, laughter is predicated of man

contingently, and consequently accidental to him.

You see, sir, I am bold to trouble you, ever and anon,
with my trifling logic, and you can expect no other, as long
as you thus trespass against what is most trivial and obvious

in logic, the very A. B. C. thereof.

2. As for the second instance, you bring
'

capacity of

learning :' that is taken for ",potentia prima," or " secunda."

1. If it be taken for
"

potentia prima," then it immedi-

ately flows from the soul, and is essential to man,
'' conse-

quutive, "as a "
proprium, quarto modo," of man,—and so it is

inseparable from him
;
but if taken for

*'

potentia secunda,"
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SO it ariseth from the disposition of the temper and organs
of the body, and is not essential, but accidental and separable
from man.

As for the third,
' to be mortal,' I have already spoken of

that sufficiently.

As for the fourth instance,
'
to have a body of contrary

qualities' is essential "
consequutive," and " a posteriori"

unto an essential predicate of man, viz. a mixt body; and so

is essential unto man, and predicated of him " in secundo

modo dicendi per se," as a mixt body is predicated of him
"
primo modo dicendi per se." For, as Scheibler '

showeth,
" Ad praedicationes per se secundi modi pertinent non solum

prsedicationes illse, in quibus proprium prgedicatur de sub-

jecto suo primo, veluti corpus est 'quantum, sed etiam illae

prsedicationes in quibus proprium prsedicatur de speciebus
sui primi subjecti, veluti homo est quantus." But this hath

no alliance with laughing, for it agreeth always unto all

men.

Dr. Taylok.— And, in a moral discourse, to call for

metaphysical significations, and not to be content with moral

and general, may proceed from an itch to quarrel, but not

from that ingenuity, which will be your and my best orna-

ment.

Jeanes.— It hath hitherto been a received rule amongst
all logicians, that in mixed questions, the terms of which

telong unto several disciplines,
—we must, for the explication

of each term, have recourse unto the discipline, unto which
it appertaineth ;

and you can say nothing to disprove this

rule. Whether inclination to evil be essential to man—is a

mixed question; for 'inclination to evil or sin' is a theo-

logical term, and 'essential' is a metaphysical term; and,

therefore, in taking it in a metaphysical sense, I have done

nothing but what logic and reason have prescribed me ; and,

therefore, I shall not fear your passionate and irrational

censure ofme for it. To clear this yet further, by instancing
in mixed propositions of the like nature :

" An formale

peccati in genere sit privatio rectitudinis debitse rationali

creaturse? An formale peccati originalia sit solum privatio

» De Prop. cap. iv. n. 41.
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originalis justitiae? An pronitas ad malum fluat ex principiis

naturee integraj? An sacramentura sit ens respectivum? An
sacramenta sint causce physicae gratise?"

Now if here you should be pleased to say, that,
" in these

questions, to call for metaphysical significations, of '

privatio,

principium, ens respectivum,' and ' causa physica,' may pro-
ceed from an itch to quarrel, but not from that ingenuity
which will be our best ornament," you will b&wray but little

judgment, and less ingenuity.
2. If that which you call essential in a moral and large

sense, do net either constitute the essence, or necessarily
flow therefrom, it will, in the upshot, prove to be but ac-

cidental
;
and how, then, comes it that you oppose it unto

accidental ? But you will, perhaps, tell me, that I must take

accidental in a moral and laroe sense, as well as essentia! :

but, sir, what is there in your words to guide me unto this

sense of accidental? I took accidental for the concrete

of * accidens prtedicabile,' and so, I believe, have most

scholars that have read you ;
and why it should not be

thus understood, I think you can allege no reason, but that

you know not otherwise to mnke any tolerable sense of your
words. Your discourse is polemical; and if therein you use

philosophical terms, and I call for a philosophical signifi-

cation of the terras, with what forehead can you accuse me
for being quarrelsome and disingenuous? If, when you can-

not defend what you say, according unto the proper and

usual signification of the words you use, you must have

liberty to fly unto large and unusual senses of them— you

may say even what you please ;
for no man will be able to

understand what you say, unless he hath a peculiar key unto

your writings.
But let us inquire what can be here meant by

' accidental'

in a moral and lar^e sense.
'

Essential,' vou sav, in a moral

sense, is that which is not after our nature, but together
with it

; and, in conformity hereunto, accidental, in a moral

sense, must be that which is after our nature, and not together
with it

;
and then I shall desire you to awake, and consider

whether your second reason be not coincident with your
third

;
for your second reason, as you expound it, stands

thus :

•

Inclination to evil is after our nature, and not to-

gether with it in real being :' and your third reason is this,
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* Inclination to evil is superinduced unto nature, and is after

it,' 8cc.

Dr. Taylor.— Althouo-h I have not much to do with

it, yet because you are so great a logician, and so great an

admirer of that which every one of your pupils knows, I

mean Porphyry's definition of an accident,—I care not if I

tell you that the definition is imperfect and false.

Jeanes.— 1. You have, ever and anon, an uncivil fling

at my poor logic ; but, sir, let me be so bold as to tell you,

that as my logic is the object of your contempt, so that my
pupils cannot find in that logic, which you manifest in these

your papers, matter for either their envy or emulation.

2. Why pray, sir, do you say, that I am so great an

admirer of Porphyry's definition of an accident? Indeed, I

say, that it is a celebrated definition of an accident
;
but

thereby I signify only, that it is frequently and much used,

commonly known, and in every man's mouth
;
and this ac-

ceptation of the word is usual in Cicero, as these instances

following- evidence :

** Celebratur omnium sermone Isetitia-

que convivium :
—hoc delatum est tum ad vos pontifices, post

omnium sermone celebratum, quemadmodum iste omnia

fecit :
—quod ita esse, constant! fama atque omnium sermone

celebratum est :
—

quid porro in Graeco sermone tam trituni

atque celebratum est, quam," &c.

3. Though you care not to tell me, that Porphyry's defi-

nition of an accident is false and imperfect, yet you should

have been careful to have brought stronger objections against

it than those you have urged, for they contain such gross

and absurd untruths, as that every one that understands

them, will think you a very incompetent judge of the defi-

nitions of Porphyry and Aristotle. Indeed, how far you are

to seek in the nature of accidents, appears by your talking
of accidents constitutive of a substance, in your

' Discourse

of the Real Presence ','
Sec.

;
but let us hear your objec-

tions.

Dr. Taylor.— It is not convertible with the definitum;

for even essential things may be taken away
*
sine interitu

subjecti.'

Jeanes.— For an answer unto this, I shall refer you

•Vol. X. page 27, of tliis edition.
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to yourself, in your book, but now mentioned, "Of the Real

Presence of Christ in the Holy Sacrament" :"
" God can do

what he pleaseth, and he can reverse the laws of his whole

creation, because he can change or annihilate every creature,

or alter the manners and essences
;
but the question now is,

what laws God hath already established, and whether or no

essentials can be chano;ed, the thinos remainin<r the same ?

that is, whether they can be the same, when they are not the

same ? He that says God can give to a body all the essen-

tial properties of a spirit, says true, and confesses God's

omnipotency ;
but he says also that God can change a

body, from being a body to become a spirit ;
but if he says,

that, remaining a body, it can receive the essentials of a

spirit, he does not confess God's omnipotency, but makes
the article difficult to be believed, by making it not to work

wisely and possibly. God can do things ;
but are they un-

done when they are done? that is, are the things changed in

their essentials, and yet remain the same ? then how are they

changed, and then what hath God done to them?"

But to come unto your instances.

Dr. Taylor.— I instance to be *

quantitative' is essential

to a body,
* and to have succession of duration

;' but yet
in the resurrection when bodies shall be spiritual and

eternal, those other which are now essential predicates, shall

be taken away, and yet the subject remain, and be improved
to higher and more noble predicates.

Jeanes.— 1. As for the first of these instances, it is

without doubt, that to be '

quantitative' is essential unto a

body
' a posteriori,' and

'

consequutive' as a proprium thereof,

quarto niodo. But,

1. That quantity is separable from a body, was never

affirmed by any besides the patrons of either transubstantia-

tion or consubstantiation.

2. If a body were without quantity, it would be without

extension, and so would exist in an undivisible point with-

out distinction of parts, and so it would be (jw/za ao-ij^arov,
** a bodiless body," which is a flat contradiction.

But for refutation of this, I shall refer you to your
own self in your

" Discourse of the Real Presence''," &c.

Vol. X. page 48, of this edition. * Vol. x. page 28.
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•' But I demand, when we speak of a body, what we mean

by it ? for in all discourses and intercourses of mankind by
words, we must agree concerning each other's meaning :

when we speak of a body, of a substance, of an accident,

what does mankind agree to mean by these words? All

the philosophers and all the wise men in the world, when

they speak of a body, and separate it from a spirit, they

mean, that a spirit is that, which hath no material divisible

parts physically,
—that which hath nothing of that which

makes a body, that is, extension and limitation by lines and

superficies." And " when we speak of a body, all the world

means that which hath a finite quantity y."
** That which I

now insist upon is, that in a body there cannot be indistinc-

tion of parts, but each must possess his own portion or

place, and if it does not, a body cannot be a body ^." Again,
" If Christ's body be in the sacrament according to the

manner of a substance, not of a body, I demand, according
to the nature of what substance, whether of a material or an

immaterial? If according to the nature of a material sub-

stance, then it is commensurate by the dimensions of quan-

tity, which he is now endeavouring to avoid. If according
to the nature of an immaterial substance, then it is not a

body but a spirit ;
or else the body may have the being of a

spirit whilst it remains a body,
—that is, be a body and not a

body at the same time ^."

Here every material substance, by your opinion, is com-
mensurate by the division of quantity, and, therefore, no

material substance can be without the dimensions of quan-

tity. Afterwards you bring in a shift of Bellarmine's^ unto

which you return a very good answer, both which I shall

transcribe. " Bellarmine says, that to be coextended to a

place is separable from a magnitude or body, because it is a

thing that is extrinsical and consequent to the intrinsical

extension of parts, and, being later than it, is, by divine

power, separable :" but this is as very a sophism as all the

rest
;

"
for if whatever in nature is later than the substance,

be separable from it, then fire may be without heat, or

water without moisture; a man can be without time, for

y Vol. X. page 29, of this edition. ^ Vol. x. page S3.
" Vol. X. page 34. b Vol. x. page 46.
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that also is in nature after his essence, and he may be with-

out a faculty of will, or understanding, or of affections, or of

growing to his state, or being nourished : and then he will be
a strange man, who will neither have the power of will or

understanding, of desiring or avoiding, of nourishment or

growth, or any thing that can distinguish him from a beast,
or a tree, or a stone

;
for these are all later than the essence,

for they are all essential emanations from it
; thus also

quantity can be separated from a substantial body, if every
thing that is later than the former, can be separated from it."

When you wrote this, you thought it a gross absurdity
to aver that quantity could be separated from a substantial

body ; when you have answered yourself, I shall then take

up the cudgels, and reply unto your answer. In the mean
while, I shall consider your argument, by which you en-

deavour to prove quantity separable from a body.
It stands thus : in the resurrection bodies shall be spiri-

tual
; therefore to be quantitative, which is now an essential

predicate, shall be then taken away.
For answer :

1. If the bodies of the saints shall be raised without

quantity, then without extension, without integral parts,
without heads, eyes, arms, legs, feet

;
and this would be a

very pretty and proper resurrection
;

it would, indeed, be an
invisible resurrection : this is a very strange and false asser-

tion, contrary as to the constant tenet of both ancient and
modern divinity, so also unto express Scripture.

" In my
flesh," says Jobs "

shall I see God, whom I shall see for

myself, and my eyes shall behold, and not another." The
bodies of the saints shall, in the resurrection, be " con-

formed unto Christ's glorious body<^:" and that was a
visible and palpable body,

'<
it might be seen and felt, it had

flesh and bones, and hands, feet, and sides S" Tertullian,

upon these words of the apostle's,
"

this corruptible shall put
on incorruption,"

—hath this gloss,
"
Quantitativam et eandem

numero essentiam digito demonstrat
; magis enim expresse

loqui non poterat, nisi cutem suam manibus teneret."

«=

Job, xix. 26, 27. '^

Pliilip. iii. 21.
« Luke, xxiv. 39, 40. John, xx. 27. See Aquin. sup. a»l Sam pari, sum,

&c. quaist. 80. art. 1.
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2. As for the spirituality of our bodies in the resurrec-

tion, that shall not be destructive of their quantity ;
for they

shall be spiritual, not in regard of substance, but in respect
of either immediate supportance by the Spirit, or else re-

semblance unto a spirit.

1. In respect of immediate supportance by the Spirit
v/ithout the help of bodily means, meats, drinks, sleep,

medicaments, &.c.,
" he that raised up Christ from the dead,

shall also quicken your mortal bodies by his Spirit that

dvvelleth in you^" Or else,

2. As others conjecture, in regard of resemblance unto

a spirit, as touching some particulars in the resurrection :

'*

they neither marry, nor are given in marriage ;
but are as

the angels of God in heaven s."

But that spirituality of the body, in Paul's sense of the

word, is no impeachment unto the quantity of it, is evident

enough from what you say in your treatise of the " Real

Presence," &c.
;
for therein you rightly aver, that Christ's

body is now a spiritual body,
—and yet maintain, against the

papists, that it is endued Avith quantity, and hath '

partem
extra partem,'

' one part without the other,' answering to the

parts of his place.
Your second instance is, to have succession of duration,

—
this is essential to a body, think you; yet in the resurrection,

when our bodies shall be eternal, it shall be taken away.
But here, sir, my poor pupils, because you are so great a

metaphysician, care not much if they tell you, that succession

in duration is so far from being essential to a body, as that

it doth not at all agree thereunto
;
and they have learned it

out of Scheibler'' and Suarez', metaphysicians no ways
inferior unto your great self.

Out of them they thus argue : whatsoever hath a succes-

sive duration, hath also a successive essence or being ;

—but

now no body hath a successive essence or being ;
—

therefore,

no body hath a successive duration.

The major is evident, because, as Suarez and Scheibler

f Rom. viii. 11. b Matt. xxii. 30.

h
Metap. lib. i. cap. 16. n. 48, 53, 91, 92, <-)o, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99;

cap. 19. n. 9, 10, 11, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35.

• Disp. 50. sect. 5, and 7.
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well prove, the duration of a thing is not distinguished from

the actual existence thereof, really, but only
' ratione I'atio-

cinata.'

And then for the minor, it may be thus confirmed
;
What-

soever hath a successive essence or being, hath the parts of

its essence * in fluxu,' so that it is partly past, partly pre-

sent, and in part to come
;
but no such thing can be affirmed

of any body, and, therefore, no body hath a successive

essence or being.
Or thus : No permanent being hath a successive being or

essence
;
—but every body is a permanent being ;

—therefore

no body hath a successive being or essence.

The minor, that alone asks proof, may be thus confirmed:

Whatsoever hath all the parts of its essence or being to-

gether, so that in no moment of time, there is wanting unto

it any thing requisite unto its essential integrity,
—that is

a permanent being ;

—but every body hath all the parts of its

essence or being together, so tliat in no moment of time,

there is wanting unto it any thing requisite unto its essential

integrity ;
—Therefore, every body is a permanent being.

If you should say, that God only hath permanency of

being, according to that of the Psalmist'': ''The heavens

shall perish, but thou shalt endure
; yea, all of them shall

wax old, like a garment ;
as a vesture shalt thou change

them, and they shall be changed ;
but thou art the same."

Unto this they will answer, that you do but trifle with

the equivocation of the word '

permanency;' it is, they will

say, opposed unto either '

mutability' or '

succession;' if it be

opposed unto mutability and defectibility of being, then God
alone hath permanency of being ;

but if it be opposed unto

succession of being, then every created being, besides

motion, hath permanency of being ; and this Scheibler ' hath

taught them :

" Nulli rei (inquit) convenit fluxus vel suc-

cessio partium essentialium prseterquam motui (permissive

loquendo) ;
unde non est tempus successivum, nisi tempus

quo durat ipse motus : nempe sicut essentia motus consistit

in successione partium,
— ita etiam duratio motus consistit in

successione partium; et proinde utrumque est ens succes-

k Psal. cii. 26, 27. ' Met. lib. i. cap. 19. n. 35.
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sivum : si tamen a parte rei loquamur, turn solum unum ens

est successivum, nerape motus
;
duratio enim motus a parte

rei eadem est cum essentia ips&." If you shoixld say, with

Bonaventure and others, that 'succession of duration dis-

tinguisheth the creature from the Creator,' and, therefore,

every creature hath succession of duration,—they will again

(out of the forementioned authors) distinguish of a twofold

succession, privative and positive.

1. A privative or negative succession
;
and that is, either

betwixt not beins: and beino- or betwixt being and not

being ;
thus when a man is begotten, his being succeeds his

not being,
—and when he dies, his not being succeeds his

being; and this privative succession doth distinguish the

creature from the Creator, and, therefore, doth or may agree
to every creature : for even the angels had a beginning, and

so there was a succession of their being unto their not being ;

and they might have an end, by God's omnipotency, if he

had not decreed otherwise
; nay, God could annihilate them

merely by the withdrawing of his preservative influence, and

so there mjoht have been a succession of their not being:

unto their being : this succession is opposed unto an intrin-

sical necessity of existence, or unto an immutable per-

manency,
' sen stabilitati permanentise,' as Suarez phraseth

if", and not unto permanency of being as such. This suc-

cession, if we speak of the power and capacity of it, is

essential to our bodies, and withal, it is inseparable from

them
;
for even after the resurrection, God could (if he had

not determined the contrary) reduce them unto their first

nothing.
A positive succession hath for both its extremes a

positive being; and this is again, they will say, either *
dis-

crete' or * continuous.'

1. Discrete, between beings totally perfect; as the know-

ledge of one plant succeeds the knowledge of another plant:
but this succession doth not constitute a successive being.

There is another succession, which they call
'
conti-

nuous,' and that is not betwixt total beings, but betwixt parts

of the same being; when they do not exist together, but

one after another,
' in fluxu,' as they say ;

and this suc-

™
Disp. 50. sect. 5. n. 26.
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cession is proper and peculiar unto motion, though not untp

every motion. Thus far my pupils.
Dr. Taylor.—This I have here set down, not that I at all

value the problem whether it be so or no, but that you may
not think me a Socinian particularly in this article

;
or that

I think the bodies in the resurrection shall be specifically

distinct from what they are here : I believe them the same

bodies, but ennobled in their very beings ;
for to a specifical

and substantial change, is required, that tli^re be introduc--

tion of new forms.

Jeanes.— 1. You will not be thoroughly and sufficiently

distinguished from the Socinians in this article, if you think

the bodies in the resurrection shall be numerically distinct

from what they are here
; and, therefore, I shall entreat you

to tell us in your next, how far you accord with, or dissent

from, them in this particular.

2. You here say, that * to be quantitative' shall be taken

away from our bodies in the resurrection
;
and the sequel of

this is, that bodies in the resurrection shall be specifically

distinct from what they are here
;
for a quantitative substance

and a substance without quantity are specifically distinct;

because the one is material, a body,
—and the other, imma-

terial, a spirit, and not a body at all, unless ' nomine tenus.'

Dr. Taylor.— But yet the improving of essential pre-
dicates is no specification of subjects, but a melioration of

the first.

Jeanes.— The ordinary reader may, perhaps, think,

that there is some great mystery wrapt up under these hard

words; but the plain meaning of'thera is, as I suppose, tliat

the improving of essential predicates doth not make a speci-
fical change of subjects, but only advance a subject unto a

better being. Essential predicates may be said to be im-

proved three manner ofways : 1. By abolition of them
;

2. By
intension of them

;
3. By addition unto them.

The two latter are impertinent to this business in hand
;

for suppose (though not grant) that the essential predicates

of substances might be improved by intension of them, or

by addition unto them
; yet what will this make to the

separability of essentials from a subject? The improving of

essential predicates, that belongs unto our present purpose,
is by abolition of them, and by substituting new and more

VOL. 1. Q
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noble essentials in their room ; and that essentials may be

abolished, and new essentials substituted in their rooms {the

things remaining the same) is a thing you may magisterially

and imperiously dictate, but can never scholastically prove.

But, perhaps, you will say, that you take essential in a

moral and theological sense : but, sir, you must remember,

that you are not to take essential here, in such a latitude, as

to include accidental and contingent predicates ;
for if you

should. Porphyry's definition of ' accidens
'

will remain un-

shaken by what you say.
—Would not this be a ridiculous

argument? accidental and contingent predicates may be

taken away, 'sine subjecti interitu;' therefore,
* adesse et

abesse sine subjecti interitu,' is no excellent definition of an

accident; and yet this will be your very argument, if by
essential predicates you mean any thing besides the four

first predicables, unto which all essential predicates are

reducible.

Dr. Taylor.— But the consequent is, that ' abesse et

adesse sine subjecti interitu,' is not an excellent definition of

an accident.

Jeanes.—The arguments from which you infer this con-

sequent, are overthrown, and, therefore, this consequent
falleth to the ground of itself, without you support it by
some fresh arguments.

Dr. Taylor.—And yet further it follows, that if sin

were as essential to a man, as mortality is, or to be quan-

titative,
—

yet there is no more need that man should rise with

sin, than with mortality.
Jeanes.—And, pray, sirv why do not you add, 'and with

quantity V Do you begin to startle at this proposition, that

men shall rise without quantity? but as touching the separa-

bility of both mortality and quantity from bodies in the

resurrection, I have spoken already so fully, as that I may
spare to say any thing anew of it.

Dr. Taylor.— But Aristotle's 'Philosophy,' and Por-

phyry's
*

Commentary,' are but ill measures in theology, and

you should do well to scour bright that armour in which you
trust, which, unless it be prudently conducted, will make a

man a sophister rather than a theologue : but you are wiser.

Jeanes.— Aristotle and Porphyry are no contemptible
authors in philosophy ;

but who ever thought them infallible
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iji philosophy, or their books measures in theology ? Philo-

isophy is a very useful handmaid unto divinity, and none
will decry it, but such whose sayings and writings cannot

endure the test thereof; nothing that is true in philosophy,
can be false in divinity ;

for ' verum vero non opponitur ;'
one

truth doth not, cannot clash with another. As for my philo-

sophy, I hope God will preserve me from trusting in it, or in

any other arm of flesh. If you can detect any error therein,

I shall be ready to retract it, and be very thankful to you for

your pains ;
as for the dirt you have hitherto thrown thereon,

it will not stick, but recoileth Oii your own face.

Dr. Taylor.— I have only this one thing to add, that

the common ' Discourses of Original Sin,' niake sin to be

natural, necessary, and unavoidable : and then may I not use

your own words, this tenet is chargeable with libertinism,
*
it

is a licentious doctrine, and opens a gap to the greatest pro-

faneness, for it takes away all conscience of sin, all repentance
of it for the time past ;'

if sin be natural, necessary, and un-

avoidable, as it is to us, if we derive it from Adam, &c. what

reason hath he to be humbled for it, and to ask God pardon
for it ? so that you have done well against your own opinion ;

and if I had not used the argument before, I should have had

reason to thank you for it. Now as it is, you are further to

consider of it, not I.

Jeanes.— If you understand by 'natural,' that which

naturally results from nature, and by
*

necessary and unavoid-

able,' that which is denominated such from a primitive and

created necessity, that which you say is a foul slander against
the common discourses of Protestants against original sin :

but if you mean by
' natural

'

that which is connexed

with, and coeval unto, our nature,
—and by

'

necessary and

unavoidable,' that which is such in regard of a consequent
and contracted necessity, it will be nothing to the purpose :

for you (and you may take in to boot your good friends

of Racovia) are never able to prove, that the assertion of

such a naturality and necessity of original sin, is any bar to

humiliation or repentance for it, unto prayer for the pardon
of it.

Dr. Taylor.— Sir; though I have reason to give you
the priority in every thing else, yet in civility I have far

outdone you.
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Jeanes,— First, you have written a letter to me without

a superscription, and I have returned one unto you with a

superscription ;
and this I take to be of the two the greater

civility.

If I may believe the echo of the neighbourhood, you
have written several letters unto Mr. T. C. concerning me,
that cannot pretend to any great civility, for they are said to

be stuffed with insulting reproaches : unto which I shall

return nothing but my prayers for the increase of your

charity and humility.
Dr. Taylok.—You were offended at a passage, which

you might easily, but would not understand; you have urged

arguments against me which return upon your own head. The

proposition you charge me withal, I own not in any of your

senses, nor (as you set it down) in any at all
;
and yet your

arguments do not substantially, or rationally confute it. if I

had said so.

Jeanes. — Here you sum up your conquests, but whether

you do not reckon without your host, let the reader judge.
Dr. Taylor.— Besides all this, you have used your

pleasure upon me
; you have reviled me, slighted me, scorned

me, untempted, unprovoked ; you never sent to me civilly

to give you satisfaction in your objections, but talked it in

my absence, and to my prejudice.
Jeanes.—Unto all this, a general negative is a sufficient

answer, until I know the particulars that your delator hath

informed you with
; but, perhaps, you may think that for

such an obscure person as myself, to dare to except against
what you write, is to revile, slight, and scorn you ;

if you be

so impatient of contradiction, I shall leave it unto your own
bosom to judge from what spirit it proceeds. When you
published your book, you exposed it to every man's censure

that would read it
;
and will you accuse every man of un-

civility, that passeth his censure upon any passage in it, in a

private discourse with friends ? But, sir, upon Mr. C.'s

intreaty, I sent him in writing the reasons that I had for my
censure, and these reasons were, by my consent, to be conveyed
to you, and therefore I sent unto you mediately, by another,
to give satisfaction to my objections. If you shall say, that

it was uncivil for me not to make my address immediately
unto yourself, it is a charge will easily be wiped off; I was.
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as I thought, an utter stranger unto you, and Mr. C. pro-
fessed a great acquaintance with, and interest in you, and
assured me that my exceptions should be received with all

possible candour, and promised his diligence and fidelity in

conveying of them unto you ; my objections, therefore, were
sent

civilly unto you, though sent by him. But, however you
are thus severe, the reader, I hope, will have a more cha-

ritable opinion of my procedure herein, and think, that you
have no reason to make such tragical outcries against me for

abusive uncivilities towards you.
Dr. Taylor.—Yet I have sent you an answer, I hope,

satisfactory, and together with it a long letter, which, in the

midst of my many affairs and straitened condition, is more
than I can aoain afford.

Jeanes.— Unto your long letter I have returned a longer

answer; and whether yours or mine be satisfactory, I am
contented to refer it unto the indifferent reader. If your
condition be straitened, I wish it were more plentiful : but

my affairs are, I believe, neither for number nor importance
inferior unto yours ;

and from them I have borrowed so much
time, as to answer you, and shall be ready to do so again to

perform unto you the like office.

Dr. Taylor.— And after all this, I assure you that I will

pray for you, and speak such good things of you, as I can
find or hear to be in you ;

and profess myself, and really be,

sir, your affectionate friend and servant, in our blessed Lord
and Saviour Jesus, Jer. Taylor.

Jeanes.— For this your promise I give you hearty
thanks, and shall endeavour to make you as grateful a return

as I can, in the hke Christian offices of love : and so shall rest,

in Christ Jesus, your humble servant, Henry Jeanes.

POSTSCRIPT.

Dr. Taylor. — Sir, I received yours late last night, and
I have returned you this early in the morning, that I might,
in every thing, be respective of you.

Jeanes.— This I easily believe, and am confident, that

upon review of your letter you will acknowledge, that, ac-

cording to the proverb, you have made more haste than good
speed.

Dr. Taylor.— But I desire not to be troubled with any
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thing that is not very material, for I have business of much

greater concernment
;
neither can I draw the saw of con-

tention with any man about things less pertinent. I expect
no answer, I need none, I desire none, but expect that you
will employ your good parts in any thing rather than in

being
'

ingeniosus in alieno libro.' Your talents can better,

if you please, serve God, than by cavilling with or without

reason.

Jeanes.— Whether or no the controversy between us

be not material, but less pertinent ;
whether your letter be so

satisfactory, as that it needs no answer
;
as also, whether I

cavil without reason
; (to cavil with reason is a catachresis

as harsh as *
ratione insanire,' and as hardly justifiable, but

by a * licentia poetica,') are things in which I refuse you for

my judge, and appeal unto the learned and unprejudiced
reader.

Secondly, That you neither expect nor desire an answer

from me, may be very probable; but that I was obliged to

return you one, I have three reasons that convince me.

First, By my silence, the truth, which you have wronged,
would suffer.

Secondly, Your papers have been, with a great deal of

diligence, published, and if I should not give them an

answer, I should be accessary to the funeral of my own

good name. And

Thirdly, A friend of yours, when he gave me this your

letter, told me, that I could not answer it, and that you were,

as he thought, infallible. Now I thought it my duty to un-

deceive him, who, having your person in too great an admi-

ration, greedily swalloweth whatsoever falls from your pen,

though never so false and erroneous.
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TO THE READER

This manual of Christian Consolations, derived from

Five Heads of great importance in Religion, was

w^ritten by a late Reverend Prelate of our church,

and is now printed according to his own copy.
The papers were presented by him to a person

of honour, for whose private use they were designed ;

but, as the noblest spirits are most communicative,

that noble and religious lady was pleased to impart
them for the good also of others. We read in

the Evangelists, how that the holy Jesus, who
** went about doing good" (that is the short, but

full, character which Saint Peter* gives of him), did,

by a miracle of mercy, bless five loaves to the feed-

ing of a very great multitude. And may the same

Almighty goodness bless and prosper whatsoever

spiritual good is contained in these Five Helps

and Directions for a Christian's Comfort,
to the refreshing and trengthening of such souls, as

truly hunger and thirst after God ! May the serious

and devout readers taste and see how good the Lord

is, that his loving-kindness is better than life,
—and

that the light of his countenance, the sense of his

favour, is infinitely more heart-cheering, and brings

with it a truer and larger satisfaction, than the in-

crease of "
corn, and wine, and oil "'," doth to the

»
Acts, X. 38.

'' Psalm iv.
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men of this world, who only or chiefly
** mind

earthly things," and unwisely place their felicity

in the fading and empty enjoyments of this pre-

sent life.

It is a good thing, then, that a man should both

hope, and quietly wait for the salvation of the Lord ;

for,
" he is good to them that wait for him, to the

soul that seeketh him"."

He who is the God of love, and even ''Love itself;

he who is the ever-flowing fountain of goodness, will

not fail to fill the hungry with good things. Such

a Christian hath meat to eat which the world knows

not of
;
he feeds on the hidden manna : he hath (as

St. Austin said of St.Ambrose)
' occultum os in corde

ejus,' and with this he doth '

sapida gaudia de paneDei
ruminare.' " The Father of the world, who openeth
his hand, and satisfieth the desire of every living

thing, giving to all their meat in due season^;"
*' he

is as ready to fulfil the desire of them that fear

him; he will give grace and glory, and no good

thing will he withhold from them that walk up-

rightly ^" And here, from the character and quali-

fication of the persons (them that fear him, and

them that walk uprightly) it highly concerns us

to observe, and to lay it to heart, that a sincere

desire and serious endeavour to fear God and walk

uprightly, is a necessary and indispensable con-

dition to qualify and make us meet for the receiving

of the best of divine favours and blessings. We
must first walk in the fear of the Lord, if we would

'^Lam.iii. '
1 John iv.

* Psalm cxlv.
^ Psalm Ixxxiv.
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walk in the comfort of the Holy Ghost; as these

two are set together^. If we would have the Spirit

to be our comforter, we must follow the Spirit as

our guide and counsellor. If we would find rest

unto our souls, we must take Christ's yoke upon
US'", the yoke of his precepts, which are all holy,

and just, and good. A state of inward comfort and

true tranquillity of spirit can never be secured and

preserved, but by a continued care to walk before

God, in faithful obedience to his will in all things.

For *' there is no peace to the wicked'," as is

twice expressed by the noble prophet Isaiah ^
; but

"great peace have they that love thy lawV' saith

the royal psalmist, the man after God's own heart,

who herein spake his own experience; and else-

where,
" Mark the perfect man, and behold the

upright, for the end of that man is peace '»." While

he lives, he lives in peace, his soul dwells at ease ; he

feels an unspeakable joy and pleasure within, upon
the sense of his doing his duty, and being faithful in

obedience to his Lord and Master in heaven. And
when he dies, he departs in peace", and shall ''enter

into peace," and " into the joy of his Lord"." Here he
*' tastes how sweet the Lord is," but there " he shall

be abundantly satisfied with the plenty of God's house,

and made to drink of the river of his pleasures p."

" The meek shall eat and be satisfied, and their heart

shall live for ever^" And so full and complete shall

g Acts, ix. 31, ^ Matt. xi.
'

Chap, xlviii. 22.
^
Chap. Ivii. 21. i Psal. cxix. 165.

'"
Psal. xxxvii. 37.

"
Isaiah, Ivii.

" Matt. xxv. p Psal.xxxvi.
•• Psal. xxii.
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be their joy and satisfaction, that "
they shall neither

hunger nor thirst any more
;
for the Lamb shall feed

them, and shall lead them unto living fountains of

waters ;
and God shall wipe away all tears from their

eyes'." This is the happy portion of those souls,

who have the Lord for their God, with whom " there

is fulness ofjoy, and at whose right hand there are

pleasures," most pure and permanent,
" for ever-

more."

" Rev. vii.



THE

INTRODUCTION.

I HE work of the ministry consists in two things, in

threatenings or comforts. The first is useful for the greatest

part of Christians, who are led by the spirit of bondage,
and fear to do evil, because of wrath to come

;
which grows

out of love to themselves. The second is fit for the best

Christians, that are led by the spirit of love
;
who endeavour

to do righteousness, because they love righteousness, and

to be like unto God, who, they know, is only good (which

grows out of the spirit of adoption), and obey as sons and

daughters, and not as servants.

Our Saviour and his apostles insist sometimes upon the

former way, threatening the impenitent, yet qualifying it

with tidings of peace, if they return and amend their lives.

For sharpness must be applied, according to the power
which the Lord has given us, for edification, and not for

destruction \ The same apostle propounds both in the

former epistle ^,
" Shall I come unto you with a rod ? or in

love, and in the spirit of meekness?" Which latter is most

suitable to the Gospel, to proclaim peace on earth, and good
will towards men

;
and when James and John would have

had fire to come down from heaven upon the Samaritans,

Christ reproved them, saying,
" The Son of Man is not come

to destroy men's lives, but to save them "
:" and St. Paul,

'^ God hath not appointed us to wrath, but to obtain salva-

tion by our Lord Jesus Christ "i." And surely there is cause

to apply a cluster of consolation against a few grains of

terror: 1. Because we are all concluded under sin, and the

guilt is ever present unto us. 2. Because of the weakness

"2 Cor. xiii. 10. ^ ibid. iv. 21. = Luke ix. 56. <M Thess. v. 9.
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of the graces that are in us
;
not that they are weak, but

that human corruption is mixed with them. 3. Because of

the strength and manifoldness of temptations. 4. Because

we are to be exercised with the sufferance of the cross, and

we are infirm to bear it. Lastly, because Httle is commu-
nicated to us, at the present, of that reward we look for ;

least of all, is any share of it present and before our eyes.
Forasmuch then, as there are so many in-draughts that

break into our heart, to make us sick of sorrow and fear, let

lis seek comfort from God, who hath left no disease without

a remedy to cure it,
" who healeth all thy diseases ^" I say,

it is to be sought from God, lest we light upon them that

tell false dreams, and comfort in vain*^. The right place
for it must be the word of God, as it iss :

" that we, through

patience, and comfort of the Scripture, might have hope."
Which comfort scattered up and down in that holy book,
and not cast all in a lump together, by searching it di-

ligently, we may draw our consolation out of five things,

faith,—hope,
—the in-dwelling of the Spirit,

—
prayer,

—and

the sacraments.

' Psalm ciii. 3. ^ Zach. x. 2. e Rom. xv. 4.



CHRISTIAN CONSOLATIONS,

CHAPTER I.

That Faith is the Ground and Foundation of a Christianas

Comfort : several Doubts and Scruples about
believing,

answered.

Faith is the root of all blessings. Believe, and you shall be

saved : believe, and you must needs be sanctified : believe, and

you cannot choose, but be comforted: believe that God
is true in all his promises, and you are the seed of faithful

Abraham, and shall inherit the promises made to Abraham
;

believe that you are Christ's, and Christ is yours ;
and then

you are sure that none can perish, whom the Father hath

given to him. " There is no condemnation to them that

are in Christ Jesus*." And as Martha said,
"
Lord, if thou

hadst been here, my brother had not died'':" so let all

that groan and pine away in sorrow, say. Lord, if thou

hadst been here, if thou hadst appeared to my soul in

thy goodness, I had not fainted in my trouble. Isaiah

foretels*", that it should be Christ's ofHce "
to give the oil

of joy for mourning, and the garment of praise for the

spirit of heaviness." For St. John saw in the spirit, that

they that follow Christ, are clothed " in white garments,"
in garments of joy, in the livery of gladness. Solomon,

describing the provident mistress of a family'', says,
'* She

is not afraid of the snow for her household, for all her

household are clothed with scarlet." So the household of

Christ are not afraid of frost and snow, nor of any bitter

blast
; they have put on the garment of dependence on Christ,

which protects them, and do resolve never to put off their

privy coat of confidence in their Saviour. With this did

Christ encourage the poor woman, being under confusion,

who had secretly touched the hem of his garment ;

" Be of

*
Romans, viii. 1. ''

John, xi. 21. •=

Isaiali, Ixi. 3. '' Prov. xxxi. 21.
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comfort, thy faith hath made thee whole^" The first time

that the word comfort is found in Scripture, is*^ upon the

birth of Noah
;
his father says,

" This son shall comfort us :"

so when God did give Christ to be made man, he did, as it

were, say unto us,
' This Son shall comfort you, for his name

is Jesus, and he shall save his people from their sins.' He
that gave us him, hath given us all things with him. As it

is true to say, that Matthew left all to follow Christ, so is it

as true, that he got all that can be wished by following him.

It is the chemistry of faith (let me use that word) to turn

all things into good and precious ore. It is Abraham's

country in a strange land : Jacob's wages, when Laban

defrauded him
;

Moses's honour, when he refused to be

the son-in-law of Pharaoh's daughter: Kahab's security,

when all Jericho besides did perish : David's rescue, when
there was but a step between him and death : the power of

the apostles, to be able to cast out devils : Mary Magdalen's
sweet ointment, to take away the ill savour of her sins.

Plead, therefore, with the oratory of faith, and say,
*

Lord,
I have no life but in thee, I have no joy but in thee, no

salvation but in thee : but I have all these in thee
;
and how

can my soul refuse to be comforted ?'

But some will say, perhaps,
' Faith is a powerful comforter:

but I, poor wretch, had need to be comforted concerning my
faith. I find the pulse of it weak, and sometimes it inter-

mits, as if it beat not at alh Methinks I am not drawn
near to Christ, or that I am so far off, that I cannot embrace

him.' Some such infirmity may seem to have been in the

Thessalonians ;
and therefore, St. Paul says,

"
I have sent

Timotheus to establish you, and to comfort you, concerning

your faith ^."

Now, to turn this water into wine, and the trembling of

this objection into peace and joy in the Holy Ghost, con-

ceive as if these questions were put to you ;

* Do you often

accuse yourself of a weak faith in secret unto God?' I like

it for a good symptom; for an hypocrite doth not use to

accuse himself.—'And do you bewail your want to the Lord,
because you would have it better supplied?' that is a good
sign too, for it is the same as to thirst for the living God.

«
Matthew, ix. 22. ' Gen. v. 29. 8 1 Thes&. iii. 2.
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They that have not the gift of faith, do not miss it : but they
that have it, though but in a httle, do insatiably desire the

increase of it.

But do you find that the more you put forward to come
to Christ, the more you are put back by doubts and tempta-
tions? It is right the resemblance of him that was sick

of the palsy
''

;
fain he would have been brought to Christ,

but could not come at him for the press. This press that

stops you, are the snares of the world, vain imaginations,

nay, perhaps humility, a broken heart, and a tender con-

science : yet find out a way to come to your Saviour, though
the throng be cumbersome. If there be no other way,
untile the house, break down the roof to be brought unto

him : call unto the Lord to dissolve this house of clay, that

thy soul may see him clearly without all impediment. But,
at the worst of all, do you lie in a swoon, as it were? do you
think there is no life, no motion in your faith? do you fear

the light of grace is so eclipsed, that you have lost all

communion with Christ ? Remember, and be assured, that

you could not miss Christ so much, unless Christ were in

you. Because God loves you, he seems to leave you ;
and

withdraws out of the way for a time, because he would be

found; and makes you desire to seek him, that you may
hold him the surer to you, when you enjoy him. A mother

that hath conceived, may think, not long after, that she

perceives some tokens of her conception ;
in a while, she

doubts of it again, and wisheth some signs of better satis-

faction : she hangs long under many assays of fear and per-

suasion : at last, she finds the babe spring in her womb, and

is utterly confirmed. So it is with them, in whom Christ is

born anew; they have found the Lord,—yet sometime, as it

is in the Canticles,
" He is behind the lattice," that we miss

him by a spiritual jealousy, and fall into many of these fits,

as if he were quite departed. And in this state of trepida-

tion we must be exercised, that we may know, that holy fear

and a troubled spirit are heavenly qualities, that may consist

with faith.

Yet I have more to ask. Do you look dejectedly upon

your faith, because you apprehend it is not full of life

*> Mark, ii. 4.

VOL. I. H
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in the root, nor laden with fruit in godly practice ? Wo be

to them that are not sensible of those infirmities. It is one

of the best lessons in the New Testament,
" Be strong in the

grace that is in Christ Jesus' ;" but it is one of the hardest.

God gives a measure of faith to all in the covenant, that call

upon him ;
but we have this gift in earthen vessels, and taint

it with the affections of our carnal mind. The best faith is

,weak and wavering, short-sighted, riseth and falls like a tune

in music. Therefore, to encourage a perplexed mind, hearken

.to Isaiah
I',

"
Say to them that are of a sorrowful heart, be

strong, fear not." For though it be but an infant faith, it is

a true faith : as an infant is a true man in the essence of a man,

though not a man in growth ; perfect in the real being, though
not in the degrees, wherein wc must strive to grow up more and

more. To prove the truth of it, believe all the word of God,

and it can be no wider : and, for the soundness of it, believe in

Christ, and look for salvation in him alone
;
then it is as legiti-

mate and true born, as is the faith of any saint that is far more

noble. A dim or a blear eye, that looked upon the brazen

gerpent, did procure a remedy for a wound, as much as a

clear and well-conditioned eye. And a little faith, casting

its weak beams on Christ and his death, will go far. Tlie

quantity of a grain of mustard-seed hath warmth and virtue

in it to spread abundantly. If faith on earth hath shaken off

all frailty, and comprehended the joys of heaven, without

casting its eye aside to the love of this world, I do not con-

ceive how the body could subsist any longer here, but that

the soul, in that ecstasy, would be dissolved, and fly away.

Lastly ;
as God sees such sins in you as you cannot see,

so he sees such graces in you as you cannot perceive. The

charitable, to whom Christ speaks when they are at his right
kand ', do deny such good things to be in them, as Christ

did profess they had. The Canaanitish woman found no

better in herself than the vileness of a dog, that waited for

crumbs under the table
;
but Christ commends her for her

great faith. The centurion"" saw nothing but unworthiness

in his person : but Christ gave him the praise above all those,

to whom he had preached in Israel. Confess then, and be

not ashamed to say,
'*

Lord, I believe; help my unbelief!"

i 3 Tim. ii. 1.
''

Chap. xxxm. 4. ' Matt. xxv. 34. '" Matt. viii. 10.
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And take consolation, that water-springs shall flow out of a

barren ground, which suspected itself to be parched and dry.

Though you see but little by your own light, it is because it

is put into the lantern of humility. And let these be the

consolations of faith.

CHAPTER II.

That a Chrhtifm's Comfort jioics from the Grace of Hope.
The Object of Hope is, 1. That which is good. 2. A Good
absent. 3. Though absent, i/et possible ; arid thatfor three

Reasons. 4. Though possible, yet difficult. An Account

of tzco Sorts of Difficulties, ivith particular Encouragements
aminst them.

Yet know that faith never rides single, but it carries hope
before it.

" Faith is the substance of thing« hoped for^."

No Scripture doth better contain them both in a little than

Titus b
: the apostle says, that '' the faith of God's elect,"

first,
"
acknowledgeth the truth :" secondly, that "

it is ac-

cording to godliness :" thirdly,
"

it is in hope of eternal

life, which God that cannot he, promised, before the world

began." When you see a weight of iron tied to a line,

wound upon a wheel from the ground to the top of a house,—
remember it is like the heart of a sinner, leaden and heavy,

lying upon the ground, and wound up in this text, with the

line of hope, to the top of heaven. Heaven then is the

express and fair object of hope, and God, in his promise,
is the procurer.

*

Promise,' I say : for we do not grope for

heaven blindfold, and fall upon it out of our own head

without a warrant : but our assurance is incomparably the

best that can be given, and in the best manner;
" a promise

made before the world began ;

"
that is, freely, unrequested,

.when we could have no being to ask it
;
and made over to

Christ, the Mediator, that it should be put into his hand to

perform it to us. And it is unchangeable, as is all the truth

of God : for
" he cannot lie/' neither is there any shadow of

change in him. What can we desire more ? Carry this evi-

» lUI). xi. 1. ^
Chap. i. !,'<;.
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dence along with you, and show it to yourself upon every

disquietness and deep plunge of heart : and how can you
choose but convince yourself, that your melancholy and dis-

trust is causeless ?
'* The hope of the righteous shall be

gladness ^" And '' we rejoice in hope''." The design of

hope is considered four ways. First, it intends unto that

which is good ;

—which makes a difference between hope and

fear: for we hope for that which is good, we fear that which

is evil. Secondly, it is not that good which is present, but

absent
;
and this makes a difference between hope and

fruition.
"
Hope that is seen, is not hope : for what a man

seeth, why doth he yet hope for^?" Thirdly, though it be

a good absent, and not yet obtained, yet it is possible ;

—which

is the difference between hope and despair : but we have no

colour for despair, since all things are possible to God.

Fourthly, it is a possible good, but ' bonum arduum,' to be

gotten with difficulty and pains ;
which puts a difference

between the diligence of hope and careless security. These

are the four promontories of hope, and a good wind blows

from every quarter.
I. First, it is good for a man to hope, since we hope for

that which is good, so good that it exceeds all that eye hath

seen : for as yet we see not God but in his creatures. Nor
ear hath heard it, that is, in its full, unutterable excellency,
which the words of holy Scripture cannot express to our

imperfect reason. Then " neither can it enter into the heart

of man :" for things can seem no greater than words can

utter.
*' We know as yet but in part, hereafter we shall

know as we are known." If we have boasted to the heathen,
that we look for a kingdom and a crown of glory, we are

sure we shall not be ashamed of that hope ^ We may be

ashamed that we have doted upon petty things, out of which
we have devised felicity, and they have failed and deceived

us : but our treasure laid up in the heaven is so sure, that in

the end, and in the day of trial, none shall insult over our

hope and say,
' Where is now the Lord your God ?' If a

mortal man detain the wages of the labourer, it is a sin :

therefore, it cannot be incident to God,
" who is not un-

•= Prov. X. 26. ^ Rom. xii. 12.
« Rom. viii. 24. f Rom. v. 5.
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righteous to forget our work and labour of loveS." " We
shall not always be forgotten : our expectation shall not perish
for ever*"." The judgment of a good eye-sight is to see afar

off; so, in the judgment of a good hope, to remark the un-

speakable reward of a better age to come. Whereupon it

hath sufficient satisfaction and content to leave or to lose

all it hath, things
*' not worthy to be compared to the glory

which is revealed in us '." The rich mines and golden trade
of both the Indies are on the other side the line : so the rich
trade of hope is in the other world. Change your poor
freight, which is your lading in this vessel of clay, and barter
it for an immortal possession.

Hope that is not under the embers, but mounts up into a

trembling flame, reckons not what it is worth by a very little

which it hath in hand, but by its share which is reserved in

the storehouse of God's eternal recompense. Now I am
abased

;
but there is mine honour, a far more abundant ex-

ceeding weight of glory. Now I carry about a crazy sickly
body; there it shall be immortal, and incident to no dis-

temper. Now my neighbours and acquaintance despise me,
and run far from me

;
there I shall be enrolled with angels

and saints, and " with the church of the first-born, and with
the spirits of just men made perfect''." Now I live in all

disorder of church ordinances, in distraction of schisms, in

the filthy stench of old and new heresies : but there is the
New Jerusalem, where all things set forth the glory of the

Lamb, in beauty, and holiness, and truth. Now I must die,
and dehver up my body unto the dust

;
but Christ died and

rose again the third day, and will bring again with him, in

due time, all those that sleep : and " comfort one another
with these words," saith St. Paul'. And as when Christ
ascended into heaven,

" he went up with a merry noise, and
the Lord with the sound of the trumpet";" so let every
heart break out into praise and gladness, whose hope flies up
unto the Lord in his holy places :

"
holding fast the confi-

fidence, and the rejoicing of hope firm unto the end"."

IL Stay yet, and consider it is a good which is absent
that we hope for : when it is come, and brought to pass, hope

s Heb. vi. lO, '' Psalm ix. 18. ' Rom. viii. 18.
^ Hrb. xii. 23. '

1 Tliess. iv. 14. "• Psalm xlvii. 5.
" Heb. iii. 6.
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is at the journey's end. "
Say to the righteous, it shall be

well with him, for they shall eat the fruit of their doings °."

It shall be well
;

'

dixit,
—erit.' It is not paid down, as we

say, in ready money, but we have a good bond for as-

surance.

Let one object upon this,
' Doth not hope deferred afflict

the soul?' Yet be not disheartened : it is better than so. For

first, we have somewhat in hand
;
because that which faith

lays hold of, is really and actually its own : now hope is faith's

rent-gatherer, and takes up that v/hich faith claims upon the

bargain, which Christ hath made for us.

To be clearer yet :

" We are sealed with the Holy Spirit

of promise, which is the earnest of our inheritance p." You
see then, that though we have not the inheritance as yet, we
have the earnest of it

;
and an earnest penny is more than

nothing. Here I must distinguish between a pledge and an

earnest. A pledge is laid down for assurance to repay that

which was lent : but an earnest is given upon a bargain, to

keep that till the rest be brought in. Now the earnest we
receive of the kingdom to come, is the seal of the Spirit, an

imprinted comfort that it shall be ours, a seal that cannot be

defaced, a comfort that cannot be taken from us. So much
as you have of that seal, so much you have of the earnest:

therefore, you cannot say that hope hath quite nothing to

stay its longing. The blossoms of the spring do not only

promise, but are God's earnest, to represent the fruits which
will wax ripe in autumn.

I will make it out in another simihtude. He that is in a

merchant's warehouse, where spices are stored up, shall have
some taste of them in his palate by their strong scent,

though he put not one corn into his mouth : so we taste

heaven, because the Spirit that comes from heaven, dwells in

us, and gives many delightful signs of a glorified reversion.

But to go forward : it may not be denied but that hope
is anxious and restless, till it come to enjoy. How tedious a

thing it is to stay long without the company of them, whom we
entirely love ! and can it be otherwise than irksome, to be
so long absent from the vision of God, and of Christ com-

passed with innumerable angels ? St. Paul says no less ^
:

•
Isaiali, iii. lo. p

Epii. i.
ir;, 14. n Kom. viii. 23.
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" We that have the first fruits of the Spirit, groan within our-

selves, waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of

the body." Here are groans and sighs indeed
; but we shall -

never be sea-sick vvitli that easy tossing, having
"
hope as

an anchor of our souls ^" Hope of the right stamp, looking-
for the appearance of God, and the reward that he brings
with him, hath a good mate that goes together with it, and
that is patience. In the saddest book of the Scripture % it

is written,
"

It is good that a man should hope, and quietly
wait for the salvation of the Lord." Which, that it may not

be wanting, we must contend for it in prayer, as it is ',

" The

Lord direct your hearts into the love of God, and the patient

waiting for Christ." And it is no difficult thing- to be

persuaded. For when we are held off for a while from the

inheritance of heaven, do we not attend God's leisure? And
will the handmaid wait for her mistress, being in some

degrees of place above her? And shall not the creature

stay the leisure of the Creator, so infinite above us? Be^

side, the expectation of the recompense will increase the

recompense, and make it more superlative ; therefore,
"

let

not him that believes, make haste ".'' Nay, so your spirit

will be patient, the Lord will allow you your importunity to

call upon him to hasten :

"
My strength, haste thee to help

me''." Finally, stay for that contentedly, which when it

comes, it comes but once, and shall abide for ever.

III. Another degree upon which hope steps higher, is

this, that her aim is possible. I have said how that which is

proposed to it, is good ;
that it is not disconsolate, though it

be in futurition, and not yet obtained (for it is too good to

be yet obtained) 5
if patience have its perfect work, it can

attend cheerfully.
" My soul, wait thou only upon God, for

my expectation is from him^." Strike we, therefore, plea- pr\

santly upon this third string, that the past object of divine

hope is to be accomplished.
*' For I run not as uncertainly,

1 fidit not as one that beateth the air^." Paul did do all

things, and suffer all things, for that which is feasible, and

might be achieved.

The covetous is a projector for so much wealth as can

f Hcl). vi. 19. » Lam. iii. '26.
' 2 Thes. iii. 5.

"
Isaiali, xxviii. 16. " Psalm xxii. 19. » Psaim Ixii. 5.

* 1 Cor. ix. 26.
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never be gotten. The epicure longs for so much pleasure as

can never be enjoyed. Great clerks and philosophers seek

for so much knowledge as can never be found ; which, in

Isaiah's words, is
" to spend money for that which is not

bread, and to labour for that which doth not satisfy^."

This is able to break the brain and to break the heart; for

there is no labour like to lost labour. *' But the fruit of

the righteous is a tree of life ''." His hope stands upon a

sound bottom
;
it is all comfort for three reasons: 1. It is

possible, because it comes from an infinite power ;
2. Be-

cause it is derived from infinite love and goodness ;
3. It

hath abundant satisfaction from long and constant experience ;

and what can we desire more ?

1. The first pillar that props it up, is the almightiness of

God. "
Abba, Father, all things are possible to thee," says

our Saviour '. Talk not to me how the seas should be turned

into dry land, or how the poor can be raised up to be set

with the princes of the people ;
or how stones can be raised

up to be children of Abraham
;
or how palsies and fevers

can be cured with a word. I will stop all gaps of infidelity

with this one bush,
" That God is able to do it." He that

is made by no cause, cannot be confined in his being; and

he that hath no bounds in his being, can have no bounds

and restriction in his power. And if any fancy start out of

our weak brain, to cavil that somewhat is impossible to

God,—it is soberly spoken by one, that *
it were better to say

that this could not be done, than that God could not do it.'

There is no possibility, therefore, for Christian hope to

despair, because all things are possible to God. There is

no horizon under heaven, or above heaven, that hope cannot

look beyond it. For that comfort that is commensurable
with the strength and power of God, is as large as can be

contained in the heart of a creature.

But if you lean upon the help of men, and hosts, and

angels, they are slender reeds, and will give you a fall : as

God said of the vain trust of the Jews,
"
They shall be

ashamed of Ethiopia their expectation
^" How many do I

gee to sink under a little sorrow, because they have too

•
Chap. Iv. 2. *• Prov. xi. 30.

f Mark, xiv. 16. <*

Isaiah, xx. 3.
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much temporal comfort ! The world is too liberal to them ;

it hath given them of all things so largely, that they have
not the patience to want any thing : as God told Gideon,
that he had too much of man in his army to depend upon the

Almighty for victory, and he bade him retain but the

thirtieth part, and his foes should flee before him'". Throw
all the miserable comforts of the world out of doors for

rubbish, and cast yourself upon the strength of God, and

upon that alone
;
and then say,

*

Lord, receive me, for I have

driven all other solace from me, that I might enjoy thee

alone : now I am ready for my Saviour, for there is none to

help me but only thou, O Lord !'

2. That which holy hope hath in its prospect, is pos-
sible, not only for the infiniteness of power, but for the

infiniteness of the mercy of our God. It is easy to get the

favour of a gracious and a gentle nature among the sons and

daughters of men
;
and the most generous are the most recon-

cilable. Then what possibility, nay, what readiness will hope
find to be reconciled to God,

"
merciful, gracious, long-

suffering, abundant in goodness and truth f?" The devil is

not more frequent nor more strong in any temptation, than to

undermine hope in this point, that it is too forward and too

peremptory to expect remission of sins : fain he would have

a tender conscience stick in this mire, and never get out of

it. Some reverend writers go so far as to teach that Satan

himself at first, when he began his mischief in Paradise, was

of opinion, that sin could not be forgiven, it being his own
case

;
and he would never have tempted Eve to disobedience,

if he had imagined the eating of the forbidden fruit could be

pardoned ;
not suspecting that God would have given his

only Son to die for our redemption. Which I pass by,
because it depends upon a grave question, whether God
could pardon sin by his absolute power, without satisfaction

made to his justice? Deep disputings will yield but shallow

comforts. Of this we are assured, that the means which the

Father appointed, are excellent, into which '* the angels
desire to look 5,"

—to give us "
redemption and forgiveness of

sins through the blood of Christ, according to the riches of

his grace ''."
" We have trespassed against our God, but

*
Judges, vii. i. ' Exod. xxxiv, 6.

9 1 Pet, i.
''

Eph. i. 7.
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tliere is hope concerning this thingi."
"

Forgiveness of

sins" is put into our creed : he that ck)th not believe it, hatli

no creed nor Christianity in liim. Do you believe a ' catholic

church?' that is the dowry of that church, which Christ

espoused to hira in his blood. Do you believe ' a com-

munion of saints?' this is it in which we are baptized, in

which all our communion doth join,
** That through Christ

is preached forgiveness of sins
;
and by him ^\\ that believe,

are justified from all things, from which we could not be

justified by the law of Moses ''." So also it is put into oui?

prayer, as well as into our creed. And he that taught us to

pray,
"
Forgive us our sins/'—hath taught us this comfort,

that sins are pardonable.
Yet an afflicted conscience will receive sugo-estion, that

some sins indeed are pardonable, but not all, not the sin of

the evil angels, not the sin against the Holy Ghost: " and

there is a sin unto death, I do not say ye should pray for

it," says St. John '. These, verily, are set out for instances

of irreversible judgment, todeter us from committing crimes

of a vast magnitude. But mark, the holy Scriptures have

not unfolded it clearly and explicitly, wherein the heinous-

ness of these sins did consist, that we may not accuse our-

selves of them, and fall into despair, as if we had committed

them. Since you know not expressly what these are, how
can you lay them to your own charge? Nay, if you lay

them to your own charge, you must be mistaken; for he

that condemns himself, shall not be condemned of the Lord*

Such incurable castaways as have their consciences seared,

are not sensible of their guilt. Who more like to be of that

number than the Pharisees, who justified themselves, saying,
* Are vv'e also blind ?'.

'Well,' says a forlorn sinner, 'my sins then are not the

forenamed, nor out of possibility of mercy; but it is almost

as bad that they are in an unlikelihood to mercy, for they
are very heinous.' As unto that confession that your tres-

passes are very heinous, conceive so of them, and spare not;

true repentance thinks no sin to be a little one. So St. Jerome

spake to the commendation of the lady Paula, in her funeral

sermon, that she was wont to bewail every fault she had

committed, as if it were one of the most presumptuous

' Ezra/x. 2. ^
Acts, xiii. 38, 39. > l Epist. v. 16.
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crimss. But be it so really, that God hath let you incur no

small delinquencies : as Aaron was not free from idolatry,
—nor

David, from adultery,
—nor Peter, from abjuration of Christ,—

nor Paul, from persecuting the church,—nor Manasses, from

witchcraft,
—nor Mary Magdalen, from indefinite scandal

;

well, I know not what; who yet all obtained mercy, for

a pattern to them, who hereafter should believe in Christ to

everlasting life'"''. They were called Novatians, who blotted

out the beginning of the eighth chapter of St. John's Gospel,
because the story tells us, that Christ dismissed the woman
taken in adultery, with a gracious gentleness. Why should

not his procedure in judgment be like his doctrine? Did he

not preach that publicans and harlots should go into heaven

before proud justiciaries?
" Be merciful unto my sin, for it

is great," says David ". This is not the v/ay to deal with

mortal judges, when we stand at their bar; but this is the

way to obtain propitiation from our God
;

' heal me, for I am
sore wounded

;
cure me, for I am very sick

;
be merciful to

my sin, for it is very great.' Zozimus, a pagan, that envied

the honour of Constantino the Great, makes this tale to

discredit him in his history; that Constantino had put his

wife, Fausta, and his son, Crispus, to death
;
after which,

being haunted with an ill conscience, that gave him no quiet,

he sought among the heathen priests for expiation, and they
could give him no peace : but he was told that the religion

of Christians was so audacious as to promise pardon to

all sins, were they never so horrible. Is not this to commend
the emperor and his religion under the form of a dispraise?

for what rest could a troubled mind attain to, from the rites

and superstitions of idol gods? But, in the immense value

of the price of the blood of Christ, there is redemption for

every sinner that repents and believes. "
VV'hatsoever ye

loose on earth, shall be loosed in heaven," says Christ to his

apostles". Oh lose not a syllable of such comfort in this

discomfortable world !

*

Quodcunque' is
'
all manner of sin,'

great and little. And if Christ hath given such commission

to men on earth, to unloose every sin by the power of their

office, and the word of consolation,—then how unbounded is

his own clemency ! No sins can superabound his gr^ce, if

we do not sin presumptuously, because grace abounds.

"> 1 Tim. i. 18. " Psalin xxv. 11. « Matt, xviii. 18.
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Yet the poor publican will beat bis breast, and cry out

dolefully,
' My sins are many ; they are more in number than

the hairs of my head.' The bill of indictment is a true bill :

who can tell how oft he oiFendeth? Scarce any sin we act,

but hath a nest of sins in it : then think we what a heap will

they make, when they are put all together? Peter, it seems,

misdoubted, that if a man were forgiven, that had trespassed

often, it would be scandalous, and encourage the offender ;

therefore, he thought it fit to stint indulgence to some

mediocrity, as it is p,
"
Lord, how oft shall my brother sin

against me, and I forgive him?-— until seven times? Jesus

answereth, I say not unto thee until seven times, but until

seventy times seven times." So that Christ commends a

boundless forgiveness in a finite number for an infinite.

And, doubtless, himself would not stick with us for the same

number. God forbid we should think he taught to be more

merciful, or of greater perfection, than himself. " Her sins,

which are many, are forgiven "5."

Be thankful, and admire the mercies of our Father, both

for nailing our great sins to the cross of Christ, and for ac-

quitting us from the innumerable fry of minim sins, those of

daily incursion
;
because when one of the least is remitted,

all are remitted together. Mark that considerately. One
that committed some foul and leprous sin, goes mourning
upon the deep sense of it, and especially the horror of it

makes him fear damnation : yet he greatly deceives himself

if he think his other sins are passed over,
—and this great one,

or a few such, do remain to his perdition. For do you hope
comfortably that some faults of omission, some idle words,
some garisli and customary fashion of pride, are remitted to

you? With the same affiance, leaning on Christ, you may
hope that you are discharged from your greatest enormities.

For all unrighteousness is covered at once to them, with

whom God is well pleased. No sin is forgiven to him that

is not in Christ,—and against him that is in Christ, there is

no condemnation. They are the sons of God, to whom the

Lord doth graciously remit any fault
;
but where any fault is

not remitted, they are his enemies. He that is justified from

any sin, must be truly penitent; but a true penitent is sorry
for all sins together, hates them, eschews them all alike.

P Matt, xviii. 21. <j Luke, vii. 47.
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Then follows a plenary absolution from all iniquity, through
Christ our Lord.

And beware that you overlook not these multitudes of

sins of the under size, as if little grief or anxiety would serve

for them. Are they not numberless corns of sand? And

may not a weight of too much sand sink a ship as soon as a

burden of too much iron? The dailiness of sin must be

bewailed w^ith the dailiness of sorrow. And then " when
thou liest down, thou shalt not be afraid

; yea, thou shalt

lie down, and thy sleep shall be sweet ^" Now, tell me, if

this balm be not enough to heal the bleedings and bruisings
of despair? Talents of sins, and sins in small money, you

may hide them all in the wounds of Christ. It is possible
for God to do the benefit, and possible for thee to receive

it.
" Let Israel hope in the Lord : for with the Lord there

is mercy, and with him is plenteous redemption ;
and he

shall redeem Israel from all his iniquities =."

3. It must now be added, how that which hope waits for,

is possible, since it may find satisfaction from long and
constant experience. In the younger days of the world,

somewhat might be said to excuse the backwardness of

hope : they wanted proof and demonstration in those times.

Even Cain was the sooner overtaken with despair, crying
out,

" My sin is greater than can be forgiven me." He had

not lived so long to be taught the contrary by experience.
But every age hath given advantage to hope to be satisfied

better and better.
" O God, we have heard with our ears,

and our fathers have declared unto us, the noble works that

thou didst in their days, and in the old time before them'."

The records of God do tell us how the armies of aliens have

been discomfited before his children
;
how the rocks have

given them drink, and the barren wilderness bread
;
how the

church hath been scattered and re-collected : the riohteous

continually supported, either with deliverance or patience ;

that the dead have been raised up to life
; nay, that Enoch

and Elias were taken up alive into heaven, to implant into

our minds, that both they that are in the graves, shall hear

the voice of Christ, and come forth
;
and that such as shall

be found living at that day, shall be caught up in the clouds,
and be translated into heaven. And I challenge hope to

' Prov. iii. 24. ' P>alin cxxx. last verse. • Psalm xliv. 1.
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instance, if it can surmise, that any thing is impossible to be

brought to pass, since there is a precedent in every thing to

demonstrate, that the right hand of the Lord hath brought

mighty things to pass. There is one thing, I confess, for.

vyhich tliere is no example, neither can be evidenced, till all

things be accomplished, that is, the coming of the Lord

Ghriist with the new heavens and the new earth
;
and yet, to

confirm us in that mystery to come, St. John did see the

idea or glimpse of it in his revelation.

The use of all this is to remember the transactions of

God in the times that are gone before. Who ever saw the

righteous forsaken? or the wicked flourish long? Was
there ever any persecution of the church which hath not

ended in its triumph ? But stay for it, and pray for it, and

condole for the delays of God's providence, till you may say
in earnest,

'' My soul fainteth for thy salvation ".-" How
easy is it for a Christian that hath any nostril, to run after

God in the odour of his sweet ointments, and trace his

steps from point to point? and then to say with David,
" I

have remembered thy judgments of old, O Lord, and have

comforted myself^." And from another prophet y,
" Ye shall

see their way, and their doings, and ye shall be comforted con-

cerning all the evil that I have brought upon Jerusalem."

The great storehouse of consolation is hope : therefore,

all this, and more, must be said to keep it fresh, like a

green olive tree, having never a sear or withered bough
upon it. I Come now to complete it; I have shown it aims

only at good, and that which is only and excellently good :

at such a good whose harvest is not brought in all in a

year, but still there is more and more to be had, and the

most to come. It is possible, through the greatness of God's

power and mercy, as all ages have witnessed.

IV. But lastly ;
that which may seem to pinch is, that it

is
' bonum arduum,'

* a good not easily attained,' but with

great labour and diligence, to give warning against sloth and

security. It were not worth our longing, to say we hope for

petty things, easy, and at hand
;
but for things of value, for

which we must struggle with many lets and impediiiients to

possess them. No man need to hope to find cockle shells

on the shore
;
but to find pearls in the sea;, that is an object

" Psalm cxis. ;il. ^ P.salm cxix. 5". > Ezek. xiv, 22.
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for the adventure of a jeweller. Neither is the jewel of

Christian hope easily purchased. But as Elijah said to

Elisha,
" Thou hast asked a hard thing ; nevertheless, if

Ihou see mo, when I am taken from thee, it shall be so

unto thee^." Much after that sort I commune with my
heart, and say,

"
It is good to seek for eternal hfe, pursue it,

as the hart brayeth after the rivers of waters : there will be

much ado to get it, for
'

many shall seek to enter in, and
shall not be able ^' Nevertheless, if thou canst see the Lord,
as if he were continually before thee, thou slialt not miss of

that thou desirest : for all things are possible to him, whose

eyes are ever toward the Lord."

These difficulties upon which I strike, are either in our-

selves, or in our adventure : in ourselves, partly through
natural imbecility, partly through contracted impotency.

1. Our natural languor is that of orio'inal contagion,
Avhich makes us so weak, that there is none that doth good,
no, not one : which is not to be extenuated, as if the malignity
of it might be suppressed with a little resistance. It is good
to know the power of so strong an enemy, that we may be

fortified against it. It is a root of bitterness never to be

digged up out of corrupt nature: a coa^ of fire spitting out

sparks of temptations continually : as inward to us as the

marrow is in our bones. Yet there is hope in Christ to. slake

this fire, though not utterly in this life to quench it. It is a

body of death, a wdiole body, consisting of all the members
of sin; yet a body is but flesh, and a spirit is mightier than

flesh. Apply that of the prophet Zechariah to it, as we may
read it by the direction of our margin, and keep to the

original'':
" If it be difficult in the eyes of this people, shall

it be difficult in mine eyes, saith the Lord ?
"

Therefore, since

God is our help against the insurrection of this rebellious sin,

let us be comforted in his help, and not in excuses. For we
must not plead our personal maladies and natural inclinations,

and think that God will take it for an an.swer, and ask no more.
'
I am dull of understanding,' says one,

' and what I am

taught I cannot bear it aw^ay. I am suddenly transported
with indignation, and cannot choose but break out: I am
retentive of an injury, and cannot easily be reconciled.' All

this, and the like, is no bettor than the answer of those ill-

*
'J Kings, ii. 10. * Luke, xiii. '24. *>

Chap. viii. 0.
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mannered guests in the Gospel, which were invited to a

feast made by a king,
—" We cannot come, I pray you have

us excused :" which sounds hke confession and humiUty, but

it is denial and defiance. Spend your breath in a better

way, and cry out often and affectionately,
—" Give me not

over to myself, O Lord
;
take away from me my stony heart,

and give me a heart of flesh. Drop down upon this barren

earth, and it shall bring forth quite against the bias of

nature. The high-minded will grow meek as a lamb, the

covetous will begin to disperse and scatter abroad, the lying

lips will confess the truth, bitter cruelty will melt into pity,

new-fangled braveries will be laid aside, and blush at vanity.

To what purpose are the pourings in of the Spirit, but that

what is wickedly inbred from our conception, should be

shaken off from the tree, and a better fruit spring up in the

place, from the increase of God ?

Mark the rain that falls from above, and the same shower

that dropped out of one cloud, increaseth sundry plants in a

garden, and severally according to the condition of every

plant : in one stalk it makes a rose, in another a violet, divers

in a third, and sweet in all. So the Spirit works its multi-

formous effects in several complexions, and all according to

the increase of God. Is thy habit and inclination choleric?

Why, try thyself if thou be very apt to be zealous in a good
cause, and it turns thy natural infirmity into holy heat.—Is

melancholy predominant? the grace of God will turn that

sad humour into devotion, prayer, and mortifying thy plea-
sures to die unto the world.—Is thy temperature sanguine
and cheerful ? the goodness of God will allow it unto thee

in thy civil life, in a good mean
;
but over and above it will

make thee bountiful, easy to pardon injuries, glad of recon-

ciliation, comfortable to the distressed, always rejoicing in

the Lord.—Is a man phlegmatic and fearful ? if this freezing

disease, which is in thee from thy mother's womb, be not

absolutely cured, yet the Holy Ghost will work upon it, to

make thy conscience tender, wary to give no offence, to

make thee pitiful, penitent, contrite, ready to weep for thy

transgressions.
" There are two handles to take hold of

every thing," says a heathen : a dissolute man takes hold of

original frailties, and makes them serpents : a holy man
declines their serpentine nature, and catcheth them by that

part, which may conduce to all manner of virtue. This is
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the comfort of hope against original inquination, that this

great enemy, by the operation of the Spirit, shall be made
our friend, or our footstool.

*' O wretched man that I am !

who shall deliver me from this body of death ? I thank God,

through Jesus Christ our Lord "=."

What is stronger than a lion ? yet, if the lion be killed,
" out of the strong comes forth sweetness ^." For all this,

the worst is not past : beside natural pronity to sin, we have
contracted much more evil by custom, education, strong

habits, noxious examples, bad enticements and infusions.

The cockatrice egg was laid, when we were in our mother's

womb, but it proves more venomous being hatched, and

grown able to fly abroad. There are seventy sons of Ahab,
who shall kill thee ? Even the sword of the Spirit :

" there

is none like it," as David said of that of Goliah^ This

is sufficient, not merely to cut down grass and briars, but to

hew down the trees, to cut off the branches, to shake the

leaves, to scatter the fruit, to frighten away the fowls from

the branches, and the beasts from grazing under it^; or, as

the apostle comforts us in plain words, without a parable,
"

I

can do all things through Christ that strengtheneth me^."

If you be over-toiled and heated too much, you know how
to cool : cast off some garments, wipe away the sweat, sit

still and stir not, lest you inflame yourself with motion.

Follow the same method, lay aside the burden of sin, that

inflames you, cast off the weight and the superfluity of

naughtiness : bear in mind that Christ sweat drops of

blood in his agony, to make you ashamed of toiling and

sweating in Satan's drudgery. Take ease in a sabbath of

holy rest, and moil not in the unprofitable works of darkness.

Try what refrigeration this will give unto your conscience ;

else take heed that you be not put to a terrible sweat of fear,

lest God take you away in his wrath, and give you up for

ever unto Satan, whom you have served so willingly.
" To the law and to the testimony :" mind no examples,

but when they are wrapt up therein.
" Be not conformed to

this world, but be ye transformed by the renewing of your
mind ^." What a case had Noah been in, if he had framed

« Rom. vii. 24. ^
Judges, xiv. 14. <= 1 Sain. xxi. 9.

f Dan. iv. 14. e Phil. iv. 13. ^ Rom. xii. 2.
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his life by common practice, when all flesh had corrupted
their way ? Choose better company, as Enoch did, to walk

with God'. And '' can two walk together unless they be

agreed''?" It is more than agreement : it imports endear-

ment, benevolence, friendship with God. No title can be

greater or sweeter: what can match that honour of Abraham
and the apostles, to be called the * friends of God and Christ?'

No league in the world more sought for or more willingly

accepted : no amity less burdensome or more beneficial.

St. Austin' brings in a couple that served the Roman em-

peror, thus debating upon it : 'What can we look for in this

palace, more than to be called the friends of our sovereign ?

When we have got this, it is no sure and unchangeable
favour. And how long shall we attend before we be pro-

moted to it? But let us then turn to God in this hour, and

sue to be his friends, and it shall be done instantly, and

remain eternally.'
—" Ask and it shall be given, seek and we

shall find.'" And as we trespass by sins of daily prevention,

there is a dailiness of mercy to comfort us. But as you love

Christ, and would be beloved, struggle with temptations, do

not yield upon the first enticement, no, nor upon the second

or third assault. " Resist the devil, and he will fly from you :"

quit yourself like a man, fight like a Christian :

" the flesh is

weak, but the Spirit is willing, ready, able to assist you'"."

Thus hope waxeth valiant, and assures itself of victory

against customs, habits, and all contracted impotencies.
2. Lay now our adventure, the toil and peril of our labour,

wherein we are employed, in another balance, and more dif-

ficulty will appear. For hope is wise, and doth not flatter

itself, as if the kingdom of heaven were accessible with little

pains. What carefulness ought this to work in us? what

self-denial? what fear? what zeal? what unblamable con-

versation ?
"

I run, I fight, 1 keep under my body, and

bring it into subjection"." "For Christ Jesus 1 have suf-

fered the loss of all things °." Christ, having overcome the

sharpness of death, hath opened the kingdom of heaven to

all believers : yet to put us to our labour and skill, to follow,

mark what he has taught us,—" Strait is the gate, and narrow

i Gen. V. 24. ^ Amos, iii. 3. ' Confess. 8. c. 6.

™ Matt. xxvi. 41. " 1 Cor. ix. 27. o p|,ii. jii. g.
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is the way that leadeth unto life, and few there be that

find it P."'

And, therefore, is it so strait and narrow ? a question

worthy to be resolved, to teach us and to comfort us.

First; a very religious life is said, by a metaphor, to go in

at a strait gate, because it is our master-piece to find the

door, or to begin well ; therefore, it is called "
to be born

again." For, as to be born into the world needs more art,

and skilful midwifery, than to bring us up ;
so to be rege-

nerate, to begin to live the life that is in Christ, is exceed-

ing irksome to flesh and blood : so many are the entice-

ments that throng about the way, to keep us from the door,

and to hold us in love with those sins, which have been our

companions. As an orator will be more timorous to deliver

the first period of his speech, than all that follows
;
so we

stick long at the first onset to reform to be strict, to pass

away with so much vanity as must be forsaken. The pe-
nitent thief could not find the door, till he was going out of

the world : St. Paul, as some compute, was twenty-eight years
old before he left to be a blasphemer. But rush on, and

make way through all resistances : he that hath one foot

over the threshold, and hath cast the world behind him, is

well advanced into the courts of our God.

Secondly ;
a heavenly mind gathers itself up into one

wish, and no more. '* One thing have I desired of the

Lord, which I will require "i." Grant me thyself, O Lord,
and I will ask no more. The new creature asks nothing of

God, but to enjoy God : give me this, O Lord, and for the

rest, let Ziba take all. I will part with all to buy that one

pearl, the riches of heavenly grace. The servant of sin hath

all manner of pleasures under heaven to trade in. Can he

ask for a shop with more variety of ware ? why may he

not have these, you will say, and life eternal to boot? Some
of them are inconsistent with life eternal

;
but all are not,

so they be added, and not sought for : as our Saviour dis-

tinguisheth,
"

First, seek the kingdom of God, and these

things shall be added ^" But if you seek them, which
is to love them for themselves, and above the kingdom of

God, it is like a man that carries a piece of timber at breadth

P Muttluw, vii. 14. 1 Psalm xxvii. 4. Maltlicw, vi. 33.
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upon his back
; there is no room for a man to get in with

such an impediment upon his shoulders. It is not the gate
that excludes him, but he thrusts himself out with his own

improvidence.

Thirdly; there are thousands of scandals, millions of

errors, to be avoided, but truth and holiness are in the

middle, in a little compass; and happy is he that shuns

extremes, and falls perpendicularly upon the golden mean.

The commandments of God are but "ten words';" the

inventions of men, and the forms of will-worship are in-

numerous. "
Pray, fast, give alms," Christ comprehends

much external duty under those three heads, but the tra-

ditions of men are more than can be put in a catalogue,
" Call upon God in the time of trouble ;" that, and no more,
is the pole-star of faith in prayer ;

but what a compass doth

monkishness take in, to drop beads in the invocation of

angels and saints ! Profaneness neglects the honour of

God : superstition falls into needless excesses about it : the

true fear of God is in the centre, as far from the one

extreme as from the other. As in an accurate song, you
must keep minim time, .or else you will put the whole choir

out
; so look that you sing the new song of the Lord with

trembling and accurate observation, miss neither cliff nor

note, that is, neither sound doctrine, nor pious practice.
These are the reasons why it is so bard to get access to

Christ in a narrow way, and through a strait gate. If

these difficulties be not discerned by some, it is because they
take up Christianity as it is in use amongst men, and as they
are born to it. But they that came to it in their years of

understanding, and were trained up in church-discipline many
years before they were baptized, and all that time were put
to exact trial what they would prove, and were taught it over

and over, how the laws of Christ were far stricter than any
other laws in the world

;
—these were pre-acquainted with the

covenant which they must perform, and then received it,

with the largest and hardest conditions. Yet they were

brought on with two special comforts : first, that God did

behold from heaven the mightiness of the task, which we
took upon us, the troubles of persecutions, the dangers of

*
Deuteronomy, iv. 13.
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temptations, the infirmities of man to resist them. *' He
knows whereof we are made, he remembereth we are but
dust :" it puts him to admire the perfoiinances of his saints,
as Jesus marvelled at the centurion's faith'. Secondly,
wfeen we are under our hazards, we shall have an answer
from the Lord, as St. Paul had,

" My grace is suf-

ficient for thee, for my strength is made perfect in

weakness"." Therefore, as the Lord said of David, when
he had chosen him,

"
I have laid help upon one that is

mighty*:" so we, casting ourselves upon the help of God,
upon one that is almighty, though of ourselves we have

gathered little into our omer, the blessing of God upon it

will not let us lack. "
Every hard matter that rose among

the people, was to be brought to Moses y." So in every hard

cause, desire the Lord to plead it, and to judge it; bring it

to him, leave it in his court, and he will end it. These are

the cordials to revive hope, touching the difficulties it finds,

in the way to obtain that good which is set before it.

CHAPTER III.

How a Christian's Comforts flow from the Inhabitation and

Testimony of the Holy Ghost; as also from the Sanctifi-
cation of the Spirit unto all Obedience, and the Fruits of

Righteousness.

I HAVE insisted with so much length and variety upon
hope, because it is the largest inlet of Christian consolation.

Yet, in the third place, that which carries it on, nay, that

which causeth it, is the Holy Ghost. As the air is the

medium through which the eye doth see all things, yet it is

the light that shines in it that makes all things visible : so

hope is the principal means, enlivened by faith, through
which we rejoice with joy unspeakable, and full of glory;

yet it is the Spirit inhabiting, that kindles it, that enlightens

it, which makes it affect its object, and cleave unto it. Our
Saviour left the world, and ascended into heaven, for many
reasons

;
one was 'to give gifts unto men,' which gifts, though

very many, are all united in their fountain, the Holy Ghost.

« Mattli. viii. 10. " 2 Cor. xii. 9. ^ Psalm Ixxxix. 19, v Exod. xviii. 16.
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Of which legacy, Christ gave warning before his death*.

** I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another

Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever''."
" The

world knows him not, because it sees him not : but ye know

him, for he shall dwell with you, and shall be in you*^."
"

I

will not leave you comfortless, I will come to you**." "If

I go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you : but

if I depart, I will send him unto you." This Comforter, the

everlasting Spirit, to speak after the phrase of men, is the

proxy of Christ, his representative in our hearts. And so it

was fulfilled : for when the Spirit descended in great abun-

dance upon the church, St. Peter says,
" This is that

which is come to pass^."
" Thou hast made known to me

the ways of life
;
thou shalt make me full of joy with thy

countenance'"." And for the evidence of it, it is said,
" The

churches were edified, walking in the fear of God, and in

the comfort of the Holy Ghosts." Which text begets this

note, that Christian solace consists in two things, which we

may call the root and the fruit. The root is the Holy Ghost

taking up his tabernacle in us, so that " our body is the

temple of the Holy Ghost which is in us ^." To walk by
it in the fear of God is the fruit of sanctification in all man-
ner of obedience.

1. Unto the former, the in-dwelling of the Spirit, let

this be premised. When we speak of any one dwelling in

safety, the great question is, who keeps the house? When
David fled from Jerusalem for fear of Absalom, there was

no likelihood that his palace would hold out, for
" he left ten

women, that were concubines, to keep the house'." So if

we leave our concubines, our lusts and carnal desires, to

keep our conscience, they will betray us to Satan to get the

possession.
" But who can take the city, if the Lord keep

it''?" How impregnable are we, if he dwell in us, and we
in him,

" because he hath given us of his
Spirit'."

All that one can say unto this, who is doubtful in faith,

will be,
' Show me that the Father ofmercies, and that the God

of all comfort is entered into me, and it sufficeth.' I answer,

"
Jolin, xiv. 16. *> Verse 17. "^ Verse 18.

^
Chap. xvi. 7. *

Acts, ii. f Verse 28.

8 Acts, ix.,'51. ' 1 Cor. vi. 19. ' 2 Sam. xv. 16.

^ Psalm exxvii. 1. ' l John, iv. 13.
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I cannot show, that is, demonstrate it to another, that this

eternal life is in him; but I can persuade an apt scholar to

stir up the grace which is in him, that he may show it to

liimself. I say, he may do it, if he give his mind to it.

Else, St. Paul made a question to no purpose,
" Know ye

not that ye are the temples of the Holy Ghost, and that the

Spirit of God dwelleth in you""?"
1 deny not but the devil hath a way to fetch it about, to

make you misknow, and take no heed of that you do per-

ceive, if he did not stagger you with delusions. This is the

• first lesson that he reads out of his morals, 'That distrust

is a high point of wisdom
;
and be not over-reached with

opinion : you are sure of that you see, and of no more.' But
to meet with this fallacy : Is nothing certain, or at least so

certain as that which may be seen ? Why, the wind will blow

away this objection, the air wril confute it. What can you
make up so close that the air and the wind will not get into

it ? Yet you see it not, you know not whence it comes, it

is an invisible messenger :

" So is every one that is born of

the Spirit"." Breath is an imperceptible expiration ;
there-

fore, Christ breathed on his apostles, and said,
" Receive ye

the Holy Ghost"." Some gales of western winds, in the

spring, make the earth glad with their gentle blast, and open
the buds and flowers : so there is a breath of omnipotent

virtue, which fans the heart that was hot in sin, with its

coolness, which carries away the caterpillars that eat up the

tender leaf of our first greenness : which widens our blossoms

to make their expectation show itself openly : which perfume
the evil scents of scandals that annoy us, as it is express

to that intent in the mystical song.
"
Awake, thou north

wind, and come thou south, and blow upon my garden, that

the spices thereof may flow out^."

I bring the case again to be examined : is no witness so

competent to depose for truth, unless it be sensible, and

chiefly discerned by the eye? then what ail all sects of

philosophers to say,
' That the sun, and all the stars above,

work upon these bodies below by heat and light, and like-

wise by influence?' An invisible virtue that doth enter

into the production of many effects
;
which seems to have

•" 1 Cor. iii. 16. "
John, iii. 8, «

John, xx. 22. p Cant. iv. 16.
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God's approbation with his own voice, who mentions there

*' the sweet influences of Pleiades, and the bands of Orion^."

And can the constellations of the firmament drop down

good upon minerals and plants, upon man and beast, and

by a secret derivation? What an error, or rather what a

madness is it then, to scruple whether he that made the

heavens, can dart celestial beams into man's soul, without a

sensible perception ? And this is all I will say more unto

it: Is not the soul of man above a material apprehension?

Pliny, or Galen, or whosoever unadvisedly deny the im-

mortality of it, will yield there is a soul in our composition,
that holds all the parts of the body together, and moves,
and acts in them

; yet, they can as soon take a pencil, and

paint an echo, as describe the intelligible nature of a soul,

by species drawn out in our sensitive fancy. Therefore,

it concerns us, in maintenance of the dignity of our own

nature, to say, that the Spirit of God can inform our soul,

as well as our soul can inform our body. I know not what

temptation may rise to gainsay the truth, that the soul is

known by her powers and operations, that it justifies itself

to be an immaterial substance, a spark kindled in us by God,
from reason, and will, and memory. But what evidence is

there that there is a divine cause that worketh in, and is

more than, these natural faculties ? It is requisite to work
close unto this question : and I answer, first, because the

bounds of nature are known, beyond which, nature cannot

reach forth itself: as it works in its own sphere to preserve
itself in being, and in well-being, in health, in wealth, in

fame and glory, in extending ourselves unto ages to come,

by leaving a posterity, in preserving our country where we
are born, and the like. But to have our conversation in

heaven, at this present in heaven, to ascend thither in

our desires, and in the tendencies of all our actions, to

aspire to hve in blessedness for ever, to long to be at that

rest, where there is no sin
;

to look for a church which hath

neither spot nor wrinkle : this could not enter into us to

prosecute it all industriously, constantly, cheerfully, but by
a supernatural elevation far above the vigour of a soul

9 Job, xxxviii. 31.
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pressed down by a corruptible body, that is, by the power of

the Holy Ghost.

Secondly ;
I feel the pulse of that divine Spirit beating in

me by
•*

delighting in tribulations" for Christ's sake, and
"
taking pleasure in infirmities" upon the same score ^"

And again,
"

I am filled with consolation, I am exceeding

joyful in all our tribulations =." An obstinate Pagan might
arm himself with patience and resolution, to vex his per-

secutors, and rather fall into them, than decline them, out

of spite and contumacy. But self-love being spun out of

our bowels, bred in the bone ; who could rejoice to endure

anguish upon anguish, that God might be glorified, but by
strength which we are not born unto, but which is given us,

because we are born again of the Spirit?
Go farther yet. How much is the content of a natural

man laid aside, when a good Christian in his deliberate

thoughts sometimes prays to have the rebellions of his heart

kept under by some expedient cross ? wisheth for wholesome
correction to beat down the rankness of his sins ? expects
God's fan to winnow the chaff from the wheat ? For he

knows that as too much light dazzles the eyes, so too much

prosperity surfeits the mind. Therefore, a good practitioner
in repentance perceives there is no better way to bring him
in from his wanderings, than to be scourged home with the

gentle hand of God. To which, some expositors say, the

spouse alludes (reading one word as it is right in our mar-

gin),
" Turn away thine eyes from me, for they have puffed

me up '." If we be puffed up, it is time to pray that the eye
of God's outward mercy be for a little turned from us. But
where had nature learnt that lesson, if the Holy Ghost had

never taught it ?

Thirdly ;
as the apostle says,

" No man hates his own
flesh." Every man, not overcome with a phrenzy of melan-

choly, loves his own being, and would preserve his life.

The devil, that cannot die, knows how loth we are to die :

" All that a man hath, will he give for his life"." But how

many saints have undergone, how many more are willing to

undergo the fiery trial, and offer up their bodies for the tes-

timony of the Lord Jesus ? not to be cried up in popularity :

'2Cor. xii. 10, » 2 Coi. vii. 4.
' Caut. vi, 5. "

Job, ii. 4.
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not to be enrolled in the fame of a history, as there was

such a sprinkling among the heathen. But they have died

like lambs in the midst of wolves, when they have been

hated, and evil spoken of in excess, because they would die

for the truth of the Gospel, which their persecutors accounted

to be blaspheraj'- against the gods which they worshipped.

If parents, or wives, or children, hung upon their arms, and be-

sought them with tears to spare themselves, they threw them

off as Christ did Peter,
" Get thee behind me, Satan, thou

art an offence nnto mC." To see a martyr at the point of

death feel no horror in his fleshly nature, but to be raised up
as high as the third heavens with zeal

;
what human power

could bring him to it? nothing but the Holy Ghost did, as

I may say, lure his soul out of the body, with the bait of a

crown of glory.

Fourthly ;

" The fruits of the Spirit are love, joy, peace,

p-oodness, faith, temperance/," &c. Is not the tree known

by the fruit? Such a cluster hanging all together, growing

constantly, and being fair and sound (Tota, in toto tem-

pore, cum toto corde), it is not possible they should grow
like a bulrush out of the mud of corrupt nature. " No
man can say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy Ghost%"
that is, say it effectually, and from true allegiance to serve

him as a Lord; for else Christ will say, "Why call you me
Lord, Lord, and do not the thing which I say^?" This is

the Spirit that acts not only in prophecies and miraculous

gifts, but in every child of God. Even in the Old Testa-

ment,
" Thou gavest thy good Spirit to instruct them'' :"

'

them,' that is, those that wei-e led out of Egypt by Moses,
and hearkened to him. And much more in the state of the

New Testament
;

" The love of God is shed abroad in our
hearts by the Holy Ghost, which is given unto us'."

This might be extended into a great length, that the Holy
Ghost is the Comforter, called so by appropriation, though
it belong to every person of the Holy Trinity, and is well

expressed in the first Divine Song, which is printed before

the Psalms of David in metre :

* Matth. xvi. 23. y Gal. v. 22. ^ 1 Cor. xii. 3.
»
Luke, vi. 46. •> Ndicm.ix. 20, " Rom. v. 5.
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" Thou art the very Comforter

In all woe and distress;

The heavenly gift of God most Iiigh,

Which no tongue can express."

This is
" the unction, which we have from the Holy

One'';" "the anointing which we have received of him
that abideth in you®;" anointing oil is an oil to cure the

sick*^: "an oil of gladness^ :" a fomentation to mitigate
aches and torments in the bones, and in the heart.

2. And can the fruits choose but be answerable to the

root? they must needs partake of it. First, because all

that we do to the honour of God, must be done with glad-

ness, willingly, and cheerfully : else it comes not from the

spirit of sons, but either from the spirit of bondage, or rather

from the spirit of the world. The new disciples received

the word gladly, and were baptized''. They continued

with one accord daily in the temple,
" with gladness, and

simplicity of heart'."
"

I was glad when they said luito

me. We will go into the house of the Lord ^J'
"
Sing

psalms, make a joyful noise unto God'." '* Let us come with

assurance in our supplications that we shall be heard,

praying with faith in the Holy Ghost '"." ''And then the

prayer of the upright shall be God's delight";" and why
God's delight, but because his servants delight in prayer?
" He that sheweth mercy, let him do it with cheerfulness °."

And he that giveth, offereth a blemished sacrifice, if he do

it grudgingly: "For God loveth a cheerful giver p." Not
so much but our losses and tribulations must be sustained

with gladness.
"
Thy rod and thy staff do comfort mCJ."

Enter into the combat willingly, and the continuance will

be a pleasure. Our consolation aboundeth by Christ : for
" as ye are partakers of the sufferings, so shall ye be also

of the consolation'." Therefore the apostles did change
the name of a famous disciple, called Joses, into a notion

of this theme, and called him Barnabas, which is, being

interpreted, "The son of consolation'." The rabbies of

d 1 Epist. John, ii. 20. « Verse 27. f
James, v.

P I'saim xiv. h
y^cts, ii. 41. ' Verse 4(1.

'' Psalm cxxii. 1. ' Psalm Ixvi. 1. "•
Jnde, vcr. ?0.

» Prov. XV. 8. o Rom. xii. 8. r 2 Cor. ix. 7.

1 Psalm xxiii. 4. ' 2 Cor. i. 7. '
Acts, iv. 36.
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the Jews hold themselves very close to this doctrine, and

would have it observed, that * the merrier the heart is in the

Lord, the more capable it is of the Spirit of God :' partly,

because Miriam, when she prophesied of the mighty acts of

Jehovah, took a timbrel in her hand and danced*: partly,

because that Samuel, after he had anointed Saul to be king
over Israel, told Saul,

" Thou shalt meet a company of pro-

phets coming down from the high place, with a psaltery,
a tabret, a pipe, and a harp ;

and they shall prophesy, and

the Spirit of the Lord will come upon thee, and thou shalt

prophesy with them, and shalt be turned into another man "."

More emphatically, when Jehoshaphat called for Elisha to

inquire of the Lord
; says Elisha,

"
Bring me a minstrel : and

it came to pass when the minstrel played, that the hand of

the Lord came upon him";" that by the ravishing strains

of music, his mind might be exalted into heavenly con-

templations. Which is a great check to that drowsy dul-

ness in devotion, which our late reformers have brought in,

and have excluded the solemn melody of the organ, and the

raptures of warbling and sweet voices out of cathedral

choirs. They that miss that harmony, can best tell, how it

was wont to raise up their spirit, and, as it were, to carry
it out of them to the choir in heaven. And beside, cheer-

fulness is not only an adjunct, or companion with all the

works of grace, in that time they are bringing forth : but

being done and finished, that which is
"
post-nate," the

after-birth, as I may call it, comes with such a gleam

gliding over all the soul, with such serenity and peace of

mind as cannot be expressed ;
our conscience bearing us

witness that we have been conversant in doing the pleasure
of the Lord, as it is,

" For our rejoicing is this, the testimony
of our conscience, that in simplicity and godly sincerity, we
have had our conversation in the world ^."

Here I shall find work to heal the broken in heart, whd
look upon the fruits of their lives with no content in them-

selves, but are unsolaced, and cast down, because neither in

number, nor in weight, have they brought in that which the

Lord required : they look on their ways, and they find them

' Exod. XV. 20. " 1 Sam. x. 5, 6.
" 2 Kings, iii. 15. J 2 Cor. i. 12.
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crooked : they look on their heart, and they find it is not

constant to good purposes. To whom I rejoin ;
if this

proceed from penitence, from quick sense of sin, from

humihty, which is opposite to a self-justifying, they have

cause to praise God, that they are thus affected. Let them

look narrowly if this gold (for it may prove no worse) be

current, when it is brought to the touch-stone
;
then they

may lift up their eyes, and look cheerfully towards Christ;
for it is no flattery to say, they are under his grace and

mercy. Deal clearly, that you are astonished at your

frailties, because you think you can never work enough,
never shun sin enough ;

and though your conscience condemn

you, God will afford you equity against the rigour of con-

science : for he that searcheth the heart,
" knoweth what is

the mind of the spirit z." We are conceived in sin, and it

is so intimate unto us, that we have no promise to be so

spiritualized in this life, that we shall not often trespass.
** God hath concluded all in sin, all in unbelief, that

he might have mercy upon all»." But it is one thing to

fall into sin, another thing to run into it. One thing to be

carried away by the passions of it, another to covet, and

desire it. One thing to be overtaken in a fault, another

thing to abide in it without repentance. And great odds

between those that are given over to please themselves in

filthiness, and between them that labour and desire to please

God, though many times they attain not to perfect that

willingness. The scope of the seventh chapter to the

Romans, as I apprehend the mind of the apostle, is, to

refresh our guilty consciences, that a regenerate man is not

obnoxious to condemnation, though his flesh, upon some

temptations, make him the servant of sin, because still in his

mind he serves the law of God. And I am confirmed in

that sense, because without all contradiction he teacheth

the like doctrine :
" The flesh and the spirit are contrary

one to another, so that we cannot do the thing that we
would b."

And will the righteous God require more of a sick and
feeble servant, than his best endeavour? Will not Christ

accept from us the same that he did from Mary, that broke the

» Rom. viii 27. » Rom. xi. 32. '' Gal. v. 17.
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box of ointment over his head
;

*' She hath done what

she could •=?" Let a contrite heart, that would fain be

righteous, remember the prayer of Nehemiah :

" Let thine

ear be attentive to the prayer of thy servants, who desire to

fear thy name'':" or the protestation of St. Paul; "We
trust we have a good conscience, in all things, willing" to

live honestly".'' But this desire and willingness must be

without hypocrisy; not like iron that is gilded, base metal

within, and rich without : it must be steady, industrious,

instant to perform. Vehement holy desire is a great degree
to perfection in our state

;

" For the beginning of wisdom

is the desire of discipline f," but a lazy careless desire is a

great token of imperfection.
" The soul of the sluggard

desireth, and hath nothings;" and again,
" the desire of the

slothful killeth him, for his hands refuse to labour'';" like

vagabonds, that when an officer catcheth them, will feign that

they desire a service, and to be set at work : but take them

at their word, and they will run away, that they may live in

loitering, and upon other men's labours. St. Paul, pro-

voking both rich and poor to liberality, according to their

respective abilities, frames a rule upon that occasion, which

is applicable to all good works. " If there be a willing-

mind, it is accepted according to that which a man hath,

and not according to that which he hath not'." Yea, in

some cases, when I desire a good thing, I am at my furthest.

I desire the appearance of the Lord Jesus at the great day.

Come, Lord Jesus, come quickly. I can do no more. I

desire to be dissolved, and to be with Christ. I must do no

more : for I must not attempt my own dissolution. I wish

for the conversion of the Jews to the faith
;

I must not com-

pel them. This holds in a few things. In the most willing-

ness must show some practice ;
as in the same chapter :

*'

]N[ow, therefore, perform the doing of it : that as there was

a readiness to will, so there may be a performance also of

that which you have''." But to desire to do, and to do

little, is a sign that there was little desire. This hath over-

thrown many, that they desire not to reach high. But we

e Mark, xiv. 8. *"

Neliemiah, i. 11. <^ Heb. xiii. 18.

f Wisd. vi. 17. K Prov. xiii. 4.
'' Prov. xxi. 25.

' ;^Cor. viii.l2. ''Verse 11.
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know that God gives liis grace by talents, and not in petty
sums

; yet a lukewarm professor can be content with mites.

Could such a one get a moderate competency of righteous-
ness, knowing that" without holiness no man shall see God,"
then he would sit down, and let others strive, if they like it,

to be the tallest cedars in the house of the Lord.

There are many such indifferent disciples, that would be

always babes, and never come to a manly growth; wrap
themselves about with as many fig-leaves as would cover

their shame, and think they want no more apparel. These,
if they knew what it were to a dram, that would serve them
to attain salvation,— they would reach so far if the grace of

God would assist them
;

but would put themselves to no
trouble to purify their body and spirit any further. Here's

a pretence of desire to serve God, but with so much laziness,

with so much lethargy, that the Lord disdains it as dead

carrion. He would serve God, and he would serve mammon.
He approves much prayer, but he cannot attend it. He
would not for all the world but be a Christian; yet a

small share in profit, or a snap at a little pleasure, will

pervert him to be a dishonest Christian. But real and

holy desire stands up for much, though it cannot do so much
honour to God as he would: like the disease *

ephialtes,'

that oppresseth us in the night, between sleeping and

waking, we would turn to the other side of the bed, and

cannot. But to shake off this '

incubus,' it listens after all

the noble exploits that the saints of God have done, and

would exactly follow them; or, if it were possible, run

before them : if not, it will be heartily sorry that frailty

makes it come short of the best. It would compound for no

less than to pay all, if it were able. Then you shall find

thp heart pant often with these inward yearnings :

' Sweet

Saviour, should any of thy servants love thee better than I ?

should any of thy disciples be more obedient thazi I? No,

Lord : for none of thine are so much indebted to thy pas-

sion, because none had so many sins to be forgiven. How
amiable are thy commandments, O Lord of hosts ! my soul

thirsteth to be the nearest of them, that sliall stand before

the presence of the living God. Lord, let me love thee, as

Peter did
; Lord, let me love thee more than these!

'

So I have revealed the first comforts flowing from the

Holy Ghost, by his inhabitation, and inward testimony : and
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the next comforts by the fruits of righteousness, and those

sincere desires of godliness, which, by Christ's merciful inter-

pretation, supply our failings. All which I conclude out of

our church-song made to the Holy Ghost.

Visit our minds, and into us

Thy heavenly grace inspire,

That in all trnth and godliness
We may have true desire.

CHAPTER IV.

Prayer is the great Instrument of a Christian's Comfort.

Concerning Prayer, three things to be considered: I. The

Subbtance or Matter of Prayer, in three Heads; 1. Thanks-

givings ; 2. Supplications : dr. Intercessions: II. The Quali-

fications of them that pray : III. The Fitness of Time for

Prayer.

The order laid down in the beginning carries me to the

fourth part of Christian consolation,— the heavenly delight

of prayer. It is the lively expression of faith, the ambas-

sador which hope sends to God, the comfort of love, the

fellowship of the Spirit, our advocate unto our advocate Christ

Jesus ;
our incense, whose smoke ascends up, and is sweet

in the nostrils of the Most High ;
which promiseth such

abundant success, that humility had rather conceive than

utter it, lest we should seem to boast. A lowly supplicant
to God never rose up from his knees, without some stirrings

of gracious expectation, nor without a prophetical instinct

that the mercy of the Lord was nigh at hand. Which fortu-

nate presage Isaiah confirms unto us %
"

I will make them

joyful in my house of prayer." And how readily may we
use this mighty ordinance of God? how soon it may be done,

if we have a mind to it? What freedom have we (no man
can deny it) to utter a brief prayer, and very often, if we

will, in the greatest toil and business ?
" The tongue of

the stammerer shall be ready to speak elegantly ^." It is so

facile a part of religion, as he that hath a tongue, can scarce

miss it. It is as easy to say
" Our Father which art in

*
Ciiap. Ivi. 7. ^

Isaiah, xxxii. 4.
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lieaven," as to see heaven, which is always in our eye.

Every sect of pagans and idolaters were taught by instinct

to fly unto it
' ex tempore ;' as the heathen mariners cried

every man to his god ". An atheist, falling into a sudden

danger, as suppose a pistol were put to his breast, would cry

out as soon to God to help him as any true believer. And
he that, upon deliberation, did say there was no God, will

break out into a confession, before he is aware, that there is

a God, by natural impulsion. A poor whelp hath found a

way to lick its own sores whole with its tongue ;
so when we

are oppressed with misery, whether the evil of sin or the

evil of punishment, we are prompted, by the natural notions

of our soul, to lick the sore with our tongue ;
that is, to call

for help from Heaven. That soul which God did breathe into

man, cannot shake off this principle
— that all succour

comes from above, for which it must breathe out itself unto

God. No creature among beasts, but, being smitten, will

fall upon the way to relieve itself, except a blind, incogitant

sinner. Such as have written upon their sagacity in that

kind, tell us, that the fishes in the fresh water, being struck

with a tool of iron, will rub themselves upon the glutinous

skin of the tench to be cured. The hart, wounded with an

arrow, runs to the herb dittany to bite it, that the shaft may
fall out that stuck in his body. The swallow will seek out

the green tetterwort, to recover the eyes of her young ones,
when they are blinded. Only a stupid sinner forgets how to

redintegrate his miserable estate, by throwing himself down

prostrate before God in humble petition. He walks forward,

lost to himself, lost to his right wits, because he hath no

knowledge, or no good opinion, of the comfort of prayer.

Which is my purpose to make him learn, by that which

follows, looking upon, I. The substance or matter of prayer:
II. The qualification of him that prayeth : and. III. The

fitness of time when prayer is to be made.

I. The * matter of prayer' is as copious as all occasions

that can be named
;

it will suflice for my purpose to treat of

three heads :

* Glorifications with thanksgivings, Supplica-

tions, and Intercessions.'

1. The first is bent to magnify the Almighty, to extol his

<=

Jonah, i. 5.

VOL. I. K
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name, to praise him for his goodness. This is the Hallelujah

of David, and of the saints in heaven
;
that is, give glory to

Jah, or the great Jehovah j which is follov^^ed with a rare

variety in the song of the three children :
"
O, all ye works

of the Lord, bless ye the Lord, praise him, and magnify him

for ever!" It is a ditty that is balsamed all over with a

profusion of delight, to praise God from all things that he

hath made, from the centre of the earth to the top of heaven.

And this is most divinely expressed in that which is called

St. Ambrose's hymn in our common prayer •
'* We praise

thee, O God, we acknowledge thee to be the Lord." And
let the servant, of God that will listen to me, repeat it often

and often : for it is a piece of devotion so sweetly spread
out into the branches of heavenly praise, confession of

faith, and devout petitions, that the like did never come

forth since the time it was penned. Let me speak to

others out of the sense of my own heart, and I may safely

profess, that in the service and worship of God, I find

nothing so delightful as to continue in the praise and honour

of the Lord. If another contradict it, and say, that there

are some means more aptly calculated, as I may speak, for

the high meridian of comfort
;
he is he, and I am I, and I

appeal from him to myself, what I find in my own motions

and feelings. And " what man knoweth the things of a man,
save the spirit of a man which is in him''?" And observe

that in the prudent institution of our church, to hold forth the

consolation we have in Christ, after the participation of his

body and blood in the blessed sacrament, it teacheth us to

break out all together into a jubilee,
"
Glory be to God on

high ;
we praise thee, we bless thee, we glorify thee," &c.

For when we are full of that holy feast, and have eaten

angels' food, we fall into the tune of angels, and signify

immediately, before we depart, how much our spirit rejoiceth

in God our Saviour.

But who knew better the mind of the Lord than the

Spirit itself, in those admirable ecstasies of David ?
"
Sing

praises unto God; for it is pleasant"."
"
Sing praises unto

our God ;
for it is pleasant, and praise is comely ^" "

Sing
aloud unto God our strength ;

make a joyful noise unto the

"1 1 Cor. ii. 11. * Psalm cxxxv. 3. ^ Psalm cxlvii. 1.
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God of Jacobs," Every furrow in the book of the Psahns
is sown with such seeds. I know nothing more certain,
more constant, to expel the sadness of the world, than to

sound out the praises of the Lord as with a trumpet : and
when the heart is cast down, it will make it rebound from
earth to heaven. This was the wisdomof the holy church

throughout all the world, (till distempers put us out of the

right way not long since,) to solemnize the praise of our

Saviour upon the feasts of Christmas, Easter, &c.
;
that we

might celebrate the great works which God hath done for

us,
" with the voice of joy, and praise, and with a multitude

that kept holiday''." O give thanks unto the Lord, by
telling of his mercy and salvation from day to day : Give
thanks unto him with cheerfulness, for a joyful and pleasant

thing it is to be thankful. Who is a just man, and fair con-

ditioned, that would not pay a debt, and be exonerated of

it ? He that can say he hath paid what he owed, is it not a

quietness to his mind to be discharged?
It goes further a great deal, and brings more advantage,

when we offer up the sacrifice of retribution, the incense of

thanksgiving unto the Lord
;
for we draw on more benefits,

when we declare the goodness of the Lord upon the receipt
of the old. And the gratuitum which God gives, is a

thousandfold greater than the present which we bring. This

is proposed to them that will fly high from the pinnacle of the

Lord's prayer, the first petition,
'' hallowed be thy name."

2. Neither let them faint, that stoop low in supplication :

for mercy will embrace them on every side. Two things

being put together are of much weight : we pray with God's

Spirit, and by his word. He invites us in his word to pray,
and he gives the gift with which we pray.

"
I will pour

upon the house of David, and upon the inhabitants of

Jerusalem, the spirit of grace and supplications '." Did he

pour upon us his grace ? and have we received a command-

ment, the outward sign of his will? and can we suspect,
after all this, that he will put us off, and deny us? Is his

grace given in vain? or hath he sent his word to delude us?

He hath kindled a fire in our breasts, and it is a heavenly
flame that burns within us.

"
Lord, though we are vile and

e Psalm Ixxxi. 1.
'' Psalin xlii. 4. ' Zacli. xii. 10.
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despicable, thou canst not despise the acting of thine own

Spirit, nor frustrate thine own operations. Or do we come

unbidden, when we cast ourselves down in thy presence?

Nay, Lord, thou hast beckoned and called us :

" Come unto

me, all ye that are weary and heavy laden." Hold fast to

these two, and who can forbid us to be comforted ? The

Lord bids us pray, and he gives us a heart to pray. For it is

not strange to his mercy (perhaps it is strange to man's

conceit) to give us strength to bring forth that obedieu'ce,

both to will and to do, which himself hath commanded :
— as

he gave the Blessed Virgin strength to bring forth the babe,

who was conceived and formed in her womb by the Holy
Ghost.

This I do the rather enforce, because we can see no

comfort in ourselves : therefore, as I derive all the virtue

and spirituality that is in prayer, from the efficacy of grace,
—

so I refer all the success to Christ, in whom " we are blessed

with all spiritual blessings ''."
" Whatsoever ye ask the

Father in my name, he will give it'." But he and his Father

are one
;
therefore he says,

" If ye shall ask the Father

any thing in my name, I will do it""." If we had no better

means to God than ourselves and our own merits, there were

no hope to speed : nay, our hearts would be as faint and

dead, as if we heard ourselves denied before we had opened
our lips : but we conclude, as it is in the most of our

collects,
"
through Christ our Lord." When we bring that

name in the rear, and quote him for our merit and Mediator,

then I know it will be well, and that the Lord will hear the

petitions of his servants. Should we not put our requests
into Christ's hand to offer them to his Father, Sion might

spread forth her complaints, and there would be none

to comfort her
;
and we might remain for ever in that heavy

plight.
"

I remembered God, and was troubled : I com-

plained, and my spirit was overwhelmed"." But if we re-

nounce our wretched selves, and imagine not the least

intrinsical perfection to be in our prayers, do we sail then

by the Cape of Good Hope? Yes; because God is con-

tented to yield upon such addresses. Jacob may wrestle

^
Eph. i. 3. '

John, xv. 16.

John, xiv. 14, " Psalm Ixxvii. 3.m
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xvith the angel all night, and protest he will not let him go
till he have blessed him. But "

victus est quia voluit :" God
" was overcome, because he would be overcome" of Jacob :

he lets us prevail, because he is willing to yield : but there is

no strength in us to win, if he would not suffer himself to

be vanquished.
There is no other person but Christ, in whom the Father

(I know^ not what kind of necessity to call it) cannot but be

well pleased; which made him say before his disciples",
"

Father, I thank thee that thou hast heard me, and I know
that thou hearest me always:" as it is also p, "Who in the

days of his flesh, when he had offered up prayers and suppli-

cations, with strong crying and tears, was heard for his

piety." This is the pre-eminence of our High Priest, who is

an orator for us all, that the Lord cannot reject his prayers.

Therefore, committing our daily orisons to our High Priest,

to bear them into the Holy of Holies before his Father, they
are in a sure hand : and "

they that know his name, will put
their trust in thee*^:" much more they that know his office

perfectly. Wherefore let prayer carry on these considerations

with it
;
that we are invited by God to that duty : that the

Spirit instigates us unto it, and
"
helps our infirmities ^" That

it is presented to the Father by the mediation of the Son
;

then how canst thou be sad, O my soul, and fear to miscarry?
Is not the lot fallen unto thee in a pleasant field ? and mayest
thou not promise to thyself a very goodly heritage?

II. Without all dispute, then, proceed unto prayer, and for

a beginning, 1.
" Ask in faith =

;" that is, attribute unto God
that he is almighty, and can do above all that we can ask or

think : consent to his truth, that he is faithful in his pro-

mises : for he that believeth not those, makes God a liar.

Acknowledge his goodness and mercy through Christ, that

lie will withhold no good thing from them that live a godly
life. Let there be no wavering, no disputing about these

attributes of God, lest we be condemned out of our own
mouth. So much faith, so much efficacy, so much confidence,

so much comfort in prayer.

Then will a solicitous Christian reply,
' What will become

.
" John, \i. 41. '' Heb. v. 7. i Psalm ix. 10.

f Koui. viii. 26. '
James,!. 6.
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of me ? I have not that plenitude of faith : at least, in

sundry occasions, I have it not to ascertain myself that I

shall prevail with God.' No more had Abraham himself a

perfect faith without any flaw. Excellent things are spoken
of him,

" who against hope believed in hope : and that he

staggered not at the promise, but was strong in faith '." Yet

see how he stooped a little :
" Shall a son be born unto him

that is a hundred years old ? and shall Sarah, that is ninety

years old, bear ! O that Ishmael may live"!" God is not

extreme to mark what is done amiss in every convulsion of

faith :
—which appears ^,

''
I said in my haste, I am cast out of

thine eyes : nevertheless, thou heardest the voice of my sup-

plication, when I cried unto thee." You must be sure that, in

general, David subscribed to the power, and truth, and good-
ness of God : but there was a temptation upon him at that

time, in some particular case, in which he distrusted, or

doubted, that there was no likelihood to prevail. But if

there be such a one that says,
*
I will pray, but I know I

shall be never the better,' he is an infidel, and mocks God :

in that bad mind he did well to say,
* he should be never the

better :' for he did usurp a form of godhness, and denied the

power thereof.

He is the right supplicant, but a very rare one, that hath

no staggering or diffidence in his heart, that comes close up
to our Saviour's rule,

" Whatsoever things ye desire when

ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have

themy." Yet the Lord will not cast them off, who are but

in the next form, and do not resolutely promise success unto

themselves in the instant of their present supplications: but

bear it thus between faith and doubting,
* whether I shall

succeed in this or that, I am not confident, but of this I am
most assured, that I shall be the better for my prayers. And
I would it were thus and thus, because I conceive it would

be best for me : but I am certain it will be better than the best

that I can imagine, which the Lord knows to be most

expedient.'

Another, perhaps, may wrangle himself into an error, and

gay,
* How do the heathen and the wicked obtain good

' Rom. iv. '20. « Gen. xvii. 18.
^ Psalm xxxi. 22. y Mark, xi. 24.
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tilings, if nothing will prevail with God but the prayer of

faith?' Consider that even a pagan and idolater would

never pray, but that they have some kind of belief to obtain

fruit by their prayers. The king of Nineveh had a solemn

fast at the hearing of Jonah's prophecy;
"

for," says he^
" who can tell if God will turn, and repent, and turn away
from his fierce anger, that we perish not^?" None but a

lunatic would ask for relief from them, that hath neither

knowledge of his case, nor power to redress it.— '

O, but the

prayers of such are not grounded on the faith that we speak
of.' It is true : such a faith as possessed idolaters, is not

that which impetrates mercy from God. Then I say,
neither Jews, nor Mahometans, nor wicked men, get any

thing by that prayer, to which the promise is made,
"
Ask,

and ye shall have." For whether they pray or not, all that

they obtain, had come to pass, though they had held their

peace. It is for our sins, and to scourge us, that they have

kingdoms, and victories
;
it is not their motley-faith that did

purchase them. And for all manner of store and plenty that

the earth yields to them, it is but as God gives fodder to the

cattle, and meat to the young ravens that call upon him.

2. The prayer of faith, then, is only available, but out of

the mouth of an humble suitor. For who will give an alms

to a proud beggar ?
" Thus saith the high and lofty One,

that inhabiteth eternity ;
I dwell with him that is of a contrite

and humble spirit, to revive the spirit of the humble, and to

revive the heart of the contrite ones^." Let the com-

parison between the publican and the Pharisee remain for

ever in our memory ^ The prayer of the poor destitute, the

contrite, the penitent, the bleeding heart, is a sacrifice well

seasoned with the salt of anguish and misery. Away with

high looks and high words. "
Lord, thou dost hear the

desire of the humble, and dost prepare their heart '^." And
*' God comforteth those that are cast down "^." Put yourself

back, who are but dust and ashes, in a great distance from

the Lord, that you may behold him the better in his infinite

greatness. And a lowly heart will never spare to deject the

body.
" O come, let us worship and fall down, and kneel

f Jonah, iii. 9. *
Isaiah, Ivii. 15. ^ Luke, xviii.

c l*sahn X. 17. "^ 2 Cor. vii. 6.
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before the Lord our Maker." Solomon prayed upon his

knees*; so did Daniel <; so did Peter, when messengers
came to him from Cornelius^; so St. Paul :

" For this cause,

I bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus h," And
not only men upon earth, but the glorious spirits in heaven,

cast themselves and their crowns down before him that

sitteth on the throne'. Nay, the Son of God fell down

upon his knees, and prayed unto his Father''.

And fasting, which is a pregnant circumstance of humili-

ation, was much in use with prayer ;
the instances are

innumerous, to signify we had no part in any comfort, nor

any delight in the creatures, till we were reconciled to the

Lord. So was sackcloth used
;
and all apparel of beauty, all

ornaments of riches and pride, were put off for that time.

Let them be no more than outward circumstances
; yet they

are significant.

But that which is a sure companion, and most intimate

to humihty in prayer, is patience. It breaks not away in a

pet, because it is not answered at the first or second asking :

that is disdainful and arrogant. It holds on, and attends,

and cries till the throat is dry :
*'

I waited patiently for the

Lord '." And there must be "
patient continuance in them

that seek for glory and immortahty ""." Faith is the founda-

tion of prayer : and, to continue the metaphor, patience is

the roof. The winds blow : look to the foundation, or the

building will fall. Rain and storms will descend : but if they

light upon a roof that is close and compact, they run aside,

and are cast upon the ground. He that expects God's plea-

sure from day to day, will neither faint nor fret, that his suit

hangs long in the court of requests ;
such storms as proceed

from murmuring, cannot beat through a solid roof. Says
Habakkuk ", A great thing will the Lord bring to pass, but

not presently, says the Lord: ''the vision is yet for an

appointed time, but at the end it shall speak, and not lie :

though it tarry, wait for it, because it will surely come."

Many diseases will never be cured well, unless they be long a

curing; and many deliverances will never be thoroughly

settled, unless they be long a preparing ;
and many mercies

* 2 Clnon. yi. lo. "^
Chap. vi. s Acts, x.

^
Eplics. iii. 14. i Kov. iv. >

l^iike, xxii. 41.

) Psalm xl. I. ™ Kom. ii. 7. " Habak. li. 3.
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are hid, like seed in the ground, and will be long a

growing.
I give God thanks that every blessing of worldly comfort

that I prayed for, the longer I was kept from it, and the

more I prayed for it, I found it the greater in the end.

Observe that there is nothing of moment, yea, be it of

lesser and vulgar size, with which the providence of God
hath not interwoven a thousand things to be despatched
with it, which requires time, perhaps seven years, to finish

them. Expect, therefore, from the divine wisdom, to do all

things in their order; and give honour to the Supreme Ma-

jesty to wait his leisure,
" For yet a little, and he that shall

come, will come, and will not tarry "."

3. The third thing which gives assurance of comfort to

prayer, is zeal, devotion, fervency, which will pluck on

patience further and further. For he that is zealous in any

thing will not easily give over till he have brought his ends

to pass. Zeal is a continual and an earnest supplicant, it

prays "without ceasing
p

;

"
prays

"
exceedingly 'i

;

"
asks

with confidence, seeks with diligence, knocks with perse-

verance. A swarm of bees, that is, many thousands, must

gather into a hive to fill it with honeycombs : and a swarm

of prayers is sv.^eeter before the Lord than the honey and

the honeycomb.
Likewise, it is as vehement as it is assiduous,

"
labouring

fervently for you in prayers '." Stir up your wit, and dili-

gence, and memory, and meditations, when you come to

spread out your wants before your Father: but if you yawn
out your heedless, heartless petitions, you shall depart with

discouragement; as it is%
" O Lord God of hosts, how long

wilt thou be angry with the prayer of thy people ?
" The

Laodiceans were lukewarm, neither hot nor cold, in the

worship of God : therefore, the Spirit said to the angeP of

that church,
" Be zealous, and repent '." Zeal is defined to

be " a vehement and inflamed love." There must be an

ardour, and a flame in prayer, as if we would mount it up
like fire to heaven. Then we may say, that a seraphim liath

laid a coal from the altar upon our mouth, and touched

» Heb. x. 37. >' 1 Tiicss. v. 17. ^ t Tlicss. iii. lu,

r Coloss. IV. li. * Psalm lx\x. 4.
' Kcv. iii. 19.
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our lips ". Zeal takes away the soul for a time, and carries

it far above us. I write to them that have felt it, that it

darts a man's spirit out of him, like an arrow out of a bow.

This is it which infallibly begets hope, comfort, patience,

all in a sheaf,—as they are divinely put together'' :
" Fervent

in spirit, serving the Lord, rejoicing in hope, patient in tribu-

lation, continuing instant in prayer."
The transportment of zeal will excuse, or rather commend

some ejaculations of prayer, which seem to be too bold with

God
; as,

" How long wilt thou turn away thy face from us,

O Lord? and forgettest our misery and trouble''." So,
** Why shouldst thou be as a man asleep ? and as a mighty
man that cannot save us^?" And we do but follow our

Saviour's pattern in it upon the cross,
" My God, my God,

why hast thou forsaken me?" Tell not a troubled heart

that is in anguish, tell it not of modesty : it is a compliment
it will not be tied to. The Shunamite, swallowed up in

sorrow for the loss of her child, runs to mount Carmel to

Elisha, and before she said any thing, she caught him fast

by the feet. Gehazi thought it irreverent and unwomanlike

behaviour, and laid hold to thrust her away :
" Let her alone,"

says the prophet,
" for her soul is vexed within her*." The

passions of an afflicted soul have much indulgence to break

out far. They are not in good compass, till vehemency of

zeal carry them beyond ordinary rule and fashion. Mary
Magdalen did more than this the first time she came to our

Saviour ''

;
she came into a strange house without leave and ad-

mittance : into the house of a Pharisee, and those hypocrites
would not admit suspected sinners : she takes opportunity
to come at dinner-time, being a guest unbidden : she gives
no salutation to the company, but falls down at our Saviour's

feet, and lays her kisses thick upon them : says a holy writer

to it,
— it is Gregory the Great,— ' Hast thou no forehead,

woman ? hath modesty quite left thee ?
' And he answers

himself,
*

Minime, pudor intus erat :

' ' that which she was
ashamed of, was within her

;'
she was so ashamed of her sins,

that she forgat all other shamefacedness. You see that zeal

will pardon boldness, and will give authority to prayer to

"
Isaiah, vi. 7. " Rom. xii. 11, 12. > Psalm xliv.

^ Jcr. xiv. 9. » 2 Kings, iv. 27. ^ Luke, vii. 37.
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expostulate with God, and hath a toleration, as it were, to

quarrel with his mercy.
Now a Christian, sensible of many imperfections, will cry

out,
' O that I could attain to some degrees of zeal ! I am

no Shunamite, no Mary Magdalen, no Paul, fervent in spirit.

I am carried away with distractions, when I speak unto the

Lord in prayer; and through the multitude of various

thoughts, I forget what I am about.' O Christ, help our

frailties, and keep our minds fixed upon thee, when we ask

any thing in thy name. One body cannot be in two places
at once : and one heart cannot be in heaven and earth toge-
ther. O let us cover our faces with the wings of the cheru-

bims*^, that we may not see enticements to distract us.

Watch and pray : watch this wandering heart, that it may
not be stolen away by fancies, that move in our mind conti-

nually, like motes in the beams of the sun. Defy Satan, and
bid him abandon. As they that have committed a robbery,
run away from a hue and cry,

— so the devil will run away
from the noise of your supplications, when you challenge
him for sacrilege, that he hath robbed you of your devotion.

To do more yet, I will assay to prescribe a remedy to a

disease, I fear, not quite to be cured. But first feel your own

pulse, and your fitness for the heavenly work of praver
before you begin it. See that you be not drowsy and
slothful : for a sluggard will be encumbered with various

and recurrent thoughts. Neither would I have you to pro-
tract prayer to that length, which otherwise you would have

done, when your mind and devotion fail you. Short and

pithy prayers, collects well filled with words and matter, and
not protracted till they may be censured for babbling, are

more prevalent with God, when zeal doth manage them, than

to spend out time without a fervent and well fixed intention,

The prayers of the great saints in Scripture are compendious,

they are strong in sense, and speak home. A rose is sweeter

in the bud, than in the blown flower : and what you abate at

one time, in length, to anticipate distraction, you may fill

up the measure when you will, by using them the oftener.

I have known some servants of God, very circumspect in

their ways, that use, for the most part, to read their prayers

«
Isaiali, vi. 2.
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either printed or written, that seeing the matter of them

before their eyes, they might the better contain themselves

from all extravagancies. To which end, it is prescribed in

the church of Rome, though a priest can say the mass by

heart, yet he must read it out of his book, to keep the closer

to the intention of his duty. But when all is said, happy
are they that oftend least in this kind : for all offend.

And whom can we blame but ourselves, that are remiss,

and not half so earnest as we should be, to prevail with God?
Which I demonstrate thus : let there be any thing in our

prayers, which we are more eagerly set upon to obtain than

all the rest, we will never start aside, nor run out of our

circle when we come to that petition.
' Animus est ubi amat,'

* The mind is with that, and in that which it loves.' If we
did long for every member of our prayer, as much as for that

special thing, which we did so eminently desire, we would

continue, from the beginning to the end of prayer, with little

or no diversion.

This bottom is not wound up till I give a warning to zeal,

as it is ^,
" It is good to be zealously affected always in a

good thing." Look that your petitions be modelled into such

things, as the word and Spirit do appoint, and stir you up to

ask, and
"
you shall not be ashamed of your sacrifice ^." But if

you be frivolous, the prophet will tell you again,
" Ye have

sown the wind, and ye shall reap the whirlwind ^" Or the

apostle tells you plainly,
" Ye ask and receive not, because

ye ask amiss s." Ask for the kingdom of heaven, for the

maintenance of God's glory, for newness of life, and obe-

dience to the will of God
;
ask for pardon of sins in Christ

Jesus, for grace in the Holy Ghost to resist temptations ;
ask

our offended Father for mercy, to be delivered from the

wrath which we have deserved : and let the seventh part
of our prayer be for the things of this life, and for them
with moderation, according to that port and person which

we bear in the world, and be content with the portion allotted

to you : aim by this level, and you hit the mark. What

mighty blessings did fall upon Solomon, because he desired

not the advantages of pomp and luxury, when God put it to

'' Gal, V. 13. e Hos. iv. 19.
f Hos. viii. 7. e James, iv. 3.
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him in a dream what to ask ! He desired an understanding
and a wise heart : and " the speech pleased the Lord that

Solomon had asked this thing ••."

3. Intercessions, that is, prayers wherein we mediate to

God for others, must now be thought of, and the comfort

redounding from them. The duty is strictly commanded, to

pray for one another'. And,
"

I will that intercessions be

made for all men, for kings, and all that are in authority ''."

When we do so, we have done what we are bidden : and

having done that, albeit we are unprofitable servants to God,
we are not uncomfortable to ourselves. For it is the first

part of the reward of a good deed, that we can say to our

conscience ' we have done it.' Beside, the work of love is

delightful to the spirit; and to help others in our prayers is

the largest and widest work of charity, willing to do good to

all upon the face of the earth, and stretching forth its hands
that the whole world may be better for the calves of our lips.

Chiefly commending the whole state of Christ's church to

God's mercy, yet also (as may be seen in our Collect used

on Good-Friday) not forgetting to remember Christ for

Jews, Turks, infidels, heretics, to take from them ignorance,
hardness of heart, and contempt of the word : not only that

the sheep of Christ's pasture might be blessed, but that it

might be well with Nero, and such as he, that were the lions

who devoured us. This is charity, not only to have com-
munion with all the saints, but compassion for all the world.

Therein we follow the footsteps of Christ in his mediatorship,
as far as we are able, who hath an "

unchangeable priest-

hood, and ever lives to make intercession for us'." And
" who bare the sins of many, and made intercession for the

transgressors "."

Likewise it is the oflace of those that have great interest

in God's favour, to bless others with their prayers, as the

Lord told Abimelech, king of Gerar,
" Abraham is a prophet,

and he shall pray for thee, and thou shalt five "." So he said

to Eliphaz the Temanite, and to his other two friends,
" My

servant [Job] shall pray for you, for him will I accept"."

I' 1 Kings, iii. 10. * James, v. 16.
''

1 Tim. ii. 1.

> Hcb. vii. 25. "'
Isaiah, iiii. 12.

" tie"- xx. 7.

"
Job, xlii. 8, 9.
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All Israel had been destroyed for worshipping the calf in

Horeb,
" had not Moses his chosen stood before him in the

breach, to turn away his wrath?." 'What!' says an old

writer,
'
art thou, Moses, more merciful than God? art thou

more pitiful to the people than he that saves us from all evil?

No/ says he,
* thou art infinite short of the loving-kindness

of the Lord
;
but he put thy charity to the proof, to see

what vehement entreaties thou wouldst make for the deli-

verance of the nation.' When the same people were like to

be overrun by the Philistines, what course did Samuel take ?

Says he,
" Gather all Israel to Mizpeli" (which was a pro-

seucha, or place for public prayer),
" and I will pray for you

to the Lord'i." "And you shall find most victorious success

upon it ^" What comfortable orators are the mighty saints

of God ! What a safeguard it is unto us all, when they live

among us !

* A wise man is the price and redemption of

many fools,' says a heathen : so a Mediator that is very dear

to God, is a protection not only to the good, but to the

wicked that are about him. Have we not cause, then, to pray
for the continuance of such, that they may live long to pray
for us? Should Paul need to desire the prayers of the

Thessalonians '
? or of the Hebrews'? Could they forget

that, which so much concerned their welfare? Now the

worthy servants of the Lord may prevail much one by one :

others of the common rank had need to meet by hundreds,

and by thousands, in great congregations, that every single

man's prayer may be a drop in a shower, that while every
man prays for all, all may pray for every man. So great is

the opinion of good consequents from the intercession of

God's servants, that infidels and ungodly, who thought it

would be labour in vain to speak to God for themselves;,

have sued unto the saints on earth to prefer petitions for

them. Darius that worshipped false gods, sent to the Jews

at Jerusalem, to "
pray for the life of the king and his sons"."

And they that persecuted Jeremy, besought him,
"
Pray for

us unto the Lord our God^." And Simon Magus turned

himself to Peter and the apostles to intercede for him,
"
Pray unto the Lord for me, that none of these things which

P Psalm cvi. 23. i 1 Sam. vii. 5. ' Verse 10.

* 1 Thess. V. 25. '
Chap. xiii. 18. " Ezra, vi. 10.

" Jer. xlii. 20.
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you have spoken, come upon mey." This is the sum, that

intercession of prayer, whether active or passive, whether it

be to give or to receive a blessing, is exceeding full of

consolation.

2. To go in order to the next head : Who they be that

shall get benefit and comfort by prayer, is quickly defined.

We know that "
all things work together for good to them

that love God*;"— to none other, you may be sure. He
that doth not truly call the God of heaven his Father, as

Christ begins his prayer,
— shall have no share in the portion

of sons. We may intercede for profane and impenitent

men, and our prayer shall return into our own bosom. But
while they remain such, the mercies of the Lord will be

strange unto them. They are not of the body of the mystical

church, and all the fresh springs are derived unto them that

are within the sanctuary. While the Jews continued under

the hardness of their heart, God discharged the prophet for

appearing in their behalf :

"
Pray not thou for this people,

neither lift up cry nor prayer for them, neither make inter-

cession to me, for I will not hear thee\" And with no less,

or rather more severity '',

"
Though these three men, Noah,

Job, and Daniel, were in the land, they should deliver none
but their own souls." And if the wicked commence a suit

in their own name, the Lord will not be entreated of them.

What have they to do with holy ordinances, that have no

fellowship with holy practices? To come before the Lord

with a lap full of sins, and a mouth full of prayers, what an

heterogeneal sacrifice is it! Will the Mediator, Christ

Jesus, bring it for them before his Father? "
If I resrard

iniquity in my heart, the Lord will not hear me <=."
*' And

the throne of iniquity shall have no fellowship with thee ''."

Many in our land, and in our days, pray for the confusion

of them that brought all to confusion
;
but themselves are in

pursuance of notorious crimes, and rebellion against God.

They would advance that government, to which we have

sworn to be faithful by the oaths of supremacy and alle-

giance : but they make no conscience to break their oaths

and covenants, which they have made to God. It is not to

y Acts, viii. 24. ^ Rom. viii. 28. » Jer. vii. 16.
•• Ezek. xiv. 14. ' Psalm Ixvi. 18. "^ Psalm xciv. 20.
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suppress sin, and tyranny, and injustice, that they are

instant with Gad
; but to be revenged for their own injuries

and losses. Their prayers are compounded with such sins as

quite mar them. So many a pair of beads have been dropt
in corners for the extirpation of the protestant reHgion.

Many a mass hath been said for the good success of Jesui-

tical treasons. Many a rosary w^as run over to bring the

powder treason to its bloody birth. If they have no. better

stuff than this in their matins, they had as good pray to

de-vils as to saints. "
I will that men pray always, or every

where, lifting up holy hands, without wrath''." Let go

wrath, and malice, and bitterness. Holiness becometh the

house of prayer, and holiness becometh the mouth of prayer.
" If any man be a worshipper of God, and doth his will, him

he heareth f." Do justly, live chastely, give charitably, walk

circumspectly, and then pray confidently.
" For whatsoever

we ask, we receive of him, because we keep his command-

ments, and do those things which are pleasing in his sights."
But then will the trembling Christian say,

" Wo is me,
for I am a great sinner; wo is me, for I am filthy, and

polluted, and of unclean lips
^ :" then how shall I turn me to

my God in prayer? O thou that fallest low upon the earth,

oppressed with the burden of thy sins, stand up, and be

cheerful before God : none is fit for prayer in the militant

church but such an humble sinner. God draws thee, and

none but those that are like unto thee, near unto his mercy.

Though thy sins do cleave unto thee, be comforted that thou

dost not cleave unto thy sins. Elkanah gave a more worthy-

portion to Hannah, that was barren, but meek and devout,

than to Peninnah, that bare him sons and daughters, but

was proud and scornful '. God hath heard his beloved Son,
when he made prayers for sinners

;
will hear those sinners

that are his sons, when they ask any thing in the name
of Christ.

3. Good fruit must be brought forth in a good season,

which only remains to be thought upon, and to be added to

the consolation of prayer.
" For every thing there is a

season, and a time to every purpose under the heaven"^."

e 1 Tim. ii. 8. ^
John, ix. 31. ? 1 Jolin, iii. 22.

'
Isaiah, vi. b. '

1 Sam. i. 5. .
'' Eccles. iii. i.
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But neither days, nor hours, nor seasons, did ever come
amiss to faithful prayer.

"
Evening, and morning, and at

noon, will I pray, and cry aloud, and he shall hear my
voice':" which includes all the space of duration: for all

time is included in '

morning, noon, and night.'
"
Pray

without ceasing'"."
"
Praying always with all prayer and

supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all

perseverance"." Short passes, quick ejections, concise

forms and remembrances, holy breathings, prayers like little

posies, may be sent forth without number on every occasion,
and God will note them in his book.

But all that have a care to walk with God, fill their

vessels more largely as soon as they rise, before they begin
the work of the day, and before they lie down again at

night : which is to observe what the Lord appointed in

the Levitical ministry, a morning and an evening lamb to be

laid upon the altar. So with them that are not stark irreli-

gious, prayer is the key to open the day, and the bolt to

shut-in the night. But as the skies drop the early dew, and

the evening-dew upon the grass,
—

yet it would not spring
and grow green by that constant and double falling of the

dew, unless some great showers, at certain seasons, did

supply the rest
;
so the customary devotion of prayer, twice

a day, is the falling of the early and the latter dew
;
but

if you will increase and flourish in the works of grace,

empty the great clouds sometimes, and let them fall into a

full shower of prayer : choose out the seasons in your own

discretion, when prayer shall overflow, like Jordan in the

time of harvest.

Keep strictly, as much as you are able, to those times of

the day, which you have designed to appear in before the

Lord : for then you offer up not only your prayers, but the

strict observation of set times, which is a double sacrifice,

and an evidence that you will not dispense to pretermit
that holy work for any avocation. He that refers himself at

large to pray, when he is at leisure, gives God the worst of

the day ;
that is, his idle time. I account them prudent,

therefore, that are precise in keeping canonical hours of

prayer, as they call them, so they pray to God alone, who

• Psalm Iv. 17. " 1 Thcss. v. 17. "
Epbes. vi. 18.

VOL. I. L
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alone knows their heart : and so they pray
" with the

Spirit, and with the understanding":" that is, in a tongue
wherein they know what they say, and understand the

language wherein they vent the meditations of the Spirit.

This was the milk that the church of England gave every

day out of her breasts, to praise God in common prayer
at set hours, before noon and after, in the assemblies of her

devout children. How many have rejoiced to hear the

chiming of bells to call them together, and would never miss

their station ! Thus " Peter and John went together to the

temple at the hour of prayer, being the ninth hour p." O,
when will these profane days come to an end, that we may
again, so orderly, so delightfully, appear before the living

God?
Of one thing, the devil hath disappointed us many years

past in the time of prayer, which was the night-offices of

prayer, called *

vigils,' which ai'e disused, because it was

feared they grew incident to scandal and uncleanness. And

though they be left off (I believe for good reason) in a

concourse of open meeting, yet let not God lose his tribute

of prayer, which should be paid him in the still and quiet

opportunity of the night. The day is God's, and the night is

God's
;
the darkness and light to him are both alike

;
let not

so many hours, as run out from our lying down to our

rising up again, pass away without any prayer. Says
David,

" O Lord, I remembered thee in my bed, and medi-

tated on thee in the night-watches "5." It seems, while the

tabernacle of Moses stood, that the priests did some duties

in it all night long^
" Bless the Lord, ye servants of

the Lord, which by night stand in the house of the Lord."

The apostle allowed " widows must continue in supplication
and prayers night and day';" and Anna, the widow-pro-

phetess,
" served God with fasting and prayer night and

day '." The Lord hath foretold that " he will come as a thief

in the night at the great day «." Therefore, O Lord, with my
soul will I desire thee in the night, and at midnight will I

think upon thee, and call unto thee; that if it shall be this

• 1 Cor. xiv. 15. P Acts, iii. l. q Psalm Ixiii. 6.
' Psalm cxxxiv. 1. ^ ^ lim. v. 5. •

Luke, ii. 37.
• 2 Pet. iii. 10.
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nigh!;, even now, when Christ Jesus will come to judge th6

world, my soul may find mercy from him, and both body
and soul may be glorified, and so continue with him for

ever.

All this about the opportunity of time shall shut up with

one institution of the Psalmist *
:
"
Every one that is godly,

shall pray unto thee, O Lord, in a time that thou mayest be

found." When you find stirrings and impulsions more than

ordinary to provoke you to prayer, follow the admonition of

the Spirit, and let not such a time slip. You know not

whether such a divine presage may roll in your thoughts

again. I maJ^e no question but there are some critical

moments, wherein God offers more than he will do again, if

you neglect him, when he courts you with so great ad-

vantage. But now change the case from mine to the whole

nation's, from private to public, then thus I will be pe-

remptory in my resolution : There is no time too late for

any Christian that lives, in his single person, to beseech God
to be merciful to him

;
he may find the same propitiousness

that the penitent thief did : but there may be a time too

late to save a kingdom or a state from ruin, when the Lord

hath decreed the period of it. Therefore, when confusions

threaten and begin to peep out, -watch them betimes, and let

the whole land pray for peace, and let the governors prepare
conditions for it, to avert public calamity. If you let tumults

and conspiracies grow to a head, it will be in vain to

struggle by monthly or weekly humiliations, when our

destiny is unavoidable. Plutarch says, that a discontented

person challenged the oracle of Delphos, that it never gave
a comfortable answer. * That is your fault,' says the oracle,
* for none of you come to me till your case is past help.*
" Venimus hue lapsis quaesitum oracula rebus," says the

poet, that ever keeps decorum in his verses. Therefore,

awake right early ;
seek the Lord in the first season, that

the course of misery may not wax too strong and remediless.

Otherwise the prophet will say,
" The days of visitation are

come, the days of recompense are come
;
Israel shall know

if :" and then whither will ye fly for help to be delivered?

=• Psalni xxxii. 6. ^ Ho8. ix. 7.
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But prevent such dismal tribulations, while it is called to-

day : for nothing is more consolatory than seasonable sup-

plication.

CHAPTER V.

How the Sacraments minister to a Christian's Comfort. A

general Surxei/ of Sacraments. Five Reasons zchi/ God

ordained two Sacraments under the Gospel. What Comforts

flow from the Grace of Baptism. What Comforts flow

from the Lord's Supper.

Though by that which hitherto hath been set forth, I trust

I may assume, that every one that sets his heart to make

use of it, hath drunk well
; yet, as the ruler of the feast said

at the marriage in Cana of Galilee,
"

I have kept the good,"
that is, the best,

*' wine until now*:" the water of life

in baptism,
—the wine that delighteth the spiritual thirst

in the Lord's supper. Other things in the word report unto

us what a good land the Lord hath promised to his Israel
;

but these two sacraments are Caleb and Joshua, spies that

have seen and searched the land, and bring us sensible and

sure tidings, that it is a noble land, flowing with milk and

honey; by the grapes which they have brought with them,

and by their ocular and diligent survey, they yield evident

testimony that God hath provided a gracious country for us

in the kingdom of heaven. To put all my work of consola-

tion into one prospect together, prayer, the best comfortable

grace, is married to hope ;
the Holy Ghost gives it in

marriage; faith is the priest that joins them together ;
and

the two sacraments are the outward signs, by which they
have declared their consent, as it were, by giving and

receiving a ring, and by joining of hands.

First
;
I will treat of sacraments in general ;

then of each

in particular by itself.
" A sacrament being a visible sign of inward grace, as a

means whereby we receive the same, and a pledge to assure

»
Jolin, ii. 10.
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US thereof;" or, more at larsie (which compriseth the end of

all such outward signs),
" a token to confirm men's faith in

the promises of God :"—observe first, that God hath conde-

scended above all expression to our weakness, that he would
have us to take notice of his mercies in gross and sensible

things: a way that is framed to our level and dull ap-

prehension.
'* For God is a Spirit, and they that worship

him, must worship him in spirit and truth'';" that is purely
a heavenly way. But some alterations have been admitted,
to bring us forward in our own pace, that is, after human
and bodily fancies. " Deus quandoque infantiha loquitur ;"

for our sakes, the Lord speaks in the Scriptures in a plain
and vulgar emphasis, strangely beneath his infinite wisdom :

as a nurse useth to babble to her infant, so he is pleased to

give himself to our hands, to our eyes, to our taste, in

common and obvious matter, but out of his surpassing

wisdom, to make us more spiritual, by clothing religion in a

bodily attire.

The church began in innocency, and yet it began with a

sacrament, the Tree of Life,—instituted to keep mankind
on earth immortal by tasting it, if Adam had not ambi-

tiously eaten of the tree of knowledge.
When the old world was drowned, and repaired again,

God told Noah
'^,

"
I do set my bow in the cloud, and it

shall be for a token of a covenant between me and the earth,

that the waters shall no more become a flood, to destroy all

the earth." This is the world's covenant, and not the

church's
;
a covenant to save all the earth from a total

deluge-. And God is to be perceived, and to be thought of

in that sign. The glory of the throne of God was " as

the appearance of the bow that is in the cloud in the day of

rain : this was the appearance of the likeness of the glory of

the Lord'' :" and so the same glory is figured in the rainbow*.

After this, it being not discovered who did openly and

entirely profess the worship of the true God
;
Abraham was

called out of Chaldea, and he and his family were embodied

into a church, and received the sign of circumcision, as a

mark stamped upon them, to be known to be those whom

*> John, iv. 24. *= Gen. ix.

* Ezck. i. 28.
* Revel, iv. 3.
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God had called out for his own, and did admonish them " to

eircumcise the foreskin of the heart
'
:" chiefly to imprint into

them, that the promised seed should come from that stock,

in whom all nations should be blessed.

When Abraham's seed became a national church, before

they could get out of Egypt, the blood of a lamb was

sprinkled upon their doors, with a statute given upon it, that

from thenceforth every family, at that time of the year,

should give account for a lamb slain, and be eaten within

their houses, till John Baptist's Lamb was slain to take away
the sin of the world.

Under the like discipline, they were trained up for a

while in the wilderness, when Moses set up the figure of a

serpent upon a pole, that they might look upon it, and live,

that were stung by serpents^. The author of the Book of

Wisdom writes divinely upon it,
'' That they might be

admonished for a small season it was a sign of salvation,
—

and he that turned himself toward it, was not saved by the

thing he saw, but by thee that art the Saviour of the

world K"

Neither are we such perfect men under the New Testa-

ment, to be taught only by the words of holiness and truth,

but are received into the covenant of grace, and preserved in

it by mysteries signifying wonderful things to our outward

senses, that we may suck, and be satisfied with the church's
** two breasts of consolation '

;" and be filled with the " two

golden pipes, that empty the golden oil out of themselves k."

I stand upon the number of '

two,' because they are put

together
'

:
" The Israelites were all baptized in the cloud,

did all eat the same spiritual meat, and all drank of the same

spiritual drink." As good account for it is"",
"

By one

Spirit we are all baptized into one body, and have been

all made to drink into one spirit." Or learn it from St.

John "
:

*' Christ came not by water alone, but by water and

blood. And there are three that bear witness, the Spirit,"

that is, the ministry of the Gospel,
*' the water," that is,

baptism, aad " the blood," that is, the Lord's supper. I

'Dent. X. 16. e Numb. xxi. 9. ^
Chap. xvi. 6> 7,

i Isaiah, Ixvi. 11. i" Zach. iv. 12. ' 1 Cor. x. 3.
" 1 Cor, 3sii. 13,

" 1 Epist. v. 6.
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will not promise a precise testimony out of antiquity, which
shall say there are but two sacraments under the Gospel, and

no more
;
but learned men have produced out of the fathers

as much as amounts unto it, to them that will not be con-

tentious. Justin Martyr °, to the emperor, speaks of these

two marks, or professed signs of Christianity, and no

other. TertuUian against MarcionP, brings them that are

married to baptism and the Lord's supper. St. Cyprian'',
to Stephen,

" Then they are sanctified, when they are born

again by both sacraments." St. Cyril and St. Ambrose,

writing purposely of sacraments, speak but of two. St.

Austin', to Januarius,
" Christ hath subjected vis to a light

yoke, to sacraments of the smallest number, easy in obser-

vation, excellent in dignity; baptism in the name of the

holy Trinity, and the communion of Christ's body and.

blood ;" and if any thing else be commanded in Scripture.

And many allude to that number from Cant. iv. 5 :

"
Thy

breasts are like two young roes that are twins." Here is a

brief survey, how God, in all ages, hath communicated with

us in sacraments.

May the reason of it be discovered ? Nay,
" Who hath

known the mind of the Lord ? or who hath been his coun-

sellor'?" Yet it is no trespass against the sobriety of

wisdom, to ask why Christian religion depends so much

upon visible sacraments ?

L It is to give faith a third manner of corroboration
;

and a threefold cord is not easily broken. First, God hath

promised us all blessings in Christ : Secondly, He gave an

oath for it unto Abraham,
" That by two immutable things,

in which it was impossible for God to he, we might have a

strong consolation ':" Thirdly, After he had plighted both

oath and promise, he hath given us holy signs to confirm it.

When God had both promised and sworn, durst we of our-

selves have asked a sign to confirm it, to make us more

believing ? No, truly, we durst not
;

for
" an evil and an

adulterous generation seeketh after a sign :" it were a great

blemish in faith, if we should appoint God to lend us a

crutch to lean upon. But God hath prevented us herein
;

<» 2 Apol. r Lib. iii.c. 51. i Lib, ii. cp. 1.

'
Ep. 118.

• Kom. xi. 34. » Heb. vi. 18.
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and, as we say in the common prayer,
" That which for our

unworthiness we durst not ask," he hath supplied of his own

accord, and hath instituted sacred signs, wrapt up in the

creatures, of most ordinary use, to make it more easy to lay

hold of the hope that is set before us.

2. Secondly; Every great deliverance in God's book

was accompanied with some outward sign, to make it more

comfortable upon so remarkable an impression. As Moses,

being appointed to be the captain to lead Israel out of

Egypt, was bade to cast his rod before the people, and to

let it turn into a serpent, and return unto a rod again ;

to make his hand leprous, and whole again in an instant, by

putting it into his bosom, and by drawing it out. And
Moses showed these signs in the sight of the people, and

they believed '. It would be tedious to recite the stories of

Asa, Hezekiah, Joash, &.c. These were persuaded, by the

signs of God, that he would visit them with a mighty
deliverance. But there is no deliverance like unto that,

which is brought to pass for us through the death and

bloody passion of Christ. And the two sacraments are the

remonstrance of that great salvation, which hath set us free

out of the hands of all our enemies.

3. Thirdly; It is meet that great benefits should be

fastened to our memories by a sure nail. Therefore, God,

distrusting man's memory, represents his greatest works of

mercy in the ordinances of manifest signs to prevent forget-

fulness. The help of some outward mark doth avail by

experience, to bring that to mind that else would have slipt

away. As upon occasion, we use to tie a thread about our

fingers, or to unloose the gemmal of a ring, to make us

mindful of a promise or some weighty business.

4. Fourthly; Though all our worship must hold its

tenure, as it were,
' in capite,' from the Spirit, if we hope

to have it acceptable to God, yet we are better capable of

such worship by the opportunity of material conveyances.

Only angels and blessed souls in heaven can serve God in

the pure and immaterial zeal of their mind. But while we
are clothed with flesh, the mind receives all it takes in from

Ipodily objects ;
and what passeth in by the pipes of the

" Exod. iv. 31.
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senses, it is connatural to us to apprehend with more tenacity
and fast hold.

Finally ;
As Christ descended into the womb of his

mother, to walk with us upon earth, so God hath vouch-

safed to offer his word and promise to us in the crea-

tures of the earth ; setting a seal unto the word, which

makes the patent very valid, and of force and comfort. For

if a commandment of promise were remarkable, that of

honouring our parents,
'* the first commandment of promise"

in the second table ",
—much more is a seal and sacrament

of promise remarkable. Doubt not then, but as faith is our

hand to receive Christ, so the sacraments are, as it were,

God's hands to give him unto us.

Being past the general survey of visible sacraments, it is

time to enter into the consideration of baptism; which God
hath exalted to marvellous virtue and consolation, by his

omnipotent appointment. The Jews, that first received it,

will teach us, that they expected this new and gracious

ceremony vipon the coming of Christ. For " The priests

and Levites sent to ask John, why baptizest thou if thou

be not the Christ y ?" &c. It seems they had a tradition, that

baptism should come into the church with the Messias
;

which they derive, as I take it, from two of the prophets.
Isaiah^ states out a famous praise of Christ's kingdom; then

it brings in this,
" In that day shall the branch of the

Lord be beautiful and glorious; when the Lord shall have

washed away the filth of the daughters of Sion, and shall

have purged the blood of Jerusalem from the midst thereof."

The other place is a plain prophecy of Christ's kingdom',
and he thus describes it :

" Then will I sprinkle clean water

upon you, and ye shall be cleansed from all your filthiness."

John made way unto this sacrament, and it came from

heaven; therefore, the " Pharisees rejected the counsel of

God, being not baptized of John •'." But in the fulness of

the Gospel Christ confirmed it. For he that made the

promise, was the only able person to set the seal to ratify it.

Except his admired doctrine and his miracles, all thino-s

else about Christ did make no show to outward appearances,

"
Eplics. vi. 2. y John, i. 25. ^

Isaiuli, iv. 3.

» Ezek. xxxvi. 25. '' Luke, vii. 30.
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SO he would go no higher in the institution of an outward

sign of cleansing and regeneration, than to bring the people
to a river to be washed, or to a vessel of water to be sprinkled.
For faith is drawn through these narrow and abject means,

that, like himself, have no comeliness 'in specie;' and when
we see them, there is no comeliness that we should desire

them ".

Nevertheless, it is fit we should be well taught in the con-

templation of the hidden virtue enclosed in baptism, or else we
could never think it worth our labour and obedience. Our
Common Prayer-Book (a store-house of rare divinity) tells

us what is to be expected at that laver for them that come to

be baptized.
1. That God hath promised to be the father of the faithful

and of their seed, and will most surely perform and keep
his promise with them

;
and by this introduction we are

incorporated into the holy congregation. Behold, they whom
we love above all others by nature, our children, are natu-

ralized to be the citizens of the heavenly kingdom, and enter

into it through this door of grace.
2. Secondly ;

as God did save Noah and his family from

perishing by water, and safely led the children of Israel

through the Red Sea, while their enemies were drowned : so

the millions of the nations whom God hath not given to

Christ for his inheritance, are drowned in their own lusts

and corruptions. But, O what a privilege it is to be among
those few, that are received into the ark of Christ's church,

to be exempted from the common deluge, and to be the

faithful seed of Abraham, led through the channel of the

sea, and baptized in the cloud, that went along with them,

when the armies of the mighty are mightily consumed !

3. Thirdly ;
we may gather out of our church -office for

baptism, that the everlasting benediction of heavenly washing
affords two comforts : it signifies the blood of Christ to

cleanse us '

per modum pretii,' as the price that was paid to

ransom us from death : and the sanctifying of the Holy

Spirit to cleanse us,
'

per modum habitus,' by his inbeing
and celestial infusion : and both are put together in one

collect,
* that all that are baptized, may receive remission of

*
Isaiah, liii. 2.
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sins by spiritual regeneration.'
" There is no remission of

sin without blood ''," says the apostle, meaning the invaluable

blood of the Lamb of God^. And the heavenly thing is

represented by the visible element of water
;

for there must
be some aptitude between the sign and the thing signified,
else it were not a sacrament

;
—that as water washeth away

the filth of the body, so the blood of Christ delivereth our

souls from the guilt and damnableness of sin.
" The blood

of Christ, his Son, cleanseth us from all sin*^." The metaphor
of cleansing must have respect to baptismal water. Again,
*' Who loved us, and washed us from our sins in his blood 6."

Where the Scripture speaks of washing from sin, it must be

taken from the water of baptism, figuring the virtue of

Christ's blood, that in the siarht of his Father makes us white

as snow. The Scriptures, indeed, strike most upon the other

string, and more directly, as " Christ loved the church, and

gave himself for it, that he might sanctify and cleanse it

with the washing of water by the word ''."
" He saved us by

the washing of regeneration, and the renewing of the Holy
Ghost* :" and in many other places. Therefore, our liturgy
falls most upon the purifying operation of the Spirit, to be

shadowed in the outward washins; of water. As when it

prays,
* Send thy Holy Spirit to these infants, and grant that

they may be baptized with water and with the Holy Ghost :'

and,
*

grant that all that are baptized, may receive the fulness

of thy grace.' Spiritual regeneration is that which the

Gospel hath set forth to be the principal correlative of

baptism. O happy it is for us to be born again by water and

the Holy Ghost! For better it were never to be born than

not to be born twice.

God put a good mind into us, and reform one great fault

in us
;
which is, that, our baptism being past over a great

while ago, we cast it out of our memory, and meditate but
little upon the benefits and comforts of it. We are o-ot into

the church, and do in a sort forget how we got in. Whereas
the whole life of a Christian man and woman should be
a continual reflection how in baptism we entered into co-

venant with Christ,
'
to believe in him, to serve him, to forsake

* Heb. ix. 2?.
« Verse 14. ' 1 Jolin, i. 7.

s Rtv. i. it.
^
Ephes. v. 25. 'Titus, iii. 6.
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the devil, the vanities of the world, and all sinful desires of

the flesh.' Water is a pellucid element to look through it to

the bottom : so often look through the sanctified w^ater, to

see what Christ hath done for you, and what you have

eno-ao-ed to do for Christ. And there is no heart so full of

blackness and melancholy, but will recover upon it, and be

as fresh in sound health, as if it were filled with marrow and

fatness. Well did St. Paul put baptism among the principals

and foundations of Christian doctrine k; for all the weight
of faith, sanctification, and mercy doth lie upon it. Recount

this by particulars.

1. The first thought that my soul hath upon it is, that I

am no longer a stranger and foreigner, but a fellow-citizen

with the saints, and of the household of God '. I am no

more afar off, but made nigh by the blood of Christ, partaker
of the privileges of the church, and called by the new name

which the mouth of the Lord shall name"",— a Christian.

2. Secondly; 1 find that I have gained to have the highest

point of faith unfolded to me, which was but darkly discerned

in the Old Testament, to confess the Holy Trinity, in which

faith I was baptized. For because that mystery was revealed

at Christ's baptism, it goes ever along with this sacrament :

all nations being baptized in the name of the Father, th^

Son, and the Holy Ghost.

3. Thirdly ;
I observe that my Christian engagement allows

me not the liberty of sinning after the ciistom of the world
;

but obligeth me to the strict discipline of my Lord, to live

holily, justly, and soberly, to walk in newness of life, as

planted into the likeness of Christ's death, so to die unto

sin : for
" he that is dead is freed from sin "." In every thing,

and at all times, I must remember what the sureties at the

font, called godfathers and godmothers, did promise for me
in my name

;
which the liturgy of Geneva retains in these

words,— ' Do you promise to warn this child to live according,

to God's word, and make the law of God the square of his

life to live by ?
'

It is a binding ceremony, and we are

brought up from our tender years in the knowledge of it,

that we continually may feel the work of the ordinance, to

" Hcb. vi. 2.
'

Ephes. ii. 19.

"'
Isaiah, Ixii. 2. .

" Koni. vi. 7-
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have our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience, and our

bodies washed with clean water °. And "as many as are

baptized into Christ, have put on Christ p." To put on Christ

is to follow Christ in the law of a new creature, and to perfect

holiness
;
without which no man shall see God.

4. Fourthly ;
I have assurance that the Spirit is not dis-

joined from the water : for God's word cannot fail, that we
shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost. " But ye are washed,

but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified, in the name of the

Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God''." The power

given to keep the covenant makes it a covenant of grace :

else we shall administer but the letter, and not the spirit.

The outward act of man, unless we make ourselves unworthy,
is certainly assisted with the increase of God. If the good
effect ensue not, the sacrament doth not want its virtue, but

the receiver marred it. Very much is to be ascribed to the

word preached : it is a powerful means to convert us, and to

save us.
" Take heed unto thy doctrine, for in doing this

thou shalt save thyself, and them that hear thee'." And,
"
Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but incorruptible,

by the word of God, which liveth and abideth in you ^"

The word disposeth and prepares : God is the efficient cause

of our regeneration. Now this sacrament, whether we speak
of infants, they are to call to mind how they received the

outward seal of grace ;
or whether we speak of converts

of ripe years, who, at the same time, were taught the virtue

of it, it hath reason to work more powerfully and effectually

upon their knowledge and affections, than doctrine alone :

because Christ and his benefits are manifested in a sensible

operation, which himself did dignify in his own person, at

the waters of Jordan, and afterward institute it to be used by
his disciples.

5. The fifth thing that I draw from hence, gives me
exceeding consolation in Christ, that no man who is made
the child of God, is in the damnable state of sin; therefore,
in baptism, being made the adopted child of God, I have

obtained the pardon of all sins, original and actual : as

Naaman was cured of all his leprosy.
'' Who saved us by

» Heb. X. ai, 2ij. P Gal, iii. 27. i I Cor. vi. 11.
' 1 Tim. iv. 15. ' 1 Pet. i. t'3.
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the washing of regeneration'."
" Be baptized every one of

you, in the name of the Lord Jesus, for the remission of

sins"." So Ananias said to Paul,—"Arise, and be bap-
tized, and wash away thy sins"." Yea, but some will cavil,
* Infants have not faith

;
and God hath set forth Christ to be

a propitiation through faith in his blood : and he that

believeth and is baptized, shall be saved y.' I will not contend

about it, whether baptized infants have a secret imperceptible
habit of faith : I am sure there is innocency of life in them
instead of faith. They that are of age to come to the know-

ledge of faith, must bring their own faith with them to the

font : but for infants, they have privilege to be in church-

communion, by the faith of the church wherein they were

born. There is another contest made by some, that,
' Not-

withstanding baptism, original sin remains in us all the days
of our life.' True : the sin is not blotted out in the infant,

but it is blotted out of the book of God. And as actual sins

are pardoned for Christ's sake, yet it cannot be brought
about that they should never be done, which are done and

past, but it is enough that they shall not be imputed : sO

original sin cleaves unto us
;

it is not cast out, for I feel it ill

me
;
but it is remitted.

6. For the complement of this subject, the largest and

the longest comfort flowing from the grace of baptism is,

that we are to rely upon the covenant, made between God
and us therein, for the remission of all our sins, which we
commit after baptism to the end of our life. Far be it from

me to say, that it sufficeth us to cast our eyes back to the

covenant then made, as if the bare and historical memory of

it did suffice to blot out sins
;
that is but an empty flash and

a vapour of presumption. But this 1 say,
—build upon the

eternity and infallibility of God's truth : and then, by a true

and sure grasping faith, joined with repentance, renew your-
self in God's mercies by the promise of the old baptismal
covenant. Repentance is a condition never to be omitted to

lift us up again, when we have been overtaken with sins.

But faith doth not comfort itself in the sincerity of re*

pentance, which in us is ever imperfect, but in Christ's merits

* Tit. iii. 6.
"

Acts, ii. 38.

*
Acts, xxii. 16. y Mark, xvi. 16.
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once for all, consigned to us in baptism. For the Scriptures

speak indefinitely, that the laver of regeneration purgetli

away all our sins
;

it doth not speak restrictively of sins

past, as if it did operate no longer than in that moment,
when the water is sprinkled : for baptism doth now, at the

very present time, save us ^. And some collect it out of that

figurative place*,
''

Every thing where the waters do come,
shall live." After a shower of rain hath fallen, and ceaseth,
the grass continues to grow. By grievous and presumptuous
sins we debar ourselves from the sense and comfort of the

covenant for the present ; yet when we repent, we come not

to make a new covenant with God, but to beseech him to be

gracious to us for the old covenant's sake
;
as an adulteress,

if she be received again, and pardoned by her husband, is

not new married, but accepted for a wife upon the first

contract of marriage.
Take some examples of those in the New Testament, that

sinned against God, and in their return again did not sup-

pose the first covenant of baptism to be abolished, but they
comforted themselves that the mercies promised them would
hold firm, and not fail them. St. Paul challengeth the

Corinthians •>, that they had been adulterers, efl^eminate, and
much of the like. Yet he speaks thus to them,

" Ye are

washed, sanctified, justified in the name of the Lord Jesus V*
In the same manner he deals with the Galatians. who had
embraced much false doctrine, mingled Judaism with the

Gospel : yet
" as many of you as are baptized into Christ

have put on Christ"^." Can any thing equal all these heart-

refreshings that swim in the pool of baptism ? Therefore, in

many ages past, the joy of the neophytes was excessive, that

came to be baptized. Many torches were lighted, and
carried before them, to show it was the day of their illumi-

nation. They came in white garments, and wore them

constantly eight days together,
— a most festival habit. Yet

they affected too much to defer their baptism till their elder»

nay, their later years, out of the erroneous principle, that

baptism was the healing water for the remission of sins past :

and they rather relied upon repentance than upon the bap-

' 1 Pet. iii. 21. « Ezck. xlvii. 9. '' 1 Cor. vi.
• Ver. 11. ! Gal. iii. S!7.
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tism which they had received, for the remission of sins that

did follow. Whereas repentance is not a new paction with

God, but a return to the use of the old : a restitution, as it

were, of our blood, when we had been tainted by committing
treason against God ;

that is repossession of mercy endangered
to be forfeited. But were it a new covenant, we should

have some new visible sign for it, which never was. There-

fore, this is the very soul of mine and every one's baptismal

consolation,
—

that, being once done, it seals pardon for all

our sins, through Christ's blood, unto our life's end.

But as if many spouts should open into one cistern, so all

comforts conspire to meet in the sacrament of the Lord's

Supper. Nothing else but the actual enjoying of heaven is

above it. The church, which dispenseth all the mysteries of

salvation, can bring forth no better. Children that are come
to age, can ask no more than the whole portion of their

father's goods that come unto them : and what is that but

the blood of Christ? and this is the New Testament in that

blood. Christ is mine, his body is mine, his blood is mine,

all is mine. " O be glad and rejoice, and give honour to the

Lord God omnipotent, for the marriage of the Lamb is

come^. And the Spirit saith, write,
" Blessed are they that

are called to the marriage-supper of the Lamb*^." It is much
to be received into the covenant with God by the former

sacrament : is it not more to be kept in covenant by the

other ? It is much in baptism to be brought from death to

life : but what is life without nourishment to preserve it ?

This keeps us in the lease of the old covenant, that the years
of it shall never run out, and expire.

This is food to keep us in health and strength, that we
never decay and faint. By it we lay hold of the promise,

—
" My kindness shall not depart from thee, neither shall the

covenant of my peace be removed, saith the Lord that hath

mercy on thee s." Then why should I not embolden my heart

with holy security against all fears? for the Lord hath put
himself into my hand, and into my mouth, and into my
spirit : of what then should I be afraid? This is that courage
which our liturgy sounds forth, as with a shrill trumpet, to all

« Rev. xix. 7. f Ver. 9. « Isaiah, liv. 10.
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that come to this banquet well prepared. It begins, that '
it

is a comfortable thing to all them that receive it worthily ;'

it bids us ' come with a full trust in God's mercy, and with a

quiet conscience :' it proclaims aloud,
* Hear what comfort-

able words our Saviour Christ saith unto all that truly come
unto him,

" So God loved the world," &c. " This is a true

saying," &c. It hath gathered the sallies of spiritual joy, as

it were, into a bundle of myrrh. It adds,
* Christ hath

instituted and ordained holy mysteries, as pledges of his

love, and for a continual remembrance of his death, to our

great and endless comfort.' And if all this put together
will not blandish our conscience, and stablish our joy, we
would be dull and spirit-broken, though an angel from heaven

should come and say unto us, as he did unto Gideon,
" The

Lord is with thee, thou mighty man of valour''." For an

angel of the Lord cannot plead so much to the solace of

the heart, as the great Angel of the Covenant hath done in

these great demonstrations of love, as followeth.

1. First; as baptism was the former, so this is the second

visible publication of God's apparent mercy. It is not a
bare message, but a lively apprehension of them by palpable
means : not in a vision, or a dream, but in a real object.
Call to mind that the Lord was angry with Solomon, because

his heart was turned from the Lord God of Israel, who had

appeared unto him twice'. Once the Lord hath appeared
unto us in the token of his love by water : and once again he

appears unto us in the elements of his holy table. Twice he

hath appeared to bless thee. Therefore,
" eat thy bread with

joy, and drink thy wine with a merry heart''." For if you
turn away from comfort, when the Lord hath appeared twice

unto you to give it you, he will be angry, and leave you to a

thick darkness of sorrow, such as fell upon the land of

Egypt-
2. Secondly ;

the Lord can appear comfortably unto us,

though with a sword in his hand, and in the midst of a camp,
as he did to Joshua '

: or, in a flame of fire, as he did to

Manoah™: or, in a tempest upon the sea, as he did to the

apostles
n

: or, at the grave's mouth, as he did to Mary

•'

Judg. vi. 12. ' 1 Kings, xi. 39. '' Eccles. ix. 7.

' Josli. V. 13. '"
Judg. xiii. 20. " Matth. xiv. 27.
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Magdalen °. But here he appears unto us in a feast, which

is a time of innocent delight. The glory of God, which we

look for, is set forth unto us in that which our senses appre-

hend for sweetness and pleasure : as,
**

I appoint unto you a

kingdom— that ye may eat and drink at my table in my
kingdom p :" which is translated from bodily pleasure to spi-

ritual, that, in the heaven of blessedness, the soul shall feed

continually as at a banquet : of which we have now a taste

in the kingly provision of Christ's supper. It is a kingly

feast, although imparted in a little pittance of bread and

wine : yet it is more costly and precious in that which it

signifies, than Solomon and all his court had for their diet

day by day"-. We are brought to eat at the king's table, as

Mephibosheth was, like one of the king's sons "
: to eat

together is a communion ofmore than ordinary acquaintance :

do you note the endearing favour of God in that? And
what are we, that are not thrust, as our kind might look for

it, to gather up crumbs under the board, but to eat our

portion before the Lord, with the Lord, out of the hands of

the Lord ? For he that brake bread, and gave it to the

apostles, gives it to us, as our High Priest, though he be in

heaven. I exhort you, therefore, to enter into the guest-
chamber with a quiet and unshaken heart: for the Lord hath

not invited us as Absalom did Amnon, to kill us : nor as

Esther did Haman, to accuse us : but, as Melchizedec brought
forth bread and wine to Abraham, to bless us. He gives us

Asher's portion, bread that shall be fat, and royal dainties ^

Only the case is altered, if Christ shall say,
* The hand of him

that betrays me, the hand of him that loves me not, the hand
of him that believes not in me, the hand of him that will not

keep my sayings, is on the table,' that wretch shall be
thrown out, and be fed with bread of sorrow and water of

affliction, nay, where there shall not be a drop of water to

cool his tongue.
3. Thirdly ;

that which astonisheth the communicant and
ravisheth his heart, is, that this feast affords no worse meat
than the body and blood of our Saviour. Those he gave
for the life of the world, these are the repast of this supper,

"
John, XX. 14. P Luke, xxii. 29, i i Kings, iv. 22.

f 2 Sam. ix. 11. « Gen. xlix^. 20.
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and these we truly partake. For there is not only the vi-

sible reception of the outward signs, but an invisible reception
of the thing signified. There is far more than a shadow,

.jthan
a type, than a figure. Christ did not only propose a

sign at that hour, but also he gave us a gift, and that gift,

really and effectually, is himself, which is all one, as you
would say, spiritually himself; for spiritual union is the

most true and real union that can be. That which is

promised, and faith takes it, and hath it, is not fiction,

fancy, opinion, falsity, but substance and verity. Being
strengthened with power, by the Spirit, in the inward mind,
Christ dwelleth in our hearts by faith'. As by a ring, or a

meaner instrument of conveyance, a man may be settled in

land, or put into an office
;
and by such conveyances, the

ratification of such grants are held to be real
;
how much

more real is the gift and receipt of Christ's body and blood,

when conveyed unto us by the confirmation of the eternal

Spirit ! For observe,
"

it is the same spirit that is in Christ,

and that is in us, and we are quickened by one and the

same spirit"." Therefore it cannot choose, but that a real

union must follow between Christ and us
;

as there is a

union between all the parts of the body, by the animation of

one soul. But faith is the mouth wherewith we eat his

body, and drink his blood
;
not the mouth of a man, but of

a faithful man
;

for we hunger after him, not with a cor-

poreal appetite, but a spiritual ; therefore, our eating must

be spiritual, and not corporeal. Yet, this is a real, a sub-

stantial partaking of Christ crucified, broken, his flesh

bleeding, his wounds gaping: so he is exhibited, so we are

sure we receive him, which doth not only touch our outward

senses in the elements, but pass through into the depth of

the soul. For, in true divinity, real and spiritual are

sequipollent ; although with the Papists nothing is real,

unless it be corporeal : which is a gross way, to defraud us

of the sublime and soul-ravishing virtue of the mystery.
" A mystery neither to be set out in words, nor to be compre-
hended sufficiently in the mind, but to be adored with faith,"

says Calvin". But herein we pledge Christ in the cup of

love
;
herein we renew the covenant of forgiveness strongly

'

Epiies, iii. 17. " R^ni. viii. 11. ^ Lib. Instit. c. 17. sect. 5.
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assured by the sprinkling of blood
;
the life is in the blood

;

and without shedding of blood is no remission of sins :
—

because death is the wages of sin. Sin is the greatest

dishonour that can be done to God : and death in Christ's

person is the greatest satisfaction that can be made. He

died, and gave himself for me
;
he died, and gave himself to

me, as he was dead in his gored and pierced body, that his

sacrifice might be in me, and in all those that are redeemed

by it. We read of some mothers, that, in a great famine, have

eaten their own children y; but what mother, in the time of

famine, did ever give her own flesh to save the life of her

child ? But Christ hath given himself for us, that we might
not perish.

** O Lord, I owe all my hfe to thee, because

thou hast laid down thy life for me
;
O let me bleed out my

sins, that thy blood may fill all the veins of my spirit ;
O

let my body be transfigured to the heavenly by cleanliness

and chastity, by being used only for thy worship and

service, that the body of my Saviour may come under the

roof of it. Then when the King shall set forth his table,

and give himself to me in his wonderful feast, my spikenard
shall send forth a sweet smelb; my soul shall magnify the

Lord, and my spirit shall rejoice in Christ my Saviour."
* We have found the Messias,' says Philip to Nathanael

';

and where have we found him ? at a feast : a feast of his

own body and blood, but set out with no more cost and

show than a piece of bread and a sip of wine. In this man-

ner, it is brought to pass by the omnipotency of God's plea-

sure to institute it, with the efficacy of a strong faith con-

curring to receive it. The church had done very ill, if, of

its own head, it had made so mean a representation of

Christ
;
but the Lord must be obeyed, and ought to be

admired in the humility of his ordinance, who hath not

given us rich viands, and full cups, but made the feast out

of the fragments of the meanest creatures. Let them
that will make themselves fit to be his guests, bring a

preparation of humility suitable to the exility of those

oblations.
" The meek shall eat and be satisfied, they shall

praise the Lord, and seek him^;" and at that season, let

the riotous remember his fulness of bread, and excess of

1 a Kings, vi. » Cant. i. 12. » Psalm xxii. 26.
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wine. God is honoured in a little, and his liberality is

abused in the excess of his creatures. And it is worth
the noting, that the elements which we are invited to take,
are of fruits that grow out of the earth

;
to show that the

earth, which was cursed for Adam's sake, is blessed for

Christ's sake. As it brings forth thorns and thistles to call

to mind our rebellion, so it brings forth bread and wine to

call to mind our redemption. Neither doth God supply us

with bread only out of the furrows of the earth, but sometime
it hath fallen out of the clouds of heaven. "

Behold," says
God, *'

I will rain bread from heaven for you''." This was
*

manna,' called '

the corn of heaven ^' This was the

spiritual meat, or angels' food, in which the old believers

in the wilderness did eat Christ with an implicit faith. Our
outward sign is the bread of the earth, true bread that

grows in the fields
; yet the bread signified is that, which the

" Father hath given us from heaven''." Bread is a great

part of man's nourishment
;
so Christ crucified is the sole

refection of faith. Bread is champed in the mouth to make
it fit for the stomach

;
so the body of Christ was ordained

to be slain, before it could profit us. " If the corn of wheat

fall not into the ground and die, it abideth alone
;
but if it

die, it bringeth forth much fruit*." By his life we learn to

live, and by his death we are made alive. Bread, when it

is ground between our teeth, and eaten, is turned by
concoction into the substance of our body ; which explains
our mystical union with Christ, that we are made one

spirit with him by faith, as this sensible food is converted

into our flesh and bone.

Beside, in the several parts of the outward signs, it is

God's meaning we should conceive how he loves the ga-

thering together of many into one, which is thus to be

qualified. At a common supper, or any meal, all that are

at the board, feed of the same meats
; yet every one feeds to

himself, and to none beside : so, every communicant eats

Christ to himself, and the just shall live by his own
faith. Nevertheless, it is a sacrament to combine, and

to knit together, holding us fast into one communion, that

there may be no breaking asunder of the parts and members.

^ Exod. xvi. It,
" Psaliu Ixxviii. 21. '

John, vi. 31, •
John, xii. 24.
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Many grains of wheat are kneaded into one loaf, many
grapes are trodden, that their Hquor may be pressed into

one cup. We, being many, are one bread, and one body ;

for " we are all partakers of that one bread '." Now, natural

learning will teach us, what a comfort there is in union,

and that fractions and dissolutions are painful and grievous.

Behold, how good and pleasant a thing it is ! behold, what

a strengthening to the mystical body to continue in one

fellowship and breaking of bread, to link faith and love

together in Jesus Christ ! It was but one deliverance com-

mon to all Israel, whose solemnity was kept at the passover,

though every lamb was eaten by itself in a several family ; so,

it is one cup of salvation which God hath given us to drink,

though distributed to the faithful according to the mul-

titude of persons ;
and it is one bread of which we do all eat,

though some have one share of it, and some another. It is

necessary that many pieces be broken off from one loaf, to

typify the body of the Lord broken for us, and that the

benefits of his passion are distributed among us.

There are many instances that are pregnant to prove,
how pieces of something, broken and divided into many
shares, do import a communication of somewhat among the

dividers. The heathen, at the making of a league, did now
and then break a flint-stone into pieces; and they that

entered into a league, kept the parts in token of a covenant.

Some upon a contract of marriage will break a piece of

gold, and the two halves are reserved by the contractors.

Shall I go further, and yet come nearest to our case ? The
Roman soldiers parted our Saviour's garment among them,
and in that symbolical accident is shown, that the Gentiles

should share in the satisfaction of his death. So Peter

takes this morsel of bread,— John, another, &c.
; yet Christ

is not divided. The same ticket, as it were, in words in

substance is put into every hand, on which is written,
" Take

and eat it in remembrance of me."
" Take it," says Christ : and be not afraid, as Saul was, to

take a kingdom, since Christ hath appointed it
;
be not

afraid, as David was, to be a king's son, since such honour

is predestinated to thee. Take it, and fear not, as Peter

' 1 Cor. X. 17.
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did, saying,
"
Depart from me, Lord, for I am a sinful man ;"

it is the Lord's delight to seek and to save that which is

lost. Take it, and take heed you let not go your hold;
the thing is fast and firm, if you do not let it go and lose it.

Take it, but not to hold the pleasures of the world, and your
sinful lusts in your gripe together ;

if your hands be full of

these things, you can never hold this. Take it, and take

Christ with it; for he that made the testament in his blood,

hath set the seal unto the testament, which gives you
interest and possession of the redemption by his blood.

Take it, and reach out your hand, to signify that you receive

Christ with the hand of faith. They are too nice, for fear of

I know not what, in the Roman church, of losing a crura,

or so forth, that they put the body of Christ into the mouth
of their disciples : and in pretence that they give it as a

mother doth her breast into the mouth of her child
;
whereas

we receive this Sacrament, not as babes, but as those that

are grown to the measure of a good age. And if we be

not worthy to take it into our hands, we are not worthy to

receive it in our mouths. Take it, and eat it
;
for it is not

enough to be sprinkled without, but to feed on Christ, and

to digest him within. If upon the supply of corn, and

beasts, and cattle, Paul might say, that " God hath filled

our hearts with food and gladness S;" if we are glad of that

which sustains us for a time, and yet we must die; how

glad will we be to eat of that, as will give us such a life,

that will endure for everl ' Eat of the forbidden tree,' says

the serpent to Eve,
' and you shall not die ;' but he lied unto

her. Therefore, to dissolve the works of the devil, our

Saviour hath appointed that which we shall eat, and assured

the promise of everlasting life unto it. Eat, as Jonathan

did of the honey-comb, that you may be lusty to pursue your

enemies ;
and though Satan hath sworn your death, as Saul

did Jonathan's*'; the Lord will deliver you. Pine not away
with the consumption of an evil conscience ;

but eat, and be

strono" in the Lord and in his mercy ;
as the spirit of the

Eoyptian, who was half dead, came to him again, when he

had eaten a little'. Eat, and grind the bread between your

teeth, to show the Lord's death. For Christ could have

F Acts, xiv. 17. ^
1 Sam. \iv. 44. '

1 Sam. xxx. 12.
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said,—** This is my body slain,
—This is my body crucified/^

but he had rather say,
" This is my body broken for you ;"

to show the great injuries of his sufferings. Eat, then, and

remember you eat the body as it was broken
;
and remember

that you drink the blood, as it flowed out of his wounds.

To keep these things in remembrance is the great design
of the Sacrament; an object which keeps the fancy of the

soul waking, that otherwise, it may be, would fall asleep.

In the sixth of St. John, Christ preacheth over and over of

eating his flesh, and drinking his blood without a Sacra-

ment, by the power of faith. But to keep it in fresh and

frequent meditation, the Lord hath given us a palpable and

signal token, as if he would engrave it upon the palms of

our hands, and upon the roofs of our mouths, upon the

membranes of our brain, and upon the foreskin of our heart.

This is a blessing twice, and twenty times given, because

it is given that it may never be forgotten. They that love

others, would live in the memory of those they love; it is

because Christ loves us entirely, that he would be remem-
bered of us. And no friend will say to another,

' remember
me when I am gone,' but that he means reciprocally to

remember his friend, to whom he spake it. If you will

remember Christ, he will remember you. And the thief on
the cross will teach you, that it is good to continue in his

memory ;

"
Lord, remember me, when thou comest into thy

kingdom." O blessed Christ! thou art good, and dost

good : thou hast not only provided an invaluable benefit

for thy church, but dost put it into our hands, that we may
not lose it

;
and dost bring it into our eyes by clear

ostension, that we may not forget it. We are apt to remem-
ber injuries and to forget benefits ; unthankfulness will undo

us, if we take not heed of it. O rub over your memory, and
consider the noble works of the Lord, especially this great
work, how he suffered for us unto death. Remember

seriously this one thing as you ought, and God will let you
forget nothing that will do you good. There is no grievous
sin which we incur, but, for the present, Christ is forgotten,
as if he had never come to charge us to keep ourselves

unspotted from the world. But look upon his wounds which
bleed for our transgressions, and it will stanch the flux of

sin, and make our hearts bleed, because we have forgotten
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obedience. In our distresses, our sickness, and losses, we

cry out that God hath forgotten us, he hath forgotten to be

gracious, and shuts up his loving-kindness in displeasure.
But distrust him not : a mother cannot forget her child,

much less such a father. Every tribulation which he inflicts,

is but a thorn in our sides to prick us and awake us, be-

cause we have forgotten God.

And remember the death of Christ, not only casting

your eyes back to the large histories of it in the Gospels, as

if that would suffice,— but affectedly, practically, zealously;
and then every thing else will come to mind to perfect
holiness. When we remember his death, we are sure he is

past death, and risen again, now to die no more, and that he

is ascended into heaven, and makes intercession for us. We
have obtained that fiiith that we partake in the New Testa-

ment of his blood, and that, our names being found in the

Testament, we are heirs of God, co-heirs with Christ. The
custom of the world will teach us, that an heir is bound to

execute the will of the testator, to see every thing performed,
that he hath charged and bequeathed. Do your part like a

good executor, with a righteous administration in remem-
brance of him. But forgetfulness cannot creep upon us,
when there is so visible a monument before us to brino- it

often into our thoughts. Luther says,
*
It will help a man

more in the study of piety, to meditate profoundly upon
Christ's passion one day, than to read over all the Psalms of

David.' A bold comparison : it will, indeed, ravish the soul

with trembling, to consider how much Christ loved us, by
how much he suffered for us

;
it will make us look upon sin

with horror, which begat such torment and ignominy to the

innocent Lamb of God
;

it will comfort our weak faith, that

he who hath done so great things for us, will not abandon

us,— and having subdued our enemies, will not let them
renew the battle to overcome us: it will encourao-e us to

lay down our life for him, who hath laid down his life for us.
" My meditation of him shall be sweet, I will be glad in the

Lord ''." He hath drunk up the cup of sorrow, that I might
drink of nothing but the cup of salvation. This is the

wine
', which, being given unto him that hath a heavy

^ Psaliu civ. Si. ' Prov. xxxi. 6.
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heart, confutes all the objections of infidelity, despair, an

evil conscience, or whatsoever the tempter can suggest

against the hope of my glorification. Says the son of

Sirach",
'* The remembrance of Josias was sweet as honey

in all mouths, and as music at a banquet of wine." If the

name of Josias was so precious for restoring religion, what

melody is there in remembrance of Christ's name, what
music in his banquet, which is the very mercy-seat, from

whence the voice of the Lord gives the principal oracles of

consolation ! whose definition I have reserved to be the last

words of all :
" Consolatio est conveniens unio potentiae

cum objecto;" as our best scholars have it,
*' Consolation is

convenient union of any faculty with its object." As when
the eye meets with light, it is the comfort of the eye : when
the ear meets with harmony, it is the comfort of the ear.

What is the most transcendent consolation, therefore, but

the union of the soul with God, the best object, in a real

and most significative manner, the union of the Spirit with

Christ in the sacrament of his holy supper! To whom be

praise, and glory, and thanksgiving. Amen.

"
Cliap. xlix. 1.
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To the most hopeful, Christopher Hatton, Esquire, Son and Heir

to the Right Honourable the Lord Hatton, of Kirby.

SIR,

All that know the infinite desires and the many cares,

my lord your most honoured father hath of your education

in learning and exemplary piety, will expound this address

to you, as a compliance with those thoughts and designs of

his, by which he intends hereafter to represent you to the

world, to be a person like himself; that is, an able instru-

ment of serving God, and promoting the just and religious

interests of God's vicegerent and God's church. It is yet
but early day with you,

* Adhuc tua messis in herba :

'

but

if we may conjecture by the most hopeful prognostics of a

clear morning, we who are servants and relatives of my lord

your father, promise to ourselves the best concerning you ;

and those are, that you will become such as your honourable

father intends you, who had rather secure to you a stock of

wisdom than of wealth, or of the most pompous honours.

These sadnesses, which cloud many good men at this present,
have taught us all, that nothing can secure a happiness or

create one, but those inward excellencies, which, like dia-

monds in the night, sparkle in despite of darkness. And

give me leave to tell you tl>is truth, that however nature and
the laws of the kingdom may secure you a great fortune,

and mark you with the exterior character of honour,—yet

your fortune will be but a load of baggage, and your honour

an empty gaiety, unless you build and adorn your house

See page xxvi. of the Life.—A copy of the Grammar js preserved in

Caius College, Cambridge, D. h. 5.
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as your father does, with the advantages and ornaments of

learning, upon the foundation of piety. In order to which

give me leave to help you in laying this first stone, which

is cut small, and yet according to the strictest rules of art,

but with a design justly complying with your end
;

for it is

contrived with no small brevity, that since you are intended

for a long journey, to a great progress of wisdom and

knowledge, you may not be stopped at your setting out, but

proceed like the sun, whose swiftness is just proportionable
to the length of his course. For, Sir, you will neither

satisfy your honourable father's care, nor the expectation of

your friends, nor the humblest desires of your servants ;
if

you hereafter shall be wise and pious but in the even rank

of other men.

We expect you to show to the world an argument, and

make demonstration whose son you are, that you may be

learned even to an example, pious up to a proverb : and

unless you excel those bounds, which custom and in-

devotion hath made to be the term and utmost aim of

many of your rank, we shall only say
'

you are not vicious,

not unlearned ;' and what a poor character that will be of

you, yourself will be the best judge, when you remember

who and what your father is. Sir, this freedom of expres-

sion, I hope you will pardon, when you shall know that it

is the sense and desires of one of the heartiest and devoutest

of your most honoured father's servants
;
who hath had the

honour to have so much of his privacies communicated to

him, as to be witness of his cares, his sighs, his hopes and

fears concerning you ;
and for the advantage and promotion

of your best interests. I hope. Sir, that neither this moni-

tion, nor the present Institution of the first, but the most

necessary, art and instrument of knowledge, will become

displeasing to you, especially if you shall accept this testi-

mony from me, that it is done with much care and choice :

and though the scene lies in Wales, yet the representment
and design is one of the instances for Kirby, and that it

is the first and the least testimony of the greatest service

and affection, which can proceed from the greatest affections

and obligations ;
such as are those of, Honoured Sir,

Your most obliged and affectionate servant,

J. T.
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274, 409 ;
XII. 235, 289, 36 1, 380,

395, 400, 401, 417 ; XIII. 97, 350,

3.56, 362, 371, 387, 401,460,484;
XIV. 45, 50. 57, 131, 134, 330,

420, 434
;
XV. 400, 413, 441, 442,

444.
Clemens (Joliannes), X. 135.

Clemens Romanus, IX. 427, 439 ;

X. 178 ;
XII. 406 ;

XIV. 456.

Climaciis (St. John), II. 79 ; IX.
229.

Cceliiis Rliodiginns, IV. 165.

Ccelestine (St.), VII. 40, 296 ; VIII.

481,511 ;
IX. 88.

Cognatns(Gilbeitiis), VIII. 109.

Concilium, or Council.

Africannm, VIII. 45.

Agatho. VII. 167, 192,

307; VIII. 511; IX. 24^2; XIII.
347 ;

XV. 549.

Ancyranum, III. 368; IV.
529; VII. 114, 123,128; IX. 261

;

X. 139.

Antioclienum, VI. 318;
VII. 101, 118, 130, 133, 136, 153,

158,160, 170, 182, 191, 217,220,
222, 236, 363.— Antisiodoren.se, VII. 207.

Aquisgramense, VII. 50 ;

VIII. 40.

Arelatense, or of Aries,
IV. 468, 527; VII. 118, 1.57, 2.55,

257 ;
IX. 190 ; XI. 264, 265.

Aurasicanum, VI. 265;
VII. 134, 149, 1.50 ; VIII. 288,
301 ;

IX. 264 ; XI. 270.

Aurelianense, or of Or-

leans, III. 368 ;
IV. 7.5, 529 ; VII.

145,192; XI. 264.

Byzacenum, VII. 234.

Cabaillonense, XI. 41.

Cartiiaginense, IV
cccxxviii. 468; VII. 116, 118,135,
137, 153, 160, 167, 168, 183, 186,
187 191, 211, 231, 232, 258, 307;

VIII. 45; IX. 2.59, 261, 263;
XIV. 8.

Concilium Chalcedonis, VI. .309;
VII. 59, 66, 115, 133, 136, 161,

167,182, 184, 191, 199, 206, 218,
!^23, 236, 254, 257

;
VIII. 39 ; X.

182, 467.

Constantinopoiitaiiiini in

Truilo, VII. 20, 54, 102, 132, 134,

153, 191, 205, 216, 238; VIII. 86,

317; X. 88, 108, 164, 182, 321;
XI. 119, 177.

of Eliberis, III. 302, 368,

369; VII. 143; IX. 189,261; X,
173; XI. 142,264; XII. 150,402.

of Epaunum, VII. iiy,

191, 192.
of Ephcsus, VII. 102, 168,

205.
of Florence, VIII. 79.

of Gangra, VII. 183, 236.
of Hispalis, VII. 137, 145,

231,268, 269.

Laodicense, III. 28
;
IV

259 ;
VI. 606 ;

VII. 118, 1.t,7, 192,
194, 218, 220, 267, 366 ;

IX. 261 ;

X. 139; XI. 264.

Latinum, III. 3l3; XII.
9, 100, 101.

of Melda, VII. 145.

Milevitanum, VII. Mn.
of Neo-Caesarea, VII. U'9;

VIII. 165.

Nicenum, III. 76, 367,
368; IV. 529; VII. 101, 118, 136,
159, 160, 194, 199,204,217,223;
VIII. 51 1 ; IX. 260

;
X. 139, 182 ;

XI. 179.

Parisiensc, IX. 242.
. Quinti Sexti, IV. 259.

Komanuni,VII.39; X. 178
of Sardis, VII. 66, 1U7,

116, 121, 131, 162,218.
of .Seville, VII. 132,145,

240, 268.
•- of Sinessano, VIII. 38.

Tarraconen.«e, XI. 295.

of Toledo, III. 309; VII.
.50, 149, 190, 191; IX. 189, 242,
261 ;

X. 355 ; XI. 295; XII. i40,
340 ; XIII. 24, 276, 462, 497.

of Tourainc, VII. 192.

Tribur., IV. 7.5; X. iy7.

Tridentinum, or of Trent,
IX. 249, 278 ; X. 100, 138, 190,
194, 225, 2.50, 302, 321,371, 379,
426, 431; X. i(i2, 501, 528; XI.
10, 13, 17, 70, 144, 194, 348.

of Vase, VII. 189.

Venetum, VII. 191, 192,
270.

81
; XII. 340

of Worms, VIII 47; IX.
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Coninck, VI, 6l5.

Constantino, VIII. 26.
Contzcn (Adam), XIII. 372.
Cordiibensis (Antonins), X. 205;

XII. 13,77.
Cornelius Galltjs, IV. 471: V. 482;

VIII. .503.

Cornelius Nepos, XII. 315.
Conanz., VIII. 71.

Coitius, XI. 413.

Coster, X. ,337, 488.

Coton, X. 78.

Covaruvius, VI. 618 ; X. ^17.

Crantzius, III. 347.
Crema (Cardinal of), XIV. 133.

Creswell, VI. 589, 600, 601,60'i, 603,
612 ; X. 256, y.W, 368.

Crnsiiis(Martinns), XI. 83.

Cujacins, XIII. 429.

Cuper, X. 488.

Curtins, III. 24 ; XIV. 236.

Cnsa(Cardinal of), or Cnsanus, VIII.
32, 35; IX. 438 ;

X. 251, 485;
XIII. 497, 5,39

;
XII. 69.

Cuspin, III. 348.

Cyprian (,Saint), 1. 151 ;
II. Ixiii. 139,

202,291,292,374,396; 111.78,97,
297, 372; IV. 74, 271, cccxxviii.

527; V. 31, 50, 93,309, 345; VI.

175, ccxcviii. 303, 308, 311, 312,
316, 598, 613; VII. 6, 22, 26, 28,
38, 41, 46, 47, 49, 108, 110, 111,
112, 113, 117, 118, 122, 137, 143,

152, 162, 163, 164, 195, 196, 197,
200. 207, 221, 222, 224, 225, 226,
227, 233, 236, 247, 251, 255, 267,
310, 371, 447, 465; VIII. 14,54,
57, 67, 68, 36, 123, 131, 136, 156,
222, 268, 300, 378, 396, 407, 409,
477, 478, 479, 509; IX. 10, 100,

189, 190, 194, 217, 262, 273, 274,
279, 283, 30!, 391, 439, 460,478,
488, 496; X. 65, 80, 139, 146,153,
178, 180, 181, 182, 308, 339, 35 1,

371, 400, 426, 433; XI. 16, 28, 63,

85, 124, 125, 153, 241, 247, 248,
259, 279 ;

XII. 104,412, 422, 457
;

XIII. 18, 22, 25, 33, 115, 153,216,
218, 563, 567; XIV. 5, 9,70,71,
112, 124, 146, 327, 330, 452, 456,
464, 471

;
XV. 412, 435, 442, 459,

502, 524, 528, .5^9, 533, .549, 567,
586, 591,601,616, 638, 640, 642,
646, 652, 670, 675.

Cyrillus (Sanctus), 1. 151
;

II. Ixxi.

195, 241, 245, 251, 255, 396; III.

109, 256, 300, 326, 327, 390, 394
;

IV. cccxxviii. ; VI. 311 ; VII. 27,
28,54. 295; VIII. 58; IX. 9, 48,

86, 137, 422,429, 465, 478, 509 ; X.
13, 14, 30, 40, 53, 66, tJ, 89, 148,
173, 239,411, 413, 414, 468; XI.

65, 136, 209, 236, 276, 292, 295;

XII. 361, 388
;
XIII. 99, 100, 106,

111, 150, 161, 535,537, 608; XIV.
22, 128, 157, 215, 430, 468,478;
XV. 412, 413, 427, 441, 442, 502,
526, 527, 546.

D.

Damascen (St. Jolin), or Damascenus
(Joannes), II. 242, 370; III. 70;
VII. 40, 102, 143,496; VIII. 22,
85, 136, 350; X. 152, 176, 178,
408. 426, 444 ; XI. 169, 287, 376 ;

XII. 380; XIV. 22, 396, 471;
XV. 409.

Damascenus (Nicholaus), XIV. 276.
Dan)idnus (Petrus), III. 349

; V. 95.

Danasus, VII. 139.

Dante, III. 106.
Davenant (Bishop), I. 47, 58.
Decimus (C), XIII. 414.
Delrius (Martinus), VI. 605; XI.

156.

Democritus, V. 196.

Demosthenes, VIII. ^63, 350; IX.
472; XII. 198; XIV. 210.

Denis (St. the supposed Areopagite),
II. 289, 325. — See Diomjsius infra.

Diana, XI. 346. 348.

Didoclavius, VII. 370.

Didymus, VI. 504; X. 40.
Dio Chrysostomus, V. 240; VI. 143;
IX. 34; XI. 181; XII. 211; XIII.
385.

Dio Cocceius, XIV. 393.
Diodorus Sieulus, II. 415

; III. 14,
379 ;

VIII. 276 ;
XIII. 373, 424,

481,485 ; XV. 574.

Dio£;enes Laertins, II. Ixxi. 94 ;

VI. 355 ; XI. 389, 390 ;
XII. 66,

2.33; XIII. 291, 334, 335, 374;
XV. 600.

Dion Cassius, II. 20 ; III. 259 ; VIII.
145; IX. 488; XII. 345; XIII.
413, 437, 465.

Dion Prusias, V. 293. 451 ; IX. 216.

Dionysius Exiguns, VII. 128, 365.

Dionysius Halicarnassensis, vel Hali-

earnassjcus. III. 195 ; V. 261 ;

XIII. 447, 486.

Dionysius Alexandrinus, VI. 518 ;

yil. 1.53; XIV. 41.

Dionvsius (St., the Areopagite), II.

Ixi.', 255, 285; IV. 199; V. 94;
VII. 19, 98, 110, 127, 266, 363;
VIII. 400; IX. 55, 94; X. 153,
181; XI. 63, 68, 230, ^66, 269;
XIII. 148 ; XIV. 62, 60, 461, 468 ;

XV. .501, 539, 614.
Scholiast on, X. 96.

Diphiius, II. 24 ; VI. 552. «^

Doknian, XIII. 471.

Dorotlicus, II. 129 ; VII. 17, 68.
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Dracontius, VI. 420.

Driedo, X. 483 ; XIII. 257.

Drusius, III. 244.
Duarenus (Fianciscus), XIV. 69.

Du Choul, XIII. 219.

Diidithius, (Andr.), X. 228.

Du Plessis(M.), VII. 139.

Diirandiis, I. C5, 66 ;
IX. 10(J, 422,

479 ;
X. 26, 55, 72, 140, 148, 157,

215; XI. 63, 127; XII. 13, 83,

379; XIV. 42, 122, 149; XV.
501.

Eckiiis, VII. ccccxxxvi. ;
X. 488.

Egidiiis, II. Ill ;
X. 55.

lOginardiis, XI. 146.

Eleutlieiius (Pope), X. 180.

Elfiick (Abbot), X. 98.

Elias Levita, III. 249.

Eliezer (Rabbi), V. 249.

Enniiis, IV. 560 ;
XIV. 222.

Ennodiiis, III. 104 ;
XIV. 219.

Ephrem Syriis (St.), IV. 387 ; VII.

42; VIII. 469; IX. 192; X. 82,

253, 254, 255, 256, 484, 531 ; XI.

6,7,350; XIII. 282.

Epicharniiis, IV. 427 ;
XI. 396.

Epictetiis, II. xxi. 230, 347, 427
;

III. 10, 66; IV. 57, 138, 169;
VI. 73 ;

IX. 175 ;
XI. 421 ;

XIV.
395.

Epicurus, V, 221, 231 ;
XII. 231.

Epiphauiiis, II. xviii. 47, 129, 255,
274, 367, 372

;
III. 125, 160, 188,

198,200,243; IV. 358 ; VI. 283,

314; VII. 14, 20, 30, 54, .55, 59,

66, 108, 127, 135, 200, 218, 221,
237, 475, 492; VIII. 13,26, 113,
267

;
IX. 130, 131 ; X. 14, 83,

147, 148, 171, 173, 408, 462, 498
;

XI. 64, 158
;
XII. 286, 401, 403

;

XIII. 143; XIV. 41, 127, 146,
435, 443, 446, 451, 456 ; XV. 424,
529.

Erasmus, II. xviii. ; III. 243 ; VI.
374; VII. 119, 334; VIII. 172,
312; IX. 422; X. 319, 398,510;
XI. 35, 46, 105; XII. 393; XV.
672.

Erigeiia (Johannes), X. 97.

Escobar (Joliannes), XI. 8, 35.

Espencceus, X. 207, 448
; XIII. 499.

Estius, III. 227 ;
VIII. 360.

Euagrius, vel Evagrius, II. 94 ;
VIII.

37; XIII. 368.

Eubulus, III. 158 ;
V. 257.

Eucherius Lugdunensis, XI. 248;
XIII. 194.

Eucliologiou (the Greek), XI. ccxxi.

•^udffimon (Johannes), VI. 586, 600,
605 ; X. 255, 259 ; XI. 7, 44 ;

XIII. 471.

Eunapius, II. Ixv.
;
III. 83 ; VII.

323, 357 ; XIV. 58.

Euodius, II. 361.

Eupolis, V. 330.

Euripides, II. xxii. lii. Iviii. ixii. 83,

132, 445; III. 54; IV. 79, 158;
V. 108, 135, 157, 228, 264, 270,

297, 303, 308, 309, 311, 314, 318,

320, 336, 337, 369, 506 ;
VI. 137,

160, 530, 531; VII. 10; VIII.

440; IX. 64, 119, 120; XI. 381,

391, 404 ;
XII. 97, 203,312, 432 ;

XIII. 191, 353, 470; XIV. 12,

198, 222, 426, 447.

Eusebius, II. 19, 64, 129, 156, 172,

191, 370, 374; III. 19,200,394;
IV. 226 ;

V. 362 ;
VII. 23, 24, 27,

30, 34, 35, 48, 53, 55, 59, 61, 67,

69,70,72,77,102, 104, 106, 107,

109,110,111,115, 119, 128, 135,

144, 145, 152, 153, 156, 178, 202,

207, 214, 218, 219, 221, 262, 293,

363, 458, 459, 501
;
VIII. 13, 19,

45, 113, 137, 228; IX. 303, 45l,
453; X. 82, 159, 176, 343, 370,

426, 429, 442, 445; XI. Ill, 176,

241, 261, 282, 285 ;
XII. 46, 286,

289, 380, 413, 421; XIII. 116,

117, 119, 383, 535, 537 ; XIV. 34,
40, 63, 155, 214, 282, 420, 458;
XV. 413, 628.

Eustathius, II. 86 ; XIV. 215, 218,
380, 426, 433, 440.

Eustratius Martyr, IV. 388.

Euthymius, III. 256, 323, 334; VII,

39,475; VIII. 79 ; X. 178.

Eutropius, XIII. 475.

Evangeliiini Ebionitaruin, II. 185.

Evenus, V. 369.

Faber (Jacobus), IX. 25.

Fabianus Martyr, IX. 253; XV.
549.

Fabius Albergatus, XIII. 447.

Fabius Incarnatus, X. 203, 204, 208,
217.

Fabrot. XIII. 346.

Facundus, III. 292 ;
X. 96.

Faucheur (Michael le), X. 108.

Fauchet, XIII. 219.

Faustus, IV. 468.

Faventinus, X, 57.

Felinus, XI. 350; XIII. 48.

Felix, VII. 122.

Ferus, VIII. 302 ;
IX. 422; XI. 30.

Festus, XIII. 399.

Feuardentius, vel Fevardentius, VII.

449; X. 78; XIII. 471.

Fickierus, XIII. 471.

Filliucius, VI. 605.

Fiimicus (Julius), II. Ixii. ; IX. 87.
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Firmilian, VIII. 67.

Fisher (Bp.), VII. 492; IX. 433;.
X. 147, 155 ;

XI. 48, 58, 85.

J'lort^nce (Abp. of), X. 259.

Florus, I. 58 ;
V. 5 ; XIII. 475, 481.

Follerins (Petrns), XIV. 334.

Fox, IX. 431 ; XII. 457.

Frisingensis (Otlio), X. 150; XI.
78.

Frisius, XIII. 399.
Fiidensis (Lucas), XI. 170.

Fiila;entiiis, VII. 496; X. 41, 96,
181.

Fulgosus, III. 228.

G.

Gabriel Philadelpliiensis, XII. 451.

Gabriel(Simcon), IV. 348, 508 ; XII.
83.

Gabiitiiis(Aiitoniiis), VI. 587, 588.

Gaius, IX. 185.

Galen, V. 55; IX. 30; XIII. 335;
XIV. 373.

Garetiiis, X. 78.

Garnet (Henry), VI. 618; X. 368;
XI. 8.

Gaudentiiis, II. 307; VIII. 136;
IX. 87.

Gavantus, X. 232.

Gelasius, III. 292; V. 94; VII. 71
;

X. 41, 94, 146, 161, 166, 181, 3l5,
428 ; XIV. 122, 443, 445.

Genebrard, VII. 447.

Gennadius, III. 309, 312
;
VII. 219,

296
;
VIII. 482 ; IX. 273, 439; X.

153; XI. 76; XV. 618.

Germanus, III. 78 ;
XI. 170.

Gerson (John), III. 284, 317; IV.

88, 343; VIII. 80; X. 137; XI.

93, 194, 279, 293 ; XII. 157, 430;
XIV. 1,6, 121; XV. xcvi,

Gifaniiis, XIV. 371.

Gildas, VII.42.
Goar, XI. 26.

GodCridns Monacbns, XI. 101.

Goffriilns Vindocinensis, XI. 17.

Goodman (Cliristopher), XIII. 472.

Gorran, IX. 488.
Graffis (Jacob)is de), X. 219; XI.

81.

Granatensis, VIII. 422 ; X. 209.

Gratian, III. 64
;
IV. 530 ; VII. 145,

147, 150, 179, 185, 189, 202 ; VIII.
22 46, 71, 87 ; IX. 2ll, 245, 455 ;

X. 84, 92, 166, 215, 355, 444, 487 ;

XI. 12, 42,263,295; XIII. 220,

298, 518
;
XIV. 66, 136, 157, 193,

200.

Gregoras, IX. 63.

Gregorius Ariminensis, VIII. 85.

Gregorius Emisscnus, XIV. 22.

Gregorius Tiironensis, II. 185; VII.
54; XIII. 595.

Gregory Hanibonrg, XIV. 69.

Gregory (St.), II. 4, 95, 137, 244,
358, 375; III. 37, 82, 84, '285,

349, 351, 365 ; IV. 28, 74, 235 ;

V. 25, 77, 95, 163, 333, 340
; VI.

175, 255, 327, 495 ; VII. 40, 59,

68, 70, 107, 145, 147, 148, 150,
271, 36-2 ; VIII. y, 40, 45, 58, 286,
364, 380; IX. 387; X. 152, 174,
178, 182, 336, 483, 490; XI. 70,
80; XII. 3, 17, 154, 428, 429;
XIII. 353, 376, 378, 499, 529,
597, 613; XIV. 3, 4, 5, 22, 43,
144, 214, 293, 304, 430

; XV. 440,
530, 566, 620.

Gregory Nazianzen, II. 196, 278,
293; III. 341, 363, 390, 420; IV.

212,372,427; VI. 101, 141, 226,
229, 386,554, 591

;
VII. 107, 117,

205, 218, 249, ccccxxxiii. ; VIII.
49, 111, 167, 173, 203, 431; IX.
90 ; X. 21, 76, 83, 89, 153, 160,

. 178; XI. 68, 92, 110, 116, 243,
262, 283, 292, 297, 392, 408 ; XII.
361; XIII. 169, 192, 265, 453,

. 459, 305, 515; XIV. 133, 459,
464 ; XV. 525, 528, 675.

Gregory Nyssen, II. 127; V. 334;
VIII. 58 ; IX. 86 ; X. 66

; XI. 43,
51 : XII. 417

; XIII. 142, 144,
219, 342 ; XIV. 22, 364, 373, 487.

Gretzer, VI. 586, 605; VII. 492;
XI. 137.

Grotius (Hugo), IX. 107; XI. 267
;

XII. 221.

Guevara (Antonius), XIV. 342.

Guicciardini, XIII. 398, 533 ; XIV.
236.

Gunlherus, XIII. 314, 447.

H.

Hallier (Francis), XI. 231.

Harding, XIII. 471.

Harnienopulus (Constantius), XII.
208, 220.

Harvet (Gentian), VII. 365
; XIV.

214.

Hasenmullerus, VIII. 87.

Haymo, XIV. 478.

Hcgesippus, III. 252 ; VII. 48, 53,
55 ; XIII. 346.

Hcissins (Sebastian), VI. 605.

Heliodorus, XIII. 346, 358; XIV.
222.

Heliodorus Prusacensis, XIV. 218,
396.

Hennas, V. 121.

Henriquez, X. 72, 254 ; XI. 103.

Heraclitus, V. cccxciii. ; XII. 200.
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Hcrniannus Rencchcriis, XIII. 47 'i,

516.

Herotiofus, III. 128
; IV. 498

;
VI.

438; IX. 36; XII. 202; XIII.

3.o8, 447 ;
XIV. 183 ;

XV. 5l5.

Hervey, X. 483.

Hesiod, II. 349 ;
III. 39, 4.5, 46, 61,

162 ;
V. .553, 565, 566, 567, 568 ;

VI. 302 ;
XII. 94, 197, 212

;
XV.

565.

Hessclisi-s ^'H- 407.

Hes.veiP, IX. 438.

Hesvchms, V. 101, 126, 331; VII.

364, 387; IX. 443; X. b7, 96;
XII. 361

;
XIV. 380.

Hierocles, II. Ixi. 6, 59, 69, 116,

1.36, 167, 355, 358, 359, 389, 423,

424; III. 23, 31, 32, 137, 166;
IV. 375; V. 481; VI. 84; VII.
319 ;

VIII. 312 ;
IX. 47 ; XI.

371, 388; XII. 2i!9, 3>aj, 458;
XIV. 175.

Hieionynins, sec Jerome.

Hilaiins, III. 304; IV. 461 ; V. 24,

529; VI. 511; VII. 9, 10, 210,

448, 469, 495; VIII. 26, 32, 58,

79, 136 ; IX. 246, 496 ; X. 41, 91,

153, 462, 465, 466 ;
XI. 92, 117,

237; XIII. 165; XIV. 225
;
XV.

oS3.

Hilaritis (Uiaconiis), X. S69.

Hincmariis Rhemensis, XI. 146.

Hippocrates, II. 38
;
V. 339 ; XIV.

374.

Hirtiiis, XIII. 485.

Hofmeister, XI. 77.

Holcot (Robert), IX. 488 ; XIV.
122.

Holloander (Gregory), VII. 102 ; X.
170.

Homer, II. 98, 424, 444; III. 19,

24, 46, 301 ; IV. 6(i, 150, 158, 159,

243, 246, 247, 341, 397, 435, 550,

561, 562, 565, 567, 569, 571 ; V.

141, 149, 220, 243, 255, 257, 264,

267, 269, 271, 318, 339, 356, 470,

.507; VI. 50, 91, 456, 463; VII.

57; VIII. 420; IX. 328, 485;
XI. 385 ; XII. 197, 431 ; XIII.

369, 402, 477; XIV. 177, 218,

219, 239, 433.
.Sclioliast on, II. xxxiii.

;

XII. 204.

Hondemins Anglus, III. 323, 325.

Honorius, VII. 294.

Hooker (Mr.), VI. ccclxxi. ; XI.

275, cccxlii. ;
XIII. 220.

Horace, II. xliii. Ixxi. 30, 53, 71,

84, 87, 171, 18!), 230, 232, 290,

345, 394, 409, 422, 427, 435, 444,

445, 446, 447, 449, 452, 461 ; III,

31, 35, 39, 42, 45, 64, 68, 71, 72,

75, 76, 82, 90, 91, 133, 140, 145,
146, 148, 158, 224, 233, 235, 238,
346, 347, 370 ; IV. 66, 84, 113,
115, 118, 189, cccxxii. 345, 346,
347, 396, 403, 411, 419, 429, 435,
513

;
V. 143, 223, 229, 232, 244,

247, 258, 269, 284, 334, 357, 367,
440, 476, 481, 483, 562, 567

; VI.
54, 55, 70, 71, 136, 145, 228, 537,
561

;
VII. 339, 366 ; VIII. 294,

338, 386, 392, 431, 464, 466, 500,
505

; IX. 26, 84, 363 ; XI. 384
;

XII. 103, 104, 242, 466, 467, 491 ;

XIII. 66 ; XIV. 101, 102, 105,
127, 224, 313, 328, 331

;
XV. 552.

HormLsdas (Pope), VI. 494.

Hosiiis, VII. 491.

Hostien.sis, VI. 615 ;
X. 134, 488 ;

XI. 6, 49.

Hottoman, XIII. 435, 472.

Hovedon, XI. 168.

Hiiifo de Saiieto Victore (Cardinal),
III. 78; IV. 2.58; VI. 509; VII.

497; VIII. 311, 360; IX. 149,
304 ; XI. 279, .382 ;

XIII. 94 ;

XIV. 164.
Huntlaeus (Gordon), VII. 491.

Hyperins (Andreas), VI. 509.

Ignatius (.St.), II. 350, 395 ; III. 28,

30, 286, 299; V. 252, 258; VII.

13, S.-i, 37, 45, 47, 48, 52, 72, 89,

96, 102, 151, 152, 155, 162, 170,

177, 181, 185, 187, 194, 217, 220,
224, 225, 232, 233, 235, 242, 251,
256, 259, 267, 367, 372

;
VIII. 58,

59, 324 ; IX. 1, 25, 94 ; X. 73, 74,
181, 459 ;

XII. 416, 423, 426, 428 ;

XIII. 22, 158, 567, 569 ; XIV.
131, 443, 455

;
XV. 237, 448,

624.

Ildefonsus, II, 116.

Illyricus, IX. 106; XI. 195.

Index Expurgatorius Belgicns, VIII.
87

; X. 97, 5i>3, 504.

Infidelity Unmasked, VIII. 422.
Innocentiiis I. (Fapa), V. 95; VII.

145, 150, 294; VIII. 73 ; IX. 190,
439; XI. 247, 266.

Innocentius III, (Papa), IX. 91,

190; X. 58, 148
;
XI. 98.

Innocentius IV. (Papa), X. 485;
XI. 6.

Irena-us (Saint), II. 282, 283, 291,

374; III. 123, 300, 323, 389, 392,
393 ; V. 47 ; VI. 307, 388 ; VII.

30, 38, 45, 46, 48, 50, 71, 72, 73,

74, 84, 111, 152, 492, 501 ; VIII,

16, 17, 19, 25, 53, 79, 103, 131 ;

IX. 131, 188, 191, 348, 457, 460,
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477, 503 ; X. 12, 14, 46, 88, 172,
178, 348, 394, 418, 420, 422, 423,
426, 444, 445, 459, 491 ;

XI. 153,

158, 254 ; XII. 104, 286, 3:)7, 401,
112; XIII. 116, 117, 124, 150,
155, 159, 169, 460, 498

;
XIV. 22

;

XV. 529, 546, 585.
Isaac (St. the Hermit), III. 41.

Isitlorus Hispalensis, III. 245 ;
IV.

76; VI, '242, 385, 509, 516; VII.

27, 41, 59, 68. 102, 10^,110,111,
116, l.-)7, 198, 239, 365, 449; VIII.
481

; X. 96, 444
;
XI. 267 ; XIII.

162, 216, 277, .315, 490 ; XIV. 28,
29, 34, 81, 328, 445 ;

XV. 346.

Isidonis Pehisiota, II. 246
;
VI. 312 ;

VIII. 58, 108
; XIII. 5. 8

;
XIV.

116, 381 ; XV. 434,587.
Lsocrates, II. 71, l68 ;

IV. 3l5, 570;
V. 336 ;

VII. 321 ;
IX. 62

;
XI.

.-388.

Jacobafiiis (Cardinal), X. 361.

Jamhlicliiis, V. 237.

Jan.'^enins IX. 438,487.
Jarric, III. 427.

Jerome (Saint), vol Hitronymiis
(Sanctn.^), II. 22, 76, 184, 198,

202, 238, 279, 349, 399 ; III. 33, 75,

90, 97, 98, 125, 154, 180, 220, 253,

260, 264, 281, 2B2, 313, 323, 333,

337, 347, 357, 390
;
IV. 73, 83, 84,

98, 181, 242, 383
;
V. 34, 74, 94,

274, 334, 338, 345, 346, 347 ;
VI.

i42, 243, ccxcvii. 308, 310, 311,

316, 317, 323, 324, 50:>, 514, 551,
579

;
VII. 5, 9, 13, 14, 15, 27, 30,

39, 41, 46, 54, 59, 64, 68, 70, 71,

72,77,78,79, 81, 88, 89, 90, 91,

104, 112, 122, 124, 134, 136, 145,

147, 154, 156, 157, 165, 183, 189,

195, 218, 224, 226, 230, 235, 244,

246, 269, 362, 471, 496, 499, 504,
506 ;

VIII. 16, 20, 26, 51, 68, t'-'S,

131, 136, 265, 2o6, 272, 273, 3.30,

358,382,47 9; IX. 3, 34, 86, 117,

137, 181, 197, 265, 387, 392, 424,

451, 461, 465, 502
;
X. 41, 88, 176,

178, 181, 182, 314, 341, 407, 445,

447, 472, 515; XI, 24, 28, 139,

177, 209, ccxix. 243, 247, 263, 270,
280 ; XII. 91, 104, 144, 145, 173,

186, 198, 214, 286, 380 ;
XIII. 100,

106, 110, 116, 135, 140, 146, 149,

161, 336, 344, 439, 441, 495, .539,

556, 568, 571 ;
XIV. 1, 5, 22, 23,

28, 29, 34, 41, 81, 110, 127, 146,

147, 168, 292, 295, 336, 443, 445,

456, 470
;
XV. 410, 427, 529, 547,

620, 621, 629, 676.

John III. (Pope), VII. 145.

Jonas, X. 175.

Josepluis, II. 127, 3.i8, 35a, 362, 367 ;

III. 4, 96, 203, 244, 24-/, 256, 257 ;

V. 164; VI, 48, 161, 590; VII.

334; VIII. 383; IX. .39; XII.
361 ;

XIII. 94, 338, 341, 43J, 482,
483, 556.

Joshua, K. (Rabbi), VI. 245.
Julius Firmicus, (sec Firmicus).
Julian, IV. 83.

Jiiliu.s Clarins, XII. 93.

Jiinins (Frauc), VIII. 87,166; X.
495, .500.

JiistinMat tvr, I. 151 ; II. xxxiii.xlii.

50, 184, 191, 241, 256, 257, 322, 354,

371, 395; III. 2, 323, 389, 390;
V. 46 ; VI. 226, .5.54 ; VII. 26, 111,

191, 256, 4J9
;
VIII. 13, 79, 151,

281, 283, 310, 347
;
IX. 10, 30,57,

85, 95, 96, 202, 423, 461, 464, 476,
479, 502, 503

;
X. 14, 79, 153, 159,

168, 429, 515; XI. 89, 106: XII.
199, 218, 356, 414, 423, 426; XIH.
18, 88, 265, 401, 475, 499; XIV.
22, 115, 455, 470; XV. 519, .526,

585, 670.

Justiniaims, IV. 158 ;
VI. 355 ; VII.

271
;
IX. 488 ; X. 78 ; XII, 90,

194, 196
;
XIII, 168, 292, 436,

448, 483; XIV. 199.

Justus Ovcilitanus, XIII. 104.

Juvenal, II. 1. 361 ; III. 47, 67, 72,
79, 84, 148, 172, 229, 351, 363

; IV.
23, 118, 128, 249, 254, cccxxviii.

393, 490, 512, 521; V. 211, 223,
226, 227, 228, 229, 234, 238, 257,
258, 260, 261, 274, 276, 277, 293,
303, 305, 330, 332, 360, 377, 379,
.542 ;

VI. 2, 61, 78, 114, 364, 394,
497, 502 ;

VIII. ccxxxvi. ccxxxviii.

270, 339, 390, 394, 424, 439, 443,
501; IX. 171, 252, 287, 288, 290
301, 359; X. 16, 50 ; XI. 360, 395,
399, 466

;
XII. 173, 209

; XIII. 7,

70, 218, 400, 414, 422
; XIV. 13,

119, 336, 341
;
XV. 553.

Scholiast on, II. 'i:37 ; V.
162.

Jnvencus, III. 336; IX. 471.

K.

Kcmpis (Thomas a"), X. 143.

Kin)(:hi (Kahbi), V. !78.

Knox (John), VII. 179.

Kyspcnning (Hcnrv) VIII. ccvlviii.

Labianiis, IV. 84.

Laftantiiis, II. xli. Ixxi. Ixxii. : III.

104, 163, 164, 172, 264, 332, 391;
IV. 99, 383; V. 24, 46, 58, 156;
VI, 249, 285; VII, 51, 497 ; VIII.
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79,136,310,311,435; IX. 77, 120,

122, 162, 272; X. cxix. 526; XI.

364, 370; XII. 208, 406; XIII.

340,333, 391, 400,448.
Lanibertus Danaens, XIII. 471.

Lambiniis, IX. 273.

l^amp.ridiiis (;Elius), XI. 159.

Langjus (Paulus), X. 186, 354.

Laurentins, VI. 509; IX. 244, 349.
Leo (St.), II. 48, 49, 57, 145, 375;

III. 72, 73, 97, 326, 334; VII.

121, 145, 184, 186, 199 ; VIII. 136
;

IX. 129, 261; X. 66, 473; XI.
283.

Leontius, III. 34; VII. 270.

Lessitis, VI. 605.

Libaniiis, XIV. 376, 384 ; XV. 550.

Lindanu.', VIII. 46, 69; IX. 438.

Ling, (Isaac), IX. 260, 263.

Linwood, VI. 594.

Lippius(Bath.), VI. 584.

Lipsiiis, III. 259; XIII. 344, 372.

Livy, II. 337 ;
III. 90, 195, 253,

379; V. 264 ; VI. 255, 369
;
XII.

335, 406; XIII. 306, 369, 412,

426, 467, 469, 479, 482, 483
; XIV.

217,419; XV. 491,543.
Loftus, (Dr. Dudley), II. 297 ; IX.

356.

Lombard (Peter), IX. 388, 488 ; X.

72, 156; XI. 21, 24, 96.

Long\!s (Johannes), X. 17.

Lucan, II. xvii. 119, 170, 445; IV.

17, 369, 373, 409, 416, 425, 426,

433; V. 15, 428, 523, 538, 547,

581; VI. 51, 53, 258, 465 ; VIII.

294; IX. 150, 330 ;
XI. 370

;
XII.

312, 413.

Lucas, III. 374.

Lucas Bnigcnsis, XIII. 344.

Liician, II. xxix. 126, 174, 177, 350,
431; III. 71, 263,429: IV. 498;
V. 224, 263; VI. 90, 147; VII.

388; IX. 28; XI. 399; XII. 54,

56, 209, 316, 405
;
XIII. 335, 356 ;

XIV. 220, 393.

Lucifer Calaritanus, XIII. 162.

Lucilius, II. xxiv.

Lucretius, II. 379; IV. 343, 411,
497 ;

V. 316 ;
VI. 458, 464 ; VIII.

322 ; IX. 309, 364 ; X. '^, 45, 46,
50; XI. 388, 397, 398; XII. 194;
XIII. 354.

Lu^o (Johannes de), VIII. 422.

Lullius (Kaimondus), X. 234.

Lyra, X. 168
;
XI. 131

;
XIII. 344.

Lyran, IX. 488.

Ly.sias, VI. 134.

M.

Macarius, V. 262 ;
IX. 56, 83, 86,

137, 479 ; X. 83, 153, 159
;
IX.

92, 113; XIV. 400.

Macedonius, IX. 189.

Macrobius, II. 125 ;
V. 258 ;

X. 176 ;

XII. 381, 424; XIV. 104; XV.
443.

Maffeus (Johannes Petrus), XV. 672.

Magistris (Martinus de), X. 215.

Main)onides, vcl Rabbi Moses Ben
Maimon, II. xlii. 354, 432; III.

262 ;
IV. 102, 169 ;

V. 250, 423 ;

VIII. 497, 498; IX. 47; XII.
412

;
XIII. 451 ; XIV. 295.

Major, VI. 619; XI. 11.

Maldonatus, VIII. 360 ;
IX. 467,

489; X. 152, 191, 193, 320, 448;
XI. 13; XIII. 135; XV. 503.

Mamertus, IV. cccxxii.

Manasses, III. 262.

Manilius, IV. 390.

Mantua (M.) XIV. 326, 328.

Manutius, X. 502.

Marcellus (Pope), X. 413, 464.

Marcus Antoninus, see Antoninus.
Marcus Heremita, IX. 86.

Marsilius Ficinus, XIV. 371.

Marsilius, VIII. 80 ;
X. 361 ; XIII.

277.

Marsilius (of Padua), XIV. 67.

Mariana, VI. 582, 604
;
XIII. 444,

471.

Marins Victor, XIV. 180.

Marsitius, VIIL 60.

Marta (Dr.), VI. 608, 609; VIII.

81; XIII. 471.

Martial, II. 373, 433, 436
;
III. 19,

27, 64, 143, 260, 285, 348; IV.

103,104, 234, 267, 341, 343, 348,

352, 368, 424, 429, 431, 438, 567 ;

V. 163, 177, 240, 243, 248, 266,
273,307,323, 331, 341, 357, 361,
488, 491, 494, 544, 562, 568; VI.
39, 63, 1'lO, 147, 290, 433, 436, 454,
472, 480; VII. 339, 473; VIII.

339,428,435; IX. 173, 201, 2s;8,

276, 321 ; XL 317, 324, 334, 399,
405, 414; XII. 104, 161,491,493;
XIII. i;7, 189, 245, 273. 338, 385,

425, 577 ; XIV. 296, .•?05, 314, 329,

348, 384, 395, 409, 544.
Martinus Bracarensis, VII. 49, 148.
Martinus Cantapratcnsis, VI. 309.

Martyrius (St.), IV. 388 ; XIV.
478.

Massotiius (Papirius), VI. 2; XI.
143.

Matthew Paris, see Paris.
Matthew of Westminster, XI. 148;
XIII. 485.

Maxentius (John), IX. 478; XIV.
49.

Maximus (St.), 274; X. 82.

Maximus Taurinensis, XI. 20 ;
XIII.

162.

Maximus Tyrius, II. xl. li.
;
V. 128 ;
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XII. 207 ; XIII. 40Si ;
XIV. 314 ;

XV. 538.

Mayronis (Francisciis dc), X. 140.

Medina (Michael), VIII. 21 ; X.
188, 3'JO, 440

;
XI. 61

;
XII. 83.

Mela, II. xli. 453; III. 4'JO ;
XII.

204; Xllt. 413.

Melanctlion, IX. 106, 429; XIII.
Sb-J; XIV. 160.

Melcliiades, XI. 261, 267, 282.

Melius, X. 193.

Meltiades, VII. 144.

Menandcr, I!, li. 229; III. 31, 46.

56, 67, 72, 104, 340, 354 ;
IV. 124,

136, 159, 345; V. 227, 277, 354,
356, 360; VIII. 388, 459; XI.
.312, 396; XIII. 193; XIV. 164,
223, 231.

Menander (Arrius), XIV. 383.

Menedeniiis, VI. 8 ; VIII. 416.
Meiolla. XII. 27.

Meriila (P.), XIII. 399.

Metaphrastes, III. 264, 265; XIV.
217.

Mctellns Niimidirns, XIII. 402.

Methodius, III. .389.

Metrodoriis, II. 229.
Michael of Ephesus, IV. 170; XII.
315.

Miniitins Felix, V. 538; VIII. 105,
136; X. 69 ; XII. 28Q.

Mirandula (Picns de), VIII. 72 ; IX.
480.

Modestiiius, XIV. 246.
Modreviiis (Andreas Friciiis), XIV.

121.

Molina, VI. 605.
Monte (Petius de), X. 259.

Mont-Georgius (Nicolaus), XIII.
220.

More (Sir Thomas), .II. 100
; XI.

93.

Morton (Bi.'hop) XI. 195 ; XIV. 158.

Mosconiiis, VI. 609 ; X. 251.

Moses Barcephas, III. 389.

Moses (Rabbi), VI. 143.

Muller (Laurentins), XIII. 337.

Miiscornus Cypriiis, XIII. 439.
Mnscula (Clams a), X. 178.

Miisaeus, XIV. 196.

Mnsonius, III. 138, 396; V. 30;
XIII. 405;.

Miitius Pansa, XIII. 220.

Mutus (L.) XII. 327.

Mynsinger, XII. 217.

N.

Naevius, II. 354.

Nauclerus, X. 215, 365.

Navarre, vel Navarrus, VI. 615 ;

VIII. 421 ;
X. 187, 205, 248 ;

XII. 244.

VOL I.

Nazarenoruni Evangeliiini, III. 75,
124.

Nazianzcn, see Grejjorv.
Nicharchii.s IV. 498.

Nicholans, V. 95 ;
VIII. 88.

Nicepbonis, II. 127, l-!9, 25 K 338;
III. 265 ;

VII. 59, o8. 70, 211,
219, 239, S'40, 241, 471

; VIII. 61 ;

X. 176; XI. 43, 261; XII. 289;
XIII. 113, 354, 368, 537; XIV.
37, 44, 84.

Niccphonis P.lcnnidas, Xlil. 346.

Nicephonis Callistus, XIV. 122.
Nicetas Choniates, II. 351 ; IV. 167

;

IX. 124; XI. 92.

Nider (John), XI. 413.

Nissim (Rabbi), X. 534.

Nonniis, III. 253,260, 278, 326,374;
V. 354.

Nyssen, see Gregory Nyssen.

O.

Occliani, VIII. 80; IX. 434, 467,
479; X. 155; XII. 226.

Ochagaviiis, X. 166.
Odilo (Abbot), XIII. 110.

OEcunieniiis, III. 392 ;
V. 142 ; VI.

509 ; VII. 49, 59, 68, 81, 97, 119,
222 ; X. 61, 70.

Olynipiodorns, X. 154; XIII. 3,35.

Ontipliriiis, II. 125.

Optatns Milevitaniis, III. 299 ; VI.
530; VII. 71,114, 145, 153, 222,
442; VIII. 31, 54, 96; IX. 79;
X. 425 ;

XI. 234, 267 ;
XIII. 113,

.536; XIV. 22.

Origen, II. 6, 32, 127, 154, 244, 291,
292 ; 111. 109, 223, 260, 263, 333,
392 ; IV. 511 ;

V. 12, 24, 46, 156 ;

VI. 242, 405, 431, 502, .507, 621 ;

VII. 49, 72, 153, 246, 334, 492;
VIII. .59, 79, 1.54, 349, 458 ; IX. 9,

49, 136, 189, 450, 461, 466, 478,
49.5, 505; X. 41, 88, cxix. 167,
173, 174, 175, 181, 193, 237, 272,
343, 398, 444, 447, 515, 526; XI.
3, 152, 161, 166, 260, 374, 376;
XII. 198, 199, 282, 361, 380, 384,
395, 400, 401, 405, 412 ;

XIII. 98,
102, 128, 257, .356, 514. 609 ; XIV.
3, 22, 92, 129, 211, 385 ; XV. 424,
445, 448, 592, 629.

Orlandiniis, XI. 35.

Orosins (Pittiltis), II. 43, 44, 45;
VII. 351.

Ovid, III. 27, 44; IV. 63, 104. 1.53,
467 ;

V. 141, 356 ;
VI. 4.39 ; VIII.

144, 492; IX. 39, 251; X. 323;
XI. 322 ; XII. 171, 239. 29.5, 311,
316, 317, 310, 349, 449 ; XIII.

187, 338, 358, 4'i!8, 463, 485 ; XIV.
O
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101, 177, 196, 282, 330, 338, 392;
XV. 514, 583, 594, 599, 672.

P. D. M. (Pattenson Doctoris Medi-
cine, i. e. Dr. Pattenson, Physi-
cian to Charles I.) VI. 604.

Pachoniius, VI. cccxl.

Pachymercs (George), VII. 144.

Pacianiis, VII. 40 ; VIII. 368, 414
;

IX. 188, 274.

Pacnvins, VIII. 347.

Pajjnine (Sanctus), VI. 509.

Pa'lceologus (Rlaniiel), IX. 76 ; XIV.
382.

Palingeniiis, IX. 341.

Palladius, II. 129, 171.

Painelius, VIII. 87 ; X. 501.

PaiiegyricHS ad Constant, flliuin,
III. 168.

Panoimitan, VIII. 48 ;
X. 193, 251 ;

XI. 6, 350 ; XII. S51 ; XIII. 48,

300, 329, 333 ; XIV. 24, 47, 136,
179.

Panormo (Abbot of), X. 134, 362 ;
"V" T

-|
'^

Paolo' (Padre), XI. 18.

Paphniitiiis, III. 270.

Papinian, IV. 451 ; XII. 331.

Papiiis, III. 200.

Paraens, IX. 85-

Paris (Chancellor of), VI. 280.
Paris (Matthew), XI. lOl

; XIV.
69, 138.

Pari.siensis (Giilielnins), XII. 6.

Pascliasins (Rathbertus), X. 166;
XIV. 22.

I'atian, X. 341.

Paulinus(St.) 11.62,149,303; VIII.
484; IX. 86, 93,439,443.

Paulns, III. 46; XII. 301, 336;
XIII. 380, 410

; XIV. 197, 2.53.

Paulns Diaconus, VIII. 101, 137.

Pansanias, XIV. 202.

Pelagius (Pope), IX. 148.

Peresins, VIII. 21
;
X. 440.

Perron (Cardinal), VII. 139, 492 ;

VIII. 23; IX. 448, 476; X. 70,
423, 432, 435, 437, 453, 493; XI.
110; XII. 40-2; XIII. 122,219.

Persius, II. 358 ; III. 280, 345 ; V.
227, 234, 267, 307, 378; VI. 265;
XI. 390 ; XV. 586.

Petavius, X. 320 ; XI. 46.

Petrarch, XII. 158 ; XIV. 333.

Petroniiis, IV. 362, 369, 412, 529,
562; V. 324; VIII. 394.

Petrus Blesensis, VII. 263; XV.
468, 530.

Petrus Cellensis, II. 1^5; VI. 355.
Petrus Chrvsologus, XIII. 162.
Petrus de Palude, XIII. 31.

Petrus Martyr, II, 127 ;
X. 3; XII.

409; XIII. 343.

Perez (Sebastian), VI. 509.

Phalaris, V. 149, 596 ;
XIV. 203.

Phavorinus, II. 35, 36 ;
VIII. 307,

309, 350 ;
IX. 429-

Phffidrus, III. 304 ; V. 322 ;
VI. 536;

XI. 361, 364; XIV. 296, 309,334;
XV. 584, 60^2.

Philastrius, VII. 476 ; X. 319.

Philemon, III. 89 ;
IV. 66

;
V. 578 ;

VIII. 498.
Philo Judaens, II. xxiii. 316, 331,

356, 358; III, 14, 16, 18, 23, 24,

31, 45, 99, 264, 311 ;
IV. 388, 469

;

V. 71, 264, 582; VI. 430, .543,
.519

;
VII. 10, 76 ;

VIII. 279 ; IX.

39, 163, 209, 452; XI. 178, 316,

398; XII. 215, 325, 425; XIII.

32; XIV. 423; XV. 471, 587.

Philostratus, II. 17 ;
VIII. 107, X.

234 ; XIV. 414, 418.

FhocvMdes, IV. 253; VI. 424.

Photius, VII. 40, 59 ;
VIII. 85.

Picardus Parisicnsis, X. 231.

Picherel(Dr.), IX. 471.

Pichorellns, X. 161 ;
XI. 106.

Pierius, VIII. 171.

Pighius (Albertus), IX. 14, 25; X.

486, 488 ;
XIV. 121.

Pindar, III. 46,243; IV. 118, .336,
430

;
XIII. 368, 440 ; XV. 538.

Pius I. (Pope), VII. 235.
Pius II. (Pope), X. 168.

Plancus, V. 366.

Platina, VI. 608 ;
VII. 1, 120, 128,

145, 157, 213; X. 155, 365; XI.

41, 101 ; XIV. 135.

Plato, II. xxix. 119. 228,432,459;
III. 44, 45, 352

;
IV. 169, 463 ; V.

71, 237, 253, 295, 310, 324, 378,

379, 587 ; VI. 140, 143, 386, 536,
637; VII. 57; VIII. cclviii. 263,

280, 393 ;
IX. 44, 62, 448 ; X. 21 ;

XI. 393, 394; XII. 91, 387; XIII.
238,277,335, 341, 350, 373, 440,
468

;
XIV. 166, 326 ;

XV. 570.

Plautus, III. 259, 260, 373 ;
IV. 57,

146, 237, 238, 260, 267, 346, 353,
428, 512; V. 169, 273; VI. 278,

299, 441, 501
;
IX. 272 ;

X. 29 ;

XI. 388, 391; XII. 240; XIII.

183, 375, 399 ; XIV. 54, 168, 198,

249,337,339,410,424; XV. 557,
586.

Pliny, II. 101, 359, 453; III. 123,

260, 263, 264, 389, 420 ;
IV. 498 ;

V. 228, 287, 324; VI.. 146, 423,

445, 563 ; VII. 215, 384; IX. 53,
328 : XI. 480 ; XII. 248, 311 ;

XIII. 279, 335, 357, 443; XIV.
373, 402, 410.

Harmenopulus on, III. 19.
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Plotiniis, V. 235 ; VI, 387; X. 30.

Plutarch, II. xxxvii. 98, 253, 307,
337, 438; III. 16, 17, 20, 34, 44,
49, 76, 92, 301, 348

; IV. 20, 64,
65, 66, 75, 77, 79, 80, 81, 85, 92,
94, 105, 120, 159, 160, 196, 226,
246, 249, 250 ; V. 164, 228, 260,

- 269,270,275,305,341,371. cccxoi.

4ia, 598; VI. 161; VIII. 263,
420, 438, 441

; IX. 119, 317, 400
;

XI. 159, 168, 312 ;
XII. 231, 316,

334, 410, 490; XIII. 335, 400,
413, 441, 447, 481 ; XIV. 176, 187,
319, 341, 374 ; XV. 514, 519, 548,
598.

Polanus, X. 486.
Pole

(Cardinal),
X. 50'j.

Pollux (Julius), V. 249; VI. 548;
VII. 105.

Polus (Marcus), III. 421.

Polybius, II. 421
; III. 144 ;

V. 357
;

IX. 4
; XI. 387

;
XII. 205 ; XIII.

413, 447.

Polycletns, VI. 18.

Polydore Virgil, II. xxxix. ; X. 147,
177

; XI. 59, 166
;
XII. 380, 407

;

XIII. 219; XIV. 121, 159.

Polycarp (St.), VI. 55 1
;

XIII.
158.

Porphyry, I. 74
; II. xxxii. 68, 359 ;

V. 235; IX. 31, 507; XII. 56;
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;
VIII. 335.

Posidippus, V. 41.

Posseviuus, X. 97 ; XI. 52.

Possidonlus, VI. 57
;
VII. ll5, 188,

189, 221 ; XIV. 374.

Postellus, VI. 590.
Prierias (Sylvester), X. 139, 486,

488.

Prinia.sius (St ), II. 5
;

VI. 307
;

VII. 9, 59, 68, 275.

Priscus, XIV. 219.

Probus, III. 46.

Procliis, III. 87; V. 77; VI. 164;
XIII. 357.

Procopius, III. 137; IV. 21, 167;
X. 96 ;

XIII. 344.

Propertiiis, IV. 251; V. 277; IX.

343; XII. 233.

Prosper (St.), II. Ixxii. 277; VII.

296; VIII. 271; IX. 82, 456
;
X.

412; XI. 20,410,444; XIII. 25,
106, ^S6 ; XIV. 31, 82, 83, 284 ;

XV. 463, 526.
Proverbia Judajonmi, III. 68.

Prudentius, II. 222 ;
III. 341, 394;

IV. 340, 414, 566, 567 ;
V. 45, 46,

236, 403; VI. 230, 625; VIII.

79; IX. 77, 78, 151 ;
X. 2

;
XI.

276, 296
;
XIV. 32 ;

XV. 499, 520,
525.

Psellus (Michael), XII. 201.

Ptolemy, III. 163.

Publius Syrus, 11.457; IV. 30
; V.

326; IX. 234; XI. .391.

Pythnjioras, II. 354, 449; IV. 21,
138, 375 ; V. 237 ; VI. 145.

Q
Quintilian, II. Ivii. 38, 70, 71, 1,55,
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;

III. 58, 84, 137, 139, 149,
347 ; IV. 157 ; V. 258, 3.34 ; VI.
249 ; VII. 340, 344, 345, 347, .378,

385, 388; IX. 61, 349; X. 171 ;

XIII. 16, 17 ;
XIV. 174, «02, 209,

224, 230, 258, 304, 353, 354; XV.
574.

R.

Rabanus Maurus, VII. 298; H.. 66,

473; XI. 271 ;
XIII. 162; XIV.

34, 35, 42.

Radulphus Flaviacensis, XII. 299.

Ragusio (Johannes de), IX. 438.

Ravis, X. 251.

Reginaldus, X. 187, 188.440; XIII.
177. 180, 184. 189

;
XIV. 406.

Reniigius, XIV. 22.

Reynolds (Dr. Edward), I. 48.

Reynolds (Johannes), VIII. 38.

Rhenanus (Beatus), VII. 215; XI.
46.

Ribera, IX. 435.

Richard, XI. 7.

Richelieu (Cardinal), IX. 433.

Richeome (Lewes), VI. 536, 605.

Ridley, (Bp.), IX. 431.

Rivet (Andrew), VI. ccxcvi.
;
IX.

374; XIV. 158.

Rodriquez (Petrus), II. 100 ; VI.
584.

Rosweid (S.), III. 92.

Rosweyd (Father), X. 239.

Rubeo (Gulieinins de), X. 190.

Rutfinus, V. 97 ;
VII. 69, 72, 109,

140, 141, 156, 158, 177, 178, 221,

241, 447; XIII. 162, .')37 ; XIV.
122.

Rniz (Fraiiciscus), VI. 509.

Rupertns, III. 278, 304 ;
VIII. 496

;

XI. 231 ;
XIII. 110; XIV. 35.

Ruricius, II. 172

Rutilius, XII. 428.

Sa (Emanuel), VI. 581, 582, 598,
605; IX. 488; X. 19.5. 208, 213,

214, 216, 254 ;
XI. 7, 346, 3.50.

Sabellicus, XI. 101.

Saidus Batracides, XII. 328.

Sageru.i (Gaspar), IX. 438.

Salazar (Ferdinand Quiriniis de)^ X.
224.
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Saliamis, VI. 605.

SalmasiHs, XI. 82.

Salnier, II. '246.

Salnieroii, VI. 60.5, 612; VIII. 17,
69 ;

IX. 434, 439, 487, 488 ;
X.

166, 219, 322, 411, 421, 446, 452,

480; XI. 96, 98, 102,127; XIII.

166; XIV. 51.

Sallnst, II. xxii,
; VI. 249

;
XIII.

408,467; XIV. 3! 3.

Salviaii, III. 139, 233 ; IV. 498; V.
48 ; VI. 239, 242, 284, 287 ; VII.
461

;
IX. 190, 271 ; XIV. 135.

Sanimartlianus, II. 35.

Sanchez, XII. 27.

isasH-.iinus (L.) IX. 40.

Saiiderus, VIII. 69-.

Sanders, VI. 581, 585 ;
VIII. 102.

Sandoval, X. 497, 505.

Saiitarel, X. 258.

Sappiio, IV. 244.

Sarishiiiii nsis (Johannes), XIV. 332.

Sayr (Gregory), XI. 348.

Scaliger, III. 19; IV. 450; V. 249 ;

VII. 361 ;
IX. 464; XIII. 352.

Scheibler, I. 72, 78, 79.

Scotiis (Johannes Dun.'-), I. 64, 65 ;

VIII. 311 ;
IX. 106, 433, 479

;
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25, 56, 72, 99, 155, 193, 315 ;
XI.

7, 14, 15 ;
XII. 83.

SeciiiulHS, XI. ccxxvii. 467.

Sednlins, II. 3; IIL 125, 128; VII.

63, 11)9, 122; VIII. 270; XII.
199 ;

XV. 444.

Selden, VI. 430.

Semeca, XI. 42.

Senera, II. xxiv. 1. Ixx. 40, 94, 135,

155, 163, 225, 227, 229, 3S7, 389,

413, 425, 431, 432, 435, 436, 444,

457; III. 21, 33, 5l, 58, 72, 84,

138, 145, 514; IV. 15, 23, 28, 56,

68, 59, 65, 66, 68, 82, 90, 103,

135, 164, 236, 337, 339, 343, 347,

348, 349, 353, 357, 358, 362, 370,

377, 379, 384, 390, 400, 415, 424,

427, 428, 435, 437, 450, 561 ;
V.

121, 162, 217, 221, 242, 294, 307,

324, 338, 493, 491 ;
VI. 104, 144,

258, 345, 360, 363, 443, 445, 477
;

VII. 318, 322, 324, 376 ; VIII.

104, 267, 283, 295, 341, 425, 472,
512 ; IX. 26, 28, 38, 44, 48, 170,

327, 328, 341, 342; X. r3S
; XI.

179, 246, 316, 355, 339, 394, 401,
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;
XII. 4, 103, 200, 235, 279,

309, 311, 381, 452
;
XIII. 83, 155,

257,277,291, 385, 400, 428, 429,

442, 449, 451, 466, 591 ; XIV.
164, 173, 220, 247, 329, 334, 340,

342, 361, 364, 370, 396, 405!, 426,
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XV, 447, 539, 556, 565, 568,

576, 594, 598, 599, 661.

Sepiilveda (Gene.s.), X. 203.

Serapis, V. 166.

Seravuis, VI. 509, 605.

Serviu.', v. 266; XIV. 374.

Severianus, IX. 502.

Severus, II. 462 ;
VIII. 136.

Sextiis (St.), VII. 50.

Sibvlliiia Oracnla, IV. 360 ;
V. 12.

Sidonius, XIV. 343.
Siliu.s Italiciis, IV. 341, 469 ;

X. 176 ;
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XIV. 282 ;

XV. .578.

Silvestris (Fiancisciis de), XIII.
2.^7.

Siniancha, VI, 602.
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VIII. 159.

Simler, VII. 8.

Simocatta, III. 41.

Siniplicins, 11.355; VIII, 440 ;
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53 ; XIV, 395.

KixtusIV., VIII. 74.

Sixtiis Senensis, V. 94; VI. 509;
VII, 447; VIII, 79, 164; IX.
100, 422

;
X. 1.S6, 149 ; XI. 64, 67,

71,72, 82; XIII. 168.

Siiii-rlecJus, IX, 460,

Snecanns, VII. 179 ;
XIII. 471,

Socrates, II. 351, 379 ; IV. 447, 560,

567; V, 222, 237; VI, 139 ;
VII.

164, 188, 200, 205, W7, 218, 221,

269, 274, 368,472,481,486; VIII,

40, 61. 113, 135, 137 ;
IX, 193 ; X.
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XII. 211, 423 ; XIII. 80, 82,

500 ; XIV. 31, 36, 39, 42, 43, 53
;

XV, 667.

Solimis, II, xli.; XII. 204.

Soion, III. 151, 222, 431
;
XI. 360.

Sophocles, II. 1. 227, 411,415; III.

11, 26, 89, 145, 146, 152, 168, 362;
IV. 424, 440; V. 317, 554, 556;
VI. 94, 98, 106, 121, 433; VIII.
393, 438, 442; XII. 215; XIII.
358; XIV. 12; XV. 564.

Soto (Doniiniciis a), VI. 615, 620;
X. i^3, 1«8, 189 ; XIV. 121, 144.

Soto (Fetriis de), X. 204.

Sozoiiien, II. 357, 370; VI, 690;
VII. 109, 115, 136. 174, 202, 218,
221.249,260, 4:!5 ; VllI, 40, 61,
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X. 168, 361 ; XI. 2, 44, 217;
XIII, 537. 544; XIV. 35, 42, 44,

84, 131, 428, 434, 47 8 ; XV. 587.

Spaiato (.Abp. of), VIII. 79, 136 ;

XI. cccxlii. ; XIV, 72, 15S,

Spartianns, III. 109; IX. 192.

Speed (John), VII. xxvii.

Spelman (Henry), VII. xxii.

Stapleton, VIII, 32, 107
;
IX, 457 ;

X. 18.

.btatiiis, III, 175; IV. 566; XI.
393, 406 ; XIII. 452 ;

XV. 587.

Stella, X. 491.
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Stephens (Robert), X. 503.
Stol)a;iis, II. 70; V. 61. 237, 274,
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Stral)o, III. 16, 362; IV. 167;
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Strabo (Fiildeiisus), VIII. 360.
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VIII. 166; XIV. 64.

Suarez, I. 66,78,80; VI. 605,614,
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X. 13, 33, 53, 61,
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XIII. 297, 412, 426, 428, 447,
479, 483; XIV. 338, 343, 419.

Suidas, II. s;o, 43, 369; III. 124:
263, 514; V. 364, 424; VII. 56,
174, 270, 449 ;

VIII. 280, 308,
354, 387, 389; IX. 4, 30, 3^,
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X. 61, 96 ; XII. 198 ; XIII.
335, 427; XIV. r^3; XV. c.

Smins, VII. 145, 234; XV. 623.
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Sylvester, XII. 77.

hjlvius (/Eneas), VII. 613; VII.
486 ; VIII. 52

;
IX. 438

; X. 168 ;

XIII. 448; XIV. 72.

Symmacbiis, II. 20 ;
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XIV.

'70
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XV. 605.

Syne.-iir.s, III. 307 ; VI. 414, 444
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VII. 06, 248; VIII. 373; XIII.

477, 488.

Synod of Dalmatia, X. 257.

Synodns Roniana, VII. 255.
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Tacitus, II. xxix. xxxi. 77, 227, 243,

373, 461 ;
III. 30, 52, 63, 90, 145,

. 172, 175, 195, 384 ;
IV. 153, 224,

261, 363, 461 ; V. 59, 358 ;
VI.

154,595; Vll.cccexxv. cccrxxxv.;
VIII. 512 ; IX. 401 ; X. 497,
504 ;

XI. 395 ; XII. 233, 335, 380,
381 ;

XIII. 379, 413, 4l5, 417,

426, 428, 439, 441, 447, 470, 551,
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XIV. 62, l59, 219, 423,

425.

Talmud (tlif ), XII. 281.

Tanner (Adam), VI. 605; VII. 492.

Tapper (Knard), IX. 138, 487.

Tarasius, V. 95.

Tatianns, II. 282 ;
IX. 97.

Tena, VI. 509.

Teiano, (Jacobus de), X. 251.

Teitntiaiius, IV. 158.

Terentius, III. 89; V. 239; VI.
491

; VIII. ccxxxvii. 501 ; IX.
235, 273; X. 222, 331 ; XII. 224;
XIII. 8; XIV. 196, 336; XV.
555.

Teresa (St.), VI. .353.

Tertnllian. I. 77, 151 ; II. xlii. Ixxi. 50,
127, 242, 256, 279, 292, 294, 337,
354, 358, 383, 397, 399, 406

; III.

16, 27, 28, 59, 72, 97, 99, 100,
125, 260, 263, 291, 352, 390 ; IV.
81, 156, 259, cccxxviii. 46l, 468,
525 ; V. 46, 89, l21, 173, 275, 288,
424, 531; VI. 176,259,307,507,
519, 554, 611

; VII. 9, 27, 30, 35,
38, 59, 71, 72, 102, 111, 112, 122,
145, 182, 183, 214,271,348,365,
368, ecccx. 447, 448, 455, 501 ;

VIII. 16,79, 119, 131, 136, 143,
151, 157, 160, 167,222,308,310,
319, 406

;
IX. 37, 57, 98, 136, 170,

181, 188, 189, 193, 242,273,274,
279, 439, 446, 449, 465, 478, 480 ;

X. 1,9, 21, 38, 55, 59, 67, 69, 74,
cxvii. 139, 159, 175, 176,397, 432,
440, 445, 460; XI. 16, 27, 148,
153, 174, 258, 272, 282, 371, 509 ;

XII. 200, 214, 213, 230, 289, 294,
320, 352, 354, 355, 369, 380, 395,
399,401, 410, 412, 428; XIII.
102, 105, 108, 149, 160, 168, 214,
289, 298, 347, 359, 384, 387, 390,
416, 441,475,572; XIV. 35, 38,
40, 41,51,64, 65, 110, 147, 193,
197, 208, 221, 267, 3i6, 355, 418,
425, 443, 444, 446, 45l, 456, 488;
XV. xcviii. xcix. 412, 413, 416,
418, 423, 426, 433, 435, 470, 528,
626, 672.

Themistins, XIV. 57.

Theobaldus, XIII. 485.

Theocritus, III. 354; V. 515 ; XI.
308.

Theodcctes, II. 337.

Theodoretus, II. 94, 156, 218, 246 J

III. 390, 392; V. 112; VI. 307,
599 ; VII. 14, 36, 42, 49, 59, 62,
68, 102, 107, 112, 117, 119, 131,
134, 149, 153, 159, 165, 166, 171,
173, 176, 178, 195, 199, 200, 202,
204, 218, 219, 222, 249, 250, 261,
497; VIII. 12, 26, 32, 79; IX.
77, 89, 102, 137, 465, 479,488;
X. 21, 31, 92, 106, 161, 168,
172, 176, 412, 428, 429, 442, 490 ;

XI. 83, 132, 157, 210,283,294;
XII. 380; XIII. 101, 103, 110,
236, 500, 537, 608; XIV. 22,

39, 66, 85, 148, 383; XV. 430,
530.

Theodosius, III. 50, 148, 292, 307.
Theodosius (Junior), VII. 205.

Theodotion, XV. 605.
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Theognis, II. Ixxi. 453; XI. 328,
333.

Theopliilus, 11.49,406; X. cxviii.

.406; XIII. 4'26.

Theopliilus Alexandrinu?, XIII.
106.

Tlieophrastns, III. 100; V. 237;
VIII. 393.

Tlieophylactiis, III. 125, 319,323,
390, 392; V. 98, i42, 211

; VII.

20, 49, 59, 68, 119, 296; VIII.

123, 136, 348 ; IX. 137, 444, 450 ;

X. 61, 319, 412, 413; XI. 237,
518; XIII. 103, 378; XV. 449,
528.

Tliomas (St.), see Aquinas.
Tliuanus, X. 233, 354; XI. 36;
XIV, 135.

Tinicydides, II. 351; III. 30, 156;
XIII. 307 ; XIV. 229.

Tibiiilus, V. 267, 285, 287; VIII.
389; XV. 681.

Tichonins, VI. 509.

Tilenus (Dan.), X. 215.

Timocicon, II. 444.

Timon Piiliasiu.s, III. 58.

Titus Bostrensis, VI. 580.

Tolet (Cardinal), VI. 605; X. 191,
195, 196,216, 219, 247, 248, 254,
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Tonstal (Cufhbert), IX. 4'i2.

Tonentius, IX. 273.

Tortus (j. e. Cardinal Bellarinine),
VII. 290; VIII. 606.

Tossanus (Daniel), XIV. 158.

Totastus, XIV. 122.

Treasure of Exorcisms, X. 233.

Tritliemius, VI. 441 ; X. 233.
Trittenheim (Johannes de), VII.

219.

Tryphonius, IX. 167.

Tuitiensis (Kupertu.>), X. 412.

Turcelin, X. 25;8.

Turrecremate (Johannes de), X. 32,
134, 200, 480, 485.

Turrian, X. 9?.

Twisse (Dr.), I. 59.

U.

Ulpian, II. 93; III. 26, 46; IV.

1^7; VIII. 390; IX. 1«5; XI.
360, 498; XII. 60, 196, 328;

, XIII. 292, 372, 403, 416 ;
XIV.

;'-94, 204, 311.

Uns,'arelliis, XI. .">79.

Urban (St.), VII. 144, 251; XI.
262.

V.

Valens, IX. 21 1.

Valentia (Jacobus Ptrtz de), X.
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IX.

425, 469, 487 ; X. 40, 78, 256, 494 ;

XI. 85; XIV. 158.

Valentinian, IX. 211.

Valerandus, III. 226.

Valerius Antias, XV. .^39.

Valerius Maxinuis, VI. cccxxxviii.

419; IX. 473; XI. 318; XIII.

447, 477; XIV. 212, 332, 41!i;

XV. 646.
Valla (Laurentius), X. 409, 462;
XII. 192, 196; XIII. 17.

Various, IX. 4; X. 413.

Varro, IV. 565, 568; V. 254, 258,

270; VI. 229; VII. ccccxxxv. ;

XI. 159; XII. 210, 311, 410;
XIII. 399, 415; XY.1,76.

Vasques, IX. 439,449,504; X. 13,

72, 78, 216, 247 ;
XI. 14, 18, 156 ;

XII. 13, 369, 383 ;
XIV. ]49.

Vaux (Renialcus de), V. 12.

Vedelins, VII. 155, 156.

Vega (Andreas), X. 245.

Velleius Paterculus, II. Ixiii.
;
XIII.

590.

Venantius Fortunatus, XIII. 459.

Verratus (Johannes Maria), X.
488.

Veruna (Constantius), VI. 585.
Verus (Franc.), VI. 604.
Victor (Franciscus a), XV. 503.

Victor, III. 332 ;
XV. 549.

Victor Antiochenus, XIV. 32.

Victoria (Franciscus de), X. 191 ;

XI. 81.

Victorinus Martyr, VIII. 79.

Vida, III. 331.

Vigilius (Pope), VIII. 70; IX.

261.
Vinoentius Lirinensis, VI. 309, 522;

VII. 59, 68, 276, 452, 479 ;
VIII.

9, 10, 228 ; X. 59, 328, 466; XIII.
1 19 ; XIV. 326.

Virgil, II. xlv. 39, 462 ;
III. 27, 30,

80 ; IV. 408, 415, 471, 565, 568,

570; V. 266, 357, 433; VI. 494,
577 ; VIII. ccxxxix. 4:33, 448 ;

IX. 25, 54, 234, 2'J2, 340 ;
XI. 391,

392, 398, 400, 401 ;
XII. 103,

233, 313; XIII. 224, 342, 346,

485; XIV. 164; XV. 470, 55l,
591, 633.

Virgil, see Polydore Virgil.
Vivaldus (Mart.), X. 258.

Vives (Ludovicus), VIII. 165; X.
432

;
XI. 77.

Vossius, III. 262 ;
IX. 98.

W.

Wadding, II. 20
;
X. 374.

Waldensis, IX. 4jt
;

X. 34 ;
XI.

138.
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Walo ^Icssalinus, VI. ccxcvi.
Walsiiinliam (Tlionias), X. 250.

Weicilins, XIV. 1'21.

Wesenbecl), XII, 217.

Westminster, see Mattbew.
Whitaker (Dr.), IX. 85; XIV.

138.

White, X. 73, 373.
William of Malmsbnry, X. 12.

Wiiiterton, V. 347,354.
Witlirington, VIII. 87.

Xenocrates, III. 47
;
XII. 236.

Xenoplianes, V, 580
;
VI. 352.

Xrnophon, IV. 497, 560, 567, 571 ;

V. 41 ; VI. 1.55, 425 ;
VIII. 298 ;

XII. 312, 313, 347; XIII. 465;
XIV. 419.

Xiphilin, IV. 498.

Xylander, XV. 548, 556.

Xystus, IX. 22.

Z.

Zabarel, X. 488.

Zanlariiis, XI. 248.

Zasiiis, XIII. 297.

Zeno, V. 59,336; VII. 490; XIV
374.

Zimara, XIII. 447.

Zodericus, X. 259.

Zonaras, III. 28;
253, 255 ;

VIII
XII. 291, 417; XIV
627, 668.

Zoroaster, III. 145.

Zosimus, IX. 207 ; XIII. 367,

Zninglius, IX. 105.

VII. 191, 201,

166; XI. 296;"

"225; XV.
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XV. 22, 23
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xiv. 14 ; VI. 453.

Psalms.

Ixxxvi. 5 ;
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X. 16

;
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;
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;
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ii. 7,8; VI. 483, 507.
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iv. 17, 18 ; V. 523, 540, 556.
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iii, 18; VI, 1, 14.
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JUDE.
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;
VI, 30, 45.
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1, &c.
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INDEX IV.

OF THE

SUBJECTS OF THE PRAYERS, HYMNS, AND

OTHER DEVOTIONAL OFFICES,

OCCURRING IN THE WORKS OF BISHOP TAYLOR.

ADORATION, act of, for the morn-

in^, IV. 40. Solemn act of adora-

tion of God, XV. 125, 161, 162.

Advent, liymns for, XV. 76, 77.

Affection, prayer for comfort under

dryness of, XV. 132.

Afflicted Persons, prayers for, XV.
229. Intercession for, 253, 254.

Affliction, prayer for comfort nnder,
XV. 165. A form of devotion, to

be used during the days of afflic-

tion, either by a family or by pri-

vate persons, 371—377.

Afternoon, prayers for, IV. 46—49.

Amendment of life, act of holy reso-

lution of, in case of recovery from

sickness, IV. 485.

Anger, (inordinate,) praver against,
XV. 70.

Annunciation of the Virgin Mary,

Prayer for the feast of, IV. 295.

Hymn on, XV. 87.

Anxiety o( s\Vuit, prayer for comfort

in, XV. 165.

Apostles, prayers for the commemo-
ration day of, IV. 297 ;

XV. 289.

Army, prayer for, in time of war,
XV. 341—343.

Ascension of Christ, meditation on,
XV. 122.

Ascension Day, hymn on, XV. 89.

Special devotion for, 286.

Atheism, prayer against, XV. 117.

Atheists, prayer for the deliverance
of the church from the persecution
of, XV. 138.

Austi7i, (St.), penitential prayer of,
XV. 651.

B.

Baptism, form for the administration
of the sacrament of, XV. 306—
315. Prayer for grace to fulfil

the obligations of, II. 296. Prayer
for the anniversary day of, IV.
296. Of Christ, his prayer at, II.

297, 298.

Battle, thanksgiving for deliverance

from, IV. 293, 294.

Beauty (divine), contemplation of,
as displayed in creation, XV. 114,
115.

Bed-time, prayers to be used at, IV.
51—53.

Bentfactors, intercession for, IV. 43,
304. Prayers for, IV. 178 ; XV.
226.

Benefits, thanksgiving to God for,
XV. 165.

Birth-day, prayer on the anniversary
of, IV. 296.

Bishops, prayer for the, XV. 225.

Blessings of Christ, prayer for re-

ceiving, III. 383. Praise for di-

vine blessings, 469. Prayers for

them, XV. 146, 186. Thanksgiv-

ing for peculiar blessings, IV.
294. Prayer for the blessings of
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the righteous, XV. 171, 186. Con-

templation ot tlic blcssinjjs of those

who die in the Loid, 185.

Buria/ of tlic dead, prayers and de-

votions to be used at, XV. 367—
370.

Calamity, (public), prayer for the

king during, XV. 157.

Changelings, prayer to be said in

behalf of, XV. 355.

Charity, prayers for the grace of,
IV. 274, 275; XV. 91, 131, 171.

Acts of charity, IV. 501—504.
Devotions relative to the grace of

charity, to be used before and at

the communion, XV. 579—582.

Chastity, for the virtiic of, IV. 140.

Cheerfulness of spirit, in our devo-

tions, prayer for, XV. 132.

Childbirth, prayer for safe, XV. 228.

Prayer to be said immediately after

delivery, 321. A private thanks-

giving for deliverance from child-

birth, IV. 293. An office of public

thanksgiving for women, after de-

livery, 318—321.

Children, intercession for, IV. 43,
304. Prayers for, by their parents,
IV. 176 ;

XV. 226. Prayer on the
death of, IV. 276. (Unborn,) in-

tercession for, IV. 305. A mother's

prayer for her children, XV. 327.

Christ, prayer on tlie incarnation of,

II. 18; IV. 295. On the nativity of,
II. 29, 30. On the manifestation

of, to the Gentiles, II. 63. On the

presentation of, II. 104. On the

temptation of, II. 233, 234. On
the prayer of, at his baptism, II.

297, 298. On the fasting of, III.

103. On the scourging of, III. 343.
On thecnicifixiouof. III. 383. On
the resurrection and ascension of,
III. 407. On the passion of, IV.
298-302. Meditation on, XV.
121. Prayer for grace to imitate
the example of Christ generally,
II. Ixxii. Particularly his humi-

lity, III. 275, 276, 288. Prayer
for the promotion of his kingdom,
and for grace to serve him with
fear and reverence, XV. 112.
For the exaltation and propaga-
tion of his kingdom, XV. 135,
147. Thanksgiving for the re-

demption of mankind by, XV.
162. Hymn in honour of his king-
dom, priesthood, and exaltation,
XV. 170.

Christendom, prayer for the peace of,
XV. 134.

Christia7i temper, prayer for, II. 464,
465.

Christmas Day, prayers for, IV. 295 •

XV. 282-284. Hymns for, Xv!
78, 79.

Church, prayer for the preservation
of, II. 140. Intercession for, IV.

42; XV. 252, 253. Particularly
for the whole catholic church, IV.
42, 302. Geiicial prayers for,
XV. 152, 188, 224, 262. That all

members of, may adorn their re-

spective stations, II. 390, 391.

Prayer for, in times of war and per-
secution, XV. 1 15. Prayer for the

pro.sperity of, XV. 133," 134, 135.
For the redemption of, from the

persecution of atheists and persons
irreligious, 138, 151, 152, 190. For
protection against the enemies of,
141. For the defence and propaga-
tion of, XV. 145. An office to be
said in the days of persecution of a
church by sacrilegious or violent

persons, 332—341. Commemora-
tion of divine blessings to it, XV.
150. And of God's care to it, 167.

Clergy, intercession for, IV. 43.
General prayer for, XV. 188. In-
vitation to them to be diligent in

singing the praises of God, 189.

Prayer for unity among the clergy
188.

Comfort, prayer for, under spiritual
desertion and dryness of affection,
XV. 132. In .sadness, prayers for,
XV. 141, 165.

Communion. See Lord's Supper,
Communion with Christ, piayer for

II. 29, 381; III. 330; and with
the Holy Spirit, II. 158, 159.

Compassion, prayer for the spirit of,
III. 221.

'

Confession, a general form of, XV.
231. Special form of, for days of
fasting or humiliation, IV. 284
287; XV. 198—204. Act of con-
fession of sins, 126. Form of con-
fession of sins, before the sacra-

ment, IV. 284—287.
Confidence iu God, act of, XV. llg.

Prayers for, 134, 140, 173, 185.

Constancy in religion, prayer for, II.
42.

Conspiracies of secret enemies, prayer
for deliverance from, XV. 139.

Content, prayer for the grace of, IV.
145.

Contrition, actof,l\. 41. Especially
preparatory to the sacrament, 309.

Conversion of the Heathens, prayer
for, XV. 133, 134.

Covctousness, prayer against, XV. 67.
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Curates, prayer by, for (he people of
their charge, IV. 176

;
XV. 227.

And for a parishioner in behalf of
his curate, 227.

».

Damnation, prayer for deliverance

from, XV. 125.

Danger, thanksgiving for deliverance

from, IV. 293, 294. Prayer for pro-
tection against all dangers, XV.
159.

David's song of thanksgiving for the

morning, IV. 40.

Dead, office for the burial of, XV.
367, 370.

Death, meditations on, XV. 158.

Prayer for a person afflicted with
the fear of death, 376, 377. Prayer
for a blessed death, 263, 264.

Prayer against sudden death. III,

370, 371. Praver.s, preparatory
to, XV. 130, 158, 213. Eternal

death, prayer for deliverance from,
III. 531. Prayer on occasion of
the death of children

;
of husband

or wife, IV. 276. Poetical medi-
tation on death, XV. 81, 82. Eja-
culations and sliort meditations to

be used when in danger of death,
IV. 277. Exercise against despair,
in the day of death, IV. 540, 545.

Prayer for a holy and happy one,
XV. 75. Player for deliverance
from death, XV. i24. Prayer at

the honr of death, XV. 126, 193,
217. Prayer for a person in danger
of death, XV. 157, 2l6.

Debtors, prayer to be said by, IV.

177, 178.

Delight in God, praj'erfor, XV. 129.

Deliverance from evils, prayer for,
XV. 57. From treachery, prayer
for, 139. From sin, prayer for,
123. From enemies, prayers for,

XV.124, 128, 138,146, 189, From
child-birth, prayers for, XV. 228.

Prayer to be said immediately
after, 321. Private thanksgiving
for, IV. 293. Public thanksgiving
for, XV. 318, 321. From death
and damnation, XV. 124, 125.

Thanksgivings for, XV. 131, 168,
232. From the power of the devil,
XV. 140. Spiritual, prayer for

comfort under, XV. 132.

Desire, act of, preparatory to the

sacrament, IV. 308,

Despair, prayer for one tempted to,
IV. 276. Exercise against, IV.

540, 545.

Destruction of the wicked, medita-
tion on the works of God in, XV.
159.

Devotion, prayer for (he virtue of, in

holy places, XV. 163. Prayer for

beginning our devotions, XV. 230 ;

and for concluding them, 235.

Distractions, (public) prayer for con-

fidence in God, in time of, XV.
134.

Drunkenness, prayer against, XV. 69.

Dryness of affection, prayer for com-
fort in, XV. 132.

E.

Earth, prayer for the fruitfulness of,

XV. 143.

Easter Day, hymu on, XV. 88. Spe-
cial devotion for, 285, 286.

Ejaculations, various, IV. 48. To be

used especially in the night when
we awake, IV. 53, 54. Prepara-

tory to the sacrament, XV. 648,
652. After receiving the sacra-

ment, IV. 313.

Enemies, (open) for defence against,

XV. 112, 114, 119, 131. For de-

liverance from, XV. 124, 126, 128,

138. Prayer for oui enemies, 229.

(Secret) prayer against, XV. 116.

Of the chnrch, prayers against,

XV. 148, 186. Prayer for victory

against, XV. 169. Prayer against
God's enemies, XV. 169.

Envy, prayer against, XV. 70.

Epiphany, prayer for the festival of,

II. 63. Hymn on, XV. 81.

Eternity, prayer for the blessings of,

XV. 129.

Evening Praijer, various forms of, IV.

50—53 ;
XV. 65, 221—223. Form

of throughout the year, 255, 265.

Shorter form of, 276, 282,

Evil Company, prayers for defence

against the dangers of, XV, 116,

117.

Evils, Litany for deliverance trou ,

XV. 56, .57.

Examination, (self) previously to the

sacrament, devotions for, XV. 493,

498.

Excellencies of God, hymn on, IV.

46, 47.

F.

Faith of Christ's disciples, for grace
to follow, II. 317. For the grace

of, II. 332, 334 ;
IV. 274, 275, 466.

Especially in the article of death,

III. 370, 371 . Act of, preparatory
to the sacrament, IV. 309. Act ot,

during sickness, IV. 278, 464,

466.

False Friends, prayer for deliverance

from, XV. 131, 132.

Family, intercession for, IV. 43,304.

Prayer for unity in a family, XV.
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188. Prayer to be said by a newly
married wife, ou entering into a

family, 322, 3s;4.

Famine, intercession for those labour-

ing under, IV. 305.

Fasting Days, form of confession and

repentance for, IV. 284, 287 ;
XV.

198, 204.

Fasting, for grace to perform the duty
of, aright, III. 103, 104.

Favour of God, prayer for the resti-

tution of, XV. 137. Prayer for the

continuance of, XV. i47.

Fear of God, prayers for tlie grace of,

XV. 127, 171,' 186.

Fear of Death, prayer for a person
afflicted with, XV. 376, 377.

Festivals, (the great) special devo-

tions for, IV. 287, 292.

Flight of Jesus into Egypt, prayer
on, II. 140.

Fools, prayer to be said in behalf of,

XV. 3.55.

Friday, prayer for, XV. 71.

Friends, intercession for, IV. 43, 30 1.

Prayer for, XV. 226.

Frttilfulness of the earth, prayer for,
XV. 143.

G.

Gentiles, on occasion of the manifesta-

tion of Christ to the, II. 63.

Gifts and Graces, Litany for, XV. 59.

Glory, (future) prayer for, XV. 118.

Gluttony, prayer against, XV. 69.

God, hymn on the excellencies of, IV.

46, 47. Prayer to, that He would
hear and support us in time of

trouble, XV, 120, 144. Prayer to,
for his guidance, XV. 122. Prayer
that all men may bless God, and
that He would bless all men, XV.
144. Prayer that God would be
our portion, XV. 148. Thanks-

givings to, for all his benefits and

mercies, XV. 155, 165, 191 ;
es-

pecially his eternal mercies, 190.

Contemplation on the wisdom and

goodness of, manifested in his crea-

tures, XV, 166. Meditation on the

onmipotence of, 191. And on his

glory and majesty, and the mighti-
ness of his kingdom, 194. Cele-
bration of his wisdom and provi-
dence in the administration of the

world, 195.

Godly, meditation on the Avorks of
God in the preservation of, XV.
159. Prayer for the blessings of,

186.

Good Friday, hymn on, XV. 86, 87.

Special devotions for, 284.

Goodness of God, prayers that we
may be disposed for, XV, 127.

Gospel, cucharistical hymn for, XV.
170.

Grace, prayer for, VIII. 306. Es-

pecially to strive against sin, IX.

179, 180.

H.

Handicraftsmen, prayer by, for inte-

grity, IV. 177.

Harvest, thanksgiving for a plentiful
one, XV. 378.

Hearing the word of God, for a bless-

ing on, IV. 284.

Heaven, meditation on the joys of,
XV. 196. A poetical meditation

on, 8.", 84. Prayer for guidance
to heaven, III. 419. Prayers for
the joys of, XV. 129, 155, 218.

Heavenly-Mindedness, prayers for, II.

123, 124, 360, 464.

Hell, poetical meditation ou, XV.
84, 85.

Heretics, prayer against, XV. I4i.

Prayer in behalf of, 556.
Holiness of heart and life, prayers

for, VIII. 333, 334; XV. 261, 262.

Holy Spirit, for the influences of,
II. 158, 159, 200, 201. Particu-

larly to enable us to perform our
duty. III. 185.

Hope, prayer for the grace of, IV. 074
275; XV. 127; XV, 150. Act of

hope by sick persons after a pious
life, IV. 281. Act of hope in time
of affliction, XV. 374. An act of

hope in God, XV. 113.

Humiliation, prayer for the grace of,
XV. 187.

Humility, acts of, IV. 142. Prayers
for the grace of, II. 9, 55, 464 ;

IV. 141. Especially for grace to
imitate the humility of Christ, III.

275, 276, 288.

Husband, intercession for, IV. 43,
303. Prayersfor, IV. 141. By his

wife, IX. 65; XV. 227. By an
afflicted wife, in behalf of a vicious

husband, 325—327. Prayer on the
death of a husband, IV. ^76.

Hymns for Advent, XV, 76, 77. For
Christmas Day, 78. On St. Johns
Day, 79. On the Day of the Holy
Innocents, 80. On the Epiphany,
81. Penitential Hymns, 90, 91.'

I.

Idolatry, prayer against, XV. 173.
Illumination (spiritual), prayer for,

VIII. 306.

Imitation of Christ, generally, prayer
for, II, Ixxii.
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Imprisonment. See Prisoner.

Incarnation of Ciirist, prayers for,
II. 18; IV. 295. Hymns for,
XV. 76—78, 79.

Imiocency, prayer for, XV. 118.

Innocents' Day, hymn on, XV. 80.

Integiity, prayer for, IV. 177.

Intention (holy) at the beginning of

any action, prayer for, iV. 55.

Intercession, varions acts of, IV. 42—
44, 302—307 ;

XV. 252—255.

Irreligion, prayer against, XV. 117.

Jerusalem (the heavenly), contempla-
tion of the excellencies of, XV.
156.

Joftn's (St.) Day, hymn on, XV. 79.

Journey, prayer before undertaking,
IV. 284 ;

'

XV. 228. Form of

prayer and l)lessing to be used

over him, who, in the beginning of

a journey, begs the prayers of tlic

minister of the church, XV. 3.54.

Joys of heaven, meditation on, XI.

196. Prayers for, XV. 129, 155,
218.

Judges, prayer for, XV. 154.

Judgmait (day of), act of faith con-

cerning, IV. 278. Poetical medi-

tation on, XV. 83. Meditation

on, XV. 162. Prayer for mercy in,

XV. 137. Prayer against the ter-

rors of, XV. 149.

Judgments of God, prayer that we

may fear, XV. 149.

K.

King, intercession for the, IV. 42,

.303 ; XV. 253. Prayer by a king,
for himself and people, IV. 175.

Prayers for the king, XV. i21,

141, 224, 262. Especially during
war or other public calamity, XV.
157.

Kingdom of Christ, prayers for the

promotion of, XV. 112. For the

exaltation and propagation of, XV.
135, 147. Hymn in honour of,

XV. 170.

Kingdom, prayer for unity in, XV.
188.

L.

Law of God, prayers for the love of,

and for meditation therein, XV.
175—182.

Len^, form of confession and repent-
ance to be said during, IV. 284—
287-

Life, meditation on the shortness and

vanity of, XV. i30.

Litanies for all things and persons,

XV. 55. For pardon of sins, 56- For
deliverance from evils, 57. For

gifts and graces, 59. For all states

of men and women, especially in

the church, 61. Penitential lita-

nies, 386—389.^
^ — ., .

Lord's Day, special devotions for,
IV. 287—292.

Lord's Prayer, paraphrase on, XV.
50—55.

Lord's Supper, prayer on the institu-

tion of, III. 317, 313. General
devotions preparatory to, XV. 123,
454—457. I'articuiar devotions
for self-examination previously to

it, 493—498. Devotions relative

to the grace of charity, to be used
before and at the communion, 579— 582. Penitential soliloquies, eja-

culations, and preparatory prayers,
to be used on all the days of prepa-
ration to the Lord's supper, 648—
652. Form of confession of sins and

repentance before, IV. 284—287.
Acts of virtues and graces, to be
used before or at the celebration of
the Lord's supper, XV. 677—679.
An office or order for the adminis-
tration of it, IV. 290—305. Ejacu-
lations and meditations, to be used
at any time, but particularly after

the consecration of the symbols,
679—682. Devotions previously to

receiving it, IV. 298—302, 308,
310. At receiving it, 310; XV.
382, 383. After receiving it, IV.
311—313 ;

XV. 686—688. Eucha-
ristical hymn, taken from the pro-
phecies of the Old Testament, re-

lative to the Lord's supper, 684, 685.

Love, acts of, by way of prayer and

ejaculation, IV. 275. Act of, pre-

paratory to the sacrament, IV. 303.
Love of God, prayers for, III. 48 ;

IV. 140.

Love of Christ, prayer for the grace
of, III. 276.

Lust, prayer against, XV. 68.

M.

Madmen, prayer for, XV. 356.

Blagistrates, prayer by, for themselves
and people, IV. 175.

Maiden, prayer for, before she enters

the state of marriage, XV. 73, 74.

Malice of the wicked, for protection
against, XV. 113, 140.

Mankind, intercession for all estates

of, in the church, IV. 308, 309;
XV. 252—255. Thanksgiving for

the redemption of, by Jesus Christ,
XV. 162, 163.

Mariners. See Seamen.
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Married Persons, mutual prayer for.
IV. 141.

f J >

Martyrs, prayer for the coumcmora-
tion day of, IV. 297.

Mary. See Virgin Mary.
Masters of Families, prayer by, for

their charges, IV. 176.
Meditations during the night, IV. 53,

.54. On the divine presence, IV.

.55; and omnipresence, XV. lyi.
On God's law, prayer for, XV. iii.
On his glory and majesty, i94.
Miscellaneous meditations, IX. 64,
65.

Men, Litany for all states of, XV.
61—65.

Merchants, prayer by, for integrity,
IV. 177.

Mercy, thanksgivings for, XV. 155,
165,190,191. Prayer for, 162. For
the continuance of mercy, 155.

Ministers of every rank, intercession

for, IV. 303. Prayers to be said

by, in visiting the sick, IV. 549—
559 : XV. 358—367. And at the
burial of the dead, 367—370.

Misery, intercession for all persons
in, IV. 44.

Moderation, for the grace of, IV. 143.

Modesty, prayer for," IV. 142.

Monday, prayer for, XV. 67.

Morning Prayers, IV. 40—50 ; XV.
64

;
XV. 5J18 — 221. Form of,

throughout the year, 243 — 255.
Shorter form of, for a family, 270
—275.

Mortification of sin, prayers for the

grace of, II. 73, 74, l82, 360 ;
XV.

187.

Mother, prayer of, for her children,
XV. 327.

N.

Nativity of Christ, prayer for the fes-

tival of, I. 29, 30.

Navy, prayer for in time of war,
XV. 341—343.

O.

Obedience to Christ, prayers for, II.

73, 74, 98, 99; III. 43, 173. For
the grace of, to be said by all

persons under command, IV. 172,
173. Festival song, and prayer
for, XV. 153. Prayer for obedience
to the will of God, XV. 161.

Oblation, act of, or presenting our-
selves to God for tlie day, IV. 41.

Old Age, act of repentance for, IV.
480—482. Prayer for pardon of
sins in, IV. 483—185.

Omnipresence of God, meditation on,
XV. 191, 192.

VOL. 1*

Oppression, prayer for deliverance

from, XV. 137.

Ordinary Days, devotions for, IV.
40—55.

Ourselves, prayer for, IV. 302.

P.

Pardon of sins, prayers for, during
sickness and old age, iV. 483—
485; XV. 126,131,132,137,187.
Litany for, XV. 56. Thanksgiving
for, XV. 155.

Parents, prayer by, for their children,
IV. 176. Prayer/or parents, XV.
224.

Parishioner, prayer for, to say in be-
half of his curate, XV. 227.

Passion of Christ, meditation on, XV.
121.

Passion Week, devotions for, IV. 298
—302.

Patience, for the grace of, IV. 145,
458, 459. Act of, during sickness,
IV. 452—454. During a time of

affliction, XV. 373,

Patron, prayers for, IV. 178; XV.
226.

Paul (St.), hymn for the festival of
the conversion of, XV. 85.

Peace, prayer for the blessings of,
XV. 194,262.

Penitent person, prayer of, for the
remission of sins, XV. 114. Com-
memoration of God's mercy to,
XV. 150, 151,167.

Penitential Hymns, XV. 90, 91.

Penitential Litanies, XV. 382—389.
Penitential Prayers, for days of humi-

liation, XV. 198—204 ; VIII. 333—
335, 385, 386, 417, 418, 524—532.

Penitential Psalms, VIII. 330—332,
383, 384.

Pentecost, hymn on the day of,
XV. 89.

Persecution, prayers in time of, XV.
146, 160. An office to be said

during the days of the persecution
of a church by sacrilegious or
violent persons, 332

—341. Prayer
for the redemption of the church

from, 190.

Peisecutors, prayer of poor and op-
pressed people against, XV. 115.

Pestilence, intercession for those la-

bouring under, IV. 305. Thanks-

giving for those recovering from,
XV. 379.

Physic, for a blessing on the taking
of, IV. 459.

Pilgrimage, prayer for deliverance
from the miseries of, XV. 142.

Pvur, prayer of against (heir per-

secutors, XV. 115. Thanksgiving
V
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to God, for his providence and
care of, 172.

Praise, invitations to, XV. 174, 189,
196. Especially of the cler},'y,

189. And of all the creatures in

the world, 195.

Prayer, for the spirit of, III. 93, 94,

S29, 330. Miscellaneous prayers,
IX. 6.5.

Preaching, prayer for holy intention

in, IV. 55.

Presence of God, meditation on, IV.
55.

Presentation of Christ in tlie temple,

prayer on, II. 104.

Preservation from sin, prayers for,

II. 441
;
XI. 118, 120. Prayer for

preservation in general, XV. 156,
254.

_

.

^

Pride, prayer against, XV. 65, &6,
67.

Princes, intercession for, IV. 303.

Prisoners, a ji;eneral office for, XV.
3-16. Particular priiyers for, IV,

^77, 233. Especially for prisoners
confined for debt, XV. 346. For

crimes, 547. For prisoners con-

demned to death, 347, 348. For

prisoners under oppression by false

accusation, by unjust war, for a

good conscience, or nnreasonable

dealings of men, by vexatious law-

suits, and violent injurious bar-

gains, 348, 349.

Prospentt/ of the church, prayer for,

XV. 133, 134, 135, 183.

Protection, prayer for, in time of

public distractions, XV. 134. And
in all dangers, 159, J83.

Providence (divine'), prayer for tlie

blessings of, XV. 118.

Psalms, proper for sick persons, IV.

455, 456.

Punishment of sir, prayer for deli-

verance from, XV. 1^3.

Purification of the Virgin Wary,
prayer for the feast of, IV. 295.

And hymn on, XV. 86.

K.

Redemption^ praise for, III. 460.

Thanksgiving for, XV. 162. Pray-
ers for redemption from sins, XV.
131, 187.

Religion, prayers for the grace of,

XV. 127, 163, 175— 181', 19t'. For
the promotion of, 189.

Remission of sins, prayer for, XV.
114,130.

Repentance, acts of, IV. 4', 480—
482. Particularly during a season

of atfliction, XV. 373. Form of

confession of sins and of repent-

ance, for fasting days, IV. 284-^

287. Prayers for the grace and

perfection of, IV. 482, 483 ;
XV,

261, 262.

Resignation, an act of, in time of

affliction, XV. 373, 374.

Restitution of the favour of God,

prayer for, XV. 137.

Resurrection of Christ, prayer that we

may be made partakers of, III. 407.

Resurrection (general), act of faith

concerning, iV. 278.

Riches, prayer that we may despise

them, XV. 136.

S.

Sacrament of the Lord's supper,

prayer on the institution of. III.

317. Gena-al devotions prepara-

tory to it, XV. 123, 209—211,
454—457. Particular devotions

for self-examination previously to

it, 493—498. Form of confession

of sins and of repentance before,

IV. 284—287. Devotions relative

to the grace of charity, to be used

before and at the sacrament, XV.
579—532. Penitential soliloquies,

ejaculations, and preparatory

prayers, to be used in all the days
of preparation to the sacrament,
648—652. Form of confession of

sins and of repentance, IV. 284—•

287. Acts of love, desire, contri-

tion, faith, and other virtues and

graces, to be used before or at the

celebration of the sacrament, IV.

308— 310; XV. 677— 679.
_

An
office or order for the administra-

tion of it, 290. The ante-commu-

nion, ibid, 291—299. The com-
munion itself, 299—302. The post-

communion, 303—305. Ejacula-
tions and meditations to be used

at any time, but more particularly
after the consecration of the sym-
bols, 679— 682. Private devotions

previously to receiving it, IV. 209,
298—302. At receiving it, 310;
XV. 382, 383. After receiving it,

IV. 311-313; XV. 211—213; XV.
686— 688. Eucharistical hymn
for, 170, 171. Another eucharis-

tical hymn on, taken from the pro-

phecies of the Old Testament,
684, 685.

Sadness, prayer for comfort in, XV.
141, 193.

Sailors, See Seamen.

Saints, meditation on the joys in

heaven prepared for, XV. 196.

Salvation, prayer for, XV. 162.

Thanksgiving for, 174.
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Sanctity, prayers for, XV. 118, 15G.

Saturday, prayer for, XV. 7'i.

Seamen, a form of prayer for, XV.
349—352. A private prayer to he
used by them, XV. ToS. Especi-
ally in a storm, or wlien in danger
of pirates or ofshipwreck, 234, 'i35,

353, 354. A form of prayer and

blessing to be said over liim, wlio,
in the beginninu; of a voyage, begs
tlie prayers of the minister of liie

chnrcb,'354.

Self-examination, devotions for, pre-
viously to tlie sacrament, XV. 41)3

—498.
Sensuality, prayer against, IV. 139.

Sermon, prayers before, V.xv. Prayer
after sermon, V. xvi. ; XV. v65.

Thanksgiving after sermon, XV.
ii66.

Shortness of life, meditation on, XV.
130.

Sickness, prayers at the commence-
ment and progress of, XV. 214,
215. Ejacnlations and short me-
ditations in time of, IV. 277.

•

Prayer for deliverance from, XV.
125. Act of resignation during,
IV. 457. Act of faith during, IV.
278,464—466. Act of hope for
sick persons, IV. 281. Act of pa-
tience during, IV. 452—454. Short

prayers, to l)e said during, IV. 279— 281. Prayer for a sick person
who desires to be publicly prayed
for, XV. 267, 268. Psalms for
sick persons in the intervals of

agony, IV. 455, 456. Thanks-
giving for deliverance from, IV.
293, 294, 501—503 ; XV. 168, 379.

Prayer in time of, XV. 157. Prayer
for the grace of patience during,
IV. 458. For a blessing on tlie

taking of physic during, IV. 459.
Act of holy resolution of amend-
ment of life, ill case of recovery
from, IV. 485. Prayers for the
visitation of the sick, IV, 549—
559 ;

XV. 358—3C7.
Sin, prayer for preservation from,

II. 441 ; XV. 120. Deliverance

from, 11.73, 74; XV. 123. Heal-

ing fiom the leprosy of. III. 113.
r.Iortitication of, II." 182, 200. 201,
360. For pardon of, IV. 483 -

485; XV. 126,131, 13?, 137, 187,
193. Litany for, XV. 56. For

remissionof, XV. 114, ISO. Actof
confession of, XV. 126. Prayer
for redemption from, XV. 131.

And for grace to strive against it,

IX. 179, 180. Thanksgiving for

deliverance from, 173.

Sion, contemplation of tbc excellen-
cies of, XV. I5t>.

Slander, prayer for deliverance from,
XV. 137, 140, 143. 182.

Sinrow (godly), prayers for, IX. 220,
221,506,308.

Spiritunl-mintledness, prayer for the

grace of, II. 123, 124, 360,
464.

Storm at sea, prayer to be said in,
IV. 282. Act of resignation and
vow during, IV. 283.

Study, prayer for holy intention in,
IV. 55.

Subjects, prayer to be said by, when
their country is invaded, or over-

iiiii by the enemies of religion and
of the government, IV. 173, 174.

I'rayer for, by kings or magi-
strates, IV. 175.

Submission to the will of God, III.

329. A solemn act of. III. 517.

Sunday, prayer for, XV. 65—67,

Teaching; (Divine) prayer for, III.

239, 240, 499.

Temperance, prayer for, IV. 139.

Temptation, prayer for grace to re-

sist, II. 231, 232; XV. 251. For

preservation from, III. 277. Es-

pecially temptation to private sin,
IV. 53.' Prayer, time of, XV. 117,
141.

Terrors of the day ofjudgment, prayer
against, XV. 149. Prayer for de-

liverance from the terrors of man,
XV. 149.

Thankso;iving, song of, for the morn-

ing, IV. 41. Form of, with a par-
ticular enumeration of God's bless-

ings, XV. 205, 209. For deliver-

ance from cliild-birth, sickness,

battle, or other imminent danger,
IV. 293, 294, 501, 503; XV. 168,

til8, 321, 379. Ai'ter receiving
some distinguished blessing. IV.

294, 295. For deliverance gene-

rally, XV. 131, 184 ; especially
from sin and death, 173. For all

the mercies of God; XV. 165. Es-

pecially for the redeniption of

mankind, 162, 163. To God, for

his acts of providence and parti-
cular care over the poor and

humble, 172. For the deliverance
of his- people from bondage and

misery, 172. For a plentiful harvest,
378. After a victory, or the pros-

perous termination of a war, 380,
382.

Time, prayer for grace to spend it

well, IV. 39.
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Tradesmen, prayer by, for integrity,

ly. 177.

Traitors, prayer for deliverance from,
XV. 131, 132.

Trinity Sunday, special devotion for,
XV. 283, 289.

Treachery, prayer for deliverance

from, XV. 139.

Trouble, ejaculations for help in, XV.
184.

Trust in God, prayers for, XV. 129,
136, 139, 142, 195.

Tuesday, prayer for, XV. 68.

Tutors, prayer by, for their charges,
IV. 176.

Tyranny, prayer for deliverance from,
XV. 137.

U.

Unity in the church, in a kingdom or

family, prayer for, XV. 188.

Vanity of life, meditation on, XV.
130.

Victory, prayer for, XV. 194. Thanks-
giving for, 380, 382.

Virgin Mary, for grace to imitate the

humility of, II. 9. For the feast

of the Annunciation, or presenta-
tion of, IV. 295. Hymn on, XV.
86; and on the Annunciation to,
87.

Virgins, prayers for, IV. 140.

Visitation of the Sick, prayers for,
IV. 549, 559.

W.

Wandering Thoughts, prayer against,
XV. 197.

War, intercession for those lying
under the rod of, IV. 305. Prayer
in time of, XV. 133, 157. For an

army or navy during war, 341, 343.

Thanksgiving for the prosperous
termination of, 380, 382. (Tempo-
ral or spiritual) prayer for strength
in, XV. 119.

Watchfulness,prayer for the grace of,
II. 148.

Weariness in well doing, prayer
against, XV. 72.

Weather, (seasonable) prayers for,
XV. 268, 269.

Wednesday, prayer for, 69.

Whitsunday, hymn on the day of,XV.
89. Special devotion for, 287 ,

288.

Wicked, prayer for protection against,
XV. 113, 140. For deliverance

from the machinations of, XV. 143,

192. And for their portion, 185.

Meditation on the works of God,
displayed in the destruction of,

XV. 159.

Widows, prayer for, IV. 140. The
widow's prayer, XV. 328—331.

Wife, intercession for, IV. 43, 303.

Prayer to be said by a newly-mar-
ried wife entering into a family,
XV. 322—324. For a fruitful

womb, 324, 325. To be said by an
afflicted wife in behalf of a vici-

ous husband, 325—327. Prayers
for a wife, by a husband, IV. 141.

XV. 226. Prayer on the death of

a wife, IV. 276. For a husband
and family, IX, 179, 180.

Wisdom of God manifested in his

creatures, contemplation on, XV.
166.

Women, devotions and offices proper
for, XV. 316. Intercession for

pregnant women, IV. 305. Litany
forallstatesof, XV. 61,63. Prayer
for safe child-birth, 228. An office

for safe child-birth, 316, 317.

Thanksgiving for safe child-birth,
IV. 293. An office of public

thanksgiving for women after de-

livery from child-birth, or any
great sickness, calamity, or fear,
XV. 318, 321. Prayer to be said im-

mediately after delivery, 321. For
other prayers, peculiarly suited to

women, see the articles Mother,
Widow, Wife.

Worship, hymn invitatory to, XV.
161.

Wrath, prayer against, XV. 71.

Z.

Zeal, prayer for, XV. 175, 182.



INDEX V.

OF THE

PRINCIPAL MATTERS

CONTAINED IN THE WORKS OF BISHOP TAYLOR.

A.

ABRAHAM, faitli of, liow to be
imitated by us, II. 330. Origin of
the story of Abraham and the
idolatrous traveller, I. ceix. ccx.
cclxv—cclxviii.

Abrogation of laws cannot be by cus-

tom, without the consent of the

supreme civil power, XIV. 267—
272. Abrogation of a law by a

competent, that is, by the supreme
power, may be just and reasonable,

though the law itself may be nei-

ther unreasonable nor unjust, 273
—276.

Absence from God, causes of, II.

147.

Absolution of s\c\i. penitents, IV. .527— 529. The forms of absolution in

the book of Common Prayer ex-

plained, VII. 308, 309. Ecclesias-
tical absolution, an essential part
of repentance, IX. 252. Opinions
of the fatiiers on this subject, 253.
No judicial absolution in tiie pri-
mitive church, 259— 264. Whence
it follows, that the absolution of

sins, introduced in the later forms
and usages of the church, is only
declaratory, 264, 265. And by no
means judicial, 266. Pernicious
notion of the Romish doctors, who,
by giving absolution in the case of

attrition, pretend to convert it into

contrition, 267. The insufficiency
of attrition or imperfect repent-
ance, though with absolution, ex-

posed, 267— 272. The priest's

power of absolution is wholly mi-
nisterial and optative, XI. 24, 25.

Absolution must be given only to

the penitent, 25, 26.

'Accessory follows the nature of the

principal,' nature of this rule ex-

plained, XIII. 573—583.
Acephali, origin of, VII. 239. Nature

of the heretical tenets held by them,
ibid.

Accidents, duty of contentedness un-

der, IV. 108—110. Motives to

content under, 120—126.

Action, an unlawful one, not sanc-

tified by the pretence of religion,
II. 339. When an action may be

mistaken to contrary purposes, a
Christian must use such compli-
ance in the use ofindifferent things,
as best co-operates to the glory of

God, and is least dangerous, 216—
218. But when the question is

between the pleasing of a friend

and the gaining of an enemy, the

latter is to be preferred, 218. A
good or lawful action not to be

intermitted, merely because a man
tells us that it is scandalous, 219.
Where two motives (one of which
is secular, and the other virtuous)
concur to an action, a right con-
science is not prejudiced thereby,
XI. 468—478. How we may dis-

cern the principal ingredient, where
there is a mixed and complicated
intention in an action, 478—481.
Mere custom no good motive to an

action, 481. The actions of good
men, recorded in the Scriptures, are
no warrant for our imitation, not

only when they are reproved, but

also when they are set down witii-
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out censnie, XII. 452, 453. The
actions of men recorded in the Old
Testament, though attested and

broiiglit to stood effect by the pro-
vidence of God, are not always to

be made examples by ns, 453, 454.
Nor when such actions are related
to have been done by divine com-
mand, without such an express
command as they had, or under a
like necessity, 454. When an ac-
tion is marked v.ith the blessing of

God, it may be safely followed,
463. What voluntary or uncom-
manded actions are lawful or com-
mendable, XIII. 75—96. An ac-
tion is neither good nor evil, unless
it be voluntary and chosen, XIV.
278—305. The virtual and inter-

pretative consent of the will is im-

puted to good or evil, 305—344.
The act of the will alone, though
no external action or event do
follow, is imputed to good or evil,

by God and man, 344—356. An
involuntary effect, proceeding from
a voluntary cause, is imputed to
the agent, as if it were voluntary
and chosen, 356— 36'<2. The in-

fluence of ignorance on the mo-
rality ofhuman actions, considered,
S6'2. Nothing is good or bad, but
what we know, or concerning
which we can deliberate, 362—
S6i. Of what things a man may
be innocently ignorant, 364!—366.
What diligence is necessary, that
our innocence may be ignorant,
366—368. What is a probable ig-
norance. 368- Ignorance
always excuses the fact, or dimi-
nishes its malignity, or changes
the kind and nature of the sin,
372—389. In what manner, and
how far fear and violence can
make an action involuntary, 389—
398. In any good action the means
and the end must be symbolical :

so that a good action done for an
evil end, and an evil action done
for a good end, are equally crimi-

nal, 398—403. It is not unlawful

(except it be accidentally), to do
an action of itself lawful, for tem-

poral regards, or for ends of profit,

pleasure, or honour, 403—411. The
end and intention of a law is under
the commandment, as much as the
action itself commanded, in order
to the end, 411—414.

Adam, mu of, and its consequences,
IV. 339; IX. 1, 2. Nature of
the death threatened to him, and

winch has passed upon his pos=

terity, IV. 390, 391. How sin

came into the world by him, and
death hy sin, IX. 2—7. His sin

punished by expulsion from Para-

dise, 9. How far we derive ori-

ginal or natural ignorance from

him, 11. His sin did not make us

heirs of damnation, 12. Infants

do not, and cannot, perish, justly
for Adam's sin, 13—18. The sin

of .Adam does not make us natural-

ly and necessarily vicious, 18—25.

The fall of Adam more particularly

considered, and its effects upon
him and us, 73—81. How, and

wiiy, the sin of Adam is in us no
more than an imputed sin, 81—85.

Concupiscence not wholly the ef-

fect of his sin, 83, 395, 396. The
doctrine of the ancient fathers was,
that free will remained in us after

the fall, 85—89. Adam's sin, not

imputed to us to our damnation,
89—93. The doctrine of antiquity

concerning this matter, 93—107.

The ninth article of the church of

England on this subject, expound-
ed, 107—119. The glory of the

Divine attributes in the imputation
of Adam's sin, vindicated against
the presbyteriau way of under-

standing it, 315— 364.
Admission into tlic kingdom of Christ,

one of the benefits conferred by
baptism, II. 241, 270.

Adoptiim into the Gospel covenant,
one of the blessings conferred by
baptism, II. 241, 242, 272. The
spirit of adoption, why called the

earnest of the Spirit, III. 182.

Adoration of the Sacrament, con-

sidered, X. 100—108, 244. Adora-
tion of Images, by the church of

Rome, unsupported by Scripture,
and by the practice of the apos-
tolic and primitive ages of the

church, X. 171—175 j
XI. 135—

168.

Adultery, the seventh commandment
concerning explained. III. 42— 45.
It may be very pious and charita-

ble for a woMiau to coiiabit with
an adulterous iiusbaiid, XII. 147.

Though she is not bound to do so,

148, 149.

Advantages of sickness, IV. 408—423.
Advent (first) of Christ, circumstances

of, and considerations on, II. ]
—

62. See Jesus CiimsT.
Advent (second) of Christ, to judge

the world, circumstances of, de-

scribed, V. 12—16.
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M{fric, testimony of, and of the Saxon
chill cli in tlicnintii contnry, against

transiibstantiation, X. 98.

AJfuirs of life, to be set in order hy
tlie sick, IV. 496, 497.

Affections onglit to be carefully

watched, in meditation, II. 114,
115. Doing violence to them, an
essential part of mortification of
the will, 164. Its necessity, 167.

Affirmative Precepts, interpretation
of, XII. 465. In negative precepts,
tile affirmatives are commanded ;

and in affirmative commandments,
negatives are inchided, 465—474.
When a negative and affirmative

seem opposite in any sense, the

affirmative is to be exponnded by
tiie negative, not the negative by
the affirmative, 475, 476. In the

affirmative and negative precepts
of Christ, not only what is in the

words of the commandment, but
also whatsoever is symbolical or

alike, is equally forbidden or com-

manded, 477—485.

Afflictions, the benefit of, IV. 124, 125.

Aged Sinners, wlio have been living
in habitual sin, considerations on
the case of, VIII. 485—488.

Agenda, or things to be done, sum-

mary of, XV. 32—49.

Agony of Christ, in the garden of

Gethsemane, III. 262. Considera-
tions thereon, 318—324.

Allegories, absurd, of some of the fa-

thers, noticed, I. clx. clxi.

Alms, the giving of, a duty. III. 63.

The different kinds of "alms, IV.
232—234. To wliat proportion
we are to give them. III. 64, 65.
To wliat persons they are to be

given, 66. And in what manner,
67, 68 ;

IV. 235—241 ; V. 207, 208.
IVIotives to the giving of alms, IV.
241, 242. In what manner alms
are effectual for procuring pardon
of our sins, 382—384 ; VIII. 486,
487.

Ambition, folly of, V. 285.

Ambrose, testimony of, against tran-

substantiation, X. 84. His doc-
trine concerning original sin, IX.
100. His testimony to the neces-

sity of confirmation, XI. 263.

Anabaptists, the objections of, to in-

fant baptism refuted, VIII. 150—
212. How far their political enois
are to be tolerated, 212—214.

Analogy of Christianity, what, VI.
34. How violated, 35, 36. Ana-

logy of faith must principally be

fcgarded in making deductions

from passages of Scripture, 519.
Testimonies from the fathers con-

cerning the analogy of faith, X.
416.

Andrerc, considerations on the call of,

to be a disciple of Ciirist, II. 310,
oil, 385, 386. The passion of ."t.

Andrew, cited by the papists to

prove transiibstantia':iDii, a spuri-
ous book, of no authority, X. 73.

Angels announce the birth of Christ

to shepherds, II. 44—47. (Con-

siderations on that event, 50— 55.

Are present in churches and ora-

tories, 352, 353. Why Christ took
not on him the nature of angels,
393. The angels of the churches,
mentioned in the Apocalypse, were

bishops, VII. 53—37. The wor-

ship of angels, practised by the

church of Rome, contrary to the

Scriptures, X. 5'^4.

Angels (fallen), lapse of, voluntary,
il. 392, 393.

.(4/!ir<''", causes of allowable, explained,
III. 35. The expression of not

letting the sun rest upon our anger,

explained, 34. The measure ofour

anger, 35—39. Remedies against

anger, 40—42. Kemedies against

anger, by way of exercise, IV. 2'J4
— 247. And by way of considera-

tion, 247— 249. Violent anger pre-
vents an ansv.'er to prayer, V. 69—
71.

Animals, certain, why sold in the

temple, II. 339 The buyers and
sellers driven thence, 331. Con-
siderations thereon, 310—342.

Annunciation of Jesus Christ's con-

ception to the Virgin Mary, II. 1—
4. Considerations thereon, 4—iK

/4;)osWes, origin of the name of, VII.
16. Reflections on Christ's choice

of apostles, II. 390. His valedic-

tory address to them. III. 404 —
406. The government of the church
first committed to them by Jesus

Christ, VII. 10, With a power of

joining others, and of appointing
successors in tlieapostolate, 11,12.
Who were bishops, 13—16. As
admitted by the universal judg-
ment of antiquity, 37—41. In
what sense they were so, 11, 12.

James, the brother of our Lord,
callcfl iin apostle because he was a

bishop, 13. Ep:ipliroditus, an apos-
tle, Titus, and others, were apostles
in the sense of bishops, not mes-

sengers, 14, 15, 16. Paul, why
called the apostle of the (ientilcs,

15. And Peter, the apostle of the
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circumcision, 15. The apostles
received from Christ a power to

do some things perpetually neces-

sary to the church, which to others
he did not give, 19. As, imposition
of hands in ordination, 19—22.

Confirmation, 22—27. And supe-
riority of jurisdiction, 27 — 37.
Whence bishops are their succes-

sors according to the general judg-
ment of antiquity, 37—41. Parti-

cularly of Peter, 41—46. And,
consequently, both the apostolate
and episcopacy are expressed to be
divine by primitive authority, 46— 50. In pursuance of the divine

intention, the apostles did ordain

bishops iu several churches, 51—
74. Whence it follows that epis-

copacy is an apostolical ordinance,
74—76. Why the apostles were
called presbyters, 94. The canons
which bear their name are authen-

tic, 10^. How far they oblige the

conscience, XIV. 17— 21. The
duty offaith completed in believing
all the articles of the Apostles'
Creed.VII. 446—454. [See Creed.]
The apostles not priests, when
Christ instituted the sacrament of
the Lord's supper, XIII. 19, 20.

The fraudulent assertions of the
church of Rome concerning apos-
tolical traditions exposed, 132—
14U All those rituals taught to

the apostles concerning ministries,
which were of divine institution,
do oblige all Christendom to their

observance, XIV. 21—26. But in

the rules which the apostles gave
their churches concerning things
indifferent, the church hath a dis-

cretional liberty, 26—46. A short

exposition of the Apostles' Creed,
XV. 19—31.

Appetite implanted in man, design of,
II. xix—xxi.

Apples of Sodom, or the fruits of sin,

considered, V. 279. First, as to the

pleasures of sin, 281—295. Second-

ly, as to its actual fruits and re-

lishes, 296— 311. Thirdly, its actual

consequences, 311—326.

Arguments.— It is lawful to use those

kinds of reason, which are argu-
ments ad hominem, with reasons to

prove it, XI. 485. Every argu-
ment is not false, for which a satis-

factory reason cannot be given, iiirf.

One must not always choose such

.arguments as prevail with the un-

derstanding, but with tiic fancy,
will, or appetite, 486, 487. The

force of many collective probable

arguments considered, XII. 33, 34.

It is lawful for a man, in per-

snading another to a truth, to

make use of a false proposition,
which is already believed by him
who is to be persuaded, XI. 488,
489. How far terrific arguments
may be used, 490—492.

Arnobius, doctrine of, concerning
original sin, IX. 100.

Articles of the Christian faith, nature

of, XIV. l50, et seq. Are few iu

number, VII. 444, 445. All es-

sential articles comprised in the

Apostles' Creed, 446—449. There
is no obligation for making the

articles contained in it more par-

ticular, 450. Though it is not un-

lawful or unsafe for the church, or

any of the antistites reUgionis, or

any wise man, to extend his own
creed to any certain deductions
from those articles, yet such de-

duction ought not to be pressed

upon others as an article of faith,

451—454. The articles of the

Christian faith were the same until

new creeds were compiled by ge-
neral councils, VII. 481. Strictures

on the conduct of the Nicene
council in this respect, 481—488.

And on those of Ephesus, Constan-

tinople, and Chalcedon, 488—491.
No new articles of faith imposed
by the Nicene or Athanasian

Creeds, 493—495. Nor had any
councils authority to make new
articles of faith, VIII. 50—52.
The making of new articles of

faith which are not in Scripture,
is condemned by the suffrages of

the primitive fathers, X. cxvii—
cxx., 137. Nevertheless, the Ro-
manists assert that the pope can
make new articles of faith and a
new Scripture, 477—485 ;

XIII.
166. Injury done to the Christian

faith, by the church of Rome, in

creating new articles of faith es-

sential to salvation, X. 245. No
decrees of councils can make an
article of faith, 368—374. Expo-
sition of the ninth article of the
Church of England, concerning
original sin, IX. 107—119. Vin-
dication of that exposition, 369—
386. What things are necessary
to be believed, as articles of faith,
X. 451—477. Uncharitableness of
the church of Rome proved by the

imposition of articles of faith as

necessary to be believed, which
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God never made 80, 510, 511. But
which are so multiplied, that few
of the

lait^' know oiie-lialf of them,
thoHgli they are imposed upon all,

515?. And by that cluiich dcter-

minin«; trifles ami inconsiderable

propositions, and adopting them
into the family of faith, 5l3. What
is impossible or absurd to reason,
cannot be an article of faith, XI.
454. Exposition of tlie falsehood
and insufficiency of the rule adopt-
ed by the church of Rome, that
' what the Catholic church believes
as an article of faith, which is not
found in the Scripture, is to be
believed to descend from aposto-
lical tradition,' XIII. 132—137.
Tiie Catholic chuich cannot make
articles of faith, XIV. J 50—154.
The decrees of general councils,

though of great nse in the conduct
of conscience, are not the proper
measure or last determination of
articles of faith, 154— 158. Sub-

scription to such articles wholly
of political consideration, 158—
162.

Aquinas (Thomas), specimen of tlie

scholastic subtleties of, I. cccxxxiv—cccxxxvi.

Artificial Handsomeness, the discourse

on, proved not to be Bishop Tay-
lor's, I. Ix—Ixii. Extracts from it,

cccxxvi—cccxxxi.

Assembly of Divines, strictures on the

Directory issued by, for prayer,
VII. 319, 320, 321. The incon-

veniences, omissions, and nseless-

ness of their regulations, proved,
309, 310, 387—390. Their doc-
trine concerning original sin, IX.
321. Refuted, 322—364.

Astrology , jwiiicia], folly of, XI. 464.

Athanasius, remarks on the damnatory
spirit and clauses of the creed

bearing the name of, VII. 491, 492.

That creed not written by him,
493. No new articles of faith

added by it, 493, 494. His testi-

mony to the sufficiency of Scrip-

ture, X. cxviii., 403, 404. Op-
posed the making of images or

pictures of God, X. 171—176.

Attrition, nature of, and in what re-

spects it differs from contrition,
IX. 237—241, 267. Insufficiency
of attrition, though with absolu-

tion, 267—272. Dangerous and
immoral doctrine of the church of

Rome concerning, X. 190, 191.

Audience-Court of bishops, powers of,

as recognised by the council of

VOL. 1.

Chalcedon, VII. 161, 162. Of
what causes it had cognizance,
169—176. And of what persons,
176— UiO.

Auricular Confession. See Confes-
sion.

Austin, or Augustine, testimony of,

against transubstantiation, X. 86—
92; XI. 113—116, 113. Before his

time, no one taught original sin, in

the Calvinistic view of that doc-

trine, IX. 102. The Romish doc-
trine of purgatory, not an article

of faith in his time, nor absolutely
taught by him, though he was

strongly inclined to believe in a

purgatory, XI. 74—78. His testi-

mony to the complete sufficiency
of Scripture, as a rule of faith and

practice, X. 409—412. Examina-
tion of his pretended rule for de-

termining traditions, 445—448.

Authors, multitude of, is not to pre-
vail against a strong reason, XII.
91. When a multitude of t'leni

may be reduced to one single

person as their leader, their testi-

mony is to be accounted but

single, ibid, 92, et seq. Comparison
between ancient and modern au-

thors, 101—105.

B.

BAPTISM.
I, Circumstances of the Baptism of

Christ, II. 183—185. Considera-
tions thereon, 188—192, 239. Cir-

cumcision, a type of baptism, 235
—238, 272, 274.

II. Of the benefits coiferred by the sa-

crument of Baptism, II. 2.39. First,
Admission into the kingdom of

Christ, 241. Secondly, Adoption
into the covenant, 241, 242.

Thirdly, Entrance into the bless-

ings and spiritualities of the king-
dom of Chiist, 242. Fourthly, Par-
don of sins, 243, 24 i. Fifthly,
The putting us into a state of par-
don for the time to come, 245, 246.
Whence the obligation to live a

holy life, 247—249. On the par-
don of sins conmiitted after bap-
tism, IX. 185— 187. Difficulty of

obtaining it,and tlie doctrine of the

primitive church concerning this

article, 187-198. Sixthly, Sancti-
tication of the baptized person by
the Spirit of grace, II. 249, 250.
Which produces sanctification,
that is suppletory of that original
righteousness which was lost by
the fall, 250, Illuminates the mind,

X
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251. Imparts a principle of new
life, 252. Seventhly, The final end
of baptism, the consignation of us

to a holy resurrection, 253. By
baptism we are brought from death
to life here, 254. Temporal bene-

fits resulting from baptism, 254,
255. Our duty in relation to this

sacrament, 255, 256—258. The
virtues and efficacy of baptism, I.

154—156. What consolations tlow
to believers from it, 156— 161.

III. On the baptizing of Infants, II.

258.
1. Reasons why children should be bap-

tized, according to the perpetual prac-
tice of the church, 260—270. Of
what benefits they are actually
made partakers, 270. First, Ad-
mission into Christ's kingdon), 270.

Secondly, Adoption into the gospel

covenant, 272. Thirdly, They are

born again, 275. Fourthly, The
pardon of original sin, 276. Fifthly,
The putting them into a state of

grace, 279, 280. Sixthly, Tlieir

receiving the spirit of sanctifica-

tion, 280—282. Inference, —if
infants be capable of the Spirit of

grace, there is no reason why they
should not be baptized, 283. espe-

cially as they are placed under
a similar condition with the infants

of Jews who were circumcised,
283—285. and there is no evidence
to the contrary in the New Testa-

ment, 285. Seventhly, Infants are

consigned to a blessed resurrec-

tion, 285. whence results, Eighthly,
The necessity of doing our parts
towards the final interest of infants,
285—287. Proofs from the writ-

ings of the fathers, that infant

baptism has been the practice in

every age of the church, 289—293.

Concluding strictures on the au-

thority of the church relative to the

sacraments, especially that of bap-
tism, 294, 296. The nature of the
covenant which we make in bap.
tism explained, 391—400. Per-
sons sinning after baptism, not ex-
cluded from divine mercy, 405.
Their dangerous state, 4i)d—408.

Baptism of the Spirit explained,
408—409. The duty of those who
commit sin after being baptized,
412—414. Strictures on the con-
duct of Cyprian, in the re-baptiz-
ing of heretics, VIII. 478—481.

2, The right of Infants to Baptism
vindicated, in oppobition to the opi-
nions and practice of the Anabaptists,

VIII. 150. First, It was typified

by circumcision, 150. The objec-
tion of Anabaptists to this argu-

ment, 155, 156. Refuted, 177—
180. Secondly, Christ intended it,

151. The objection of Anabaptists
to Christ's blessing of children, 180
—183. Refuted, 183. Baptism
necessary to infants, as the first

inlet to Christianity,152—154. The
Anabaptists' objections to this ar-

gument refuted, 184. Infant bap-
tism the usage of the church from
the apostolic age, 154, 155. Other

arguments and objections of Ana-

baptists refuted, and the right of
infants to baptism clearly esta-

blished, 184—212. Uncharitable-
ness of the church of Rome in ex-

cluding the unbaptizcd children of
(Christian parents from the king-
dom of heaven, X, 530 —532. The
ministers of Christ are commission-
ed to baptize, XIV. 443—452.

Bargains, rules for making, IV. 163
—165.

Basil, testimony of, to the suffi-

ciency of ScriptiuT, X. cxvii.

cxviii. 401—403. Ai.d to the di-

vine rite of confirmation, XI. 262.

Beatific Vision, contemplation on the

felicity of, III. 496—499.
Beatitudes, the eight, explained, II.

413—463.
Belief, see Articles of Failh, Creed,

Faith.

Benedictions, the forms of, in the Li-

turgy of the church of England,
explained and vindicated, VII.
306—308.

Benefactors, our duty in relation to,
IV. 172.

Bethlehem, infants at, massacred by
Herod, II. 124-127. Considera-
tions thereon, 130— 137.

Bihle, duty of reading'-, IV. 203, 204.
Rules for reading it, 205. See

Interpretation, Scriptures,

BISHOPS.

Bishops, Sermon on the consecration
of several, VI. 301—328. The
duty of bishops to the sovereign,
VII. xxiii. xxiv. Returns made
by them to the monarchy, xxiv—
xxvi. Great benefits conferred on
England by the episcopal order,
xxvi. xxvii. The government of
the Christian church by bishops,
allowed by the antagonists of epis-
copacy to be of the remotest an-

tiquity, VI. ccxcvi.
1 . Bishops, the ordinary successors of the
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.'tiposlh's, VII. 13. In what sense

^iiey were so, 12. James, tlie

brother of our Lord, called an

apostle, because he was a bishop,
13, 14. Epapliroditus, Titus, and

others, called apostles in the epis-

copal sense, 15, 16.

2. The identity of the orilinarij office

of apostle and bishop, proved, 17,

18. X. 178. Which office is distinct

from that of presbyter, VII. 18, IP.

3. Bishops are the sitcccssovs in the

office of apostleship, according to the

judgment of antiquitij, 37. Testi-

monies to this fact, from Irenaeus,
38. Tertullian, iiirf. Cyprian, ?7»irf.

Clarns a Muscula, ibid. 39. The
council of Rome under Sylvester,
39. Jerome, ihid. Augustine, or

Austin, ibid. 40. Ambrose, Basil,
and others, 40, 41— 44. Proofs
that all bishops are, particularly,
successors of St. Peter, from Cy-
prian and Jerome, 41. Ephrem
Syrup, 42. And Caudentiup, 42.

4. The institution of bishops proved to

. be divine, as well ai of the uposlolute,

by primitive authuritij, and the direct

testimonies of the fathers, VII, 46. o

Particularly of Cyprian, 46, 47.

Ignatius, 47. Austin, 43. Hetfc-

ippus ibid. Irenaeus, 48, 49.

Ciirysostoni, Tlieodoret, Theophy
lact, and others 49, 50,

5. In pursuance of the divine institu-

tion, the apostles did ordain bishops in

several churches, VII. 51. As James,
at Jernsaleni, 51. Proofs of this

from the Acts of the Apostles,
ibid. 52, 53. And from the testi-

mony of the fathers, 53—55. 'I'i-

inothy ,at Kphesus, 56—58. Tes-

timony of the fathers to this fa<
t,

58—62. Titus, at Crete, 63—67.
Testimony of the fathers to this

fact, 67, 6Si. Mark, at Alexandria,
69—71. Linus and Clement, at

Rome, 71. Poiycarp, at Smyrna,
and others, 72, 74.

6. So that the office
and dignity of

bishops is at least an apostolical ordi-

nance, of the same authority ivith

many other points generally believed,

VII. 74, 75. And was an office of

great power and authority, 76.

Not lessened by the assistance and
counsel of presbyters, 77. The
office of a bishop not inconsistent

with that of an evangelist, 66—6n.

The authority and text of Jerome,
against the prelacy of bishops, con-

sidered, 77, 91, The presbyters
. iDcntioiied in Acts xx. 28. 82. In

what sense it is true that bishops
were not greater than presbyters,
89—91.

7. The government of the church by
bishops proved to have been the faith
and practice of the Christian church,
VII. 91. Who first distinguished

names, used before in common, 91.

Bishops are styled presbyters in the

New Testament, 95—W.iiwtsmere

presbyter is never termed a bishop,
99, 100. The term episcopus, or

bishop, when appropriated to the

supreme church officer, 101 —106.
8. Different names ofbishops, VII. 102.
1 he bishop only was called pastor,
106—108. Ductor, 108. And Ponti-

fex, 109—113. And these were a
distinct order from the rest, 113 —
116. To which the presbyterate was
but a degree, 118. There being a

peculiar manner of ordination to a

bishopric,119, 117— 119. At which

presbyters never did assist by impo-
sition of hands, 120— 127. Pope
Pelagiiis not lawfully ordained bi-

shop, according to the canon, 120,
121.

Of the powers of bishops, VII. 102.

They had a power distinct and
superior to that of presbyters,

particularly that of ordination,
127—143. But no one bishop
is superior to another, X. 179.
As is proved by the testimony
of antiquity, 180, 181. Powers
of chorepiscopi, or rural bishops,
VII. 127, 128. Duration of iheir

office, 129. Novatus was ordain-
ed by a bishop, without the assist-

ance of any other clergy, 135.
Whether the ordinations of the
reformed churches, performed by
mere presbyters, are invalid with-
out a bishop, 133— 142. Confirm-
ation could only be conferred by
bishops, 143—150; XL ccxxii.

ccxxiii. 265—274. They also had

jurisdiction, which they expressed
in attributes of authority and great

power, 151— 154. Requiring uni-

versal obedience to be given them

by clergy and laity, 154^159.
Extent of their power over them,
159—170. It does not encroacli
on the regal power, 170. Of what
causes they cannot take cogniz-

ance, 171— 175. And of what

persons, 176—180. In the primi-
tive church, bishops had the power
of forbidding presbyters from offi-

ciating without license, 180—190.
Of reserving church goods to cpis-
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copal dispensation, 190. And of

forbidding presbyters to leave

their own diocese, or to travel,
without the bishop's permission,
i9l, 192. The bishop had power
to prefer which of his clerks he

pleased, 192—202. Bishops only
voted in councils, and neither

presbyters nor people, 203—210.

And had a property in the persons
of his clerks, 210—212. Their

jurisdiction was over many con-

gregations or parishes, 212—223.
And was aided by presbyters, but
not impaired, 223, et seq. The
presbyter's assistance to the bishop
was nevei' necessary; and, when

practised, was voluntary, on the

bishop's behalf, 224—226, 230. In
all churches, where the bishop's
seat was, there was not always a

college of presbyters, but only in

the greatest churches, 226—230.
One bishop alone could not depose
a presbyter, without the concur-
rence of more bishops, 230—232.

So that, in the opinion of anti-

quity, a church could not sub-

sist witiiout bishops, 232, 233.

The Afiican Christians of liyzac

preferred to suffer martyrdom,
rather than hazard the succession

of bishops, 234. Those who se-

parate from their bishops are

schismatics, 235. and heretics,
237—241. Bishops were always,
in the church, men of great honour.

241—252. And entrusted with af-

fairs of secular interest, 252— 265.
And therefore were forced to de-

legate their power, and put others

in substitution, 266. Who were

always clergymen, 264—276. No
primacy ever delegated to Peter

by Jesus Christ, 182, 183. Trans-
lations of bishops to otijer sees,
not unlawful, XI. 476—478.
Which is to be obeyed, the king
or the bishop, if they happen to

command contrary things ? 518—
528. The marriage of bishops
vindicated, XIV. 120—150.

Bishops of Rome. See Popes.

Blessed, in heaven, contemplation on
the joys of, III. 496—499.

Blindness of the human heart, a proof
of its wickedness, V. 509—516.

Body, on the mortification of, II.

163. Its necessity, 169. Instruc-

tions for it, 170—182. Body,
soul, and spirit, distinctions be-

tween, explained, V.421.
Boldness to be avoided, IV. 102.

Bondage of sinful habits, explained,
V, 307—311. The nature of the

spirit of bondage, 326—330.
Books, advice concerning the reading

of spiritual, IV. 206. Excellence

of the Book of Common Prayer,
shown by an examination of its

component parts, 286—309.

Born of God, all who are so, do not

commit sin, and how, V. 411, 412.

Bramhall (Dr. John, archbishop of

Armagh), biographical account of,

VI. 427. His university educa-

tion, ibid. Promoted by arch-

bishop Matthews, 428. Goes to

Ireland, and is promoted to the see

of Derry, 428, 429. Admirable

discharge of his episcopal duties,
429— 432. Unjustly prosecuted,
and with difficulty rescued from
his enemies by king Charles I.,

433. Escapes the snares laid for

him by the traitor. Sir Phelim

0'Neale,435. Retires abroad and
defends the Protestant faith, 436,
437. Particularly the church of

England from the charge of schism,
438. His noble conduct abroad,
440. Returns to Ireland at the

Restoration, and is consecrated

archbishop of Armagh, 442. His
admirable administration of his

see, 442, 443. General character,

444, 445. Fimeral sermon on his

Grace, 411, et seq.

Brothers and Sisters, intermarriages
of, prohibited, XII. 313—318.

Burial of Jesus Christ, circumstances

of, III. 265. Considerations and
directions relative to the burial of

the dead, IV. 560—573.

Busy Bodies, who they are, VIII.
395.

Buyers, the duties of, stated and en-

forced, IV. 262—265. Simplicity
and integrity in buying and seiiiug,

an essential part of the Christian

character, VI. 154—160.

C.

Caiaphat, conduct of towards Jesus

Christ, III. 254—256. Considera-
tion thereon, 331—3.S3, 335.

Calling, extraordinary, not to be ex-

pected in these days of ordinary
ministry, XIV. 479—488.

Calumny, a violation of the sixth com-

mandment, III. 39.

Calvin, and his supralapsarian fol-

lowers, tenets of, concerning the
divine predestination and repro-

bation, IX. 319, 320. Remarks on
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Bishop Taylor's sentiments in op-
position to tlie Calvinistic notion
of original sin, I. cxxxiv—cxxxvii.

Canonization of saints by the popes,

immorality and impiety of, X. 231,
232.

Canons of the apostles, different

names of, VII. 102. Are authen-

tic, ibid, Tlie canons made by the

apostles, and recorded in Scrip-
ture, whicli are of order and ex-

ternal government, do oblige the

conscience by being accepted in

several churches, not by their first

establishment, XIV. 17—21.
Canons (ecclesiastical) bind the con-

science, when confirmed by the

supreme civil povrer, XIII. 583—
587. Which kings and princes are
bound to obey by the ties of re-

ligion, 588—593. Canons of the

ancient general councils, when ob-

ligatory on the conscience, XIV.
47—49. The canons of the bishop
of Rome oblige tlie consciences of
his own subjects only, 67—73.

Capernaum, nobleman's son at, cured

by Christ, II. 353.

Carbery, (Richard Vauglian, Earl of)

patronizes Jeremy Taylor, I. xxxv.
Notice of liis family, ibid, xxxvi.
cccxviii.

Carbery, (Frances, Lady) a model of
attentive hearers of sermons, V.
ccclxxvii, ccclxxviii. Her esti-

mable character as a wife, mother,
and Christian, VI. 470—480. Fu-
neral sermon on occasion of her

death, 453—470.
Cards, the lawfulness of playing at

considered, XIV. 326—333.' Young
men on no account should play at

them, 342—344.
Careless persons, considerations for

awakening to confession of sins,
IV. 513—522.

Cases of conscience, absurd and mis-

chievous rules for solving, given
by the doctors of tlie Romish
church, XI. 346—352. Causes of
their multiplicity, 366, 367.

Catechism, rules and advices to mi-
nisters concerning, XV. 503, 504.
A short catecliisni for the institu-

tion of young persons in the
Christian religion, XV. il—19.

Catholic Church, practice of, how
far to be followed in interpreting

Scripture doctrines, VI. 5.'],52i.
Its laudable customs, which are in

present observation, are obligatory
on the consciences ofall Christians,
XIV. 49—67. See further Church.

Celibacy in general, advantages and
inconveniences of, V. 254. The
question of the celibacy of bishops
and priests considered, XIV. 120.
Ancient usages and opinions against

it, 120— 122. The law of celibacy
an intolerable burden, 123—130.

An unreasonable law, 130. Vir-

ginity not more holy than a chaste

marriage, 130—135.

Censures (ecclesiastical) are to be in-

flicted by the consent and concur-
rence of the supreme civil power.
XIII. 603—616. See Excommuni-
cation.

Ceremonies, ecclesiastical laws con-

cerning, how far obligatory on the

conscience, XIV. 90—94. Tiie

unnecessary introduction of them
detrimental to the simplicity and

purity of religion, 109—113.
C^r^rtiji/i/ ofsalvation considered, III.

173—185. Of death, III. 450—
454 ; VI. 455—459.

Charity, the law of, a law of nature,
II. xlix. Forgiveness of injuries a

particular precept of it, 1. Nature
of charity, or the love of God, IV.
193. Measures and rules of it, 196.

Helps to increase it, by way of
exercise, 197— 199. Two states
of it described, 199, 200. The
duty of exercising charity to-

wards man, throughout our whole
life, considered and enforced, 381—
384. Rules for the special practice
of the grace of charity in general,
V. 206—208. Particularly during
sickness, IV. 496—501. Charity,
how a cure for sins that are past,
V. 180, 181. Fervent charity es-

sential to the right worship of God,
195—196. Charity essential to

the validity of ecclesiastical laws,
XIV. 94-96.

Chastity defined, IV, 71. Acts of

chastity in general, 76. Rules for

virginal chastity, 78. And for ma-
trimonial chastity, 79 —82. How
old men may exercise acts of

chastity both external and inter-

nal, VIII. 485. Every act of real

and deej) sorrow for unchastity, is

an act ol" chastity, 486.

Children, the duty of mothers nursing
them enforced, after the example
of the Virgin mother, II. 30—42.
Parallel between the conduct of
children and tli:it of wicked men,
III. 165—170. A little child,
made by Christ a pattern of hu-

mility, 195. What care God takes
of little children, ibid. Motives
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for content under the charge of

many childien, IV. 131, 132. Also
on the death of children, 133—137.
And on havinwnone, 138. The sin

of fathers, how visited upon chil-

dren, V. 438—440,: IX. 36—40,

Why they are thus visited, V. 440
— 444. In what decree, and in

what case this is nsnal, 444—446.

Remedies to avert the curse, jrene-

rally, 447,448. Particularly where
the children have in any way con-

tracted the father's sin upon them-

selves, 449—454. And also where

they are in no respect whatever

partakers of sins, so that they may
avert the curse that lies upon fa-

milies, rliurrhes, or kinjjdoms, 454
—462. Rules and measures of de-

portment for children, when a
curse either descends npon them
for their parents' fault, or is feared,
IX. 61— 61. Intcr-marriages of

children and parents prohibited,
XII. 308—313. And also of mo-
thers-in-law with their husbands'

children, 310, 31'.'. They are bound
to obey tiie laws and command-
ments of their parents in all thii!<rs

doniestical, and in all personal

actions, either relatins: to, or done

within, the family, XIV. 163—170.
On the extent of parental jurisdic-
tion and power over children, >ice

Parents, (power of).

Choke of husbands and wives, con-

siderations on, V. 257, 253. Free-

dom of choice, see IVill, (liberty

of).

Clwrcpiscopi, or rural bishops, at first

had episcopal ordination with li-

cence, VII. 128, 129. Butno jiuis-

diction, 129, 130. Their power in

sncceedins ajjes, 131. Their office,

when finally abolished, ihid. The
institution of them proves that the

primitive bishops were diocesan,
not parochial, 219, 220.

Christ. Sec Jesus Christ.

Christian, marks of a true Chiistian,

IV. iv. Briefly characterised, VI.

244, 245. General advices to, IV.

^i ix. Wlierein his rif,diteousncss

exceeds that of the Scribes and

Pharisees, VI. 230—245. His con-

quest over the body of sin, illus-

trated, 245—267. All Christians

are bound to be holy unto the

Lord, 485, 486. But especially

Christian ministers, 487—491 . The

judicial law of Moses no longer

obligatory on any Christian prince,

commonwealth, or person, XIL
'J96—S50. Every Ihing in the
moral law is not obligatory on

then>, XII. 360—438. But all

Christians are bound by some rule
or precept in the Chiistian law,
439—464. See Jesus Christ, (laws
of.) See Liberty, Prudence, Sim-

plicity.
Christian Consolations, analysis of,
with specimens and remarks, I.

clvi, clvii— clix. The tract itself,
97—170. See Con\fort.

Christianily, or the Christian religion,
real nature of, IV. 177. A moral
demonstration of its truth, XII.
39—66. The zeal and purity of
its professors in its early ages, VI.
I, 2. Subsequent decline of, in

purity and holiness, 2, 3. Igno-
rance of its doctrines, to what ex-

tent, and in what cases criminal,
VII. ccccvi—ccccix. Its internal

actions, IV. 177. And excellence,
II. xvii, xviii. Perfects the law of

nature, xxxix— xlvii. Proof that

Christianity is more easy and de-
sirable than sinful courses, III. 135.

First, to live according to the laws
of Christ, is most natural and pro-
portionable to the desires and first

intentions of nature, 135—138. Se-

condly, there is in it less trouble
than in sin, 138—142. Thirdly, it

conduces infinitely to the contentof
our lives, and natural and political

satisfactions, 142—149. Fourthly,
it is a means of preserving our
lives long and healthy, 149—164.

Fifthly, it is most reasonable, 165— 172. A short catechism of the

principles of Christianity, XV. ll

—19.
Chrysdstom, testimony of, against

transubstantiation, X. 84—86. His
doctrine concerning original sin,
IX. 101. His testimony to the suf-

ficiency of Scripture, as a rule of
faith and manners, X. 405.

Chutch, briefly defined, VI. 484,488.
Meaning of the word in the Scrip-
tures, X.332. According to the

fathers, and some writers formerly
in the church of Rome, 333—338.

Meaning of the word, according
to the claims of the Romish doc-

tors, 339. In what sense the church
is

' the pillar and ground of the

truth,' 341—348. The pope and

clergy proved not to be the repre-
sentatives of the church, 348—350.
Nor general councils, as they j^re
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called, 352—374. An infallible

cliuich no where to be found, 374—377. Bellarniinc's fifteen notes
of the church refuted, 377—382.
Examination of (lie question, whe-
ther in the civil affairs and causes
of ecclesiastical power and per-
sons, the presumptions oui^ht to

lie for the king, or for the cinirch,
XIII. 5'-'8—530. Ignorance the

cause of the first persecutions of
the church, II. 135, 136. How the
church ouu;!it to dispose of her

revenues, 137. Authority of the

church, relative to the sacraments,
especially that of baptism, 294—
296. Unity of the clmrch of Christ,
in the fust and purest ages, VI.
283, 284. Various assaults of Satan

against, VII. 3— (i. A government
instituted in it by Christ, 7— 10.

Which was first committed by him
to his apostles, 10. With a power
ofjoining others, and of appointing
successors in his church, 11, 12.

Which succession is by bishops, 13.

[See Bishiips.] But no primacy
was ever instituted by Christ, X.
177. Neither the church alone,
nor mere presbyters in it, had

power to exconununicate, before

they had a bishop set over them,
Vli. 86, 87. Mere presbyters had
no jurisdiction in it, in criminal

causes, otherwise than by substitu-

tion and delegatioi;, 87,' 88. The
bishop alone has jurisdiction in it,

159—180. Tiie distribution of
church goods reserved exclusively
to the bishop, 19;). Bisliops were
called princes of the churches, 249.

Bishops and clergy ancieiitiy in-

trusted with secular aiiaiis, 252^
265, Liturgical, or pre-composed
forms of prayer, proved to have
been used by the chincii from the

apostolic age to the present time,
361—369. The wisdom of the

church in enjoining them, 369—
378. The church cannot lay the

foundation of faith, 454—456. .And

although it is not unlawful or unsafe
for the cluiiTh to extend its creed
to any certain deduction from the

apostles' creed, yet such deduction

ought not to be imposed on others
as an article of faith, 451—4.^4.

The church, in its diffusive capa-
city, is utterly incompetent to be
the judge of controversies, VIII.
88— 91. The impertinency of that

pretence of the Spiiit, 91, 92. Per-
secution for ditference in opinion

never practised in the first and
purest ages of the church, 131—
134. Was not introduced until the
church had lost its primitive purity
and piety, 134—138. How far the
church may restrain false or hereti-

cal opinions, 138—141. Duty of

particular churches, in allowing
conununion, 227—229. How far

particular men may communicate
with particular churches, 229—232.
The power of the church in absolv-

ing or withholding absolution, and
of binding and loosing, IX. 253—
259. On the ecclesiastical power
of the church, see Canons (Eccle-

siastical), Censures, Ecclesiastical

Laws, Excommunication.
Clmrch of England, the state of, during

t;:e rebellion, delineated, IV. 1—3.

Her litin'gy the same which has

been in use since the apostolic age,
286—398. [See Common Prayer.^
E.xpoMtion of tiie ninth article of
the church of England concerning
original sin, IX. 107—119. Vindi-
cation of thatexposition, 369—386.
The religion of the church of Eng-
land, primitive and apostolic, be-

cause it teaches us to believe the

whole Scri|)tures only, as matter of

faith, X. 131, 132.

CHURCH OF ROME.
I. How far the religion of the church

of Rome may be tolerated, VIII.
215. Prescription no evidence of
the truth of her doctrines, 2l5.
AVniich are superstructures ill-built,

and worse managi'd, yet are erect-

ed on the only foundation, 217.

I'llany of her doctrines lead to an
ill life, 217. Particularly those

which relate to government and

public societies of men, 219. Her
speculative errors (as prayer for

the dead, and tiaiisnbstantiation)
do not atf'ect life and government,
221. Wherefore this church is to

be tolerated, 221— 2j!6.

II. Grounds on which Protestants are

dissuaded from communion with this

church, X. 109, ct seq.
1. The doctrine of the R^imish church

in the controverted articles, is neither

catholic, apostolic, nor primitire, X.
129. Her doctrines proved to be
neither apostolic nor primitive,
129— 136. The power arrogated
by this church of making new
doctrines, is against the doctrine

of the primitive church, 137. Par-

ticularly the doctrines of purga-
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tory, 145; XI. 58. Transubslan-

tiation, X. 155; XI. 94. Half

comniunioii, X. 164 ;
XL 119. The

denial of public prayer to the com-
mon people in a language which

they understand, X. 167; XI. 128.

The veneration of images, X. 171 ;

XL 135. Picturing God and the

Trinity, X. 175; XL 168. The

pope's universal bishopric, 177.

The invocation of saints, insuffi-

ciency of the Scriptures without

tradition, &c., 184.

2. Tlie church of Rome, as it w at this

day disordered, teaches doctrines, and

uses practices, which, in themselves,

or in their true and immediate conse-

quences, direct impieties, and give

warranty to a wicked life, X. 186.

This proved by the Romish doc-
trines of repentance, 186. Con-

fession, 192 ;
XL 1—48. Penances

and satisfactions, X. 194— 218.

Indulgences, XL 48—58. Romish
errors in reference to prayer, 218.

Especially prayer to the dead,
2^3. Incantations, 232. Sacra-

mentals, 239. Effects of worship-

ping images, 241.

3. The church of Rome teaches doc-

trines, which in many things are de-

structive of Christian society in gene-

ral, and of monarchy in particular,
both of which are supported great-

ly and Christianly by the church
of England and Ireland, X. 247, et

seq. Evasions taught by the church
of Rome, 247. The Romish clergy

exempt from jurisdiction, 252. The
Romish church hostile to princes,
255.

4. The church of Rome relies on wo cer-

tain foundationfor herfaith, X. 331.

Hence she has recourse to tradi-

tions, 418. Pretends to a power
of introducing new articles of faith

into the confessions of the church,
and endeavours to alter and sup-

press the old catholic doctrines,
477. That pretended power re-

futed, 478—484 Her pretended
miracles exposed, 484-494. Of
the expurgatory indices in the

Romish church, 495—506.
5. The uncharitableness of the church of
Rome in her judging ofothers, X. 506.

6. The insecurity of the Roman reli-

gion, X. 520—532.
7. The church of Rome teaches for

doctrines the commandments of men,
X. 532.

Letters, to a gentlewoman seduced

to the church of Rome, XL 1453.

To a person newly converted from

popery to the church of England,
203. Three letters to a gentleman
that was tempted to communion
in the Romish church, 208—214.

Churches, splendid, erected by the

tirst Christians, II. 350. Are the

courts and regions of angels, 352.

The use of music in them edify-

ing, XIV. 115—117.
Circumcision of Christ, II. 63, 64.

Why he submitted to this rite, 66.

Considerations thereon, 67—71.

The sacrament of circumcision a

type of baptism, 235—238. De-
cision of the apostle, concerning
circumcision, VII. 458—460.

Clemens Alexandrinus, testimony of,

against transubstantiation, X. 79,
80. His doctrine concerning ori-

ginal sin, IX. 97, 98. His testi-

mony to the sufficiency of the

Holy Scriptures, as a rule of faith

and manners, 395—397. And to

the apostolic rite of confirmation,
XL 260.

Clement, proved to have been bishop
ofRome, VII.71.

Clement VIII., pope, commanded
the English Roman Catholics to

prevent the accession of a Protest-

ant prince, VI. 588.

Clement (Jacques), assassination of

Henry III. king of France by,

eulogized by pope Sixtus V., VI.
589.

Clergy importance of, IV. 504—506.

Intportant services rendered by
them, VII. xxii. xxiii. Yielded
universal obedience to the bishops,
154— 159. Who were theirjudges,
159—180. The bishops had a pro-

priety in their persons, 210—212.

How far bishops and clergy were
entrusted with sectdar affairs, 252—265. Impious pretensions of the

Romish clergy to exemption from
civil jurisdiction, X. 25^—255.
The enjoining of celibacy, on the

clergy, an intolerable burden,
XIV. 123—130. And an unrea-
sonable law, 130—132. Contrary
to the apostolical usage, and the

practice of tlie Christian church,
136—147. Second marriages of
the clergy, 147—150. Oppression
of the clergy of the church of Eng-
land during the Rebellion, I. Ixxix.

Ixxx. cccxxv. cccxxvii. Rules and
advices to the clergy of the dio-

cese of Down and Connor, for the

discharge of their office, XIV.
489—507. Remarks thereon, I.
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ccxciv. See Bislwps, Celibacy, Epis-

copacy, Minislcr, Preshyifr, Sacra-

ments, Visitation of the Sick.

Com/or^ (Cliristiaii), sources of, and

liclps for, 1.87. Its sources— First,

faith, 97—99. Secondly, hope, 99—
117. Thirdly, the inlirtbitation of
the Holy Ghost, 117—128. Fourth-

ly, prayer, 128—147. Fifthly, the

sacraments, 14S. The sacrament
of baptism, \iyS—i60. Tiie sacra-
ment of the Lord's snpper, 160—
170. The nature and duty of giv-
ing comfort to the afflicted, ex-

^
plained, V, 374—376.

Commandments, the Ten, explained,
III. 1. Thefirst, III. 6; IV. 486.
The second, III. 13; IV. 488. The
third,III. 17;IV.488. The fourth,
III. 28; IV, 489. The fifth. III.
31 ; IV. 490. The sixth, ITT. 32

;

IV, 491. The seventh, III. 42;
IV. 491. The eighth, III. 45 ; IV.
492. The ninth, III. 46

;
IV. 492.

The tenth, III. 47; IV. 492, 493.
Tlie ten commandments not a

perfect digest <.f»he law of natiiie,
XII. 350. Explications of them
found in the Old Testament, are

parts of the moral law, 357—359.

Every thing in them is not obli-

gatory on Christians, 360—438.
Common Prayer-Book of the reformed
Church of England, excellency of

generally stated, VII. 286—288.

Thongli cavilled at and opposed by
some of the Puritans at Frankfort,
yet it was never charged with he-

resy or impiety by the Papists,
288—290. Why many of its pray-
ers are the same as those in the
offices of the Romish church, 290,
^91. Held in high esteem by the

martyrs for the Reformation, 291,
304. Is the same that has been in

use in the Christian church from
the apostolic age, 292. This proved
by an examination of the daily

morning and evening prayer, and
of the communion-otfice, 292—
306. The benediction in the book
of Common Prayer vindicated, 306—308. And also the absolutions,
308, 309.

Communicant (the Worthy,) XV.
404—690, Remarks on this trea-

tise, I. ccxcvii. See Lord's supper.
Communion with persons justly ex-

communicated, is unlawful, XIV.
9—17, See Lord's supper.

Commutation, in what cases amends
are to be made for some sins by,
VIII. 486. The same power that

VOL. I.

can dispense, can also commute a

duty, XV. 265— 267.

Conception oi iv>^\\», history of, IL 1—4, Considerations thereon, 4—
9, Circumstances between that

event and the nativity, 9 — 12.

Considerations thereon, 12—18.

Concupiscence defined, IX. 394, 395.
In what sense it hath, of itself, the

nature of sin, ]17. Is no sin before
we consent to it, 82. JS'or wholly
an eftect of Adam's sin, 83, 395,
396.

Confession, a special act of repentance
highly necessary to its perfection,
IX. 242. Is due only to God, 243— 247. When to be made to a
brother against whom we have

sinned, 247. The practice of the

primitive church concerning con-

fessions, 248. Practical advices

concerning the manner in which
we make confession of our sins,

292—300. The doctrine of the

church of Rome, that what is re-

vealed under the seal of confession,
is so sacred that it must not be

disclosed, VI, 614. Proof that
the gunpowder conspiracy was not
revealed by the traitors to their

Jesuit confessors, under the seal of

confession, 614, 615. And even if

it had, it did not bind to secresy
in that case, 616, Particularly
as the most eminent doctors of the
Romish church allow confessions
to be revealed, for the purpose of

clearing a doubtful case of mar-

riage, 618, Or for disclosing of

heresy, ibid. Other cases in which
the seal of confession might be

broken, XI. 5, 6. Also, that a man
may license his confessor to reveal
his confession, VI. 619. And many
Romish doctors teach that treason

may be disclosed, 619, 620. In-

stances of such disclosure, 620. The
publication of confessions allowed

by the Greek church, 621, Origin
of the rule of the Romish church,
prohibiting the disclosure of con-

fessions, 621, 622. The conmion
law of England commands con-
fessions to be published in cases

of murder or of treason, 617, Con-

fession, as practised by the church
of Rome, no restraint to sin, X.
192. Made an engine of state and

mischief, 193. Dangerous pre-
tence that it is of divine right, 1 93.

Auricular confession first enjoined
by the Lateran council, XI. 9.

And renewed by the council of *

Y
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Trent, 10. The doctrine of con-

fession, as stated in Scripture and

by tlie reformed churches, 10, 11.

Tlie necessity of confession proved
to be a new doctiino, even in the

ciiurcii of Rome, and not esteemed

part of the Catliolic doctrine be-

fore the council of Trent, 11—13.

Tliis necessity not taught by
Christ, 14. What sins were to be
submitted to tiie judgment of the

church, according to Bede, 15.

The judgment which tlie priest is

to make, is not of sins, but of the

persons, 16—22. No precept or

direction in Scripture, concerning
auricular confession, or the manner
in which it is to be performed, 30
—32. Wiiich is an unreasonable

yoke upon the consciences of men,
32,33. It can only be a prudential
consideration, and can no way in-

fer a divine institution, 3S. Con-
fession a source of perpetual temp-
tation to the priest, 34. And
perverted to the grossest indecen-

cies and impiety, 35. As also to

treasonable designs, 35, 36. Con-
fession a cause of perpetual scru-

ples of conscience, 37—40. No
ecclesiastical tradition for the ne-

cessity of confessing all our sins, in

order to a pardon, 41. No such

necessity recognised by the Greek

church, a< is proved by the testi-

mony of Greek ecclesiastical wri-

ters, 42—46. Pernicious tenets of

the church of Rome concerning
the seal of confession, 6—8. Sub-

scription to the forms of confession

a matter only of political consider-

ation, XIV. 158— 163. Arguments
and exhortations to a sick man to

confess his sins, IV. 510— 513.

Particularly in the case of a care-

less j>erson, or of a stupid con-

science, 513—5ii2.

Confirmation, Bishop Taylor's dis-

course on, published, I. cxviii.

Analysis of it, with remarks, cclvi.
—cclx. Imposition of hands in

confirmation practised by the apos-

tles, VII. 22, 23. This rite was
not to expire with tiiem, 24—27.

Proofs that confirmation was, in

succeeding ages, confined exclu-

sively to bishops, 143— 150 ; XI.
ecxxii. ccxxiii. 265—274. Photins,
the fiist, who gave to presbyters
the power of confirmation, VII.
145. Necessity and antiquity of

,^
this rite, X. ccxxiv—ccxxvi. 232.

Allowed to be of great use, but is

no sacrament, 233. Its divine ori-

ginal, warranty, and institution,

proved from Scripture, 244—248.

Was practised by the apostles, 248.
Saint Paul proved to mean con-

firmation, and not absolution or

ordination, when he mentions im-

position of hands, 249—251. The
rite of confirmation a perpetual
and never ceasing ministry, 252—
257. Is performed by prayer and

imposition of hands, 274 — 278.

Many great graces and blessings
are consequent on the worthy re-

ception and due ministry of con-

firmation, 278—281. Particularly,
it is the consummation and per-
fection of baptism and baptismal
grace, 281. We receive the Holy
Ghost therein, as the seal of our

salvation, 283. On the preparation
to confirmation, and the circum-
stances of receiving it, 287—297.

Conflagration of the woild, contem-

plation on. III. 480—482.
Conscience, different meanings of the

word, XI. 372. Causes of the mul-

tiplicity of cases of conscience,
366,367. Absurd and mischievous
rules given by the doctors of the

Romish church for solving them,
346—352.

I. Of the Rule of Conscience in general,
XI. 369.

(1.) Definition of the term Conscience,
XI. 373. It is the mind of a man,
373, 374. How God writes his

laws therein, 375. It is governed
by the sevenfold rule of good will,

376. Memory of God's benefits,
378. A clean heart, ibid. A free

spirit, 379. A right soul, ibid. A
devout mind, 380. And an en-

lightened reason, ibid. It is mea-
sured by the proportions of good
and evil, 380, 381. In order to

practice, 381. It is the science of
the heart, 382. The different acts
of conscience, 382, 383. Its final

end is, to conduct all our relations

and intercourse between God, our

neighbours, and ourselves, that is,

in all moral actions, 384.

(2.) The duties and offices of con-

science dixe, first, to dictate, XI. 385.
And its universal dictates are al-

ways the most certain, ibid. 386.

Secondly, to testify or bear witness
of our actions, 387. Thirdly, to ac-

cuse or excuse, 388—390. JFourth-

ly, to loose or bind, 390. This, a
reflex act of conscience, ibid. The
binding to duty, an effect of con-
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science, ibid. 391. And binding to

punisiinienr, an act of conscience,
391. Horrors of an tvil con-

science, 391, 392. Its first efi'ect

is, self-accusation, 392. .Secondly,

shame, 393. Thirdly, distraction

of mind, 394. Which terminates
in impudence, 395. Fourthly,
guilty fear, 396—398. Which is

increased not only at our death,
but after death, it is the com-
mencement of hell, 399. How con-
science torments a man, 400, 401.

Wliy the conscience is more afraid
in some sins tiian others, 402 —404.

ioosjng-orabsolution of conscience,
404—406. Siuns of true peace of

conscience, 406—409.

(3.) The rules and measuresfor treating
our conscience^ so that it may be

useful to us in all the intentions of it,

and in the desigfis ofGod. We must
be careful not to mistake prejudice
or passion, fancy and affection,

error, or illusion, for conscience,
XI. 410. Advices for practising;
this rule, 411. We are to suspect
that our conscience is misinformed,
when we are not willing to inqnire
into particulars, 411. He cannot
be sure that he is not mistaken,
who resolves upon the conclusion
before the premises, 412. Illusion

cannot be distinguished from con-

science, if we take a wrong course
in our search, and use incompetent
instruments, 4l3. That determi-
nation is to be suspected, which,
though it apparently serves an

interest, obscurely serves a pious
end, 414. Whatever serves or

maintains vice, or lessens virtue,
is not conscience, but error and

abuse, 415. Necessity of prayer
to a good conscience, 416. The
conscience of a vicious man is an
evil judge, and an imperfect rule,
416—419. All consciences are to

walk by the same rule
; and that

which is just to one, is so to ail in

the like circumstances, 419—421.
In conscience, that which is first

is truest, easiest, and most useful,

421, 422.

II. The several kinds of conscience

defined and illustrated, XI. 423—
427.

(1.) Of the right or sure conscience,

XI. 427. A right conscience is

that, which guides our actions, by
right and proportioned means, to a

right end, which end is llie glory
of God, or any honest piiiposc uf

justice or religion, charity, or civil

conversation, 427,428. In a right
conscience, the practical jwii^^mcut,
that is, the last determination to

an action, ought to be sure and

evident, 428—430. The practical

judgment of a right conscience is

always agreeable to the speculative
determination of the understand-

ing, 430—461. In what particu-
lars the obedience of understanding

consists, 461—465. A judgment
of nature or inclination, not suffi-

cient to make a sure conscience,
465— 468. Where two motives
concur to the determination of an

action, one of which is virtuous

and the other secular, a right con-

science is not prejudiced by that

mixture, 468—481 . An insufficient

or incompetent argument, though
it persuade us to a thing in itself

good, is not the ground of a right,
nor a sufficient warrant for a sure

conscience, 481— 492. A con-

science, determined by the counsel

of wise men even against its own
inclinations, may be sure and right,

493. He that sins against a right
and sure conscience, whatever the

instance be, conmiits a great sin,
but not a double one, 493—515.
The goodness of an object is not
made by conscience, but is ac-

cepted, declared, and published

by it, and made personally obli-

gatory, 515—522.

(2.) Of the confident or erroneous con-

science, XII. 1. An erroneous con-

science defined, iiid. It commands
us to do what we onght to omit, or

to omit what we ought to do, or to

do it otherwise than we should,
1 — 5. An erroneous conscience

binds us to obedience, but not so

as a right conscience does, 5— 13.

Measures of obedience due to an

erring conscience, l4, 15. A con-

science, erring vincibly or culpably,
is an unavoidable cause of sin,

whether it be resisted or complie<l

with, 16—18. It is a greater sin

to do a good action against our

conscience than to do an evil ac-

tion in obedience to it, 18—20. It

is not lawful to delight in an evil

action (after the discovery of our

error), which we did innocently in

an erroneous conscience, 20—22.

An innocent, or invincibly erring

conscience, is to be obeyed even

against the known commandment
ofour superiors, 22—26. The error
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of an abused conscience onght to

be reformed, sometimes by the

command of the will, but ordina-

rily by a contrary reason, 26—28.

The error of a conscience is not

always to be opened to the erring

person by the guides of souls, or

by any other charitable person,
28—30.

(S.) Of the probable or thinking con-

science, XII. 31. A probable con-
science is an imperfect assent to

an uncertain proposition, in which
one part is clearly and fully chosen,
but with an explicit or implicit
notice that the contrary also is

fairly eligible, 31—33. A con-

science, that is at first, and in its

own nature probable, may be made
certain by accumulation of many
probabilities operating the same

persuasion, 33—39. The requisites
or conditions of a moral demon-

stration, for the assuring of our

conscience, 67 — 70. Where two
opinions are equally probable on
account of their proper reasons,
one may be safer than another, 7i.

An opinion speculatively probuble,
is not always practically the same,
72—74. The greater probability
destroys the less, 75—80. When
two opinions seem equally pro-
bable, the last (leteimination is to

be made by accidents, ciicum-

stauces,and collateral inducements,
80— 84. It is not lawful to change
our practical sentence about the

same object, while the same pro-

bability remains, 84—87. An opi-
nion resting upon a very slender

probability is not to be followed, ex-

cepting in cases of great necessity
or great charity, 87—90. A mul-
titude of authors is not the most

probable inducement, nor does it,

in all cases, make a safe and pro-
bable conscience, 90— 100. In

following the authority of men, no
rule can be antecedently given for

the choice of the persons, but micIi

choice is v\ holly to be conducted

by prudence, and according to the

subject matter, 100— lOo. The
authority ot'divines and of lawyers,
when respectively to be preferred,
105—109. He that hath given as-

sent to one part of a probable
opinion, may lawfully depose that

conscience and that opinion upon
confidence of the sentence of ano-

ther, 109—113. He, who inquires
of several doctors, until he finds

one answering according to his own
mind, cannot by that inquiry make
his conscience safe

; but, according
to the subject matter, and other

circumstances, he may, 113—115.
He that is asked concerning a case

that is on either side probable,

may answer against his own opi-

nion, if the contrary be probable
and more sate, or more expedient
and favourable, 115, 116. When
the guide of souls is of a different

opinion from his charge or peni-

tent, he is not boimd to exact con-

formity to his own opmion that is

only probable ;
but may proceed

according to the conscience of the

penitent, 116. The sentence and
arbitrement of a prudent and good
man, though it be of itself but pro-

bable, yet is more than a probable
warranty to actions otherwise un-

determinable, 117, 118.

(4 ) Of a doubtful conscience, XII. 118.

A doubtful conscience defined,

118—120. A negative doubt nei-

ther binds to action, nor inquiry,
nor repentance ;

but it binds only
to caution and observance, 120—
123. A piivative doubt cannot,
of itself, iiinder a man from acting
what he is moved to by an extrinsic

argument or inducement that is in

itself prudent or innocent, 123.

In doubts of right or of law we
are always bound to inquire; but
in doubts of fact not always, 124—
127. In doubts, the safer part is

to be chosen, 127—133. It is law-

ful for the conscience to proceed
to action again&t a doubt that

is merely speculative, 133— 138.

Every dictate and judgment of
the conscience, though it be little

and less material, is sufficient and

may be made use of, for the de-

position of a doubt, 138, 139. When
two precepts, contrary to each

other, meet together, about the

same question, that is to be pre-
ferrcii which binds most, 140 -171.
A doubtful conscience, no guide of
hiiuian actions, but a disease, 171,
1?2.

(5.) Of a scrupulous conscience, XII.
172. Definition of a scrupulous con-

science, 172— 176. A conscience

sufficiently instructed by its pro-

per arguments of peisuasiosi, may
without sin proceed to action

against the scruple, and its weaker

arguings or proper tiemblings, 177
—179. He who is troubled with
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scruples, on^ht to rely upon the

juil;:;nient of a pniilent <:;irKle, laO.

VVlun a doubt is resolved in the

entrance of an action, we must

ju(l<i;e of our action afterwards, by
the same measures as before : for

lie that clianges his measures, turns

his doubt into a scruple, 180— 18'.'.

A scrupulous conscience is to be

cured by remedies proper to the

disease, and proper to the man,
182—184. Advices to a scrupulous
man, 185—190.

(6.) Tenderness of conscience. VI.
cccxxxiv.—cccxxxvi. How ten-

der consciences are to be dealt

with, cccxxxvii.—cccxli. In de-

ciding questions of conscience,
ministers must speak what is pro-
fitable, not what is pleasing, 527.
Considerations for awakening a

stupid conscience to a confession

ofsins, IV. 513—522. Conscience

is, properly and directly, actively
and passively, under pains of sin

and punishment, obliged to obey
the laws of men, 230—266. How
far, and in what cases, conscience
is obliged to obey the canons of
the ancient general and provincial

councils, XIV. 47—49. Also the

decrees of such councils, 154— 158.

and likewise human laws, see

Human Laws. How far it is obliged
to obey the ecclesiastical power,
see Canons of the Apostles, Canons

(Ecclesiastical), and Ecclesiastical

Laws.

Consent, requisite to constitute sin,
V. 437.

Consolation, the duty of giving, ex-

plained and enforced, V. 374—
376.

Contemplation, distinction between,
and meditation, II. 118. Con-

templations on the State of Man,
III. 416—542. Strictures on this

treatise, I. clii.— cliv.

Contentedness, the duty of, in all

states, IV. 107. Particularly un-

der all the accidents of life, 108—
110. Instruments or exercises to

procure content, 110—120. Means
of obtaining it, by way of con-

sideration, 120—126. Especially
under poverty, 126—131. Under
the charge of having numerous

children, 131, 132. Under violent

necessities, 132. On the death of

children, nearest relatives, or

friends, 133. On the untimely
death of a child, 134, 135. On
the unseasonable death of a youth,

136. On the sudden or violent

death of a child or friend, 137.

On being childless, 137. On hav-

ing evil or unfortunate children,
138. And in the contemplation
of our own death, 138.

Contentions, what are, VIII. 391, 392.

Contracts, civil, nature of, IV. 161.

Rules and measures of justice in

making them, 162—165. Sincerity
in action as well as in word, in all

matters of contract, an essential

character of Christian simplicity,
VI. 154—160. On the interpreta-
tion of contracts, in doubtful cases,
XIV. 232.

Contrition, a good beginning of re-

pentance, VIII. 473. Means of

exciting it, from the love of God,
IV. 475—480. The nature of con-
trition explained, VIII. 475, 476.
Some opinions of the fathers con-

cerning it, considered, and ob-

jections deduced from them, re-

futed, 477—484. Its reasonable-

ness, IX. 223, 2.^4. Causes of it,

225, 226. Nature and constitu-

tion, 227—231. Its operation,
231. And uses, 232. Difference
between attrition and contrition,
237—241. Practical advices rela-

tive to contritfon or godly sorrow,
283—«250. Which is not repent-
ance itself, but an instrument of it,

291. Dangerous and immoral
doctrine of the Romish church,

concerning contrition, X. 190,
191.

Controversies, on the uncertainty and

insufficiency of tradition for deter-

mining, Vill. 10—28. And also

of general councils, 28—52. Of
the fallibility of the pope, 52—78.
The disability of the fathers, or

ecclesiastical writers, to determine

controversies, 78—88. Incompe-
tency of the church in its diffusive

capacity, 88—92. Of the authority
of reason, and that it, proceeding
upon the best grounds, is the best

judge, 92—98.

Conversion, or repentance in general,
nature of, VIII. 315, 316. Admits
of degrees, 318. The conversion

preached by John the Baptist,
what, 318, 320, And by Christ

and his apostles, ibid. Nature of
the conversion j)reached to the

Gentiles, 319, 320. Why termed

KaraK'Kayn, or reconciliation, 321.

And renewing, ibid. 32-J. And
also a ' new creature,' 322.

(JonversiouSf e^ctepsiv^, in the com-
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menoement of Christianity, ac-

counted for, VI. i.

Conway (^Edward earl of), patronizes

bishop Taylor, and provides for

him in Ireland, 1. Ixxx. l.xxxiii.

cccxxxvi. cccxxxvii. cccxxxviii.

Corrupt communications, what are, V.

329, 330,

Councils, bishops alone had the power
of voting at, VII. 203. Presbyters
never, ibid. 204—206. The council
of Basil was the first, in which

presbyters in their own right were
admitted to vote, 206. Presbyters,
as such, did not vote at the council
of the apostles, mentioned in Acts

XV., 208, 209. The people had,
de facto, no vote in that council,
209, 210 New articles of faith,
first made by general councils, 481.
Remarks upon the conduct of the

• Nicene council, 48 1
—488. The

insufficiency ofcouncils to expound
Scripture, or determine controver-

sies, VIII. 28. The decrees of

councils, whose proceedings were
either unreasonable, or prejudiced,
unworthy of notice, 31—39. In-
stances of contradictory decrees by
several councils, 39, 40, 42—44.
There is no satisfactory reason for

believing councils upon their own
anthorify, for obtruding them on
others, 40—42. No council infalli-

ble, 42. The authority claimed for

councils, further invalidated by the
fact that many of them were cor-

rupted, and many were pretended,
where there were no such things,
44—46. And many of them did

actually err, and were deceived, -16—48. What councils are to be fol-

lowed, 49. Yet even these councils
had no authority by their decrees
to make a divine faith, or to con-
stitute new articles of credence,
50—52. Impossibility of deter-

mining what are general councils,
and what are not, X. 355, 359.

Many general councils were re-

jected by almost the whole Chris-
tian world, 356, 357. Idle pre-
tences on which the Romish doc-
tors make void the authority of
councils, 359. Impossibility of

general councils being a rule of

faith, 360—372. The pope's ap-
probation not necessary to the con-
firmation of the authority of a

general council, 365. Testimonies
of varioHS councils to the neces-

sity of confirmation, XI. 264, 265.
Tlie canons of the ancient general

and provincial councils, when obli-

gatory upon all Christians, XIV.
47—49. Their decrees are of great
use in the conduct of conscience,
but are not tiie proper measure, or

last determination, in matters of

belief, 154— 158.

Counsels (evangelical), what are,
XIII. 64. Difterence between
them and evangelical command-
ments, 65—68. Are not to be en-

joined, when they tend to impose
what may be a snare, XIV. 117—
119.

Court of audience of the bishops,

powers of, as recognised by the

council of Chalcedon, VII. l6l,
162. Of what causes it had cog-
nizance, 169— 176. And of what

persons, 176— 180.

Cousins-German, marriages of, not

prohibited by the judicial law of

Moses, XII. 323—333. Nothing
positive in the New Testament
against such marriages, 333, 334.
Which were sanctioned among the

wisest heathens, 335, Sj6. Not
forbidden by the civil law, 337.
Prohibited by the canon law and by
papal rescripts, 338—342. Which
are of no foice in tiiis country,
342. Where it is legally allowed,
343. Such marriages not contrary
to the law of nature, 343—349.
And therefore are valid, as well as

the marriages of second cousins,

349, 350.

Covenant ofgrace, texts of Scripture
concerning, VIII. 303—305. See
also Gospel Covenant.

Covenant of works, made with Adam,
nature of, IX. 399, 400. Texts of

Scripture relative to it, VIII. 303.

Covetousness, nature of, VIII. 388.

Prohibited by the tenth command-
ment, III. 47

it, IV. 249—255.

Craftiness, what is included in, VIII.

389, 390.

Credenda, or a summary of things to

be believed, XV. ll, 31.

Creeds, various, mentioned in the

Scriptures, X. 454—456. These
at first sufficient, 457. Origin of
the Apostles' creed, 457, 458.

Proofs from the fathers, that the

heads of doctrine contained in it

were always held by the primitive

church, 459—461; XIII. 159, 160,
162. Into this faith the church

baptized all catechumens, X. 461.

The Apostles' creed designed to be

a rule of faith to all Christians^

Remedies against
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VII, 447. A short exposition of

it, XV. 19—31. Uift'creiit appella-
tions given to it, VII. 447, 448 ;

XIII. 161. If the articles, of which
it is composed, were, in the first

ages of the church, sufficient to

bring men to heaven, they are

equally sufficient now, VII. 449.
There is no obligation to make the
articles of faith, contained in it,

more particular, 4.50. And no de-

duction, made by the church

(thougli not unlawful or unsafe in

itself,) from such creed, ought to be

imposed on others as an article of

faith, 451—454. Remarks on the

enlargement of the Apostles' creed

by the council of Nice, 481—4B8;
X. 462—466; XIII. 16:5. Opinion
of Athanasius on the Nicene creed,
VII. 490. Remarks on the dannia-

tory spirit and clauses of the

Athanasian creed, 491,492. Which,
liowever, was not written by Atha-

nasius, 493. No new articles of
faitii added to the Apostles' creed

by the Nicene creed, or by that

bearing the name of Athaniisius,
493, 494 ; X. 466—470. The con-
stant adherence of the church in

succeeding ages to the articles of
faith contained in the Apostles'
creed, 471—474. Which contains
all things necessarv to be believed
unto salvation, XIII. 165.

Criminal, in what ca<e to be his own
executioner, XIIT. 321—327. Signs
bj' which we may judge, when a
criminal is condemned ipso facto,
328—333. A condemned criminal,
after sentence pronounced, may
not by his own hands inflict the

penalties imposed by the judge,
334—346.

Cromwell (Oliver), bitter oppression
by, of the clergy of the church of

England, I. Ixxix. Ixxx. cccxxv—
cccxxvii.

Crucifixion of Jesus Christ, circum-
stances of. III. 259—264. Con-
siderations thereon, 371—382.

Cup, the taking of, fronli.the laity,
in the Lord's Supper, by the church
of Rome, proved to be contrary to

the command of Clirist, to the

practice of the Christian church,
and the opinions of the primitive
fathers, X. 164—166; XI. 119—
128. Notice of the various attempts
made to take it away from the

laity, XIII. 23—26.
Cures, rules and advices to ministers

of the gospel, concerning, XIV.
495—498.

Curiosity, to be avoided, IV. 19, 99— 101.

Custom, no sufficient interpreter of
the laws of Jesus Christ, XIII.
215—218. Evil customs are one
cause of men's being kept in a
state of sinning, VI. 250. Exami-
nation of the question, whether the
custom of Jews and Gentiles, or

indefinitely of many nations, be a

just presumption that the thing so

practised is agreeable to the law
of nature, or is in any way to be

supposed consonant to the will of

God, XIII. 219— 2'.?3. The lauda-
ble customs of the catholic church,
which are in present observation,
do oblige the conscience of all

Christians, XIV. 49—67.
Customs ought to be paid, whether
demanded or not, XIII. 420—423.

Cyprian, remarks on the conduct of,

in re-baptizing heretics, VII. 478—481. Testimony of against tran-

substantiation, X. 30—82. His

doctrine, concerning original sin,
IX. 100 His testimonies to the

sufficiency of Scripture as a rule

of faitli and manners, 400. And
to the apostolic rite of confirma-

tion, XI. 259, 260.

Cyril, testimony of, to the divine ori-

gin of confirmation, XL 236.

D.

Dalston (Sir George), character of,
VI. 561—568. Funeral sermon on
occasion of his death, 535—560.

Damned souls in hell, contemplation
on the miserable state of. III. 510—517. Their slavery, 5l8. Their

physical pains, confusion, and mi-

sery, 519—524. The pains of their

mental powers, 524— 531. See

Purgatory.
Daughters ought not to be urged to

marry imbecile, deformed, or un-

healthy persons, XIV. 220, 221.
Nor persons much their inferior in

condition, 221, 222. See Children,

Marriage, Parents.

Davenport (John), biographical notice

of, I. xiv—xvi. Archbishop Land's
account of his interview with him,
cccx.

Day (the last), contemplation on,
III. 469—476.

Dead, prayers for, unfotmdcd in Scrip-
ture,IV.cccxxviii—cccxxx. When,
and on what account, the primi-
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tive fathers prayed for the dead,
X. 147, 148. Tliey did not pray
for their deliverance from purga-
tory, XI. 60—72.

Deadness to the world, II. 163. Its

necessity, 167.

Death of Christ, considerations on the

circnntstances attending it, III.

393—395.
Death, meditation on, an efficacious

remedy against temptation, II, 228.

232. Three causes of death. III.

157. First, the term of nature, l.iS.

Secondly, special providence, 152—161. Thirdly, accidental cir-

cumstances, 161—163. Untimely
death, no proof that a person perish-

ing is miserable to all eternity, 2:^3.

Motives to preparation for death,
346. First, the possibility of its

being sudden, 346. Secondly, the
consideration that but little time

may be allowed for such prepara-
tion, 349, 350. The case of dying
persons considered, whose nnnds
are harassed with doubts concern-

ing the faith, 351—353. Or with

temptations to despair, 354— 357.
Or to presumption, 357 — 359.
The exercises proper to a dying
bed, 361—370. The certainty of
death considered, 450—452 ; VI.
455—459. Though its precise
moment is uncertain. III. 452—
454. Contemplation thereon, 457—459. Death can only be tried

once, 454—456. Consideration of
the circumstances that make death

terrible, 460—468. Motives to

content, on the death of children
or relatives, IV. 133—134. Es-

pecially if it be untimely, 131.

Unseasonable, 136. Sudden or vio-

lent, 137. Motives to content in

the prospect of our own death,
138. A general preparation to-

wards a holy and blessed death :

First, by way of consideration. 1,

Of the vanity and shortness of
man's life, IV, 335-359. 2. Of
the miseries of man's life, 359—
368. Secondly, by way of exercise,
368. 1. Three precepts for this

purpose; (1) Death must be ex-

pected, 368; (2) He that would
die well, must provide for the day
of death, 370

; (3) And must be
careful to live a holy life, 372. 2.

Daily self-examination, 373—381.
3. The exercise of charity through
life, 381—384. Remedies against
the fear of death, by way of con-

sideration, 425—429. And by wiy
of exercise, 430—436. An exenise

against despair in the day of our

death, 540—546. Directions for

the treatment of the dead, in order
to their burial, 546—573.

Deatk-lied repentance, nature and

danger of, II. 4i'6—435 ;
V. 481,

482. Its incfficacy, 491. Erro-
neous doctrine of the church of
Rome concerning it, IV. cccxxiv.
The death beds of the wicked and
of the righteous contrasted, 386—
388, The example of the penitent
thief on tiie cross, no encourage-
ment for deferring repentance to

our dying hed, V. 493. Thougii
death-iicd pcr.itenis are not ex.

eluded from salvation, 488—489,
The pioper repiiitance and usage
of siniiers who delay their repent-
ance till their dcHth-bed, VIII.
507—aiy.

Debate, what is meant by, VIII. 390.

Decalogue. See Commandments,

Deceit, what is implied in, VIII. 3'J().

Deceit/illness of the human heart ge-

nerally considered, V, 495— 497,
And shown more particularly, (1)
In its supposed strengtii, 498—501.

(2) In the judgment which it forms

concerning its own acts, 501—503.

(3) In its resolutions, 504—506.

(4) In its intentions and designs,
506—508.

Decrees of councils, no authority for

making new articles of faith, X.
368—374.

Deity and Humanity united in the

person of Christ, II. 25.

Delay of repentance, danger of, VIII.

424,425. Thougli God gives I'cspitc
to some, yet to all he does not, 427,
428. Delay of repentance a loss

of our time, 428, 429. Every act

of delay is one step of progression
towards fin^il impenitence, 430.

And also an additional sin, ibid.

431.

Demonstration. See Moral Demonstra-
tion.

Deposition of kings and sovereign

princes, claimed by the pope, and
his pretended deposing vmdicated

by Romish authors, VI. 600—602.
The pernicious consequences of

such a doctrine, 607— 610.

Deserfion (spiritual) causes of, II .147.

Desire, easiness of, prevents the an-

swering of our prayers, V. 71^—75.

Signs and indications of sincerity
of our desires, XV. 163—170.
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Desires, carnal, to be mortified, II.

162. Necessity of such mortifica-

tion, 167. 'Ihe influence of virtue
and of sin on, V. 302. Desire, the
life of |irayer, VI. 'i31, 'i32.

Despair, Ihe ease of djins;; persons
who are tempted to, considered,
III. 3j4— 367. Remedies against
despair, IV. 188— I9'i, 533—540.
An exercise against despair in tlie

day of our dcatli, 540—346.
Detraction, spirit of, exposed, V. 356.

Devils, faith of, contrasted with tliat

of the Christian, II. 321. Partakes
more of the understanding than of
the will, 326. Impious form of

casting out devils by the Romish
church, X. 233—233.

Devotion, private, contrasted with
the public exercises of religion, II.
145. Tiie increase of devout af-

fections, after any interval of ex-

traordinary piety, is a mark of

growth in grace, 'VI. 10, 11.

AittXo^'ia-^oij the word explained, VIII.
3B7.

Diary for spending every day reli-

ligiously, XV. 32—40.
Dice, lawfulness of playing at con-

sidered, XIV. 326—333. Young
men on no account should play at

them, 342—344.
. Difficulties in Scripture are caused

by our fault, prejudice, or igno-
rance, they being plain in all ne-

cessary things, X. 414. And not

requiriuir any interpreter, ?7<«(/. 415.
Such difficulties exist only in un-

necessary points, VII. 496—498.
Causes of them, various readings
in the multiplicity of copies, 498,—502. The multiplicity of senses,
even when the grammaticul sense
is found out, 502—505. Mysteries,
and how the sense and meaning of
them are to be ascertained, 505—
507. DiflFerent senses that must be

given to the same words, /)07. The
raysterionsness of certain parts,
508. And the contradictory mean-

ings which to different persons the

Scriptures seem to bear, 509—511.
Means of expounding such diffi-

culties; First, difiicdit places are
to be expounded bv such as are

plain, VIII. 1
; X. 416, 4l7. Se-

condbj, the context and connexion
of parts, X. 415, 416. Tlihdhj,
the conference of places, ibid.

Fourthly, proportion and analogy
of reason, VIII, S—h. Fifthly,

analogy of faith, 5, 6. Sixthly.

Consulting the originals, 7. Re-

VdL. I.

marks thereon, ihid. And on the
uncertainty of the helps for solving
uncertainties, 8, 9. '1 he existence
of difficulties in Scripture ought to
teach us moderation, 9, 10. On
the insufficiency and uncertainty
of tradition, to expound Scripture
or determine questions, 10-28.

Dioceses, (episcopal) at first had no
subordination and distinction of
parishes, VII. 213—216. Inquiry
into the priority of dioceses, 216
—223.

Dionysius the Areopagite, doctrine
of, concerning original sin, IX. 94.
His testimony to the apostolic rite
of confirmation, XI. 261.

Directory for prayer, issued by the
Westminster assembly of divines,
strictures on, VII. 319—321. Its

inconveniences, deficiencies, and
uselessness, proved, 309, 310, 387
—390.

Disciples, the seventy-two, did not

impose hands in ordinations, VII.
19, 20—22. What power was given
them by Christ, 34—36.

Disconsolate, in wliat manner to be
comforted, V. 374.

Discretion, years of, what are, IV.
351.

Disobedience to God, nature of, illus-

trated, II, 82—84, 97. And of
disobedience to man, 94—96, 98.
Remedies against disobedience,
IV. 149—152.

Dispensation of laws differs from in-

terpretation, and in what respects,
XIV. 261, 262. The sovereign
prince cannot easily be reproved
for the in&tifficiency of the cause
of dispensation, 2(3. A legislator
has authority to dispense ui his

own laws to paiticul ir persons for

any cause that he siiall judge rea-

sonable, provided no distinct in-

terest be prejudicid or injured,
264. The sauje power which can
dispense, can also commute a duty,
265—267.

Dispensing' Power of the popes, im-

piety of, X. 251, 252. Disproved,
XIII. 48—54. No need of any
such j)ower in the laws of Christ,
54, 55.

Dissimulation, unlawfulness of, Xtll.
384 -388.

Dissuasive from Popery, published by
bishop Taylor, I. cxviii. State of
Ireland at that time, cxviii—
cxxii. Analysis of it, with re-

marks, ccxliii—cclvi. (See Church
of Rome, Popery.)

Z
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Divine Laws, difference between, and
human laws, in their obligation,
XIII, 261—266.

Doctrine of the apostles, whatever
is contrary to, is false, vi. 123.

Evil of distinctions in the names
of teachers, when there is no dif-

ference in doctrine, 124. Divisions
of sects no proof of error in doc-

trine, 125. Evil of divisions, 126.

Purity of doctrine a criterion by
which to judge of teachers, 127.

Persons pretending to a private
spirit are false doctors, 128. As
well as those who pretend great

zeal, and use bold liberty in re-

proving their superiors in cliurch

and state, 131. And those whose
lives and doctrines are at variance,
J 33. Otlier criteria of false doc-

trine, 135— 138. What measures
of doctrine ministers are to teach
their people, 507—522. Their
doctrine must be grave, 522—525.

Ignorance of the doctrines of

Christianity, how far, and in what
cases criminal, VIII. ccccvii—
ccccix. The doctiines of the

church of Rome, in the contro-
verted articles, proved to be
neitiier catholic, apostolic, nor

primitive, 129—136. (See Cliurch

of Rome, II. 6.)
Domestic Laws, See Parents, (power
«o.

Domestic Happiness, exquisite delinea-

tion of, I. Ixiv, Ixv
; V. 269.

Dorcas, remark on the amiable cha-

racter of, VI. 426.

Dort, synod of, tenets of, concerning
original sin, IX. 321. Refutation
of them, 322—S64.

Doubts concerning articles of faith,
the case of dying persons who are

tempted by, considered, III. 351—353. A negative doubt binds

only to caution and observance,
XII. 120. A privative doubt can-

not obstruct a prudent induce-

ment, 123. In doubts of right or

law, we are always bound to in-

quire ; but in doubts of fact not

always, 124. In doubts, the safer

part is to be chosen, 127. The
conscience may act against a spe-
culative doubt, 133. Every judg-
ment of the conscience is sufficient

for the deposition of a doubt, 138.

When a doubt is resolved in the

entrance of an action, we must

judge of our action by the same
measures as before, 180—182.

AowXew, or Service, idle distinction of

tiie Romish doctors between, and

XttT^Ew, or worship, XI. 162, 16S,
164.

Down and Connor, rules and advices
to tiie clergy of the diocese of,
for their deportment in their per-
sonal and public capacities, XIV.
439—507. Remarks thereon, I.

ccxciv.

Driiiking, evils of intemperance in,
V. 224—237. Proper measures of

temperance in, 237—245. Drink-

ing of Christ's blood explained,
XV. 411, et seq.

Drunkenness detincd, IV. 64. Its

evil consecpiences, 65, 66. Signs
of drunkenness, 67. Unsatisfying
nature of its pleasures, 283. How
far it aggravates the guilt of crimes
committed by a drunken person,
XIV. 380-386.

Ductor Dubituntium, on what prin-

ciples written, XI. .356—359. Ac-
count of its completion and pub-
lication, I. xcvi. Motives that

probably induced bishop Taylor
to undertake it, cclxix— cclxxi.

Bishop Taylor's remarks on its

style, XI. 360—365. Its want of

popularity, I. xcvi. Outline of its

plan and contents, with extracts
and remarks, ccixxii—ccxcii.

Duels contrary to the spirit of Christ-

ianity, III. 54—57. Their ineffi-

ciency and unlawfulness, XIII.
397—399.

Duty, path of, plain, II. x. xi. No
scandal or offence can be directly
given by doing our duty to God,
III. 206. What is such duty, 207
—211.

Dying. See Death.
.;j

E.

Earnest of the Spirit, the spirit of

adoption, why so called, III. 182.
Easitiess of desire prevents the an-

svvering of our prayers, 71—75.

Easter, feast of, instituted by apos-
tolic command, XIV. 36, 37. It

is no dishonour to that feast, to

affirm that the apostles did not
intend to make laws concerning
it, ibid. 38. This festival cele-

brated, though not comn)anded, in

the apostles' time, 38.

Eating, evils of intemperance in, V.
224^—237. Measures of temperance
in, IV. 62, V. 237—247. Signs
and effects of, 63. Rules for, 67—
69. Eatiiifj of Christ's fllesh ex-

plained, XV. 411, et seq.
Ecclesiastical Imios and Power. The
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whole power, which Christ hath
left ill ordinary to his chiircli, is

merely spiritual, XIII. 549—563.
The catholic church has power to

malte laws, and give comniaiids

binding; the conscience, 563—368.
And also a power to make laws
in all things of necessary duty, by
a direct power and a divine asi-

thority, 568—571. As also in such

thinsjs which are helps and apt
ministries and advantages of ne-

cessary duty, 571—583. When tlie

canons, or rules of the ecclesiasti-

cal rulers, are confirmed by the

supreme civil powei-, they bind the

conscience, 58.>—587. Kings and

princes are, by the ties of religion,
bound to keep the laws of the

church, 588—593. Neither Christ-

ian princes, nor the supreme civil

power, can be lawfully excommu-
nicated by the ecclesiastical power,
593—603. Ecclesiastical censures
are to be inflicted by the con-
sent and concurrence of the su-

preme civil power, 603—616. Ef-

fects of excommunication, inflicted

upon a light cause, XIV. 1—8.

Nature of canons ecclesiastical.

(See Cartons). Of the matter and
conditions of ecclesiastical laws,

required to be obligation of con-

science, 73. Ecclesiastical laws
that are merely such, cannot be

universal and perpetual, 73—90.

Ecclesiastical laws of ceremonies,
and circumstances of external ob-

servance, do not bind the con-
science beyond the cases of con-

tempt and scandal, 90—94. They
must be charitable and easy, other-

wise they are not obligatory on the

conscience, 94— 106. They must
ever promote the service of God,
and the good of souls

;
but must

not be a stumbling block, or snare

to consciences, 106—130. The
catholic church cannot make any
laws of faith, 106—150. Neither
are the decrees of councils a mea-
sure or determination of matters of

belief, 150 — 158. Subscription
under any ecclesiastical law is

wholly of political consideration,
158—163.

Education, source of inculpable error,
VIII. 104.

Egypt, flight of Jesus into, II. 129.

Considerations thereon, 138— 140.

The Israelites borrowing jewels of

the Egyptians defended, XIII. 353.

Elders (lay), never heard of in the

Christian church, VII. 269—276.
Election of holy persons, a condition

allied to duty, III. 174. We are
not to determine our final condi-
tion by any discourses of our own,
lelying upon God's secret counsels
and predestination of eternity, 175— 180. Against popular elections
in the church, VII. 192, ei scq.
The seemingly popular election of

deacons, mentioned in the Acts of
the Apostles, accounted for, 194.
The people's approbation in the
choice of the superior clergy some-
times taken, and why, 195—202.
The liberty of our election not de-

stroyed by Adam's sin, but left na-

turally as great as before the fall,
IX. 85—89.

Elizabeth, interview of, with the Vir-

gin Mary, II. 9— ll. Considera-
tions thereon, 12— 15.

Elizabeth, queen of England, declared
a heretic, and to be deprived of
her crown, by pope Pius V., VI.
587. Her subjects stimulated to

rebellion, 587, 588.

Employment, should be becoming a
reasonable person, and a Christian,
IV. 17, 18. Fitted to our persons
and calling, 17. Advice concern-

ing the employments of persons of

quality, 18. Useless ones to be

avoided, 19.

End of temporal life, contemplation
on, III. 443—450. And on its ter-

rors, 460—469. The end of all

time, and of the world, 469—476.

Enemy, the greater good of, by com-
plying with things indifferent, pre-
ferable to the pleasing of a frieud,
III. 218.

Enjoyments of the pleasures of sin,

fleeting, and unsatisfactory nature
of, V. ^'85—293.

Envy, sinfulness of, VIII. 394. Re-
medies against this passion, IV. 243.

Epaphroditus, an apostle, and not a

simple messenger, V^II. 15.

Ephrem the Syrian, testimony of,

against transnbstantiation, X. 82.

Epicurean principles, exposed, V. 217,
218.

Epiphanius, testimony of, against
transnbstantiation, X. 83.

Epiphany of Christ, cousiderations

on, II. 55—62.

Episcopacy Asserted, written at the

request of king Charles I., I. xix.

Analysis of it, with extracts and
remarks, clxxxi— clxxxix.

Episcopacy, relies not upon the au-

thority of fathers and councils, but
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npon Scripture, upon tlie institu-

tion of Clirist, or the institution of
tiie apostles, upon an universal

tradition, and an universal prac-

tice, VII. xvii. The sentiments of

the fathers, why cited in the dis-

cussions concerning episcopacy,
ibid, xviii. Episcopacy confessed

by its antagonists to be of the re-

motest antiquity, VI. ccxcvi. The
sacred order and offices of epis-

copacy, by divine institution, apos-
tolical tradition, and catholic prac-

tice, proved, VII. 1. For ( hrist

did institute a government in his

chuicli,7— 10. Which he delegated
to the apostles as his immediate

successors, 10,11. With a power
of joi) ing others, and appointing
successors in the apostolatc, 11,
la. Which succession was epis-

copal, l;i— Ifi. Origin of the term
'Ewta-Kovn or episcopate, 13. Epis-

copacy proved to be an otfice, 17,
18. vVhich Ciirist liimself made
distiiict from that of a presbyter,

18, 19. Giving the apostles a

power to do certain offices per-

petually necessary, which power
he did not give to others, 19—37.

So that episcopacy is that form of

government, which succee<led to

the apostolate, according to the

general judgment of antiquity, 37—41. Particularly of St. Peter,
41 —46. And the institution of the

episcopacy, as well as of the apos-

tolate, is expressed to be divine by
primitive authority, 46—50. And,
as the apostles did ordain bishops
in several churches, 51—74. Epis-

copacy is therefore at least an

apostolical ordinance, of the same

authority with many other points

generally believed, 74—75. And
was an office of powei' and great

authority, 76. Not lessened by the

assistance and counsel of presby-

ters, 77—91. All which has been
the nniform faith and practice of

Christendom, 91—93. The epis-

copal government of the church

believed to be necessary, 232—235.

See, further, title Bishops.

Ewiff-JtoTTi, or the episcopate, whence

taken, VII. 13.

Episcopus,
the term, when first ap-

piopiiatcd to the supreme church

officer, VII. 101—105.

Equity, to be employed in the inter-

pretation and mitigation of human

laws, when the letter of them is

unjust, XIV. 223—237.

Equivocation, in what cases lawful or

unlawful, XIII. 378—384.
Error, causes of, XII. 2. Ignorance,

ibid. Fear, 3. Morose humility
and abjection of mind, ibid. 4.

How an erroneous conscience is to

be treated, see Conscience, (II.) 2.

Errors are to be suppressed only
by fair argument, amicable discus-

sion, prayer, and the word of God,
VII. ccccxix. ccccxx. ccccxxvi.
What errors in reason are inculpa-
ble, A'^III. 98. The variety ofhuman
understandings, 99. Errors, that

originate in an action or o|)inion
that commenced with zeal and
piety, against a known vice, or a
vicious person, 100 — 103. The
imagining that the voice of God is

to be traced in prosperous opi-
nions, 103. Education, 104. Dif-
ference of persuasion, 105. False

legends believed to be true, 106,
107—109. Errors caused by the
weakness of men's Hnderstand-

ings, 110, 111. Un the innocency
of error in opinion, in a pious per-
son, 112—117.

Esau, example of, a warning to death-
bed penitents, II. 433.

Eternal things, contemplation on
the greatness of. III. 483—486.
Particularly on the eternal honour
of the just, 486-490. Tlie riches
of the eternal kingdom of heaven,
490—499. The eternal happiness
of the just, 500—510. The eternal

misery of the wicked, 510—518—
531. The truits to be drawn from
the consideration of eternal evils,
532—535. The infinite guilt of
mortal sin, by which we fall into
eternal evils, .535—542.

Eternity of future torments, V. 44—
49.

Eucharist, the ministers of the Gospel
stand between God and the people
in administering it, XIV. 452—
461. The real presence of Christ

in, is not to be investigated too

curiously as to the manner of it,
IX. 4s!l—423. The doctrine of
the church of England, and of the
Protestants generally, concerning
the presence of Christ in the eu-

charist, propounded and explained,
424—430. The meaning of the
word '

really' in the sacrament,
451. Unwarranted assertions of
the church of Rome on this sub-

ject, 431, 432. The arguments for

it, usually brought from John vi.,

examined, 436—441. How the
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men of Capernaum nnderstood the

words of Jcsiis Christ, 441, 442.

Berenijariiis compelled by pope
Nicholas to recant his notions con-

cerning the eucharist in their

words, 412. How the fathers in-

terpreted John vi., 449—4.55. The
meanin<; of the words £up^agia-T£~v

tov

ofTov, 461. Considerations on the

manner, circumstances, and an-

nexes, of the institution of the eu-

charist, 491— 499. Arguments of

the Romanists refuted, 500—302.

Arguments from other passages of

Scripture, proving Chiist's real

presence in the eucharist to be only

spiritual, not natural, 50.3—512.

Eiisebius, (hiahop of Nicomedia), ob-

jections of, to tiie term
ofjioova-ioi;

in

the Nicene creed, considered, VII.

485, 486. His testimony against
transubstantiation, X. 82; XI.

111,112. And against tlie making
of images or pictures of God, XI.

176, 177.

Evangelist, nature of the office of,
VII. 60, 61. That office not in-

consistent with the episcopal office,
62.

Evelyn (John), patronizes bishop
Taylor, I. xxxvii. xxxix. cccxix—
cccxxii. Letters to him by bishop
Taylor, xliv. xlvii. li. liii. Iv. Ivi.

Ixii. Ixvi. Ixvii. Ixviii. Ixxvii.

Ixxxi. Ixxxiv. Ixxxvii. xcii. xciv.

cix. Procures his liberation from
the Tower, Ixxvii. cccxxxiii. Re-
marks on the termination of Tay-
lor's correspondence with Evelyn,
ex.

Evil thoughts, what are, VIII. 387,
388. Who are inventors of evil

things, 388. What is an evil eye,
394. See also Actions.

Example of persons mentioned in the

Old Testament, not a sufficient

warrant for us in all things, XII.
451. The actions of good men in

Scripture are not a competent
warrant for our imitation, not only
when they are reproved, but also

when they are set down without

censure, 452, 453. The actions of

men, recorded in the Old Testa-

ment, though attested and brought
to effect by the providence of God,
are not always to be made ex-

amples by us, 453, 454. Nor when
done by divine command, without
surh an express command as they
had, or under a like necessity, 454.

Examples, in matters of war, are

always most dangerous precedents,

454, 455. A law being changed,
examples which were given in pro-
portion to that law, are not to be
imitated, 455, 456. The example
of Christ, how far imitable, 456
460. Examples are instead of a
rule, when there is none, 460. In

complicated questions, rule and
example together are to be follow-

ed, 461. The greatest use of ex-

amples is, in the interpretation of

laws, when the letter is equivocal,
or the example doubtfid, 462. What
examples may be safely followed,
463. When an action is stamped
with God's blessing, we may safely
follow the example, 463. The ex-

amples of things lawful, must be

distinguished from the examples of

things good and just, 464. When
evident signs of piety are mingled
with the example, they sanction
the latter, 464. In alfmatters of
doubt, when the case on either
hand is equal, so that the conscience
cannot determine, the examples of

good men are of great use to deter-
mine it, 462.

Examination, see Self-Examination.

Exchange, the foolish, two discourses

on, VI. 62—95.
Excommunication, different kinds of,
XIII. 604. Nature of the lesser

excommunication, ibid. The greater
excommunication called Eradica-

tion, ibid. A refusing to communi-
cate with one who is not excom-
municated, 605. Sentence of ex-

communication, to be pronounced
only by presbyters and ministers of

religion, IV. 523, 524. The man-
ner and duration of it, 525—528.
Neither the church, nor the pres-
byters in it, had power to excom-
municate before they had a bishop
set over them, VII. 86. The right
of excommunicating only in bi-

shops, 172. Effects of excommuni-
cation, VII. 132, 133. Cannot
lawfully be pronounced by the ec-
clesiastical power against the su-

preme civil power, XIII. 593—
603. Whose concurrence is ne-

ce.'!sary to the infliction of it, 603—616. Excommunication, inflicted

upon a light cause, binds internally ;

but, if it be inflicted upon an un-

just cause, it is not binding at all,
XIV. 1—9. It is not lawful with
those, whom the church hath by a

just sentence excomnuinicated, 9
—16.

Executioner cannot refuse to do his
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office, even when the judge has

given an unjust sentence, XI. 509,
510. In what cases a ciiniiiial is

to be his own executioner, Xlil.
321—328.

Exorcis)ns, impiety of, as practised
by the Romish church, X. 232,
233. Form of exorcising devils,
233—237. Remarks upon its hor-

rid impiety and blasphemy, 237,
238.

Ex tempore Prayer, evils and incon-

veniences of stated, VII. .319—350.

See Prayer, V.

Expurgatory Indexes, origin of, X.
1?5. Tiie compilers of them au-

thorized by the king of Spain to

purge all catholic authors, X. 135,
495. They purged, that is, cor-

rupted the indices of the works of

the fathers, 496. Proofs that these

works were themselves corrupted,
496—505.

Faith, the ground and foundation of

a Christian's comfort, I. 95. Doubts

icspecting believing solved, 97—
99. The importance of faith, ge-

nerally stated, \TI. 443— 446.
The faith of ignorant persons con-

sidered, II. 318—320. Actual faith

considered as a necessary disposition
to the sacrament, XV. 510—55;0.

Its proper and specitic work in

receiving the holy connnunion,
520—533. Christian faith partakes
more of the will than of the under-

standing, II. 3^0. Its characters,
ibid. Distinction between faith that

works by love, and that of devils,

,321. Obedience and a good life,

the fruit of faith, 322, 3i:;3. This

.-.instanced in various persons men-
tioned in the.Scripture, 326. Jesus,
in what sense the author of our

faith, 324. The faith of devils

partakes more of the understanding
than of the vv'ill, 326. Illustration

of Christ's inquiry
— "When the

Son of Man cometh, .'•hall he find

faith on the earth ?" 327. I'he in-

fluence of worldly belief on man,
328. Contrast between it and the

living faith of the Christian, 329—
.332. Various acts and offices of

faith, IV. 180, 309. Signs of true

faith, 181—183. Means and in-

struments for obtaining it, 184.
On the practice of the grace of
faith during sickness, 460— 464.

Lively faith an essential part of
tlifi worship of God, V. 190—192.

Faith, one of the instruments by
which we obtain victory over sin,

VI. 260. True justifying faith

briefly delineated, 290, 291. Man
not justified by faith only, without

obedience, 272—274. Belief of
the promises of the Gospel essen-

tial to faith in Christ, 279—281.
Nature of justifying and saving
faith, 282, 283. When our taith

is spoken of, as the great instru-

ment ofjustification and salvation,
Abraham's faith should be our pat-
tern, 285. Caution against making
shipwreck of a right faith, 286.

Mistaken notions of some on this

subject exposed, 286— 289. In

making deductions from passages
of Scripture, the analogy of faith

nnist principally be regarded, 519.
The foundation of faith immutable,
VII. 454—456. Wherefore the

duty of faith or believing is com-

pleted in believing the articles of
the Apostles' Creed, 447 — 454.
The rule of faith entire in the

Apostles' Creed, until the Nicene

council, 478. The Gospel, why
termed faith, 315, 316. No coun-
cils had any power to make new
articles of faith, VIII. 50— 52.

[See Articles of Faith.} The supreme
civil power has a power of external

judgment in causes of faith, XIII.
540—513. The Catholic church

only a witness of the faith, XIV.
150— 154, which cannot be deter-

mined by the decrees of general
councils, 154—156.

Fall of the angels, voluntary, 11.392.
Effects of the fall of Adam upon
us, considered, IX. 73—81,316—
318.

Fallibility of the pope proved, first

by Scripture, VIII. 53— 65. And
by antiquity, 65—69. And by the

heresies and discrepancies, which
are found among tiicir pretended
infallible decrees and determina-

tions, 7 0—78.
Fame, vanity of. III. 426—428.

i^a/wi/y (large), motives to contented-
edness under, IV. 131, 132.

Fa.s^ of Len t, not of apostolical tra-

dition or canon, XIV. 28— 46.

Extravagant pretensions of the

Romish church concerning it, dis-

proved, 94—96. Who are bound
to observe ecclesiastical fasts, and

when, 96—106.

Fasting, the duty of, IV. 207. Dif-

ferent ends of, III. 95. Benefits

of it, IV. 212. Fasting before re
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ccivinsr the sacrament, an act of

reverence. III. 95. Ojierates to

tlie mortification of carnal appe-
tites, 96. Extraordinary instances

of, 97. Assists prayer, 98. Wlienit
is an instrnment of repentance. 99.

Rnles for condnctins; religious fast-

ing, when it is intended as an in-

strnment of prayer, 100. AVhen

designed as a punitive act, III.

100, 101. When intended to serve
tiie duty of repentance, IV. 208,
209. And for mortification. III.
101

; IV. 209. General remarks
on tasting, 102. Particularly on
fasts onlHineil by public authority,
210. All fasting must be used with

prudence and charity, 211. The
laws of fasting to be sparingly
imposed, XIV. 97, 98. Rules and
measures of fasting, 98— 106.

Fafher, power of, over his child, con-
sidered. See Parents (power of.)

Fathers, sins of, how visited upon
children, in families, churches, and

kingdoms, V. 438—440
;
IX. 36—

40. Why they are thus visited, V.
440—444. In what degree and in

what case this is usual, 444—446.
Rules and measures of deportment,
when a cm\se cither descends upon
children for their parents' fault,
or is feared, IX. 61—64. Reme-
dies for it, V. 447. First, the
sons are to disavow iheir father's

impiety, 447, 448. A son in-

herits his father's sin, (1.) By ap-
proving of or consenting to it, 448.

(2.) By imitation and direct prac-
tice, 448. (3.) By receiving and

enjoying the purchase of tiieir ra-

pine, injustice, and oppression,
448. Secondly, To rescind the
curse denounced, those, who have
in any way contracted the father's

sin upon themselves, must, (i.) not

glory in or speak well of the power-
ful and unjust actions of his an-

cestors, 449. (ii.) Make special

repentance and prayer, 450. (iii.)
Make restitution, and to what ex-

tent, of tiieir father's ill-gotten

•wealth, 4o2— 454. Thirdly, Re-
medies, by which those, who have
in 110 way partaken of their father's

sins, may prevent or take off the
curse impending upon the family,
by their father's fault, 454. (l.)
Pious children of evil parents are
to stand firm upon the confidence
of the divine mercy and grace, and

upon that persuasion begin to work
upon a new stock, 455, 4S6. (3.)

They must exercise no ordinary
piety, 456,4.57. (3.) Every master of
a family must order his life so, that
his piety and virtue may be as

communicative as possible, 458.

(4.) By doing some very illustrious

act of piety, 459. (5) Their re-

pentance must be complete, 460.

(6.) They must add hearty, fervent,
and incessant prayer, 401, 462.

Fathers of the Church, enlogium on

several, VI. 407, 408. Why cited
in the controversy coneernin;; epis-
copacy, VII. xvii. Testimonies
of several, to the fact, that bishops
arc the successors of the apostles
in the government of the church of
Christ, .>7— 46. Also, that the in-

stitution of bishops is divine, 46—
50. That James was ordained

bishop of Jerusalem by the apos-
tles, 53— 55. Timothy at Ephesns,
58—62. TitHs at Crete, 67, 68.
Mark at Alexandria, 69—71. Li-
nus and Clement, at Rome, 71.

Polycarp at Smyrna, and various

others, 72, 73. Tiie fathers of the
church were deceived in what they
called traditions, VIII. ii — 15.

Many of them coloured their own
opinions with the lofty appellation
of apostolical traditions, 16, 17.
Their appeal to tradition, ground-
less, 19— 21. The testimony of
the primitive fathers acquits us
from the necessity of believing any
other things but those recorded in

the Scriptures, 24—27. The con-

trariety of their opinions, in their
commentaries and other writings,
proof that their opinions are not

cogent upon us, 78—84. Besides
which, many jiieces were forged
in theirnames, 84—86. And many
are lost, 86—88. Their doctrine
was, that freedom of the will re-

mained in us after the fall, IX. 85—89. And that Adam's sin is not

imputed to us, to our damnation,
93— 107. Observations on the tes-

timonies of the fathers relative to

the presence of Christ in the sacra-

ment of the Lord's supper, and on
the manner in which they are to be

interpreted, X.59— 71. Asericsof
testimonies of the fathers, from the

apostolic age to the ninth century,
against the Romish tenet of tran-

substantiation, 71— 100. The fa-

thers imanimously taught that no
new article of faith, not in Scrip-
ture, can be made, cxvii— cxx.

137, 138. Their testimonies to the
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fulness and sufficiency of Scrip-
ture as the only rule and warrant
of faith and practice, XIII. 96—
114. 'I'lie writin;is of tlie fathers

corrupted by Papists, to make
tiieni speak in favour of the new
doctrines invented by the church
of Rome, X. lo5, 135. Wlicn and
on wliat accounts thev praved for

the dead, X. 147, 148. They did

not pray for tlie deliverarice of the

dead out of purgatory, XI. 60—
7s;. Proved not to be an inlallible

guide, X. 313—325. 'I'estimonies

of several fathers of the first four

centuries to the sufficiency of tlie

Holy Scriptures as a rule of faith

and manners, 393— 4l3. Tliey
would not allow any pictures of
God or of Christ to be made or

kept, and why, XII. 395, 396.
The authority of the fathers in the

interpi elation of Scripture, XIV.
157, 158. Strictures on tiieir alle-

gorizing interpretations, I. clx. clxi.

Fault of others the cause of misery
to many, V. 438—440. Why it is

so, 440
—444. In what degree and

in what cases this is usual, 444—
446. Remedies for it, 447—462.

Fear, different meanings of, in the

Bible, V. 105!, 103. Guilty fear

the effect of an evil conscience,
XI. 396—398. Fear, that makes
our reason useless, and suffers us

not to consider, leaves the actions

it produces free from crime, even

though itself be culpable, XIV.
389—398.

Fear of God, defined, V. 103. The best

antidote to sickness and death, 111.

155. First, Of the character of godly
fear ;

—
(1.) It is ever without de-

spair, V. 104. (2.) It must be with
an honourable opinion of God, 105,
106. (3.) It is operative, diligent,
and instrumental to holy walking,
107. Sicondly, Who and what
states of men have most reason to

fear, and on what reasons, ]08.

(1.) The unsteady. 109. (2.) Those
whose repentance is partial, and
whose life is not entirely charged.
110— 112. (3.) Those whose sins

are not pardoned, 113—120. (4.)
Persons wlio have fallen away from
God and holiness, I'iO— 125. Third-

ly, What constitutes an excess of

fear, 126. Superstition, 126—128.

(1.) Of excess of fear, 129-136.
(52.) Worldly fear, 136. (3.) Pusilla-

nimity, 136, 137. Of th€ angelical
fear of God, 138.

Fear of Death, IV. 423, 424. Reme-
dies against it, by way of consider-

ation, 425—429. And by way of

exercise, 430—436.

Fearful, who are such, VIII. 395.

Felicity, is not promoted by plenty
and the pleasures of the world, V.
219—224. Intemperance a certain

enemy to it, 224— 'i37. Is pro-
moted by the due observance of
certain rules and measures in eat-

ing and drinking, 237—248. De-
lineation of the felicity of the
servants of God, as soon as the
soul quits the body, VI. 545—553.
Will not receive its full consum-
mation at the day of resurrection,
553— 560. Kemarks on Bishop
Taylor's doctrine concerning the

felicity ot the saints, I. Ixxiii.

Fervour ni devotion, V. 185. Evils
and danger of declining in fervour,
186— 190. Fervour necessary to

the right worsiiip of God, particu-

larly in acts of faith, 190—192.
In prayer, 193, J 94. And charity,

195, 196. 'I'he cliaracters of fer-

vour delineated, 196—202.
Festivals, the duty of celebrating,

considered, IV. ai2— 214. Rules
for celebrating them, 214— 217.

Finch (i\Ir. Francis), notice of his

Discourse on Friendship, I. Ixxvii.

cccxxxiii.

Finch (Lady Anne), character of, I.

ccclxxii. ccclxiii. The 'Christian
Consolations' addressed to her,
clvi.

' First-Fruits of them that slept,' proofs
that Christ is, VI. 414—418.

Flattery, a sin of the tongue, V. 364.
Difierent sorts and degrees of,
366. The giving of great names,
366. Flattering by imitation, 367.

By dispraihing one's self, 368.

Laughing and making sport of a

vice, 368. In what sense praise
given to a friend is not flattery,
368, 369.

Flesh, infirmities of, V. 141. First,
our natural infirmity cannot move
one step towards God, unless God,
by his preventing grace, puis it

into a new possibility, 141— 143.
Our natural weakness shown in

pleasure, by the public miseries

and lollies of the world, 143—145.
And in pain by impatience, 145—
147. Secondly, the weakness of
the flesh shown in its first begin-

nings of the state of grace, its

daily pretensions and temptations,
its excuses, and lessenings of duty.
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149— 155. Thirdly, of tlie remedies
for the weakness of the flesh, 155.

These are, and must be, piopoi-
tioned to the refonr.ation of our
evil nature

;
not slifilit or partial,

155—158. More particularly, (1)
the first great instrument of chang-
ing tlesh into spirit, is a firm and
cordial belief and reception of the

promises of the gospel, 158— 161.

(2)Devotion, or a state of prayer and
intercession with God, 161 — 164.

(3) Abstinence from drunkenness,
and all other fleshly lusts, 164, 165.

(4) Avoiding evil company, 165.

(5) Consideration before we under-
take any thing, 166. (6) In all con-

tingencies, we must remember that

we are the makers of our own for-

tune, and of our own sins, 166.

(7) Avoid delays in the counsels of

religion, 167. (8) Learn how to

despise the world, 167. Fourthly,
Consideration of the question liow
far the infirmities of the flesh can
be innocent, and yet be consistent

with the spirit of grace, 167. (1)
If the flesh hinder us of our duty, it

is an enemy, 168. (2) If the spirit
and heart be willing, it will pass on
to outward actions in all things
where it can, 161'. (3) In those

things wlieie the flesh is inculpably
weak, the will does the work of the

outward and of the inward man,
169. The spirit is willing in sup-

plying all outward defects, 169,
170.

Flight of the holy family into Egypt,
11.128, 129. ConsideVatious there-

on, 1S8— 140.

Foolish7iess (sinful), nature of, VIII.
392.

Fools and wicked men, parallel be-

tween, III. 165—170. Whether
fools may be admitted to the holy
communion, XV. 5U8, 509.

Forbearance of God towards sinners,
V. 580—586.

Forgiveness of injuries, a special pre-

cept of the law of charity, II. 1.

This duty explaii>ed, 111.49—54.
The petition in tlie Lord's prayer,
for forgiveness of injuries, explain-

ed, III. 77, 78. It is a necessary

pait of preparation to the holy
sacrament, XV. 546—553. Lxami-
nation of the question, whether we
are to foririve him who does not

repent, how far we are to forgive

him, if he doe-*; and how fai-, if he
does not ? 558, 559. How long,
and how often, nuist we proceed
in our forgiveness, and accept of

VOL. 1.

the repentance of injurious persons,
560. What indications ofrepentance
we aie to require, and to accept
as sufficient, 561. Whether, after

every relapse, the conditions of

forgiveness must be liarder than

before, 562. Whether the injured

person is bound to oflcr peace?
or may he let it alone, and

worthily communicate, if the of-

fending party does not seek it,

.565—567. Whether the precept
of forgiveness, and the charity of

the communion, must, of necessity,

put a period to all law-suits, 567
— 575. Whether the laws of for-

giveness, and the charities of the

communion, oblige the injured

person to forgive the adulterous
luisband or wife, if they do repent,
575— 579.

Fornication, wliy permitted in some
countries, XII. 151, 152.

Freedom of the will, remained in us
after the fall, IX. 85—89, 325—
otr. See /r?7^Libertyof).

Friendship, defined as commonly un-

derstood, XL 302. In this .sense

not named in the New Testament,
ibid. Where it is called charity^
ibid. Its extent, 303, 304. Must,
however, be limited, and why, 305,
306. A good man the best friend,
307. 'ihe measure of friendship
described, 3()7— 312. Whether the

fancy may be an ingredient in the

choice ot friends, 312— 314. How
far it may extend, 314, 315, 317—
319. Instances of disinterested

friendship, 315—317. Friendship,
the greatest band in the world,
319—329. In what manner friend-

ships are to be conducted, 329—
331. The laws of friendship, 331
—334. Praise, when given to a

friend, is not flattery, V. 368, 369.

Bishop Taylor's Essay on Friend-

ship, when published, I. Ixxii.

Analysis of it, with remarks, cclxi.— cclxv.

Fruits of Repentance, what are, IX.
221. Contrition, or godly sorrow,
223—237. Difference between it

and attrition, 237—241. ConfeS-

sion, 241—267. Attrition, or im-

perfect repentance, though witlj

absolution, not sufticient, 267. Dif-
ferent sorts of penances or satis-

factions, 272— 283.

Fruits of Sin, considered, V. 296.
The first is, ignorance, ^297— S06.

Secondly, slavery, 307—311. The
consequences of these fruits, (i)

Aggravation of the shame of sin,

2 A
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,
315—318. (2) Its punishment by
God, 318—3ao. (3) It brings in

its retinue fearful plagues and evil

angels, messengers of the dis-

pleasure of God, 320—322. More
particularly certain mischiefs,
which are its proper scourges, 323.
And robs the sinner of the favour
and protection of God, 324, 325.

Fruits of the Spirit, nature of, ex-

plained, I. 120—128.
Fulness of time, the term explained,

II. 1.

Funeral Sermons, on occasion of the
death of archbishop Bramhall, VI.
411—445. Of Frances, countess
of Carbery, 453—480. Of Sir

George Dalston, 533—568. Of
bishop Rust, oil bishop Taylor, I.

3—24.
Futurity, folly of prying iiito, ex-

posed, III. 175.

G.

Gabriel (the angel), announces the
miraculous conception of Jesus to

. the Virgin Mary, II. l—4. Con-
siderations thereon, 4—9.

Galileans slain by Pilate, considera-
tions on the case of, III. 222, 223.

Gelasius, testimony of, against the

dogma of trausubstantiation, X.
94, 95.

Getlisemane, agony of Christ in the

garden of, III. 252. Considera-
tions thereon, 318—324. Circum-
stances of his apprehension there,
253, 254. Reflections thereon, 325
—329.

Ghost, narrative of supposed appear-
ance of, I. cxi. cxii. cccxliii.—
ccclii.

G{/]f« presented to Jesus atBethlehem,
import of, II. 49, 61, 62.

Glory (eternal), nature and excellen-

cy of, III. 483—490, 506, 507.

Gluttony, unsatisfying pleasures of,
. V. 283.

God, preventing grace of, tlie source
of our spiritual life, II. 56. The
practical consideration of God's

omnipresence, an efficacious re-

medy against temptation, 224—
228. The expression of God's
'

putting his name' in a place, ex-

plained, 34i. His secret councils
and predestination, no warrant to

us, for judging of our final condi-

tion, III. 175—179. No scandal
or offence can be directly given,
by doing our duty to God, 206.
What is such duty, 207— 2J1. The
possession of God, the principal

joy of the blessed in heaven. III.

496—499. The work of God not
to be done negligently, IV. 20:

His glory ought to be the ultimate
end of all we do, 22—24. On the

omnipresence of God
,
31—34. Im-

portance of cherishing a sense of

it, 34. Rules for exercising this

consideration, 34—37. Benefits

thereof, 37—39. The expression
'

jealous God,' explained, V. 434.
And '

inquisitive,' 435. How God
is dishonoured by our sins, and

glorified by us, 462—464. Draws
sinners to himself by his goodness,
572 — 579. By his forbearance,
580—586. And by his long-suffer-

ing, 586—588. Tlie mercy of the
divine judgments towards them,
589—600. Respects the persons
of no man, VI. 462—466. How
God punishes or visits the sins of
fathers upon their children, V. 438—440 ;

IX. 36—40. Why he thus
visits them, V. 4-10-444. And to

what; degree, 444—446. Remedies
to avert the curse, 447— 462. Rules
and measures of deportment, when
a curse from God either descends

upon children for their parents'
fault, or is feared, IX. 61—64. The
glory of the divine attributes, in

the question of original sin, vindi-

cated, against the Presbyterian
way of understanding it, 315—364.
The making of pictures of God,
contrary to the doctrine and prac-
tice of the primitive catholic

church, X. 176, 177. The absurd
defence of such pictures by the
Romish doctors exposed, XI.
163 — 180. Examination of the

question whether it be lawful to
make an image of God, XII. 370—381. Measures of difference, by
which to discern between moral

precepts, and precepts not moral,
in the law of God, 430—438. In
what sense the service of God is to
be preferred before every other,
502—505. Ministers of the gospel
derive their power from God, XIV.
461—466.

' Golden Grove,' remarks on bishop
Taylor's Manual of Devotions, so

called, I. ccxciv.— ccxcvi.
Goocf actions, see Actions.

Goodness of God, a njeans of drawing
sinners to himself, V. 572—579.

Gospel, faith and repentance, the

summary of, II. 391. The special

precepts of the gospel enumerated,.
IV. 493— 496. Why called the

Spirit, V. 401—407. The state of
the gospel a state of suffering, not
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of temporal prosperity, 527—539.
The

pos.^ibility,
or impossibility, of

keeping the precepts of the gospel,
considered, VIII. y65—278. The
nature of evangelical perfection,
292—294. The duly of those who
aspire to it, 291—303. The sum
total of it, 315. Why called '

faith,'

316, 317. Ministers of Christ are
commissioned to preach the gospel,
XIV. 431—442. See 3Jinisters.

Gospel-covenant, faith and repentance
its two conditions, II. 391. Adop-
tion into it, one of the blessings
conferred by baptism, II. 241, 242,
272. Texts of Scripture relative
to it, VIII. 303,304.

Governors, ecclesiastical or civil, are
to avoid scandal in the making and
execution of laws, III. 219, 220.
How far they may act in restrain-

ing false or differing opinions,

yill. 138—141. May tolerate
different sects of Christians, 143—
145. Particularly in the case of
weak consciences, 145—149. And
also the theological tenets of the

Anabaptists concerning baptism,
150—212. But not their political

notions, 212—214. How far they
may tolerate the religion of the
Romish church, 215—227.

Grace, (state of) what it is, into
which every one must be entered,
VI. 4. Criteria of a state of

grace, ibid. No one can be in
it,

who retains an affection to any
one sin, ilnd. 5, 6. Signs of growth
in grace, (1) It consists in mak-
ing religion the business of our

lives, 6—8. (2) Virtues grow
habitual, apt, and easy, in our
manners and dispositions, 8— 10.

(3) Increasing devotion and af-

fection, after every interval of ex-

traordinary piety, 10,11. (4) To
discern our growth in grace, we
must inquire whether our passions
are mortified, and under command,
11— 13. (5) Patience of reproof,
rather than of flattery, a criterion
of growth in grace, 14— 16. (6)
Also esteeming no sin to be little,

contemptible, or to be indulged,
17, 18. (7) The pursuit of virtue

simply for its own interest, 18—
21. (8) A right apprehension of
ecclesiastical censures, 21. (9)
Ability to resist temptation, 22.

(10) Prompt obedience to the will

of God, 23, 24. (11) The being
prepared against sudden, surrep-

titious, aud extemporary assaults.

24, 25. 'Cautions relative to growth
in grace, 25. It is to be estimated
as all other moral things are, 25.
It is not always to be discerned,
26. The preceding rules are to

be understood, positively and af-

firmatively, 27. In considering
growth in grace, we are to con-
sider matters concerning justice
more than such as concern the
valne of religion, 27. Additional
hints and advices, 28, 29. The
putting of Christians into a state
of grace a benefit conferred by
the sacrament of baptism, II. 245,
246, 279, 280.

Grammar, (Latin) dedication of, by
bishop Taylor, I. xxvi. 170.

Grandfather, consent of, how far ne-

cessary to sanction a nephew's
marriage, XIV. 213.

* Great Exemplar,' publication of, I.

xxxvi. xxxvii. Remarks on its

design, plan, and execution, cxxx.—cxxxvii. It is not a mere trans-

lation of the Harmony of Ludol-

phus de Saxonia, cxxxix. On its

style, ibid, cxI.

Greek Church never acknowledged
the union with the Latin clmrcli,
XI. 84. The doctrine of a pur-
gatory no part of Uer faith, 81
—84.

Gregory Naziunzen, testimony of,

against transubstantiation, X. 03,

84; XI. 110, 111, 116, 117, His

testimony to the divine rite of

confirmation, 262.

Guides, (spiritual) necessity of hav-

ing, VI. 118—120. Advantage of

having one, 120, i21. Advices and
rules for choosing such guides, 123
—140.

Guilt, how contracted by ratihabita-

tion, XIV. 306—309. Examina-
tion of the question, on whom the

greater portion of guilt lies, upon
him who commands a sin, or him
who sins in obedience, 309—
318.

Gunpowder Treason, reflections on the
abettors of, VI. dixxii.—dixxiv.

Sermon on the anniversary of, 577.

Proofs that its instigators were

Jesuits, 581—58?. Inquiry into

the causes of it, 591. No cause

whatever given to them by Pro-

testants, there having been no per-
son put to death for being a Roman
Catholic, nor being punished for

his religion, 591—594. But be-

cause it was declared by the exist-

ing laws to be treasonable to be ^
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priest, or for a priest to be found
in England, 595. The conduct of

the priests hliovvn to be treafon-

able, and the English govern-
ment vindicated, 596—597. The

pope had his agent in England to

excite the people to rebellion,
597. The popish priests, who
pleaded immunity from all laws
and subordination to the prince,

might be banished, 598. Their
disobedience to the laws, why
made capital, 598, 599. Motives
that engaged the conspirators in

the gunpowder treason, 600 : First,
the prevailing opinion of the popish
church, and all its advocates, that

it is lawful to depose heretical

princes, 600—602. Secondly, the

fact that Roman Catholics were

taught that such deposition is not

only lawful, but necessary, and
that they are bound to do it, under

penalty of being guilty of mortal sin,

602. And, thirdly, that kings may
be put to death, 60.>. Proof that

theRon>ish doctors have taught this

doctrine, and justified the actual

murdering of sovereign princes,
603—606. Proofs that the gun-

powder treason was not revealed

by the conspirators to the Jesuit

confessors, under the seal of con-

fession, 614, 615. And that even if

it had been so disclosed, it did not

bind, and the confessors were
bound to reveal it, 616, 617. Par-

ticularly as the most eminent doc-
tors of the Romish church allow
that there are many cases in which
sacramental confession (as it is

called) may be disclosed, 617—
620. And such publication was
sanctioned by the fathers of Hie

Greek church, 620, 621, The de-

sperate malignity and wickedness
of the treason providentially di-

covered, 6522—625. Its detection
a loud call for gratitude, 624, 625.
Critical remarks on the style and

Composition of bishop Taylor's ser-

mon on the gunpowder treason,
I. clxii.—clxix.

H.

Habit, (sinful) defined, VIII. 431.
How contracted, 432. In what
consists the natural capacity of sin-

ful habits, 433-437. Of the moral

capacity of sinfnl habits, 438. A
vicious habit adds many degrees of
aversation from God, by inclining
us to that which God hates, 438,

439. For not only an aptness, but

a necessity is introduced by custom,

439, 440. A vicious habit makes
our recovery infinitely difiicult,

our virtues troublesome, and our

restitution wncertain, 441— 443.

And a great sin to be swallowed

up as easily as a little one, 443.

A further evil resulting from the

indulgence of a vicious habit is,

that it keeps us out of God's fa-

vour, 444. Of the relative capa-

city of sinful habits, in reference

to God, 446. A sinful habit is a

state of ungraciousness with God,
446. According to the Scriptures,
habitual sin is all that evil which
is to be avoided by all men, who
have in them the hopes of life,

447. A single act of sin does not

constitute a man vicious, 448. Ha-
bitual sin discomposes our state of

grace, 449. A vicious habit is a

principle of evil naturally and di-

rectly, ibid. Habitual concupis-
cence needs ablution by the laver

of regeneration and the blood of

Christ, much more than natural

concupiscence, 449, 450. There-

fore as God forbids every single
action of sin, so he with greater
caution provides that we be not

guilty of a sinful habit, 450. As a
man is called just or unjust, by
reason of his disposition to, or

preparation for, an act, therefore

he is much more so for the habit,
451. The great danger of living
in sinful habits, 452. Sinful habits

require a distinct manner ofrepent-
ance, and have no promise to be

pardoned, but by the introduction

of the contrary, 453. Every habit

of vice may be expelled by a habit

of virtue naturally, though by this,

such vicious habit is not meritori-

ously forgiven, 454. Yet though
not the meritorious cause of for-

giveness, it is necessary that the

vicious habit be eradicated, in

order to the sin being pardoned,
ibid. Every sinful habit being con-

tracted by many single sinful ac-

tions, the rescission of these will

introduce a contrary habit, 455.
A habit opposed to a habit, the

more proper remedy and instance

of repentance, 455—456. Illustra-

tion of this principle, 457—462.
Unless a contrary state of good be

superinduced to the former state

of evil, we cannot return from that

evil condition of hikewarmuess
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which God hates, 462, 463—466.
The notion of infused habits re-

futed, 467— 469. Refutation of
tlie objection, tliat if a single act
of contrition cannot procure the

pardon of habitual sins, then a

wicked man, who does not return
until it is too late to eradicate

vicious habits, must despair of sal-

vation, 469—471. The case of

habitually vicious persons flying
in war, 471—173. Considerations
on the case of aged persons who
have been living in a state of habit-

ual sin, 485—488. When a vicious

liabit is to be extirpated, and the

contrary introduced, it is requisite
that such contrary be rooted in the

soul, 486, 487. The transcendent
liabit of grace delineated, 487, 488.
The vicious habit has lost its kill-

ing quality, when the habit of vir-

tue prevails, 491, 492. The manner
of repentance and usage of habitual

sinners, who convert in their timely
and vigorous years, 492— 501. The
proper repentance and usage of
habitual sinners, who return not
till their old age, 501—507. And
of such as repent not till their old

age, 601—507. And of such as re-

pent not till their death-bed, 507
—519.

Half Communion, or the witliholdinjr
of the cup from the laity, by the

church of Rome, a practice con-

trary to the command of Christ,
the usage of the church, and the

opinions of the primitive fathers,
X. 164—166 ;

XI. 119—128. The
mischiefand absurdity of this prac-
tice, X. 528—530. Origin and

progress of it, XIII. 23—26. The
assertion of the Papists, that under
each kind whole Christ is received,
refuted, 26—33.

Hammond, (Rev. Dr.) intimate with

bishop Taylor, I. xxviii. xxix.

Hands, imposition of, in ordination,
confined exclusively to the apostles,
VII. 19—22. Imposition of hands
in confirmation, practised by the

apostles, 22, 23. But this right
was not to expire with them, 24
—26.

Handsomeness, (Artificial) the dis-

course on, not written by bishop
Taylor, I. lix.—Ixii.

Happhiess, the design of man's crea-

tion, II. xviii. xix. Is not pro-
moted by plenty, and the plea-
sures of the world, 219—224. In-

temperance a mortal foe to it, 224

—237. Is promoted by temper-
ance, 237—218. Happiness of the

servants of God, as soon as the

soul quits the body, \T. 645—
553. Will be consummated at the

day of resurrection, .553- 560.

Hardness of the lieart of man, a proof
of its desperate wickedness, V.
516—518.

Harrison, (Jeremiah Taylor, Esq.,)
notice of, I. c.

Harrison, (Edward) the son-in-law of

bishop Taylor, I. cxxv. ccclv. No-
tices of his sons, Jeremiah Taylor
Harrison, ccclvi. Francis, and
Marsh Harrison, ccclvi.

Hatred, what is meant by, VIII. 391.

Health injured by intemperance, V.
225— i^31.

Hearing the word of God, duty of,

IV. 203, 204. Rules for profitable

hearing, 205; V. cccxc.—cccxcviii.

Heart of man, deceitfulness of, ex-

posed generally, V. 495— 497.

Shown more particularly, (l) in

its supposed strengtli, 498— 501.

(2) In the judgment which it forms

concerning its own acts, 501—503.

(3) In its resolutions, 504—506.

And (4) in its intentions and de-

signs, 506—508. The desperate
wickedness of the heart illustrated,

[l] In its wilful blindness and ig-

norance, 509. Particularly in its

impatience of honest and severe

reproof, 509. Following false

teachers, 510. And incogitancc,
or inconsideration, 511. The re-

sult of all which is ignorance of

God, 516. [2] In its hardness, 516.

Which is evinced in its pride, 5l7.

Its being deeply in love with

wickedness, 518. [3] Other in-

stances of the iniquity of our

hearts, 521. Cautions and ad-

vices against the deceitfulness and
wickedness of the heart of man,
522.

Heaven, contemplation on the eternal

glory of. III. 483—490. Why
called a kingdom, 492. On the

riches of the eternal kingdom of,

490, 493, 494. Its eternal plea-

sures, 491—499.
Hell, contemplation on the evils of,

III. 510— 517. Particularly on
its slavery and eternal pains,
518— 524. And on the pains
of a damned soul, 524 — 531.

The consideration that we are

out of hell, a motive for grati-

tude, 532. Eternity of its tor-

ments, V. 45—49. Christ's descent
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into hell explained, VI. 552, 553.
This article omitted in some copies
of the Apostles' creed, X. 463. The
liorrors of an evil conscience after

death, the beginning of hell, XI.
399.

Heresy, different meanings of, in

the Scriptnres, VII, 456. The
notion of heresy anciently more
comprehensive than it now is, VII.
238.

Heretic, no man to be called such,
for the breach of a canon, VII. 134.
How Aerins could be a heretic,
his error being against no funda-
mental doctrine, 238, 239. What
the heresy of the Acephali was,
239. Men more zealous against
heresy than vice in manners, VII.
ccccx.vix.— ccccxxxi. The false

doctrine of Simon Magus, the first

heresy, condemned by the apostles,
457. Other Jieresies noticed in

the Scriptures, 450. Heresy not
an error of tlie understanding, but
of the will, 461—465. In vvhat
sense an heretic is self-condemned,
465. No person erring, tiiough in

a matter of consequence, to be
deemed a heretic, so long as the
foundation is entire, 466—468.
Notice of the heresies which sprang
lip in the church, in the ages suc-

ceeding that of the apostles, 468—473. Catalogue thereof, 474—
476. Remarks thereon, 477. The
conduct of Cyprian in the re-

baptizing of heretics, 478—481.
No heretics were ever put to death
by the apostles, VIII. 133. Nor
until the church had lost its pri-
mitive purity, 134—136. Austin
declared that no good man allowed

it, 135. The popes were the first

preachers of persecution for differ-

ence in opinion, which they called

heresy, VII. ccccxv.— ccccxvii
;

VIII, 137, 138. How far the
ehmch or governors may restrain

heretics, 138—141.
Herod causes the infants at Bethle-
hem to be massacred, II. 124—127.
Considerations thereon, 130—137.
His cruelty and miserable death,
128.

Herod-Antipas, puts John the Baptist
to death, II. 337. Divine judg-
ments on him and on Herod ias,
ibid. 338.

Holidays, design of, XII, 425, 426.
Holiness of life, necessity of, II, 358 ;

V, 486—488. Must be prosecuted
through life, II. 401— 403. An

excellent preservative of a long
and healthful life, III, 149— 161.
The best wav of finding out the

truth, VI, 392.396—404. General
instruments or means for holy
living, IV. 11. The first general
instrument, Care of our time, 13—
22. The second. Purity of inten-

tion, 22—30. The third, The prac-
tice of the presence of God, 30—
55. Holiness of life the duty of
all Christians, VI. 485, 486. But
especially Christian ministers, 487—191, 504—506. Necessity of a

holylife, VIII. 328—330. A short
method of peace and holiness, XV.
40—49.

Holy Dying; analysis of Bishop Tay-
lor's treatise on, with remarks, I.

cxlvii.—cli. Observations on its

style, cli, clii.

Holy Living, analysis of Bishop Tay-
lor's treatise on, I. cxlii.—cxlvi.

Remarks on some of the prayers
contained in it, cxlvi, cxlvii.

Holy Places, sacredness of, asserted

by Christ, II, 339, 343. Places
become holy because given by men
and accepted by God, for his wor-

ship, 344— 346, Holy places set

apart by the Jews, 347, 348. And
by the apostles, 348—350. Holy
places the regions and courts of

angels, 352. To be reverenced by
being beautified, 354— 358. Espe-
cially by holy worship and lives,

358. How defiled by impurities,
359.

Holy Spirit, or Holy Ghost, the

mysteries of the Gospel revealed

by, V. 401, 402. Alone enables us

to understand the Gospel, 403.

Sanctifies us in baptism, II. 249,

250, 280— 282. Illuminates the

mind, 251. Implants a principle
of new life, 252. The sin against
the Holy Ghost explained, 399.
The spirit of adoption, why called

an * earnest of the Spirit,' III. J82,
How the Holy Spirit assists in

prayer, VII, 325. Praying in the

Holy Ghost, or with the Spirit, is

nothing but praying for such things
and in snch manner as God by his

Spirit has taught us in the Scrip-
tures, 327—340. The apostles ex-

traordinarily aided by the Holy Spi-
rit in some of their devotions, 340,
341. Praying with the Spirit also

implies a co-operation with the

Holy Spirit, 342. There is no evi-

dence that the Spirit dictates the

very words of our prayers, 34a,
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344. If we use llic Lord's prayer
devoiitlj', we pray in the Spirit as

much as if we prayed any other
form of words pretended to be

taught us by the Spirit of God,
357, 358. Tlie nature of the sin

against the Holy Ghost, IX. 199—
202. In what sense it is or may be

mipardonable, 203—213. In what
manner a Ciiristian's comforts flow
from the iniiabitation and testi-

mony of the Holy Ghost, and from
the sanctification of the Spirit unto
all obedience, and the fruits of

righteousness, I. 117— 128.

Honour (eternal), of the just, con-

templation on. III. 486—490.
Hope, the Christian grace of, a source

of consolation to the believer, I.

99. TIk; object of hope is, (l)
Tiiat which is good, 100, 101. (2)
A good that is absent, 102, 103.

(3) But which, though absent, is

possible, 103—110. (4) Though
possible, yet difficult, 110. Diffi-

culties, and encouragements against
them, stated, 111—117.

Hope, different degrees of. III. 178—
180. How distinguished from faith,
IV. 185. Tlie proper objects of

hope, 185. Acts of hope detined,
186. Rules for governing our hope,
187—192.

Human Laws, the positive and direct

obligation of conscience to submit
to them, stated, XIII. 230—241.
Rules of distinction, by which the

sin of disobeying them is either

aggravated or lessened, 241. Dif-

ference of divine and human laws
in their obligation, 261—266. Hu-
man laws do not oblige the con-

science to an active obedience,
when there is an imminent danger
of death, or an intolerable or very
grievous evil in the obedience, 266— 274. The laws of our superioi-,
which are not just and good, do
not oblige the conscience, 274—
283. Neither does a law founded

upon a false presumption, 283—
286. But human laws do bind the

conscience to or from an act in

secret as well as in public, 287—
292. But not before sufficient

promulgation, 293—296. That a
law should oblige the conscience,
docs not depend upon the accepta-
tion of the law by the people, 296
300. Human laws, of indiffeient

matter, do not oblige the con-
science of tile subjects out of the

dominions of the superior, 301—

304. Obedience to human laws is

to be paid, according to wliat is

commanded, not according to what
is best, 304, 303. Human laws
when changed by equity, XIV. 233—237. Byjudicial interpretation,
237 — 242. [See Interpretation,

III.] A law made for a particular

reason, when the reason wholly
ceases, no longer obliges the con-

science, 242—247. What is our

duty, when the reason of the law
remains in the general, but fails ia

some particular cases, 247—251.
And how far the subject is so ac-

rjuitted from the obligation of the

law, that without further leave he

may use his liberty, 251— 254.
Whether the obligation of the law
extends to all cases that have the

same or an equal reason, though
the case be not comprehended di-

rectly within the laws, 255—260.

The legislator has authority to dis-

pense in his own laws, for any cause

that he shall himself judge reason-

able, so that no distinct interest be

prejudiced or injured, 261—265.

For the same power that can dis-

pense, can also commute a duty,
and so binds the conscience, 265—
^67. A law cannot be abrogated
by a custom (though this may in-

terpret it) without the consent of
the supreme power, aGS— 272.

The abrogation of a law, by a

competent (that is, by the supreme)
power, may be just and reasonable,

though the law itself be neither

unreasonable nor unjust, 273—
276.

Humility (Christian) defined, IV. 85.

Its characters, III. 281—287 ;
IV.

88— 93. Means and exercises for

obtaining the grace of humility, 93
—98. Beautiful instance of humi-

lity in Bishop Taylor, I. xciii.

Hungering and thirsting after righteous-

ness, nature of, II. 453, 454. The
blessing attached to this grace,
454, 455.

Husbands and wives, mutual duties

of, IV. 79-82, 159, 160 ; V. 255

—263, 263—271.

r.

Idle fVords, danger of, V. 333 —
335.

Idleness, portrait of, IV. 15.

Idolatry, the necessary result of

image-worship, X. 241—245 ;
XI.

162. The nature of idolatry, or
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worship ofimages, considered, XII.
385—395.

Jgjiatius, testimony of, against tran-

substantiation, X. 73, 74. His
doctrine concerning original sin,
IX. 94.

Ignorance, wilful, of man, a proof of
the '

desperate wickedness' of the

human heart, V. 309. Particularly
ignorance of God, 516. Ignorance
of the doctrines of Christianity,
how far and in what cases criminal,
VII, ccccvii.— ccccix. The in-

fluence of ignorance on the morality
ofhuman actions, considered, XIV.
362. Of what things a man may
or may not be innocently ignorant,
364. What diligence is necessary
that our innocence may be igno-

rant, 366. What is a probable
ignorance, considered, 368—372.

Ignorance does not always excuse
the fact, or diminish its malignity,
or change the kind and nature of
the sin, 382—389.

Illusions, caution against indulging
visionary and enthusiastic, II. 181
—182.

Images, worship of, forbidden. III.

15—17. Testimony of Lactantius

against image worship, X. cxix.

The worship of images, by the
church of Rome, unsupported by
Scripture, and by the practice of
the apostolical and primitive age
of the church, 171—175; XI. 135— 156. Origin of images, from
Simon Magus, 157. They were
not originally worshipped by the

pagan Romans, 159. 'J'he use of

images abominated by tlie first

Christians, ibid. And by tlie Jews
after the return from Babylon,
ibid. 160. Prohibited by the early
fathers, 161. Is a violation of the

second command, X. 241— 245;
XI. 162. Gives offence to the

enemies of Christianity, 165. And
causes Christians to fall into the
sin of idolatry, 166, 167. Futile

distinctions between SoyXsia, or ser-

vice, and XttTgEia, or divine worship,
'i.62y 163. The worship of images
not known in England, until the

eighth century, 167. Nor in France
until the ninth century, X. 175.

Its danger and unprofitableness to

the souls of men, 525— 527. Exa-
mination of the question, whether
it be lawful to make an image of

God, XII. 370—381. Or of Jesus

Christ, 382, 383. The doctrine of
the Jews and Christians on this

subject summed up, 404— 410.

Image worship alike contrary to

the law of nature and of God, 411
—412.

Imitation of Christ, the design of
God in sending him into the world,
II. Ixi. Motives to such imita-

tion, Ixii—Ixx. Exhortations to
imitate the example of ('hrist,
Ixxi. Ixxii. The imitation of Christ,
how far practicable, XII. 456—
460.

Immersion (single), in baptism, when
lawful, XIV. 67.

Immortality of the soul, not unknown
to the ancient heathens, VI. 536—
539.

Impatience, a temptation peculiar to

a state of sickness, IV. 392—394.
Remedies against it, 404— 408.

Ilnpatience of honest and severe

rebuke, a proof of the wickedness
of the human heart, V. 509.

Imposition of hands in ordination,
exercised solely by the apostles,
VII. 19—22. Practised by them
in the confirmation of baptized
persons, 22, 23. Was not to expire
with them, and why, 24—26.

Impudence, the result of an evil con-

science, XI. 395, 396.

Inadvertencies distinguished from dis-

obedience, II. 84. Inadvertency,
one cause why prayers are not an-

swered, 75—76.
Incantations, blasphemous, of the Ro-
mish church, X. 232—238.

Incarnation of the Eternal Word, con-
siderations on, II. 5— 7.

Inconsideration, a proof of the wicked-
ness of the human heart, V. 511.

Inclination, the judgment of, not suf-

ficient to make a sure conscience,
XL 465—468.

Indecency to be avoided, IV. 103—
106.

Itidijferency, prevents the answering
of our prayers, V. 71—75.

Indifferent things, liberty in the use

of, to be exercised in such manner
as not to offend our Christian bro-

ther, III. 'ill. Yet we are not to

betray our liberty in the use of
such things, merely to please a

peevish or froward brother, 212.

Not necessary to abstain for ever

from such things, to prevent the

offending of a brother, 215. Na-
ture of indifferent actions explain-
ed, XIV. 287—297.

Indulgences, origin of, X. 139, 140.

A novel invention, unsupported by
Scripture or by the practice of the
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jwimitive cliiircli, and subversive

ofmorality, 141— 145; XI.48— f>7.

Differences in opinion arnon^ the
Roniisli doctors concerning the ef-

ficacy of indulgences, X. 198—204.

Immorality of the popisii system
of indnigences, 204—206.

Indwelling of the Spirit, nature of, I.

117—122.
Infallible Guide, none in the world,
VI. .375, 376. The fathers proved
not to be infallible, X. 313—
325.

Infallibility of the popes, disproved by
Scripture, VIII. 52—65. By an-

tiquity, 65—69. And by the he-

retical, absurd, and contradictory
determinations of the popes them-

selves, 69—78. Many of them were

simoniacs, lieretics, and scliisma-

tics, X. 375—377.
Infants, reasons for baptizing, accord-

ing to the perpetual practice of

the church, II. 260—270. Of what
benefits they are actually made

partakers, 270—282—287. Proofs

from the writings of the fathers, that

infant baptism has been the prac-
tice in every age ofthe church,289

—
293. The light ofinfants to baptism
examined and proved, in opposition
to the assertions of the Anabaptists,
who restrict this sacrament exclu-

sively to adults, VIII. 150—212.
Infants do not and cannot perish

justly for Adam's sin, IX. 13—18.

The case of infants dying without

baptism considered, 90—93, 369 —
373. Uncharitableness of the

church of Rome, in excluding un-

baptized infants from the kingdom
of heaven, X. 530—532. Exami-
nation of the question whether in-

fants may be admitted to the holy
communion, XV. 501—508.

Infirmity (sins oQ.—Many crimes are

erroneously excused as sins of in-

firmity, which are not such, II.

207—213. What is the real state

of infirmity, IX. 119, 120. It ex-

cuses no man, 120, i2 1 . That state

which some men call a state of

infirmity, is a state of sin and

death, 135—138. What are sins

of infirmity, 159. Natural imper-
fections and evil inclinations, when
not consented to, are sins of in-

firmity, 160. Sins of infirmity
consist more in the imperfection
of obedience than in the commis-
sion of any evil, 161. Imperfect
actions are sins of infirmity, 162.

A sin of infirmity cannot but be of

VOL. I.

a small matter, 163. What are 7iot

sins of infirmity, 165. Violence of

passion excuses none under sins of

infirmity, 166, 167. Sins of in-

firmity not accounted in the same
manner to young men as to others,
167. Tlic greatness of the tempta-
tion does not make sin excusable
on the account of sins of infirmity,
168. The smallest instance, if ob-

served, ceases to be a sin of in-

firmity, 169. A man's will has no

infiimity, but when it wants the

grace of God, ibid. Nothing is a
sin of infirmity but what is, in

some sense, voluntary, 170. Sins
of inculpable ignorance, are sins

of infirmity, 170, 171. Practical
advices relative to sins of infirmity,
171—178.

Iniquity of the human heart shown,
(1) In its wilful blindness and

ignorance, V. 509— 516. (2) In
its hardness, 516 — 520. (3) In
numerous other respects, 521. Cau-
tions against it, 522.

Injuries are not to be avenged by
duels, III. 54— 57. Nor by law-

suits, if these be instituted on prin-

ciples of revenge, 57—63. What
conduct (Christians ought to pursue
towards injurious persons, 195. The
forgiveness of injuries, a special

duty of Christianity :
—see Forgive-

ness.

Innocents (Holy), put to death by
Herod, II. 124— 127. Considera-
tions on the massacre of them, 150
—137.

Insecurity of the religion of the church
of Rome, X. 520—532.

Instruction, in what manner to be

given to others, V. 372—374.

Instability of earthly things, III. 420
-426.

Intemperance, in food, evils of, V.
224. Its folly and madness, 247,
248. Is an enemy to health, 225— 231. The nurse of vice, 233,
234. The perfect destruction of

wisdom, 235— 237. And a dis-

honour to man, 237. Its fleeting

pleasures, 284.

Intention, purity of, its excellence,
IV. 22—24.

'

Rules for regulating
our intentions, 24—26. Signs of

purity of intention, 27—30.

INTERPRETA TION.

I. General Rulesfor the Interpret atioa

of Scripture.
In all interpretations of Scripture,

the literal sense is to be presumed
2b
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and chosen, unless tliere be evident

cause to the contrary, VI. 509, 510.

Not only the grannnatical or prime
signification of the word is tiie

literal sense, but also whatever is

the prime intention of the speaker,
510—512. One prime literal sense

only admissible in the interpreta-
tion of Scripture, 51^. Although
there be bnt one principal literal

sense, yet others that are sub-

ordinate, may be intended sub-

ordinately, 512, 513. When the

literal sense is lost by a plain

change of the words, it must be
corrected by the original, 5l3.

Mystical seme of Scripture defined,

5l3, 514. Though every passage
of Scripture has a literal sense,
either proper or figurative, yet

every one has not a spiritual in-

terpretation, 514. Previously to

drawing spiritual senses from Scrip-

ture, tiie literal sense must be al-

lowed, 515. In moral precepts, or

in rules of polity and economy, no
other sense is to be sought but

what they bear upon the face, 515.

If the letter of the story infers any
indecency or contradiction, then

only a mystical or spiritual sense

is to be sought, 516, 517. When
the spiritual sense is proved to be

evident and certain, then it is of
the same efficacy as the literal,

517. The Scriptures so plain, in

all necessary points, as to need no

interpretation, X. 414, 415. The
fathers interpreted Scripture by
Scripture, 515, 5l6. And diflricult

places by such as are plain, 516,
517. Authority of the writings of

the fathers in the interpretation of

Scripture, XIV. 157. List of books
recommended by Bishop Taylor,
as helps for the interpretation of

Scripture, VI. 509.

II. Special Rulesfor the Interpretation

of the Laws of Jesus Christ.

In negative precepts, the affiimatives

are coninianded, and in the affirma-

tive commandments the negatives
are included, XII. 465— 474. When
a negative and an affirmative seem

opposite in any sense, the affirma-

tive is to be expounded by the

negative, not the negative by the

affirmative, 475, 476. In the af-

firmative and negative precepts of

Christ, not only what is in the

words of the commandment, but
also whatsoever is symbolical or

alike, is equally forbidden or com-

manded, 477— 485. When any
thing is forbidden by the laws of
Jesus Christ, all those things are

likewise forbidden, which follow

from such forbidden action, and
for whose sake it was forbidden,
485—489. The laws of Christ are
the measures of the Spirit, and are

always to be extended to a spiritual

signification, 485— 496. Whatso-
ever is an elicit or imperate act of

virtue, whether it be acted by the
soul or by the body, is an act of

spiritual religion, 496—499. The
imperate acts or outward expres-
sions of the virtue of one com-
mandment must not contradict the
elicit acts of another, XIII. 1— 6.

When any thing is forbidden by
the laws of Christ, all those things
also, by which we come to that

sin, are understood to be forbidden

by the same law, 6— 10. The sup-
positive propositions with the su-

pervening advices of our blessed
Saviour are always equivalent to

matter of duty, and are by inter-

pretation a commandment, 10—14.

The institution of a rite or sacra-
ment by Jesus Christ is a direct

law, which makes it obligatory on
Christians to its full extent, 15—
S3. If the sense of a law be dubi-

ous, we are sometimes to expoimd
it by liberty, and sometimes by
restraint, 33. In what cases the
stricter sense of Christ's laws are
to be followed, 34, 35. And when
they are to be expounded to a
sense of ease and liberty, 35—41.
Who are truly weak and innocent,
and to be complied with in ex-

pounding Christ's laws, 41— 45.
The positive laws of Jesus Christ
cannot be dispensed with by any
human power, 46—56. When we
may be admitted to do part of our

duty, and when to supply it by
something else, 56—59. Not every
thing in the sermons and doctrine
of Jesus (Christ was intended to
bind as a law or commandment, 59—68. Some things may be used
in the service of God, which are
not commanded in any law, nor

explicitly commended in any doc-
trine of Jesus Christ, 68—96. In
the law of Christ there is no pre-

cept that wholly ministers to the
law of Moses, but for a time only
and less principally, 169 — 172.
The laws of Christ arc to be inter-

preted to the sense of a present
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obedience, accordiiifj to their sub-

ject matter, 172 — 201. Because
the laws of Christ were delivered
in sermons to a single person, or to

a definite number of hearers, we
are curiously to inquire and wisely
to understand, when those persons
were only personally concerned,
and when they were representa-
tives of the whole churcli, 201—
209. Evangelical laws, given to

one concerning the duty of another,
do in that very relation concern
them both, but in different degrees,
'210—214. Custom an insufficient

interpreter of the laws of Christ,
214—223. The measure of per-
fection and obedience, expected
ofChristians, is greater than tliat of
the Jews, even in moral duties com-
mon to them and to us, 223— 229.

III. Of the Interpretation of Human
Laws, XIV. 223.

(1 ) Of the equitable interpretation of
human laws, XIV. 223.When the let-

ter of the law is burdensome and un-

just, the meaning and charity of the
law do only oblige the conscience,
223. Application of this principle
to penal laws, 224. When the first

sense of the words infers any ab-

surdity, contradiction, injustice, or

unreasonableness, the words are not
to be adhered to, 225. If the in-

tention can only be gathered ob-

iscurely by ciicunistances, the words
are to be chosen rather than the

obscure intention, 226. Unless it

be manifest that the words do not

represent the legislator's intention,

226, 227. Words of civil or legal

signification, must not signify ac-

cording to grannnar, but according
to law, 227. That is the meaning
of the words of the law, which does
the work of the law, 228—232. In
doubtful points, relative to the con-
struction of contracts and of testa-

ments, we are to consider and rest

upon what is most likely and most

usual, 232— 234. Application of
this rule to the mitigation of penal
laws, 234— 236. In matters of
favour and piety, the sense of the

law is to be extended by inter-

pretation, 236, 237.

(2) On the judicial interpretation of
human laws, XIV. 237. When the

power that made the law inter-

prets the law, such interpretation
is authentical, and obliges the con-
science as much as the law, ^37,
238. But such intervention of the

prince between equity and strict
law must be bontt fide, and not

fraudulent, 239. It must not be
exercised but for grave and just
causes, 240. The interpretation
of laws, made by judges, is matter
of fidelity and wise dispensation,
not of empire and power, 241, 242.
A law, made for a particular rea-

son, is not obligatory on the con-
science when such reason ceases,
242—247. W^hat is our duty, when
the reason of the law remains in
the general, but fails in some par-
ticular cases and persons, 247—
251. Whether, in such particular
cases, the subject is so quitted from
the obligation of the law, that,
without further leave, he may use
his liberty, or must he require it of
his superior, 251—254. How far

the obligation of the law extends
to all cases that have the same, or
an equal reason, though the case
be not comprehended directly in
the laws, 255—260.

Intolerance, origin and progress of,
VII. ccccx.— ccccxiii.

Invocation of saints, proofs of, in the
church of Home, X. 224—231. Its

danger, 524, 525.

Ireland, state of religion in, at the

Restoration, I. cii. ciii. Its moral,

religions, and political stale after

tlie Restoration, cxviii.— cxxii.

Remarks thereon, cxxii. cxxiii.

Gross ignorance and superstition
of the Irish people, X. cxxi.—
cxxv.

Irertceus, testimony of, to the suffi-

ciency of Scriptures, X. 394. And
to the articles of the faiih received

by the church, 459, 460.

James and John (apostles), the uncha-
ritable conduct of towards the

Samaritans considered, VI. 579—
581. Causes of it, 590, 591.

James, the brother of Jesus Christ,
called an apostle, because he was

bishop of Jerusalem, VII. 13, 14.

Was not one of the twelve apostles.
14. Proofs from the Acts of the

Apostles, that he waS actually

bishop of Jerusalem, 51, 52. And
from the writings of llie fathers,

53, 54, 55.
' Jealous God,' the term explained,
V. 434—436.

Jeancs (Henry), notice of, I. Ixxiv.

Account of his controversy with

Bishop Taylor on original siu, ibid.
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Ixxv. Their correspondence on
tbis subject, 25—86.

Jerome^ testimony of, to the fact that

bishops are the successors of the

apostles, VII. 39. His supposed
arguments against the prelacy of

bishops, examined and refuted, 77—91. His testimony against tlie

making of images, or pictures of

God, XI. 177,178. His testimony
to the sufficiency of Scripture, as
a complete rule of faith and man-
ners, X. 407, 408. And to the

necessity ofconfirmation, XI. 263.

Jesting, what kind of is really sinful,
V. 347 — 349. Of scurrility or
foolish jesting, 344—347. Of pro-
fane jesting, 349.

Jesuits, taught the horrid doctrine
that kings might be put to death,
VI. 581—584. Claimed the power
of the sword for the pope, 585.

Apologized for the assassins of two
kings, 585. And for the traitor

Garnet's high treason, 586. Their

duplicity in the matter of allegi-
ance to Queen Elizabeth, 589.
The cause of their engaging in the

gunpowder treason, was not reli-

gion, 591—594. But their own
traitorous conduct, 596—599. The
Jesuits engaged in that conspiracy,
because it was a tenet of the Ro-
mish church that heretical kings
and princes might not only be de-

posed but put to death, which tenet
their own writers justified and

taught, 600— 60fi. The disclosure
of the gunpowder conspiracy, not
made to the Jesuit confessors un-
der the seal of confession, 614,615.
And even if it had been so made,
they were bound to reveal it, pur-
suant to the opinions of the most
eminent doctors of the Romish
church, 616—620.

Jesus Christ, history of the con-

ception of, II. 1. Considerations

thereon, 4. Circumstances be-
tween the conception and the na-

tivity, 9. Considerations thereon,
12. His nativity, 19. Considera-
tions thereon, 22—29. His birth

announced to shepherds by angels,
43—46. Considerations thereon,
50—55. The adoration of Christ

by the Magi, 47—50. Considera-
tions thereon, 55— 62. The cir-

cumcision of Christ, 63— 65. Con-
siderations thereon, 66—70. Re-
flections on the eflicacy of the
name of Jesus, 71—73. Presenta-
tion of Christ in the temple, 65.

Considerations thereon, 99—104;
Is carried into Egypt, 128, 129.

Considerations thereon, 131— 140.

Of the younger years of Jesus, and
his disputation with the doctors in

the temple, 141—143. Considera-

tions thereon, 144—147. The ma-
nifestation of Jesus, announced by
John the Baptist, 148—l5l. Con-
siderations on his preaching, 156—
158. The baptism of Jesus, 183—
185. Considerations thereon, 188—193. His fasting and tempta-
tion, 186, 187. Considerations

thereon, 193-200. (See Temptw
tion.) Jesus manifested by John
to be the Messiah, 305. Consi-

derations tliereon, 309. Calls five

disciples, 306,309—314. Performs
his first miracle at Cuna in Galilee,

3i)7, 308. Remarks thereon, 314—3l7. Goes to Jerusalem to the

passover, and drives the buyers and
.sellers out of the temple, 334.

Considerations thereon, 338—342.

Conversation of Christ with Nico-

demus, 335, 336. And with the

woman of Samaria, 361 — 363.
Considerations thereon, 572—381.

His preaching and miracles in Ga-

lilee, 364— 372. Considerations

thereon, 382—390. And on Christ's

sermon on the mount, especially
the eight beatitudes, 442— 463.

History of the second year of his

preaching. III. 126— 133. The
easiness of his yoke illustrated, 133—172. History of the third year
of his preaching, 186—205. Cir-

cumstances from the death of La-

zarus, until the death and burial

of Jesus, 240—265. Considerations

thereon, 266—275, 277—288, 318—
329, 331—343. Particularly on
the crucifixion, 371 — 382. The
resurrection and ascension ofJesus,
384—388. Considerations thereon,
388—407. Inestimable price paid
by Christ for the soul of man, VI.

64, 81—84. How he is the '
first

fruits of them that slept,' 414—•

418. The doctrine of Christ cru-

cified, the great article of the

Christian faith, VII. 414. Jesus

Christ did institute a government
in his church, VII. 7—10. Which
he first committed to the apostles,
10. With a power ofjoining others,
and appointing successors in the

apostolate, 11, 12. Whose suc-

cessors were bishops, 13. (See
Bishops.) A moral demonstration
that the religion of Jesus Chrjst is
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from God, drawn, first, from the

prophecies conceniiDij; his person,
XII. 3y—43. Secondly, From tiie

miracles which lie wrought, 45.

Thirdli/,Fiom the divine testimonies
borne to iiim, 46—49. His divine
doctrine and moral precepts, 49—
55. The spread of Christianity and
its powerful effects, 55—61. Its

triumph over lieathenisni, 64, 65.

Comparison of it with the religion
and person of Mahomet, 65, 66.
Examination of the question whe-
ther it is lawful to make a picture
or image of Christ, 382, 3B3. On
the kingdom of Christ, see King-
dom ; and concerning his second

advent, see Judgment (day of).
Jemis Christ, (law of) is mere obliga-

tory than that of the Old Testa-

ment, XII. 281—SB?. It has made
the ceremonial law wholly void,
287— 296. There is no state of
men or things but is to be guided
by the proportion of some rule or

precept in the Christian law, 439—416. Of the measures of war,
according to the laws of Christ,
447—451. Examples of men under
the Old Testament not binding
under the New Testament dispen-
sation, 451—456. The example
of Ciirist, how imitable, 456—460.
On the interpretation of the laws of
Jesus Christ, see Interpretation, II.

Jews, misinterpretation of tlie moral
law by, V. 173. Their defective

worship of God, 173, 174.

John the Baptist, preaching of, prepa-
rative to the manifestation ofJesus,
II. 148 — 151. Considerations

thereon, 151 — 158. Nature and
design of his baptism, 183— 185.

Baptizes Jesus Christ, 184, 185.
Considerations thereon, 188— 19a.
His testimony to Jesus, 305, 306,
309. Renews his testimony, 336'
Put to death by Herod, 337.

Jones, (William Todd, Esq.) biogra-

phical notice of, I. ccclvii. ii. iii.

Joseph, remarks on the conduct of,
to the Virgin Mary, II. 15 — 17.

Flees into Egypt, with his family,
127. Considerations thereon, 138
—140.

Joys of the blessed in heaven, con-

templation on, III. 494—499.
Judges, the duty of, IV. 156. They

must proceed according to the pro-
cess of law, thougli contrary to

their own private opinion, XI.
495—497. But a .judge may not

proceed upon the evidence of an
instrument which he perused pri-
vately, but vvliich was not produced
in court, 498. V/hat he must do,
in case the evidence on oath is

contrary to his own private kuovF-

ledgc, ibid. A judge may not do
any public act against his own pri-
vate conscience, 499, 500. A
judge who sees an act done, may
proceed upon his intuition of the

fact, 502. The double capacity of
the judge stated, 508. He must
divest himself, in hisjudicial capa-
city, of all his affections, will, and
opinion, 513, 514.

Judas Iscariot, received the sacra-
ment of the Lord's Supper, III. 304,

Betrayed his master, 253. Suicide
of, 256. Considerations thereon,
335, 336.

Judgment, (day of) contemplation on,
III. 477—482. Its certainty, V.
2, 3. First, Who shall be judged,
4. We shall all be judged, (l) In
the presence of angels and men, 5.

(2) Holy men, 6. (3) Young con-

verts, ibid. (4) The partners of
their sins, 7—9. (5) The awful
circumstances of this assemblage,
9. Secondly, Where we must ap-
pear,

— before the judgment-seat of

Christ, 11. The circumstances of
his advent described, 12 — 16.

Thirdly, For what things we shall

be judged, and the severity of the

Judge, 17— 23. Importance of this

consideration to all men, 24. All
secret sins will be brought to light,
27—29. And an account will be

required of divine blessings, 29,30.
Fourthly, The accusers will be (1)
conscience, 30. (2) Devils, 31—
34. Fifthly, Of the sentence that
will then be pronounced, 34. On
the deeds done in the body, 36.
Whether fhey be good or evil, 41.
The punishment of the wicked will

be eternal torments, 44—49. The
practical inference to be deduced
from the whole, 49—51. Will be
a day of recompense, VI. 555, 556.

Judgments. Remarks on the divine

judgments, III. 222. Last judg-
ments, prohibited by Christ, 68.
Cautions against rashly judging of
the eternal state of others, especially
ofone who has come to an untimely
end, 223, 224. We may say that
such an end is a divine judgment
in the case of habitually vicious

persons, 225. Mistaken notions of
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instances of divine judgments, 226,
227. Real instances of such judg-
ments, 228—230, 233. In estimat-

ing divine judgments from sudden
or untimely accidents, we must ob-

serve from the cause to the effect,
and tiienjudge from the efi'ect con-

cerning the nature and the degree
of llie cause, 230, 231. Rules for

judging of ourselves when divine

judgments overtake us, 231, 232.

National judgments, how to be con-

sidered, 231—238. The duty of a

nation under them, 238, 239. The
practical judgment, or last deter-

mination to an action, ought, in a

right conscience, to be sure and

evident, XI. 428—430. Such judg-
ment in a right conscience is al-

ways agreeable to the speculative
determination of the understand-

ing, 430— 461. A judgment of
nature or inclination, not sufficient

to make a sure conscience, 465—
468. Uncharitable judgment of
the church of Rome concerning
others, exposed, X. 508—520.

Jurisdiction, superiority of, given I)y
Christ to his apostles, VII. 27—31.

If necessary then for the govern-
ment of the church, it is necessary
in every succeeding age, 31. And
must be perpetual, 31, 32, Ex-
tensive jurisdiction of bishops,
151 — 154. Required universal

obedience to be given them by
clergy and laity, 154— 159. By
virtue of their jurisdiction they
were judges of the clergy, and

spiritual causes of the laity, 159—
180. And could forbid presbyters
to officiate without their license,
180—191. As well as to leave their

own diocese, or to travel, without
leave of the bishop, 191,192. They
could reserve church-goods to epis-

copal dispensation, 190. And could

prefer which of their clerks they
pleased, 192— 203. Impious pre-
tensions of the Romish clergy to

exemption from civil jurisdiction,
X. 252— 255.

Just, on the glorious state of the, in

heaven. III. 483—486. The great-
ness of their eternal honour, 486.

Of their riches in the kingdom of

heaven, 490— 494. And of their

pleasures, 494— 499. The excel-

lency and happiness of their souls

and bodies in the life eternal, 500
—510.

Justice, (Christian) nature of, IV.

143, 144. Rules for the practice

of this grace during sickness, 496
—501.

Justification, different meanings of,
VI. 269, '270. The folly of disputing
about the philosophy of justifica-

tion, 271. Man is not justified by
faith only, without obedience, 272—274. How a man is justified by
works, 274, 275. No man is justi-
fied, in the lowest sense of the
word (that is, when it means the

pardon of sins), but when his sin is

mortified and destroyed, 275—277.
No man is actually justified, who
is not in some measure sanctified,
277—279.

Justin Blartyr, testimony of, against
transubstantiation, IX. 476—478.
X. 79. XI. 106—110. His doctrine

concerning original sin, IX. 95,96.

K.

Kaxict, what ismeant by,VIII. 389, 390.

Keys, the power of, though first given
by Clirist to Peter, was not con-
fined to him, VII. 8, 9. Its extent,
XIII. 558 — 563. Confers no in-

fallibility upon the popes of Rome,
VIII. 53—65. X. 177—184. This

power relates only to public dis-

cipline, XI. 26—28. But the mi-
nisters of the gospel have it, XIV.
4?7—431.

Kingdom of Christ, a spiritual king-
dom, V. 171, 172. Admission into

it one of the benefits conferred by
baptism, II. 241, 270. Also, en-

trance into the blessings and spi-
ritualities of it, 242. Heaven,
why called a kingdom. III. 492.
Eternal riches of the kingdom of

heaven, 491, 493, 494. Uncharita-
bleness of the church of Rome in

excluding unbaptized children of
Christian parents from it, X. 530
—532.

Kingdom of Heaven, promised to the

poor in spirit, II. 447.

Kings to be prayed for. III. 80. How
far we may pray against their ene-

mies, ibid. The duties of kings, as

legislators, IV. 153 — 155. And
as judges, 156. May be killed,

according to certain doctors of the

Romish church, VI. 581 — 584.
The power of the sword over them,
claimed for the pope, 585. 1 wo
assassins of kings apologized for,
ibid. Proofs that the church of
Rome teaches the doctrine of de-

posing kings and sovereign princes,
for heresy, 600—602. And even of

lawfully putting them to death,
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603— 606. The danger of Pro-
testant princes, 607— 610. Tlie

government of the church by
bishops no infringement on tiie

kingly power, VII. 170. How far

they may restrain differing or false

opinions, VIII. 138— 141. May
tolerate different sects of (Christ-

ians, l-iS— 145. Particularly in

the case of weak consriences, 14.5—149. Also the theological tenets
of the Anabaptists relative to bap-
tism, 150—'il2. But not their ;)o-

litical notions, 212—214. How far

they may tolerate the religion of
the Romish church, 215 — 227.
The lives of kings unsafe in the
hands of the Romish doctors, X.
255. The Romish doctors teach
that all heretical princes may be

deposed, 256. Impious claims of

supremacy of the Romish church

refuted, 258 — 262. Nature and
extent of the kingly power, XII [.

425—430. A king is not to con-
sider the greatness of his power,
but of his duty, 438—440. Is

obliged to perform all he has sworn

to, I)oth as a single person and as a

king, 444. The special preroga-
tives of a king stated, 447 — 452.
Rebellion against a king, unlawful
on any pretence whatever, 453—
470. The king has supreme civil

power in all causes ecclesiastical,
470—490. Kings will be called to

account for souls, 490—491. They
have a legislative power in the af-

fairs of religion and the church, 492— 498. Also a power of coercion of

every person in the whole order

ecclesiastical, 498—530. And also

jurisdiction in causes, not only
ecclesiastical, but internal and

spiritual, 530 — 543. How they
are to govern in ecclesiastical

causes, 543 — 548. They are

bound, onhj by religion, to keep
the laws of the church, 588—593.
Cannot be exconununicated by the
ecclesiastical power, 593 — 603.

Their concurrence necessary to the

infliction of ecclesiastical censures,
603—616.

Ladanthcs, testimony of, against
image-worship, X. cxix.

fMtij were bound to yield universal

obedience to the bisliop, VII. 154— 159. Had no jurisdiction in

spiritual causes, 159— 180. Never
voted ill councils, 208, 209. The

taking of the cup from the laity, by
tlie church of Rome, at the com-
munion, contrary to tiie connnand
of Christ and the practice of the

Cliristian church, X. 161 — 166.
XI. 119—128.

Laito', (archbishop) patronizes Jeremy
Taylor, I. xii.— xiv. cccviii. His
account of his interviews with friar

John Davenport, cccx.

Law, different meanings of the word,
in the Scriptures, VHI. 289. Why
called the ministration of death,
i;89. The use which Christians are

to make of it, 290. See Divine

Laws, Ecclesiastical Law, Human
Laws, Jesus Clirist (Laws of), Na-
ture (Law of), Pare7its (Power of),

Penal Law, Power (Civil or Su-

preme), Tribute, Interpretation, II.

III.

Latv of Moses, why termed a law of

works. III. 3. Exposition of the

moral law, as contained in the tea

commandments, 6—47. Explica-
tions of them in the Old Testament
are part thereof, XII. 357—359.
The ceremonial law void, 287.
The judicial law annulled, 296.

Laws. — Rewards and punishments
are the best sanction of laws, VI.
223, 224. The precept of avoiding
scandal to be observed by the go-
vernors of a church or state, in the

making and execution of laws, III.

219, 220. Laws are the only com-
mon term, and certain rule and mea-
sure of obedience, VI. 335—358.

Law-snits, not to be instituted for

trifling matters, III. 58. Nor from
a principle of revenge, 59 — 63.
How far bishops had cognizance
of them in the primitive church,
VII. 252— 253. In wliat cases

Christians may go to law or not,
XIII. 400—404. XV. 568—575.

Lay-elders, never heard of in tlie

Christian church, VII. 269—276.
Learning, utility of, for understanding

the Scriptures, V. 394. Source of
the learning of the fathers of the

Christian chuich, 407.

Lent, fast of. Pretensions of the

Quailragesimal or Lent Fast to be
of apostolical tradition, XIV. 28—
31. Disproved, 31 — 46. Extra-

vagant laws of the Romish church

concerning, exposed, 80—85.

Letters from bi8ho[) Taylor to John
I'.velyn, I. xliv. xlvii. li. liii. Iv. Ivi.

Ixii. Ixvi. Ixvii. Ixviii. Ixxvii. Ixxxi.
Ixxxiv. Ixxxvii. xcii. xciv. cix.

Bishop Warner, xliii. Dr. Sheldon,
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xlix. 1. Professor Stearne, xci.

xcii.

Liberty, (Christian) considerations

on, XIII. 251— 253. It is not

liberty from sin, 253. But from
the curse of the law and from

spiritual bondage, 254. Fro!n the

ceremonial law, 251, 255. And it

is also the liberty of i;lory, 255.
*
Liberty of Prophesying,' motives and

spirit of bisliop Taylor in under-

taking to compose, VII. cccxciv.— ccccii. ccccxxxiii. ccccxxxiv.
Rules that guided him in the selec-

tion of topics, cccciii. — ccccvi.
Its plan and design, 439— 443.
Its publication, I. xxvii. It is

attacked by Samuel Rutherford,
XXV. cccxvii. Strictures on Ornie's

remarks upon this work, xxx.—
xxxii. Analysis of this work, with

remarks, rci.— ccxviii.

Liberty, in things indifferent, to be
nsed in siicli manner as not to

oifend our brother, III. 211. Yet
we are not to betray our Christian

liberty, merely to please peevish
or froward people, 212. Liberty
of the will, see fyill (liberty of).

License of bishop, ncccssaiy to permit
a presbyter to ofiiciate, VII. 180
—190. And also to leave their

diocese, or to travel thcfein, 191—
203. Licenses for sinning, sold by
the Church of Rome, X. 207.

Lie, may be in action as well as by
words, XIII. 384. The lawfulness

of lies, in certain cases, considered,
VI. 162 — 16'!. Lying, in judg-
ment, is unlawful and contrary to

Christian simplicity, 165, 166. Ly-
ing, in jest, is unlawful, l67.

Nevertheless, the church of Rome
teaches that all lies and evasions

are perfectly lawful, X. •247—250.

It is unlawful to tell a lie for God
and his truth, XI. 483. Melanc-

thon, in his definition of a lie, ir.-

chidcs the hurting of our neijrli-

bour, XIII. 352, 353. A lie may
be told to children and madmen,
and why, 353,354. It is lawful to

tell a lie to our neighbour by con-

sent, provided the end be innocent

or pious, 355. As to save a man's

life, and the like, ibid. 356. The
case of a guilty criminal saying
' not guilty' considered, 362—364.
It is lawful to do otherwise than

we promised, if the doing be better

than the saying, 364. It is not

lawful to tell a lie to save our fame,

365, see. Nor to tell a lie in hu-

mility, or the confession of sins

and accusation of ourselves, 367.

In a just war, it is lawful to de-

ceive the unjust enemy, but not to

lie, 368 — 373 Princes may not
lie for the interests and advantages
of governnicnt, 373, 374. The ninth

commandment prohibits lying of

every description, III. 46.

Life, long and healthy, promoted by
holiness and obedience, III. 149—
164. Contemplation on the brevity
and vanity of, 415—419. Its duty,
IV. 335—.341. Rules and motives

for such consideration, 341—349.

Contemplation on its manifold mi-

series, III. 437 — 413. The duty
of considering them, IV. 359—368.

Contemplation on the end of life,

III. 443-450, The end of it cer-

tain, 450—4.56. And terrible, 460
—469. Rules and spiritual arts for

lengthening our days, and to take

off the objection of a short life, IV.

349— 359. The life of man a per-

petual contradiction, V. 139, 140.

Compared to water spilt upon the

ground, VI. 455—461.

Linus, proved to have been bishop of

Rome, VII. 71.

Literal sense of Scripture, rules for

interpreting, VI. 509. It is to be

presumed and chosen, unless there

be evident cause to the contrary,
509, 510. Not only the grammati-
cal, or precise signification of the

word, is the literal sense, but also,
whatever is the prime intention of

the speaker, 510—512. One prime
literal sense only is admissible,
512. Though there may be only
one principal literal sense, yet
others that are subordinate, may
be intended subordinately, 512,
513. When the literal sense is lost

by the plain change of the words,
it must be corrected by the ori-

ginal, 513.

Liturgy (precomposed), superiority
of, over extempore prayer, VII.
319—350. Grounds of evidence
for its use briefly stated, 285, 286.
More particularly, the church is

empowered and commanded to use

such a form of prayer, 352. To-

gether with a promise of assistance,
353. A liturgical form of worship
was in use among the Jews, from
the time of Moses to that of Jesus

Christ, 355, 356. It was also en-

joined by Christ to his apostles,
and at their request, 356, 357,

Who gave them a pattern in the
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Lord's Prayer, tlie devout nse of
wliicli is proved to be i>rayiii<r in

the spirit of Christ, 3j7, 358. Yet,
siipposinj; Christ had not enjoined
the nse of it, there is no iiurt in

nsing it, 359. Excellence of this

form of prayer, and wiiy (,'iirist en-

joined it, 360. Liturgical forms
of prayer, proved to have been
nsed by- the apostles, 361— 364.
And by the Christian ehnreh from
their time to that of Angnstine,
after whose time there is no dispute
concerning the fact of their being
used, 364—369. The wisdom of
the church in enjoining liturgical

forms, 369—378. Which do not
restrain and confine the Holy
Spirit, 379—387. The excellency
of the liturgy of the reformed
church of England, 286— 288.

Which, though opposed by some

puritans at Frankfort, yet was
never charged with impiety or

heresy by the Papists, 288— 290.

Many of its prayers the same as

those in the Romish offices, and

why, 290, 29 1 . Was highly valued

by the martyrs for the reformation,
291. Proof that the liturgy of the

church of England is the same
which was used in the Christian

church, from the very time of the

apostles, 292—308.

Lloyd (Griffin), a pupil of bishop
Taylor, I. xxvi. Epitaph of,
eccxiv.

L.ong-sujfering of God, towards sin-

ners, V. 586—588.
Lord's day (or Sunday), origin of the

observance of, XII. 417 — 422.

Why observed by the Christians
in the age succeeding that of the

apostles, 414, 426, 427, 428. Its

observance of apostolical origin,

423, 424. In what manner it should
be kept. III. 28—30 ; IV. 214—
217 ;

XII. 424, 430. The duty of

keeping it enforced, IV. 212— 214.

Lord's Prayer, exposition of. III. 72—79. A paraphrase on it, XV.
.50—55. Was given by Jesus Christ

to his apostles, at their request,
VII. 356, 357. Its nse, why en-

joined by him, 360. Proof that,
when we nse it devoutly, we ac-

tually and truly pray in the spirit
of Christ, 357,353. Yet, supposing
that Christ had not enjoined it,

there is no harm in using it, 359.

LORD'S SUPPER.
I. Accotint of the Instiiulion, Naiure,

VOL. 1.

Excellencies, Uses, and Intentions of
the Holy Sacrament of the Lord's

Supper. The several apprehensions
of men concerning it, XV. 404—
409. Account of its institutiorr-by
Jesus Christ, III. 249—251, ^89-
293; IX. 491—499. In the in-

stitution of this sacrament Christ
manifested his almighty power,
III. 293, 294. His infinite wis-

dom, 294. And his unspeakable
charity, 295, 2'.'6. How-we spirit-

ually receive Christ in this holy
sacrament, XV, 409 — 421. The
celebration of this sacrifice must
be an instrument of applying the

proper sacrifice to all the purposes
for which it was first intended. III.

295, 296. Many great blessings
are represented and exhibited in

this sacrament. III. 296; XV. 421—430. More particularly, it is in-

tended to increase our faith, 431—433. It also increases all the

Christian graces, especially that
of charity, 433, 434. It is of great

efficacy for the forgiveness of sins,
435—437. It is the greatest so-

lemnity of prayer and means of

impetration, in this world, 437.

Representing his death, and sacri-

fice, 437 — 440. And being an

image of his intercession in heaven,
440. It is the pledge of glory, and
the earnest of immortality. III.

299, 300. By means of it our bodies

are made capable of the resurrec-

tion to life and eternal glory, XV.
440, 441. It eniighfcns and spirit-
ualizes the mind of man. III. 300,
301. Its efficacy on our bodies, XV.
442, 443. Practical conclusions

from the preceding considerations,
445—454. Christ's real presence
in the Lord's Supper, proved lo be

only spiritual, not corporeal, IX.
503-512.

II. Of the requisite preparation for the

Lord's Supper, III. 301; IV. 267
— 270. Wlio are excluded from it,

III. 302. All catechumens, or nn-

baptized persons,and those living in

known sm,302—308;XV. 499, 500.

Whether it may be administered to

infants, 501 — MS. Or to fools

and madmen, 508—510. Of ex-

amination of ourselves in order to

the holy communion, XV. 457—
470. Particularly of our desires,
462. And concerning our remanent
atfections to sin, 470—479. Also
in the matter of our prayers,
480— 485. And in sonic other iu-

2 c
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stances, 486—493. Of actual faith

as a necessary disposition to the

sacrament, 510—520. Tlie proper
and specific work of faith in re-

ceiving the holy communion, 520—533. Of charity, preparatory to

it, 537— 538. And repentauce,
generally, 582—585. Of the ne-

cessity of repentance in order to

the holy sacrament, 585 — 589.
What actions of repentance are

specially required, 589—605. How
far we must have proceeded in our

general repentance and emendation
of our lives before we communicate,
606—620. Whether it is better,
to communicate seldom or fre-

quently, 620—628 ;
III. 31 1—313.

How often a good man should com-

municate, XV. 629—634, What
significations of repentance are to

l>e accepted by the church, in the
admission of penitents to the com-

munion, 635—648. Of the actual
and ornamental preparation to the

holy sacrament, 652. Inquiry
whether the being habitually pre-
pared is the proper preparation for

the holy commimion, 652 — 654.
Rules for the examination of our
consciences against the day of

communion, 654—659. Of an ac-
tual supply of such actions and de-

grees of good as are wanting against
a communion day, 659—664. Sin-

ful motives, or sinful practices, the

real cause why men do not come
to tiie sacrament. III. 314, 315.
Address to scrupulous consciences,
316,317.

III. Of our Comportment in, and after,

receiving the blessed Sacrament, XV.
667. Of the circumstances and
manner in wliich we are to receive
the divine mysteries, 667— 676;
III. 310; IV. 271, 272. Subse-

quent duties. III. 311 ; IV. 271,
272. The benefits of worthy com-
municating, IV. 273, 274. The
comforts that flow from it, I. I6l—170. Directions concerning tlie

administration of the sacrament to

sick persons, IV. 529 — 532. It

cannot be refused by a priest to

one, who has been falsely and un-

worthily absolved, XI. 496, 497.
The apostolic precept and injunc-
tion concerning the consecration
of the elements, XIV. 22 — 24.
Advice concerning him, who only
communicates spiritually, XV. 688
—690.

Love of God, nature of, IV. 193. The

chief object to man, II. xix. xx.

The source of all religion, xxi. Is

universal, 56. Not destroyed by
every single lesser disobedience,
83. What is implied in loving
God with all our heart. III. 7—13.

Measures and rules of the love of

God, IV. 196. Helps to increase

it by way of exercise, 197—199.

Two states of love to God, de-

scribed, 199, 200.

Ludolphus de iSaxoniA, notice of the

Harmony of, I. cxxxix.

Lukewarmness in religion and the wor-

ship of God, V. 186. Imprudence
of it exposed, 187. Destroys the

life of God in the soul, 187, 188.

Is an incorrigible state, 188— 190.

Lust, an impediment to answers to

prayer, V. 63—65. No real plea-
sure in gratifying the lusts of the

flesh, 283.

Lying, see Lie.

M.

Macarius, testimony of, against trau-

substantiation, X. 83; XI. 113.

Madmen, and the wicked, parallel
between, III. 165—170. A lie

may be told to them, XIII. 353—
354. But they are not admissible

to the holy communion, XV. 509,
510.

Magi visit Jesus Christ at Bethlehem,
and make their offerings, II. 46—
50. Considerations thereon, 55
—62.

Magistrates, (Christian) may make
penal laws, XIII. 306—317. See
also King.

Man, misery of, in consequence of

the fall, VI. 163, 169. Contem-

plation on the state of man in this

life, III. 415—419. Vanity of

man, 431 — 437. Consideration

thereof, IV, 335—341. Rules and
motives for reducing such con-

sideration to practice, 342—3,59.
Is dishonoured and disgraced by
intemperance, V. 237. His com-

position of body, soul, and spirit

explained, 421. The evil state of
his nature the cause of his sinning,
VI. 248, 249. Also the evil habits

which he has imbibed, 249, 250.
And the evil customs of sinning,
250. The person of no man re-

spected by God, VI. 462—466.
Mark, the evangelist, proved to have
been bishop of Alexandria, VII.
69—71.

Marriage, instituted by God, V. 248.
A blessing to man, 249. Why not
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*miich sought by the first Christians,
230. Knoiteoiis coiiciiict of some
of them in avoiding marriage, 251.
Proved to be honourable in ail

men, 252. Honoured by Christ

performing his first public miracle
at a wedding in Cana of Galilee,
253

; II. 307, 308. Considerations
on that miracle, 313— 317. Eulogy
on marriage, V. 233, 254. A sacra-
mental mystery, 254, 253. Reci-
procal duties of married persons,
255—263. Of the man, 263— 272.
And of tlie woman, 272 — 279.

Dangerous and immoral opinions
ot the Romish doctors, cor.ccrning
the marriage of Roman Catholics
with those whom they term here-

tics, X. 217. The violation of the

nuptial bonds, taught by the cliuich
of Rome to be lawful, 248. Why
prohibited within certain degrees,
XII. 307—350. The marriage of

bishops and priests vindicated,
XIV. 120—147. On the second

marriages of the clergy, 147—150.
The marriage of children against
their parents' will and approba-
tion, is unlawful, XIV. 196—210.
How far children are exempted
from their parents' power, by mar-

riage, or otherwise, 210, et seq.
The consent of grandfathers to
their nephews' marriage, whether

necessary, 213. Consideration of
the question, whether children are
bound to obey their parents and
quit their loves, if the parents
have consented and authorized
the treaty of marriage till the
affections of the children are irre-

vocably engaged, and afterwards
retract that consent, 214. Whe-
ther parents can compel a son or

daughter to marry whom they will,

218, 219. Cases in which such

compulsion does not hold, 219—
222.

Marriage at Cana in Galilee, miracle

wrought at, by Christ, II. 307,
308. Considerations thereon, 31 5
—317.

Married Persons, mutual duties of,
and rules for, IV. 79—82 ; 139,
160.

Marsh, (Rev. Dr. Digby) character

of, I. cccliv. ccclv.

Mary, (the blessed Virgin) character

of, II. 1. The miraculous con-

ception of Jesus Christ announced
to her, 2—4. Considerations

thereon, 4—9. Her interview with

Elizabeth, 10, 11. Remarks thereon,

12~15. And on the conduct of Jo-

seph to her, J 5^17. The duty of

nursing children enforced, after

her example, 30—42. Presents
the infant Jesus in the temple, 65.

Considerations thereon, 99—103.

Her conduct on Ciirist's disputa-
tion with the doctors in the tem-

ple, 141 — 143. Considerations

thereon, 144—147. Idolatrous ad-

dresses to her, offered in the

church of Rome, X. 227—229-

Mary Magdalene, idolatrous addiess-cs

to, X. 2a9.

Masters of Families, rules for the

conduct of, IV. 160, 161.

Mather, (Increase) strictures of, on

bishop Taylor's questions to a

spectre, I. cccl. Remarks thereon,
cccli. ccclii.

Meaning, (good) pretence of, one

mistaken principle of temptation,
II. 213-215.

Meditation defined, II. 105 — 107.

This duty, why enjoined in Scrip-

ture, 108. Requisites to devout
meditation ; First, self-application,
110. Secondly, the choosing of the

plainest propositions. 111. Thirdly,
the execution of pious purposes and
deliberations entertained in the

act of meditation, 112. Fourthly,
restraint of the understanding to

one specific point, 113. Fifthly,
that we strive rather for graces
than for gifts, 114—117. Sixthly,
That weMo not meditate exclusively
on the perfections of the Deity,

117, 118. Difference between me-
ditation and contemplation, 118.

Cautions against indulging in vi-

sionary illusions, 118— 120. Blessed

fruits of holy meditation, 121.

Meekness, (Christian) nature of, II.

448—453.
Melchiades, testimony of, to the ne-

cessity and usefulness of the rite

of confirmation, XI. 261, 262.

Mental Reservations, lawfulness of con-

sidered, XIII. 374—378.

Mercy of God considered generally,
VI. 171—173. Displayed particu-

larly,_^rs^, in his spiritual gifts, 173
— 176; (1) As making man supe-
rior to the angels, 176, 177. (2)

Giving comfort and usefulness to

make recompense for natural de-

fects, 177—181. Bringing good
out of evil, 181—184. (3) Pro-

viding for all those necessities

which himself has made, 184—188.

Giving us eternal life and religion,
that conducts us to felicity, 188^-
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193. (5) Givino; "s the motives of

fear, reverence, and restraining

grace, 194—196. (6) The mercies
of the divine predestination, 196.

(7) Providing securities for our

souls, under every circumstance,
197—'iOO. (8) Over-ruiing nature
and chance, the order of the world,
and tlie infleunces of heaven, to

serve the Spirit of God and the

spirit of man, 200—203. (9) So

over-rnling all the actions of re-

ligion, that no one duty contra-
dicts another, 203, 201. And (10)
in the multitude and variety of His

mercies, 204—206. Secondly, the

mercy of God is displayed espe-
cially in forgiveness, 206. The
nature and extent of the divine

forgiveness of sin illustrated, 206—215. Particularly in pardoning
the greatest sinners, 216.

Merchants driven out of the temple
by Christ, II. 334. Considerations

thereon, 338—342. The duties of
merchant's in making contracts,
IV. 162— 165.

Mercy, the Christian grace of, ex-

plained, II, 455—456. The bless-

ing attached to the merciful, 457.
What are works of mercy, IV.
233, 234. Mercy of the "divine

judgments towards sinners, V. 587
—600.

Messiah, the advent of, expected
throughout the East, II. 47. ,Sce
Jesus Christ.

Msray.i'Kiia, and MEravoia, difference

between, VIII. 307, 308. These
words are frequently used pro-
miscuously, 30S. 309.

Ministers of religion have in all

ages been distiniruished by pecu-
liar honours, XIV. 417. The mi-
nisters of Christ receive the power
of remitting or retaining sins, 427— 430. They aie commissioned
to preach tha sospel, 431—452.
And also to baptize, 443—4^. In

administering the eucliarist, they
stand between the people and
God, 453—461. From God alone

they derive their power, 461—465.
The ministry of the gospel sancti-
fies the person of the minister, 466—479. No man, in these days of
ordinary ministry, must look for,
or pretend to, an extraordinary call-

ing, 479—488. Rules and advices to
them for their deportment, in their
personal and public capacities,
489. (1) Personal duty, 491.
Prudence required in them, 494.

Rules and measures of government
to be used by ministers in their

respective cures, 495. Rules and
advices to them concerning preach-
ing, 493. Catechism, 503. The
visitation of the sick, 504, (See
Visitation.) And administering the

sacraments, public prayers, and
other duties, 505—507.

Ministers of the Gospel, in what sense
'

Shepherds' and '

Fishers,' II. 387—388. Are pre-eminently bound
to be holy, VI. 487—490'. How
they are to be patterns in holiness
of life, 491. Necessity of it, 504—
506. And in integrity of doc-
trine, 492—495. Without these
a minister of evil life cannot do
good to the people of his charge,
495—497. Nor pray for them
with success, 497—.500. Nor suit-

ably administer the sacraments,
and other ordinances of religion,
500—501. The aggravations of

every sin committed by a minister,
.501, 502. Intolerable account
which they will have to give, 503.
Wicked ministers, why termed
'
hirelings' by Jesus Christ, 503.

[I.] fVhat measures of doctrine they
are to teach the people, 507. (1)
They must teach the people no-

thing but what is found in Scrip-
ture, ibid. 508—518. (2) In mak-
ing deductions, the analogy of faith
must principally be regarded, 519.

(3) To apprehend which diligent
study is necessary, 519, 520. (4)
The practice of the catholic church,
how far to be followed, 521, 522.

fll.] Their doctrine must be grave,
522. And therefore, (l) The peo-
ple are not to be troubled with

controversies, 523. (2) Nor with
busy arguings about hard places
of Scripture, .525. [III.] Their

speech must be salutary and whole-

some, 526. Therefore, (l) They
must not disgrace good works, by
telling how their adversaries spoil

them, 526. (2) In deciding ques-
tions of conscience, they must
speak what is profitable, not what
is pleasing, 527. [IV.] That both
the speech and the doctrine of mi-
nisters may be unreprovable, 527.

They must (l) be more careful to

establish a truth, than to reprove
an error, 528. (2) If any man
have a revelation or discovery, of
which they know nothing but by
his preaching, they must not be
too quick to condemn it, 528. (3)
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No minister, of his own head,
must reprove the religion esta-

blished by law, 528. (4) Whatever
Scriptures they produce for tiieir

doctrine, they must take heed that

they be not cliargeable with fonl

consef|iiences, 530— 532. The
motives and qualifications of those
who offer themselves to the sacred

ministry, investigated, XI. 469—
475. In what case ministers may
lawfully and conscientiously change
their stations, 475—478. How far

they may use terrors in persuad-
ing men,' 490—492. Ren)arks on
Bishop Tayloi's sern)ons on the
'
xMinisters' duty and calling,' I.

clxxv.—clxxx. And on his treatise
on the ' Divine Institution of the
Office Ministerial,' ccxciii.

Miracles of Christ, design of. III,
105— 108. Their magnitude and
variety, 106. Where performed,
106, 107. Were confessed by the
Jews to have been wrought, 108,
109. Accounts of various miracles

wrought by Christ :
—Water turned

into wine at Cana, II. 315—317.
The healing of the nobleman's son
at Capernaum, 363. Miraculous

draught of fishes, 364, 365; 387—
389. Various, wrought by Christ,
365. The healing of a leper and
a demoniac, 366. The tempest
stilled, 367. The Gadarene de-
moniacs healed, ibid. Also the
woman afflicted with a bloody
issue, 370. Jairus's daughter re-

stored to life, 370, 371. Two blind
men restored to sight, 372. Lame
man healed at the pool of Beth-

esda, III. 123. The withered
arm restored, 124. Multitudes

healed, 125. The waves stilled,
187. The daughter of a Canaan-
itish woman healed, 189. Deaf and
dumb man cured, ibid. The trans-

figuration, 192. The lunatic heal-

ed, 193. Sight given to the man
born blind, 198. Crooked woman
healed, 202. The pretended mi-
racles of the church of Rome ex-

posed, 489—494.
Miseries of teu'poral life considered,

III. 437. Pestilence, 438. Fa-

mine, 439. AVar, ibid. The un-

governable passions of man, 440.
Consolations under them, 442,443,
450. The duty of considering
them enforced, IV. 359— 365.
This consideration reduced to

practice, 365 — 368. Miserable

state of mankind, in consequence
of the fall of Adam, VI. 168, 169.

Modesty defined, IV. 99. Acts and
duties of modesty, as it is opposed
to curiosity, 99—102. To bold-
ness, 102. To indecency, 103—106.

Monastery, children cannot enter into
without their parents' approbation
XIV. 191—195.

Morality of human actions. (See
Actions.)

Moral Demonstration, that the reli-

gion of Jesus Christ is from God,
XII. 39—67. The requisites or
conditions of a moral demonstra-
tion for assuring our conscience,
67—70.

Moral Law of the Ten Command-
ments explained, III. 6—47. Ex-
plications of it, found in the Old
Testament, are parts of the moral
law, XII. 357. But every thing
therein is not obligatory on Chris-

tians, 360—433.
Moral Precepts of Scripture, how to

be interpreted, VI. 515. Measures
of difference to discern between
moral precepts and precepts not

moral, in all the laws of God, XII.
430—438.

Moral Sin, every sin being directly
against God's law, is such, VIII.
349—351. Not even the smallest
sins excepted, 351—353.

Mortification, nature of, II. 160.
I. Of mortification of the will, 160—

161. By what steps attainable
;

First, abstinence from satisfying
our carnal desires in the instances
of sin, 162. Secondly, dead-
ness to the world, 163. Thirdly,
doing violence to our inclinations
and affections, 164. The union of
all these necessary, 167.

II. Of mortification of the body, 168.

Necessity of it, 169. Instructions
for it, 170—182. Is promoted
by fasting. III. 96, 97. How to

be conducted, 101, 102; IV. 209.
Mortification of the passions, a
mark of growth in grace, VI. 11—
13. Mortification of all sin, an
instrument of victory over sin,
262. No man is justified (or par-

doned), but when his sin is morti-
fied and destroyed, 275— 277.

Mothers, duty of, in nursing their

children, enforced, in imitation of
the Virgin Mary, II. 30— 42. The
power of motlKM's over their chil-

dren, during the father's life, XIV.
215. And after his death, 216.
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Mothers in-law, marriages of witli

their husband's children, prohi-
bited, XII. 318, 319.

Motives to action, the concurrence of
two different ones, no prejudice
to a right conscience, XI. 468—
481.

Mourning (Christian) nature of, II.

447, 448.

Murder, the sixth ciinimandment con-

cerning explained, III. 32—42.

Music, use of, in churches, tends to

edification, XIV. 115—117.

Mysteries of the gospel, immediately
revealed by the Holy Spirit, V.

401, 402. Obedience to God the

way to understand divine myste-
ries, XI. 435. Also humility and

piety, 460, 461.

Mystical Sense of Scripture defined,
VI. 513. Though every passage
of Scripture has a literal sense,
either proper or figurative, yet

every one has not a spiritual and

mystical interpretation, 514. Pre-

viously to drawing ."spiritual senses

from the Old and New Testament,
we must allow the literal sense,
515. If the letter of the story
infer any indecency or contradic-

tion, then a spiritual sense must
be sought, 516.

N.

Name of Jesus, import of, II. 71—
73. The expression of God's *

put-

ting his name in any place' ex-

plained, 344.

Nathanael, Christ's address to, II.

306. Remarks thereon, 312—314.
The source of his faith, 318, 319.

National Judgments, considerations

on. III. 231—238. The duty of
nations under them, 238, 239.

Nativity of Christ, circumstances of,
II. 19—22. Considerations thereon,
22—28.

Natural Religion defined, II. xxi.

Nature, (human) the evil state of,

one cause of our being kept in a

state of sinning, VI. 248, 249.

Nature (Law of), defined, II. xxvi.

xxvii. xxix. ; XII. 191—193. It

is the universal law of the world,
194. Concerning common neces-

sities to which we are inclined by
nature, 195—200. Invited by con-

sent, 200. And prompted by rea-

son, 208—211. And bound upon
us by the command of God, 211—
227. The law of nature is the

foundation of all laws, and the

measure of their obligation, 228—
230. Its first and greatest band is

the fear of punishment, 230— 235.

The second band of virtue is love,
236 — 239. The imperfection of

some provisions in civil laws is

supplied by the natural obligation

remaining upon persons civilly in-

capable, 241—252. Sins against
the law of nature are greater or

less, according to the greatness of

the matter, and the malice of the

sinner, 252—255. Actions forbid-

den by the law of nature, whether
for defect of power or the incapaci-

ty of matter, are not only unlawful,
but also void, 255—258. When an
act is forbidden by the law of na-

ture, for the turpitude and indecen-

cy that it hath in the matter of the

action, the act is also void when
the turpitude remains, or hath a

perpetual cause, 259, 260. The
law of nature can be dispensed
with only by the divine power,
260—269. And in no case by any
human power, 270— 277. The
public voice alone has power to

declare the cessation of the natural

law, 277. The exactness of natural
law is capable of interpretation,
and may be allayed by equity,

piety, and necessity, 278 — 280.
Violations of the law of nature,
how punished, II. xxx. This law
is sufficient to make man happy,
xxxii. Is impressed upon his heart,
xxxiv. And perfected by Christ-

ianity, xxxix.— xlvii.

Negociation, or civil contracts, de-

fined, IV. 161. Rules and measures
of justice in making them, 162—
165.

Negative Precepts, construction of.

See Affirmative Precepts.

Neighbour, what is implied in doing

good to, XV. 540—542. The duty
of speaking good of our neighbour,
54.3—545.

New Birth, II. 242, 275.

New Creature, what, VIIT. 322.
Sublime delineation of the effiects

of the new creation, XI. 229 ; I.

cclvii.

Nicene Council, remarks on the en-

largement of the Apostles' Creed

by, VII. 481—488. Added no new
articles of faith, 493, 494.

Nicholson (William, bishop of Glou-

cester), biographical notice of, I.

cccxiii. cccxiv.
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Nicodcmus, conversation of Christ

with, II. 3)5, 336.
Nieces and Unrlcs, intermarria£;es of,

unlawful by positive laws only,
and not by the divine law, XII.
319-321.

Nobility, vanity of, in the sight of

God, III. 423.
Notes of the church, Bellarniine's fif-

teen, refnted, X. 377—381.
Nurses, the duty of sick persons

towards, IV. 451.

Nursing of children, the duty of, en-

forced, in imitation of the Virgin
Mother, II. 30—42.

O.

Oaths, not forbidden in coiirts ofjus-
tice, III. 21—28. Not to be kept
with heretics, according to the
church of Rome, X. 249.

Obedience to God, what constitutes
the virtue of, II. 75, 76. In what
the obedience of the understand-

ing consists, XI. 461—465. Cha-
racters of evangelical obedience

;

First, promptitude in doing acts

tiiat are commanded, II. 77. iSe-

condhj, readiness to do the tacit in-

timations of the divine will, 78.

Thirdly, assent of the understand-

ing, 78, 79—81. Fourthly, univer-

sality, 81. Obedience an excellent

preservation of a long and health-

ful life. III. 149—161. Prompt
obedience to the will of God, a

proof of growth in grace, VI. 23,
24. Obedience to the will of God,
the way to understand the truth,
379—404. And also divine mys-
teries, XI. 435, 436.

Obedience to Man, characters of:

First, it is for God's sake, II. 86.

And is obedience to God, VI. 345.

Secondly, universal, II. 87. Thirdly,
it extends to little things, 88—92.

Fourthly, requires a mixture of the

will and choice, 93. Motives to it,

96—98. Obedience to our supe-
riors, defined, IV. 145. Acts and
duties of it, 145— 148. Motives
to it, 149— 152. Dift'erent degrees

of, 152. Greatness of the authority

requiring a thing to be done, and
the worthiness of such thing, re-

quisite to make obedience neces-

sary, VI. 346, 347. Obedience
liow far to be withheld, if princes
and prelates cuinmand things con-

trary to the word of God, 348—
350. The blessings of obedience,
in matters of religion, 351—353.

And in civil governmeDt, 355, 336.

Concerning the nature and extent
of that obedience which is due to

tlie laws of men, see Human Laws.

Offence, see Scandal.

Offices, remarks on bishop Taylor's
collection of, I. ccxcvii.

Omnipresence of God, the practical
consideration of, an efficacious re-

medy against temptation, II. 2-^4—
228.

Opinion, innocent causes of error in,
VIII. 98—111. Simple error in

opinion of pious persons, proved to

be innocent, 112— 117. No person
to be put to death, dismembered,
or persecuted, for error in opinion,
that does not teach impiety or blas-

phemy, 118. The injustice and

illegality of such a conduct ex-

posed, 119—126. It is unnatural
and unreasonable, 127—130. And
God has not delegated any such

authority to any man, 130. The
practice of the Christian churches
to persons disagreeing in opinion,
131— 134. Persecution for differ-

ence of opinion, not introduced till

after the Christian church had lost

its purity, 134— 138. How far

either church, or governors, may
act in restraining false or heretical

opinions, 138—141. The opinion
of one grave doctor, according to

the church of Rome, is sufficient to

nrake a matter probable, X. 213—
217. Immorality of this principle,

217, 218.

Optatus, testimony of, to the divine

original of confirmation, XI. 234
—236.

Ordination, imposition of hands in,
conferred exclusively on the apos-
tles by Jesus Christ, VII. 19—21.
Necessary for perpetuating the

church, 22. A peculiar manner of
ordination to a bishopric, 117—
119. To which presbyters never
did assist by imposition of hands,
120—127. The power of ordaining

priests and deacons, exclusively

belonged to bishops, 127 — 138.

The case of the ordination of the

Refoimed churches considered,
138— 142. The ancient canons
forbade a bishop to be ordained ia

a village, castle, or town, 218.

Cyprian ordained and performed
acts of jurisdiction without his

presbyters, t'25— 2-^8.

Origen, opinion of, on the non-eter-

nity of future torments refuted,

V. 47—49. Allowed the lawfulness

of ptiblishing confessions incertaio
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cases, VI. 621. Opposed tlie dog-
ma of transubstantiation, IX. 503—508. His testimony to the divine

rite of confirmation, XI. 261, 262.

Original sin, defined, IX. 1. Of the

sin of Adam, and its consequences,
2—9. How far we derive original
or natural ignorance from him, 11.

His sin did not make iis lieirs of

damnation, 12—18. Nor make us

naturally and necessarily vicious,
18—25. Refutation of objections
to this doctrine, drawn from Scrip-
ture. 26—34. How God punishes
the fathers' sin npon the children,
34— 40. Rules and measures of

deportment, when a curse doth
descend upon children for their

parents' fault, or when it is feared,
61—68. Causes of the universal
wickedness of mankind, 40— 45.
Of the liberty of election remaining
after Adam's fall, 45—52. Advices

concerning the matter of original
sin, 52. We must understand.
First, the state of our own infirmi-

ty, 52 — 59. Secondly, that our
natural state is not a state in

which we can hope for heaven,
59. Thirdly, we must be humbled
in the consideration of ourselves,
and of our natural condition, ibid.

Fourthly, whatsoever good works
we do, let us not impute it to our-

selves, or to our own choice, ibid.

60. Fifthly, no man must so under-
value his sin, or overvalue himself,
as to lessen it, 60. Sixthly, let no
man say, when he is tempted, that
he is tempted of God, 60. Seventh-

ly, accustom ourselves to holy
company, and pious employment,
ibid. Eighthly, educate children,
and those committed to your
charge, severely and strictly, 61.
Effects of the fall of Adam upon
him and npon ns, 73—81. His sin
is in us no more than an imputed
sin, and how it is so, 81—85. The
liberty of our election not destroy-
ed by Adam's sin, 85—89. Adam's
sin is not imputed to us to our

damnation, 89—93. The doctrine
of antiquityconcerning this matter,
93— 107. Exposition of the ninth
article of the church of England,
concerning original sin, according
to Scripture and reason, 107—119.
Vindication of that exposition,
369—386. The glory of the divine
attributes in the question of ori-

ginal sin, vindicated against the

Presbyterian way of understanding

it, 315—364. The doctrine of the

fathers of the first four centuries,

concerning original sin, was the

same as is contained in the bishop's

treatise, 396,397. Origin of Aus-
tin's opinion concerning it, 398,
399. Account of Mr. Jeanes's

controversy with bisiiop Taylor,
concerning original sin, I. Ixxiv.

Ixxv. Their correspondence on
this subject, 25—86. Remarks on
some of bishop Taylor's notions on

original sin, ccxxiii.—ccxxxi.

Orme (Mr.), strictures on his unjust
remarks on bishop Taylor's Liberty
of Prophesying, I. xxviii.—xxx.

Otho Frisingevsis, did not absolutely
teach the doctrine of purgatory,
X. 150 ;

XI. 78, 79.

Pallavicini's history of the council of

Trent, character of, I. Ixxxviii.

Paradise, conjectures on the nature

of, III. 389—391 ;
VI. 550-552.

Pardon of sins, certain signs by which
it may be known, V. 117— 120. Is

a benefit conferred by the sacra-

ment of baptism, II. 243, 244.

Especially of original sin, 276. Also
the putting of us into a state of

pardon or of grace, for the time to

come, 245, 246, 279, 280. What
sins are past hope of pardon in this

life, 416. No perfect pardon of
sins in this world, after the first

efflux of it, in our first regenera-
tion, 417 — 420. Considerations

against unseasonable fears of not

liaving our sins pardoned, IV. 533—540. Unpardoned sin, a reason

why men ought to fear God, V.
112— 117. In what cases pardon
of sin is certain or uncertain, VI.
57—59. The mercy of God dis-

played in forgiveness, 206. Its

nature and extent illustrated in the

pardon of sin, 206 — 215. Parti-

cularly in pardoning the greatest

sinners, 216. Some opinions of
the fathers concerning the pardon
of sinners considered, VIII. 477—
484. On the pardon of sins, com-
mitted after baptism, IX. 184—
187. The difficulty of obtaining
pardon, and the doctrine of the

church concerning this article, 187—198. In what sense the sin against
the Holy Ghost is, or may be, un-

pardonable, 199—213. The duty
of those whose sins have been par-

doned, 213—219. As the church

gives pardon proportionable to the
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. evil she inflicts, so tiicre is a par-

don which God only gives, XI.
27, 28.

Parents, intermarriages of, with their

children, prohibited, and why,
XII. 308 — 313. The duty of
children to them expounded. III.

31, 32. The duties which parents
owe to their children, IV. 157—
lo9. Children are bound to obey
tiieir laws and commandments in

all things domestic, or i)ertaining
to the "family, XIV. 163. For

parents arc to them in the place of

God, 163, 164. Gratitude is ano-
ther endearment of the duty of
children to their parents, 165.
Also the power of blessing and

cursing which God has given to

parents, ibid. And the inability of
children to do any thing for them-

selves, 166. What reverence is due
to parents, 168—170.

Parents, (power of, over their chil-

dren). Of castigation, or the coer-

citive power of parents, XIV. 170.

Fathers have a power to chastise

their olFending children, but not a

power of life and death, 170—174.

And also over their goods and per-

sons, so as to be nsaintained by
them, 174—178. This power does
not extend to matters of religion
or of faith, 178. But the son's re-

ligion must not prejudice the fa-

ther's civil rights, l79. When one

parent is a Christian and the other
an infidel, the son is to be reckoned
to the believing parent, 100. The
father's power over his children

can remit an injury done to them,
without their leave or consent,
181. A fatiier's authority cannot
abide after his death, but the son's

piety to his father may and must

pass upon him some indirect obli-

gations, 18'2— 185. But neither

the father's authority, nor the son's

piety, can oblige them to do an
action against the laws of Go<l, or

of the father, and of our just stipe-

rior, 185— 191. It is not lawful for

children to enter into any lasting
course of life, without their parents'

approbation, 191 . As, to enter into

religious vows, or a religious state,
191— 195. Or to contract mar-

riages, 196— 210. In wliat case,

children are exempt from the fa-

ther's power, 210,211. Marriage
does not exempt them, 211. Nor

holding a magisterial ofifice, except
as to the duties incident to such

VOL. 1.

office, 212. Nor the entering into

holy orders, 213. Whether a grand-
father's consent is necessary to the

marriage of liis nephew, 213. Whe-
ther— if parents have consented
and authorized tlic treaty of mar-
riage, till the affections of the
children are irrevocably engaged,
and afterwards retract such con-

sent, the children are bound to

obey their parents, and quit their

loves, 214. Extent of the maternal

power over children, 215— 218.
Whether parents can compel a son
or daughter to marry whom they
will, 218, 219. Cases in which
parents ought not to urge their

children to marriage, 220—222.

Parishes, when first instituted, VII.
213. The dioceses of bishops, in
the primitive notion of them, had
no subordination or distinclion of

parishes, 213—216. Examination
of the question, which was first in

priority, parishes or dioceses, 216
—223.

parliament of Ireland, sermon at the

opening of, VI. 343, et seq. Ad-
vice to, concerning their duties,
359—365.

Passions of man, the source of his un-

happiness. III. 434. Mortification

of, and control over, the passions,
is a sign of growth in grace, ^^I.

11— 13. The violence of tiic pas-
sions excuses none under the sins

of infirmity, IX. 166, 167.

Patience, constituent parts of, IV.
394—396. On the practice of this

virtue during sickness, 415. 'Jhe

practice ami acts of patience by
way of rule, 446—452. J'atience

of reproof, rather than of flattery,
a criterion of growth in grace, VI.

14, 16.

Patriarchal Families, economy of, II.

xxiii. xxiv.

Paul (Saint), in what sense he termed
himself the chief of sinners, III.

77. And also, the apostle of the

Gentiles, \ll. 15. Does not speak
of himself in Kom. vii., VI. 247,
248. Exposition of his declarations

in Rom. v. 12—19., IX. 351—356.
And in Eph. ii. 5.,3B9—39i^.

Pfrtcf,universal throughout the world,
at the time of Christ's birth, 11.44.

The Christian grace of peace ex-

plained, 459, 460. The blessing
attached to it, 461. .Signs of true

peace of conscience, XI. 406— 408.

A short method of peace and huli-

ne.s.s, XV. 40—49.
O D
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Pelagius, erroneous doctrine of, con-

cerning original sin, IX. 90.

Petial Laws may be made by Christian

magistrates, not only pecuniary and
of restraint, but also of loss of

member, and life itself, XIII. 306— 315. Penal laws sometimes

oblige the guilty person to suffer

punishment, even before the judge's
sentence and declaration, 315 —
321. The penalties, imposed by
the judge, must be suffered and
submitted to, but may not, after

sentence pronounced, be inflicted

by the hands of the condemned,
33 i—346. He that hath suffered

the punishment, is not discharged
in conscience, nnless he also repent
of the disobedience, 346—349. It

is not lawful for a guilty person to

defend himself by calumny or a

lie, from the penalty of the law,

though it be sentence of death,
350—388. Nor for private Chris-

tians, without public authority, to

punish malefactors : but they may
require it in some cases, 389-399.
Whether it be lawful for a Chris-

tian to require a magistrate to

punish his offending brother, 400—
404. It is not lawful to punish
one for the offences of another,

merely and wholly, 404—414. The
construction of penal laws, when to

be relaxed, XIV. 234—236.
Penances, our duty in relation to,
IX. 274. What they are,

— sorrow
and mourning, ibid. Corporal af-

flictions, 275. Prayers, 278. Alms
and fasting, 280. Forgiveness of

injuries, 281. Restitution, ibid,

282, 283. Practical counsels con-

cerning penances, 300—306. Ac-

cording to the doctrine of the
Komish church, it is not necessary
that a penitent should perform any
penances, or satisfactions for sin,
but may defer them to purgatory,
if he please, XI. 22, 23. The total

insufficiency of the penances, or
satisfactions for sin, imposed by
the church of Rome, X. 194—198.

Penitents, true, character of, IX.

235, 236. The duties of penitents,
IV. 257—263. Motives to them,
to repentance, 263— 265. The
case of the penitent thief on the

cross, no encouragement for defer-

ring repentance to our death-bed,
V. 493.

Perfection (evangelical), different de-

grees of, VIII. 278— 284. May
consist with repentance, 284—288.

The duty of all who aspire to evan-

gelical perfection, 294—303.
Perfectionists, notice of the sect

of, I. Ixxv. Ixxxviii. cccxxxvii.

cccxxxviii.

Persecution for righteousness' sake,
the blessedness of, II. 461, 462.
In what it consists, 463. Its re-

ward, 463. The injustice, illegal-

ity, and unreasonableness of perse-
cution for difference in opinion,
VIII. 119—130. No authority to

persecute, delegated by the Al-

mighty to man, 130. Was never

practised in the purest ages of the

Christian church, 13t—134. Ori-

gin and progress of persecution in

the Christian church, VII. ccccx.—
ccccxiii.; VIII. 134—136. The
popes of Rome, its first preachers,
VII. ccccxv. — ccccxvii. ;

VIII.

137, 138. Toleration is not per-

secution, 140.

Perseverance, want of, one reason

why our prayers are not answered,
V. 76—78. Necessary to the right

worship of God, 199—202.
Persons, none respected by God, VI.
462—466.

Peter, called by Jesus Christ to be a

disciple, II. 306. Considerations

thereon, 311, 312. Denies Clirist,

III. 254,255. Considerations there-

on, 334. Why called the apostleofthe

circumcision, VII. l5. The power
of the keys, though first given to

him, was not confined to him, 8, 9.

Christ's commission to, proved not
to confer any authority or infalli-

bility on the popes, VIII. 53—65 ;

X. 177—184.
Pharisees and Scribes, ughteomne^s of,

delineated, VI. 225. They obeyed
the commandments in the letter,
and not in the spirit, 226. They
regarded some moral duties to the

neglect of others, 227. They placed
their righteousness in negatives,
ibid. Violated the law by their

practice and traditions, 228. They
worshipped God in the spirit of

fear, 228. Their righteousness not
to be followed by us, 229, 230.
How it is to be exceeded by Chris-

tians, III. 5, 6 ;
V. 230—235. The

Pharisees reproved by Christ, 197,
199. Are instructed by him, 204.
What things they taught for doc-

trines, which were the command-
ments of men, which are followed

by the church of Rome, X. 532—
534.

Phillips (Mrs. Katherine), notice of.
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I.Ixxvi. Bishop Taylor's discourse
on Friendsliip,' addressed to her,
ibid.

Physicians, duties of, IV. 164. Tlie

duty of sick persons towards them,
450, 451.

Pictures of God and of the Trinity,
the making of, contrary to the
doctrine and practice of the pri-
mitive cathohc chnrch, X. 176,
177. Tlie absurd defence of the
Romish doctors, and their false

reasoning on this subject, exposed,
XI. 168—180. A full examination
of the question whether it is lawful
to make pictures of God, XII. 370
—381. Or ofJesus Christ, 382, 383.

Why the primitive fathers would
not allow such pictures to be made
or kept, 395, 396. Which were
forbidden by councils, 402, 403.

Pieis (Thomas), biographical notice

ofy I. cccxxxix.

Piety, extraordinary, necessary to

obtaining an answer to prayer, V.
83—87.

Pilate, trial of Jesus Christ before,
III. 257, 337, 338. Ineffectual ef-

forts of, to save him from the ma-
lice of the Jews, 258,340. Delivers
him to be crucified, 259, 342.

Pius V. (Pope), bull of, for depriving
Queen Elizabeth of her kingdom,
and denouncing her as a heretic,
VI. 587. Employed a Florentine

merchant to excite her subjects to

rebellion, 587, 588.

Play at cards or dice, the lawfulness

ofconsidered, XIV. 326—333. He
who means to make his play lawful
must not play for money, but for

refreshment, 335. Whether a man
may lawfully play to recover his

own, 337—339. Or possess what
he gains by play, 339^341. No

. man can play lawfully at games of

chance or for money, but men of dis-

passionate and sober spirits, 341—
342. Young men, on no account,
should play at cards or dice, 342—
344.

Pleasures of sin, estimate of, V. 281.

Most of them are real punishments,
282. The lusts of the flesh, parti-

cularly drunkenness and gluttony,
, no pleasure, unless helped forward

by inconsideration and folly, 283.

The pleasures of intemperance are

only the relics and images ofpleasure
after nature hath been feasted, 284.

In these pretended pleasures there

is so much trouble mingled, to bring
thpm to act in enjoyment, that the

appetite is above lialf tired before
it comes, 285. The pleasure, in
the acts of the few sins that pre-
tend to it, is limited in the capacity
of the sense of enjoyment, 287.
And in the very act of enjoyment,
288, 289. It is at the best but tri-

fling, Jirst, from its very fleeting
nature, 289. And, secondly, be-
cause of the difficulty frequently
attending it, 291, 292. The fruits
of the present possession, the plea-
sures of its taste, are less pleasant,
293. Evil condition of those who
are so in love with sin, that they
are not only delighted but pleased
with it, 294, 295.

Pleasure (criminal), temptation to,
best avoided by flight, II. 223.

Pleasures (eternal), in heaven, con-

templation on. III. 494—499.
Pleasure (sensual), nature of, IV. 57.

Rules for suppressing it, 58—60.
Who are lovers of pleasure, VIII.
394. And take pleasure in those
who commit sin, 395.

Pleasure (spiritual), character of, IV.
58.

Pleasure (worldly), no proper instru-
ment of felicity, V. 219—224.

Plenty, no proper instrument of feli-

city, V. 219—224. A constantly
plentiful table less pleasant than
the temperate provisions of the

virtuous, or the natural banquets
of the poor, 231—233.

nxEovs^itti, what is meant by, VIII.
388.

Pcenitentia, import of, VIII. 310,
311.

Polycarp, ordained bishop of Smyrna
by the apostle John, VII. 72.

Polygamy, evils of, II. xxii.

novnji'ai, what is meant by, VIII.
389.

Popes, deposing power of, taught by
the doctors of the Romish church,
especially by the Jesuits, VI, 600—602. And that such power was
not only lawful but necessary, 602.
A consequence of which is, that

kings may not only be deposed for

heresy, but also put to death, 603— 606. Queen Elizabeth declared
to be deposed by pope Pius V. and
her subjects excited to rebel against

her, 587, 588. The assassination

of Henry III., king of France, eu-

logized by Sixtus V.,589; X. 260.
The popes were the first preachers
of force and intolerance in matters
of opinion, VII.ccccxv—ccccxvii.
Proofs that they neither have nor
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ever had any authority to expound
Scripture, and impose their expo-
sitions as absolutely necessary to

salvation, or to determine contro-

versies, VIII. 52. Christ's com-
mission to Peter, gave them no
such authority, 53—65 ;

X 177—
180. Nor was it sanctioned by
antiquity, X. 181—184. For the

popes sanctioned many things
which were rejected by the early
fathers, VIII. 65—69. And some
of them were gross heretics, and
also so grossly ignorant as to ana-
thematize as heretical, things which
were not such, 70— 74. Infalli-

bility denied to the popes by
popish writers, 75, Their claims to

infallibility disproved, 76—78. Ini-

quitous dispensing power claimed

by them, X, £50—^52. Refutation
ofsuch claim, XIII, 48—55. Their
claims of supremacy refuted, X.
255—26a. Their pretended autho-

rity over general councils exa-

niiued, 363S67. The pretended
power of the popes to institute
new articles of faith, refuted, 477—495. Their decrees and canons
oblige only their own subjects,

Xiy. 67—73.

Possibility, natural and moral, defined,

yill. 275. Of the possibility or

impossibility of keeping tlie pre-
cepts of the Gospel, 265—278.

Postulanda, or a summary of things
to be prayed for, XV. 50—75.

Povcrtij, motives to contentedness

under, IV. 126—131. Advantages
of poverty, 254.

Poverty in spirit, nature of, II. 443—446. I'he blessing attached to

it, 447.

Powell (Sir John), a pupil of Bishop
Taylor's, I. xxvi. His epitaph,
cccxv.

Power (civil or supreme), in every
republic, is universal, unlimited,
and absolute, XIII. 423— 430.
Must defend every man's right,
but usurp no man's, 430, 431. It
is superior to the civil laws, but
not wholly free from them, 435—
452. It is not lawful for subjects
to rebel or take up arms against
the supreme power of the nation,
on any pretence whatever, 453—
470. The supreme civil power is

also supreme governor overall per-
sons, and in all causes ecclesiastical,
470—492. The supreme civil power
has a power of coercion, of every
ecclesiastical person, 498 — 530.

And also jurisdiction in causes not

only ecclesiastical, but internal and

spiritual, 5 30—540. And a power
of external judgment in causes of

faith, 540— 543. The supreme
civil power is to govern in causes

ecclesiastical, by the means and
measures of Christ's institution,
that is, by the assistance and mi-

nistry of ecclesiastical persons, 543—548. Cannot be excommuni-
cated by the ecclesiastical power,
593—603. Its consent necessary
to the infliction of ecclesiastical

censures, 603^—616. Also to the

abrogation of human laws by cms-

tmn, XIV. 265—272. The abro-

gation of a law by the supreme
power may be just and reasonable,

though the law itself be neither

unreasonable nor unjust, 273
—276.

Praise, the giving of, to a friend,
when not flattery, V. 368, 369.

PRAYER.
Prmjer, nature of. III. 70; V. 420.

Desire the life of prayer, VI. 231,
232. Its duty, IV. 217. Motives
to prayer, 218. It is an efficacious

general remedy against tempta-
tion, II. 232, 233. Christ's prayer
at his baptism, 297, 298. Remarks
thereon, 298, 299. Prayer, the

great instrument of a Christian's

comfort, I. 128.

I. Of the subject matter of prayer. III.

71. Thanksgivings, I. 129. Sup-
plication, 131. Intercession, 132.
For what things we may pray, III.

71,72. The Lord's Prayer an ex-

ample for us, 72—79. We are also

to pray for kings, 80.

II. Of the manner in which prayer is

to be offered, II. 80. Requisite
conditions— Faith, I. 133, 134.

Humility, 135. Zeal and fervency,
137. Holiness of heart and life,

I. 143, 144; II. 81. Prudence and
religious intentions, 82. A per-
suasion and confident hope that
God will hear us, 03. Other con-
ditions of importance— attention
to our prayers, 84— 86. Fervency,
86, 87

;
V' 193, 194. Caution con-

cerning, 202—206. Perseverance
and importunity, II. 87—89. Vows,
90, 91. On the posture of our
bodies in prayer, 92. Time proper
for prayer, I. 145, 146, The duty
of self-examination concerning the
matter of our prayers, XV. 480—
485. Prayer assisted by fasting,

111.98,100. Rules for the prac-
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tire of prayer, IV. 219—225. Re-
medies against wandcriiif» tiioiiglits
in prayer, 226—228. Si<;iis of tedi-

ousness of spirit in prayer, 228.

Remedies against it, 2S8.
III. How the Holy Spirit helps ms in

prayer, I. cxcvii. All real Chris-

tians pray in the Spirit, V. 416.
Whicii lielpeth tlieir infirmities,
ibid. Particularly by giving them
confidence and importunity, 418.
And giveth tlicni a great relish

and appetite to prayer, 417. Volu-

bility of speech no proof that we
are praying by the Spirit, 418—420.

IV. Requisites to acceptable prayer,
V. 57. First, of the conditions,
the want of which make-* prayer
a sin, 57. (1) Prayer by persons
living in a state of sin is an abo-
mination to God, 57— 61. (2) Pe-
culiar hinderances to our prayers,
61, Unmercifulness, 61—63. Lust
and uncleanness, 63. (3) Positive

requisites to acceptable prayers,
65, 66. Secondly, of the conditions
of a good man's prayer, the want
of which causes his prayer to re-

turn empty, 69. (1) Violent anger
and a violent storm in the spirit of
him that prays, 69—71. Q2) In-

differency and easiness of desire,
71—75. (3) Inadvertency, 75,76.
And want of perseverance, 76—78.

(4) Want of praying in good com-

pany, 78—80. Thirdly, what de-

grees and circumstances of piety
are required to make ns fit to be
intercessors for others, and to pray
for them with probable effect, 81,
82. (1) The person prayed for

must be capable of mercy, within
the covenant of repentance, 83.

(2) The persons praying must be
of extraordinary piety, 83— 87.

Their offices must be extraordi-

nary, 87— 90. And themselves

persons of extraordinary dignity,

employment, and designation, 90—96. Fourthly, signs that our

prayer is heard, 96. If our prayers
be agreeable to the word of God,
we are to rely upon the promises, 97.

V. Different kinds of p-ayer, II. 91.
Vocal and mental prayer, 93.

Public and private prayer, 91, 92.

The question of precomposed or ex-

tempore prayer considered, VII.

319, ct scq. Strictures on the

Directory for prayer, issued by
the Westminster assembly of di-

vines, 319, 320, 321. Whether it

is better to pray to God wilh

coubideratiou, or without, 321 , 322.

Proof from the reason of the thing,
that extempore prayers are worse
than precomposed prayers, 322,
324. Pre-composed forms were in

use among the wisest nations, 323,
324. How the Holy Spirit assists

in prayer, 325. The apostles were

extraordinarily assisted, 325, 326.

Praying in the Holy Ghost, or

praying with the Spirit, is nothing
but prayer for such tlnngs, and in

such manner, as God by his Spirit
has taught us in the Scriptures,
327—340. The apostles and firet

Christians prepared some of those
devotions to which they were

helped by the Spirit, 340, 341.
And were enabled by the Spirit
to speak their prayers in an un-
known tongue, 341. Praying with
the Spirit implies also a co-opera-
tion with the Spirit of God, 342.
The matter or manner of prayers
contained in the express and set

forms of Scripture, 343. No proof
that the Spirit dictates the very
words of our prayers, 343, 344.
In private devotion, every man is

at liberty to nse what i'orms of

prayer he pleases, 345—348. But
in public extempore prayer, the

imagination is all that is pleased,
349, 350. Statement of the grounds
on which public liturgies, or pre-
composed forms of prayer, rely,
285—351, et seq. First, the church
has a power given to her by the

Spirit of God, and also a command
to describe such forms, 352. Se-

condly, the church has a command
to do so, ibid. Thirdly, also a pro^
mise of assistance, 353. Fourthly,
pre-composed foims have always
been in use, from the time of
Moses downwards, 355, et seq.
Proof that such forms were in use
from the time of Moses to that
of Jesus Christ, 355, 356. It was
also enjoined by Jesus Christ to
his apostles, upon their request,
356, 357. Who gave them a pat-
tern in the Lord's prayer, which
if we use devoutly, we pray in the

Spirit of Christ, as much as if we
prayed any other form of words

pretended to be taught us by the

Spirit, 357, 358. Yet, supposing
Christ had not prescribed this

form of prayer, there is no
hurt in using it, 359. Why Christ

enjoined this form of prayer, 360.
Its excellence, ibid. Proofs that

forms of prayer were used by the

apostles, .j61—364. And also in
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the succeeding ages of the church
down to the fourth century, after

which time there is no dispute
concerning them, 364— 369. Proofs
of tlie wisdom of the church in

enjoining pre-composed forms, 369—378. And that in set forms of

prayer we do not restrain and con-
fine the Holy Spirit, 379—387.
I'he inconveniences and uselcss-

ness of the regulations concerning
prayer, contained in the ' Direc-

tory,' set forth and proved, 309,
310 ; 387—390. The excellence
of the liturgy of the church of

England, proved by a review of
its history and formation, and

by an examination of ils various

parts, 286—309.
Vl. Prayers in an unknown tongue, evil

of, X. 167. Contrary to the prac-
tice of the apostles and tiie pri-
mitive chuich, and to the doctrines
of the fathers, 167—171

;
XI. 128— 135. The Sclavonians allowed to

Iiave prayers in their own tongnc,
133. Dangerous tenets of tlie

Komish church concerning prayer
exposed, X. 218—222.

Prayers/or the dead, when and on wiiat

accounts offered by the primitive
fathers, X. 147, 148. Though they
prayed for the dead, they never

prayed for their deliverance out of

ptiigatory, nor ever meant it, XI.
60—72. Proofs that the Romish
chuich prays to the dead, and the
mischief of this tenet, X. 223—232.

Preaching of John the Baptist, pre-
paratory to the manifestation of

Jesus, II. 148—151. Considera-
tions thereon, 151—158. Rules
and advices to ministers concern-

ing preaching, XIV. 498—50.3.

Precepts, (special) of the Gospel enu-

merated, IV. 493—496,
Predestination, God's secret counsels

of, no warrant for our judging of
our final condition. III. 175—179.
The mercies of God displayed in

our predestination, VI. 196.

Presbyter (n^Eo-^uTsgoj), signifies a bi-

s-hop, and not a mere presbyter,
VII. 63—69. The office of bishop
made distinct from that of a pres-
byter, 18, 19. AV'hy presbyters are
called apostles, and successors of
the apostles, by Ignatius and Je-

rome, 45, 46. The testimony of

Jerome, to prove that presbyters
were identically the same with

bishops, examined and refuted, 77,
et seq. Presbyters were appointed
iu the first founding of churches,

but not a bishop, 79. For, where
no bishops were constituted, the

apostles kept the jurisdiction iu

their own hands, 79, 80. They
never gave any judicial power or

jurisdiction, nor any power to or-

dain rites or ceremonies, or to in-

flict censures, to a college of pres-

byters, 80. The presbyters, who
were at Jerusalem, were not pres-

byters in ordiuary, but something
more than presbyters in other

churches, 81. The presbyters,
mentioned iu Acts xx. 28. were

bishops, and not mere presbyters,
82—85. The Ephesian presbyters
had only a delegate and subordi-
nate jurisdiction, 85. So also had
those at Crete, 86. Neither church,
nor the presbyters in it, had power
to excommunicate before they had
a bishop set over them, 86, 87.
Nor had any presbyters, at all, in
criminal causes, otherwise than by
substitution and delegation, 87, 88.
In what manner the church was
governed by the common counsel
of presbyters, 88. And in what
sense it is true that bishops are not

greater than presbyters, 89, 90.
The apostles, why called presby-
ters in the New Testament, 94.

Bishops are there styled presbyters,
95 — 98. But a mere presbyter is

never called a bishop, 99, 101—
106. The presbyterate was only
a degree to the order of bishops,
118. Presbyters never assisted at
the ordination of bishops by im-

position of hands, 120—127. The
council of Sardis disowned those as

presbyters, who were ordained only
by presbyters, 131 , 132. A bishop
could ordain without the concur-
rence of a presbyter, 135. Pres-

byters could not confer confirina-

tion, 143—150. Photius, the first

person who gave presbyters a right
to confirm, 145. Which right was
peculiar to the bishops, XI. ccxxii.

ccxxiii.265— 274. Universal obe-
dience yielded by them to bishops,
VII. 159. Who were their ecclesias-
tical judges, 159

—180. Nomention
ever made in the canons, of any
presbyters assistant with the bishop
in his courts, 164. Bishops could
forbid them to officiate, without

episcopal license, 180—190. And
forbid them to leave their own dio-

cese, or to travel, without the

bishop's permission, 191 — 203.

l^resbyters never voted in coun-

cils, 203— 210. Bishops Lad a
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propriety in tlioir persons, 210—
21'^. The jnrisdietion of bisliops
was ai(kMl by presbyters, 223, 2'<;4.

Cyprian's aiitiiority, alleged in be-
balf of tlsf presbyters ami \)eopIe's
interest in tlic <;()vprniiicnt of the

cliurcli, answered, i'2:>. The pres-
byter's assistance to the binhop
was never necessary ; and, when
practised, was voluntary on the

bishop's part, 226 — 2^8. In all

churches, where a bishop's seat was,
there was not always a college of

presbyters, only in the jjreater

churches, 228, 229. When the as-

sistance of presbyters ceased, 230,

They could not be deposed by one

bishop alone, without the concur-
rence of more bi'^liDps, 231, 232.
The power of bishops sometimes

delegated to them, 267.

Presbyterians, tenets of, concerning
original sin, IX. 321. Refuted,
322—361..

Presence of God, IV. 30. Several
manners of, 31—33. Importance
of cherishing a sense of the divine

presence, 34. Rules for exercising
this consideration, 34—37. Bene-
fits of this exercise, 37—o).

Presentation of Jesns in the temple,
II. 65- Considerations thereon,
99—103.

Presumption, the case of dying per-
sons who are tempted to, III. 3 j7— 339. Considerations against,
IV. 546—549.

Preventing grace of God, the only
source of spiiitnal life, II. 66.

Price, inestimable, paid by Ciirist

for the soul of man, VI. 64, 81—
84.

Pride, evil of, VIII. 393. Arguments
against pride, IV. 86—88. Its ef-

fects to be frequently meditated

npon, 95, 96. Pride of the human
heart, a proof of its

'

desperate
wickedness,' V. 517.

Priests, marriage of, vindicated, XIV.
120—150. See Presbyter, Celibacy.

Priesthood (spiritual). Christians in

what sense such, II. liii. liv. See

Bishops, Presbyter.

Principal, nature of, in what cases
followed by the accessory, XIII.
,573—383.

Principles, evil, imbibed by men, a
cause of their sinning, VI. 249,
250.

Probable conscience, see Conscience,
"•

(3;).

Probabilities, a conjugation of, prov-
ing that the religion of Jesus Christ
is from God, XII. 39—67.

Promises are to be relied on, if our

prayers arc agreeable to the word
of God, V. 97. Promises must be
made and fulfilled with Christian

simplicity, VI. 150 — 153. The
promises of God, to the Israelites,
conditional, on obedience, 151,
152. Also the promises of the

gospel, 279, 280. Impious doc-
trine of the Romish doctors, that

promises may be violated with im-

punity, X. 251.

Prosperity of the wicked considered,
V. 549—555.

Protestants dissuaded from popery,
First^ Because the doctrine of the
Romish church is neither catholic,

apostolic, nor primitive, X. 129—
186. Secondly, Because the modern
cluircli of Rome teaches doctrines,
aiui uses practices, which, either in

themselves, or in their true and
iinmediate consecjuences, are direct

impieties, and sanction a wicked
life, 186—246. Thirdly, Because
that church tcacliEs doctrines,
which, in many things, are de-

structive of Christian society in

general, and of monarchy in parti-

cular, both of which are supported
by the religion of the church of

England and Ireland, 247—262.
Providence ofGod explained, XI. 370.
Prudence (Ciiristian), benefits of, VI.

96. Characters of, V. 212. Must
be regulated by the consideration
of what is profitable, 212— 214.

Safe, 214. Possible, 215. And
probable, 215, 216. It is the duty
and office of Christian prudence,
[l] To choose the end of u Chris-

tian, VI. 98—101. {->] To pursue
sucli end, with apt means and in-

strun>ents, proportioned to that

end, 101—103. [3] To serve God
in such manner that vvc may, at
the same time, preserve our lives

and onr estates, our interest and
mir reputation, for ourselves and
our relatives, so far as they can
consist together, 103— 108. .[4]
So to order the affairs of our
life, that our whole souls and con-
versation may do honour to the re-

ligion we profess, 108 — 1 13. [5]
That the teachers of others by au-

thority, or reprovers of others by
charity, make their persons apt to

do it without objection, 1 14—116.

[6] It is a duty of Christian pru-
dence not to suffer our souls to
walk alone, unguarded, unguided,
and more single in other actions of
our lives which are of less con-
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cernment, 116 — 118. Necessity
and advantage of having spiritual

guides for tliis purpose, 118—121.

[7] Advices for tlie clioice of such

guides, 121— 138. Other measures
and rules of Cliristian duty, 139,
140. Prudence, how distinguished
from conscience, XI. 384. Rules
and advices concerning the pru-
dence required in ministers, XIV.
494, 495.

Psalms of David, impiously altered

and addressed to the Virgin Mary,
X. 229.

Psalmodij, use of, in churches, tends
to editication, XIV. 113—117.

* Psalter of David, with titles and

collects,' published by bishop Tay-
lor, I. xxiv. cccxii. Remarks on

it, ccxcii.

Publicans, why odious to the Jews,
II. 369.

Punishments, design of, XIII. 247—
249. The eternity of future pu-
nishments, V. 44—49.

Purgatory, no warrant for, in Scrip-
ture, VI. 557, 558. Founded only
on false and disputable doctrines,
X. 146, 147. Its origin, 147—149.
Was not the doctrine of the church
before the time of Austin, 150.

Express testimonies of antiquity
against it, 153, 154. XI. 60—94.
Notice of some lying legends con-

cerning purgatory, X. 150—151.

Novelty of this doctrine, 152.

Which is false, 154. The opinion
of the Greek church concerning
purgatory, XI. 81 — 85. AVhich

rejects this doctrine, 85, 86.

Purging of the temple by Christ, 334.
Considerations thereon, 338—342.

Puritans, reflections on the conduct
of at the Restoration, I. c. ci.

Lord Clarendon's unfair representa-
tion of them, ccclxi.—ccclxiii.

Purity in heart explained, II. 457—
459. Excellence of purity of in-

tention, IV. 22— 24. Signs of it,

27—30. Rules for cultivating it,

24—26.

Q.

Quadragesimal (or Lent)/as?, preten-
sions of, to be of apostolical tradi-

tion, XIV. 28—31. Disproved by
a review of its origin and observ-

ance, 31—46.
Quotathms from Scripture, how to be

made, XI. 484.

R.

Railing, a sin of the tongue, V. 358
—360.

Ratihabltation, defined, XIV. 305.
How it contracts guilt, 306. It

does not render a person guilty in

foro humano, 308.

Ratiocination, is fallible, not reason,
XI. 462, 463.

Real Presence of Jesus Christ in the

eucharist, analysis of Bishop Tay-
lor's treatise on, I. ccxxxi.— ccxi.

Remarks on its style, ccxii. ccxlii.—See Eucharist.

Reading the Scriptures, duty of, IV.
203, 204. Rules for it, 205.

Reason, authority of, VIII. 92. Is

tlie best judge of controversies,
when it proceeds upon the best

grounds, 93—98. Reason erring
may be inculpable, 98— 1 1 2. When
reason and revelation oppose one

another, how we are to comport
ourselves, XI. 462. On the use of
reason in religion, 431. It is de-
nied by Papists and enthusiasts,
438. Fahii and reason not con-

tradictory, 439, 440. Right rea-
son not the affirmative measure
of divine things, or of articles and
mysteries of faith, 443—446. The
reason of man is a right judge, if

rightly informed, 446. Right rea-

son, not the same in all constitu-

tions of affairs, 446, 447. But it is

the negative measure of every
article of faith, 448—452. What
things reason can discern to be

certainly liue or false, 453. Our
reason cannot discover the effects

of all the power of God ; but when
they are revealed, it can consent
to them, 454. Wliat is impossible
or absurd to reason, cannot be an
article of faith, i6j(/. 455. Mistaken

philosophy ought not to be urged
in questions of religion, 455, 456.
How reason and faith assist each

other, 457, 458. It is a lawful

argument to prove a thing against
the word of God, because it is

against reason, 458, 459. Though
natural reason cannot teach us the

things of God, yet reason ilhnni-

nated can, 459, 460. In what
manner reason is the measure of

religion, 461. Reason not the
.same always, 483, 484. Infallible

reasons not to be required in moral

actions, for guiding ourselves, XII.
31. The consequents of natural

reason are no indication of amoral

commandment, 433, 434. Right
reason cannot be the rule or mea-
sure of war, 447.

Reasonableness of Christ's yoke de-

monstrated, III. 164—172.
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Rehcllion tisilawfuj, on every pretfTicc,

XIll. 453—470.
Reamcilial ion, tlio duty of, enforced

on the dyiiiff, III. 366, 367.
Recreations, diiections for ies;uJatii)g,

IV. ly, <;(); XIV. 333,334.
Recusancy, ori;:in of the laws of Eng-

land eoiirerninff, VI. 592. Vindi-
cation of tlieni from the false asser-
tion of the Romanists, 593, 594.

Redemption of time explained, VI.
105— 108.

Rfformed Churches, the ordinations

of, considered, VII. 138— 141
Not to he condemned for not

having bishops, 141, 142.

Re^enei-ute Man, St. Fanl's complaint
lelative to the motions of ^iii in,

considered and explained, IX. 125— 139. Anstin's exposition of this

passage erroneous, 130. A middle
state between the regenerate and
the unregenerate, 131, 132. The
character of the regenerate estate
or person delineated, 155— 158.
What are sins of infirmity, and
how far they may consist with the

regenerate state, 158—171.

Regeneration, nature of, II. 242,

275, 401. Beautiful delineation
of spiritual regeneration, 1. civiii.

clix.

Relapsing from a state of grace into

sinful practices, a reason why men
fear God, V. 120—122 Because it

is inexcusable, 122. Does vio-

lence to reason and conscience,
123. And adds ingratitude to sin,

124, 125.

JJf/jjofon, defined, IV. 179. Religion
at second hand cannot iialiow an
milavvftil action, II. 3a9. What are
the internal actions of religion, IV.
179. What the external actions,

202, 203. And what the mixed

actions, 207. The making of reli-

gion tile businessof our whole lives,
is a mark of growth in grace, VI.
6—8. All the actions of religion
are so overruled by the mercy of

God, that no one duty contradicts

another, 203, 204. That can be

no good religion, whose principles

destroy any duty of religion, 104.

Or disturbs governments, or shakes
the foundations of public peace,
405, 406. The religion established

by law, not to be censured by mi-

nisters of religion, of their own
head, 528. It is not lawful for

children to enter into states of re-

ligion, without their parents' ap-

probation, XIV. 191—195.

VOL. I.

Remission of sifis. See Pardon of Sim-
Repentance, bishop Ta\loi's treatise

on, published, I. xli. Notice of
the various attacks made on it,

ibid. xlii.—xiix. Iviii. Analysis of
this treatise, with remarks, ccxviii.—ccxxxi.

Repentance, a duty of great and uni-
versal concernment, VIII. ccxxxv.
ct seq. Antinoniian errors relative

to, exposed, ecxliii.—ccliii. 'Ihe

indispensible necessity of repent-
ance, in remedy to the unavoidable

transgressing the covenant of

works, 259—265. Briefdefinitions
of repentance, II. 438, 440 ; IV.
255, 256; V. 481; VIII. 307—
312. DiftVrcnt terms, by which it

is indicated in the New Testa-

ment, VIII. 307. Difference be-
tween METiXjOclXEia. and Miravoia, 307—308. And between pcenitentia
and resipiscentia, 308—310. Appel-
lations given to this duty by the

fathers, 308. God is glorified by
repentance, V. 464, 465. Descrip-
tions of repentance taken from the

holy Scriptures, VIII. 324—o32.

Repentance usually commences in

judgment, II. 341, 342. A condi-
tion of the Gospel covenant, 391—
395. Is a system of holy duties,
and a reparation of that estate into
which Christ first put us, 420.

Therefore, it is, first, a renuncia-
tion and abolition of all evil, 421.

Or, conversion, VIII. 315—324.
Secondly, it enjoins a pursuit of

every virtue, II. 423—426. Third-

ly, it is accompanied with deep
sorrow for past sins, 257, 258 ; V.
466—469. Fourthly, it is a punish-
in;; duty, II. i;58. Fifthly, it is

attended with confession of sins,

i'53— 260. Sixthly, And with an
ai)andonmeut of all sins whatso-

ever, V. 469, 470. Seventhly, it is

not a transient act, but must be

accompanied with a resolution to

live a holy life, 470—475. Eighth-

ly, victory over sin of no avail, un-
less wc acquire the habit of Chris-

tian graces, 475—478. It is a con-
version from dead to living works,
473—481. Impossibility of doing
this upon a death-bed, 481. The
latest possible time of beginning
our repentance, 489— 494. How
long repentance is to last, III.

435— 438; IV. 261. The danger
of protracting repentance, 262. The
nature and efficacy of a deatti-bed

repentance considered, II. 43^
2 E
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—438. Fasting, wlien an instru-

ment of repentance, 99—101; IV.

208, 209. Motives to repentance,
fZ63—265. Danger of delaying it,

V. 4. Considerations on the prac-
tice of this grace, during sickness,
IV. 467—471. Rnles for snch prac-
tice, 472—475. Means of exciting
SHcli repentance of sins, proceed-
ing from the love of God, 475—
480. Persons, for whom prayers
are offered, ninst be within the

covenant of repentance, V. 83.

What repentance is necessary for

the smaller, or more venial sins,
VIII. 377 — 383. And for single
acts of sin, 408—416. Every man
is bonnd to repent of his sin, as

soon as he hath committed it, 423.
He who defers it, is virtually the

murderer of his own soul, 424.
The precept of repentance is limit-

ed to the present time, 425, 426.

Thongh God gives respite to some,
he does not to all, 427, 428. Not
to repent instantly, is a great loss

of our time, and may become the

loss of all onr hopes, 428, 429. He
who contiinies in the guilt of one

unrepented sin, loses all the benefit

of any good thing which he can

do, upon the interest of any prin-

ciple whatever, 429, 430. Every
delay of repentance, is one step of

progression towards final impeni-
tence, 430. Tlie putting off our

repentanee from day to day, a sin

distinct from the gnilt of the action
to be repented of, 430, 431. A dis-

tinct manner of repentance is ne-

cessary for sinful habits, which
have no promise of being pardoned,
but by the introduction of the

contrary, 453—466. How a per-
son may know whether he has per-
formed his repentance as he ought,
488—492. The manner of repent-
ance, and usage of habitual sinners,
who convert while they are in

health, 492—501. Of aged sinners,
501, 507. And of those who defer
their repentance until their death-

bed, 507—519. On the possibility
of repentance, IX. 180—184. On
the effect of repentance, viz. re-

mission of sins, 184, et seq. [See
Pardon of sins.] What are the
fruits of repentance, 221. Of con-

trition, or godly sorrow, 223—237.
Difference between it and attri-

tion, 237 — 241. Confession, 241—267. Attrition, or imperfect re-

pentance, though with absolution.

is not sufficient, 267. Different

sorts of penances or satisfactions,

272—283. The preceding doctrine

relative to the fruits of repentance,
reduced to practice, 283— 315.

The Romish doctrine of repentance
subversive of morality, X. 186—
188. The pretence that this is not

the doctrine of that church, but of

some private doctors, an idle one,

188, 189. Dangerous doctrine of
the Romish church relative to con-

trition, and attrition, 190, 191.

Examination of the question, at

what time precisely every sinner is

bound to repent of his sins, so that,
if he does not repent at that time,
he commits a new sin, XIII. 176—
197. And also, whether a man is

bonnd to repent, not only the first

time, but every time he thinks of
his sin, 197— 200. The special

duty of repentance, preparatory to

receiving the holy sacrament, con-

sidered, XV. 582—584. The ne-

cessity of such a previous repent-
ance, 585—589. What actions of

repentance are specially required
in our preparations to the holy sa-

crament, 589—595. To what ex-

tent such repentance must go, 595— 605. How far we must have

proceeded in our general repent-
ance, before we communicate, 606
— 620. What significations of re-

pentance are to be accepted by the

church in the admission of peni-
tents to the communion, 635—638.
Whether ministers may reject im-

penitent persons or criminals from
the sacrament, until they them-
selves are satisfied of their repent-
ance, 639—648.

Reproof, duty of, V. 376, 377. In

administering it, the circumstances
of time, place, person, and disposi-

tion, must be regarded, VI. 115,
116. Reproof must not be public
and personal, V. 373. But only
for great tilings, 379. Not to be

given in the days of sorrow and

affliction, 379. Not to be accom-

panied with reproach, sarcasm, or

invectives, 380. Motives to the

discharge of this duty, 383. Im-

patience of it a proof of the

wickedness of the heart of man,
V. 509. And patience of severe

reproof, a sign of growth in grace,
VI. 14—16. Bold and unauthor-
ized reprovers of superiors in

church and state, to be avoided,
131—132.
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RepHtation of others, calumny of, a
breach of the sixth comraandment,
III. 39, 40.

Reservatiotis (mental) and conditional

restrictions, lawfulness of, con-

sidered, XIII. 374—378.
Resipisceutia, import of, VIII. 310.

Resistance, the best general remedy
against incipient temptation, II.

Resolutions formed by men, a proof of
the deceitfiilness of the hnman
heart, V. 504, They are formed

against sins that do not please, or
where the temptation is not pre-
sent, 504. Or that the sin shall

not be committed in the same cir-

cnmstances as formerly, 504, 505.
Or such resolutions are formed
when the opportunity is slipped,
and is laid aside as long as tiie

temptation pleases, and no longer,
505, 506.

Respect, never sliown to the persons
of men by God, VI. 462—466.

Restitution defined, IV. 165, 166.

Rules for making restitution, 167— 172. Restitution of the ill-gotten
wealth of fathers, how far to be
made by their sons, V. 452— 4r^4.

Resurrection, consignation to, the final

end of baptism, II. 253, 285. Cir-

cumstances of the resurrection of

Christ, III. 384—388. Considera-

tions thereon, 394—404. Proofs of

its certainty, VI. 414—418. Tradi-

tionary notions of a resurrection

among the heathen, 41'.'. Of the

order of our resurrection, 422—
425. The felicity of the servants

of God will receive its full con-

summation at the day of resurrec-

tion, 553—560.

Retirement (religious), on the duty
of, IV. 21.

Revealing of secrets, a sin of the

tongue, V. 350.

Revenge upon offenders, not to be

prayed for, III. 62, 63.

Reverence of holy places, nature of,

11.354— 358. On the reverence

due to parents, XIV. 168—170.
Rewards and punishments, the best

sanctions of laws, VI. 223, 224.

Riches of the eternal kingdom of

heaven, contemplation on, III.

490—494.

Righteous man, death-bed of, con-

trasted with that of the wicked,
IV. 386—388. Salvation of, how
and why difficult, V. 563—570.
Calamities and afHictions their lot

in this life, VI. 540— 545. Their

felicity, when the soul quits the

body, 545—553. Will be consum-
mated and perfected at the day of

resurrection, 553^—560.

Righteousness, hungering and thirsting

after, explained, II. 453, 454. The
blessing attached to this grace,

454, 455. Persecution for righte-
ousness' sake, what, 463. Its bless-

edness, 461, 462. Its reward, 463.

Evangelical righteousness describ-

ed, VI. 223. The righteousness
of the Scribes and Pharisees deline-

ated, 225— 230. In what respects
our righteousness must exceed

theirs, 230 — 243. Summary of

evangelical righteousness, 244, 245.

Roman Catholics, in England, absolv-

ed from their allegiance to queen
Elizabeth, by pope Pius V., VI.
587. Stimulated to rebel against

her, ibid. 588. Commanded to pre-
vent the accession of a Protestant

king by Clement VIII., 588. No
cause given them for the gunpow-
der treason, 591. — See Gunpowder
Treason. On the peculiar tenets

of the Romanists, and the grounds
on which they are rejected by
Protestants, see Church of Rome,
Eucharist, Popes, Protestants, Tran-

substantiation, 8fc.

Royalty, vanity of, in the sight of

God, III. 430.

Rule of Faith, not to be found in ge-
neral councils, X. 360—372. The

complete sufficiency of the holy

Scriptures as a ruie of faith, de-

monstrated, 383—417.

Rutherford (Samuel, professor at St.

Andrew's), attacks Bishop Taylor's

Liberty of Prophesying, I. xxix.

cccxvii.

S.

Sabbath, the duty of keeping, en-

forced, IV. 212—214. How to be

observed, III. 28—30; IV. 214—
217. Design and origin of the

Jewish sabbath, and how observed

among the Jews, XII. 412—416.

How far, and in what manner, ob-

served by the primitive Christians,

416, 417. Why they observed it,

420. The Jewish sabbath abro-

gated, 421. See Lord's Day.
Sacrament, definition of, 1.148. Two

sacraments only, why instituted by
Christ, 150—153. The institution

of a sacrament by Jesus Christ is

a direct law, and obligatory upon
all Christians, iii ail its parts and
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circnnnstances, XIII. 15—33. A
custom introduced into the admi-
nistration of a sacrament, contrary
to its analogy, mystery, purpose,
and signification, is not to be com-

plied with, XIV. 62— 64. The
efficacy of the sacraments stated,
VIII. 152 ; XV. 425 — 430. Re-
marks on the Presbyterian mode
of admitting persons to the sacra-

ment of the Lord's supper, VIII.
ccliii. ccliv. On the adoration of
the sacrament, X. 101—108, 244.

Absurd tenets of the Romish church

concerning the efficacy of the sa-

craments, 238— 241. Rules and
advices to the clergy for admi-

nistering the sacrament, XIV. 505—507. See Baptism, Lord's Sup-
per.

Sacrifice of Christ, unity and per-
fection of, IV. 265, 266.

Sacrilege, punishment of, V. 551.

Saints, reasons of tlie sufferings of,
V. 541—546. Remarks thereon,
546—519. Encouragements and ad-
vices to, when under suffering, 556— 563. Departed saints not to be

invoked, VI. 557, 558. Pretended
saints invoked by the chuich of

Rome, 224—230. Many persons
canonized as saints, and invoked,
who were naturally wicked, 231.
Intolerable burden to the indus-
trious poor, in the number of obli-

gatory saints' days imposed on

them, 232. The danger to the
souls of men, from the invocation
of saints, 524, 525. See also Just.

Salvation, on the certainty of. III.
173. We are not to jndge of our
final condition by any discourses
of our own, or by relying upon
God's secret counsels and predes-
tination of eternity, 175 — 179.
Criteria for knowing whether we
are in a state of grace and salva-

tion, 180—184. Different degrees
, of certainty of salvation, 185. The
salvation cf the righteous why dif-

ficult, V. 563—570.
Samaria (woman of), Christ's conver-

sation with, II. 361. Considerations

thereon, 372 --381.

Samaritans, enmity of, to the Jews,
11.361. Its origin, 361, 362.

Sanctification by the Spirit of grace,
one of tlie blessings conferred in

the sacrament of baptism, II. 249,
250, 280— 282. This sanctifica-

tion suppletory of that original
righteousness which was lost by
the fall, 2.50. General rules and

exercises, for rendering sickness

safe and sanctified, IV. 436—444.

No man is actually justified, who
is not, in some measure, sanctified,
277—279.

Satan, cautions against the tempta-
tions of, I. 203—206.

Satisfaction, import of, in the primi-
tive church, IX. 272—274. The
Romish doctors teach the horrid

and impious tenet, that one man
may satisfy for another's sins, X.
208".

Scandal, or giving and taking offence,
III. 205. Cannot be directly

given, by our doing our duty to

God, 206. What is such duty, 207
—'^11. In things indifferent, our

liberty must be used so as not to

offend our brother, 211. Yet we
are not to betray our Christian

liberty, merely to please peevi:*h
or froward people, 212. He only

gives scandal, who induces liis

Christian brotiier directly or col-

laterally into sin, 213, 214. It is

not necessary for ever to abstain

from things indifferent, to prevent
the ofiending of a brother, 21 5.

When an action niiiy be mistaken
to contrary purposes, a Christian

must use such compliance as best

co-operates to God's glory, and is

least dangerous, 2l6— 218. But
when the question is between

pleasing a friend and gaining an

enemy, tiie greater good of the
latter is to be preferred, 218. A
good or lawful action not to be in-

termitted merely because a man
tells us it is scandalous, 219. The
precept of avoiding scandal con-
cerns the governors of church or
state in the making and execution
of laws, 1>19, 220.

Schism, nature of, VII. 235—237.
Pliotius was the first author of the
schism between the Greek and
Latin church, 145.

Scourging of Jesus, circumstances of,
in. 341.

Scribes. .See Pharisees and Scribes.

Scriptures, care of the primitive Chris-

tians to obtain translations of them
in the various languages of the

world, XI. 131, 132. Testimonies
of the fathers, that the Ciiristian

law of faith and manners is fully
and exclusively contained in the

Holy Scriptures, XIH. 96—114.
1 he duty of reading them enforced,
IV. 203, 204. Rules for the pro-
fitable reading of the Scriptures,
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HOB. In what respects tlie Scrip-
tines are not of private interpret-
ation,' VI. 128, 129. General rules

for tlic interpretation of the Scrip-
tures, X. 413—417. Sptcial rules

for interpretinf; tlie literal sense of
the Seriptnrcs, VI. 509—r>\3. And
also the mystical or spiritual sense

of, 5l3 — 6l6. Ministers are to

teach only what is fonnd in the

Scriptures, 507, .508. Ami not to

argue abont difficult places, 525.
Wiiatever passages of Scripture
they may produce for their doc-

trine, they must take care tliat

they be not chargeable with foul

consequences, 530—532. Are dif-

cult only in unnecessary points,
VII. 496— 498. Causes of sup-
posed difficulties in thein consi-
dered and explained, 498—511.
Means of expoundinj; sneh diffi-

cidties, VIII. 1. First, the context
and connexion of parts, 2. Second-

ly, Cnnt'erence of places, 9. Abuses
of it by Roman Catholics and Soci-

nians, 2, 3. Thirdly, Proportion
and analogy of reason, 3 — 5.

Fourthbj, Analogy of faiih, 5, 6.

(Consulting the originals, 7. Re-
marks thereon, 7, 8. And on the
uncertain helps for solving these

uncertainties, 8, 9. Result,— dif-

ficulties in Scripture should teach
us moderation, 9, 10. The insuffi-

ficiency and uncertainty of tradi-

tion to expound Scripture, 10—28.
Also of general councils, 28—52.
Of the fallibility of the pope, 52—
78. The disability of the fathers,
78 — 88. Incompetency of the
church in its diffusive capacity, 88—92. Reason, proceeding upon the
best grounds, is the best judge, 92—98. The making of new articles

which are not in the Scriptures,
condemned by the primitive fa-

thers, cxvii.—cxx. 137, 138. Ne-
vertheless, the Romanists teach that
the pope can make new articles of
faith and a new Scripture, 477—
495. The Scriptures corrupted by
the popes, 505. The Scriptures a
full and sufficient rule of faith, and

satisfactorily transmitted to us, 268—270. The inefficacy of oral tradi-

tions as a guide of faith, 271—274.
The sufficiency of the Scriptures
to salvation, a^ a rule of iaitli and

practice, demonstrated, 383—417.

(See Sufficiency.) In what manner
we may quote Scripture, XI. 484.
Exam inatiou of the question,

' Since

the Scripture is the perfect rule of

conscience, and contains in it all

the will of God,—whether an<l how
far a negative argument from Scrip*
ture is to prevail,' 141— 169.

Scurrility, or foolish jesting, nature
and criminality of, exposed, V.
344—355.

Seal of Confession. See Confesdon.

Sects, evil of, VI. 126. Subdivisions

of, and in opinion, how far a cri-

terion of false doctrine, 125. The
different sects of Christians are not
so many different religions, VIII.
141 , 142.

Seditions, what are, 393.

Self-accusation, the eti'ect of an evil

conscience, XI. 392.

Self- Examination, duty of, IV. ^67,
268. Reasons for the daily dis-

charge of this duty, 373 — 375.

The benefits of this exercise, 376—
381. On the duty of self-examina-

tion, in order to the holy commu-
nion, XV. 457. Particularly on
the examination of our desires, 462.

Signs and indications of the sin-

cerity of our desires, 463—470.
Examination concerning our rema*
nent affections to sin, 470— 479.
Of the examination of ourselves in

the matter of our prayers, 480—
485. And in some other instances,
406—493. Rules for the examina-
tion of our consciences, against
the day of our communion, 655—
659.

Seminary Priests, humane conduct of
Queen Elizabeth to, VI. 595. The
seven statutes, made and enforced

against them, were called for by
their treasonable conduct, 596.
Vindication of those statutes, 597
—600.

Senses, perfection of, in heaven, III.

503—505.
Senses of Scripture. See InterpretU'

tion of Scripture.

Sensuality, temptation to crimes of,
best avoided by flight, II. 223.
Evil consequences of indulging
sensuality, IV. 56, 57. Rules for

suppressing it, 58— 60.

Sermon on the mount explained, II.

442—i63. Rules for the profit-
able hearing of sermons, IV. 206 ;

V. cccxc.— cccxcviii.

Sermons, defects in the style and

composition of, prevalent in the

time of Bishop Taylor, I. clx.

clxi. Ciiiical remarks on his ser-

mon on the gunpowder treason,
clxii.— clxix. Od his sermooa on
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the ' Minister's Duty and Calling,'
clxxv.— clxxx. And on his other

sermons, clxiv.—clxxiv.

Servants, the duty of sick persons to-

wards, IV. 451.
Servants of God, calamities and af-

fliction, the lot of, in this life, VI.
540—545. Their felicity as soon
as the soul quits the body, 545—
553. It will be completed at the
resurrection of the dead, 553—
560.

Service of God, the importance and

necessity of, enforced, IV. 11.

General rules for, 12, 13.

Sliame, an effect ofan evil conscience,
XL 39S.

Shepherds, the birth of Christ an-

nounced to, II. 44— 47. Consi-
derations on that event, 50—54.

Shortness of life, the duty of consi-

dering explained and enforced,
IV. 335 — 341. Contemplation
thereon, III. 415— 419. Rules
and motives for reducing such con-
sideration to practice, 342—349.
And for setting off the objection
of a short life, 349—359.

Sickness, the state of, considered, IV.
389—391. Of the/)S< temptation
peculiar to the state of sickness,

injpatience, 392—394. Remedies

against it, 396—423. The second

temptation, fear of death, 423,
424. Remedies against it, 425—
436. The advantages of sickness,
408—423. General rules ;.nd txer-

cises, whereby sickness may be-

come safe and sanctified, 436—
- 444. Of the practice of the graces,
proper to the state of sickness,
which a sick man may practise

alone, 445. Particularly of patience,
445—459. The grace offaith,460—
466. Of repentance, 467—496. Of
charity and justice, 496—504. On
the visitation of the sick by the

clergy, 504—560. (See Visitation

of the Sick.)
Simon. (See Peter.)

Simplicity, (Christian) general cha-
racteristics of, II. 313; VI. 140—
143. More particularly, (1) It

consists in the simplicity of our

religion and manners, 144—149.

(2) It relates to laws, both in their

sanction and execution, 149, 150.

(3) And to promises and acts of

grace and favour, 150—153. (4)
It teaches openness and ingenuous,
ness in all contracts and agree-
ments whatever, 154—160. (5)
How far military stratagems are

consistent with Christian simpli-

city, 160—162. (6) And the tell-

ing of lies, 162—167. (7) Lies in

jest are unlawful, and contrary to

Christian simplicity, 167, 168.

Sin against the Holy Ghost, what, II.

399.

Sins of infirmity, nature of con-

sidered, 11. 207—213 ;
V. 426—

430. (See Infirmity.)

Sin, the avoiding of ail occasions of,

remedy against temptation, II. 220.

Crying sins carry their own punish-

ment, 341). The danger of those

who sin wilfully, after being bap-
tized, 406—408. Their duty, 412
—414. Pardon of sins a benefit

conferred by the sacrament of

baptism, 243, 244. Especially of

original sin, 276. Whereby we are

put into a state of grace for the

time to come, 245, 246 ; 279, 280.

What sins are past hope of pardon
in this life, 4l6. No perfect par-
don of sins in this world after the

first efflux of it in our first rege-

neration, 417—420. Sinful courses

proved to be infinitely more
troublesome than a strict observ-

ance of the laws of Christianity,
III. 138—142. They are pro-
ductive of misery, while Chris-

tianity produces the reverse, 142—149. How sin produces death,
157—164. He only gives scandal
or offence who induces his Chris-

tian brother directly or collaterally
into sin, 213, 214. The infinite

guilt of mortal sin, by which we
lose the felicity of heaven, and fall

into eternal evils, 535—542. Con-
siderations against unreasonable
fears of not having our sins par-
doned, IV. 533—540. Prayer by
persons living in a state of sin, is

an abomination to God, V. 57——61. The pleasures of sin con-

sidered, 281—295, 296—311. And
its consequences, 311—326. In
what respects all who are born
of God do not commit sin, 413.
Consent requisite to constitute

sin, V. 437. The retaining of

any affection for sin, a clear

mark that we are not growing
in grace, VI. 5, 6. The ac-

counting of no sin little or con-

temptible, a clear mark of growth
in grace, 17, 18. The commission
of a single sin by a good man, the

greatest dishonour in the world,
48—50. Great examples no war-
rant to persons who are tempted
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to single instances of sin, in the

midst of a laudable life, 51. To
avoid being tempted to a single

sin, the mind must never be enter-

tained with lemembrances of past
sin, nor amused witii fantastic ap-

prehensions of the present, 53—
56. In what cases pardon of sin

is certain or uncertain, 57, 58.

Statement of the causes which keep
men in a state of sinning, so that

they cannot do the good they
would, nor avoid the evil which

they hate, 248—'250. How sin is

to be avoided, ^51—255. In what
degree this is to be effected, 255—
259. And by what instruments, 259—266. Tiie aggravations of sins

committed by ministers of religion,

501, 502. The distinction of sins

into mortal and venial, in what
sense to be admitted, VIII. 3J5—
337. Difference of sins and their

measnres, 337, 339— 341. Sins are

not equal, but greater or less in

their principle, as well as in their

event, ihid. 338. Single sins, done
with equal affection or disaffection,
do not differ in degrees as they
relate to God

;
but in themselves

are equally prevarications of the

divine conmiandment, 341— 343.
All sins are punishable as God
pleases, even with the pains of

hell, 343. In the aggravation of

sins, the injured person is to be

considered, 343—346. God has

in the smallest degree left us

without excuse, having warned us

of the smallest offences, 346—348.
And given us the perpetual assist-

ance of his Spirit, 319. Every sin

being directly against God's law,
is damnable and deadly in the eye
of God, 349—351 ; 361, 36'i. The
smallest sins not excepted, 351—
353, 383. Being against charity,

353, 354. Every sin is a turning
from God, and a conversion to the

creature, 354, 355. The smaller

the sin, the less excusable it is,

355, 356. Different sorts of venial

sins, according to the church of

Rome, 356 — 359. (See Venial

Sins.) Evil tendency of this dis-

tinction, 363—366. That any sin

is pardonable, is wholly owing to

the grace of God, 359— 361.

Thongh God never pardons the

smallest without the greatest, yet
he sometimes retains the smallest

of them, whose greatest he has

pardoned, 374. The daily incur-

sions of sin, though of the least

malignity, if neglected, combine
together till they become insup-
portable, 375, 376, The danger
of little sins, 376, 377. What re-

pentance is necessary for smaller

sins, 377—383. Necessity of watch-

ing against sin, 381. Actual or

single sins enumerated, 337—396.
Whether every single act of these

sins puts a man out of God's favour,
396—408. What degree of re-

pentance is necessary for single
acts of sin, 408—416. Errors of
the doctors of the church of Rome
concerning habitual sins, 422. (See
Habit, sinful). Sin is often used
in Scripture for the punishment
of sin, IX. 7. The sin of Adam
did not make ns heirs of damna-

tion, 12— 18. Nor naturally and

necessarily vicious, 18— 25. (See
Original Sin.) Danger of relapses
into sin, 213—219. God the author
of sin, according to the horrid sys-
tem of the Calvinists, 322. Dif-

ferent degrees of sin, XI. 402.

Why the conscience is more afraid

in some sins than in others, 402—
404. He who sins against a right
and sure conscience, whatever the

instance be, commits a great but
not a ddiible sin, 493—515. He
wiio advises liie commission of a
less sin for the prevention of a

greater, must see that it be directly
and certainly less, XII. 157— 163.
Neither God will, nor the devil

can, make ns sin, XIV. 287. Ex-
amination of the question, who is

the most guilty ? He who com-
mands a sin, or he who sins in

obedience, 309—318. How far it

may be lawful, or can be innocent,
to permit a sin, 318—336. The
ministers of the Gospel receive the

power of remitting and retaining

sins, 427—431. The duty of self-

examination, concerning our re-

manent affections to sin, XV. 470—480. {See Visiting of Sins.)

Sincerity, signs and indications of,

XV. 463—470.
Sinners, dying impenitent, circum-

stances that make death terrible

to. III. 460. First, the sight of
the offended Judge, 460— 463.

Secondly, the innumerable multi-

tude of their sins, and their mon-
strous deformity, 463. Thirdly,
the terrors of conscience and de-

spised mercies, 464—467. Their

folly in losing heaven, 486. Con-
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siderations for awakening careless

sinners to a confession of sins, IV.
513—5c'2. Notoi'ious sinners may
be excluded from the Lord's sup-

per, III, 304., 30.5. So may sick

persons, retaining affection to any
sin

;
or refusins; to disavow it, or

to profess repentance of all sins

wliatsoever, if required to do it,

IV. 529, 330. Tlieir prayers dis-

pleasing to God, V. 53, 54—57.

No man is made a sinner, but by
bis own consent, 437. Ciod draws
them to himself by his goodness,
57'i—579. By his forbearance,
580—586. His Inng-snti'ering, 586—588. Tlie mercy of the divine

judgments towards them, 588 —
600. Different states and degrees
of sinners considered; wiio are to

be handled gently, VI. 30—48.
How such persons are to be ad-

dressed, 48—56. Different classes

of sinners, who are to be saved with

fear, 56—60. No sinner justified

(or pardoned) but when his sin is

mortified and destroyed, 275—277.
The manner of repentance and

Bsage of sinners, who convert
while they are in health, VIII.
49'^—501. Of aged sinners, 501—507. And of sinners who do
not repent until their death-bed,
507—519. Import of the terra
'

Sinner,' among the Hebrews,
IX. 8.

Shnus V. Pope, openly justified the
assassination of Henry III. king
of France, VI. 589 ; X. 260.

Sizars, situation of, at the university
of Cambridge, I. vii. viii.

Slander, a sin of the tongue, V. 355.
A violation of the sixth command-
ment, III. 39—40. Different sorts

of, 356. Of the spirit of detrac-

tion, ibid. Railing, or reviling,
358—360. Falsely imputing crimes
to our neighbour, or slander pro-
perly so called, 360—364.

Slavery of sinful liabits delineated,
V. 307—311.

Sobi-iety, (Christian) defined, IV. 56.
Different degrees of, 57. Rules
for cultivating this virtue, 58—60.

Son. (See Children; Father, Mother,
Parents.)

Sorrow, deep, for past sins, an essen-

tial ingredient in repentance, II.

257, i?58 ; V. 466—469. (See also

Contrition.)
Soul of man, proof that it survives

after the death of the body, VI.
467—469. Is hazarded or ex-

changed for trifles, 73, 74— 7 7.

The excellency of llie soul con-

sidered, (l) In its capacity fiir

happiness, 77
;

and (2) In the

inestimable price paid by Christ

for it, 64, 81—84. What it is to

lose the soul, and its consequent
misery, 84— 90. Cautions and ad-

monitions lest we lose our souls,

90—94. Consummate folly of thus

losing the soul, 94. Iiuniortality
of the soul not unknown to tlie

ancient heathen nations, 536—539.
On the separate state of the soul

in Paradise, .546—553.

Sonthey's Curse of Ivciiania, exquisite

passage from, I. ccclxi. ('lose re-

semblance between it and a sub-

lime passage of Bishop Taylor's,
civ.

Speech, volubility of, no proof that

we are praying by the Spirit, V.
418— 420. Rules for regulating
the speech of ministers, VI. 526,
527.

Spirit.
—The gospel called the Spirit,

(l) Because it contains mysteries
revealed immediately by the Holy
Spirit, V. 401—402. (2) Because
the Spirit of God alone enables us

to understand it, 403. (3) Because
it consists of spiritual promises
and spiritual precepts, 404. (4)

Because, by and in the gospel,
God has not only given us the

spirit of manifestation and farth,
but also the spirit of confirmation

to all that believe and obey it, 405.
The expression, being

' in the

Spirit," explained, 405—407. (See
also Flesh )

Spirit of Bondage, nature of ex-

plained, V. 426—430.

Spirit of Christ, (or of grace), nature

of, V. 401. All who belong to

Christ have this spirit, 407, 408.

Which is a new principle of lioli-

ness infused into them, 421, 422.
The spirit of Christ, why given us

by God, 409—415. Effects md
fruits of the spirit of Christ, 416.

Christians pray in the spirit, 416.

Every wise and good man is in-

structed in the writings of the

spirit, 416, 417. The spirit of God
maketh our services spiritual, in-

tellectual, holy, and the effects of
choice and religion, 417. The
spirit gives us great relish and

appetite to our prayers, 417. The
spirit helps our infirmities, by giv-

ing us confidence and importuaity,
418. Volubility of language uo
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proof of prayinof in the Spirit, 418,
419, 420. Cautions to those who
have received the Spirit of Christ,
424. That they may not receive
it in vain, tliey must remember
tliat it is a new and holy life, 424
—426. (See also Holy Spirit.)

Spiritual Guides, necessity of having,
VI. 118 -120. Advanta<:e of hav-

ing them, 120, 121. Advices and
rnles for choosing tiiem, 123—140.
False teachers, how distinguished
from true ones, 127, 128— 131.

Spiritual Life, the preventing grace
of God, the source of, II. 56.

Spiritual Persons, how far to be pre-
ferred to temporal persons, XIII,
510—513. How far the eminence
of their calling exempts them from
secular coercion, 513—518.

Spiritual Tliiuii^s, how far to be pre-
ferred to temporal things, XIII.
505—510.

Sports, rules for conducting, XIV.
333—344.

Star that appeared to the Magi, re-

marks on, II. 47, 56, 57.

State of Grace, criteria for determin-

ing, III. 180 -184.

Stealing prohibited by the eighth
commandment, III. 45.

Stearne, (Dr. John) Latin letter of

Bishop Taylor to, I. xci.

Stewards of Christ's family ; the

first were the apostles, VI. 302,
303. Bishops their successors, 304—310. Their duty to build up
the church, 3:3—315. And to

preserve it in being, by adminis-

tering the sacraments, 3l6. And
prayer, 3l7. Their danger and

reward, 3.^2—328.

Stratagems, (military) morality of

considered, VI. 160—162.

Stulliloquy, or foolish speaking, ex-

posed, V. 343—344.

Subscription to articles of faith, and
to forms of confession, is a matter

wholly of political consideration,
XIV. 158—160. Unless peace be

concerned in the establishment

and publication of an article, it

is but weakly and impertinently
concerned in the subscription, 160.

When articles are established with-

out necessity, subscription must
be required without tyranny and

imperiousness, 161. Subscription
to articles which a man does not

believe to be true, is hypocrisy,

161, 162. Where however the su-

preme power requires subscrip-
tion for temporal regards, those

VOL. 1.

temporal regards must be com-
plied with, 162, 163.

Sudden Death, instances of. III. 347—349. Not to be impatiently de-

sired, IV. 452.

Suffering ; the state of the gospel, a
state of suffering, V. 527. This

shown, in the suffering state of
(Christ from his advent to hi* cruci-

fixion, 528, 529, 533. In his doc-

trine, 530. In the sufferings of the

apostles, 531 — 533. And of the
church for the next three hundred

years, 534. The glory of suffering
for Christ, 535, 536. Reasons of
the sufferings of the saints, 511—
546. Remarks thereon, 546—549.
Cautions and enconragements to

the saints under suffering, 5j6 —
568.

Sufficiency of the holy Scriptures as

a rule of faith, considered, X. 383. '

Demonstration of their sufficiency,

first, from the fact that we have
no other rule in faith and man-

ners, 384—386. Secondly, Scripture
is the best testimony of its own ful-

ness and sufficiency, 387. Thirdly,
It is possible that the Scriptures
should contain in them all things

necessary to salvation, 388. Fourth'

ly, their adaptation to all the

wants and necessities of mankind,
389. Fifthly, nothing is wanting
in them to complete their fulness,
391. Sixthly, the assertion that

the Scriptures do not contain all

things necessary for salvation, is

the source of many great errors,
391 , 392, 393. Seventhly, the pri-
mitive chinch relied exclusively
on the Scriptures, for her guide,
393. 'J'e.stimonies of the fathers

to this effect, 394— 412; XIII.
96-114. Conclusion, that the holy

Scriptures are a sufficient guide to

salvation, X. 412, 413.

Suicide, cowardice and impiety of,

exposed, XIII. 337—346.

Sunday, see Lord's Day.
Superstition, defined, V. 127. Super-

stition of an undue object, or wor-

shipping of idols, 124, 128. Super-
stition of an undue expression to a

right object, 128, 129.

Supremacy, impious claims to, by the

popes of Rome, refuted, X. 255—
262.

Swearing, in what cases forbidden,

HI. 17—21. Not prohibited in

courts of justice, 21—28. Evil

and sin of profane swearing, V,
351—354.

2f
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Synods (ecclesiastical), may be con-

vened and dissolved by the supreme
civil power, XIII. 537—510.

Synod of Dort, tenets of, concerning

original sin, IX. 321. Refutation

of them, 322—364.

T.

Talking too much, evils of, and re-

medies for it, V. 331—342.
Taylor (Rt. Rev. Jeremy, D.D.),

life of, I. i. Notice of his ances-

tors, iv. cccvi Family arms, v.

vi, cccvi. Baptismal register of

his family, cccv. His birth, iv.

His early education, vii.ix. Admit-

ted at Caius College, Cambridge,
vii. cccvii. Preaches at St. Paul's,

xi. At archbishop Land's recom-

mendation, he is chosen fellow of

All Souls' College, Oxford, xii.—

xiv. cccviii.—cccx. Remarks on
his acquaintance with Francis a

Sanct^ Clara (John Davenport),
xiv.—xvi. Marries Phebe Langs-
dale, xix. Writes his '

Episcopacy
Asserted,' at the request of king
Charles 1., ibid. Is deprived^ of
liis rectory of Uppinjjham by ""the

Presbyterians, xx. Patronized by
Christopher Hatton, esq., xxi. His

pecuniary difficulties during the

civil wars, x\i. cccxi. Is taken

prisoner, while in Wales, by the

parliamentary forces, xxiii. Pub-
lishes his ' Psalter of David, with

Titles and Clollects,' xxiv. cccxii.

Keeps a s-chool for his support,
with William Nicholson, afterwards

bishop of Gloucester, xxvi. cccxiii.

Writes a dedicition to Wyat's
* New and Easy Institution of

Grammar,' xxvi. xxvii. Publishes
his '

Liberty of Prophesying.' xxvii.

xxviii. Which is attacked bySamnel
Rutherford, XXV. cccxvii. cccxviii.

Strictures on Oime's remarks upon
this work, xxx. — xxsii. Taylor
marries for his second wife,a natural

daughter of king Charles I., when
prince of Wales, xxxiv. Is patron-
ized by the earl of Carbcry, xxxv.
And John Evelyn, xxxviii. xxxix.
cccxix.— cccxxii. Publishes his
* Great Exemplar,' xxxvi. xxxvii.

Publishes his sermons and other

tracts, xxxvii. Is a second time

imprisoned, xxxix. xl. Publishes

bis ' Unum Necessarinm,' or Trea-
tise on Repentance, xli. Which
is attacked by various persons, ibid.

x!ii. Notice of the opposition made

to it,lviii. His correspondence on
this subject, xliii.— xiv. Remarks

thereon, xlviii. xlix. Is liberated

from confinement, and visitsLondon,
1. cccxxii. Returns to Wales, liii.

l^ublishes his ' Dens Justificatus,'

lix. The discourse on Artiticial

Handsomeness, not written by the

bishop, lix.— Ixii. Kis reilections

on the death of two of his children,
Ixiii. Account of his controversy
with Mr. Jeanes on the doctrine of

oiiginal sin, Ixxiv. Ixxv. Their

correspondence on this subject, 25— 86. Shows the manuscript of
his ' Ductor Dubitantium' to Eve-

lyn, Ixxvi. cccxxxi. Republislies
several of his former pieces, with
the addition of his '

Essay on

Friendship.' Ixxvi. Imprisoned in

the tower ofLondon, I XX vii. Whence
he is liberated through Evelyn's

influence, ibid, cccxxxiii. cccxxxiv.
Is patronized and provided for by
the earl of Conway, Ixxx. Ixxxvi.

cccxxxvi. cccxxxvii. cccxxxviii.

Settles in Ireland, Ixxxiii. Where
he is falsely denounced to the privy
council, Ixxxvi. And summoned
to Dublin, xc. cccxl. Calumniated
as being disposed to return to

popery, xc. Promotes the restora-

tion of king Charles II., and pub-
lishes his Ductor Dubitantium, xcvi.

Is chosen vice-chancellor of the

university of Dublin, and to the

see of Down and Connor, xcviii.

His unwearied labours in those
two situations, xcix. The see of
Dromore confided to his admini-

stration, ciii. Is opposed by the

Scottish covenanters, civ. Re-
marks on ills conduct and .senti-

ments at this cri.'-is, cv.— cviii.

Termination of his friendship with

Evelyn, ex. Munificence of the

bishop and his lady to the cathe-
dral church of Dromore, ex.

cccxiiii. Publishes his ' Via In-

telligentiaBj'cxiii. His' Discourse
on Confirmation,' cxviii. And his
' Dissuasive from Popery,' cxviii.

Personal and domestic afflictions

of Bishop Taylor, cxxiii. ccclii.

cccliii. His deatl), cxxiv. Funeral
Sermon on him, by Bishop Rust,
3— 24. Description of Tayloi's
person, cxxv. cxxvi. Notices of
some of his descendants, cxxiv.
cxxv. Amiable character of the

bishop, cxxvi. cxxvii. His muni-
ficent charity, cxvviii.
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Survey of Bishop Taylor's literary
protlni'tions, I. oxxix. Classifica-

tion of tliem, ibid.

(1.) On his Practical fVorks. Stric-

tures on the desi:;n, plan, and exe-
cution of tlie

' Great Exemplar,'
cxxx. — exNxii. And on his de-

parture from the analojry of faith

in it, in iiis view of the dortriiie of

original sin, cxxxiii.— cxxxvii.
The ' Great Exemphir,' not a mere
translation of the Life of Christ by
Ludolplius de Saxonia, cxxxix.
Remarks on the style of this work,
ibid. cxI. And on its dedication,
cxl. cxii. Analysis of the '

Holy
Living,' with remarks, cxlii.—
cxlvi. Strictures on the prayers
contained in it, cxlvi. cxivii. Ana-

lysis of tiie
'

Holy Dyiu<r,' cxivii.— cli. Remarks on its stjle, cli.

clii. Strictures on the ' Contem-

plations on the State of Man,'ciii.—
cliv. Sublime description ofChrist's

second advent, civ. Remarks on

Taylor's Seimon on Gunpowder
Treason, clxii.— clxix. On his other

sermons, clxix. — clxxiv. Parti-

cularly his sermons on the ' Minis-
ters' Duty and Calling,' clxxv.—
cixxx.

(2.) On his Theological Works. Ana-

lysis of the ' Defence of Episcopa-
cy,' witli extracts and remarks,
I. clxxxi.— clxxxix. Of the '

Apo-
logy for authorized and set Forms
of Liturgy,' clxxxix.— cci. Of the
'

Liberty of Prophesying,' cci.—
ccxviii. Of the ' Doctrine of Re-

pentance,' or ' Unum Necessarium,'
ccxviii. — ccxxxi. Of ' The Real
Presence and Spiritual of Christ
in the blessed Sacrament, proved
against the Doctrine of Transub-

stantiation,' ccxxxi. — ccxi. Re-
marks on its style, ccxii. ccxlii.

Analysis of the ' Dissuasive from

Popery,' with extracts, and re-

marks, on some inconclusive rea-

sonings, ccxiiii.—cclvi. The ' Dis-
course of Confirmation,' cclvi.—
cclx.

(3.) On his Castiistical Works. The
'

Es5ay on Friendship,' cclxi. —
cclxv. The ' Ductor iJubitan-

tiuni,' edxvi. Motives that pro-

bably induced Taylor to under-
take this work, cc'xix— cclxxi.

Outline of its contents, with ex-

tracts and reniaiks,cclxxii— ccxcii.

(4) On his Dfrntinmd Works. Notice
of * The Divine Institution of the

Office Ministerial,' ( i xciii.
' Rules

andJAdvicestothe Clergy,' ccxciv.
The ' Golden Grove,' its excel-
lencies and defects, ccxciv. —
ccxcvi. His work on the '

Psalter,'
ccxcvi. ' Collection of Offices,'
ccxcvii. The '

Worthy Commu-
nicant,' iftit/. General estimate of

Bishop Taylor's literary character,
ccxrviii.— cociii.

Tuylnr (Dr. Rowland), a martyr for
the Protestant religion, notice of,
I. iv. V. vi. cccvi. Poetical in-

scription to his memory, cccvii.

Taylor (Joanna, daughter of bishop
Taylor), notice of, and of her de-

scendants, I. ccclv.— ccclviii.

Teachers, false, the following of, a

proof of the wickedness of the hu-
man heart, V. 510.

Teaching, the most simple, the most

useful, XI 365, ,"-<i6.

Temperance defined, IV. 60, 61. Eu-

logy of it, V. i'Sr. Measures, signs,
and etfects of temperance, IV.
63. Rules for obtaining this virtue,
67—70. The proper measures of

it, IV. 62. First, Natural wants,
V. 237 — 239. Secondly, Reason,
239. Thirdly, .Adaptation to cir-

cumstances, 240. Fourthly, Regard
to sorrow and a wounded spirit,
241. Fifthly, Pleasure within cer-

tain bounds, 242— '245.

Temple, the buyers and sellers driven
out of, by Christ, II. 334. Consi-
derations" thereon, 338 — 342. In
what sense a house of prayer to all

nations, 351.

Temptation of Jesus Christ, in the wil-

derness, circumstances of, II. 186,
187. Ccmsiderations thereon, 192
—196. Partiriilarly tlie^rsf temp-
tation, upon the necessities of na-

ture, 196. The second temptation,
to presumption am! self-confidence,
197, 198. The third temptation, to

ambition, 199, I'dO.

Temptation, the lot of all men, II. 203.

And peimitted by God, ibid, 203.

Cautions against the temptations of

Satan, 203—206. Mistaken prin-

ciples of temptation exposed, 207— 216. General remedies against

temptation, i;20— 233. Obedience
to the will of God the best strength

auainst temptation, 79. The clause

in the Lord's Prayer relative to

temptation txplained. III. 78. The
case of persons coi;sidereii, who are

tempted to doubt concerning arti-

cles of faith, 351—353. Or to

despair, 354 — 357. Or to pre-

sumption, 357—359. Temptations
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peculiar to a state of sickness, 389.

Particularly impatience and its re-

medies, 392—4'i'3. And the fear

of death, 423—436.
The violence of temptation no excuse

for a sinful action, V. 4i!9, 430.

Ability to resist temptation, a

proof of growth in t^race, VI. 2'^.

Especially the beinj; prepaied
against sudden and temporary as-

saults, 24, 25.

Tenderness of conscience, what, VI.
cccxxxiv,— cccxxxvi. How such
are to be dealt with, cccxxxvii.
cccxii.

Terror of the Lord, the phrase ex-

plained, V. 3. How far ministers

may use terrors as arguments, XI.
490—492.

TertuUian, testimony of, against tran-

substantiation, X. 74— 79. His
doctrine concerning tiie fall of man,
and original sin, IX. 9'6, 99. Op-
posed the making of images or of

pictures of God, X. 174. His tes-

• timonies to the complete sufficiency
of tiie Holy Sciiptuies, as contain-

ing all things necessary to salvation,
397—400. To the doctrines actu-

ally believed by the church, 460,
461. And to the apostolic rite of

confirmation, XI. 2.58, 259.

Testaments, how to be construed in

doubtful cases, XIV. 2.33, 234.

Theodwet, testimony of, against the
doctrine of transubstantiation, X.
9^^—94.

Theophilus Antiochenus, doctrine of,

concerning original sin, IX. 96.
His testimony to the paramount
authority of Scripture, X. cxviii.

406, 407. And to the apostolic
rite of confirmation, XI. 258.

TJtief, the penitent, case of, consi-

dered, III. 381. No encourage-
ment to us to defer repentance till

our death-bed, V. 493.

Thoughts (evil), what are, VIII. 387,
388.

Threatenings of Scripture, how to be

preached, XI. 49), 49i;.

Time, nature of, III. 415. Its vast

importance, IV. 13— 15. Contem-
plation on its shortness, III. 4l6—
419. The expression

' fulness of
time' explained, II. 1. Contem-
plation on the end of all time, III.

469 — 476. On the last day of

time, and its consequences, 477—
482. Rules for the right employ-
ment of time, IV. 16—22. Benefits
of such employment, 22. How time
is to be redeemed, VI. 105—108.

Timothy, proof from the New Testa-

ment that he was bishop of Ephe-
sus, VII. 56— 58. Testimony of

the fathers to this fact, 58—62.
Titm, proved from the New Testa-
ment to have been bishop of Crete,
VII. 63 — 67. Testimony of the

fathers to this fact, 6'!' , 68.

Toleration defined, VII. 142. Has

always been exercised by the wisest

and best princes, VII. ccccxiii.—
ccccxv. Toleration is not persecu-
tion, VIII. 142. Toleration of

different sects of Christians does

not endanger religion, and there-

fore it may be exercised, l43—145.

Particularly in the ease of weak

consciences, 145— 149. Nor are

the Anabaptists to be excluded
from it on account of their opinions

concerning fca/)fis>n, 150
—212. Hut

their tenet that it is not lawful for

princes to put malefactors to death,
nor to take up defensive arms, nor
to administer an oath, nor to con-

tend in judgment, is not to be to-

lerated, and why, 212—214. How
far toleration may be extended to

the Romish religion, 215 — 227.

Bishop Taylor's sentiments on this

subject not inconsistent, I. cxiii.

cxiv.

Tongue, the use of, distinguishes man
from the brute creation, V. SvT".

Its vices delineated, 327—369. Its

duties, 370—383.
Torments, future, eternity of, V. 45—

49.

Tradesmen, the duties of, stated, IV.
162— 165.

Tradition defined, X. 418. XIII. 114.

Apostolic traditions, their duration
and force, X. 418, 419. Tradition
the source of many heresies, 419.

Lofty pretensions of tradition dis-

proved, VIII. 11. For it is no re-

pository ofarticles of faith, 11. The
fathers, even in the age succeeding
the apostles, were infinitely de-
ceived in what they called tradi-

tions, 11— 14. Tlie imcertainty in

which they were, increased by the
loss of the writings of many of the
most eminent fathers, 14, 15. .4nd
also by the loss of many traditions,

15, 16. X. 442—445, The fathers

of the fourth century coloured
their own opinions with the appel-
lation of apostolical tradition,VIII.
16, 17. There is great variety in

the proof of tradition, nniversal
tradition only being credible, and
Other traditions being credible only
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in proportion as they partake of
the degrees of universality, 17,18.
The fatliers' appeal to tradition

groundless, 18, 19 — '>!. Some
things, which are called traditions,
arc offered to be proved by testi-

mony which is eitlier false or not

extant, '21 — 23. And concerning
the competency of which testnnony
men are not agreed, '23, 24. X. 447.

Other traditions, pretended to be

apostolical, were esteemed so, on
the authority of one man, X. 446—
449. The testimony of the primi-
tive fathers acquits us from the

necessity of believing any other

things but lliose recorded in Scrip-

ture, VIII. 24 — 27. The insuffi-

ciency and uncertainty of tradition

therefore is such, that it cannot be

employed in expounding Scripture
or in ending controversies, 27— 28.

Uncertainty of the oral tradition,
claimed to be infallible by tlit Ro-

manists, X. 271—274. In what
sense the Scriptures liave come to

ns by tradition, 4^6—430. On the

alleged proof from Scripture for the

baptism of infants, 430—435. And
for the validity of the baptism of

heretics, 433. And of the proces-
sion of the Holy Ghost from the

Father and the Son, 434—438. The
doctrine that there are only two
sacraments, founded upon Scrip-
ture and not on tradition, 438.

Ritual traditions of no authority
against the Scriptures, 438—441.

Examination of Austin's pretended
rule for determining traditions,

447— 449. And of that of Vin-
centius Lirinensis, 449 — 462.
Tradition no rule of faith, 453.
Its actual use, XIII. 114, 118, 119.

Why the fathers quoted tradition

in disputing with heretics, 116—
118. Tradition of no use after the
canon of Scripture was completed,
120. Unnecessary, impertinent,
and false traditions of the church
of Rome exposed, 120—129. Con-

cerning the indirect way of dis-

cerning traditions, 130.

Translations of bishops to other sees,
not unlawful, XI. 475—478.

Transubstantiution, no groimd for, in

the words of institution of the

Lord's Supper, III. 291 — 293.
The term transubstantiation, when
first invented, X. 99. Profane
assertions of some Romish writers

IX. ccccviii. ccccix.

introduced, ccccix.
concernmg,
When first

ccccx. Idle festivals introduced
to support it, ccccxi. It was late

before the church of Rome defined

transubstantiation, 422. Proof
that the sixth chapter of St. John's

gospel does not teacii transubstan-

tiation, 436—456. The Rontanists

acknowledge that this mon.strous
doctrine cannot be proved out of

Scripture, 432—436. The words
used by Christ in the institution
of the Sacrament of the Lord's

Supper, afford no ground for tran-

substantiation, III. 291— 2y3. Cri-
tical examination of the words of

institution, as they stand in the
Greek Testament, IX. 457—464.
And of the words ' Hoc est corpus
menm,' according to the Romanists,
465— 491. The doctrine of tran-

substantiation is against sense, X.
1— 16. The unreasonableness of
the Romanists' quarrelling with
those who deny transubstantiation,
17. If admitted, this doctrine
would warrant any literal inter-

pretations of Scripture, however
absurd, 18. Absurd argument of

Stapleton the Jesuit, drawn from
the absurdity and nnreasonable-
ness of the opinion, 18— 19. Tran-
substantiation proved to be totally
destitute of reason, 19—27. Against
the very nature and essence of a

body, and theabsurd quibbles of the
Romanists refuted, 27 — 59. Tran-
substantiation not a doctrine of the

primitive church, proved by the
actual testimonies of the primitive
fathers, 59—94. And acknowledg-
ed not to be ancient by various
eminent popish writers, 71—72.
Nor revealed in the Scriptures, X.
155— 157. The question concern-

ing transubstantiation was disputed
among the Catholics themselves, in
the ninth century, X. 97. In

England, until Lanfranc's time,

(the eleventh century) it was law-
ful either to reject or to believe

transubstantiation, 98. Against
which the Saxon church declared,
98. The gloss of the canon law
also against it, ibid. Scotus affirms
that it was no article of faith, be-
fore the Lateran council, 99—156,
157. Proceedings of the Lateran
council in this article, XI. 100—
102. Horrid and biasphcmous
nature of this doctrine, X. 162—
164. Insecurity of the Romish
religion, in consequence of this

doctrine, X. 522—324.
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Treason, taught and sanctioned by
the popisli writers, X. 256, 237.

(See Gunpowder Treason.)

Tribute, laws of, are moral laws, and
not penal, except by accident, and
therefore oblige the conscience to

an active obedience, XIII. 414— 417. The laws of tribute

liave the same conditions, causes,

powers, and measures with other

laws of government, 417 — 420.

Tribute and customs are to be

paid, whether they be demanded
or not, 420—423.

Trinity, the practice of making
pictures of, contrary to the doc-

trine and practice ot tlie primitive
catholic church, X. 176, 177. The
absurd defence and reasoning of

the Romish doctors concerning it

exposed, XI. 168—180.
Truth, unity of, admitted by all, and
claimed by all, VI. 376. No in-

fallible guide to truth, 375, 376.

Obedience to the will of God the

best way of ascertaining trnth,

S79. For this purpose all affec-

tions to sin must be laid aside, 380—383. Also all inordinate affec-

tions to the world, 383—385. Vic
tory over the passions, 385—387.

In every rigliteons man there is

a vital principle which leads him
to the trnth, 388 -39-.?. A peculiar

knowledge of truth sometimes
vouchsafed to the peculiar ser-

vants of Ciod, 392—393. A good
and holy life the best way to truth,

393, 396—404. Value of human
learning in the investigation of

truth, 394. Ministers ought to be
more careful to establish a truth

than to reprove an error, 5'28. It

is not lawful to tell a lie for the

cause of truth, XI. 483.

Turtle-Doves, why offered at the pre-
sentation of Christ in the temple,
II. 101, 102.

Tutors, duties of, IV, 161.

U.

Uncharitableness of tlie church of

Rome, in judging of others, re-

marks' on, X. 506—510; 518—5'20.

Proved, by the imposition of ar-

ticles of faith as necessary to sal-

vation, which God never made so,

510, 511. Which are so multiplied
that few of the laity know half of

them, though they are imposed
upon all, 512. By that cliurch

determining trifles and inconsider-

able propositions, and adoptrng
them into the family of faith, 513.
And excluding unbaptized infants

from the kingdom of heaven, 530
—532.

Uncleanness, what is, VIII. 390. Evil

con-equences of it, IV. 71 — 76.

Remedies against it, 82—85. Un-

cleanness, an lunderance to answers
to prayer, 63— 65.

Unction (extreme), origin of, in the

church of Rome, IV. cccxxvi.
Has no foundation in Scripture,
cccxxvi. cccxxvii.

Understanding, an obedient one, es-

sential to the virtue of obedience,
II. 79, 80. In what particulars an
obedient understanding

-
consists,

XI. 461 — 465. The faith of a

Christian partakes less of the un-

derstanding than of the will, II.

320. While that of the devils

partakes more, 32o. Perfection of

the understanding of the blessed in

heaven. III. 500-503. The va-

riety of human understandings a
source of inculpable error in rea-

son, VIII. 99. And also the weak-
ness of men's understandings, 110,

III. The practical judgment of a

right conscience is always agree-
able to the speculative determina-

tion of the understanding, XI. 430
—461. Whatsoever is above our

nnderstanding, is not against it,

453.

Unmercifulness prevents an answer to

our prayers, V. 61—63.

Unreasonableness of sin, demonstrated,
III, 164—172.

Unregenerute Men, the state of, per-
sonified by St. Paul, IX. 134—139.
How far they may go in the ways
of piety and religion, 139. They
may be convinced and instructed

in their duty and consent to it, 140.

May, with their will, delight in

goodness, and desire it earnestly,
142—150. May not only will and
desire to do natural or moral good
things, but even spiritual and evan-

gelical, 150, 151. May leave many
sins which tiiey are commanded to

forsake, 151. Not only for tem-

poral interest, but out of fear and
reverence for the divine law, 152.
An unregencrate man, besides ab-

staining fiom much evil, may also

do many good things for heaven,

yet never come thither, 153. And
he may have received tlie Spirit of

God, yet be in a state of distance

from God, 154, 155.
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Vanity of human life, ronsidercd, III.

417—419. Of all t-iiitlily honours,
420— 4.'6. Particularly of fame,
45!6— 428. And of man, 431—
4;57.

Venial Sins, different sorts of, arroni-

inu to the Romish sclionlniPii, VIII.
357. First, Sins of intirmity, 357

;

IX. 119—180. Secondly, Sins ve-

nial for the smallness of the matter,
YIII. 357. Sins venial in their

own nature, 357, 358. Catalogue
of such sins acorflinjj to the fa-

thers, 358, 359. That any sin is

venial or pardonahle, is wholly to

be ascribed to the grace of God,
359—361. All sucli '^ins are damn-

able, 361, 362. Evil tendency of

the distinction of sins into mortal
and venial, 363— 366. If any man,
about to do an action of sin, intiuires
whether it be venial or not, to siicJi

man it cannot at that time be

venial, 367. The di-tinction of
venial and mortal sins among the

ancients means a distinction not of

kinds but of degrees, 367—370.

But this distinction is not to be

considered by ns, but by God
alone, 370. No little venial sins

in Scripture, 372—374. What re-

pentance is necessary for the more
venial sins, 377— 3B0. Uangerons
and immoral tendency of the popish
doctrine concerning venial and
mortal sins, X. 2i'8—212.

Via IntelligenticB , a sermon of Bishop
Taylor's, publication of, I. cxiii.

Analysis of it, with remarks, ibid.

cxiv.— cxviii.

Victory over sin, how to be obtained,
VI. 259. By faith, 260. By watch-

fulness, 261. By mortification of
all sin, 262. By doing every thing

possible towanls the destruction

of the whole body of sin, 263. By
caution concerning thoughts and

desires, 264. When sin has pre-
vailed, by considering in what de-

gree it has so prevailed, 265, 266.

Vice, habitual course of, proved to

be infinitely more troublesome than

a strict observance of the laws of

Christianity, III. 138—142. Pro-
ductive of misery only, 142—149.

Intemperance the nurse of vice,
V. 233, 234.

Vigilance, an instrument of victory
over sin, VI. 261. Particularly

vigilance over our thoughts and
eecret desires, 264. Necessity of

perpetual vigilance, VIII. 381,382.

Vinccntius Lirinensis, rule of, con-

cerning traditions, examined, X.
449—452.

Violence, how it makes an action in-

voluntary, XIV. 398—398.

Virp;ins, atlvice to, IV. 77, 78. A
state (if virginity not more holy
than a chaste marriage, XIV. 130— 132.

Virtue promotes happine-^s. III. 142— 148. And length of life, 149—
164. Is honourable, 148, 149. The
habitual growth of virtue in our

manners, and dispositions, a proof
of growth in grace, VI. 8 — 10.

Also the pursuit of virtue, simply
for its (ivvn interest, 18— 21.

Vision oi' God in heaven, contempla-
tion on the happiness of, III. 496
—499.

Visitation of the sick by the clergy,
general rules for the manner

of",

IV. 506—509, XIV. 504, 505.
How the clergyman is to minister
in the sick man's confession of sins
and repentance, IV. 510. Argu-
ments and exhortations to move
him to confession of sins, 510—
513. Instruments by way of con-

sideration, to awaken a careless

person and a stupid conscience,
513—522. Of ministering to the
restitution and pardon, or recon-
ciliation of the sick person, by
administering the lioly sacrament,
523—532. Of ministering to the
sick person hy the spiritual man,
as he is the physician of souls, 533—546. OfRccs to be said by the
minister in his visitation of the
sick, 549—560.

Visiting the sins of the fathers upon
their children, has done, V. 438—
440. VVhy they are thus visited,
440—444. In what degree, and in
what case, this is usual, 444—446.
Remedies for averting such visita-

tion, 447—462.
Volition, different degrees of, XIV.
344—346.

Volubility of speech, no proof that we
are praying by the Spirit, V. 418
—420.

Voluptuousness, evil consequences of,
IV. 56, 57. Rules for suppressing
it, 58-60.

Vows, nature of, IV. 225. Cautions

concerning the making of them,
225, 226. Form of a vow, made
during danger, 283. Children can-
not profess any religious vows,
contrary to their parents' consent
and approbation, XIV. 191—195.
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W.
fVandering Thoughts in prayer, reme-

dies a^'ainst, IV. 226— S'jIS.

Wantonness, nature of, explained,
VIII. 390, 391.

War, measures of", according to llie

laws of Christ, XII. 447— 451.

Examples in matters of war are

always most dangerous piecedents,
454, 4.i5.

Warner, (Bishop), correspondence of

Bishop Taylor with, on liis
' Unum

Necessarium,' I. xliii. xliv.

Washing of the apostles' feet, by
Christ, III. 249, 230. Reflections

thereon, 277—280.
Watch given by Charles I. to Bishop
Taylor, notice of, I. exxvi. ccci viii.

Watchfulness, au instrument by which
we obtain victory over sin, VI.

261. Particularly watchfulness
over our thoughts and secret de-

sires, 261. Necessity of perpetual
walciifulness over all sins, VIII.

381, 382.

Water spilt upon the ground, the

comparison of the life of man to,

illustrated, VI. 455—461.
Westminster Assembly of Divines. See

Assembly.

Whisperers, who are, VIII. 392.

Whitsunday, sermons for, V. 401—431.

Wickedness of the human heart shown,
(1) In its blindness and ignorance,
V. 509. Particularly in its im-

patience of honest and severe re-

proof, .509. Following false teach-

ers, 510. Inconsideration, 511.

Whence results ignorance of God,
516. (2) In its hardness, 516.

Which is particularly evinced by
its pride, 317. And its being

deeply in love with wickedness,
5l8. (3) Other instances of the

wickedness of the human heart

enumerated, 519. Cautions and
advices concerning it, 5SiO.

Wicked, parallel between them and
children and fools. III. 165-170.
The horrors of the wicked man's

dying hours, IV. 386, 387. Consi-

derations on the end and design of

the prosperity of the wicked, V.
549—555. The conscience of a

wicked man is an evil judge and
an imperfect rule of action, XI.
416—419.

Widows, rules for the conduct of, IV.

78, 79.

Will orTestament, the duty ofmaking
it equitably, enforced, III. 369,
370. In what manner it should be

made, IV. 497. On the construc-

tion of will in doubtful cases,
XIV. 233, 234.

Will, mortification of, how to be

attained, II. 160—167. The faith

of a Christian partakes more of the

will than of the nnderstanding, 320.

And that of devils less of the will

than of tiie understanding, 326.

Will (liberty of), the doctrine of the

ancient fathers was, that freewill

remained in us after the fall, IX.
85—89. The liberty of the will

did not perish to mankind, by the

fall of Adam, 325, 326. Liberty
of choice in moral actions, is agree-
able to the whole design and
method of human nature and be-

ing, XIV. 281—286. I'lxamination

of the question whether every ac-

tion of our life oiigiit to be directed

by a right conscience or well f)er-
suaded will, 287—297. And of
the question, whether,

— althongii
actions of themselves be not in-

diflereut when chosen, the will may
be allowed to be indifferent to

some good things tliat are laid

before her, 297—305. The virtual

and inteipretative consent of the

will is imputed to good and evil,

305—344. The act of the will

alone, though no external action
or event do follow, is imputed to

good or evil, by God and men, 344—356. An involuntary effect, pro-

ceeding from a voluntary cause, is

imputed to the agent, as if it were

voluntarily and directly chosen,
356—362.

Will of God, obedience to, the best

way of attaining a knowledge of
the" truth, VI. 379—404.

Will-worship, nature of, XIII. 72,
73. Forbidden in the New Testa-

ment, 74.

Wisdom, destroyed by intemperance,
V. 235—237.

Wise Men visit Jesus at Bethlehem,
II. 46—50. Considerations there-

on, 53—62.
Wives and Husbands, mutual duties

of, IV. 79—82, 159, 160; V. 255
—263. Motives that should in-

fluence the choice of a wife, 257,
258. Duties of wives in particular,
272, First, Obedience, 272—274.
Its limits, 274. Caution concerning
it, 275, 276. Secondly, Compliance,
276. Thirdly, To participate in

her husband'sjoys and sorrows, 277.

And to remember and prepare for

days of sorrow and darkness, 278.

See also Husbands and Wivest
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Word qf God, duty of leadinfr, IV.

203, 204. Rules for the profitable
reading of it, 205.

'

IVorks,' ditierent meanings of, VI.
26'J. How a man is justified by
works, 274, 275.

World, contemplation on the end of,

469^— 476. And on its conse-

quences, 477—482. Estimate of
what may be obtained by one who
gains the whole world, VI, 65—
72. And how little is actually

gained by one who loses his own
soul, 72—78.

Worldly things, contemplation on the

inconstant and transitory nature

of, III. 420—426, Their worth-

Icssness, 426—431.

Worship of God imperfect among the

Jews, V, 173. Must be with all

the heart, 174. He that serves

God with the soul, without the

body, doeth tlie work of the Lord

deceitfully, 176, So also, he who
reserves one faculty for jin, and

many for religion, 178. Or who
does not converse in the acquisi-
tion of holy chanty and rclii^ion,

182, Or who do not pay their

vows, 184. Fervour, essential to

the right worship of God, 185.

Evils and danger of hikewarmness
in it, 186—190. Essential parts
of the worship of God are, lively

faith, 190—192. Fervent prayer,

193, 194. And charity, 195, 196.

Characters of fervent worship, 196—199. Perseverance, 199—202.

Worship of Angels, forbidden in the

Scriptures. X. 524, 525.

Worship of Images, by the chnrch of

Rome, unsupported by Scripture
and by the practice of the Chris-

tian church in the apostolic and

primitive ages, X. 171—175; XI,

^35.— 1(33. Futile distinctions of

the Romish doctors between iov.

X6ttt, or service ;
and Xar^eia, or

actual worship, 162 — 164. The
worship of images, not known in

England till the eighth century,
167. Nor in France, till the
ninth century, X. 175. Insecurity
of the Romish religion, in conse-

quence of the worship of images,
525—527. The worship of images
proved to be contrary to the law
of God, of Christ, and of nature,

by an examination of the second

commandment, XII. 382—412.
Wyat, (William) associates with Bi-

shop 'J'aylor in keeping a school,
I, xxvi. Notice of him, cccxiv.
And of his Latin grammar, xxvi.

xxvii.

Y.

Yoke of sin, and of the law, removed
by Christ, III. 133, 134, The
easiness of Christ's yoke illustrated,
135. First, To live according to

it, is most natural and proportion-
able to the desires and first inten-

tions of nature, 135— 138. >Se-

condly, there is in it less trouble
than in sin, 138—142. Thirdly, it

conduces infinitely to the content
of our lives, and natural and po-
litical satisfactions, 142 — 149,

Fourthly, it is a means of preserv-
ing our lives long and healthy, 149— 164. Fifthly, it is most reason-

able, 165—172.
Youth, a short catechism for, of the

principles of Christianity, XV. 11

—19.

Z.

Zeal, characters of, V. 196— 202.

Measures by which our zeal will

become safe and holy, 208—212.

Therefore our zeal must never carry
ns beyond that which is profitable,
212— 214. And safe, 2l4. Or
what is possible, 215. And in a

likely or probable matter, 216.
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